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PREFACE.

I have endeavoured to make this book useful to-

more than one class of readers. It is written pri-

marily for the use of those students of the law who are

desirous of laying a scientific foundation for their legal

education
;
yet I hope that it will not he found desti-

tute of interest by those lawyers whose academic

studies lie behind them, but who have not wholly

ceased to concern themselves with the theoretical and

scientific aspects of the law. Further, a great part of

what I have written is suflSciently free from the techni-

calities and details of the concrete legal system to serve

the purposes of those laymen who, with no desire to

adventure themselves among the repellent mysteries of

the law, are yet interested in those more general por-

tions of legal theory which touch the problems of

ethical and political science.

It will be noticed that occasional passages of the

text are printed in smaller type. These are of lesser

importance, of greater difficulty, or of a controversial

or historical character, and are not essential to the con-

tinuity of the exposition.

At the end of most of the chapters will be found a

list of references to certain portions of the literature

of the subject, which may be found useful as a guide to

the student desirous of going further in the matter.

Additional references are contained in the last of the

Digitized by Microsoft®



VI PREFACE.

Appendices, together with an explanation of the modes

of citation adopted in the notes.

Certain parts of this book have been already pub-

lished in the Law Quarterly Eeview, and I have also

incorporated in it the substance of a much smaller

work published by me some years ago under the title

of ' The First Principles of Jurisprudence.' I have

not thought it necessary to allude in the text to cer-

tain discrepancies in matters of detail between my
earlier and later views, and it will be understood that

the present work wholly supersedes the earlier, as

containing a re-statement of the substance of it in a

more comprehensive form.

J.W.S.

Adelaide,

March, 1902.
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JURISPRUDENCE
OR

THE THEOEY OF THE LAW

CHAPTEE I.

THE SCIENCE OF JUEISPRUDENCE.

§ I. Jurisprudence as the Science of LaM^.

In the widest of its applications the term jurispru-

dence means the science of law, using the word law

in that vague and general sense, in which it includes

nil species of obligatory rules of human action. Of

jurisprudence in this sense, "there are as many divisions

as there are kinds of law which have been deemed

sufflciently important and well developed to serve as

the subject-matter of distinct branches of learning.

They are at least three in number:

1. Givil Jurisprudence. This is the science of civil

law, that is to say, the law of the land. Its purpose

is to give a complete and systematic account of that

complex body of principles which is received and ad-

ministered in the tribunals of the state.

2. International Jurisprudence. This is the science

of international law or the law of nations. It is con-

cerned not with the rules which are in force within

states, but with those which prevail between states.

Just as the conduct of the subjects of a single state is

governed by the civil law, so international law regu-

A
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2 THE SCIENCE OF

lates the conduct of states themselves in their relations

towards each other.

3. Natural Jurisprudence. This is the science of that

which our forefathers termed natural law or the law

of nature (jus naturale). By this they meant the

principles of natural justice—justice as it is in itself,

in deed and in truth, as contrasted with those more or

less imi)erfect and distorted images of it which may be

seen in civil and international law. Whether these

principles of natural justice are rightly entitled to the

name of law—whether natural law, so called, can be

rightly classed along with civil and international law

as a species of the same genus—is a question which

it is not needful for us here to discuss. It is suflScient

for our present purpose to note the historical fact, that

there is a very extensive literature in which the law of

nature is given a place side by side with civil law and

the law of nations (jus naturale, jus civile, and jus

gentium), and in which the resulting threefold di-

vision of jurisprudence into natural, civil, and inter-

national, is recognised as valid.

Books of natural jurisprudence are in their es-

sence books of ethics or moral philosophy, limited,

however, to that department which is concerned with

justice, as opposed to the other forms of right, while

the method and the point of view are those of the

lawyer rather than of the moral philosopher. Ex-

perience has shown, however, that this abstract theory

of justice in itself, this attempt to work out in

abstracto the principles of natural right, is a suffi-

ciently unprofitable form of literature. In England
both name and thing have become in recent year.s

all but obsolete. Yet there are not wanting even at
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JURISPRUDENCE. 3

this day examples of the earlier way of thought. The

most notable of these is the late Professor Lorimei's

Institutes of La/w, a Treatise on the Principles of Jv/ris-

prudence as determined by Nature. On the Continent, on

the other hand, the literature of natural law, though no

longer as flourishing as it was, is still of importance.

One of the best known works of this class is Ahrens'

Gours de Droit Naturel. A typical example from an

earlier epoch is Pufendorf's once celebrated but now
neglected work, De Jure Naturae et Gentium (1672).i

§2. Jurisprudence as the Science of Civil Law.

In a second and narrower sense, jurisprudence,

instead of including all three of the foregoing divisions,

is limited to one only, namely that which we have

distinguished as civil. It is the science of civil law.

A similar specific application belongs to the term law

also. When we speak of the law without any quali-

fying epithet, we commonly mean that particular form

which is administered in the tribunals of the state.

So when we speak of jurisprudence without more, we

usually intend the science of this special kind of law

and this alone.^

1. See on this subject Reid's PMloaophical Works, Essay on the Active Powers^

V, 3. (Of systems of natural jurisprudence). Also Dugald Stewart's Works,.

VII. 256.

2. The term civil law, though once in common use to indicate the law of

the land, has been partly superseded in recent times by the inaproper eubstitute,, 1

positive law. Jus poaitivum was a title invented by Medieval jurists to denote
}

law made or established (posituTn) by human authority, as opposed to that

jus naturtUe which was uncreated and immutable. It is from this contrast that

the term derives all its point and significance. It is not permissible, therefore, to )

confine positive law to the law of the land. All is positiva which is not na- ;

tural. International and canon law, for example, are kinds of jus positivum

no less than the civil law itself. See Aquinas, Summa, 2 2. q. 67 <Oe Jure) art. 2,

Utrum jus convenienter dividatur in jus naturale et jue positivum. See also

Suarez, De Legibus, I. 3. 13 : (Lex) positiva dicta est, quasi addita naturali

legi.

The term civil law possesses several other meanings, which are not likely,,

however, to create any confusion. It citen means the law of Rome (corpus
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4 THE SCIENCE OF

Civil jurisprudence is divisible into three branches,

which may be distinguished as Systematic, Historical,

and Critical. The first deals with the present; its

purpose is the exposition of the legal system as it now

is. The second deals with the past; it is concerned

with the legal system in the process of its historical

development. The third deals with the ideal future;

it expounds the law not as it is or has been, but as it

ought to be. Systematic jurisprudence is legal ex-

position; historical jurisprudence is legal history;

while critical jurisprudence is commonly known as the

science of legislation.

§ 3. Theoretical Jurisprudence.

There is yet a third and still narrower sense, in

which jurisprudence includes not the whole science

of civil law, but only a particular part of it. In this

limited signification it may be termed abstract, theo-

retical, or general, to distinguish it from the rnore

concrete, practical, and special departments of legal

study. It is with this form only that we are con-

cerned in the present treatise. How, then, shall we
define it, and how distinguish it from the residue of

the science of the civil law ? It is the science of the

\y first principles of the civil laic. It is not possible,

indeed, to draw any hard line of logical division be-

tween such first principles and the remaining portions

of the legal system. The distinction is one of degree

juTis chiilis) as opposed more especially to the canon law (porpus juris ca-

nonid), these being the two great systems by whi(rti, in the Middle Ages,

State and Church were respectively governed. At other times it is used to

signify not the whole law ot the land, but only the residue of it alter deduct-
ing some particular portion having a special title of its own. Thus civil is

opposed to criminal law. to ecclcsia-stical law, to military law, and so on.

The term civil law is derived from the jus civile of the Romans. Quod quis-

que populus ipse sibi jus oonstituit, id ipgius proprium civitatls est vocaturque
jus civile, quasi jus proprium ipsius civitatis. Just. Inst., I. 2. 1.
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JURISPRUDENCE. 5

rather than of kind. NeAertheless it is expedient to

set apart, as the subject-matter of a special department

of study, those more fundamental conceptions and

principles which serve as the basis of the concrete

details of the law. This introductory and general

portion of legal science, cut off for reasons of practical

convenience from the special portions which come after

it, constitutes the subject-matter of our inquiry. It

comprises the first principles of civil jurisprudence

in all its three divisions, systematic, historical, and

critical. The fact that its boundaries are not capable

of being traced with logical precision detracts, in no

degree from* the advantages to be derived from its

recognition and separate treatment as a distinct de-

partment of juridical science. Practical legal ex-

position acknowledges no call to rise to first principles,

or to proceed to ultimate analysis. From the point

of view of law as an aft, the importance of concep-

tions and principles varies inversely with their ab-

stractness or generality. Practical jurisprudence pro-

ceeds from below upward, and ascends no further than

the requirements of use and practice demand. Theo-

retical jurisprudence, on the contrary, attributes value

to the abstract and the general, rather than to the

concrete and the particular. Even when these two

departm.ents of knowledge are coincident in their sub-

ject-matter, they are far apart in their stand-points,

methods, and purposes. The aim of the abstract study

is to supply that theoretical foundation which the

science of law demands, but of which the art of lavs/

is careless.

Opinions may well differ to some extent as to the

matters which are fit, by reason of their generality

Digitized by Microsoft®



6 THE SCIENCE OF

or their theoretic and scientific interest, to find a place

among the contents of abstract jurisprudence. Speak-

ing generally, however, it may be said that this science

appropriately deals with such matters as the following:

1. An analysis of the conception of civil law itself,

together with an examination of the relations between

this and other forms of law.

2. An analysis of the various subordinate and con-

si ituent ideas of which the complex idea of the law is

made up; for example, those of the state, of sovereign-

ty, and of the administration of justice.

3. An account of the sources from which the law

proceeds, with an investigation into the theory of

legislation, precedent, and customary law.

4. An examination of the general principles of

legal development, as contrasted with the historic de-

tails of the growth of the individual legal system, this

last pertaining to legal history.

5. An inquiry into the scientific arrangement of

the law, that is to say, the logical division of the corpus

jvris into distinct departments, together with an

analysis of the distinctions on which the division is

based.

6. An analysis of the conception of legal rights to-

gether with the division of rights into various classes,

and the general theory of the creation, transfer, and

extinction of rights.

7. An investigation of the theory of legal liability,

civil and criminal.

8. An examination of any other juridical concep-

tions which by reason of their fundamental character,

or their theoretical interest, significance, or diflSculty,

deserve special attention from the abstract point of
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JUEISPRUDENCE. 7

view; for example, property, possession, obligations,

trusts, incorporation, and many others.'-

It may avoid misconceptions, and assist us in under-

standing what theoretical jurisprudence is, if we state

shortly what it is not.

1. In the iirst place it is not an elementary outline

of the concrete legal system. It deals not with the

outlines of the law, but with its ultimate conceptions.

It is concerned not with the simplest and easiest, but

with some of the most abstruse and difScult portions

of the legal system. Theoretical jurisprudence is not

elementary law, any more than metaphysics is ele-

mentary science.

2. In the second place it is not, as the name general

jurisprudence suggests, and as some writers have
^

held,^ the science of those conceptions and principles ^

which all or most systems of law have in common. It

is true, indeed, that a great part of the matter with

which it is concerned is to be found in all mature

legal systems. All these have the same essential

nature and purposes, and therefore agree to a large

extent in their fundamental principles. But it is not

because of this universal reception, that such principles

pertain to theoretical jurisprudence. Were it a rule

of every country in the world that a man could not

marry his deceased wife's sister, the rule would not

for that reason be entitled to a place in this depart-

ment of legal science. Conversely, as universal re-

ception is not sufficient, so neither is it necessary. Even

if no system in the world, save that of England, recog-

1. It will be understood that this list ia not intended as an exhaustive state-

ment of the proper contents of a work of abstract jurisprudence but merely

as illustrative of the kinds of matters with which this branch of legal learning

justly concerns itself.

2. Austin, p. 1077.
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8 THE SCIENCE OF

nised the legislative efficacy of precedent, the theory

of case-law would none the less be a fit and proper

subject of the science in question.

3. Finally, this branch of knowledge has no ex-

clusive claim to the name of jurisprudence or of legal

science. It is not, as some say,^ the science of law,

but is simply the introductory portion of it. As we
have already seen, it is not even capable of definite

and logical separation from the residue of legal learn-

ing. The division is one suggested by considerations

of practical convenience, not demanded by the re-

quirements of logic.

The divisions of legal science, as they have been

stated and explained in the foregoing pages, may be

exhibited in tabular form as follows :

—

f Theoretical. The Theory of the Civil

Law.

f Civil
-

JUEISPKUDENCE,

or The Science

of Law in Ge-

neral

{Systematic— Legal Exposi-
tion.

Historical— Legal History.

Critical—The Science of Le-
gislation

• International. The Science of the Law of Na-

tions.

Natural. The Science of Natural Law and Jus-

tice.

§4 English and Foreign Jurisprudence.
The use of the term Jurisprudence to indicate exclusively

that special branch of knowledge which we have termed theo-

retical jurisprudence, is a peculiarity of English nomenclature.
In foreign literature jurisprudence and its synonyms include

3. Holland, Jurisprudence, p. 5.
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JURISPRUDENCE. 9.

the whole of legal science and are never used in this specific
and limited signification. The foreign worlis which eoiTespond
most accurately to the English literature of this subject are
of three different kinds :—

1. Works devoted to the subject known as Juridical Ency-
clopadia, one of the best known examples of which is that of
Arndts. He defines this department of legal science as com-
prising •' a- scientific and systematic outline or general view of

the whole province of jurisprudence {Bechtswissensohaff), to-

gether with the general data of that science." "Its purpose,'

he adds, " Is to determine tie compass and limits of jurispru-

dence, its relations to other sciences, its internal divisions, and
the mutual relations of its constituent parts."^

2. Books of Pandelctenrecht (that is to say, Modern Roman
Law) and more especially the Introductory or General Part of

such works. German jurists have devoted extraordinary

energy and acumen to the analysis and exposition of the law

of the Pandects, in that modem form In which it was received

in Germany until superseded by recent legislation. Much of

the work so done bears too special a reference to the details

of the Roman system to be in point with respect to the theory

of English law. The more general portions, however, are ad-

mirable examples of the scieptific analysis of fundamental

legal conceptions. Special mention may be made of the un-

finished System of Modern Roman Law by Savigny, and o<f the

similar works of WiiMisoheid and Demburg.

3. A third form of foreign literature which cori'esponds

In part to our English books of jurisprudence, consists of those

works of jurisprudentia naturalis which have been already

referred to. These contain the theory of natural law and

natural justice, while English jurisprudence is concerned

with the civil law, and with that civil or legal justice which

such law embodies. Yet the relation between natural and

civil law, natural and civil justice, is so intimate that the theory

of the one is Implicitly, if not explicitly, that of the other also.

1 Arndts, Jaristische Encyklopadie und Methodologie, p. 5. 9th ed. 1895. See

also Puchta's EncyclopBdie, being the introductory portion of hi^ Cursus der

Institutionen, translated by Hastie (Outlines of Jurisprudence, 1887). The term
eeneral jurisprudence (allEemeine Bechtslehre) is occasionally applied to this form

of literature. See Holtzendorff's Kocyjclopadie der Bechtswissenschaft, 5th ed.

1890, (Elemente der all^emeinen Bechtslehre, by Merkel).
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10 JUEISPKUDENCE,

Widely, therefore, as they differ in aspect, we may place the

French PMlosophie cki droit naturel and the German Naturrechts-

wissenschaft side by side with our own theoretical jurispru-

dence. It is, indeed, from the earlier literature of natural law,

as represented by Pufendorf, Burlamaqui, Heineccius, and

others, that the modern English literature of jurisprudence is

directly desceiuded.'

2. Jurisprudentia universalis or generalis was origioally merely a synonym
for jurisprudentia naturalia.
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CHAPTEE II.

THE LA.W.

§5. The Definition of Law.

The law is the body of principles recognised and

applied by the state in the administration of justice.

Or, more shortly : The law consists of the rules re-

cognised and acted on in courts of justice.

It will be noticed that this is a definition, not

of a law, but of the law, and our first concern is

to examine the significance of this distinction. The

term law is used in two senses, which may be conve-

niently distinguished as the abstract and the concrete.

In its abstract application we speak of tjie law of

England, the law of libel, criminal law, and so forth.

Similarly we use the phrases law and order, law and

justice, courts of law. It is to this usage that our defi-

nition is applicable. In its concrete sense, on the other

hand, we say that Parliament has enacted or repealed

a law. We speak of the by-laws of a railway company

or municipal council. We hear of the corn laws or the

navigation laws. The distinction demands attention

for this reason, that the concrete term is not co-exten-

sive with the abstract in its application. Law or the

law does not consist of the total number of laws in

force. The constituent elements of which the law is

made up are not laws but rules of law or legal prin-

ciples. That a will requires two witnesses is not rightly

spoken of as a law of England ; it is a rule of English
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12 THE LAW.

law. A law means a statute, enactment, ordinance,,

decree, or any other exercise of legislative authority.

It is one of the sources of law in the abstract sense.

A law produces statute-law, just as custom produces

customary law, or as a precedent produces case-law..

This ambiguity is a peculiarity of English speech.

All the chief Coatinental languages possess distinct

expressions for the ^^.wo meanings. Law in the concrete

is lex, loi, gesets, legge. Law in the abstract is jus,

droit, recht, diritto. It is not the case, indeed, that the

distinction between these two sets of terms is always

rigidly maintained, for we occasionally find the con-

crete word used in the abstract sense. Medieval Latin,

for example, constantly uses lex as equivalent to jus^

and the same usage is not uncommon in the case of the

French loi. The fact remains, however, that the Conti-

nental languages possess, and in general make use of,

a method of avoiding the ambiguity inherent in the

single English term.

Most English writers have, in defining law, defined

it in the concrete, instead of in the abstract sense.

They have attempted to answer the question :
" What

is a law ? ", while the true enquiry is :
" What is

law ? " The central idea of juridical theory is not

lex but jus, not gesetz but recM. To this inverted and

unnatural method of procedure there are two objec-

tions. In the first place, it involves a useless and em-

barrassing conflict with legal usage. In the mouths of

lawyers the concrete signification is quite unusual

They speak habitually of law, of the law, of rules of

law, of legal principles, but rarely of a law or of the

laws. When they have occasion to express the concrete

idea, they avoid the vague generic expression, and
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speak of some particular species of law—a statute,

act of parliament, by-law, or rule of court. In the

second place, this consideration of laws instead of law

tends almost necessarily to the conclusion that statute

law is the type of all law and the form to which all of

it is reducible in the last analysis. It misleads inqui-

rers by sending them to the legislature to discover the ^
true nature and origin of law, instead of to the courts

of justice. It is consequently responsible for much

that is inadequate and untrue in the juridical theory of

English writers.^

§6. The Administration of Justice.

We have defined the law by reference to the adminis-

tration of justice. It is needful, therefore, for the pur-

poses of such definition, to obtain here some under-

standing of the essential nature of this function of the

state, though a complete analysis of it must be deferred "

to a later period of our enquiry. That some form of

compulsion and control is essential for the realization

in human conduct of the idea of justice, experience has

made sufficiently manifest. Unfortunately for the wel- /

fare of the world, men are not so constituted that to/

know the right is to do it. In the nature of things there

is a conflict, partly real, partly only apparent, between

the interests of man and man, and between those of in-

dividuals and those of society at large ; and to leave

•every man free to do that which is right in his own eyes

would fill the world with fraud and violence. "We
have seen," says Spinoza, at the commencement of his

1 On the distinction between law In the concrete and law in the abstract

senses see Pollock's Jurispradeoce, pp. 14-17, and Bentham's Principles, p.

324, n. (Works I. 148, n.).
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Treatise on Politics/ " that the way pointed out by

Eeason herself is exceeding diflQcult, insomuch so.

that they who persuade themselves that a multitude of

men . . . can be induced to live by the rule of Eeason

alone, are dreamers of dreams and of the golden age of

the poets." If therefore, we would maintain justice, it

is necessary to add compulsion to instruction, It is not

enough to point out the way ; it is needful to compel

men to walk in it. Hence the existence of various re-

gulative or coercive systems, the purpose of which i&

the upholding and enforcement of right and justice by

some instrument of external constraint. One of the

most important of such systems is the administration

of justice by the state. Another is the control exerci-

sed over men by the opinion of the society in which

they live. A third is that scheme of coercion establi-

shed within the society of states for the enforcement

of the principles of international justice.

The administration of justice may therefore be

defined as the maintenance of right within a political

community by means of the physical force of the state.

The instrument of coercion employed by any regu-

lative system is called a sanction, and any rule of right

supported by such means is said to be sanctioned. Thus

physical force in the various methods of its application

is the sanction applied by the state in the administra-

tion of justice. Censure, ridicule, contempt, are the

sanctions by which society (as opposed to the state) en-

forces the rules of morality. War is the last and the

most formidable of the sanctions which in the society

of nations maintain the law of nations. Threatenings

of evils to flow here or hereafter from divine anger are

1. Tractatus Politicus, I. 5.
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the sanctions of religion, so far as religion assumes the

form of a regulative or coercive sy-stem.

Sanctions derive distinctive titles from the systems

whose instruments they are. That employed by the

state in the administration of justice is termed the civil,

political, or legal sanction. The social sanction is that

of public opinion. The international and religious sanc-

tions require no definition.^

A sanction is not necessarily a punishment or

penalty. To punish wrongdoers is a very effectual way
of maintaining the right, but it is not the only way. We
enforce the rule of right, not only by imprisoning the

thief, but by depriving him of his plunder, and restor-

ing it to its true owner ; and each of these applications

of the physical force of the state is equally a sanction.

The examination and classification of the different

forms of sanction made use of by the state will claim

our attention in a later chapter on the administration

of justice.

i loei _ _

tration of Justice.

We have defined the law as the body of principles

observed and acted on by the state in the administra-

tion of justice. To this definition the following objec-

tion may be made. It may be said :
" In defining law

by reference to the administration of justice, you have

reversed the proper order of ideas, for law is the first

in logical order, and the administration of justice

second. The latter, therefore, must be defined by re-

ference to the former, and not vice versa. Courts of

2. The term sanction is derived from Roman Law. The sanctio was orltrln-

ally that part of a statute which established a penalty, or made other provision

in respect of the disregard of its injunctions. D. 48. 19. 41. By an easy

transition it has come to mean the penalty itself.
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justice are essentially courts of law, justice in this

usage being merely another name for law. The admin-

istration of justice is essentially the enforcement of the

law. The laws are the commands laid by the state upon

its subjects, and the law courts are the organs through

which such commands are enforced. Legislation, direct

or indirect, must precede adjudication. Your defini-

tion of law is therefore inadequate, for it runs in a

circle. It is not permissible to say that the law is the

body of rules observed in the administration of justice,

since this function of the state must itself be defined

as the application and enforcement of the law."

This objection is based on an erroneous conception

of the essential nature of the administration of justice.

The primary purpose of this function of the state is that

which its name implies—to maintain right, to uphold

justice, to protect rights, to redress wrongs. Law is

; secondary, accidental, unessential. It consists of the

fixed principles in accordance with which such func-

tion is exercised. It consists of the pre-established and

authoritative rules which judges apply in the adminis-

tration of justice, to the exclusion of their own free will

and discretion. For good and suflScient reasons the

courts which administer justice are constrained to walk

in predetermined paths. They are not at liberty to do

that which seems right and just in their own eyes.

They are bound hand and foot in the bonds of an au-

thoritative creed, which they must accept and act on

without demur. This creed of the courts of justice con-

stitutes the law, and so far as it extends, it excludes

all right of private judgment. The law is the wisdom
and justice of the organized commonwealth, for-

mulated for the authoritative direction of those to
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whom the commonwealth has delegated its judicial

functions. What a litigant obtains in the tribunals

of a modern and civilized state is doubtless justice

according to law, but it is essentially and primarily

justice and not law. Judges are appointed in the

words of the judicial oath, " to do right to all

manner of people, after the laws and usages of this

realm.'' Justice is the end, the law is merely the

instrument and the means ; and the instrument must

be defined by reference to its end.

It is essential to a clear understanding of this

matter to remember that the administration of justice

is perfectly possible without law at all. Howsoever

<?xpedient it may be, howsoever usual it nia.j be, it is

not necessary, that the courts of the state should, in

maintaining right and redressing wrong, act according

to those fixed and predetermined principles which are

called the law. A tribunal in which right is done to

all manner of people in such fashion as commends itself

to the unfettered discretion of the judge, in which

equity and good conscience and natural justice are ex-

cluded by no rigid and artificial rules, in which the

judge does that which he deems just in the particular

case, regardless of general principles, may not be an

efficient or trustworthy tribunal, but is a perfectly

possible one. It is a court of justice, which is not also

a court of law.

Moreover, even when a system of law exists, the ex-

tent of it may vary indefinitely. The degree in which

the free discretion of a judge in doing right is excluded

by predetermined rules of law, is capable of indefinite

increase or diminution. The total exclusion of judicial
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discretion by legal principle is impossible in any

system. However great is the encroachment of the law,

there must remain some residuum of justice which is

not according to law—some activities in respect of

which the administration of justice cannot be defined or

regarded as the enforcement of the law. Law is a

gradual growth from small beginnings. The develop-

ment of a legal system consists in the progressive sub-

stitution of rigid pre-established principles for indivi-

dual judgment, and to a very large extent these prin-

ciples grow up spontaneously within the tribunals

themselves. That great aggregate of rules which cou-

j stitutes a developed legal system, is not a condition pre-

cedent of the administration of justice but a product of

it. Gradually from various sources^precedent, cus-

tom, statute—^there is collected a body of fixed prin-

ciples which the courts apply to the exclusion of their

private judgment. The question at issue in the adminis-

tration of justice more and more ceases to be :
" What

is the right and justice of this case ?" and more and

more assumes the alternative form :
" What is the

general principle already established and accepted as

applicable to such a case as this ?" Justice becomes in-

creasingly justice according to law, and courts of

justice become increasingly courts of law.

§ 8. Law and Fact.

The existence of law is, as has been said, marked

and measured by the exclusion, in courts of justice, of

individual judgment by authority, of free discretion

by rule, of liberty of opinion by pre-established deter-

minations. The remarkable extent to which such ex-
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elusion is permitted is a very characteristic feature of

the administration of justice ; but such exclusion is not

and cannot be complete. Judicial action is accordingly <^"

divisible into two provinces, one being that of law, and

the other that of fact. All matters that come for con-

sideration before courts of justice, are either matters

of law or matters of fact. The former are those falling

within the sphere of pre-established and authoritative

principle. The latter are those pertaining to the pro-

vince of unfettered judicial discretion. In other words,

every question which requires an answer in a court of

justice is either one of law or one of fact. The former

is one to be answered in accordance with established ,

principles—one which has been already authoritatively

answered, explicitly or implicitly, by the law. A ques-

tion of fact, on the other hand, is one which has not

been thus predetermined—one on which authority is '

silent—one which the court may and must answer

and determine in accordance with its own individual

judgment.

It must be clearly understood that by a question of

fact, as we have used the expression, is meant any ques-

tion whatever except one of law, whether such ques-

tion is, or is not, one of fact in the other senses of this,

equivocal term. We are not concerned, for example,

with the distinction between matters of fact and mat-

ters of right, or with that between matters of fact and

matters of opinion. Everything is fact for us, which

is not predetermined by legal principles. It is clear

that this is the sense in which fact must inevitably be

used, if the distinction between questions of fact and

questions of law is to be exhaustive and logical.

B 1
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The distinction may be illustrated by the following

examples :

—

Whether -a comtrac-tor toas l>een guilty of unreasonabie delay

In buiW'mg a house, ds a question of fact ; ^tihe law contains no

rules for its determiuatjon. But whether the holder of a bill

of excloange has been guiWy of unreajsonable delay in giving

notice of diishonour, is a quesition of law 'to be deteirminied in

aoeordanee with eentain fixed principles laid down in the Bills

of Exchange Act.

Whether verbal or written evidence of a icontract is the

better, is a question of laiw, the superaoraty of the lattetr being

J the subject of a pre-existing and authoritative generalisation.

But wihether the oral testimony of A, or that of B, is the better

evidence, is a quesition of fact, left entirelly to the unitnammelled

judgment of *he c-ourt.

What is the ppoi>er and reasoniaible punisihment for murder

is a question of laiw, indiividnal judicial opi'nion being aibso-

lutely exdjuded by a fixed rule. What is the proper and

reasoniaJble punishment tor theft, is (save so far as judicial

discretion is limited by the s'batutory appoinitanenit of a maxi-

mum limit) a question of fact, on which the law bas nothing

to say.

The quesition whether a child ajocused of eriime hais sufficient

mental capacity to be criminally responsible for his acts, is one

of fajct, if the accused is over the lajge of seven yeajrs, but one

of law (to be answered in the negative) if he lis under that age.

The point in issue is the meaning of a particular clause in

an act of parliament. W'hether ithis is a question of fact or of

law, depends on .whether suci ^cliaiU'Se (has already been the

subject of authoritative judicial inlteirpreitatlon. If not, it is

one of faot for the opinion of the court. If, however, there

has already been a decision on the point, ithe question is one of

law, to be decided in accordance wi'th ithe previous determina-

tion. The conclusion may seem paradoxical that a question of

statutory interpretation may be one of faiet, but a little con-

.sideraiti'on will Show that the isltatement is correct. It is true,

indeed, that the question is one as to vs^hat tlie law is, but a

1 question of law does not mean one as to what the law Is, but
one to be determined in accordance with a rule of law.
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A question is very often both one of fact and one

of law, and is then said to be a mixed question of law

and of fact. It is to be answered partly in accordance

with fixed legal principles, and as to the residue in

accordance with free judicial opinion. That is to say,

it is not a simple, but a composite question, resolvable

into a greater or less number of simple factors, some of

which pertain to the sphere of the law and the others

to that of fact. Let us take, for example, the question

as to the proper term of imprisonment for a certain con-

victed criminal. This may, according to circumstances,

be a pure question of fact, a pure question of law, or a

mixed question of law and of fact. It belongs to the

first of these classes, if the law contains no provision

whatever on the matter, the court having in conse-

quence a perfectly free hand. It belongs to the second

class, if the matter is definitely predetermined by a fixed

rule appointing the exact length of imprisonment to

be awarded. It belongs to the third class, if the law has

fixed a minimum or maximum term, but has left the

court with full liberty within the appointed limits.

The distinction between matters of fact and matters

of law is thrown into great prominence by the compo-

site character of the typical English tribunal and the

resulting division of functions between judge and jury.

The general rule is that questions of law are for the

judge and questions of fact for the jury. This rule is

subject, however, to numerous and important excep-

tions. Though there are no cases in which the law is

left to the jury, there are many questions of fact which

are withdrawn from the cognisance of the jury and

answered by the judge. The interpretation of a

written document, for example, may be, and very often
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is, a pure matter of fact, and nevertheless falls within

the province of the judge. So the question of reason-

able and probable cause for prosecution—v^hich arises

in actions for malicious prosecution—is one of fact and

yet one for the judge himself. So it is the duty of the

judge to decide whether there is any sufficient evidence

to justify a verdict for the plaintiff, and if he decides

that there is not, the case is withdrawn from the jury

altogether
;
yet in the majority of cases this is a mere

matter of fact, undetermined by any authoritative prin-

ciples. ^

^ The validity of a legal principle is entirely indepen-

dent of its truth. It is a valid principle of law, not

because it is true, but because it is accepted and acted

on by the tribunals of the state. The law is the theory

\ of things, as received and acted on within the courts

of justice, and this theory may or may not conform to

the reality of things outside. The eye of the law does

not infallibly see things as they are. Nor is this diver-

gence of law from truth and fact necessarily, and in

its full extent, inexpedient. The law, if it would be an

r efficient and workable system, must needs be blind to

1 many things. The legal theory of things must be sim-

1. It is to be noted, therefore, that the distinction between law and fact

depends not on the person by whom, but on the manner in which, the matter

is determined. Yet, although this is so, an illogical and careless usage of

speech sometimes classes as questions of law all those which are for the decision

of judges, irrespective of the existence or non-existenc* of legal principles for

their determination.

It is worth notice that questions of fact, left to the determination of judges,

tend to be transformed into questions of law, b}^ the operation of judicial pre- /

cedent. In the hands of judges decisions of fact beget principles of law, while

the decisions of juries have no such law creating efficacy. This is a matter
which we shall consider at length in connection with the theory of precedent.
The distinction between law and fact, with special reference to trial by jury,

is very fully considered by Professor Thayer in his Preliminary Treatise on tlie

Law of Evidence, pp. 183-262.
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pier and less elaborate than the reality. Partly by
deliberate design, therefore, and partly by the errors

and accidents of historical development, law and fact,

legal theory and the truth of things, are far from com-
plete coincidence. We have ever to distinguish that

which exists in deed and in truth, from that which
exists in law. Fraud in law, for example, may not be
fraud in fact, and vice versa. That is to say, when the

law lays down a principle determining, in any class of

cases, what shall be deemed fraud, and what shall not,

such principle may or may not be true. So far as it is

untrue, the truth of things is excluded by the legal

theory of things. In like manner, that which is con-

sidered right or reasonable by the law may be far from

possessing these qualities in truth and fact. Legal
i^

justice may conflict with natural justice. A legal

wrong may not be also a moral wrong, nor a legal duty

a moral duty.

§ 9. The Justification of the Law.

We have seen that the existence of law is not essen-

tial to the administration of justice. Howsoever expe-

dient, it is not necessary, that this function of the state

should be exercised in accordance with those rigid prin-

ciples which constitute a legal system. The primary

purpose of the judicature is not to enforce law, but to

maintain justice, and this latter purpose is in its nature

separable from the former and independent of it. Even

when justice is administered according to law, the

proportion between the sphere of legal principle

and that of judicial discretion is different in

different systems, and varies from time to time.

This being so, it is well to make inquiry into the uses
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and justification of the law—to consider the advan-

tages and disadvantages of this substitution of fixed

principles for the arUtrium judicis in the administra-

tion of justice—in order that we may be enabled to

. judge whether such substitution be good or evil, and if

good within what limits it should be confined.

That it is on the whole expedient that courts of

justice should become courts of law, no one can

seriously doubt. Yet the elements of evil involved in

the transformation are too obvious and serious ever to

have escaped recognition. Laws are in theory, as

Hooker says, " the voices of right reason ;" they are in

theory the utterances of Justice speaking to men by

the mouth of the state. Too often in reality they

fall far short of this ideal. Too often they " turn judg-

ment to wormwood," and make the administration of

justice a reproach. Nor is this true merely of the earlier

and ruder stages of legal development. At the present

day our law hag learnt, in a measure never before

attained, to speak the language of sound reason and

good sense ; but it still retains in no slight degree the

vices of its youth, nor is it to be expected that at any

time we shall altogether escape from the perennial con-

flict between law and justice. Wherefore it is needful

that the law should plead and prove the ground and

justification of its existence.

The chief uses of the law are three in number. The
first of these is that it imparts uniformity and certainty

to the administration of justice. It is vitally impor-

tant not only that judicial decisions should be correct,

distinguishing accurately between right and wrong,

and appointing fitting remedies for injustice, but also
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that the subjects of the state should be able to kuow
beforehand the decision to which on any matter the

courts of justice will come. Such precision is impos-

sible unless the course of justice is uniform, and the

only effectual method of procuring unijgrniity is the

observance of those fixed principles which constitute

the law. It would be well, were it possible, for the

tribunals of the state to recognise and enforce the rules

of absolute justice ; but it is better to have defective

rules than to have none at all. For we expect from

the coercive action of the state not merely the main-

tenance of abstract justice, but the establishment

within the body politic of some measure of system,

order, and harmony, in the actions and relations of its

members. It is often more important that a rule should :

be definite, certain, known, and permanent, than that

it should be ideally just. Sometimes, indeed, the

element of order and certainty is the only one which re-

quires consideration, it being entirely indifferent what

the rule is, so long as it exists and is adhered to. The

rule of the road is the best and most familiar example

of this, but there are many other instances in which

justice seems dumb, and yet it is needful that a definite

rule of some sort should be adopted and maintained.

For this reason we require in great part to exclude

judicial discretion by a body of inflexible law. For this

reason it is, that in no civilised community do the

judges and magistrates to whom is entrusted the duty

of maintaining justice, exercise with a free hand the

viri honi arhitrium. The more complex our civilisation

becomes, the more needful is its regulation by law, and

the less practicable the alternative method of judicial

procedure. In simple and primitive communities it
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is doubtless possible, and may even be expedient, that

rulers and magistrates should execute judgment in such

manner as best commends itself to them. But in such

civilisation as we have now attained to, any such

attempt to substitute the deliverances of natural

reason for predetermined principles of law would lead

to chaos. " Reason," says Jeremy Taylor, ^ " is such

a box of quicksilver that it abides nowhere ; it dwells

in no settled mansion ; it is like a dove's neck . . . and if

we inquire after the law of nature" (that is to say, the

principles of justice) " by the rules of our reason, we

shall be as uncertain as the discourses of the people or

the dreams of disturbed fancies."

It is to be observed in the second place, that the

necessity of conforming to publicly declared principles

protects the administration of justice from the disturb-

ing influence of improper motives on the part of those

entrusted with judicial functions. The law is neces-

2\ sarily impartial. It is made for no particular person,

/ and for no individual case, and so admits of no respect

of persons, and is deflected from the straight course

by no irrelevant considerations peculiar to the special

instance. Given a definite rule of law, a departure from

it by a hai_rsbrfiadth is visible to all men ; but within

the sphere of individual judgment the differences of ho-

nest opinion are so manifold and serious that dishonest

opinion can pass in great part unchallenged and un-

detected. Where the duty of the judicature is to

execute justice in accordance with fixed and known
principles, the whole force of the public conscience can

be brought to the enforcement of that duty and the

1. Dnctor Dubitantium (Works, XII. 209).
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maintenance of those principles. But when courts of

justice are left to do that which is right in their own
eyes, such control becomes to a great extent impossible,

public opinion being left without that definite guidance

which is essential to its force and influence. / So much
is this so, that the administration of justice according

to law is rightly to be regarded as one of the first

principles of political liberty. \
" The legislative or

supreme authority," says Loclie,^ " cannot assume to

itself a power to rule by extemporary decrees, but is

bound to dispense justice and decide the rights of the

subject by promulgated standing laws and known

authorized judges." So in the words of Cicero,^ " We
are the slaves of the law, that we may be free."

It is to its impartiality far more than to its wisdom

{for this latter virtue it too often lacks) that are due the

infiuence and reputation which the law has possessed

at all times. Wise or foolish, it is the same for all, and

to it, therefore, men have ever been willing to submit

their quarrels, knowing, as Hooker^ says, that " the

law doth speak with all indifferency ; that the law hath

no side-respect to their persons." Hence the authority

of a judgment according to law. The reference of inter-

national disputes to arbitration, and the loyal submis-

sion of nations to awards so made, are possible only in

proportion to the development and recognition of a

definite and determinate body of international law.

The authority of the arbitrators is naught ; that of the

law is already sufficient to maintain in great part the

peace of the world. So in the case of the civil law, only

so far as justice is transformed into law, and the love

1. Treatise of Government, II. U. 136.

2. Pro Cluentio, 53. 146.

3. Ecclesiastical Polity, I. 10. 7.
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of justice into the spirit of law-abidingness, will the in-

fluence of the judicature rise to an eflficient level, and

the purposes of civil government be adequately ful-

filled.

Finallj', the lavs^ serves to protect the administra-

A tion of justice from the errors of individual judgment.

The establishment of the law is the substitution of the

opinion and conscience of the community at large for

those of the individuals to whom judicial functions are

entrusted. The principles of justice are not always

clearly legible by the light of nature. The problems

offered for judicial solution are often dark and difficult,

and/there is great need of guidance from that expe-

rience and wisdom of the world at large, of which the

law is the record.] The law is not always wise, but on

the whole and in the long run it is wiser than those who
administer it. It expresses the will and reason of the

body politic, and claims by that title to overrule the

will and reason of judges and magistrates, no less than

those of private men. " To seek to be wiser than the

laws," says Aristotle,^ " is the very thing which is by

good laws forbidden."

§ 10. The Defects of the Law.

Such then are the chief advantages to be de

rived from Ahe exclusion of individual judgment by

3 fixed principles of law. / Nevertheless these benefits

are not obtained save at a heavy cost. The law is with-

out doubt a remedy for greater evils, yet it brings with

it evils of its own. Some of these are inherent in its

very nature, others are the outcome of tendencies

1. Rhetoric, I. 15. 12. See also Bacon, De Augmentis, Lib. S. Aph. 58 :

Neminem oportere legibue esse sapientiorem.
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which, however natural, are not beyond the reach of

effective control.

The first defect of a legal system is its rigidity. A
general principle of law is the product of a process

©f abstraction. It results from the elimination ami

disregard of the less material circumstances in the

particular cases falling within its scope, and the con-

centration of attention upon the more essential

elements which these cases have in common. We can-

not be sure that in applying a rule so obtained, the

elements so disregarded may not be material in the

particular instance ; and if they are so, and we make no

allowance for them, the result is error and injustice.

This possibility is fully recognised in departments of

practice other than the law. The principles of political

economy are obtained by the elimination of every

motive save the desire for wealth ; but we do

not apply them blindfold to individual cases, with-

out first taking account of the possibly disturbing

influences of the eliminated elements. In law it

'

is otherwise. Here a principle is not a mere guide

to the due exercise of a rational discretion, but a

s^ubstitute for it. It is to be applied without any

allowance for special circumstances, and without

turning to the right hand or to the left. The result

of this inflexibility is that however carefully and cun-

ningly a legal rule may be framed, there will in all pro-

Ijability be some special instances in which it will work

hardship and injustice, and prove a source of error in-

stead of a guide to truth. So infinitely various are the

afEairs of men, that it is impossible to lay down general

principles which will be true and just in every case.
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If we are to have general rules at all, we must be cod

tent to pay this price.

The time-honoured maxim, Summum jus est summa

injuria, is an expression of the fact that few legal prin-

ciples are so founded in truth that they can be pushed

to their extremest logical conclusions without leading

to injustice. The more general the principle, the

greater is that elimination of immaterial elements of

which it is the result. The greater therefore is the

chance that in its rigid application it may be found

false. On the other hand, the more carefully the rule

is qualified and limited and the greater the number of

exceptions and distinctions to which it is subject, the.

the greater is the difficulty and the uncertainty of its

application. In attempting to escape from the evils

which flow from the rigidity of the law, we incur those

due to its complexity, and we do wisely if we discover

the golden mean between the two extremes.

Analogous to the vice of rigidity is that of conser-

vatism. The former is the failure of the law to con-

form itself to the requirements of special instances and

unforeseen classes of cases. The latter is its failure to

conform itself to those changes in circumstances and in

j

men's views of truth and justice, which are inevitably

brought about by the lapse of time. In the absence of

law, the administration of justice would automatically

adapt itself to the circumstances and opinions of the

time. Fettered by rules of law, courts of justice do the
' bidding, not of the present, but of the times past in

which those rules were fashioned. That which is true

to-day may become false to-morrow by change of cir-

cumstances, and that which is taken to-day for wisdom
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may to-morrow be recognised as folly by the advance

of knowledge. This being so, some method is requisite

whereby the law, which is by nature stationary, may be

kept in harmony with the circumstances and opinions

of the time, which for better or worse are in process of

constant change.! If the law is to be a living organism,

and not a mere petrification, it is necessary to adopt

and to use with vigilance some effective instrument

of legal development. The quality of any legal system

will depend on the efficiency of the means so taken to

secure it against a fatal conservatism. Legislation—the'

substitution of new principles for old by the express

declaration of the state—is the instrument approved by

all civilised and progressive races, none other having

been found comparable to this in point of efficiency.

Even this, however, is incapable of completely counter-

acting the evil_ofJes^ conservatism. However perfect

we may make our legislative machinery, the law will

lag behind public opinion, and public opinion behind

the truth.

Another vice of the law is formalism. , By this is

meant the tendency to attribute undue importance to

form as opposed to substance, and to exalt the im-

material to the level of the material. It is incumbent

on a perfect legal system to exercise a sound judgment

as to the relative importance of the matters which come

within its cognisance ; and a system is infected with

formalism in so far as it fails to meet this requirement,

and raises to the rank of the material and essential that

which is in truth unessential and accidental. When-

ever the importance of a thing in law is greater than

its importance in fact, we have a legal formality. The
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' formalism of ancient law is too notorious to require

illustration, but we are scarcely yet in a position to

boast ourselves as above reproach in this matter.

Much legal reform is requisite if the maxim De mini-

mis non curat lex is to be accounted anything but

irony.

The last defect that we shall consider is undue and

|\ ^ needless_comglexity. It is not possible, indeed, for any

fully developed body of law to be such that he who runs

may read it. Being, as it is, the reflection within courts

of justice of the complex facts of civilized existence, a

very considerable degree of elaboration is inevitable.

Nevertheless the gigantic bulk and bewildering diffi-

culties of our own labyrinthine system are far beyond

anything that is called for by the necessities of the cas^

Partly through the methods of its historical develop-

ment, and partly through the influence of that loyfi^of

subtilty which has always been the besetting sin of the

legal mind, our law is filled with needless distinctions,

which add enormously to its bulk and nothing to its

value, while they render great part of it unintelligible

to any but the expert. This tendency to excessive. sub-

-^ tilty and ^aboration is one which specially affects a

system which, like our own, has been largely developed

by way of judicial decisions. It is not, however, an

,

essential defect of the law ; and the codes which have
in modern times been enacted in European countries

prove the possibility of reducing the law to a system of

moderate size and intelligible simplicity.

From the foregoing considerations as to the
advantages and disadvantages which are inherent in

the administration of justice according to law, it be-
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comes clear that we must guard against the excessive

develoijment of the legal system. If the benefits of law

are great, the eyils of too much law are not small. The

growth of a legal system consists in the progressive

encroachment of the sphere of law upon that of

fact, i the gradual exclusion of judicial discretion by

predetermined legal principles. ~] All legal systems do

to some extent, and those which recognise precedent

as a chief source of law, do more especially, show a

tendency to carry this process of development too far.

Under the influence of the spirit of authority the

'

growth of law goes on unchecked by any effective con-

trol, and in course of time the domain of legal principle

comes to include much that would be better left to the

arMtrium of the courts of justice. At a certain stage

of legal development, varying according to the particu-

lar subject-matter, the benefits of the law begin to be

outweighed by those elements of evil which are in-

herent in it.

Bacon has said, after Aristotle :
^ Optima est lex

quae minimum relinquit arbitrio judicis. However

true this may be in general, there are many depart-

ments of judicial practice to which no such principle

is applicable. Much has been done in recent times to.

prune the law of morbid growths. In many depart-

ments judicial discretion has been freed from the bonds-

of legal principles. Forms of action have been aboli-

shed ; rules of pleading have been relaxed ; the credi-

bility of witnesses has become a matter of fact, instead

of as formerly one of law ; a discretionary power of

punishment has been substituted for the terrible legal

1. Bacon, De Augmentia, Lib. 8, Aphoriam 46 ; Aristotle's Bhetorio, I. 1. 8.

C
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uniformity which once disgraced our criminal law ; and

the future will see further reforms in the same direc-

tion.

We have hitherto taken it for granted that legal

principles are necessarily inflexible^—that they are

essentially peremptory rules excluding judicial discre-

tion so far as they extend—that they must of necessity

be followed blindly by courts of justice even against

their better judgment. There seems no reason, how-

ever in the nature of things why the law should not, to

a considerable extent, be flexible instead of rigid

—

should not aid, guide, and inform judicial discretion,

instead of excluding it—should not be subject to such

exceptions and qualifications as in special circumstan-

ces the courts of justice should deem reasonable or re-

quisite. There is no apparent reason why the law

ishould say to the judicature :
" Do this in all cases,

whether you consider it reasonable or not," instead of :

" Do this except in those cases in which you consider

that there are special reasons for doing other-

wise." Such flexible principles are not unknown
-even at the present day, and it seems probable

that in the more perfect system of the future

much law that is now rigid and peremptory

will lapse into the category of the conditional.

It will always, indeed, be found needful to maintain

great part of it on the higher level, but we have not yet

realised to what an extent flexible principles are suffi-

cient to attain all the good purposes of the law, while

avoiding much of its attendant evil. It is probable,

for instance, that the great bulk of the law of evidence
^should be of this nature. These rules should for the
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most part guide judicial discretion, instead of exclud-

ing it. In the former capacity, being in general

founded on experience and good sense, they would be

valuable aids to the discovery of truth ; in the latter,

they are too often the instruments of error.

1
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CHAPTER III.

THE LAW (Continued).

§ II. Common Law and Special Law.

The whole body of legal rules is divisible into two

parts, which may be conveniently distinguished as

Common law and Special law. The former of these

terms is, indeed, used in a number of other senses,

which we shall consider later. But as here used, it

means all those legal rules of which the courts will take

judicial notice, and which will therefore be applied as

a matter of course in any case in which the appropriate

subject-matter is present. Special law, on the other

hand, consists of all those rules which, although they

are true rules of law, the courts will not recognise and

apply as a matter of course, but which must be specially

proved and brought to the notice of the courts by the

parties interested in their recognition. In other

words, the common law is that which is generally/

, applicable ; it is that which will be applied in all cases

in which it is not specially excluded by proof that some

other set of principles has a better claim to recognition

in the particular instance. Special law, on the con-

trary, is that which has only a special or particular ap-

plication, excluding and superseding the common law

in those exceptional cases in which the courts are

informed of its existence by evidence produced for that

purpose.

The test of the distinction is judicial notice. By
this is meant the knowledge which any court, ex
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oflicio and as such, possesses and acts on. It is

opposed to the knowledge which a court is bound to

acquire through the appointed channels of evidence

formally produced by the parties. A judge may
know much in fact of which in law he is deemed ignor-

ant, and of which, therefore, he must be informed by
evidence legally produced. Conversely he may be

ignorant in fact of much that by law he is entitled

judicially to notice. In such a case it is his right and
duty to inform himself by such means as seem good to

him. The general rule on the matter is that courts of

justice know the law, but are ignorant of the facts.

The former may and must be judicially noticed, while

the latter must be proved. To each branch of this rule

there are, however, important exceptions. There are

certain exceptional classes of facts, of which, because

of their notoriety, the law imputes a knowledge to the

courts. Similarly there are certain classes of legal

rules of which the courts may, and indeed must, hold

themselves ignorant, until due proof of their existence

has been produced before them. These, as we have

said, constitute special, as opposed to the common law.

§ 12. The Kinds of Special Law.

By far the larger and more important part of the

legal system is common law. Judicial notice—recogni-

tion and application as a matter of course—is the

general rule. As to this branch of the law we need

say nothing further in this place. The rules of special

law, however, call for further consideration. They

fall for the most part into five distinct classes. A full

account of these must wait until we come to deal with

the sources of law in a subsequent chapter, but, in the
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meantime it is necessary to mention them as illustrat-

ing the distinction with which we are here concerned.

1. Local customs.—Immemorial custom in a par-

ticular locality has in that locality the force of law.

Within its own territorial limits it prevails over, and

derogates from, the general law of the land. But the

courts are judicially ignorant of its existence. If any

litigant will take advantage of it, he must specially

plead and prove it ; otherwise the common law will

be applied. Such local custom is true law, because it

will be recognised and applied in the administration of

justice ; but it is special, not common law, because

such recognition and application are not absolute, but

merely conditional.

2. Mercantile customs.—The second species of

special law consists of that body of mercantile usage

which is known as the law merchant. The general

custom of merchants in the realm of England has in

mercantile affairs the force of law, supplementing the

common law. It may make, for example, an instru-

ment negotiable, which by the general law of the land

is not so. This customary law merchant is, like local

customary law, special and not common. The courts

take no judicial notice of mercantile usage as such. It

must be proved to them by witnesses, and in the

absence of such proof, the common law will be

recognised as applicable to the case. But unlike

local customary law, the customary law merchant has

the capacity of being absorbed by, or taken up into, the

common law itself. When a mercantile usage has

been once established by evidence, and acknowledged
as law by judicial decision, it is thereafter on all sub-

sequent occasions entitled to judicial notice. The
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process of proof need not be repeated from time to time.

Custom that has been proved and allowed once, has /

been proved and allowed for all future cases. The

result of this doctrine is a progressive transformation

of the rules of the special law merchant into rules of ,i

the common law. This process is at the present day

all but complete. In earlier times the great bulk of

the law merchant was special law, standing outside or

over against the common law. At the present day by

far the greater part of it is included within the limits
"^

of the common law. The law of bills of exchange, for

example, was formerly part of the special law

merchant, requiring to be pleaded and proved as a

condition precedent to its recognition and application.

But successive judicial decisions, based upon evidence

of such special law, have progressively transmuted it

into common law, entitled to judicial notice and to

application as a matter of course.

3. Private Legislation.—Statutes are of two kinds,

distinguishable as public and private. The dis-

tinguishing characteristic of a public act is that )

judicial notice is taken of its existence, and it is there-
|

fore one of the sources of the common law, in the sense '

in which we here use that term.^ The rules establi-

shed by a public act form part of the ordinary and

general law of the land. A private act, on the other

hand, is one which, owing to its limited scope, does not

fall within the ordinary cognisance of the courts of

justice, and will not be applied by them unless speci-

ally called to their notice by the parties interested.

Examples of private legislation are acts incorporating

1. As we shaU see, there is another sense in which common law is opposed

to all forms of statutory or enacted law.
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individual companies and laying down the principles

on which they are to be administered, acts regulating

the navigation of some river, or the construction and

management of some harbour, or any other enactments

concerned, not with the interests of the realm or the

public at large, but with those of private individuals

or pai'ticular localities.^

Private legislation is not limited to acts of parlia-

ment. In most cases, though not in all, the delegated

legislation of bodies subordinate to Parliament is

private, and is therefore a source, not of common, but

of special law. The by-laws of a railway company, for

example, or of a borough council, are not entitled to

judicial notice, and therefore form no part of the

general law of the land. Rules of court, on the other

hand, established by the judges under statutory

authority for the regulation of the procedure of the

courts, are constituent parts of the ordinary or common

law.

4. Foreign law.—The fourth kind of special law

consists of those rules of foreign law, which upon

occasion are applied even in English courts to the

exclusion of the common law. Experience has shown

that justice cannot be efficiently administered by tri-

bunals which refuse on all occasions to recognise any

law but their own. It is essential in many cases to

take account of some system of foreign law, and to

measure the rights and liabilities of litigants by it,

rather than by the indigenous or territorial law of the

tribunal itself. If, for example, two men make a

contract in Prance, which they intend to be governed

2. By the Interpretation Act 1889, s, 9, it is provided tliat " Every act

passed after tlie year 1860 . shall be a public act, and shall be judioially

noticed as such, unless the contrary is expressly provided by the act."
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by the law of France, and one of them sues on it in an

English court, justice demands that the validity and

effect of the contract shall be determined by French,

rather than by English law. French, rather than

English, law will therefore be enforced in such a case

even by English judges. The principles which deter-

mine and regulate this exclusion of local by foreign

law constitutes the body of legal doctrine known as

private international law.

Foreign law, so far as it is thus recognised in

English courts in obedience to the rules of private

international law, becomes, by virtue of such recogni-

tion, in a certain sense English law. French law is

^French as being enforced in France, but English as

being enforced in England. Yet though it is then part

of English law, as being administered in English courts,

it is not part of the common law. It is special law, just

as local or mercantile customs are. For English courts

have no oflQcial knowledge of any law save that which

is local and territorial. This they will apply to all

cases, in the absence of proof of the existence of some

different rule of foreign law which is entitled in the

particular instance to prevail over and supersede the

common law.

5. Conventional law.—The fifth and last form of

special law is that which has its source in the agree-

ment of those who are subject to it. Agreement is a

juridical fact having two aspects, and capable of being

looked at from two points of view. It is both a source

of legal rights and a source of law. The former of

these two aspects is the more familiar, and in ordinary

cases the more convenient. But in numerous instances

the latter is profitable and instructive. The rules laid
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down in a contract, for the determination of the rights,,

duties, and liabilities of the parties, may rightly be

regarded as rules of law which the parties have agreed

to substitute for, or add to, the rules of the common

law. Agreement is a law for the parties to it, which,

supersedes, supplements, or derogates from, the ordi-

nary law of the land. Modus et conventio vincunt legem.

To a very large extent, though not completely, the

common law is not peremptory and absolute, but

consists of rules whose force is conditional on the

absence of any other rules agreed upon by the parties

interested. The articles of association of a company,

for example, are just as much true rules of law, as are

the provisions of the Companies Acts, or those

statutory regulations which apply in the absence of any

articles specially agreed upon. So articles of partner-

ship fall within the definition of law, no less than the

provisions of the Partnership Act which they are

intended to supplement or modify. Both sets of rulea

are authoritative principles which the courts will apply

in all litigation affecting the affairs of the partnership.

The essential difference between them is that the law

which has its origin in agreement—conventional law^

as it may be termed—is not common but special. The

parties interested must prove its existence, and if they

fail to do so, the ordinary law of the land will be applied

instead.

§ 13. An Objection Considered.

We have made the distinction between common and special

law jbuTn wlioUy upon tire fact that judiciai matice is taben of

the former ibuit niot of the latter. It may be oibaeeted Hbait this

is a meieiy exteirnal lanid superflciall vdew of the maitter.

Oomimon law, it ma.v be argued, is •so caHed becfuuse St is

common to the whole realm and to all persons in it, while
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special law is that which has a special and limited

application to particular places or classes of persons.

In this contention ithere is an element of truth, but it

falls far short of a logical analysis of the distinction In

question. It is true that the common law is for the most part

more genierai in its application thiam is special law. It is ctoiefly

for tills ireason, indeed, tliait tihe former ds, while t!he laAter is

not, deemed woi'thy of, and entitled ito, judicdal notice. But we
have hei'e co logical basiis for a divisiion «f the legal system

into 'rwo parts. Much of th'e ootmnon law itself applies to

particular classes of persons only. The law of soliciitors, of

auctioneers, or of pawmbrokers, is of very restricted aipplica-

tion ; yet it lis just as truly part of the common law, as is the

law of theft, homicide, oir libel, which applies ito all mankind.

The law of Dhe royal prerogative is not special law, by reason

of the fact that it applies only to a isan/gle in'divlidual ; it is a

constituent part of ithe common lam. On 'the other hiau'd,

mercantile usage is dependent for its legal validity ooi its

generality ; it must be the oustom of -the realm, not thait of

any particular part of it ; yet untO, by judicial proof and

recognition, dt becomes entitled for the future 'to judicial nortice,

it is the special law merOhant, standing outside the ordinary

law of the land. The law of 'bills of exchatnge is no more

general in its appHcatdoo now, than it ever was ;
yet it has now

ceased to be special, and has beicome incorpoiiated in*o the

common law. The element; of truth involved in the argument

now under consideration, is no more than 'this, tilia't the com-

parative generality of itheir appMcatioe is one of the most

impoptaat matters to be taken into consaderaition, in detenmin-

ing whetiher judicial niotice sIhaM or shall not be igiianited to

rules of law.

§ 14. Other uses of the term Common Law.

So far we have dealt with one only of the several

meanings of the term common law. It will be

sufficient merely to mention the others, as they involve

no distinctions which require examination at this stage

of our enquiry.

1. The common law sometimes means the law of
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England, as opposed to certain kinds of foreign law.

We contrast, for example, the common law with the

Civil law, that is to say, the law of Eome ; or with the

canon law, the law of the Roman Catholic Church.

2. More usually the common law means, not the

whole of the law of England, but the residue of it after

deducting any particular part which has a special title

of its own. As so used, it is one of the terms in several

distinct pairs of contrasted expressions, the chief of

which are the following :

—

(a) Common law as opposed to statute law. After

classing separately under the title of statute, enacted,

or written law all rules which have their source in

legislation, the residue of the legal system appropriates

the generic title for itself. It is the common law.

(b) Common law as opposed to equity. The

common law in this sense is the residue of the law of

England, after deducting the body of legal principles

administered in the Court of Chancery.

(c) Common law as opposed to special law, in the

sense already explained ; that is to say, the residue of

the law of England, after deducting all those portions

whereof the courts have no official knowledge, and

which are therefore not applicable as of course in the

administration of justice.

The expression common law (jus commune) was adopted by
English lawyers from the canonists, who used it to denote the

general law of the Church as opposed to those divergent usages
{Gonsuetudines) which prevailed In different local jurisdictions,

and superseded or modified within their own territorial limits

the common law of Christendom.^ This canonical usage must
have been familiar to the ecclesiastical judges of the English

1. The term jus commune is lound in the civil law also, but in senses un-
^nnected with that which here coaeems us. It sometimes eiffnifles jus naturole
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law courts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and waa
adopted by them. We find the distinction between common law

and special law {commune ley and especial ley) well established

in the earliest Year Books.'' The common law is the ordinary

system administered by the ordinary royal courts, and Is con-

trasted with two other forms of law. It is opposed in the litst

place to that which is not administered in the ordinary royal

courts ait aJl, but by special tribunate governed by different

systems. Thus we have the common law in the C!ourt of King's

Bench, but the canon law in the Ecclesiastical Courts, the civil

law in the Court of Admiralty, and, at a later date, the law

which was called equity in the Court of Chancery.

Jja. the second place the common law was contrasted with

those various forms of special law which were recognised even

in the King's ordilnary courts in dePogation of the general law

,

of the land. Thus it is opposed to local custom {la commune

ley and le usage del pays)" ; to the Jaw mercihant {la comrmme ley

and la ley merchaunde)* ; to statute law" ; and to conventional

law {specialis eonventio contra jus commune) .

' The opposition

of common and statute law is noteworthy. Statute law is con-

ceived originally as special law, derogating from the ordinary

law of the King's courts. It was contra jus commune, juist as

contracts and local customs and the law merchant weve contra

Jus commune. Such a point of view, Indeed, is not logically de-

fensible. A public and general statute does not bear the same

relation to the rest of the law, as a local or mercantile custom

bears to it. Logically or not, however, statutes were classed

side by side with the various forms of special law which dero-

gated from the jus commune. Hence the modern usage by

which the common law in one of its senses means unwritten

or umenacted law, as opposed to all law which has its origin in

legislation.

ae oppoaed to jua eivih (D. 1. 1. 6. pr.), while at other times it is contraBted

with jus singulare, that is to say, anomalous rules of law inconsistent with

general legal principles, but leatablished utilitatu causa, to serve some special

reed or occasion. D. 28. 6. 15. D. 1. 3. 16.

2. Y.B. 20 & 21 Ed. I. 329. See Pollock and Maitland's History of English

Law, I. 165.

3. Y.B. 21 & 22 Ed. I. 213.

4. Y.B. 31 & 22 Ed. I. 468.

5. Y.B. 21 & 22 Ed. J. 65.

G. Bracton, 48 b.
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§ 15. Law and Equity.

Until the year 1873 England presented the extremely

curious spectacle of two distinct and rival systems of

law, administered at the same time by different

tribunals. These systems were distinguished as

common law and equity, or merely as law and equity

(using the term law in a narrow sense as including one

only of the two systems). The common law was the

older, being coeval with the rise of royal justice in

England, and it was administered in the older courts,

namely the courts of common law. Equity was the

more modern body of legal doctrine, developed and

administered by 'the Chancellor in the Court of

Chancery as supplementary to, and corrective of, the

older law. To a large extent the two systems were

identical and harmonious, for it was a maxim of the

Chancery that equity follows the law {Aequitas

sequitur legem) ; that is to say, the rules already

established in the older courts were adopted by the

Chancellors and incorporated into the system of equity,

unless there was some sufficient reason for their rejec-

tion or modification. In no small measure, however,

law and equity were discordant, applying different rules

to the same subject-matter. The same case would be

decided in one way, if brought before the Court of

King's Bench, and in another, if adjudged in Chancery.

The Judicature Act, 1873, put an end to this anomalous

state of things, by the abolition of all portions of the

common law which conflicted with equity, and by the

consequent fusion of the two systems into a single and

self-consistent body of law.

The distinction between law and eqmtj has thus

become historical merely, but it has not for that reason
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ceased to demand attention. It is not only a matter

of considerable theoretical interest, but it has so left

its mark upon our legal system, that its comprehension

is still essential even in the practical study of the law.

The term equity possesses at least three distinct

though related senses. In the first of these, it is

nothing more than a synonym for natural justice.

Aequitas is aequalitas—the fair, impartial, or equal

allotment of good and evil—the virtue which gives to

iivery man his own. This is the popular application of

the term, and possesses no special juridical signifl-

cance.

In a second and legal sense equity means natural

justice, not simply, but in a special aspect, that is to

say, as opposed to the rigour of inflexible rules of law.

Aequitas is contrasted with summum jus, or strictum

jus, or the rigor juris. For the law lays down general

principles, taking of necessity no account of the special

•circumstances of individual cases in which such gener-

ality may work injustice. So also, the law may with

defective foresight have omitted to provide at all for

the case in hand, and therefore supplies no remedy for

the aggrieved suitor. In all such cases in order to

avoid injustice, it is needful to go beyond the law, or

even contrary to the law, and to administer justice in

accordance with the dictates of natural reason. This

it is, that is meant by administering equity as opposed

to law ; and so far as any tribunal possesses the power

of thus supplementing or rejecting the rules of law in

special cases, it is, in this sense of the term, a court of

equity, as opposed to a court of law.

The distiftction thus indicated was received in the

juridical theory both of the Greeks and the Romans.
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Aristotle defines equit;r as the correction of the law

where it is defective on account of its generality/ and

the definition is constantly repeated by later writers.

Elsewhere he says :
- " An. arbitrator decides in ac-

cordance with equity, a judge in accordance with

law : and it was for this purpose that arbitration was

introduced, namely, that equity might prevail." In

the writings of Cicero we find frequent reference to the

distinction between aequitas and jus. He quotes

as already proverbial the saying, Summum jus summa
injuria,^ meaning by summum jus the rigour of the_law

untempered by equity. Numerous indications of the

same conception are to be met with in the writings of

the Eoman jurists.*

The doctrine passed from Greek and Latin literature

into the traditional jurisprudence of the Middle Ages.

We may see, for example, a discussion of the matter in

the Tractatus de Legibus of Aquinas.^ It was well

known, therefore, to the lawyers who laid the founda-

tions of our own legal system, and like other portions

of scholastic doctrine, it passed into the English law

1. Nic. Ethica V. 10. 3. The Greeks knew equity under the name epieikeia.

2. Rhet. I. 13. 19.

3. De Offlciis I. 10. 33. See also Pro Oaecina 23. 66 : Ex aequo et bono, non
ex callido versutoque jure rem judicari oportere. De Oratore I. 56, 240 : Multa
pro aequitate contra jus dicere. De Officiis in. 16, 67.

4. In omnibus quidem, raaxime tamen in jure, aequitas spectanda est. D. 50,.

17, 90.

Placuit in omnibus rebus praecipuam esse justitiae aequitatisque, quam strictl

juris rationem. C. 3, 1, 8. Haec aequitas suggerit, etsi jure deficiamur. D. 39,

3, 2, 5.

A constitution <A Constantine inserted in Justinian's Code, however, pro-

hibits all inferior courts from substituting equity for strict law, and claims for

the emperor alone the right of thus departing from the rigour of the jus-

scriptum : Inter aequitatem jusquc interpositam interpretationcm nobis solis et

oporlet et licet inspicere. 0. 1, 14, 1.

5. Summa Theologiae 2, 2, q. 120, art 1. De epicheia sen aequitate :—In his

ergo et similibus casibus malum est sequi legem positam ; bonum autem est

praetermissis varbis legis, sejjuii id quod poscit justitiae ratio et communis-
utilitas. Et ad hoc ordinatur epicheia, quae apud nos dicitur aequitas.
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courts of the thirteenth century. There is good reason

for concluding that the king's courts of that day did not

consider themselves so straitly bound by statute,

custom, or precedent, as to be incapable upon occasion

of doing justice that went beyond the law." It was not

until later, that the common law so hardened into an
Inflexible and inexpansive system of strictum jus, that

aequitas fled from the older courts to the newly

established tribunal of the Chancellor.

The Court of Chancery, an off-shoot from the King's

Council, was established to administer the equity which

the common law had rejected, and of which the common
law courts had declared themselves incapable. It pro-

vided an appeal from the rigid, narrow, and technical

rules of the King's courts of law, to the conscience and

equity of the King himself, speaking by the mouth of

his Chancellor. The King was the source and fountain

of justice. The administration of justice was part of

the royal prerogative, and the exercise of it had been

delegated by the King to his servants, the judges.

These judges held themselves bound by the inflexible

rules established in their courts, but not so the King.

A subject might have recourse, therefore, to the natural

justice of the King, if distrustful of the legal justice of

the King's courts. Here he could obtain aequitas, if

the strictum jus of the law courts was insufficient for

his necessities. This equitable jurisdiction of the

Crown, after having been exercised for a time by the

B. Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, I. 168 ; Glanville VII. 1.—

Aliquando tamen super hoc ultimo casu in curia domini Regis de consilio curiae

ita ex aequitate consideratum est.

Bracton in discusaiiig the various meanings of jus says (f. 3. a.) :—Quandoque
pro rigore juris, ut cum dividitur inter jus et aequitatem. Following Azo,

who follows Oicero (Topica IV. 23), he says :—Aequitas autem est rerum

convenientia, quae in paribus causis paria desiderat jura (f. 3, a). See also

f 12, b., and f. 23, b. Aequitas tamen sibi locum vindicat in hac parte. See also

Y.B. 30 and 31 Ed. I. 121 :—Et hoc plus de rigore quam de aequitate.

D
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King's Council, was subsequently delegated to the

Chancellor, who, as exercising it, was deemed to be the

keeper of the royal conscience.

We have now reached a position from which we

can see how the term equity acquired its third and last

signification. In this sense, which is peculiar to

English nomenclature, aequitas is no longer opposed

to jus, but is itself a particular kind of jus. Equity

; is that body of law which is administered in the Court

of Chancery, as contrasted with the other and rival

system administered in the common law courts.

'Equity is Chancery law as opposed to the common law.

The equity of the Chancery has changed its nature and

meaning. It was not originally law at all, but natural

justice. The Chancellor, in the first days of his equit-

able jurisdiction, did not go about to set up and

administer a new form of law, standing side by side

with that already recognised in the Court of Common
Pleas. His purpose was to administer justice without

law, and this purpose he in fact fulfilled for many a

day. In its origin the jurisdiction of the Chancellor

was unfettered by any rules whatever. His duty was

to do that " which justice, and reason, and good faith,

1 and good conscience require in the case.'" And of such

requirements he was in each particular case to judge

at his own good pleasure. In due time, however, there

commenced that process of the encroachment of

[established principle upon judicial discretion, which
' marks the growth of all legal systems. By degrees the

Chancellor suffered himself to be restricted by rule and

precedent in his interpretation and execution of the

7. Cited in Spenoe'a Equitable Jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery, I. 408,

i\ote a.
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dictates of the royal conscience. Just in so far as this

change proceeded, the system administered in Chancery

ceased to be a system of equity in the original sense,

and became the same in essence as the common law

itself. The final result was the establishment in

England of a second system of law, standing over

against the older law, in many respects an improvement

on it, yet no less than it, a scheme of rigid, technical,

predetermined principles. And the law thus developed

was called equity, because it was in equity that it had

its source.

Closely analogous to this equity-law of the English

Chancellor is the jtis praetorium of the Roman praetor.

The praetor, the supreme judicial magistrate of the

Eoman republic, had much the same power as the

Chancellor of supplying and correcting the deficiencies

and errors of the older law by recourse to aequitas.

Just as the exercise of this power gave rise in England

to a body of Chancery law, standing by the side of the

common law, so in Rome a jus praetorium grew up

distinct from the older jus civile. "Jus praetorium,"

says Papinian,^ " est quod praetores introduxerunt,

adjuvandi vel supplendi vel corrigendi juris civilis

gratia, propter utilitatem publicam." The chief dis-

tinction between the Roman and the English cases is

that at Rome the two systems of law co-existed in the

same court, the jus praetorium practically superseding

the jus civile so far as inconsistent with it ; whereas

in England, as we have seen, law and equity were

administered by distinct tribunals. Moreover, although

the jus praetorium had its source in the aequitas

of the praetor, it does not seem that this body of

8. D. 1. 1. 7. 1.
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law was ever itself called aequitas. This transference

of meaning is peculiar to English usage.'

§ i6. The Imperative Theory O'F Law.

Of the various theories as to the essential nature

of the law, which have been advocated by different

writers, and which differ more or less materially from

that here adopted, there is one which calls for special

examination, by reason not merely of the important

elements of truth contained in it, but also of its wide

reception. It may be distinguished as the imperative,

or more accurately, the purely imperative theory of law.

It.s advocates define the law as consisting of the com-

mands issued by the state to its subjects—^the rules laid

down by the state for observance by its subjects, and

enforced, if necessary, by the physical power of the

state. " The civil laws," says Hobbes^ " are the com-

mand of him . . . who is endued with supreme power

in the city" (that is, the state or civitas) "concerning the

future actions of his subjects." " Lex," says Pufen-

dorf,^ " est decretum, quo superior sibi subjectum

obligat, ut ad istius praescriptum actiones suas com-

ponat." Similar opinions are expressed by Ben-

tham^ and Austin,* and have in consequence been

widely, though by no means universally, accepted

among English writers.^

9. A special application by English lawyers of the term equity in its original

sense, as opposed to striatum jus is to be seen in the phrase the equity of a,

statute. By this is meant the spirit of a law as opposed to its letter. A matter
ia said to fall within the equity of a statute, when it ia covered by the reason

of the statute, although through defective draftsmanship, it is not within its

actual terms. '* Valeat aequitas," says Cicero, " quae paribus in causis paii&
jura desiderat." Topica IV. 23,

1. English Works, 11, 186.

2. De Officio Hominis et Oivis, I. 2. 2.

3. Principles, p. 330. Works I. 161.

i. I. 86.

6. Professor Holland, for example, defines a law as "a general rule of external

human action enforced by a sovereign political authority." Jurisprudence, p. 37.
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This imperative theory, though it falls short of an

adequate analysis, does undoubtedly express a very

important aspect of the truth. It rightly emphasises

the central fact that law is based on physical force.

For the law exists only as an incident of the adminis-

tration of justice by the state, and this consists essenti-

ally in the imperative and coercive action of the state in

imposing its will, by force if need be, upon the members
of the body politic. " It is men and arms," says

Hobbes," " that make the force and power of the laws."

Law has its sole source, not in custom, not in consent,*

not in the spirit of the people, as some would have us

believe, but in the will and the power of him, who in a

commonwealth beareth not the sword in vain.

This, then, may be accepted as the central truth

contained in the imperative theory of law, and if this

is so, there is no weight to be attributed to that which

may be termed the historical argument against this

theory. It is objected by some, that though the defini-

tion of law as the command of the state is plausible,

and at first sight suflQcient, as applied to the developed

political societies of modern times, it is quite inagplic-

able to more primitive communities. Early law, it is

said, is not the command of the state ; it has its source

in custom, religion, opinion, not in any authority vested

in a political superior. It is not till a comparatively

late stage of social evolution that law assumes its

modern form, and is recognised as a product of supreme

power. Law, therefore, is prior to, and independent of

political authority and enforcement. It is enforced

by the state, because it is already law, not vice versa.

6. Leviathan, Cb, 46,
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To this argument Austin would have offered a

perfectly valid reply. If there are any rules prior to,

and independent of the state, they may greatly re-

semble law ; they may be the primeval substitutes for

law ; they may be the historical source from which law

is developed and proceeds ; but they are not themselves

law. There may have been a time in the far past, when

a man was not distinguishable from an anthropoid

ape, but that is no reason for now defining a man in

such wise as to include an ape. To trace two different

things to a common origin in the beginnings of their

historical evolution is not to disprove the existence or

the importance of an essential difference between them

as they now stand. This is to confuse all boundary

lines, to substitute the history of the past for the logic

of the present, and to render all distinction and defini-

tion vain. The historical point of view is valuable as

a supplement to the logical and analytical but not as a

substitute for it. It must be borne in mind that in the

beginning the whole earth wag without form and void,

and that science is concerned not with chaos but with

cosmos.

The plausibility of the historical argument proceeds

from the failure adequately to comprehend the distinc-

tion, hereafter to be noticed by us, between the formal

and the material sources of the law. Its formaTsobrce

is that from which it obtains the nature and force of

law. This is essentially and exclusively the power

and will of the state. Its material sources, on the

other hand, are those from which it derives its material

contents. Custom and religion may be the material

sources of a legal system no less than that express

declaration of new legal principles by the state,
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which we term legislation. In early times, indeed,

legislation may be unknown. No rule of law may
as yet have been formulated in any declaration of

the state. It may not yet have occurred to any man,

that such a process as legislation is possible, and no

ruler may ever yet have made a law. Custom and

religion may be all-powerful and exclusive. Neverthe-

less if any rule of conduct has already put on the true

nature, form, and essence of the civil law, it is because

it has already at its back the power of the organised

commonwealth for the maintenance and enforcement

of it.

§ 17. De-Fects of the Imperative Theory.

Yet although the imperative theory contains an ,

element of the truth, it is not the whole truth. It is one-

sided and inadequate—^the product of an incomplete

analysis of juridical conceptions. In the first place it

is defective inasmuch as it disregards that etMcal

element which is an essential constituent of the com-

plete conception. As to any special relation between

law and justice, this theory is silent and ignorant. It

eliminates from the implication of the term law all

elements save that of force. This is an illegitimated

simplification, for the complete idea contains at least

one other element which is equally essential and per-

manent. This is right or justice. If rules of law are

from one point of view commands issued by the state

to its subjects, from another standpoint they appear

as the principles of right and wrong so far as

recognised and enforced by the state in the exercise of

its essential function of administering justice. Law is ^

not right alone, or might alone, but the perfect union of

the two. It is justice speaking to men by the voice of
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the state. The established law, indeed, may be far

from corresponding accurately with the true rule of

right, nor is its legal validity in any way affected by any

such imperfection. Nevertheless in idea law and jus-

tice are coincident. It is for the expression and realisa-

tion of justice that the law has been created, and like

every other work of men's hands it must be defined by

reference to its end and purpose. A purely imperative

theory, therefore, is as onesided as a purely ethical or

non-imperative theory would be. It mistakes a part

of the connotation of the term defined for the whole of

it.

We should be sufficiently reminded of this ethical

element by the usages of popular speech. The terms

law and justice are familiar associates. Courts of law

are also courts of justice, and the administration of

justice is also the enforcement of law. Eight, wrong,

and duty are leading terms of law, as well as of morals.

If we turn from our own to foreign languages, we find

that law and right are usually called by the very same

name. Jus, droit, recht, diritto, have all a double

meaning ; they are all ethical, as well as juridical
;

they all include the rules of justice, as well as those of

law. Are these facts, then, of no significance ? Are

we to look on them as nothing more than accidental

and meaningless coincidences of speech ? it is this

that the advocates of the theory in question would have

us believe. We may, on the contrary, assume with

great confidence that these relations between the names
of things are but the outward manifestation of very real

and intimate relations between the things named. A
theory which regards the law as the command of the

state and nothing more, and which entirely ignores the
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aspect of law as a public declaration of the principles

of justice, would lose all its plausibility, if expressed

in a language in which the term for law signifies justice

also.

Even if we incorporate the missing ethical element

in the definition—even if we define the law as the sum
of the principles of justice recognised and enforced by

the state—even if we say with Blackstone^ that law is

" a rule of civil conduct, prescribed by the supreme

power in a state, commanding what is right and pro-

hibiting what is wrong "—we shall not reach the whole

truth. For although the idea of command or enforce-

ment is an essential implication of the law, in the sense

that there can be no law where there is no coercive

administration of justice by the state, it is not true that

every legal principle assumes, or can be made to

assume, the form of a command. Although the impera-

tive rules of right and wrong, as recognised by the

state, constitute a part, and indeed the most important

part of the law, they do not constitute the whole of it.

The law includes the whole of the principles accepted

and applied in the administration of justice, whether

they are imperative principles or not. The only legal

rules which conform to the imperative definition are

those which create legal obligations. No legal system

consists exclusively of rules of this description. All

well developed bodies of law contain innumerable

principles which have some other purpose and content

than this, and so fall outside the scope of the impera-

tive definition. These non-imperative legal principles

are of various kinds. There are, for example, permis

sive rules of law, namely those which declare certain

1. Commentaries I. H.
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acts not to be obligatory, or not to be wrongful ; a

rule, for instance, declaring that witchcraft or heresy

is no crime, or that damage done by competition in

trade is no cause of action. It cannot be denied that

these are rules of law, as that term is ordinarily used,

and it is plain that they fall within the definition of the

law as the principles acted on by courts of justice. But

in what sense are they enforced by the state ? They

are not commands, but permissions ; they create

liberties, not obligations. So also the innumerable

rules of judicial procedure are largely non-imperative.

They are in no proper sense rules of conduct enforced

by the state. Let us take for example the principles

that hearsay is no evidence, that written evidence is

superior to verbal, that a contract for the sale of land

cannot be proved except by writing, that judicial notice

will be taken of such and such facts, that matters once

decided are decided once for all as between the same

parties, that the interpretation of written documents

is the oflSce of the judge and not of the jury, that

witnesses must be examined on oath or affirmation,

that the verdict of a jury must be unanimous. Is it

not plain that all these are in their true nature rules in

accordance with which judges administer justice to the

exclusion of their personal judgment, and not rules of

action appointed by the state for observance by its sub-

jects, and enforced by legal sanctions ?

There are various other forms of non-imperative

law, notably those which relate to the existence, appli-

cation, and interpretation of other rules. The illustra-

tions already given, however, should be sufficient to

render evident the fact that the purely imperative

theory not merely neglects- an essential element in the
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idea of law, but also falls far short of the full applica-

tion or denotation of the term. All legal principles

are not commands of the state, and those which are

such commands, are at the same time and in their

essential nature something more, of which the impera-

tive theory takes no account.

Some writers have endeavoured to evade the foregoing

objection by regairding rules of procedure and all otiher non-

imperative primciples, as 'being in reaJMty eonmnanids addressed,

not "to the ordinary isuibjeots of itihe state, but to tbe judges.

The rule, they say, tlhat murder Is a crime, is a command
addressed to all persons not to commit murder ; and the rule

that the punishment of murder is hanging, As a commiaed to

the judges to inflict that punishment." With respect to this-

contention, it is to be observed in the firisit place, tftiait no

delegation of its judicial tunictaons by the suppeme au'thoTity of

the state is essential. There is no treason ol necessity, why a

despotic monarch or even a supreme ilegislatune should not

personally exercise judiicial fumotions. In such a case the rules

of procedure could nort be eniforced upon the judiicatuire, yet it

could scarcely be oomtended that they would for 'thiait reason

oease to be true rules of law. And in the second pdiace, even

when the judicial functions of the state are deleigated to sub-

ordinate judges, it is in no way necessary that itfhey stuould be

amenable to the law for the due performance of their duties.

Are the rules of evidence, for example, entitled to the name of

law, only because of the fiaot, if *aot it be, ithart the judges who
administer them may be legally punished for their disregard

of them ? It is suirely suffiiclently obvious that the legal

character of all such rules is a comsequenoe of #1* fact Khat

they are aetiially observed in the administPBition of jusitice,

not of the fact, if it is a fact, that the judicature is twund by

legal sanctions to observe liheim.

2. See for example Bentham'a Principles, p. 330 (Works I. 151) ; Ihering,

Zweck im Recht. I. p. 334 (3rd ed.).
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS II. AND III.

Definition of ittie law.

Abstract and concrete uses of the term— jus and lex.

The a-dminlatratiion •at justice.

The isanction of tihe Ibjw.

Law logically subsequent to the administration of justice.

Law and fact.

Questions of la)w.

Quesitions of faiet.

Mixed questions of law and fact.

The discopdianjoe between law and fact.

The justification of the law.

Its aidvantages :

(1) Uniformity ^

(2) Purity V in the administration of justice.

(3) Wlsdoan }

Its defects :

(1) Rigidity.

(2) Conservattism.

(3) Formalism.

(4) Complexity.

Coimmon.

Law.

Special.

1. Local 'Custom.

2. Merieantile custom.

8. PriTiate legislation.

I

4. Foreign law.

V 5. Convemtiomai law.

Other uses of the term commoja law.

Law and equity.

HJistory of *he distinction.

(1.
Natural justice.

2. Aeqidtas as opposed to strictum jris.

3. Chancery law.

The imperaJtive theory of the law.

S*artemenit.

Onitieism.

1. No recognition of the relation between law and jus-

tice.

2. No recognition of non-imperative rules of law.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

§ i8. Necessity of the Administration of Justice.

"A herd of wolves," it has been said/ "is quieter

and more at one than so many men, unless they had all

one reason in them, or have all one power over them."

Unfortunately they have not one reason in them, each

being moved by his own interests and passions ; there-

fore the other alternative is the sole resource. For the

cynical emphasis with which he insists upon this truth,

the name and reputation of the philosopher Hobbes

have suffered much. Yet his doctrine, however

hyperbolicalJy expressed, is true in substance. Man is

by nature a fighting animal, and force is the ultima

ratio, not of kings alone, but of all mankind. Without
" a common power to keep them all in awe," it is impos-

sible for men to cohere in any but the most primitive

forms of society. Without it, civilisation is unattain-

able, injustice is unchecked and triumphant, and the life

of man is, as the author of Leviathan tells us, "solitary,

poor, nasty, brutish, and short."^ However orderly a

society may be, and to whatever extent men may

1. Jeremy Taylor's Works, XII., 306.

2. Hobbes' Leviathan, Ch. 13 :—" Hereby it is manifest that during the
time men live without a common power to keep them all in awe, they are in
that condition which ia called war ; and such a war as is of every man
against every man. . Whatsoever therefore is . consequent to a time
of war, where every mam is enemy to every man, the same is consequent to the
time wherein men live without other security than what their own strength
and their own invention shall furnish them withal. In such condition there is
no place for industry no arts, no letters no society, and, which is

worst of all, continual fear and danger of violent death ; and the life of man,
solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short."
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appear to obey the law of reason rather than that of

force, and to be bound together by the bonds of

sympathy rather than by those of physical constraint,

the element of force is none the less present and opera-

tive. It has become partly or wholly latent, but it still

exists. A society in which the power of the state is

never called into actual exercise marks, not the dis-

appearance of governmental control, but the final

triumph and supremacy of it.

It has been thought and said by men of optimistic

temper, that force as an instrument for the coercion of

mankind is merely a temporary and provisional inci-

dent in the development of a perfect civilisation. We
may well believe, indeed, that with the progress of civi-

lisation we shall see the gradual cessation of the actual

exercise of physical force, whether by way of the

administration of justice or by way of war. To a large

extent already, in all orderly societies, the element of

force in the administration of justice has become merely

latent ; it is now for the most part sufficient for the

state to declare the rights and duties of its subjects,

without going beyond declaration to enforcement. In

like manner the future may see a similar destiny over-

take that international litigation which now so often

proceeds to the extremity of war. The overwhelming

power of the state or of the international society of

states may be such as to render its mere existence a

sufficient substitute for its exercise. But this, as

already said, would be the perfection, not the disappear-

ance, of the rule of force. The administration of justice

by the state must be regarded as a permanent and

essential element of civilisation. It is a device that

admits of no substitute. Men being what they are,
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their conflicting interests, real or apparent, draw them

in diverse ways ; and their passions prompt them to the

maintenance of these interests by all methods possible,

notably by that method of private force to which the

public force is the only adequate reply.

The constraint of public opinion is a valuable and

indeed indispensable supplement to that of law, but an

entirely insuflBcient substitute for it. The relation

between these two is one of mutual dependence

If the administration of justice requires for its ef-

ficiency the support of a healthy national conscience,

that conscience is in its turn equally dependent on

the protection of the law and the public force. A
coercive system based on public opinion alone, no less

than one based on force alone, contains within itself

elements of weakness that would be speedily fatal to

eflQciency and permanence. The influence of the public

censure is least felt by those who need it most. The

law of force is appointed, as all law should be, not for

the just, but for the unjust ; while the law of opinion

is set rather for the former than for the latter, and may
be defied with a large measure of impunity by deter

mined evildoers. The rewards of successful iniquity

are upon occasion very great ; so much so that any

law which would prevail against it, must have sterner

sanctions at its back than any known to the public cen-

sure. It is also to be observed that the influence of the

national conscience, unsupported by that of the national

force, would be counteracted in any but the smallest

and most homogeneous societies by the internal growth
of smaller societies or associations possessing separate

interests and separate antagonistic consciences of their

own. It is certain that a man cares more for the
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opinion of his friends and immediate associates, than

for that of all the world besides. The censure of ten

thousand may be outweighed by the approval of ten.

The honour of thieves finds its sanction and support in

a law of professional opinion, which is opposed to, and

prevails over, that of national opinion. The social

sanction, therefore, is an eflflcient instrument only

so far as it is associated with, and supplemented by

the concentrated and irresistible force of the incor^

porate community. Men being what they are—each

keen to see his own interest and passionate to follow

it—society can exist only under the shelter of the state,

and the law and justice of the state is a permanent and

necessary condition of peace, order, and civilisation. ^

§ 19 Origin of the Administration of Justice.

The administration of justice is the modern and civi-

lised substitute for the primitive practices of private

vengeance and violent self-help. In the beginning a

man redressed his wrongs and avenged himself upon

his enemies by his own hand, aided, if need be, by the

hands of his friends and kinsmen ; but at the present

day he is defended by the sword of the state. For the

expression of this and other elements involved in the

establishment of political government, we may make

use of the contrast, familiar to the philosophy of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, between the civil

state and the state of nature. This state of nature is

now commonly rejected as one of the fictions which

flourished in the era of the social contract, but such

treatment is needlessly severe. The term certainly be-

came associated with much false or exaggerated doc-

trine touching the golden age on the one hand and the

E
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helium omnium contra omnes of Hobbes on the other, but

in itself it nevertheless affords a convenient mode for

the expression of an undoubted truth. As long as

there have been men, there has probably been some

form of human society. The state of nature, therefore,

is not the absence of society, but the absence of a

society so organised on the basis of physical force, as

to constitute a state. Though human society is coeval

with mankind, the rise of political society, properly so

called, is an event in human history.

One of the most important elements, then, in the

transition from the natural to the civil state is the sub-

stitution of the force of the incorporate community for

the force of individuals, as the instrument of the redress

and punishment of injuries. Private vengeance is

transmuted into the administration of criminal justice
;

while civil justice takes the place of violent self-help.

As Locke says,^ In the state of nature the law of nature

is alone in force, and every man is in his own case

charged with the execution of it. In the civil state, on

the other hand, the law of nature is supplemented by the

civil law, and the maintenance of the latter by the force

of the organized community renders unnecessary and

unpermissible the maintenance of the former by the

forces of private men. The evils of the earlier system

were too great and obvious to escape recognition even

from the most primitive communities. Every man was
constituted by it a judge in his own cause, and might

was made the sole measure of right. Nevertheless the

substitution was effected only with diflflculty and by

slow degrees. The turbulent spirits of early society

did not readily abandon the liberty of fighting out their

1. Treatise on Government II. Ch. 2.
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quarrels, or submit with good grace to the arbitrament

of the tribunals of the state. There is much evidence

that the administration of justice was in the earlier

stages of its development merely a choice of peacgable

arbitration, offered for the voluntary acceptance of the

parties, rather than a compulsory substitute for self-

help and private war. Only later, with the gradual

growth of the power of government, did the state

venture to suppress with the strong hand the ancient

and barbarous system, and to lay down the peremptory

principle that all quarrels shall be brought for settle-

ment to the courts of law.

All early codes show us traces of the hesitating and

gradual method in which the voice and force of the state

became the exclusive instruments of the declaration and

enforcement of justice. Trial by battle, which endured

in the law of England until the beginning of the nine-

teenth century,^ is doubtless a relic of the days when

fighting was the approved method of settling a dispute,

and the right and power of the state went merely to the

regulation, not to the suppression, of this right and duty

of every man to help and guard himself by his own hand.

In later theory, indeed, this mode of trial was classed

with the ordeal as judicium Dei—the judgment of

Heaven as to the merits of the case, made manifest by

the victory of the right. But this explanation was an

afterthought. It was applied to public war, as the

litigation of nations, no less than to the judicial duel,

and it is not the root of either practice. Among the

1. In the year 1818 in a private prosecution for murder (an appeal of murder)

tlie accused demanded to be tried by battle and the claim was allowed by

the Court of King's Bench. The prosecutor was not prepared to face the risks

of this mode of litigation, and the accused waa discharged. Ashford v. Thornton,

1 Bam & Aid. 406. This case led to the abolition of appeals of felony, and

therefore of trial by battle, by the statute 59 Geo. 3. c. 46.

B 1
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laws of the Saxon kings we find no absolute prohibition

of private vengeance, but merely its regulation and

restriction. 2 In due measure and in fitting manner it

was the right of every man to do for himself that which

in modern times is done for him by the state. As royal

justice grows in strength, however, the law begins to

speak in another tone, and we see the establishment of

the modern theory of the exclusive administration of

justice by the tribunals of the state.^

§ 20. Civil and Criminal Justice.

The administration of justice has been already

defined as the maintenance of right within a political

community by means of the physical force of the state.

It is the application by the state of the sanction of force

to the rule of right. We have now to notice that it is

2. Laws of King Alfred, 42. (Thorpe's Ancient Laws and Institutes o£ Eng-

land. I. 91) :
'* We also command that he who knows hia foe to be at home

fight not before he demand justice of him. If he have such power that he can

beset his foe and besiege him, let him keep him within for seven days, and

attack him not, if he will remain within . . . But if he have not sufficien*:

power to besiege him. let him ride to the ealdorman, and beg aid of him.

IC be will not aid him let him ride to the king before be fights."

3. As late as the closiTig year of Henry HI. it was found necessary lo resort

to special statutory enactments against a lawless recurrence to the older system.

The statute of Marlborough (52 Henry 3. c. 1.) recites that " At the time
of a commotion late stirred up within this realm, and also sithence, many
great men and divers other have disdained to be justised by the King and
his Court, like as they ought and were wont in time of the King's noble

progenitors, and also in his time, but took great revenges and distresses of

their neighbours and of others, until they had amends and fines at their own
pleasure." The statute thereupon provides that " All persons, as well of high
as of low estate, shall receive justice in the King's Court, and none from
henceforth shall take any such revenge or distress of his own authority without
award of our Court."

Long after the strength of the law of England had succeeded in suppressing
the practice, the right of private war continued to be recognised and regulated
by law in the more feebly governed states of the Continent. An interesting
account of the matter is given by M. Nys in bis Origines du Droit International
(1894) Oh. 5. A reminiscence of the older doctrine and practice may be seen
to this day in England in that " peace of our Lord the King " which every
criminal is formally charged in his indictment with having broken. The King
of England made good at an early date his monopoly of war, and all private war
or violence was, and is, a violation of bis peace. As to the King's peace, see Sir
F. Pollock's Oxford Lectures, pp. 65-90.
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divisible into two parts, which are distinguished as the

administration of civil and that of criminal justice. In

applying the sanction of physical force to the rules of

right, the tribunals of the state may act in one or other

of two different ways. They may either enforce

rights, or punish wrongs. In other words, they may
either compel a man to perform the duty which he owes,

or they may punish him for having failed to perform it.

Hence the distinction between civil and criminal justice.

The former consists in the enforcement of rights, the

latter in the punishment of wrongs. In a civil proceed-

ing the plaintiff claims a right, and the court secures

it for him by putting pressure upon the defendant

to that end ; as when one claims a debt that is due to

him, or the restoration of property wrongfully detained

from him, or damages payable to him by way of com-

pensation for wrongful harm, or the prevention of a

threatened injury by way of injunction. In a criminal

proceeding, on the other hand, the prosecutor claims no

right, but accuses the defendant of a wrong. He is

not a claimant but an accuser, The court makes no

attempt to constrain the defendant to perform any duty,

or to respect any right. It visits him, instead, with a

penalty for the duty already disregarded and for the

right already violated ; as where he is hanged for

murder, or imprisoned for theft.

Both in civil and in criminal proceedings there is a

wrong (actual or threatened) complained of. For the

law will not enforce a right except as against a person

who has already violated it, or who has, at the least,

already shown an intention of doing so. Justice is

administered only against wrongdoers, in act or in

intent. Yet the complaint is of an essentially different
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character in civil and in criminal cases. In civii j ustiee

it amounts to a claim of right ; in criminal justice it

amounts merely to an accusation of wrong. Civil

justice is concerned primarily with the plaintiff and his

rights ; criminal justice with the defendant and his

offences. The former gives to the plaintiff, the latter to

the defendant, that which he deserves.

A wrong regarded as the subject-matter of civil pro-

ceedings is called a civil wrong ; one regarded as the

subject-matter of criminal proceedings is termed a

criminal wrong or a crinie. The position of a person

who has, by actual or threatened wrongdoing, exposed

himself to legal proceedings, is termed liability or re-

sponsibility, and it is either civil or criminal according

to the nature of the proceedings to which the wrongdoer

is exposed.

The same act may be both a civil injury and a crime,

both forms of legal remedy being available. Eeason

demands that in general these two remedies shall be

concurrent, and not merely alternative. If possible, the

law should not only compel men to perform their dis-

regarded duties, but should by means of punishment

guard against the repetition of such wrongdoing in the

future. The thief should not only be compelled to

restore his plunder, but should also be imprisoned for

having taken it, lest he and others steal again. To this

duplication of remedies, however, there are important

and numerous exceptions. Punishment is the sole

resource in cases where enforcement is from the nature

of things impossible, and enforcement is the sole remedy

in those cases in which it is itself a sufficient precau-

tionary measure for the future. Not to speak of the

defendant's liability for the costs of the proceedings,
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the civil remedy of enforcement very commonly con-

tains, as we shall see later, a penal element which is

sufficient to render unnecessary or unjustifiable any

cumulative criminal responsibility.

§21. The Purposes o-F Criminal Justice; Deterrent
Punishment.

The ends of criminal justice are four in number, and

in respect of the purposes so served by it, punishment

may be distinguished as (1) Deterrent, (2) Preventive,

(3) Reformative, and (4) Retributive. Of these aspects

the first is the essential and all important one, the

others being merely accessory. Punishment is before

all things deterrent, and the chief end of the law of

crime is to make the evildoer an example and a warning

to all that are like-minded with him. Offences are com-

mitted by reason of a conflict between the interests (real

or apparent, permanent or temporary) of the wrongdoer,

and those of society at large. Punishment prevents

offences by destroying this conflict of interests to which

they owe their origin—by making all deeds which are

injurious to others injurious also to the doers of them

—

by making every offence, in the words of Locke, "an ill

bargain to the offender." Men do injustice because

they have no sufficient motive to seek justice, which is

the good of others rather than that of the doer of it.

The purpose of the criminal law is to supply by art the

motives which are thus wanting in the nature of things.

§ 22. Preventive Punishment.

Punishment is in the second place preventive or

disabling. Its primary and general purpose being to

deter by fear, its secondary and special purpose is.
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wherever possible and expedient, to prevent a repetition

of wrongdoing by the disablement of the offender. We
hang murderers, not merely that we may put into the

hearts of others like them the fear of a like fate, but for

the same reason for which we kill snakes, namely

because it is better for us that they should be out of the

woi'ld than in it. A similar secondary purpose exists

in such penalties as imprisonment, exile, and forfeiture

of ofQce.

§23. Reformative Punishment.

Punishment is in the third place reformative.

Offences are committed through the influence of motives

upon character, and . may be prevented either by a

change of motives or by a change of character. Punish-

ment as deterrent acts in the former method
;
punish-

ment as reformative in the latter. This curative or

medicinal function is practically limited to a particular

species of penalty, namely imprisonment, and even in

this case pertains to the ideal rather than to the actual.

It would seem, however, that this aspect of the criminal

law is destined to increasing prominence. The new

science of criminal anthropology would fain identify

crime with disease, and would willingly deliver the

criminal out of the hands of the men of law into those of

the men of medicine. The feud between the two pro-

fessions touching the question of insanity threatens to

extend itself throughout the whole domain of crime.

It is plain that there is a necessary conflict between

the deterrent and the reformative theories of punish-

ment, and that the system of criminal justice will vary

in important respects according as the former or the

latter principle prevails in it. The purely reformative
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theory admits only such forms of punishment as are

subservient to the education and discipline of the

criminal, and rejects all those which are profitable only

as deterrent or disabling. Death is in this view no

fitting penalty ; we must cure our criminals, not kill

them. Flogging and other corporal inflictions are con-

demned as relics of barbarism by the advocates of the

new doctrine ; such penalties are said to be degrading

and brutalizing both to those who suffer and to those

who inflict them, and so fail in the central purpose of

criminal justice. Imprisonment, indeed, as already

indicated, is the only important instrument available

for the purpose of a purely reformative system. Even

this, however, to be fitted for such purposes, requires

alleviation to a degree quite inadmissible in the alterna-

tive system. If criminals are sent to prison in order to

be there transformed into good citizens by physical,

intellectual, and moral training, prisons must be turned

into dwelling-places far too comfortable to serve as any

effectual deterrent to those classes from which

criminals are chiefly drawn. A further illustration of

the divergence between the deterrent and the reforma-

tive theories is supplied by the case of incorrigible

offenders. The most sanguine advocate of the curative

treatment of criminals must admit that there are in the

world men who are incurably bad, men who by some vice

of nature are even in their youth beyond the reach of re-

formative influences, and with whom crime is not so

much a bad habit as an ineradicable instinct. What

shall be done with these ? The only logical inference

from the reformative theory is that they should be

abandoned in despair as no fit subjects for penal disci-

pline. The deterrent and disabling theories, on the
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other hand, regard such offenders as being pre-

eminently those with whom the criminal law is called

upon to deal. That they may be precluded from

further mischief, and at the same time serve as a warn-

ing to others, they are justly deprived of their liberty

and in extreme cases of life itself.

The application of the purely reformative theory,

therefore, would lead to astonishing and inadmissible

results. The perfect system of criminal justice is based

on neither the reformative nor the deterrent prin-

ciple exclusively, but is the result of a compromise

between them. In this compromise it is the de-

terrent principle which possesses predominant in

tiuence, and its advocates who have the last word.

This is the primary and essential end of punish-

ment. All others are merely secondary and acci-

dental. The present tendency to attribute exagge-

lated importance to the reformative element is a

reaction against the former tendency to neglect it

altogether, and like most reactions it falls into the false-

hood of extremes. It is an important truth, unduly

neglected in times past, that to a very large extent

criminals are not normal and healthy human beings, and

that crime is in great measure the product of physical

and mental abnormality and degeneracy. It has been

too much the practice to deal with offenders on the

assumption that they are ordinary types of humanity.

Too much attention has been paid to the crime, and too

little to the criminal. Yet we must be careful not to

fall into the opposite extreme. If crime has become the

monopoly of the abnormal and the degenerate or even

the mentally unsound, the fact must be ascribed to the

selective influence of a system of criminal justice based
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•on a sterner principle than ttiat of reformation. The

more efficient the coercive action of the state becomes,

the more successful it is in restraining all normal

human beings from the dangerous paths of crime, and

the higher becomes the proportion of degeneracy among
those who break the law. Even with our present im-

perfect methods, the proportion of insane persons

among murderers is very high ; but if the state could

succeed in making it impossible to commit murder in a

sound mind without being indubitably hanged for it

afterwards, murder would become, with scarcely an

•exception, limited to the insane.

If, after this consummation had been reached,

certain theorists were to urge that inasmuch as all

murderers are insane, murder is not a crime which needs

to be suppressed by the strong arm of the penal law,

and pertains to the sphere of medicine rather than to

that of jurisprudence, the fallacy of the argument would

be ob^ ions. Were the state to act on any such principle,

the proposition that all murderers are insane would

very rapidly cease to be true. The same fallacy,

though in a less obvious form, is present in the more

general argument that, since the proportion of disease

and degeneracy among criminals is so great, the refor-

mative function of punishment should prevail over, and

in great measure exclude, its deterrent and coercive

functions. For it is chiefly through the permanent

influence and operation of these latter functions, partly

direct in producing a fear of evildoing, partly indirect

in establishing and maintaining those moral habits and

sentiments which are possible only under the shelter of

coercive law, that crime has become limited, in such

measure as it has, to the degenerate, the abnormal, and
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the insane. GiA^en an efficient penal system, crime is

too poor a bargain to commend itself, save in excep-

tional circumstances, to any except those who lack the

self-control, the intelligence, the prudence, or the moral

sentiments of the normal man. But apart from

criminal law in its sterner aspects, and apart from that

positive morality which is largely the product of it,

crime is a profitable industry, which will flourish

exceedingly, and be by no means left as a monopoly to

the feebler and less efficient members of society.

Although the general substitution of the reformative

for the deterrent principle would lead to disaster, it

may be argued that the substitution is possible and

desirable in the special case of the abnormal and

degenerate. Purely reformative treatment is now
limited to the insane and the very young ; should it not

be extended to include all those who fall into crime

through their failure to attain to the standard of

normal humanity? No such scheme is practicable. In

the first place, it is not possible to draw any sharp line

of distinction between the normal and the degenerate

human being. It is difficult enough in the only case of

degeneracy now recognised by the law, namely

insanity
; but the difficulty would be a thousandfold

increased had we to take account of every lapse from

the average type. The law is necessarily a rough and
ready instrument, and men must be content in general

to be judged and dealt with by it on the basis of their

common humanity, not on that of their special

idiosyncrasies. In the second place, even in the case

of those who are distinctly abnormal, it does not

appear, except in the special instance of mental

unsoundness, that the purely deterrent influences of
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punishment are not effective and urgently required.

If a man is destitute of the affections and social

instincts of humanity, the judgment of common sense

upon him is not that he should be treated more leniently

than the normal evildoer—not that society should

cherish him in hope of making him a good citizen—but

that by the rigour of penal discipline his fate should be

made a terror and a warning to himself and others.

And in this matter sound science approves the judgment

of common sense. Even in the case of the abnormal it

is easier and more profitable to prevent crime by the

fear of punishment, than to procure by reformative

treatment the repentance and amendment of the crimi-

nal.

It is needful, then, in view of modern theories and

tendencies, to insist on the primary importance of the

deterrent element in criminal justice. The reformative

element must not be overlooked, but neither must it be

allowed to assume undue prominence. To what extent

it may be permitted in particular instances to overrule

the requirements of a strictly deterrent theory, is a

question of time, place, and circumstance. In the case

of youthful criminals the chances of effective reforma-

tion are greater than in that of adults, and the rightful

importance of the reformative principle is therefore

greater also. In orderly and law-abiding communities

concessions may be safely made in the interests of re-

formation, which in more turbulent societies would be

fatal to the public welfare.

§ 24. Retributive Punishment.

We have considered criminal justice in three of

its aspects—namely as deterrent, disabling, and refor-
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mative. We have now to deal with it under its fourth

and last aspect as retributive. Retributive punish-

ment, in the only sense in which it is admissible in any

rational system of administering justice, is that which

serves for the satisfaction of that emotion of retributive

indignation which in all healthy communities is stirred

up by injustice. It gratifies the instinct of revenge or

retaliation, which exists not merely in the individual

wronged, but also by way of sympathetic extension in

the society at large. Although the system of private

revenge has been suppressed, the emotions and

instincts that lay at the root of it are still extant in

human nature, and it is a distinct, though subordinate

function of criminal justice to aiford them their legiti-

mate satisfaction. For although in their lawless and

unregulated exercise and expression they are full of

evil, there is in them none the less some soul of good-

ness. The emotion of retributive indignation, both in

its self-regarding and its sympathetic forms, is even yet

the mainspring of the criminal law. It is to the fact

that the punishment of the wrongdoer is at the same

time the vengeance of the wronged, that the administra-

tion of justice owes a great part of its strength and

effectiveness. Did we punish criminals merely from an

intellectual appreciation of the expediency of so doing,

and not because their crimes arouse in us the

emotion of anger and the instinct of retribution, the

criminal law would be but a feeble instrumentv

Indignation against injustice is, moreover, one of the

chief constituents of the moral sense of the community,

and positive morality is no less dependent on it than

is the law itself. It is good, therefore, that such

instincts and emotions should be encouraged and
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strengthened by their satisfaction ; and in clTilised

societies this satisfaction is possible in any adequate

degree only through the criminal justice of the state.

There can be little question that at the present day the

sentiment of retributive indignation is deficient rather -

than excessive, and requires stimulation rather than

restraint. Unquestionable as have been the benefits

of that development of altruistic sentiment which

characterizes modern society, it cannot be denied that

in some respects it has taken a perverted course, and

has interfered unduly with the sterner virtues. A
morbid sentimentality has made of the criminal an

object of sympathetic interest, rather than of healthy

indignation ; and Cain occupies in our regards a place

that is better deserved by Abel. We have too much

forgotten that the mental attitude which best becomes

us, when fitting justice is done upon the evildoer, is not

pity, but solemn exultation.^

The foregoing explanation of retributive punish-

ment as essentially an instrument of vindictive satis-

faction is by no means that which receives universal

acceptance. It is a very widely held opinion that

retribution is in itself, apart altogether from any

deterrent or reformative influences exercised by it, a

right and reasonable thing, and the just reward of

iniquity. According to this view, it is right and proper,

without regard to ulterior consequences, that evil

should be returned for evil, and that as a man deals

with others so should he himself be dealt with. An

eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, is deemed a plain '

and self-sufficient rule of natural justice. Punishment

1. Diogenes Laertius tells us that when Solon was asked how men might

most effectually be restrained from committing injustice, he answered :
" If

those who are not injured feel as much indignation as those who are."
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as so regarded is no longer a mere instrument for the

attainment of the public welfare, but has become an

end in itself. The purpose of vindictiye satisfaction

has been eliminated without any substitute having

been provided. Those who accept this view commonly

advance retribution to the first place among the various

aspects of punishment, the others being relegated to

subordinate positions.

This conception of retributive justice still retains

a prominent place in popular thought. It flourishes also

in the writings of theologians and of those imbued

with theological modes of thought, and even among

the philosophers it does not lack advocates. Kant, for

example, expresses the opinion that punishment can

not rightly be inflicted for the sake of arly benefit to be

derived from it either by the criminal himself or by

society, and that the sole and sufficient reason and

justification of it lies in the fact that evil has been done

by him who suffers it.- Consistently with this view,

he derives the measure of punishment, not from any

elaborate considerations as to the amount needed for

the repression of crime, but from the simple principle

of the lex talionis :
" Thine eye shall not pity ; but

life shall go for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand
for hand, foot for foot."^ No such principle, indeed

is capable of literal interpretation. Subject, however,

to metaphorical and symbolical applications, it is in

Kant's view the guiding rule of the ideal scheme of

criminal justice.

2. Kant's Reohtslehre (Hastie's trans, p. 196). The like opinion is expressed
in Woolsey'a Political Science, I. p. 384 ;

" The theory that in punishing an
evil-doer the state renders to him his deserts, is the only one that seems to have
a solid foundation . . It is fit and right that evil, physical or mental,
suffering or shame, should be incurred by the wrongdoer."

3. Deuteronomy SIX. 21.
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It is scarcely needful to observe that from the
utilitarian point of view hitherto taken up by us such
a conception of retributive punishment is totally

inadmissible. Punishment is in itself an evil, and can
be justified only as the means of attaining a greater

good. Eetribution is in itself not a remedy for the

mischief of the offence, but an aggravation of it. The
opposite opinion may be regarded as a product of the

incomplete transmutation of the conception of revenge

into that of punishment. It results from a failure to

appreciate the rational basis of the instinct of retribu-

tion—a failure to refer the emotion of retributive indig-

nation to the true source of its rational justification

—

the consequence of such failure being that retaliation is

deemed an end in itself, and is regarded as the essential

element in the conception of penal justice.

A more definite form of the idea of purely retribu-

tive punishment is that of expiation. In this view,

crime is done away with, cancelled, blotted out, or

expiated, by the suffering of its appointed penalty.

To suffer punishment is to pay a debt due to the law

that has been violated. Guilt plus punishment is

equal to innocence. " The wrong," it has been said*

" whereby he has transgressed the law of right, has

incurred a debt. Justice requires that the debt be paid,

that the wrong be expiated. . . . This is the first

object of punishment—to make satisfaction to outraged

law." This conception, like the preceding, marks a

stage in the transformation of revenge into criminal

justice. Until this transformation is complete, the

remedy of punishment is more or less assimilated to

that of redress. Eevenge is the right of the injured

i. Lilley. Right and Wrong, p. 128.

F
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person. The penalty of wrongdoing is a debt which

the offender owes to his victim, and when the punish-

ment has been endured the debt is paid, the liability is

extinguished, innocence is substituted for guilt, and the

vinculum juris forged by crime is dissolved. The

object of true redress is to restore the position

demanded by the rule of right, to substitute justice for

injustice, to compel the wrongdoer to restore to the

injured person that which is his own. A like purpose

is assigned to punishment, so long as it is imperfectly

differentiated from that retributive vengeance which

is in some sort a reparation for wrongdoing. The fact

that in the expiatory theory satisfaction is conceived

as due rather to the outraged majesty of the law, than

to the victim of the offence, merely marks a further

stage in the refinement and purification of the primi-

tive conception.

§ 25. The Relation between Criminal and Public
Wrongs.

We have defined a criminal proceeding as one

designed for the punishment of a wrong done by the

defendant, and a civil proceeding as one designed for

the enforcement of a right vested in the plaintiff. We
have now to consider a very different explanation which

has been widely accepted. By many persons the dis-

tinction between crimes and civil injuries is identi-

fied with that between public and private wrongs.

By a public wrong is meant an offence committed

against the state or the community at large, and dealt

with in a proceeding to which the state is itself a party.

A private wrong is one committed against a private

person, and dealt with at the suit of the individual so
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injured. The thief is criminally prosecuted by the

Crown, but the trespasser is civilly sued by him whose

right he has violated. Criminal libel, it is said, is a

public wrong, and is dealt with as such at the suit of the

Crown ; civil libel is a private wrong and is dealt with

accordingly by way of an action for damages by the

person libelled. Blackstone's statement of this view

may be taken as representative :
" Wrongs," he says,i

" are divisible into two sorts or species, private wrongs,

and public wrongs. The former are an infringement

or privation of the private or civil rights belonging to

individuals, considered as individuals, and are there-

upon frequently termed civil injuries ; the latter are a

breach and violation of public rights and duties which

affect the whole community considered as a com-

munity ; and are distinguished by the harsher appella-

tion of crimes and misdemeanors."

But this explanation is insufficient. In the first

place all public wrongs are not crimes. A refusal to

pay taxes is an offence against the state, and is dealt

with at the suit of the state ; but it is a civil wrong

for all that, just as a refusal to repay money lent by a

private person is a civil wrong. The breach of a con-

tract made with the state is no more a criminal offence

than is the breach of a contract made with a subject.

An action by the state for the recovery of a debt, or for

damages, or for the restoration of public property, or

for the enforcement of a public trust, is purely civil,

although in each case the person injured and suing is

the state itself.

Conversely, and in the second place, all crimes are

not public wrongs. Most of the very numerous offences

1. Oommentaries. m. 2.

F 1
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that are now punishable on summary conviction may

be prosecuted at the suit of a private person
;
yet the

proceedings are undoubtedly criminal none the less.

We must conclude, therefore, that the divisions be-

tween public and private wrongs and between crimes

and civil injuries are not coincident but cross divisions.

Public rights are often enforced, and private wrongs

are often punished. The distinction between criminal

and civil wrongs is based not on any difference in the

nature of the right infringed, but on a difference in the

nature of the remedy applied.

The plausibility of the theory in question is chiefly

attributable to a certain peculiarity in the historical

development of the administration of justice. Where

the criminal remedy of punishment is left in the hands

of the individuals injured, to be claimed or not as they

think fit, it invariably tends to degenerate into the

civil remedy of pecuniary compensation. Men barter

their barren right of vengeance for the more sub-

stantial solatium of coin of the realm. Offenders

find no difficulty in buying off the vengeance of those

they have offended, and a system of money pay-

ments by way of composition takes the place of a

system of true punishments. Hence it is, that in

primitive codes true criminal law is almost un-

known. Its place is taken by that portion of civil

law which is concerned with pecuniary redress.

Murder, theft, and violence are not crimes to be

punished by loss of life, limb, or liberty, but civil

injuries to be paid for. This is a well recognised

characteristic of the -early law both of Rome and

England. In the Jewish law we notice an attempt to
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check this process of substitution, and to maintain the

law of homicide, at least, as truly criminal. " Ye shall

take no satisfaction for the life of a murderer which is

guilty of death ; but he shall be surely put to death."i

Such attempts, however, will be for the most part vain,

until the state takes upon itself the office of prosecutor,

and until offences worthy of punishment cease to be

matters between private persons, and become matters

between the wrongdoer and the community at large.

Only when the criminal has to answer for his deed to

the state itself, will true criminal law be successfully

established and maintained. Thus at Rome the more

important forms of criminal justice pertained to the

sovereign assemblies of the people, while civil justice

was done in the courts of the praetor and other

magistrates. So in England indictable crimes are in

legal theory offences against " the peace of our Lord the

King, his crown and dignity," and it was only under the

rule of royal justice that true criminal law was super-

added to the more primitive system of pecuniary com-

pensation. Even at the present day, for the protection of

the law of crime, it is necessary to prohibit as itself a

crime the compounding of a felony, and to prevent in

courts of summary jurisdiction the settlement of crimi-

nal proceedings by the parties without the leave of the

court itself. Such is the historical justification of the

doctrine which identifies the distinction between civil

injuries and crimes with that between public and

private wrongs. The considerations already adduced

should be suflacient to satisfy us that the justification

is inadequate.

1, Numbers XXXV. 31.
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§ 26. Civil Justice: Primary and Sanctioning^
Rights.

We proceed now to the consideration of civil justice

and to the analysis of the various forms assumed by it.

It consists, as we have seen, in the enforcement of

rights, as opposed to the punishment of wrongs. The

first distinction to be noticed is that the right so

enforced is either a Primary or a Sanctioning right. A
sanctioning right is one which arises out of the viola-

tion of another right—one which the law creates by

way of substitution for a right which has been violated.

All others are primary. They exist for their own sake,

and not for the sake of other rights. They are rights

which have some other source than wrongs. Thus my
right not to be libelled or assaulted is primary ; but my
right to obtain pecuniary compensation from one who
has libelled or assaulted me is sanctioning. My right to

the fulfilment of a contract made with me is primary
;

but my right to damages for its breach is sanctioning.

The administration of civil justice, therefore, falls

into two parts, according as the right enforced belongs

to the one or the other of these two classes. Some-

times it is impossible for the law to enforce the primary

right
; sometimes it is possible but not expedient. If

by negligence I destroy another man's property, his

right to such property is necessarily extinct and no

longer enforceable. The law, therefore, gives him in

substitution for it a new and sanctioning right to

receive from me the pecuniary value of the property

that he has lost. If on the other hand I break a pro-

mise of marriage, it is still possible, but it is certainly

not expedient, that the law should specifically enforce

the right, and compel me to enter into such marriage.
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It enforces instead a sanctioning right of pecuniary

satisfaction. A sanctioning right almost invariably

consists of a claim to receive money from the wrong-

doer, and in the follovping inquiry we shall disregard

any other forms as being quite exceptional.

The enforcement of a primary right may be con-

veniently termed Specific Enforcement. For the en-

forcement of a sanctioning right there is no very suit-

able generic term, but we may venture to call it Sane

tional Enforcement.

Examples of specific enforcement are proceedings

whereby a defendant is compelled to pay a debt, to per-

form a contract, to restore land or chattels wrongfully

taken or detained, to refrain from committing or

continuing a trespass or nuisance, or to repay money

received by mistake or obtained by fraud. In all these

cases the right enforced is the primary right itself, not

a substituted sanctioning right. What the law does in

each case is to insist on the specific establishment or

re-establishment of the actual state of things required

by the rule of right, not of another state of things which

may be regarded as its equivalent or substitute.

§27. The Kinds of Sanctioning Rights.

Sanctional enforcement is of three kinds. For the

purpose of the law in creating and enforcing a sanction-

ing right is either (1) compensation for the plaintiff, or

(2) a penalty for the defendant, or (3) both compensation

and penalty at once. This last we may term Penal

Compensation or Penal Redress. It is by far the most

important form of sanctional enforcement ; for pure

compensation and pure penalty are both comparatively

rare and exceptional.
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Pure compensation is found chiefly in those cases

in which a defendant is compelled to pay the pecuniary

value of property wrongfully taken or detained by him,

instead of specifically restoring the property itself.

This is still the usual, and was formerly the sole remedy

available in respect of chattels. In the case of land,

on the other hand, our law has from the earliest times

insisted on specific restitution. Pure compensation is

also found in those rare cases in which the liability of

the defendant is limited by law to the amount of profit

derived by him from the ofEence, instead of being

measured by the loss sustained by the plaintiff.^ But

wherever the amount of the compensation payable by

an offender exceeds the profit derived from the offence,

the case is not one of pure, but one of penal compensa-

tion. The sanctioning right so enforced operates not

merely by way of redress for the plaintiff, but at the

same time by way of penalty for the defendant. He is

left in a worse position than if he had not committed

the wrong, and to that extent, therefore, he has been

punished for it.

The second form of sanctional enforcement is that

which is purely penal. This is rare in modern English

law, though it was at one time of considerable import-

ance. It exists whenever the law creates and enforces

a sanctioning right which has in it no element of

compensation to the person wronged, but is appointed

solely as a punishment for the wrongdoer. Thus a

statute may make provision for a pecuniary penalty

payable to a common informer, that is to say, to any-

one who shall first sue the offender for it. Such an

1. This ia so, for example, in the case of certain claims against executors in
respect of wrongs committed by the deceased. Phillips v. Horn/ray, 24 Ch. D. 489.
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action is called a penal action, as being brought for the

recovery of a penalty. But it is none the less a purely

civil, and in no respect a criminal proceeding.

Primarily and immediately, it is an action for the

enforcement of a right, not for the punishment of a

wrong. It pertains, therefore, to the civil administra-

tion of justice, no less than an ordinary action for the

recovery of a debt. The mere fact that the sanctioning

right thus enforced was treated bv the law for the

l)urpose of punishment does not bring the action within

the sphere of criminal justice. In order that a pro-

ceeding should be criminal it is necessary that its direct

and immediate purpose should be punishment ; it is

not enough that its purpose should be the enforcement

of a right which has been created by way of punish-

ment. A proceeding is civil if it is one for the enforce-

ment of a right, and the source, nature, and purpose

of the right so enforced are irrelevant.^

We now come to the third and much the most

important form of sanctional enforcement, namely

penal redress. This is the ordinary case in which a

defendant is compelled to make pecuniary compensa-

tion for harm wrongfully done by him to the plaintiff,

irrespective altogether of any benefit received by him

from his offence ; as, for example, in actions for

negligence, libel, or malicious prosecution. This, for

the reason already mentioned, is not pure redress. If

1. It ia worth notice that an action may be purely penal even though the

penalty is payable to the person injured. It is enough in such a case that the

receipt of the penalty should not be reckoned as or towards the compensation

of the recipient. If notwithstanding his receipt of the penalty he can still sue

for full compensation, it follows that the penalty is pure penalty and not penal

redress. A good example of this is the Roman actio furti by which the owner

of stolen goods could recover twice their value from the thief by way of penalty,

without prejudice nevertheless to a further action for the recovery of the

goods themselves or their value.
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I burn down my neighbour's house by negligence, 1

must pay him the value of it. The wrong is then

undone with respect to him, indeed, for he is put in as

good a position as if it had not been committed.

Formerly he had a house, and now he has the worth

of it. But the wrong is not undone with respect to me.

I am the poorer by the value of the house, and to this

extent I have been punished for my negligence. A
sanctioning right of this nature, therefore, has a double

aspect. Prom the point of view of the plaintiff it is

redress, from that of the defendant it is penalty.

The characteristic feature of this kind of legal

remedy is that it combines in itself two distinct and

rival principles which are partially inconsistent with

each other. It is based on a compromise between the

idea of redress and that of punishment, though in all

the other forms of legal remedy, civil or criminal, one or

other of these two ideas is found in isolation. Now the

requirements of the two principles are in important

respects discordant. The extent, incidence., and con-

ditions of liability will differ greatly according as the

law takes the one or the other as a guide. The

principle of compensation requires, for example, that a

defendant shall be liable if his acts have in fact been

the cause of damage to the plaintiff, whether he did or

did not intend such damage, and whether he was or

was not negligent in causing it. The same principle

demands further that a defendant shall be exempt

from liability, if his acts have not in the actual result

caused damage to the jjlaintiff, however wrongful his

intention may have been. The competing principle of

punishment, on the contrary, looks not to the actual

issue, but to the state of mind of the defendant, when
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he did the act complained of. Whatever harm he may
have done, he cannot be justly punished for it, unless

he has been guilty of wrongful intention or negligence.

And if he has been so guilty, he may be justly punished,

whether, in the actual event, damage to another has

resulted or not. We shall consider in a later chapter

the manner in which our law has decided the issue

between these two rival theories of civil liability.^

§ 28. A Table of Legal Remedies.

The result of the foregoing analysis of the various

forms assumed by the administration of justice, civil

and criminal, may be exhibited in a tabular form as

follows :

—

Legal
Prftceed-
ings

Civil—
Enforce-
ment of
rights

fSPEciFic Enforce-
ment: i.e., enforce-
ment of a primary
right; e.g.. payment
of debt, or return of
property detained. I.

Sanctional Enforce-
ment: i.e., enforce-
ment of a sanctioning
right.

Purely
reme-
dial

liability

Compensation : e.g.,

payment of value of

chattels detained. 11.

Penai. Redress: e.g.,

damages for wrongful
harm done. Ill

PENALTY; e.g., action V. Penal
by informer for statu-

tory penalty. IV.

Criminal—Punishment of wrongs; e.g., imprisonment for

theft. V.

liability

§29. Penal and Remedial Proceedings.

It will be noticed that in the foregoing table

legal proceedings have been divided into five distinct

1. The Roman lawyers distinguished the three forms of sanctional enforce-

ment by the aid of the following terms. AetionB for pure redress were said to be-

rei persequendae causa ; purely penal actions were poenae persequendae causa :

actions for penal redress were mixtae, or rei et poenae persequendae causa. Inst-

Just. IV. 6. 16.
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classes, namely : (1) actions for specific enforcement,

(2) actions for compensation, (3) actions for penal

redress, (4) penal actions, and (5) criminal prosecutions.

It must now be observed that the last three of these

contain a common element which is absent from the

others, namely the idea of punishment. In all these

three forms of procedure the ultimate purpose of the

law is in whole or in part the punishment of the

defendant. This is equally so, whether he is im-

prisoned, or compelled to pay a pecuniary penalty to a

common informer, or is held liable in damages to the

person injured by him. All these proceedings, there-

fore, may be classed together as penal, and as the

sources of penal liability. The other forms, that is to

say, specific enforcement and pure compensation,

contain no such penal element ; the idea of punishment

is entirely foreign to them ; and they may be classed

together as remedial, and as the sources of remedial

liability. From the point of view of legal theory this

distinction between penal and remedial liability is,

as we shall see, of even greater importance than that

between criminal and civil liability. It will be noted

that all criminal proceedings are at the same time

penal, but that the converse is not true, some civil pro-

ceedings being penal, while others are merely remedial.

It may be objected that this explanation fails

to distinguish between penal liability and criminal,

inasmuch as punishment is stated to be the essential

element in each. The answer to this objection is that

we must distinguish between the ulterior and the

immediate purposes of the law. Proceedings are

classed as criminal or civil in respect of their

immediate aim
; they are distinguished as penal or
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remedial in respect of their entire purpose, remote as

well as iinmediate. One way of punishing a wrongdoer

is to impose some new obligation upon him, and to

enforce the fulfilment of it. He may, for example, be

compelled to pay a penalty or damages. Whenever

this course is adopted, the immediate design of the law

is the enforcement of the right to such penalty or

damages, but its ulterior design is the punishment of

the wrong out of which the right arose. In respect

of the former, the proceedings are civil, not criminal
;

while in respect of the latter they are penal, not

remedial. Penal proceedings, therefore, may be defined

as those in which the object of the law, immediate or

ulterior, is or includes the punishment of the defendant.

All others are remedial, the purpose of the law being

nothing more than the enforcement of the plaintiff's

right, and the idea of punishment being irrelevant and

inapplicable.

§30. Secondary Functions of Courts of Law.

Hitherto we have confined our attention to the

administration of justice in the narrowest and most

proper sense of the term. In this sense it means, as we

have seen, the application by the state of the sanction

of physical force to the rules of justice. It is the

forcible defence of rights and suppression of wrongs.

The administration of justice properly so called, there-

fore, involves in every case two parties, the plaintiff

and the defendant, a right claimed or a wrong com-

plained of by the former as against the latter, a judg-

ment in favour of the one or the other, and execution of

this judgment by the power of the state if need be.

We have now to notice that the administration of
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justice in a wider sense includes all the functions of

courts of justice, whether they conform to the fore-

going type or not. It is to administer justice in the

strict sense that the tribunals of the state are establi-

shed, and it is by reference to this essential purpose

that they must be defined. But when once established,

they are found to be useful instruments, by virtue of

their constitution, procedure, authority, or special

knowledge, for the fulfilment of other more or less

analogous functions. To these secondary and non<

essential activities of the courts, no less than to their

primary and essential functions, the term administra-

tion of justice has been extended. They are miscel-

laneous and indeterminate in character and number,

and tend to increase with the advancing complexity of

modern civilisation. They fall chiefly into four groups

:

(1) Petitions of right.—The courts of law exercise, in

the first place, the function of adjudicating upon claims

made by subjects against the state itself. If a sub-

ject claims that a debt is due to him from the Crown,

or that the Crown has broken a contract with him, or

wrongfully detains his property, he is at liberty to take

proceedings by way of petition of right in a court ol

law for the determination of his rights in the matter.

The petition is addressed to the Crown itself, but is

referred for consideration to the courts of justice, and

these courts will investigate the claim in due form of

law, and pronounce in favour of the petitioner or

of the Crown, just as in an action between two

^ private persons. But this is not the administration of

justice properly so called. The essential element of

coercive force is lacking. The state is the judge in its

own cause, and cannot exercise constraint against
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itself. Nevertheless in the wider sense the adminis-

tration of justice includes the proceedings in a petition

of right, no less than a criminal prosecution or an

miction for debt or damages against a private individual.

(2) Declarations of Right.—The second form of

judicial action which does not conform to the essential

type is. that which results not in any kind of coercive

judgment but merely in a declaration of right. A
litigant may claim the assistance of a court of law, not

because his rights have been A'iolated, but because they

are uncertain. What he desires may be not any

remedy against an adversary for the violation of a

right, but an authoritative declaration that the righl

exists. Such a declaration may be the ground of sub-

sequent proceedings in which the right, having been

violated, receives enforcement, but in the meantime

there is no enforcement nor any claim to it.

Examples of declaratory proceedings are declara

tions of legitimacy, declarations of nullity of marriage,

advice to trustees or executors as to their legal powers

and duties, and the authoritative interpretation of

wills.

(3) Administrations.—A third form of secondary

judicial action includes all those cases in which courts

of justice undertake the management and distribution

of property. Examples are the administration of a

trust, the liquidation of a company by the court, and

the realisation and distribution of an insolvent estate.

(4) Titles of Right.—The fourth and last form in-

cludes all those cases in which judicial decrees are

employed as the means of creating, transferring, or

extinguishing rights. Instances are a decree of divorce
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or judicial separation, an adjudication of bankruptcy,

an order of discharge in bankruptcy, a decree of

foreclosure against a mortgagor, an order appointing

or removing trustees, a grant of letters of administra-

tion, and vesting or charging orders. In all these cases

the judgment or decree operates not as the remedy of a

wrong, but as the title of a right.

These secondary forms of judicial action are to be

classed under the head of the civil administration of jus-

tice. Here, as in its other uses, the term civil is merely

residuary ; civil justice is all that is not criminal.

We have defined ithe 'lajw as coasistiiig o€ rChe rules observed

in tihe administratioii oi justice. We iave 'Hotv seen tliait the

latteir term is used In a doubie semse, ajnd ithe question ifiherefore

anises wliet!her St is the strict or the -wMe sense that is to be

adopted in our diefinitiion of the law. There can be no doubt,

haweveir, thait logic ladmits, amd ooiiveniiemce requires, the adop-

tion of the wider lapplioatiom. We mfust recognise ajs law the

sum total of the iiiles that are applied toy courts of jnsitace in

the exercise of any of their funatlonis, whether 'these aire pri-

mary and essenitiaJ or seeonflary land aiocidenitail. Tihe pirinciples

in aocord'anice with wlhidh 'the 'Oourts determine a peti'tion of

I'igTit, decree a divorce, or igrant letteins of adminlistpa'tioin, are

as truly legal prinidipiles as those w^hiich govern am ajctiom of

debt or a isuSt for ispeclfic peirformance.

SUMMARY.
The administration of ju-sitice toy ithe state a pemnanent

necessity.

The origin of the administration of justice.

( Cri'minal—The punSislhimient of wrongs.
Justiee <

( Oivil—The enforcement of rights.

Purposes of punishment :

—

1. Detorrent,

2. Preventive,

3. Reformative,

4. Retrdtontive.
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Crimes not ii'ecessiarily puWlic wrongs.

/ EnLforoemcfnit of primary righits—Speicdfic en-

Civil justice
j

ftorcemient.

( Enforcemenrt; oof sanctioning rigMs—Sanctioufli.
eniforcemenit.

iOampeinisajtiion.

Penialty,

Penal redress.

! Remedial—(independent of the idea of punlsh-

Jii'Sitice ]
ment-always civil.

( Penal—involving the idea of punishment-
civil or criminal.

Subsidiary functions of courts of justice :

—

1. Peti'tions oif aright.

2. Deoliarations of ogfht.

3. AdiminlstratiooQ off property.

4. Creation tra^nisfer and eX'tuMytaon of rftgWiS.
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CHAPTER V.

THE SOURCES OF THE LAW.

§ 31. Formal and Material Sources.

The expression source of law {fons juris) has several

meanings which it is necessary to distinguish clearly.

We must distinguish in the first place between the for-

mal and the material sources of the law. A formal

source is that from which a rule of law derives its force

and validitj'. It is that from which the authority of

the law proceeds. The material sources, on the other

hand, are those from which is derived the matter, not

the validity of the law. The material source supplies

the substance of the rule to which the formal source

gives the force and nature of law.

The formal source of the whole body of the civil law

is one and the same, namely the will and power of the

state as manifested in courts of justice. Whatever

rules have the sanction and authority of the body

politic in the administration of justice have thereby the

force of law ; and in such force no other rules whatever

have any share. The matter of the law may be drawn

from all kinds of material sources, but for its legal

validity it must look to the tribunals of the state and

to them alone. Customary law, for example, has its

material source in the usages of those who are subject

to it ; but it has its formal source in the will of the

state, no less than statutory law itself.

G
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§32. Legal and Historical Sources.

Though the formal source of the law is one, its

material sources are many. They are divisible into

two classes which may be distinguished as legal and

historical. The former are those sources which are

recognised as such by the law itself. The latter are

those sources which are such in fact, but are neverthe-

less destitute of legal recognition. This is an im-

portant distinction which calls for careful considera-

tion. In respect of its material origin a rule of law is

often of long descent. The immediate source of it may

be the decision of an English court of justice. But that

court may have drawn the matter of its decision from

the writings of some lawyer, let us say the celebrated

Frenchman, Pothier ; and Pothier in his turn may have

taken it from the compilations of the Emperor

Justinian, who may have obtained it from the prae-

torian edict. In such a case all these things—^the deci-

sion, the works of Pothier, the corpus juris civilis,

and the edictmn perpetuum are the successive material

sources of the rule of English law. But there is a

difference between them, for the precedent is the legal

source of the rule, and the others are merely its histori-

cal sources. The precedent is its source not merely in

fact but in law also ; the others are its sources in fact,

but obtain no legal recognition as such. Our law knows

well the nature and effect of precedents, but it knows

nothing of Pothier, or of Tribonian, or of the Urban

Praetor. The proposition that every principle em-

bodied in a judicial decision has for the future the force

of law is not merely a statement of historical fact as to

the growth of English law; it is itself a rule of law.
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But the proposition that much of the law of Rome has

become incorporated into the law of England is simply

a statement of fact, which has in law no relevance or

recognition.

The legal sources of the law are authoritative,

the historical are unauthoritative. The former are

allowed by the law courts as of right ; the latter have

no such claim ; they influence more or less extensively

the course of legal development, but they speak with no

authority. No rule of law demands their recognition.

Thus both the statute-book and the works of Jeremy

Bentham are material sources of English law. The

historians of that system have to take account of both

of them. Much that is now accomplished law has its

source in the ponderous volumes of the great law-refor-

mer. Yet there is an essential difference between

the two cases. What the statute-book says, becomes

law forthwith and ipso jure. What Bentham says, may

or may not become law, and if it does, it is by no claim

of right but solely through the unconstrained good plea-

sure of the legislature or the courts. So the decisions

of English courts are a legal and authoritative source

of English law, but those of American courts are in

England merely an historical and unauthoritative

source. They are treated with respect by English

judges, and are in fact the ground and origin of an

appreciable portion of English law. But their opera-

tion is persuasive merely, not authoritative, and no

rule of English law extends recognition to them.

The legal sources are the only gates through which

new principles can find entrance into the law. His-

torical sources operate only mediately and indirectly.

They are merely the various precedent links in that
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chain of which the ultimate link must be some legal

source to which the rule of law is directly attached.

We are here concerned solely with the legal sources

of the law. Its formal source is involved in the defini-

tion of the law itself, and has been already suflaciently

dealt with. Its historical sources pertain to legal his-

tory, not to legal theory. Hereafter, when we speak of

the sources of law, we shall mean by that term the legal

sources exclusively.

It may help us to attain a clearer understanding of

a somewhat difficult matter if we attempt to reach a

definition of these sources from another standpoint. In

every progressive community the law undergoes a con-

tinuous process of growth and change. This process

of legal evolution does not proceed by haphazard. It

is not left to the discretion of the judges to apply one

law to-day and another to-morrow, for the growth of the

law is itself a matter governed by the law. Every legal

system contains certain rules determining the establish-

ment of new law and the disappearance of old. That is

to say, it contains certain rules to this effect : that all

new principles which conform to such and such require-

ments are to be recognised as new principles of law,

and applied accordingly in substitution for, or as

supplementary to the old. Thus it is itself a principle

of English law that any principle involved in a judicial

decision has the force of law. Similar legal recogni-

tion is extended to the law-producing effect of statutes

and immemorial customs. Rules such as these estab-

lish the sources of the law. A source of law, then, is

any fact which in accordance with the law determines

the judicial recognition and acceptance of any new rule

as having the force of law. It is the legal cause of the
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admittance by the judicature of any new principle as

one which will be observed for the future in the

administration of justice. ,

§ 33. A List of Legal Sources. '

We cannot deduce from the nature of the law the

nature of its sources, for these are merely contingent,

not necessary ; they differ in different systems and even

in the same system at different periods of its growth.

It is possible, however, to distinguish five sources

which in England or elsewhere have possessed pre-

dominant influence. These are Legislation, Custom,

Precedent, Professional Opinion, and Agreement^

Legislation is the declaration or enunciation of a prin-

ciple by some adequate authority in the body politic
;

custom is the realisation or embodiment of a principle

in a uniformity of practice
;
precedent is the judicial

application of a principle to its appropriate facts
;

professional or expert opinion is the approval or recog-

nition of a principle by the general voice of those whose

business it is to know the law ; agreement is the

adoption of a principle by the consent of those whose

interests are affected by it. Such declaration, realisa-

tion, application, approval, and adoption determine in

each case the judicial recognition as law of the princi-

ple so dealt with, and therefore constitute the sources

of the law.

Law which has its source in legislation is called

statute, enacted, or written law. That which is based

on custom is customary law. Precedent produces case-

law, and agreement conventional law. That which is

created by professional or expert opinion has no recog-
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nised title, but in analogy to German usage we may-

call it juristic law (Juristenrecht).

There are two chief reasons for allowing law-crea-

tive operation to these various sources. In the first

place there is a presumption that principles proceeding

''from them are principles of truth and justice, worthy

of adoption by the judicature. A statute is an at-

tempt made by the legislature to formulate the rules

of right for the use and direction of the judicature.

This attempt is not always successful, for law and

justice are sometimes far apart. Yet no better device

has been discovered, and the courts accept the rules so

formulated as authoritative and final. A similar pre-

sumption of truth and justice is one of the grounds of

the operation of precedent also. When one of the

superior courts of law has, after solemn argument and

full consideration, laid down a certain principle as one

fit to be applied to the case in hand, there is. a reason-

able presumption that this decision is correct, and that

the principle is a just one fit to be applied to all similar

cases in the future, that is to say, fit to receive per-

manent recognition as a new rule of law. Res judicata

pro leritate accipitur.^ So also in the case of custom.

Customary law has as one of its foundations the pre-

sumption that whatever is customary is just and expe-

dient. The popular conscience embodies itself in popu-

lar usage, and the law-courts accept as authoritative

the principles so sanctioned and approved. Professio-

nal opinion—the opinion of lawyers—is merely an

historical, not a legal source of English law. In other

systems, however, and chiefly in that of Rome it has

shown itself capable of serving as one of the most im-

1. D. 60. 17. 207.
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portant of legal sources. Almost all that is of special

value in Roman law has this as its origin. The Digest

of Justinian consists wholly of extracts from the writ-

ings of Eoman lawyers. It is clear that one of the

grounds for the allowance of such opinion as a source

of law is to be found in a reasonable confidence in the

skill and knowledge of the expert. Guique in sua arte

credendum est. Finally we may see the same influence

-at work in the case of the fifth and last source, namely

agreement. Every man may be trusted to see to his own
interests and to claim his own rights. Whatever

rule, therefore, is freely agreed upon by two or more
persons as defining their mutual rights and obligations

may be confidently accepted by the law-courts as a true

and just rule between those who have so consented to

it. As to them, it is fit and proper to be applied as law.

There is, however, a second ground of not less im-

portance on which the eflScacy of these legal sources

rests. They are not merely presumptive evidence of

the justi(ie and truth of the principles proceeding from

them, but they are the bases of a rational expectation

•on the part of all persons concerned that these princi-

ples will be consistently acted on in the future. Jus-

tice demands that such expectations shall be fulfilled.

Even where a rule does not accurately conform to the

ideal standard, it may be a right and reasonable thing

to adhere to it, when it has once been formulated. For

men act on the faith of it ; and to overturn an imperfect

rule with all the expectations built upon it will often

do more harm than can be counterbalanced by any

benefits to be derived from the substitution of a better

principle. Thus legislation is an announcement to all

the world that in future certain principles will be
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applied in the administration of justice. Forthwith

the expectations, dealings, and contracts of all men con-

cerned are based upon the principles so declared, and

the disregard of them by the judicature would be a

breach of faith and an ill service to the cause of justice.

Similarly the decision of a court may not be perfectly

wise or just ; but whether it is or not, all men expect

that like decisions will for the future be given in like

cases. It is often more important that the course of

judicial decision should be uniform and within the

limits of human foresight, than that it should be ideally

just. So with all the other sources of the law. That

which has always been customary in the past is entitled

for this reason alone to a certain measure of allowance

and recognition in the future. That which is approved

by the general opinion of the legal profession serves so

largely as the basis of the actions and expectations of

men, that the courts of law will not lightly depart from

it. That which all parties interested have agreed to,

and which they have declared as valid law to bind

them, may not, for all that, be absolutely just and rea-

sonable ; but they must be held bound by it none the

less, otherwise there will be no certainty of dealing

among mankind.

§ 34. The Sources of Law as Constitutive and
Abrogative.

The process of legal evolution is threefold. It com-

prises in the first place the increase or growth of law

—

that is to say, the substitution of legal principles for the

discretion of courts, and the transformation of fact into

law. It involves in the second place the opposite

process of the decrease of law—the reconquest by the
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arUti ium judicis of domains formerly occupied by legal

principle—^the transformation of law into fact. Finally

it includes the alteration of law—that is to say, the

destruction of one legal principle and the substitution

of another in its stead.

To carry out this threefold process, it is clear that

we require instruments of legal development which are

capable not merely of creating new law, but of destroy-

ing old. It is not sufficient to obtain new law which

stands side by side with the old, as a supplement to it
;

it is necessary to obtain new law which excludes the

old, as a substitute for it. We must possess instru-

ments of abrogatiTe, and not merely instruments of con-

stitutive power. So far we have considered the sources

of law only in respect of this latter operation. We
have yet to consider to what extent they possess the

power of destroying law, as well as of creating it. The

conservative virtue of the law has at all times been very

great. We find, accordingly, that the constitutive

operation of the sources is much more general than the

abrogative. It by no means follows that, because a

certain fact is capable of giving rise to a new rule, it is

equally capable of getting rid of an old one. Legisla-

tion, indeed, is pre-eminent in this respect above all

other legal sources. Alone among the instruments of

legal development, it works with equal facility in both

ways ; and it is this peculiarity which makes it so

efficient a method of legal reform. Even this, however,

is not true with respect to the various forms of subordi-

nate legislation, such as the making of by-laws or rules

of court. The by-laws of a municipal corporation may

add to and supplement the ordinary or common law, but

cannot alter it. They operate only in the sphere within
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which the general law of the land is silent. So when

the judges make rules of procedure under statutory

authority, they add to the law, but cannot derogate

from it.

In the strict theory of the law, precedent is wholly

constitutive, being quite destitute of abrogative power.

When the law is already settled, the judges have no

authority save to obey and administer it. Their power

of making new law by way of judicial decision is limited

to those vacant spaces where there is as jet no other

law which they can apply. Precedents make law, but

cannot alter it.

Mercantile custom resembles precedent. So long as

the ground is vacant—so long as there is no rule of the

common law in pari materia—the proved custom of

merchants will be allowed by the courts as a source of

new law. But so soon as from this or any other source

principles have been once established in the matter,

there is no longer any room for new rules thus arising.

Immemorial custom, on the other hand, has full power

to derogate from the common law, though the statute

law is beyond its operation.

Agreement possesses considerable, though not com-

plete abrogative power. A great part of the law is sub-

ject to supersession and modification by the consent of

all persons interested. Modus et conventio vincunt legem.

It is law only until and unless there is some agreement

to the contrary. The residue of the law, however, is

peremptory, and not to be thus excluded by consent.

Agreements which attempt to derogate from it, and to

establish special law in place of it, are illegal, null, and

void.
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§ 3S Sources of Law and Sources of Rights.

The soiiTceis of law may also serve as sources of rights. By
a (Soui'ce or title of rigMs is meamt some fact -wMcli fe legaily

coflstitutlTe of iiights. lit is the de facto anteioedeiut of a legal

riglhit, just as a source of law is the de facto aniteeedemt of a

legal principle. An examination of amy legal system will shofw

thiart to a large extent tilie same classes of facts whidh operate

as sources of law operate as sources of rigOiifis ailso. The two
kinds of isources f'orm irutensectiiing circles. Some facts creaite

law but mot rights ; some create rigih'ts but not larw ; some

create *both ait once. An act of parliamient for example is a

typical isource of la(w ; but there aaie numerous private acts

which are clearly titles of legal rights. Suoh is an act of

divorce, or an act granting a pension for public services, or

an act incorporating a company. So in the case of precedent,

the judicial decision is a source of rights as between the parties

to it, though a source of law as regards the world at large.

Regarded as creative of rights. It is called a judgment

;

regarded as creative of law, it Is called a precedent

So also immemorial custom does upon occasion giT€ rise to

rights as well as ito law. In respect of Hhe foormer operation. It

is 'Speciifically di'SitinguisJied as prescripitaon, while as a source

of law It i-etaiinB the generic title of custom. That on agreement

operajtes as a source of rig'hts is a fact too familiar to require

illustration. The propositiom which really needs emphatic state-

ment in tfliis case is thaft agreement fe not exclusively a tMle of

rig'hts, but is also operative as a source of lajw.

§36. Ultimate Legal Principles.

All rules of law have historical sources. As a

matter of fact and history they have their origin some-

where, though we may not know what it is. But not

all of them have legal sources. Were this so, it would

be necessary for the law to proceed ad inftnitum in trac

ing the descent of its principles. It is requisite that

the law should postulate one or more first causes, whose

operation is ultimate, and whose authority is underived.
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In other words there must be found in every legal

system certain ultimate principles, from which all

others are derived, but which are themselves self-

existent. Before there can be any talk of legal sources,

there must be already in existence some law which

establishes them and gives them their authority. The

rule that a man may not ride a bicycle on the foot-

path may have its source in the by-laws of a municipal

council ; the rule that these by-laws have the force of

law has its source in an act of parliament. But whence

comes the rule that acts of parliament have the force

of law ? This is legally ultimate ; its source is histori-

cal only, not legal. The historians of the constitution

know its origin, but lawyers must accept it as self-exist-

ent. It is the law because it is the law, and for no other

reason that it is possible for the law itself to take

notice of. No statute can confer this power upon

parliament, for this would be to assume and act on the

very power that is to be conferred. So also the rule that

judicial decisions have the force of law is legally ulti-

mate and underived. No statute lays it down. It is

certainly recognised by many precedents, but no pre-

cedent can confer authority upon precedent. It must

first possess authority before it can confer it. The

I

law-creating power of custom is, in the same way, an

ultimate legal principle. We may say, indeed, that it

is recognised by precedent, and has there its legal

source. But it may be said with equal truth that the

authority of precedent is recognised by, and has its

source in custom. One or other of these two proposi-

tions may be true, but to accept them both is to reason

in a circle.

If we inquire as to the number of these ultimate
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principles, the answer is that a legal system is free to

recognise any number of them, but is not bound to

recognise more than one. Prom any one ultimate legal

source it is possible for the whole law to be derived.

But one such there must be. A statute for example

may at any time give statutory authority to the opera-

tion of custom and precedent, and so reduce these two

from ultimate to derivative sources of the law. So im-

memorial custom might be regarded in legal theory as

the final origin of all law, and as the basis of the

authority both of precedent and of legislation.^ ^

1. In addition to the formal, historical, and legal sources of the law, it is

necessary to note and distinguish what may be termed its literary sources,

though this ia a Continental, rather than an English use of the term source. Tlie

literary sources are the sources of our knowledge of the law, or rather the origi-

nal and authoritative sources of such knowledge, aa opposed to later commentary
or literature. The sources of Roman law are in this sense the compilations of

the Emperor Justinian, as contrasted with the works of commentatois. So the

sources of Eliglish law are the statute book, the reports, and the older and

authoritative text-books, such as Littleton. The literature, as opposed to the

sources of our law, comprises all modem te^t-books and commentaries.

2. In the succeeding chapters we shall consider more particularly three of the

legal sources which have been already mentioned, namely legislation, custom,

and precedent. Profeffiional opinion as a source of law pertains to the Roman,

rather than to the English system, and does not call for special examination

here. Agreeanent will be considered later, in its aspect as a title of rights,

instead of here as a source of law.

SUMMARY.

Formal—source of tiie authority of the law.

Material—source of the contents of the law.

Legal—-immediate and legally recognised.

Sources of law

Material sources
,

Historical—remote and not legally recog-

nised.

r 1. Legislation-eniaoted law.

2. Custom—cusitomary law.

Legial sources J 3. Precedent—case law.

4. Professional opinion—juristic law.

5. Agreemenit—cionventional law.
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Grounds of the recognition of these sources.

( Constitutive—adding new law to old.

Operation of sources I

( Abrogative—'Substituitnng a&w law
for old.

Extent of abrogative power posseissed by the sources.

Relation between sources of law aBd sources of rigtits.

_
"Ultimate—without legal sources.

LegaJ principles
' Derivative—drawn from legal ^sources.
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I. sees. 14—19. Dernburg, Pandekten, I. sees. 23—30. Puchta,

Imstitutlonen, I. sees. 12—20.
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CHAPTER VI.

LEGISLATION.

§37. The Nature of Legislation.

Legislation is that source of law which consists in

the declaration of legal rules by a competent authority.

It is such an enunciation or promulgation of princi

pies, as confers upon them the force of law. It is such

a declaration of principles, as constitutes a legal ground

for their recognition as law for the future by the tri-

bunals of the state.

Although this is the strict and most usual applica-

tion of the term legislation, there are two other occa-

sional uses of it which require to be distinguished. It

is sometimes used in a wide sense to include all me-

thods of law-making. To legislate is to make new law

in any fashion. Any act done with the intent and the

effect of adding to or altering the law is, in this wider

sense, an act of legislative authority. As so used,

legislation includes all the sources of law, and not mere-

ly one of them. "There can be no law," says Austin,'

"without a legislative act." Thus when judges estab-

lish a new principle by means of a judicial decision, they

may be said to exercise legislative, and not merely

judicial power. Yet this is clearly not legislation in

the strict sense already defined. The law-creative effi-

cacy of precedent is to be found not in the mere declara-

1. Austin, p. 638.

H
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tion of new principles, but in the actual application of

them. Judges have in certain cases true legislative

power—as where they issue rules of court—but in

ordinary cases the judicial declaration of the law, un-

accompanied by the judicial application of it, has no

legal authority whatever. So the act of the parties to a

contract, in laying down rules of special law for them-

selves to the exclusion of the common law, may be

legarded as an exercise of legislative power. But

though they have made law, they have made it by way

of mutual agreement for themselves, not by way of

authoritative declaration for other persons.

The writers who make use of the term in this wide

sense divide legislation into two kinds, which they

distinguish as direct and indirect. The former is

legislation in the narrow sense—the making of law by

means of the declaration of it. Indirect legislation,

on the other hand, includes all other modes in which

the law is made.^

In a third sense legislation includes every expression

of the will of the legislature, whether directed to the

making of law or not. In this use, every act of

parliament is an instance of legislation, irrespective

altogether of its purpose and effect. The judicature,

as we have seen, does many things which do not fall

within the administration of justice in its strict sense;

yet in a wider use the term is extended to include all

the activities of the courts. So here, the legislature

does not confine its action to the making of law, yet all

its functions are included within the term legislation.

An act of parliament may do no more than ratify a

treaty with a foreign state, or alter the calendar, or

2. Austin, p. 531.
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establish a uniform time throughout the realm, or make

some change in the style and title of the reigning sove-

reign, or alter the coinage, or appropriate public money,

or declare war or make peace, or grant a divorce, or

annex or abandon territory. All this is legislation in

a wide sense, but it is not that declaration of legal

principles with which, as one of the sources of the law,

we are here alone concerned.

Law that has its source in legislation may be most

accurately termed enacted law, all other forms being

distinguished as unenacted. The more familiar term,

however, is statute-law as opposed to the common law;

but this, though sufficiently correct for most purposes,

Is defective inasmuch as the word statute does not

extend to all modes of legislation, but is limited to

acts of parliament. Blackstone and other writers use

the expressions written and unwritten law to indicate

the distinction in question. Much law, however, is

reduced to writing, even in its inception, besides that

which originates in legislation. The terms are derived

from the Romans, who meant by jus nan scriptum cus-

tomary law, all other, whether enacted or unenacted,

being jus scriptum. We shall see later, that according

to the older theory, as we find it in Blackstone and his

predecessors, all English law proceeds either from

legislation or from custom. The common law was

customary, and therefore, adopting the Roman usage,

unwritten law. All the residue was enacted, and there-

fore written law.^

3. Constat autem jus nostrum aut ex scripto aut ex non acripto. ... Ex

non scripto jus venit, quod usua comprobavit. Just. Inst. 1. 2. 3. ; 1. 2, 9.

"The municipal law of England may with sufficient propriety be divided

into two kinds: the lex non scripta, the unwritten or common law: and th«

lex scripta, the written or statute law." Blackstone. I. 63.

H 1
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§38. Supreme and Subordinate Legislation.

Legislation is either supreme or subordinate. The

former is that which proceeds from the supreme or

sovereign power in the state, and which is therefore

incapable of being repealed, annulled, or controlled by

any other legislative authority. Subordinate legisla-

tion is that which proceeds from any authority other

than the sovereign power, and is therefore dependent

for its continued existence and validity on some

superior or supreme authority. The legislation of

the Imperial Parliament is supreme, for "what the

Parliament doth, no authority upon earth can un-

do."^ All other forms of legislative activity recognised

by the law of England are subordinate. They may be

regarded as having their origin in a delegation of the

power of Parliament to inferior authorities, which in

the exercise of their delegated functions remain subject

to the control of the sovereign legislature.

The chief forms of subordinate legislation are five

in number.

(1) Colonial. The powers of self-government en-

trusted to the colonies and other dependencies of the

Crown are subject to the control of the imperial legisla-

ture. The parliament at Westminster may repeal,

alter, or supersede any colonial enactment, and such

enactments constitute, accordingly, the first and most

important species of subordinate legislation.

(2) Executive. The essential function of the exe-

cutive is to conduct the administrative departments

of the state, but it combines with this certain sub-

ordinate legislative powers which have been delegated

1. Blackstone, I. 161.
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to it by Parliament. A statute, for example, occasion-

ally entrusts to some department of the executive

government the duty of supplementing the statutory

provisions by the issue of more detailed regulations

bearing on the same matter. This may be termed

executive legislation.

(3) Judicial. In the same way, certain delegated

legislative powers are possessed by the judicature. The

superior courts have the power of making rules for the

regulation of their own procedure. This is judicial

legislation in the true sense of the term, differing in

this respect from the so-called legislative action of the

courts in creating new law by way of precedent.

(4) Municipal. Municipal authorities are entrusted

by the law with limited and subordinate powers of

establishing special law for the districts under their

control. The enactments so authorised are termed

by-laws, and this form of legislation may be dis-

tinguished as municipal.

(5) Autonomous. All the kinds of legislation which

we have hitherto considered proceed from the state

itself, either in its supreme or in one or other of its

many subordinate departments. But this is not neces-

sarily the case. Legislation is not a function that is

essentially limited to the state. The declaration of

new principles amounts to legislation not because,it is

the voice of the state, but because it is accepted by the

state as a sufJScient legal ground for giving effect to

these new principles in its courts of justice. The will

of the state is, indeed, as we have already seen, the one

and only formal source of law; but it does not follow

from this that the word of the state is the sole form
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of that material source of the law which is called

legislation. In the allowance of new law the state may

hearken to other voices than its own. In general,

indeed, the power of legislation is far too important

to be committed to any person or body of persons save

the incorporate comm-unity itself. The great bulk of

enacted law is promulgated by the state in its own

person. But in exceptional cases it has been found

possible and expedient to entrust this power to private

hands. The law gives to certain groups of private

individuals limited legislative authority touching

matters which concern themselves. A railway com-

pany, for example, is able to make by-laws for the

regulation of its undertaking. A university may make

statutes binding upon its members. A registered

company may alter those articles of association by

which its constitution and management are deter-

mined. Legislation thus effected by private persons,

and the law so created, may be distinguished as

autonomous or autonomic.

There is a close resemblance between autonomic

law and conventional law, but there is also a real

distinction between them. The creation of each is a

function entrusted by the state to private persons. But

conventional law is the product of agreement, and

therefore is law for none except those who have con-

sented to its creation. Autonomic law, on the contrary,

is the product of a true form of legislation, and is

imposed by superior authority in invitos. The act of a

general meeting of shareholders in altering the articles

of association is an act of autonomous legislation,

because the majority has the power of imposing its

will in this respect upon a dissentient minority. All
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the shareholders may in fact, agree, but the law-creating

eflioacy of their resolution is independent of any such

accidental unanimity. We may say, if we please, that

quoad consenting shareholders the resolution is am

agreement, while quoad dissentients it is an act of legis-

lative authority. The original articles of association^

on the other hand, as they stand when the company

is first formed, constitute a body of conventional, not

autonomic law. They are law for all shareholders by

virtue of their own agreement to become members of

the company, and are not the outcome of any subse-

quent exercise of legislative authority vested in the

majority.^

§ 39. Relation of Legislation to other Sources.

So great is the superiority of legislation over all

other methods of legal evolution, that the tendency of

advancing civilisation is to acknowledge its exclusive

claim, aud to discard the other instruments as relics

of the infancy of law. The expressed will of the state

tends to obtain recognition not only as the sole formal

source of law, but as its exclusive material source also.

Statute-law has already become the type or standard,

from which the other forms are more or less abnormal

variations. Nothing is more natural than this from

our modern point of view, nothing less natural from

that of primitive jurisprudence. Early law is conceived

as jus (the principles of justice), rather than as lex (the

will of the state). The function of the state in its

earlier conception is to enforce the law, not to make it.

2. The mere fact that a person who becomes a shareholder must be taken

to have impliedly agreed to be bound not only by the articles as they stand,

but by any subsequent modification of them, does not render such subsequent

inodiflcationa conventional instead of legislative in their nature. The immediate

source of the new rules is not agreement, but imposition by superior authority.
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The rules so to be enforced are those rules of right

which are found realised in the immemorial customs

of the nation, or which are sanctioned by religious

faith and practice, or which have been divinely re-

vealed to men. It is well known that the earliest codes

were the work, not of mortal men, but of the gods.^

That the material contents of the law depend upon

the express or tacit will of the state, that principles

sanctioned by religion or immemorial usage are laws

only so long as the prince chooses to retain them un-

altered, that it is within the powers and functions of

political rulers to change and subvert the laws at

their own good pleasure, are beliefs which mark con-

siderable progress along the road of political and legal

development. Until such progress has been made, and

until the petrifying influence of the primitive alliance

of law with religion and immutable custom has been

to some extent dissolved, the part played by human
legislation in the development of the legal system is

necessarily small, and may be even non-existent. As
it is the most powerful, so it is the latest of the in-

struments of legal growth.

In considering the advantages of legislation, it

will be convenient to contrast it specially with its

most formidable rival, namely precedent. So con-

sidered, the first virtue of legislation lies in its abro-

gative power. It is not merely a source of new law,

but is equally effective in abolishing that which

already exists. But precedent possesses merely con-

stitutive efflcacy. It is capable of producing very good

law—better in some respects than that which we obtain

by way of legislation—but its fatal defect is that, ex-

1. Plato's laws, 624. Spencer's Sociology U. pp. 515 et sqq.
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cept in a very imperfect and indirect manner, its

operation is irreversible. What it does, it does once for

all. It cannot go back upon its footsteps, and do well

what it has once done ill. Legislation, therefore, is the

indispensable instrument, not of legal growth, but of

legal reform. As a destructive and reformative agent

it has no equivalent, and without it all law is as that

of the Medes and Persians.

The second respect in which legislation is superior

to precedent is that it allows an advantageous divi-

sion of labour, which here, as elsewhere, results in

increased efficiency. The legislature becomes differ-

entiated from the judicature, the duty of the former

being jus dare, as the Eomans said, while that of the

latter is jus dicere. Speaking generally, a legal system

will be best administered, when those who administer

it have this as their sole function. Precedent, on the

contrary, unites in the same hands the business of

making the law and that of enforcing it.

It is true, however, that legislation does not neces-

sarily involve any such division of functions. It

is not of the essence of this form of legal development

that it should proceed from a distinct department of

the state, whose business it is to give laws to the

judicature. It is perfectly possible for the law to

develop by a process of true legislation, in the absence

of any legislative organ other than the courts of justice

themselves. We have already noticed the existence of

this judicial legislation, in considering the various

forms of subordinate legislative power. The most

celebrated instance of it is the case of the Roman

praetor. In addition to his purely judicial functions,

he possessed the jus edicendi, that is to say, legislative
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powers in respect of the matters pertaining to hi&

office. It was customary for each praetor at the com-

mencement of his term of office to publish an edictum

containing a declaration of the principles which he

intended to observe in the exercise of his judicial

functions. Each such edict was naturally identical in_

its main outlines with that which preceded it, the

alterations made in the old law by each successive

praetor being for the most part accepted by his suc-

cessors. By this exercise of legislative power on the

part of judicial officers, a very considerable body of

new law was in course of time established, distin-

guished as the jus praetorium from the older jus civile.

Powers of judicial legislation, similar in kind, though

less in extent, are at the present day very generally

conferred upon the higher courts of justice. Yet

though not theoretically necessary, it is certainly ex-

pedient, that at least in its higher forms the function

of law-making should be vested in a department of the

state superior to and independent of the judicature.

A third advantage of statute-law is that the for-

mal declaration of it is a condition precedent to its

application in courts of justice. Case-law, on the con-

trary, is created and declared in the very act of apply-

ing and enforcing it. Legislation satisfies the require-

ment of natural justice that laws shall be known before

they are enforced. But case-law operates retrospec-

tively, being created pro re nata, and applied to facts

which are prior in date to the law itself.^

2. On this and other grounds " judge-made law," as he called it, was the

object of constant denunciation by Bentham. "It is the judges," he says, in

his vigorous way, (Works V. 236) " that make the common law. Do you
know how they malce it? Just as a man makes laws for hos dog. When
your dog does anything you want to break him of, you wait till he does it

and then beat him. This is the way you make laws for your dog, and this

is the way the judges make laws for you and me."
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Fourthly, legislation can by way of anticipation

make rules for cases that have not yet arisen, whereas

l)recedent must needs wait until the actual concrete

instance comes before the courts for decision. Pre-

cedent is dependent, legislation independent of the

accidental course of litigation. So far as precedent

is concerned, a point of law must remain unsettled,

until by chance the very case arises. Legislation can

fill up a vacancy, or settle a doubt in the legal system,

as soon as the existence of such defect is called to the

attention of the legislature. Case-law, therefore, is

essentially incomplete, uncertain, and unsystematic,

while if statute-law shows the same defects, it is only

through the lethargy or incapacity of the legislature.

As a set-off against this demerit of precedent, it is to

be observed that a rule formulated by the judicature

in view of the actual case to which it is to be applied

is not unlikely to be of better workmanship, and more

carefully adapted to the ends to be served by it, than

one laid down a priori by the legislature.

Finally, statute-law is greatly superior to case-law

in point of form. The product of legislation assumes

the form of abstract propositions, but that of prece-

dent is merged in the concrete details of the actual

cases to which it owes its origin. Statute-law, there-

fore, is brief, clear, easily accessible and knowable,

while case-law is buried from sight and knowledge in

the huge and daily growing mass of the records of

bygone litigation. Case-law is gold in the mine—

a

few grains of the precious metal to the ton of useless

matter^while statute-law is coin of the realm ready

for immediate use.

This very perfection of form, however, brings with
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it a defect of substance from which case-law is free.

Statute-law is embodied in an authoritative form of

written words, and this literary expression is an essen-

tial part of the law itself. It is the duty of the courts

to apply the letter of the law. They are concerned

with the spirit and reason of it only so far as the

spirit and reason have succeeded in finding expression

through the letter. Case-law, on the contrary, has no

letter. It has no authoritative verbal expression, and

there is no barrier between the courts of justice and

the very spirit and purpose of the law which they are

called on to administer. In interpreting and applying

statute-law, the courts are concerned with words

and their true meaning ; in interpreting and applying

case-law, they are dealing with ideas and principles and

their just and reasonable contents and operation.

Statute-law is rigid, straitly bound within the limits

of authoritative formulae; case-law, with all its im-

perfections, has at least this merit, that it remains

in living contact with the reason and justice of the

matter, and draws from this source a flexibility and a

power of growth and adaptation which are too much
wanting in the litera scripta of enacted law.

§ 40. Codification.

The advantages of enacted law so greatly outweigh

its defects that there can be no doubt as to the ulti-

mate issue of its rivalry with the other forms of legal

development and expression. The whole tendency in

modern times is towards the process which, since the

days of Bentham, has been known as codification, that

is to say, the reduction of the whole corpus juris, so

far as practicable, to the form of enacted law. In
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this respect England lags far behind the Continent.

Since the middle of the eighteenth century the process

has been going on in European countries, and is now
all but complete. Nearly everywhere the old medley

of civil, canon, customary, and enacted law has given

place to codes constructed with more or less skill and

success. Even in England, and the other countries

to which English law has spread, tentative steps are

being taken on the same road. Certain isolated and

well developed portions of the common law, such as

the law of bills of exchange, of partnership, and of

sale, have been selected for transformation into statu-

tory form. The process is one of exceeding difficulty,

owing to the complexity and elaboration of English

legal doctrine. Many portions of the law are not yet

ripe for it, and premature codification is worse than

none at all. But the final result is not doubtful.

Codification must not be understood to involve

the total abolition of precedent as a source of law.

Case-law will continue to grow, even when the codes

are complete The old theory, now gradually disap-

pearing, but still true in most departments of the law,

is that the common law is the basis and groundwork

of the legal system, legislation being nothing more than

a special instrument for its occasional modification

or development. Unenacted law is the principal, and

enacted law is merely accessory. The activity of the

legislature is called for only on special occasions to

do that which lies beyond the constructive or remedial

eflScacy of the common law. Codification means not

the total disappearance of case-law, but merely the

reversal of this relation between it and statute-law. It

means that the substance and body of the law shall
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be enacted law, and that case-law shall be incidental

and supplementary only. In the most carefully pre-

pared of codes subtle ambiguities will come to light,

real or apparent inconsistencies will become manifest,

and omissions will reveal themselves. No legislative

skill can effectually anticipate the complexity and

variety of the facts. The function of precedent will

be to supplement, to interpret, to reconcile, and to

develop the principles which the code contains. Out

of the code itself, therefore, a body of case-law will

grow, as a judicial commentary and supplement. It

will be expedient from time to time that this supple-

mentary and explanatory case-law be itself codified and

incorporated into successive editions of the code. But

so often as this is done, the process of interpretation

will begin again with the like results.

§ 41. The Interpretation o-f Enacted Law.

We have seen that one of the characteristics of

enacted law is its embodiment in authoritative formu-

lae. The very words in which it is expressed—the

litera scripta—constitute a part of the law itself. Legal

authority is possessed by the letter, no less than by the

spirit of the enactment. Other forms of law (with the

exception of written conventional law, which in this

respect stands by the side of statutory) have no fixed

and authoritative expression. There is in them no

letter of the law, to stand between the spirit of the

law and its judicial application. Hence it is that in

the case of enacted law a process of judicial interpre-

tation or construction is necessary, which is not called

for in respect of customai'v or case-law. By interpre-

tation or construction is meant the process by which
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the courts seek to ascertain the meaning of the legis-

lature through the medium of the authoritative forms

in which it is expressed.

Interpretation is of two kinds, which Continental

lawyers distinguish as grammatical and logical. The

former is that which regards exclusively the verbal

expression of the law. It does not look beyond the

litera legis. Logical interpretation, on the other hand,

is that which departs from the letter of the law, and

seeks elsewhere for some other and more satisfactory

evidence of the true intention of the legislature. It is

essential to determine with accuracy the relations

which subsist between these two methods. It is neces-

sary to know in what circumstances grammatical in-

terpretation is alone legitimate, and when on the con-

trary it is allowable to accept, instead, the divergent

results that may be attainable by way of logical in-

terpretation. In other words, we have to determine

the relative claims of the letter and the spirit of enacted

law.

The true principles on this matter seem to be the

following. The duty of the judicature is to discover

and to act upon the true intention of the legislature

—the mens or sententia legis, as the Romans called it.

The essence of the law lies in its spirit, not in its letter,

for the letter is significant only as being the external

manifestation of the intention that underlies it.

Nevertheless in all ordinary cases the courts must be

content to accept the litera legis as the exclusive and

conclusive evidence of the sententia legis. They must

in general take it absolutely for granted that the legis-

lature has said what it meant, and meant what it has

said. Ita scriptum est, is the first principle of interpre
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tation. Judges are not at liberty to add to or to take

from or to modify the letter of the law, simply because

they have reason to believe that the true sententia legis

is not completely or correctly expressed by it. That is

to say, in all ordinary cases grammatical interpretation

is the sole form allowable.

To this general principle there are two exceptions.

There are two cases in which the litera legis need not

be taken as conclusive, and in which the sententia legis

may be sought from other indications. The first of

these cases is that in which the letter of the law is

logically defective, that is to say, when it fails to express

some single, definite, coherent, and complete idea.

The logical defects by which the litera legis may be

affected are three in number. The first is ambiguity;

for a statute, instead of meaning one thing, may mean

two or more different things. In such case it is the

right and duty of the courts to go behind the letter

of the law, and to ascertain from other sources, as

best they can, the true intention which has thus failed

to attain perfect expression.

When a statutory provision is capable of two mean-

ings, it is commonly, though not invariably, the case

that one of these is more natural, obvious, and con-

sonant with the ordinary use of language than the

other. The interpretation of an ambiguous law is

therefore of two kinds, according as it accepts the more

natural and obvious meaning, or rejects it in favour

of another which conforms better to the intention of

the legislature, though worse to the familiar usages of

speech. The former mode of interpretation is termed

literal or strict, and the latter may be distinguished as

equitable. Thus the word month may mean either a
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calendar month or twenty-eight days, but the former

meaning is the more usual. Literal interpretation,

therefore, will accept the former, while equitable in-

terpretation may for special reasons reject it in favour

of the other. Similarly, a statutory provision imposing

a penalty upon any one who sells adulterated food is

ambiguous, for the words " sells " may mean either

'• sells knowingly " or " sells knowingly or ignorantly."

Literal or strict interpretation will attribute to it the

second of these meanings, but equitable may on sufB-

cient grounds accept the former instead.^ The general

principle is that interpretation must be literal, unless

there is some adequate reason to the contrary. In the

absence of sufficient indications that the legislature has

used words in some less natural and obvious sense,

their literal and ordinary signification will be attri-

buted to them. The maintenance of a just balance be

tween the competing claims of these two forms of inter-

pretation is one of the most important elements in the

administration of statute-law. On each side there are

dangers to be avoided. Undue laxity, on the one hand,

sacrifices the certainty and uniformity of the law to

the arbitrary discretion of the judges who administer

it ; while undue strictness, on the other hand, sacrifices

the true intent of the legislature and the rational de-

velopment of the law to the tyranny of words. Scire

leges, said the Komans,^ non hoc est verba earum tenere,

sed vim ac potestatem.

A second logical defect of statutory expression is

1. strict interpretation is an equivocal expression, for it means either literal or

narrow. When a prorision ia ambiguous, one of its meanings may be wider than

the other, and the strict (i.€. narrow) sense is not necessarily the strict {i.e. literal)

sense. When the equitable interpretation of a law ia wider than the literal, it is

called extenaive ; when narrower, jit is called restrictive.

2. D. 1. 3. 17.

I
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inconsistency. A law, instead of having more mean-

ings than one, may have none at all, the different parts

of it being repugnant, so as to destroy each other's

significance. In this case it is the duty of the judica-

ture to ascertain in some other way the true sententia

legis, and to correct the letter of the law accordingly.

Lastly the law may be logically defective by reason

of its incompleteness. The text, though neither am-

biguous nor inconsistent, may contain some lacuna

which prevents it from expressing any logically com-

plete idea. For example, where there are two alter-

native cases, the law may make provision for one of

them, and remain silent as to the other. Such omis-

sions the courts may lawfully supply by way of logical

interpretation. It is particularly to be noted, however,

that the omission must be such as to make the statute

logically incomplete. It is not enough that the legis-

lature should have meant more than it said, and have

failed to express its whole mind. If what it has said

is logically complete—giving expression to a single,

intelligible, and complete idea—the courts have no law-

ful concern with anything else that the legislature may

have meant but not said. Their duty is to apply the

letter of the law, therefore they may alter or add to it

so far as is necessary to make its application possible,

but they must do nothing more.

It has been already said that there are two cases

in which logical interpretation is entitled to supersede

grammatical. The first of these, namely that of some

logical defect in the litera legis, has been considered.

The second is that in which the text leads to a

result so unreasonable that it is self-evident that the

legislature could not have meant what it has said. For
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example, there may be some obvious clerical error in

the text, such as a reference to a section by the wrong

number, or the omission of a negative in some passage

in which it is clearly required. It is to be noticed,

however, that the unreasonableness of the literal

result must be such as to lead inevitably to the con-

clusion that the legislature did not mean what it said.

Whether the legislature ought to have meant it is a

consideration quite irrelevant in courts of law. They

must administer the law as it is, not as in their opinion

it ought to be.

These, then, are the only two cases in which logical

interpretation can be allowed to supersede the results

of grammatical. A further explanation, however, is re-

quisite. In considering the logical defects of the

litera legis, we have tacitly assumed that by going

behind the defective text it is always possible to dis-

cover a logically perfect sententia legis. We have as-

sumed that the whole duty of the courts is to ascertain

the true and perfect intention which has received im-

perfect expression. This is not so, however. In a great

number of cases the defects of the litera legis are simply

the manifestation of corresponding defects in the

sententia. If the legislature speaks ambiguously, it is

often because there is no single and definite meaning

to be expressed. If the words of the legislature are

self-contradictory, it is possibly due to some repug-

nancy and confusion in the intention itself. If the

text contains omissions which make it logically im-

perfect, the reason is more often that the case in

question has not occurred to the mind of the legislature,

than that there exists with respect to it a real intention

which by inadvertence has not been expressed.
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What, then, is the rule of interpretation in such

cases? May the courts correct and supplement the

defective sententia legis, as well as the defective litera

legis? The answer is that they may and must. If the

lettei of the law is logically defective, it must be made

logically perfect, and it makes not the slightest differ-

ence in this respect, whether the defect does or does not

correspond to one in the sententia legis itself. Where

there is a genuine and perfect intention lying behind

the defective text, the courts must ascertain and give

effect to it; where there is none, they must ascertain

and give effect to the intention which the legislature

presumably would have had, if the ambiguity, incon-

sistency, or omission had been called to mind. This

may be regarded as the dormant or latent intention of

the legislature, and it is this which must be sought for

as a substitute in the absence of any real and con-

scious intention.^

In the case of the sententia, as formerly in that of

the litera legis, it is particularly to be noticed that the

only defects which the courts may remedy are logical

defects. That the intention of the legislature is ethi-

cally defective, is not a fact with which the judicature

has any concern. The sententia legis might have been

wiser, juster, or more expedient, had it been wider,

or narrower, or other than it actually is. But the

courts have no authority to detract from it, add to it,

or alter it, on that accovmt. It may be that had a cer-

tain case been brought to the notice of the legislature,

3. In the interpretation of contracts, no less than in that of statutes, there

is to- be-noticed this distinction between the real and the latent intention of the

parties. The difficulty of construing a contract arises more often from the

fact that the parties had no clear intention at all as to the particular point,

i.than from the fact that they failed to express an intention which they actually

Jmd. See Dicey'9 Conflict of Laws, p. 665.
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the statute would have been extended to cover it ; but

so long as it is logically complete and workable

without the inclusion of this case, it must stand as it

is. If a statute makes a provision as to sheep, which

in common sense ought to have been extended to goats

also, this is the affair of the legislature, not of the

courts. To correct the sententia legis on logical grounds

is a true process of interpretation ; it fulfils the ultimate

or dormant, if not the immediate or conscious intention

of the legislature. But to correct it on ethical grounds

is to assume and exercise legislative power.

SUMMARY.

Legislation—Its three senses

:

( Direct legislation.

1. All forms of law-making <

( Indirect legislation.

2. All expression of the will of the legislature.

3. The creation of law by way of authoritative declaration.

Enacted—Statute—Written.
Law

Unenacted—Common—Unwritten.

(Supreme—by the Imperial Parliament.

[L Colonial.

2. Executive.
Subordinate ^3. Judicial.

4. Municipal.
5. Autonomous.

Historical relation of legislation to other sources of law.

Superiority of legislation over other sources of law.

Codification.

.'Grammatical—based on the Ittera legis exclusively.

Interpretation j ,
, , . „ (Ambiguous.

I

lAtera legis logically < Inconsistent,
defective. { Incomplete.

Logical
Litera legis containing self-evident

Strict and equitable interpretation.

Extensive and restrictive interpretation.
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CHAPTER VII.

CUSTOM.

§42. The Early Importance of Customary Law.

The importance of custom as a source of law con-

tinuously diminishes as the legal system grows. As

an instrument of the development of English law in

particular, it has now almost ceased to operate, partly

because it has to a large extent been superseded by

legislation and precedent, and partly because of the

very stringent limitations imposed upon its law-

creating efficacy, the legal requirements of a valid cus-

tom being such as few customs can at the present

day conform to. In earlier times, however, it was

otherwise. It was long the received and official theory

of English law that whatever was not the product of

legislation had its source in custom. Law was either

the written statute-law, or the unwritten, common,

or customary law. Precedent was not conceived as

being itself a legal source at all, for it was held to ope-

rate only as evidence of those customs from which the

common law proceeded. Lex et consuetudo Angliae was

the familiar title of our legal system. The common

law of the realm and the common custom of the realm

were synonymous expressions. It may be gravely

doubted whether at any time this doctrine expressed

the truth of the matter, but it is clear that it was

much truer in the early days of our legal history, than

it subsequently became ; and it remained the accepted
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theory long after it had ceased to retain any semblance

of the truth. For some centuries past, the true sources

of the great bulk of our law have been statute and

precedent, not statute and custom. The common law

is essentially case-law, not customary law. Yet we

find Hale^ in the seventeenth century, and Blackstone

in the eighteenth, laying down the older doctrine as

still valid. In the words of Blackstone := "The muni-

cipal law of England . . . may with sufficient

propriety be divided into two kinds; the lex non

scripta, the unwritten, or common law; and the ler

scripta, the written, or statute law. The lex non

scriptcL, or unwritten law, includes not only general

customs, or the common law properly so called; but

also the particular customs of certain parts of the

kingdom; and likewise those particular laws, that are

by custom observed only in certain courts and juris-

dictions." Again, speaking of the maxims of the com-

mon law, he says:'' "The authority of these maxims

rests entirely upon general reception and usage; and

the only method of proving, that this or that maxim is

a rule of the common law, is by showing that it hath

been always the custom to observe it." Such language

is an echo of the past, not an accurate account of the

facts of the present day. Nevertheless even now
custom has not wholly lost its efficacy. It is still one

of the legal sources of the law of England, and an

examination of its nature and operation pertains to

modern juridical theory, and not merely to legal his-

tory or antiquities.

1. Hale's History of the Ck)mmon Law, Chapter II.

2. Blackstone, I. 63.

3. Blackstone, I. 68.
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§ 43. Reasons for the Reception of Customary
Law.

The reasons for attributing to custom the force of

law have been already briefly indicated in relation to

legal sources in general. We have seen that, in the

flrst place, custom is the embodiment of those prin-

ciples which have commended themselves to the na-

tional conscience as principles of truth, justice, and

public utility. The fact that any rule has already the

sanction of custom raises a presumption that it de-

serves to obtain the sanction of law also. Via trita

via tuta. Speaking generally, it is well that the courts

of justice, in seeking for those principles of right which

it is their duty to administer, should be content to

accept those which have already in their favour the

prestige and authority of long acceptance, rather than

attempt the more dangerous task of fashioning a set of

principles for themselves by the light of nature. The

national conscience may well be accepted by the courts

as an authoritative guide ; and of this conscience

national custom is the external and visible sign.

Custom is to society what law is to the state.

Each is the expression and realisation, to the measure

of men's insight and ability, of the principles of right

and justice. The law embodies those principles as they

commend themselves to the incorporate community in

the exercise of its sovereign power. Custom embodies

them as acknowledged and approved not by the power

of the state, but by the public opinion of the society

at large. Nothing, therefore, is more natural than

that, when the state begins to evolve out of the society,

the law of the state should in respect of its material

contents be in great part modelled upon, and coinci-
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dent with the customs of the society. When the state

takes up its function of administering justice, it

accepts as true and valid the rules of right already

accepted by the society of which it is itself a product,

and it finds these principles already realised in the

customs of the realm. As these customs develop and

alter with change of circumstance and the growth of

public enlightenment, the state is wisely content to

a,llow such development and modification to reflect

themselves in the law which it administers. This

influence of custom upon law, however, is characteristic

rather of the beginnings of the legal system, than of

its mature growth. When the state has grown to its

full strength and stature, it acquires more self-con-

fidence, and seeks to conform national usage to the law,

rather than the law to national usage. Its ambition

is then to be the source not merely of the form, but of

the matter of the law also. But in earlier times it

has perforce to content itself with conferring the form

and nature of law upon the material contents supplied

to it by custom.

A second ground of the law-creative efficacy of

custom is to be found in the fact that the existence

of an established usage is the basis of a rational ex-

pectation of its continuance in the future. Justice

demands that unless there is good reason to the con-

trary, men's rational expectations shall so far as pos-

sible be fulfilled, rather than frustrated. Even if

customs are not ideally just and reasonable, even if

it can be shown that the national conscience has gone

astray in establishing them, even if better rules might

be formulated and enforced by the wisdom of the

judicature, it may yet be wise to accept them as they
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are, rather than to overturn all those expectations

which are based upon established practice.

§ 44. Kinds of Customs.

Custom is of two kinds, being either judicial or

popular. The former is the custom of the tribunals of

the state, while the latter is the custom of the subjects

of the state, to whom those tribunals administer jus-

tice. Judicial custom comprises all those judicial prac-

tices which constitute the routine of courts of law.

Popular custom comprises all those extrajudicial us-

ages which prevail throughout the realm or any part of

it. Formerly each of these kinds was a source of Eng-

lish law. Much law was the product of judicial routine

The legal maxim was : Citrsus curiae est lex curiae.

The authority of use and wont hardened into the

authority of law, and practices voluntarily established

by the judges of one age were compulsorily followed

by their successors. At the present day, however,

judicial usage is no longer to be reckoned as one

of the sources of our law, for its operation as such

has been merged in that of precedent. A judicial

practice is nothing but the outcome of a series of con-

sistent judicial decisions. But the modern theory of

precedent confers law-creative efflcacy upon a single

decision; therefore there is no longer any need that

a decision should be repeated from time to time

and so develop into a judicial practice. Consequently

we are here concerned solely with the law and theory

of the other form of custom, namely that which is ex-

trajudicial and popular.^

1. As to the position of usus fori or Gerlchtsgebrauch in German law, see Derii-

burg, Pandekten, I. sec. 29 ; Demburg, Das burgerliche Eecht, I. sec. 29 ;
Birk-

meyer, Encyk. (Das burgerliche Recht, sec. 4).
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Popular custom is of two kinds, being either generai

or particular. The former is the custom of the realm,

that is to say, of the whole territory governed by the

legal system. The latter is that which is merely

local, being limited to some special part of the realm.

A custom touching the inheritance of land, for ex-

ample, if it is limited to landowners in the County of

Kent, is particular; but if it extends throughout

England generally (with or without special exceptions)

it is general.^

§45 The Requisites of a Valid Custom.

In order that a custom may be valid and operative

as a source of law, it must conform to certain require-

ments laid down by law. The chief of these are the

following:

1. Reasonableness. A custom must be reasonable.

Mains usus aholendus est.^ The authority of usage is-

not absolute, but conditional on a certain measure of

conformity with justice and public utility. It is not

meant by this that the courts are at liberty to disre-

gard a custom whenever they are not satisfied as t*

its absolute rectitude and wisdom, or whenever they

think that a better rule could be formulated in the

exercise of their own judgment. This would be to

2, It is to be noticed that the term custom is often used to mean particular

custom exclusively. Custom (meaning local usage having legal validity) i9=

opposed to law (meaning the common law of the land). When we find in the

books any proposition laid down as to the legal efficacy or requirements of

custom, it must be carefully ascertained from the context whether the term

does or does not extend to general customs.

It should also be observed that a custom is not particular, merely because it

is limited to a particular class of persons. Almost all customs are so limited,

and they are general customs of the realm none the less. Those, for example,

which relate exclusively to merchants, or brokers, or solicitors, or bankers, cr
owners of real estate, are general customs notwithstanding such limitation.

But one which is limited to the brokers or bankers of the City of London is:

particular.

1. Co. Litt. 141. a; The Case of Tanistry, Dav. Rep. 32 ; Blackstone I. 77.
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deprive custom of all authority, either absolute or

conditional. The true rule is that a custom, in order

to be deprived of legal efflcacj', must be so obviously

and seriously repugnant to right and reason, that to

enforce it as lavi^ would do more mischief than that

which would result from the overturning of the ex-

pectations and arrangements based on its presumed

continuance and legal validity. We shall see, when

we come to discuss the theory of precedent, how the

authority of judicial decisions is for the most part

similarly conditional rather than absolute. A pre-

cedent which is plainly and seriously unreasonable

may be overruled instead of followed. We are told

in the old books that a similar rule obtains in respect

of the authority of acts of parliament themselves. It

was once held to be good law, that an unreasonable

act of parliament was void.^ This, indeed, is no longer

so; the law-creating authority of parliament is abso-

lute. Certain forms of subordinate legislation, how-

ever, are still subject to the rule in question. An
unreasonable by-law is as void and unauthoritative as

an unreasonable custom or precedent.

2. Opinio necessitatis. The second requisite of a

valid custom is that which commentators on the Civil

Law term opinio necessitatis.' By this is meant the

conviction on the part of those who use a custom that

it is obligatory, and not merely optional.* To be

entitled to legal recognition, a custom must be one

2, "If any general custom were directly against the law of God, or if any

statute were made directly against it, . . . the custom and statute were

void." Doctor and Student, Dial. I. oh. 6. Sec also Bonham's Case 8 Co. Rep.

U8a; Coke's 2nd Inst. 687; HoBart 87; Blackstone I. 91; Pollock and Maitland

History of English law, I. 491.

3. Demburg, Pandekten, I. sec, 27. 3.

i. Blackstone I. 78. Suarez de Legibus, VII. 14. 7 ; Ad consuetudinem neces-

sarium esse, ut eo animo et infcentione servetur, ut jus in posterum fiat.
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which is followed and adhered to from a persuasion of

its moral necessity. Custom, merely as such, has no.

legal authority at all. It is legally effective only be-

cause and in so far as it is the expression of an under-

lying principle of right approved by those who use

it. When it is based on no such ethical conviction

or opinio necessitatis—when those who use it hold

themselves free to depart from it if they will—^it is of

no legal significance. The custom of a certain district

as to the cultivation of the land and the rotation of

crops may be very wise and reasonable, but it is not

the expression of any popular conviction of right or

justice. Whether it is followed or departed from by

any one concerns no one but that person himself. With

respect to justice and the rights of others the custom

is irrelevant, and it has no legal authority. But a

custom in the same district as to the inheritance of

freehold land is one which determines the just rights

and claims of those who use it. It is conceived as

morally obligatory, therefore the law will allow and

enforce it.

3. Conformity with statute law. The third condi-

tion of legal validity is that a custom must not be con-

trary to an act of parliament. We shall see that

certain forms of custom possess not merely constitu-

tive, but also limited abrogative power. They can

derogate from the old law, as well as create new.

But no cnstom of any sort is of any validity as against

statute-law. The authority of legislation is in Eng-

lish law higher than that of custom. By no length

of desuetude can a statute become invalid, and by no

length of contrary usage can its provisions be modified

in the smallest particular. The common law will yield
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to immemorial usage, but the enacted law stands for

ever.^

It must not be supposed, however, that this rule

is one of necessity, derived by logical inference from
the nature of things. It is nothing more than a posi-

tive principle of the law of England. A very different

rule was adopted by Eonian law" and by the various

Continental systems derived from it. There the recog-

nised maxim is Lex posterior derogat priori. The later

rule prevails over the earlier, regardless of their res-

pective origins. Legislation has no inherent superi-

ority in this respect over custom. If the enacted law

comes first, it can be repealed or modified by later cus-

tom ; if the customary law is the earlier, it can be simi-

larly dealt with by later enacted law. "If," says

Savigny,'' "we consider customs and statutes with res-

pect to their legal efficacy, we must put them on the

same level. Customary law may complete, modify, or

repeal a statute ; it may create a new rule, and substi-

tute it for the statutory rule which it has abolished."

So Windscheid :
* " The power of customary law is

equal to that of statutory law. It may, therefore, not

merely supplement, but also derogate from the existing

law. And this is true not merely of rules of customary

5. Blackstone I. 76. Co. Litt. 113a.

6. Quare rectissime etiam illud reeeptum est, ut leges non solum suffragio

le^Blatoris, sed etiam tacito consensu omnium per desuetudinem abrogentur.

D. 1.-3. 32. 1.

Considerable doubt, however, exists as to the true relation between custom

and statute In Roman law, owing to a passage in the Code (O. 8. 53. 2.) which,

if read literally, conflicts with the doctrine expressed in the Digest, and

declares custom to be destitute of legal effect if contrary to statute law.

The ingenuity of German jurists has suggested numerous solutions of the

apparent inconsistency, hut with no convincing result. See Savigny's System,

Vol. I. Appendix n. Vangerow, Pandekten, I. sec. 16. Dernburg, Pandekten,

I. sec. 28.

7. System, sec. 18.

8. Vol. I. sec. 18.
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laAV inter se, but also of the relations of customary to

statute law."'"

4. Immemorial antiquity. The fourth requisite of

the validity of a custom relates to the length of time

during which it has been established. The rule of

English law on this point is that a particular custom

must have existed from time immemorial. In the case

of other customs, however, there is no such require-

ment. It is there sufficient that the usage should be

definitely established, and its duration is immaterial.

A particular custom must make up for the limited

extent of its application hj the long duration of its

existence, but other customs derive from their gener-

ality such a measure of authority as does not require

to be supplemented by length of days.

We shall see later, how the idea of immemorial cus-

tom was derived by the law of England from the Canon

law, and by the Canon from the Civil law. Time

immemorial, or time whereof the memory of man runs

not, means in the Civil and Canon law, and in the

systems derived therefrom, and originally meant In

England also, time so remote that no living man can

remember it, or give evidence respecting it. Custom
was immemorial, when its origin was so ancient that

the beginning of it was beyond human memory, so

that no testimony was available as to a time when it

did not as yet exist." In the thirteenth century, how-
ever, a very singular change took place in the meaning
of the term. The limit of human memory ceased to

9. For the similar doctrine of Scottish law, see Erskine's Institutes I 19.
10. Both in English and foreign law, however, the time of memory wa^ ex-

tended by the allowance of tradition witlun defined limits. A witness might
testify not only to that which he had himself seen, but to that which he had
been told by others who spoke of their own knowledge. D. 22. 3. 28. Bracton
I. 616 a. 318 b. By French law time of memory was held to extend for one
hundred years. Pothier, De la Prescription, sees. 278-288.
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te a question of fact, and was determined by a very

unreasonable rule of law whicli still remains in force.

In consequence of the interpretation put by the judges

upon the Statute of Westminster I., passed in the

year 1275, it became an established legal principle that

the time of memory reached back as far as the com-

mencement of the reign of Eichard I. and no further.

From that day to this the law has remained unaltered.

The discordance between the memory of man as it is

in fact, and as it is in law, has been steadily growing

with the lapse of years, so that at the present day the

law of England imputes to living men a faculty of re-

membrance extending back for seven centuries. There

is perhaps no more curious example of the conserva-

tism of our law.^^

The rule, therefore, that a particular custom is

invalid unless immemorial means in practice this: that

if he who disputes its validity can prove its non-

existence at any time between the present day and the

twelfth century, it will not receive legal recognition.

It is not necessary for the upholder of it to prove

afSrmatively its existence during the whole of that

period. If he can prove that it has existed for a

moderate period, say twenty years, from the present

day, this will raise a presumption of its immemorial

11. The Statute of Westminster I. e. 39. imposed a limitation upon actions for

the recovery of land. It provided that no such action should lie, unless the

claimant or his predficessor in title had had possesion of the land claimed at

some time subsequent to the accession of Richard I. The previous common law

rule Off limitation for such actions was no other than the rule as to time

immemorial. At common law the claimant had to prove hia title and his

seisin by the testimony of living men; therefore he or his predecessors must have

been in possession within time of human memory. The enactment in question

was accordingly construed m laying down a statutory definition of the term

time of memory, and this supposed statutory definition was accepted by tht

courts as valid in all departments of the law in which the idea of time

immemorial was relevant. See Blackstone II. 31 ; Littleton, sec. 170

K
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antiquity, which must be rebutted by him who disputes

it.

It is not difficult to understand the reason which

induced the law to impose this stringent limitation

upon the efficacy of local customs. It was designed

in the interests of a uniform system of common law

for the whole realm. Had all manner of particular

customs been recognised without any such limitation,

as having the force of special law, the establishment

and maintenance of a system of common law would

have been rendered all but impossible. Customary

laws and customary rights, infinitely various and

divergent, would have grown up so luxuriantly, as to

have choked that uniform system of law and rights

which it was the purpose of the royal courts of justice

to establish throughout the realm. ^^

Origin of the riile as to time of memory. The requirement

of immemorial antiquity was introduced into the English

law-courts of the twelfth or thirteenth century from the Canon

law. In two respects the Canonistis developed and rendered

more definite the somewhat vague and indeterminate theory

of customary law which we find in the writings of the Roman
lawyers. In the first place, clear recognition was accorded

to the distinction between jm commune and consuetuMnes, the

former being the common, general, or written law of the

12. In limiting the requirement of immemorial antiquity to particular cus-

toms, we have, for the sake of simplicity, spoken somewhat more absolutely than
the present state of the authorities warrants. The more common, and, it i^

believed, the better opinion is that the law is as stated in the text. There
is, however, some authority for saying that the same requirement exists in

the case of certain general customs also. In Crouch v. Credit Fancier, L.B, 8

Q. B. 374 it waa held that modern mercantile custom was powerless to render
an English instrument negotiable, although it is well settled that foreign
instruments, such as the bonds of foreign governments, may be made ne-
gotiable in this way. Gorgier v. Mieville, 27 R.R. 290. The authority, however,
of the case in question is exceedingly doubtful. See Oooiiicin v. Robarts, L.R.
10 Ex. 337; Beo^uanaland Exploration Coy. v. London Trading Bank (1898) 2

Q.B. 658 ; L.Q.R. XV. 130. and 245. Therei is no doubt that a great part
of our mercantile law has been derived from modern mercantile custom and
we may assume with some confidence that such custom still retains the law-
creating efficacy which it formerly possessed.
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whole Church, while the latter consisted of the divergent local

and personal customs which were added to, or substituted for

the jus commune in particular places or in respect of particular

persons. This nomeacdature. with the conceptions expressed

by it, passed (from the Canon law to the law of England.

In the second place the Canonists attempted to supply a

defect of the Civil law by laying down a fixed rule as to the

necessary duration of customs. They determined that no

consuettido was to be held valid, so as to derogate from the

jus commune, unless it was praescripta, that is to say, unless

it had endured during the legal period of prescription.

Consuetudo praescripta • pnaejudicat jurl communi.^

What then was the period of prescription thus required?

On this point we find no agreement among tfhe doctors, for

there were several different forms of prescription known to

Roman law, and there was no unanimity among the Canonists

in the selection of any one of them as a test of the validity

of custom. Many favoured th e adoption of the ordinar;

decennial prescription of Roman land-law, and held that t^

custom must have endured for ten years at least, but need

have lasted no longer.' Others demanded forty years, since

this is the prescription required as against the Church by the

legislation of Justinian.^ At one time, however, there was
a widely held opinion that the true time of prescription re-

quired to enable a custom to derogate from the common law

of the Church was time Immemorial. Ilia consuetudo prae-

judicat jurl, cuius non exstat memoria hominum.*

This conception of time of memory as a period of pre-

scription was derived from the Civil law. Immemorial pre-

scription was there a mode of acquiring servitudes. Ductus

aquae cuius origo memoriam excessit, jure constituti loco

1. Decretals,. I. 4. 8. Gloss. (Ed. of 1671. Vol. II. p. 92). Secundum jus

canonicum non valet oonsuetudo, nisi praescripta ait et rationabilis. Decretura,

Dist. I. 4. Gloss. (Vol. I. p. 3).

Ad hoc ergo ut consuetudo juri communi praejudicet, requiritur primo quod

rationabilis sit, et quod sit praescripta. Decretals, I. 4. 11. Gloss. (Vol. II, p. 96).

2. Suarez, De Legibus. VII. 15. 5.

3. Novel. 131. eh. 6.

4. Decretals, I. 4. 11. Gloss (Vol. II. p. 96). Ilia consuetudo praejudicat

juri, quae excedit hominum memoriam. Decretum. Diat VIII. c. 7, Gloss. (Vol,

I. p. 25).

K 1
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habetur."' The Canon law adopted this rule, and made a more

extensive use of it Immemorial prescription became a sup-

plementary mode of acquisition, available in all cases in

which there was no shorter period of prescription to which

a claftmant might toave recoui-se. From the Canon law it

pased into the laws of France, Germany, and England."

As already stated, then, many Canonists recognised time

immemorial not merely as a period of prescription, but as a

condition of the validity of customary law. Suarez, writing

at the end of the sixteenth century, tells us, indeed, in the

course of an exhaustive examination of tihe theory of cus-

tomary law, that in his day this doctrine was no longer re-

ceived.' Long before Suarez, however, it had establisihed

for itself a secure place in the law of England. The Canonical

l>rinciples of consuetudo rationaMUs et praesoripia and of tempus

immemoriale were in the thirteenth century at the latest in-

corporated in our legal system by those ecclesiastical lawyers

who laid the foundations of it. This, indeed, was the only

form of prescription wlhich obtained recognition from the com-

mon law. We find tihe rule settled with perfect deflniteness

in the earliest Year Books of Edward I.'

5. Conformity tcith the common law. The fifth ami

last requirement of a valid custom is that, unless im

memorial, it must be consistent with the common

law. That it must be consistent with statute law is,

as we have already seen, a rule applicable to all cus-

toms whatever, whether immemorial or not. That it

must be consistent with the common law is a rule

applicable only to recent customs, and not to those

which have the prestige and authority of immemorial

antiquity. Modern custom possesses constitutive, but

5. D. 43. 20. 3. 4. PoSESm jure factam aut cuius memoria non exstat. D. 39.

3. 2. 7.

6. Pothier, De la Prescription, sees. 278-288 ; Baudiy-Lacantinerie, De la
Prescription, see. 12. 21; Windscheid, I. sec, 113.

7. Suarez, De Leglbus. VII. 15. 2. Aliqui enim antiqui immemoriale tempus
postulabant, tamen sine fundamento. «t ita relicta. et antiquata est iUa sententia.

8. y.B. 20 and 21 Ed. I. 136.
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no abrogative power; it must operate in the spaces left

vacant by the law already established; it may sup-

plement the law, but cannot derogate from it. Im-

memorial custom, on the other hand, can destroy as

well as create, so far as the common law is concerned;

though as against the statute law it is as powerless

as the most ephemeral usage."

§ 46. The Disappearance of Customary Law.

The combined effect of the various rules which we
have considered is to render custom less and less im-

portant as a source of new law. As the legal system

develops, the sphere within which custom is operative

grows gradually smaller. For, in the first place, cus-

tom cannot derogate from statute-law, and, as we have

already seen, this latter tends progressively to absorb

into itself the whole of the common law. In the

second place, the requirement of immemorial antiquity

precludes local custom from operating as an instrument

of fresh legal growth. Such customs may now

be proved and applied for the first time, but they-

cannot now for the first time come into existence.

In the third place, all recent custom must be consistent

with the law as already established, whether common

9. Littleton (sec. 169) tells us that; Gonsuetudo ez carta causa rationabili

usitata privat communem legem. And to this Coke (113. a.) adds by way of

commentary the canonical maxim: Consuetudo praescripta et legritima vincit

legem.

In Goodwin v. Robarts, L.B. 10 Ex. at p. 357, it is said: "We must by

no means be understood as saying that mercantile usage, however extensive,

should be allowed to prevail ii contrary to positive law, including in the

latter such usages as having been made the subject of legal decision, and

having been sanctioned and adopted by the courts, have become, by such

adoption, part of the common law. To give effect to a usage which involves

a deflanoe or disregard of the law would be obviously contrary to a fundamental

principle. And we quite agree that this would apply quite as strongly to an

attempt to set up a new usage against one which has become settled and

adopted by the common law as to one in conflict with the more ancient rules

of the common law itself."

See also to the same effect Sdie v. Hast India Company, 2 Burr. 1216.
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or statutory. As the law develops and completes

itself, therefore, there is less and less room left for the

constitutive operation of custom. There are fewer

vacancies within which customary law may grow.

It is for this reason that the growth of general cus-

tomary law has already all but ceased. Until a com-

paratively recent date, a great part of mercantile law

was so imperfectly developed as to leave very con-

siderable scope for the operation of mercantile cus-

tom. The law as to negotiable instruments, for ex-

ample, was chiefly customary law. But at the present

day our mercantile law is so complete that it is only

in comparatively rare cases that the custom of mer-

chants has any opportunity of serving as the ground

of new principles. Finally, as we have already

noticed the operation of judicial practice as a source

of law is now merged in that of judicial precedent.

§ 47. Conventional Custom.

Custom which does not fulfil all the requirements

hitherto considered by us does not necessarily fail of

all legal effect. It cannot, indeed, operate as a source

of law by virtue of its own inherent authority. Yet

it may nevertheless become legally operative by being

incorporated into agreements, through the tacit con-

sent of those who make them. Customs so operative

may be distinguished as conventional. It is a rule of

English law, as well as of other systems, that where a

contract is made in any manner in respect of which an

established custom exists, it must be interpreted by

reference to that custom, and the parties must be

deemed to have intended (in the absence of any

expression of contrary intent) to adopt it as one
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of the terms of their agreement. In contractibus tacite

venitmt ea quae sunt moris et consuetudinis.^

For example, if a lease of agricultural land is made
in any district in which there are established usages

as to the mode of agriculture and as to the relative

rights and liabilities of landlord and tenant, the parties

must be taken to have agreed to these usages as terms-

of the bargain, unless they have expressly or implicitly

shown an intention to the contrary. In the same way,

a mercantile contract must be taken to incorporate

any usages of trade which are relevant to its subject-

matter. In this manner customs which are not in

themselves authoritative as sources of law or rights

may become indirectly operative through the added

authority of agreement. But the law and rights so

produced are in reality conventional and not custo-

mary. It Is sometimes not easy to determine whether

a custom is operative directly and as such, or only in-

directly as accessory to a contract, and the distinction

has not always been sufficiently adverted to.

§ 48. Theories of Customary Law.

So far we ha^•e been concerned rather with those

positive rules of English law which determine the

validity and effect of custom, than with the abstract

theory of the matter. This portion of juridical theory,

however, has been the subject of considerable dis-

cussion and difference of opinion, and it is not free from

apparent difficulties. We have to consider two

opinions which differ materially from that which is

here accepted as correct. The first of these may be

termed the Continental theory, as being a characteris-

1. Pothier on Obligations, eec. 95.
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tic feature of foreign jurisprudence. Its reception is

chiefly due to the influence of Puchta and Savigny. The

second we may term the Austinian, as having been

promulgated by Austin and generally received by his

followers.

The essential feature of the Continental theory may

be expressed by saying that custom is therein con-

sidered as a formal, and not merely as a material source

of law. According to this doctrine, custom does itself

confer the force and validity of law upon the principles

embodied in it. It does not merely provide the ma-

terial contents which derive their validity as law from

the will of the state. It operates directly through its

own inherent force and authority; not indirectly by

reason of its recognition and allowance by the supreme
authority and force of the state. The will of the state

is not admitted to be the exclusive source of legal

validity. It has no pre-eminence in this respect above
the will of the people, as manifested in national usage.

Custom is regarded as the expression of the national

will and conscience, and as such it confers immediately
the authority of law upon all principles approved by
it. The will of the state is simply a special form of

the popular will, and these two are of equal authority.

Customary law, therefore, has an existence indepen-

dent of the state. It will be enforced by the state

through its courts of justice because it is already law:
it is not because it will be so enforced, that it is law.

Thus it is said by Arndts,' a G-eaMnac jurist of repute :

"Customary law contains the gi-ound of Its validity in itself.
It is law by virtue of its own nature, as an expression of the
general consciowsness of right, not by virtue of the sanction,

1. Encyklopadie, sec. 20.
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•express or tacit, of any legislature." So Windscheid:' "In

custom is manifested the conviction of those who use it that

such custom is law (Uecht), and this conviction Is the source

of the authority and validity of customary law. For the

ultimate source of all positive law is national reason. . . .

And this national reason can establish law In two different

ways, namely mediately and immediately. Mediately, through

representation, it creaites law by means of legislation. Im-

mediately, it creates law by means of custom."

Notwithstanding the credit of the great names by

Twhich this theory is sanctioned, it is rightly and all

but unanimously condemned by English jurists, as op-

posed to all sound thinking as to the true nature of

•civil law. Custom is a material, not a formal source

•of law. Its only function is to supply the principles

to which the will of the state gives legal force. Law

i*; law only because it is applied and enforced by the

state, and where there is no state there can be no law.

The popular conscience is in itself as powerless to es-

tablish or alter the law of the land, as it is to deal

in like fashion with the laws of nature. From custom,

as from any other source, the state may draw the ma-

terial contents of the rules to which it gives the form

and nature of law, but from no other source than the

will of the state itself can this form or nature be itself

derived.

Austin rightly repudiates the Continental theory

01; the ground, already indicated, that custom is not

a formal but merely a material source of law. The

rejection of this and other allied confusions of thought

is, indeed, one of the great services which he and his

school have rendered to legal science. Nevertheless

his own theory cannot be regarded as wholly satis-

2. Pandektenrechi:, I. sec. 15.
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factory. For he in his turn confounds the legal and

the historical sources of the law, and erroneously re-

gards custom as one of the latter, rather than as one

of the former. He considers that the true legal source

of customary law is to be found in the precedents in

which customs receive for the first time judicial re-

cognition and enforcement. Customary law is for him

simply a variety of case-law. It is case-law in which

pre-existing customs have served as the historical

sources from which the courts have drawn the mat-

ter of their decisions. The judges are conceived as

basing their judgments upon custom, just as, on other

occasions, they may base them on Justinian's Digest

or on the law of nature. It follows from this that a

custom does not acquire the force of law until it has

actually come to the notice of the courts, and received

judicial approval and application. If it is never dis-

puted, and therefore never requires enforcement, it

never acquires the force of law at all. " Law styled

customary,'' says Austin,^ "is not to be considered a

distinct kind of law. It is nothing but judiciary law,

founded on an anterior custom."

But this is not so. Custom is law not because it

Ms been recognised by the courts, but because it will

be so recognised, in accordance with fixed rules of law,,

if the occasion arises. Its legal validity is not de-

pendent on the accidents of litigation. A custom does

not wait to put on the nature of law, until it has

been actually enforced by the courts, any more than an
act of parliament or an agreement is destitute of legal

efficacy, until it has required and received judicial

recognition. This judicial recognition may make a

3. Austin, p. 638.
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custom part of the common law, as being thereafter

entitled to judicial notice, but it was part of the law

already. The Austinian theory forgets that the

operation of custom is determined by fixed legal

principles, just as much as the operation of precedent

itself. These two are co-ordinate legal sources, and

each operates independently of the other. Custom does

not enter the law through precedent, any more than

precedent through custom. A custom is taken as the

ground of a judicial decision, just as an act of parlia-

ment is so taken. In each case the law has been

already made, and the judicial decision merely applies

it.

§ 49. Custom and Prescription.

The relation between custom and prescription is such as

to demand attention tiere, although the theory of the latter

will receive further consideration in another place. Custom

is long usage operating as a source of law; prescription is

long usage operating as a source of rights.- That all the lands

in a certain borough have from time immemorial, on the dea.b

of an owner intestate, descended to his youngest son, is a

custom, and is the source of a rule of si)ecial and customary

law excluding in that borough the common law of prlmogenl

ture. But that John Styles, the owner of a certain farm,

and all his predecessors in title, from time immemorial have

used a way over the adjoining farm, is a prescription, and is

the source of a prescriptive right of way vested in John Styles.

Regarded historically, the law of prescription is merely a

branclh of the law of custom. A prescription was originally

conceived as a personal custom, that is to isay a custom limited

to a particular person and his ancestors or predecessors in

title. It was disitinguislied from a local custom, which was
limited to an individual place, not to an individual person.

Local and personal customs were classed as the two species of

particular customs, and as together opposed to the general

customs of the realm. Coke distinguishes as follows between

custom (i.e. local custom) and prescription.^ "In the common

1. Co. Litt. 113 b.
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law, a prescription, whieti is personal, is for the most part

applied to persons, being made in the name of a certain per-

son and of his ancestors, or those whose estate he hath; or

in bodies politique or corporate and their predecessors. . .

. . And a custome, which is local, is alleged In no person,

but layd within some mannor or other place."

Since prescription and custom were thus regarded as two

species of the same thing, we find, as might be expected, that

they are originally governed by essentially similar rules of

law. The requisites of a valid prescription were in essence

the same as those of a valid -cuistom. Both must be reason-

able, both must be immemorial, both must be consistent with

statute-law, and so on. It was only by a process of gradual

differentia/tion, and by the later recognition of other forms

of prescription not known to the early law, that ithe difference

between the creation of customary law and the creation of

prescriptive rights has been brought clearly into view. In

the case of the custom, for example, the old rule as to time

immemorial still subsists, but in the case of prescription it

has been superseded by the statutory rules contained in that

most unfortunate specimen of legislative sliill, the Prescription

Act. A prescriptive right to light, for instance, is now
finally acquired by enjoyment for twenty years. Usage during

this period is now an absolute title, instead of, as at common
law, merely evidence of usage during time of memory.

SUMMARY.
Historical importance of customary law.

Reasons for the recognition of customary law.

i.Tudicial
(Forensic Practice) now merged in pre-

cedent.

( General—Customs of the realm
Popular

'

( Particular—Customs of special
localities.

Requisites of a valid custom :

1. Reasonableness.
2. Opinio necessitatis.

3. 'Consistency with statute law.
4. Immemorial antiquity (unless general).

History of this nile.

5. Consistency with the common law (unless im-
memorial).
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Conventional customs.

Theories of the operation of custom as a source of law :

1. Continental—custom a formal source.

2. Austinian—custom an historical source.

Relations between custom and prescription.
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PRECEDENT.

§ 50. The Authority of Precedents.

The importance of judicial precedents has always

been a distinguishing characteristic of English law.

The great body of the common or unwritten law is al-

most entirely the product of decided cases, accumu-

lated in an immense series of reports extending back-

wards with scarcely a break to the reign of Edward

the First at the close of the thirteenth century. Ortho-

dox legal theory, indeed, long professed to regard the

common law as customary law, and judicial decisions

as merely evidence of custom and of the law derived

therefrom. This, however, was never much better

than an admitted Action. In practice, if not in theory,

the common law of England has been created by the

decisions of English judges. Neither Roman law, how-

ever, nor any of those modern systems which are

founded upon it, allows any such place or authority

to precedent. They allow to it no further or other

influence than that which is possessed by any other

expression of expert legal opinion. A book of reports

and a text-book are on the same level. They are both

evidences of the law
; they are both instruments

for the persuasion of judges ; but neither of them is

anything more.^ English law, on the other hand, draws

a sharp distinction between them. A judicial prece-

1. The importance of reported decisions lias, however, been increasing in
both France and Germany for some time, and Continental law shows a distinct
tendency to follow the example of English in this matter.
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dent speaks in England with a voice of authority ; it

is not merely evidence of the law but a source of it
;

and the courts are bound to follow the law that is so

established.

It seems clear that we must attribute this feature

of English law to the peculiarly powerful and autho-

ritative position which has been at all times occupied

by English judges. From the earliest times the judges

of the king's courts have been a small and compact

body of legal experts. They have worked together

in harmony, imposing their own views of law and

justice upon the whole realm, and establishing there-

by a single homogeneous system of common law. Of

this system they were the creators and authoritative

interpreters, and they did their work with little inter

ference either from local custom or from legislation.

The centralization and concentration of the adminis-

tration of justice in the royal courts gave to the

royal judges a power and prestige which would have

been unattainable on any other system. The authority

of precedents was great in England because of the

power, the skill, and the professional reputation of

the judges who made them. In England the bench

has always given law to the bar; in Rome it was

the other way about, for in Rome there was no per-

manent body of professional judges capable of doing

the work that has been done for centuries in England

by the royal courts.

§ 51. Declaratory and Original Precedents.

In proceeding to consider the various kinds of pre-

cedents and the methods of their operation, we have

in the first place to distinguish between those de-
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cisions which are creative of the law and those which

are merely declaratory of it. A declaratory pre-

cedent is one which is merely the application of an

already existing rule of law. An original precedent

is one which creates and applies a new rule. In the

former case the rule is applied because it is already

law; in the latter case it is law for the future be-

cause it is now applied. In any well developed system

such as that of modern England, declaratory prece-

dents are far more numerous than those of the other

class; for on most points the law is already settled,

and judicial decisions are therefore commonly mere

declarations of pre-existing principles. Original pre-

cedents, however, though fewer in number, are greater

in importance. For they alone develop the law; the

others leave it as it was, and their only use is to

serve as good evidence of it for the future. Unless

required for this purpose, a merely declaratory decision

is not perpetuated as an authority in the law re-

ports. When the law is already suflSciently well evi-

denced, as when it is embodied in a statute or set forth

with fullness and clearness in some comparatively

modern case, the reporting of declaratory decisions is

merely a needless addition to the great bulk of our

case law.

It must be understood, however, that a declaratory

precedent is just as truly a source of law as is one

belonging to the other class. The legal authority of

each is exactly the same. Speaking generally, the

authority and legal validity of a precedent do not de-

pend on whether it is, or is not, an accurate state-

ment of previously existing law. Whether it is or is

not, it may establish as law for the future that which
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it now declares and applies as law. The distinction

between the two kinds turns solely on their relation

to the law of the past, and not at all on their relation

to that of the future. A declaratory precedent, like a

declaratory statute, is a source of law, though it is

not a source of new law. Here, as elsewhere, the

mere fact that two sources overlap, and that the same
legal principle is established by both of them, does

not deprive either of them of its true nature as a

legal source. Each remains an independent and self-

sufficient basis of the cule.

We have already referred to the old theory that the

common law is customary, not case law. This doctrine

may be expressed by saying that according to it all

precedents are declaratory merely, and that their origi-

ral operation is not recognised by the law of England.

Thus Hale says in his History of the Common Law :

—

"It is true the decisions of courts of justice, tliougli by

virtue of the laws of this realm they do bind as a law between

the parties thereto, as to the particular case in question, till

reversed by error or attaint, yet they do not make a law

properly so called: cEior that only the king and parliament can

do; yet they have a great weight and authority in expounding,

declaring and publishing what the law of ithls kingdom Is;

especially when such decisions hold a consonancy and con-

gruity with resolutions and decisions of former times.'"

Hale, however, is evidently troubled in mind as to

the true position of precedent, and as to the sufficiency

of the declaratory theory thus set forth by him, for

elsewhere he tells us inconsistently that there are three

sources of English law, namely (1) custom, (2) the autho-

rity of parliament, and (3) "the judicial decisions of

1. Hale'a History of the Common Law, p. 89 (ed, of 1820).

L
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courts of justice consonant to one another in the series

and succession of time."^

In the Court of Chancery this declaratory theory

never prevailed, nor indeed could it, having regard to

the knovifn history of the system of equity administered

by that court. There could be no pretence that the

principles of equity were founded either in custom or

legislation. It was a perfectly obvious fact that they

had their origin in judicial decisions. The judgments

of each Chancellor made the law for himself and his

successors.

" It must not be forgotten," says Sir George Jessel, " that

the rules of courts of equity are not, like the rules of the

common law, supposed to have been established from time im-

memorial. It is i)erfectly well known that they have been

established from time to time—altered. Improved, and refined

from time to time. In many cases we know the names of

the Chancellors who invented them. No doubt they were

invented for the purpoise of securing the better administration

of justice, but still they were invented.''^

Both at law and in equity, however, this declaratory

theory must be totally rejected if we are to attain to

any sound analysis and explanation of the true opera-

tion of judicial decisions. We must admit openly that

precedents make law as well as declare it. We must

admit further that this effect is not merely accidental

and indirect, the result of judicial error in the inter-

pretation and authoritative declaration of the law.

Doubtless judges have many times altered the law

while endeavouring in good faith to declare it. But

we must recognise a distinct law-creating power vested

in them and openly and lawfully exercised. While

it is quite true that the duty of the courts is in general

2. Ibid, p. 88.

3. In re Hallett, 13 Oh. D. at p. 710.
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jus dicere and not jus dare, nevertheless they do in fact

and in law possess both these functions. Original

precedents are the outcome of the intentional exercise

by the courts of their privilege of developing the law

at the same time that they administer it.

§ 52. Authoritative a.nd Persuasive Precedents.

Decisions are further divisible into two classes,

which may be distinguished as authoritative and per-

suasive. These two differ in respect of the kind of

influence which they exercise upon the future course

of the administration of justice. An authoritative

precedent is one which judges must follow whether

they approve of it or not. It is binding upon them and

excludes their judicial discretion for the future. A
persuasive precedent is one which the judges are under

no obligation to follow, but which they will take into

consideration, and to which they will attach such

weight as it seems to them to deserve. It depends

for its influence upon its own merits, not upon any legal

claim which it has to recognition. In other words,

authoritative precedents are legal sources of law, while

persuasive precedents are merely historical. The for-

mer establish law in pursuance of a definite rule of law

which confers upon them that effect, while the latter, if

they succeed in establishing law at all, do so indirectly,

through serving as the historical ground of some later

authoritative precedent. In themselves they have no

legal force or effect.

The authoritative precedents recognised by Eng-

lish law are the decisions of the superior courts of

justice in England. The chief classes of persuasive

precedents are the following:

L 1
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(1) Foreign judgments, and more especially those

of American courts.^

(2) The decisions of superior courts in other por-

tions of the British Empire, for example, the Irish

courts.^

(3) The judgments of the Privy Council when sit-

ting as the final court of appeal from the colonies.^

(4) Judicial dicta, that is to say, decisions which

go beyond the occasion, ^nd lay down a rule wider than

is necessary for the purpose in hand. We shall see

later on that the authoritative influence of precedents

does not extend to such oMter dicta, but they are not

equally destitute of persuasive efficacy.*

§ 53. The Absolute and Conditional Authority of
Precedents.

Authoritative precedents are of two kinds, for their

authority is either absolute or conditional. In the

former case the decision is absolutely binding and must

be followed without question, however unreasonable

or erroneous it may be considered to be. It has a

legal claim to implicit and unquestioning obedience.

Where, on the other hand, a precedent possesses

merely conditional authority, the courts possess a cer-

tain limited power of disregarding it. In all ordi-

nary cases it is binding, but there is one special case

in which its authority may be lawfully denied. It may

1. Castro V. iJ., 6 App. Oas. 249.

I. In re Parsons, 45 Ch. D. 62 :
" Decisions of tile Iristi Couvts, thougti entitled

.-to the highest respect, are not binding on English judges."

3. In Leask v. Scott, 2 Q.B.D. 376. at p. 380, it is said by the Court of Appeal,
speaking of such a decision :

" We are not bound by its authoritj-, but we need
hardly say that we should treat any decision of that tribunal with the greatest
respect, and rejoice if we could agree with it.

"

4. Persuasive efficacy, similar in kind though much less in degree is

attributed by our courts to the civil law and to the opinions of the com-
mentators upon it; also to Knglish and American text-books of the better sort.
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be overruled or dissented from, wlien it is not merely

wrong, but so cleanly and seriously wrong that its re-

versal is demanded in the interests of the sound ad-

ministration of justice. Otherwise it must be fol-

lowed, even though the court which follows it is per-

suaded that it is erroneous or unreasonable. The full

significance of this rule will require further considera-

tion shortly. In the meantime it is necessary to state

what classes of decisions are recognised by English

law as absolutely, and what as merely conditionally

authoritative.

Absolute authority is attributed to the following :

(1) Every court is absolutely bound by the de-

cisions of all courts superior to itself. A court of first

instance cannot question a decision of the Court of

Appeal, nor can the Court of Appeal refuse to follow

the judgments of the House of Lords.

(2) The House of Lords is absolutely bound by its

own decisions. "A decision of this House once given

upon a point of law is conclusive upon this House

afterwards, and it is impossible to raise that question

again as if it was res Integra and could be re-argued,

and so the House be asked to reverse its own de-

cision."^

(3) The Court of Appeal is, it would seem, abso-

lutely bound by its own decisions and by those of older

courts of co-ordinate authority, for example, the Court

of Exchequer Chamber.^

'

In all other cases save these three, it would seem

that the authority of precedents is merely conditional.

1. London Street Tramways Company v. London County Council^ [1898] A.C.

375, at p. 379.

2. Pledge v. Carr, [1896] 1 Ch. 51; Lavy v. London County Council, [1896] ?

Q. B. at p. 581, per Lindley li.J.
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It is to be noticed, however, that the force of a decision

depends not merely on the court by which it is given,

but also on the court in which it is cited. Its authority

may be absolute in one court, and merely conditional in

another. A decision of the Court of Appeal is abso-

lutely binding on a court of first instance, but is only

conditionally binding upon the House of Lords.

§54. The Disregard o-f a Precedent.

In order that a court may be justified in disregard-

ing a conditionally authoritative precedent, two con-

ditions must be fulfilled. In the first place, the de-

<'ision must in the opinion of the court in which it is

cited be a wrong decision ; and it is wrong in two

distinct cases : first when it is contrary to law, and

secondly when it is contrary to reason. It is wrong

as contrary to law, when there is already in existence

ati established rule of law on the point in question,

and the decision fails to conform to it. When the

law is already settled, the sole right and duty of the

judges is to declare and apply it. A precedent must

be declaratory whenever it can be, that is to say, when-

ce er there is any law to declare.

But in the second place, a decision may be wrong

as being contrary to reason. Where there is no settled

law to declare and follow, the courts may make law

for the occasion. In so doing it is their duty to follow

reason, and so far as they fail to do so, their decisions

are wrong, and the principles involved in them are of

defective authority. Unreasonableness is one of the

vices of a precedent, no less than of a custom and of

certain forms of subordinate legislation.
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It is not enough, however, that a decision should

be contrary to law or reason. There is a second con-

dition to be fulfilled before the courts are entitled

to reject it. If the first condition were the only one,

a conditionally authoritative precedent would differ

in nothing from one which was merely persuasive. In

each case the precedent would be effective only so far

as its own intrinsic merits commended it to the minds

of successive judges. But where a decision is authori-

tative, it is not enough that the court to which it is

cited should be of opinion that it is wrong. It is

necessary in innumerable cases to give effect to pre-

cedents notwithstanding that opinion. It does not

follow that a principle once established should be

reversed simply because it is not as perfect and rational

as it ought to be. It is often more important that

the law should be certain than that it should be

ideally perfect. These two requirements are to a great

extent inconsistent with each other, and we must often

choose between them. Whenever a decision is de

parted from, the certainty of the law is sacrificed

to its rational development, and the evils of the un-

certainty thus produced may far outweigh the very

trifling benefit to be derived from the correction

of the erroneous doctrine. The precedent, while it

stood unreversed, may have been counted on in nume-

rous cases as definitely establishing the law. Valuable

property may have been dealt with in reliance on it.

Important contracts may have been made on the

strength of il. It may have become to any extent a

basis of expectation and the ground of mutual dealings.

Justice may therefore imperatively require that the

decision, though founded in error, shall stand inviolate
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none the less. Communis error facit jus? " It is bet-

ter," said Lord Eldon, " that the law should be certain

than that every judge should speculate upon improve-

ments in it."-

It follows from this that, other things being equal,

a precedent acquires added authority from the lapse

of time. The longer it has stood unquestioned and

unreversed, the more harm in the way of uncertainty

and the disappointment of reasonable expectations

will result from its reversal. A decision which might

be lawfully overruled without hesitMion while yet

new, may after the lapse of a number of years acquire

such increased strength as to be practically of abso-

lute and no longer of merely conditional authority.

This effect of lapse of time has repeatedly received

judicial recognition.

"Viewed simply as the decision of a court «f first instance,

the autJiorlty of this case, notwithstanding the respect due to

the judges who decided it, is not binding upon us; but viewed

in its character and practical results, it is one of a class iif

decisions which acquire a weight and effect beyond that which

attaches to ithe relative position of the court from which they

proceed. It constitutes an authority which, after it has stood

for so long a periocl unchallenged, should not, in the interests

of public convenience, and having regard to the protection of

private rights, be oveiTuled by this court except upon very

special considerations. For twelve years and upwards the

case has continued unshaken by any judicial decision or

criticism."*

"When an old decided case has made the law on a particular

subject, the Court of Appeal ought not to interfere with It, be-

1. It ia to be remembered that the overruling of a precedent has a re-

trospective operation. In this respect it ig very different from the repeal or

alteration of a statute.

2. Sheddon v. Goodrich, 8 Ves. 497.

3 Pugh V. Golden Valley Railway Company, 15 Ch. D. at p. 884.
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cause people have considered it as establisliing tlie law and
have acted upon it."*

The statement that a precedent gains in authority

with age must be read subject to an important quali-

fication. Up to a certain point a human being grows

in strength as he grows in age; but this is true only

within narrow limits. So with the authority of ju-

dicial decisions. A moderate lapse of time will give

added vigour to a precedent, but after a still longer

time the opposite effect may be produced, not indeed

directly, but indirectly through the accidental con-

flict of the ancient and perhaps partially forgotten

principle with later decisions. Without having been

expressly .overruled or intentionally departed from, it

may become in course of time no longer really consis-

tent with the course of judicial decision. In this way

the tooth of time will eat away an ancient precedent,

and gradually deprive it of all its authority. The law

becomes animated by a different spirit and assumes a

different course, and the older decisions become obso

lete and inoperative.

To sum the matter up, we may say that to justify

the disregard of a conditionally authoritative prece-

dent, it must be erroneous, either in law or in reason, '/

and the circumstances of the case must not be such

as to make applicable the maxim, Gommunis error

facit jus. The defective decision must not, by the

lapse of time or otherwise, have acquired such added

authority as to give it a title to permanent recognition

notwithstanding the vices of its origin.

The disregard of a precedent assumes two distinct

4 Smith V. Keal, 9 Q. B. D. at p. 352. See also In re Watlis, 26 Q. B, D. 180;

Queen v. £dwards„ 13 Q. B. D. 690; Ridsda'.e v, Clifton, 2 P. D. 306.
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forms. The court to which it is cited may either over-

rule it, or merely refuse to follow it. Overruling is

an act of superior jurisdiction. A precedent overruled

is definitely and formally deprived of all authority. It

becomes null and void, like a repealed statute, and a

new principle is authoritatively substituted for the

old. A refusal to follow a precedent, on the other

hand, is an act of co-ordinate, not of superior juris-

diction. Two courts of equal authority have no power

to overrule each other's decisions. Where a prece-

dent is merely not followed, the result is not that the

later authority is substituted for the earlier, but that

the two stand side by side conflicting with each other.

The legal antinomy thus produced must be solved by

the act of a higher authority, which will in due time

decide between the competing precedents, formally

overruling one of them, and sanctioning the other as

good law. In the meantime the matter remains at

large, and the law uncertain.

§ 55 Precedents Constitutive, not Abrogative.

We have already seen the falsity of the theory that

all precedents are declaratory. We have seen that

they possess a distinct and legally recognised law-

creating power. This power, however, is purely con-

stitutive and in no degree abrogative. Judicial de-

cisions may make law, but they cannot alter it.

Where there is settled law already on any point, the

duty of the judges is to apply it without question.

They have no authority to substitute for it law of their

own making. Their legislative power is strictly

limited to supplying the vacancies of the legal system,
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to filling up with new law the gaps which exist in the

old, to supplementing the imperfectly developed body

of legal docti'ine.

This statement, however, requires two qualifica-

tions. In the first place, it must be read subject to

the undoubted power of the courts to overrule or disrt-

^ard precedents in the manner already described. In

its practical effect this is equivalent to the exercise

'Of abrogative power. But in legal theory it is not so.

The overruling of a precedent is not the abolition of

an established rule of law. It is an authoritative

denial that the supposed rule of law has ever existed.

The precedent is so treated not because it has made

bad law, but because it has never in reality made any

law at all. It has not conformed to the requirements

of legal efficacy. Hence it is that the overruling of

a precedent, unlike the repeal of a statute, has retro-

.spective operation. The decision is pronounced to

have been bad ab initio. A repealed statute, on the

contrary, remains valid and applicable as to matters

arising before the date of its repeal. The overruling

of a precedent is analogous not to the repeal of a

statute, but to the judicial rejection of a custom as

unreasonable or otherwise failing to conform to the

requirements of customary law.

In the second place, the rule that a precedent has no

abrogative power must be read subject to the maxim,

Quod fieri non debet, factum valet. It is quite true that

judges ought to follow the existing law whenever there

is any such law to follow. They are appointed to

fulfil the }aw, not to subvert it. But if by inadvert-

ence or otherwise this rule is broken through, and a
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precedent is established which conflicts with pro-

existing law, it does not follow from this alone that

this decision is destitute of legal efficacy. For it is a

well-known maxim of the law that a thing which ought

not to have been done may nevertheless be valid when

it is done. If, therefore, a precedent belongs to the-

class which is absolutely authoritative, it does not lose

this authority simply because it is contrary to law

and ought not to have been made. No court, for-

example, will be allowed to disregard a decision of the

House of Lords on such a ground; it must be foUowed.

without question, whether it is in harmony with prior

law or not. So also with those which are merely con^^

ditionally authoritative. We have already seen that

error is only one of two conditions, both of which are

requisite to render allowable the disregard of such a

precedent, and in this respect it makes no difference

whether the error consists in a conflict with law or in

a conflict with reason. It vaaj well be better to ad-

here to the new law which should not have been made
than to recur to the old law which shoulcj not have been,

displaced.

§56. Grounds of the Authority of Precedents.

The operation of precedents is based on the legal-

presumption of the correctness of judicial decisions.

It is an application of the maxim. Res judicata pro

veritate aceipitur. A matter once formally decided is-

decided once for all. The courts will listen to no>

allegation that they have been mistaken, nor will they

reopen a matter once litigated and determined. That

which has been delivered in judgment must be taken
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for established truth. For in all probability it is true

iin fact, and even if not, it is expedient that it should

•be held as true none the less. Expedit reipuhlicae ut

sit finis litium. When, therefore, a question has once

been judicially considered and answered, it must be

answered in the same way in all subsequent cases in

which the same question again arises. Only through

this rule can that consistency of judicial decision be

x)btained, which is essential to the proper adminis-

tration of justice. Hence the effect of judicial de-

cisions in excluding the arMtrium judicis for the future,

in providing predetermined answers for the questions

calling for consideration in future cases, and there-

fore in establishing new principles of law.

The questions to which judicial answers are re-

quired are either questions of law or of fact. To both

kinds the maxim, Bes judicata pro veritate accipitur, is

applicable. In the case of questions of law, this

maxim means that the court- is presumed to have cor-

rectly ascertained and applied the appropriate legal

principle. The decision operates therefore as proof

of the law. It is, or at all events is taken to be, a

declaratory precedent. If the law so declared is at

all doubtful, the precedent will be worth preserving

as useful evidence of it. But if the law is already

clear and certain, the precedent will be useless; to

preserve it would needlessly cumber the books of re-

ports, and it will be allowed to lapse into oblivion.

In the case of questions of fact, on the other hand,

the presumption of the correctness of judicial de-

cisions results in the creation of new law, not in the

declaration and proof of old. The decision becomes,
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in a large class of cases, an original precedent. That

is to say, the question thus answered ceases to be one

of fact, and becomes for the future one of law. For

the courts are now provided with a predetermined

answer to it, and it is no longer a matter of free

judicial discretion. The arUtrium judicis is now ex-

cluded by one of those fixed and authoritative prin-

ciples which constitute the law.

For example, the meaning of an ambiguous statute

is at first a pure question of fact. When for the first

time the question arises whether the word "cattle"

as used by the statute includes horses, the court is

bound by no authority to determine the matter in one

way or the other. The occasion is one for the exercise

of common sense and interpretative skill. But when

it has once been judicially decided that "cattle" does

include horses, the question is for the future one of

law and no longer one of fact. For it is incumbent

on the courts in subsequent cases to act on the maximy

Res judicata pro veritate accipitur, and to answer the

question in the same way as before.

The operation of original precedents is, therefore,

the progressive transformation of questions of fact

into questions of law. Ex facto oritur jus. The

growth of case law involves the gradual elimination

of that judicial liberty to which it owes its origin.

In any system in which precedents are authoritative

the courts are engaged in forging fetters for their

own feet. There is of course a limit to this process,

for it is absurd to suppose that the final result of legal

development will be the complete transformation

of all questions of fact into questions of law. The
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distinction between law and fact is permanent and

essential. What then is the limit ? To what extent

is precedent capable of effecting this absorption of fact

into law ?

In respect of this law-creating operation of pre-

cedents, questions of fact are divisible into two classes.

For some of them do, and some do not, admit of being

answered on principle. The former are those the

answer to which is capable of assuming the form of

a general principle. The latter are those the answer

to which is necessarily specific. The former are an-

swered by way of abstraction, that is to say by the

elimination of the immaterial elements in the particu-

lar case, the result being a general rule applicable

not merely to that single case, but to all others which

resemble it in its essential features. The other class

of questions consists of those in which no such process

of abstraction, no such elimination of immaterial ele-

ments, as will give rise to a general principle, is

possible. The answer to them is based on the cir-

cumstances of the concrete and individual case, aud

therefore produces no rule of general application.

The operation of precedent is limited to one only

of these classes of questions. Judicial decisions are

a source of law only in the case of those questions of

fact which admit of being answered on principle.

These only are transformed by decision into questions

of law. For in this case only does the judicial decision

give rise to a rule which can be adopted for the future

as a rule of law. Those questions which belong to the

other class are permanently questions of fact, and their

judicial solution leaves behind it no permanent re-

sults in the form of legal principles.
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For example, the question whether the defendant

did or did not make a certain statement is a question of

fact, which does not admit of any answer save one

which is concrete and individual. It cannot be

answered on principle. It necessarily remains, there-

fore, a pure question of fact; the decision of it is no

precedent, and establishes no rule of law. On the other

hand, the question whether the defendant in making

such a statement was or was not guilty of fraud or

negligence, though it may be equally a question of fact,

nevertheless belongs to the other class of such ques-

tions. It may well be possible to lay down a general

principle on a matter such as this. For it is a

matter which may be dealt with in abstracto, not

necessarily in concreto. If, therefore, the decision is

arrived at on principle, it will amount to an original

precedent, and the question, together with every other

essentially resembling it, will become for the future

a question of law, predetermined by the rule thus es-

tablished.

A precedent, therefore, is a judicial decision which

\contains in itself a principle. The underlying principle

which thus forms its authoritative element is often

termed the ratio decidendi. The concrete decision is

binding between the parties to it, but it is the abstract

ratio decidendi which alone has the force of law as

regards the world at large. "The only use of authori-

ties or decided cases," says Sir George Jessel, "is the

establishment of some principle, which the judge can

follow out in deciding the case before him."^ "The

only thing," says the same distinguished judge in an-

other case, "in a judge's decision binding as an

1 In re HaUett, 13 Ch. D. at p. 712.
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authority upon a subsequent judge is the principle

upon which the case was decided."^

This is the true significance of the familiar contrast

between authority and principle. It is often said by

judges that inasmuch as the matter before them is not

covered by authority, they must decide it upon prin-

ciple. The statement is a sure indication of the im-

pending establishment of an original precedent. It

implies two things : first that where there is any

authority on the point, that is to say, where the

question is already one of law, the duty of the

judge is simply to follow the path so marked out

for him ; and secondly, that if there is no authority,

and if, therefore, the question is one of pure fact,

it is his duty, if possible, to decide it upon prin-

ciple, that is to say, to formulate some general rule

and io act upon it, thereby creating law for the future.

It may be, howe\rer, that the question is one which does

not admit of being answered either on authority or on

principle, and in such a case a specific or individual

answer is alone possible, no rule of law being either ap-

plied or created.^

Although it is the duty of courts of justice to decide

questions of fact on principle if they can, they must take

care in this formulation of principles to limit them-

selvrs to the requirements of the case in hand. That

2. Osborne v. Rowlett, 13 Oh. D. at p. 785.

3. It is clearly somewhat awkward to contrast in this way the terms authority

and principle. It is odd to speak ol deciding a case on principle because there is

no legal principle on which it can be decided. To avoid misapprehension, it

may be ad-nsable to point out that decisions as to the meaning of statutes are

always general, and therefore establish precedents and make law. For such

interpretative decisions are necessarily as general as the statutory provisions

interpreted. A question of statutory interpretation Is one of fact to begin with,

and is decided on principle; therefore it becomes one of law, and is for the

future decided on authority.

M
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is to say, they must not lay down principles which are

not required for the due decision of the particular case,

or wliich are wider than is necessary for this purpose.

The only judicial principles which are authoritative

\ are those which are thus relevant in their subject-mat-

ter and limited in their scope. All others, at the best,

are of merely persuasive efficacy. They are not true

rationes decidendi, and are distinguished from them un-

der the name of dicta or oUter dicta, things said by the

way. The prerogative of judges is not to make law by

formulating and declaring it—this pertains to the legis-

lature—but to make law by applying it. Judicial

declaration, unaccompanied by judicial application, is

of no authority.

§ 57. The Sources of Judicial Principles.

Whence then do the courts derive those new princi-

ples, or rationes decidendi, by which they supplement

the existing law ? They are in truth nothing else than

the principles of natural justice, practical expediency,

and common sense. Judges are appointed to admin-

ister justice—justice according to law, so far as the

law extends, but so far as there is no law, then justice

according to nature. Where the civil law is deficient,

Nj the law of nature takes its place, and in so doing puts

on its character also. But the rules of natural justice

are not always such that any man may know them, and

the light of nature is often but an uncertain guide.

Instead of trusting to their own unguided instincts in

-formwlating the rules of right and reason, the courts

are therefore wisely in the habit of seeking guidance

and assistance elsewhere. In establishing new* princi-

ples, they willingly submit themselves to various
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persuasive influences which, though destitute of legal

autb()rity, have a good claim to respect and considera-

tion. They accept a principle, for example, because

they find it already embodied in some system of foreign

law. For siiice it is so sanctioned and authenticated,

it is presumably a just and reasonable one. In like

manner the oourts give credence to persuasive prece-

dents, to judicial dicta, to the opinions of text-writers,

and to any other forms of ethical or juridical doctrine

which seem good to them. There is, however, one

source of judicial principles which is of special import-

ance, and calls for special notice. This is the analogy

of p^e=exi&ting law. New rules are very often merely

analogical extensions of the old. The courts seek as

far as possible to make the new law the embodiment

and expression of the spirit of the old—of the ratio

juris, as the Romans called it. The whole thereby

becomes a single and self-consistent body of legal doc-

trine, containing within itself an element of unity and

of harmonious development. At the same time it must

be remembered that analogy is lawfully followed only

as a guide to the rules of natural justice. It has no

independent claim to recognition. Wherever justice

so requires, it is the duty of the courts, in making new

law, to depart from the ratio juris antiqui. rather than

servilely to follow it.

It is surprising how seldom we find in judicial

utterances any explicit recognition of the fact that in

deciding questions on principle, the courts are in

reality searching out the rules and requirements of

natural justice and public policy. The measure of the

prevalence of such ethical over purely technical con-

siderations is the measure in which case law develops

M 1
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into a rational and tolerable system as opposed to an

unreasoned product of authority and routine. Yet the

official utterances of the law contain no adequate ac-

knowledgment of this dependence on ethical influences.

"The very considerations," it has been well said, "which

judges most rarely mention, and always with an apo-

logy, are the secret root from which the law draws all

the juices of life."^ The chief reason of this peculiarity

is doubtless to be found in the fictitious declaratory

theory of precedent, and in the forms of judicial ex-

pression and reasoning which this theory has made

traditional. So long as judges affect to be looking for

and declaring old law, they cannot adequately express

the principles on which they are in reality making

new.

§58. Respective Functions of Judges and Juries.

The division of judicial functions between judge

and jury creates a diificulty in the theory of precedent

which requires some consideration. It is commonly

said that all questions of fact are for the jury, and all

questions of law for the judge. But we have already

seen that original precedents are answers to questions

of fact, transforming them for the future into questions

of law. Are such precedents, then, made by juries in-

stead of by judges ? It is clear that they neither are

noi can be. No jury ever answers a question on prin-

ciple; it gives decisions, but no reasons; it decides in

covcreto, not in abstracto. In these respects the judicial

action of juries differs fundamentally from that of

judges. The latter decide on principle, whenever this

ig possible ; they formulate the ratio decidendi which

1. Holmes, The Common Law, p. 35.
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underlies their decision ; they strive after the general

and the abstract, instead of adhering to the concrete

and the individual. Hence it is that the decision of a

judge may constitute a precedent, vi^hile that of a jury

cannot. But in composite tribunals, where the jury

decides the facts and the judge the lavs', how does the

judge obtain any opportunity of establishing prece-

dents and creating new law ? If the matter is already

governed by law, it will of course fall within his pro-

vince; but if it is not already so governed, is it not a

pure question of fact which must be submitted to the

jury, to the total destruction of all opportunity of es-

tablishing any precedent in respect of it ? The truth

of the matter is that, although all questions of law are

for the judge, it is very far from being true that all

questions of fact are for the jury. There are very ex-

tensive and important portions of the sphere of fact

which fall within the jurisdicton of the judge, and it is

within these portions that the law-creating operation

of judicial decisions takes place. No jury, for example,

is ever asked to interpret a statute or, speaking gene-

rally, any other written document. Yet unless there

is already some authoritative construction in existence,

this is pure matter of fact. Hence that great depart-

ment of case law which has its origin in the judicial

interpretation of statute law. The general rule

—

consistently acted on, though seldom expressly acknow-

ledged—is that a judge will not submit to a jury any

question which he is himself capable of answering on

principle. Such a question he answers for himself.

For since it can be answered on principle, it provides

a fit occasion for the establishment of a precedent and

a new rule of law. It ought to be a matter of law, and
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can only become what it ought to be, by being kept from

the jury and answered in ahstracto by the judge. The

only questions which go to a jury are those questions

of fact which admit of no principle, and are therefore

the appropriate subject-matter of those concrete and

unreasoned decisions which juries giye.^

We have said that this rule, though acted on, is not

expressly acknowledged. The reason is that judges

are enabled to avoid the acknowledgment through

recourse to the declaratory theory of precedent. As

between judge and jury this theory is still in full force

and effect, although when the rights and privileges of

juries are not concerned, the courts are ready enough

at the present day to acknowledge the essential truth

of the matter. As between judge and jury, questions

of fact are withdrawn from the exclusive cognizance

of the latter by means of the legal fiction that they are

already questions of law. They are treated prolepti-

cally as being already that which they are about to

become. In a completely developed legal system they

would be already true questions of law; the principle

for their decision would have been already authori-

tatively determined. Therefore the judges make bold

to deal with them as being already that which they

ought to be, and thus the making of the law by way
of precedent is prevented from openly infringing upon

the rights of juries to decide all questions which have

not already been decided by the law.

^1. On the decision by judges of questions of Jact under the guise of question*
of law, see Professor Thayer's Preliminary Treatise on the Law of Evidence,
pp. 202. 280. 249.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE STATE.

§59. The Nature and Essential Functions of the
State.

A comijlete analysis of the nature of the law in-

volves an inquiry into the nature of the state. For it

is in and through the state alone that the law exists.

Jurisprudence is concerned, however, only with the

elements and tirst principles of this matter. An ex-

haustive theory of political government pertains not

to jurisprudence, but to the allied science of politics.

Prom the lawyer nothing more is required, than such

an understanding of the essential nature of the state,

as is sufficient and necessary for the establishment of

sound juridical theory.

A state or political society is an association of

human beings established for the attainment of certain

ends by certain means. It is the most important of

all the various kinds of society in which men unite,

being indeed the necessary basis and condition of peace,

order, and civilisation. What then is the essential

difference between this and other forms of association ?

In what does the state essentially differ from such

other societies as a church, a university, a joint-stock

company, or a trades-union ? The difference is clearly

one of function. The state must be defined by reference

to such of its activities and purposes as are essential

and characteristic.

But the modern state does many things, and differ-
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"ent things at different times and places. It is a com-

mon carrier of letters and parcels, it builds ships, it

•OTvns and manages railways, it conducts savings-banks,

it teaches children, and feeds the poor. All these can-

not be of its essence. It is possible, however, to dis-

tinguish, among the multitudinous operations of

goTernment, two which are set apart as primary and

essential. These two are war and the administration

of justice. The fundamental purpose and end of politi-

cal society is defence against external enemies, and the

maintenance of peaceable and orderly relations within

the community itself. It would be easy to show, by a

long succession of authorities, that these two have

always been recognised as the essential duties of gov-

ernments. The Israelites demanded a king, that he
"' may judge us, and go out before us and fight our bat-

tles ;"^ and this conception of the primary end and aim

'of sovereignty obtains recognition still as true and

adequate. Leviathan, as Hobbes^ tells us, carries two

swords, the sword of war and that of justice. This is

the irreduciMe minimum of governmental action.

Every society which performs these two functions is a

political society or state, and none is such which per-

forms them not. How much activity in other directions

may be profitably combined with them, is a question

with which we are not here concerned. We are deal-

ing with the definition, and therefore with the essence,

not with the accidents of political society.

1. I. Samuel, S. 20.

2. English Works. 11, 76: ''Both swords, therefore, as well thia of war as

that of justice, . . . essentially do belong to the chief command."

2. "The primary function of the state," says Mr. Herbert Spencer, (Princi-

pliea of Ethics II. 204. 208. 214.) " or of that agency in which the powers of

the state are centralised, is the function of directing the combined actions of

the incorporated individuals in war. The first duty of the ruling agency is

jiational defence. What we may consider as measures to maintain inter-tribal
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It is not difficult to show that war and the admin-

istration of justice, however diverse in appearance, are

merely two different species of a single genus. The

essential purpose of each is the same, though the

methods are different. Each consists in the exercise

of the organised physical force of the community, and

in each case this force is made use of to the same end,

namely the maintenance of the just rights of the com-

munity and its members. We have already seen that

in administering justice the state uses its physical

power to enforce rights and to suppress and punish

wrongs. Its purpose in waging war—^that is to say,.

just war, which is the only kind which can be regarded

as an essential form of state activity—^is the same.

These two primary functions are simply the two diffe-

rent ways in which a political society uses its power

in the defence of itself and its members against ex-

ternal and internal enemies. They are the two methods

in which a state fulfils its appointed purpose of es-

tablishing right and justice by physical force.

What, then, is the essential difference between these

two functions ? It lies apparently in this, that the

administration of justice is the judicial, while war i»

the extrajudicial use of the force of the state in the

maintenance of right. Force is judicial, when it is

applied by or through a tribunal, whose business it is

to judge or arbitrate between the parties who are at

issue. It is extrajudicial, when it is applied by the

justice, are more imperative, and come earlier, than measm-es to maintaitt

justice among individuals Once established, this secondary func-

tion of the state goes on developing; and becomes a function next in import-

ance to the function of protecting against external enemies .... With the

progress of civilisation the administration of justice continues to extezkd and to

become more efficient .... Between these essential functions and all other

functions there is a division, which, though it cannot in all cases be drawn,

with precision, is yet broadly marked.'*
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state directly, without the aid or intervention of any

such judge or arbitrator. Judicial force involves trial

and adjudication, as a condition precedent to its ap-

plication; extrajudicial force does not. Judicial force

does not move to the maintenance of rights or the sup-

pression of wrongs, until these rights and wrongs have

been authoritatively declared and ascertained by the

formal judgment of a court. The primary purpose of

judicial force is to execute judgment against those who

will not voluntarily yield obedience to it. Only in-

directly, and through such judgment, does it enforce

rights and punish wrongs. But extrajudicial force

strikes directly at the offender. It recognises no trial

or adjudication as a condition of its exercise. It re-

quires no authoritative judicial declaration of the

rights protected or of the wrongs punished by it.

"When a rebellion or a riot is suppressed by troops, this

is the extrajudicial use of force; but when, after its

repression, the rebels or rioters are tried, sentenced,

and punished by the criminal courts, the force so used

is judicial. To shoot a man on the field of battle or at

a barricade is war; to shoot him after capture and con-

demnation by a court martial is the administration

of justice.*

In addition to the essential difference which we have

just noticed, there are several minor and unessential

4. It Is to be noted that the term war is oommonly applied only to the more

extreme forms of extrajudicial force. Rioting would not be termed civil war,

although the difference between them is merely one of degree. Nor would the

punitive expedition of an armed cruiser against a village in the South Sea Is-

lands be dignified with the name of wax, though it differs only in degree from the

blockade or bombardment of the ports of a civilised state. To be perfectly

accurate, therefore, we should oppose the administration of justice not to war,

but to the extrajudicial use of force, counting war as the most important

species of the latter. War, however, so greatly overshadowa in importance all

other forms of such force, that it is more convenient to take it as representing-

the genuE, and to disregard the others.
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differences, which are commonly, though not invariably

present. The chief of these are the following.

1. Judicial force is regulated by law, while the

force of arms is usually exempt from such control.

Justice is according to law; war is according to the

good pleasure of those by whom it is carried on. Inter

arma leges silent, is a maxim which is substantially,

though not wholly true. The civil law has little to

say as to the exercise by the state of its military func-

tions. As between the state and its external enemies,

it is absolutely silent; and even as to the use of extra-

judicial force within the body politic itself, as in the

suppression of riots, insurrections, or forcible crimes,

the law lays down no principle save this, that such force

is allowable when, and only when, it is necessary.

Necessitas non habet legem. Within the community the

law insists that all force shall be judicial if possible.

This protection against extrajudicial force—^this free-

dom from all constraint save that which operates

through the courts of law and justice—is one of the

chief privileges of the members of the body politic. We
accept it now as a matter of course, but in older and

more turbulent days it was recognised as a benefit to be

striven for and maintained with anxious vigilance.^

2. In the second place, judicial force is commonly

exercised against private persons, extrajudicial force

against states. It is clear, however, that this is not ne-

cessarily or invariably the case. There is no reason

Avhy one state should not administer justice between

two others, or between another state and itself. And
5. The prohibition of the use of extrajudicial force by the King against his

subjects is one of the main provieiona of Magna Carta (sec. 39) :
" No free man

shall be taken or imprisoned or disseized or outlawed or exiled or anyways
<iestroyed, nor will we go against him, nor will we send against him, save by

the lawful judgm'^nt <rf his peers, or by the law of the land.'*
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on the other hand, it may wage war with its own sub-

jects, or with pirates or other persons who do not con-

stitute a political society.

3. Thirdly, the administration of justice is generally

the internal, while war is generally the external exer-

cise of the power of the state. In other words, the

state commonly proceeds against internal enemies by

way of judicial, and against external enemies by way

of extrajudicial force. The administration of justice

is the right and privilege of the members of the body

politic itself. Those who stand outside the community

—whether they are individuals or states—have no

claim to the impartial arbitrament of judicial tribunals,

and may be struck at directly by the armed and heavy

hand of the state. Yet this also is merely a general,

and not an invariable rule.

4. Fourthly and lastly, in the administration of jus-

tice the element of force is commonly latent or dor-

mant, whereas in war it is seen in actual exercise.

Those persons against whom the state administers jug

tiee are commonly so completely within its power, that

they have no choice save voluntary submission and

obedience. It is enough that the state possesses

irresistible force and threatens to use it; its actual use

is seldom called for. In war, on the other hand, there

is commonly no such overwhelming disparity of power.

A state which in this fashion seeks to impose its will

on others must usually go beyond threats to their

actual execution. Hence it is, that in the administra-

tion of justice the element of trial and adjudication

is, in appearance, far more predominant and important

than that of force. Viewed externally and superfi-

cially, this function of the state looks like the elimina-
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tion of force as a method of the settlement of con-

troversies, and the substitution of peaceful arbitration.

But it is not so. Force is the essence of the admin-

istration of justice, no less than of war; but for the most

part it lies latent and concealed. The establishment

of courts of justice marks not the substitution of

arbitration for force, but the substitution of one kind

of force for another—of public force for private, of

judicial force for extrajudicial, of latent and threatened

force for that which is actually exercised. As states

increase in power, this difference between their two

essential functions is intensified. In feeble, turbulent,

and ill-governed states the element of force in the ad-

tiinistration of justice tends to come to the surface.

The will of the state no longer receives implicit obedi-

ence from those that are subject to its jurisdiction.

It may be necessary to execute the judgments of the

courts by military force, and there may be little differ-

ence of external aspect between the use of judicial force

in the execution of a judgment, and the use of extra-

judicial force in the suppression of riot, rebellion, or

civil war."

§ 60. Secondary Functions of the State.

The secondary functions of the state may be divided

into two classes. The first consists of those which
serve to secure the efficient fulfilment of the primary
functions, and the chief of these are two in number,
namely legislation and taxation. Legislation is the

formulation of the principles in accordance with which
6. On the original identity and gradual differentiation of the two functions of

the state see Spencer's Sociology, n. pp. 493 et seqq. "The sword of justice,"
he says at p. 494, " is a phrase sufficiently indicating the truth that action
agaanst the public enemy and action against the private enemy are in the last
resort the same."
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the state intends to fulfil its function of administering

justice. Taxation is the instrument by which the state

obtains that revenue which is the essential condition of

all its activities. The remaining class of secondary

functions comprises all other forms of activity which

are for any reason deemed specially fit to be under-

taken by the state. This special fitness may proceed

from various sources. It is derived partly from the

fact that the state represents the whole population of

an extensive territory; partly from the fact that it

possesses, through the organised physical force at its

command, powers of coercion which are non-existent

-elsewhere; and partly from the fact that its financial

resources (due to the exercise of its coercive powers

Tjy way of taxation) are immensely beyond those of all

other persons and societies. Considerations such as

these have, especially in modern times, induced the

state to assume a great number of secondary and un-

essential functions, which in a peaceful and law-abid-

ing community tend even to overshadow and conceal

from view those primary functions in which the essen-

tial nature of the state is to be found.

§ 6i. The Territory of the State.

The territory of a state is that portion of the earth's

-surface which is in its exclusive possession and con-

trol. It is that region throughout which the state

makes its will permanently supreme, and from which it

Tiermanently excludes all alien interference. This ex-

clusive possession of a defined territory is a character-

istic feature of all civilised and normal states. It is

found to be a necessary condition of the eflacient exer-

cise of governmental functions. But we cannot say
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that it is essential to the state. A state without a

fixed territory—a nomadic tribe for example—is per-

fectly possible. A non-territorial society may be or-

ganised for the fnlfllment of the essential functions of

government, and if so, it will be a true state. Such a

position of things is, however, so rare and unimport-

ant, that it is permissible to disregard it as abnormal-

It is with the territorial state that we are alone con-

cerned, and with reference to it we may accordingly

define a state as a society of men established for the mwhi-

ternnce of peace and justice within a determined territory

hy way of force.

§ 62. The Membership of the State.

Who then are the members of this society, and hy

what title do men obtain entrance into it ? In all

civilised communities the title of state-membership is

twofold, and the members of the body politic are of two-

classes accordingly. The two titles are citizenship and.

residence. The former is a personal, the latter merely

a territorial bond between the state and the individual..

The former is a title of permanent, the latter one of

temporary membership of the political community..

The state, therefore, consists, in the first place, of all

those who by virtue of this personal and permanent

relationship are its citizens or subjects, and in the

second place, of all those who for the time being reside

within its territory, and so possess a temporary and
territorial title to state-membership. Both classes are

equally members of the body politic, so long as their

title lasts; for both have claims to the protection of

the laws and government of the state, and to such laws-

and government both alike owe obedience and fidelity..
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They are alike subject to the dominion of the state, and

it is in the interests of both that the state exists, and

fulfils its functions.

These two titles of state-membership are to a great

extent united in the same persons. Most British

subjects inhabit British territory, and most inhabitants

of that territory are British subjects. Yet the coin-

cidence is far from complete, for many men belong to

the state by one title only. They are British subjects,

but not resident within the dominious of the Crown
;

or they are resident within these dominions, but are

not British subjects. In other words, they are either

non-resident subjects or resident aliens. Non-resident

aliens, on the other hand, possess no title of member-

ship, and stand altogether outside the body politic.

They are not within the power and jurisdiction of the

state; they owe no obedience to the laws, nor fidelity

to the government; it is not for them or in their in-

terest that the state exists.^

The practical importance of the distinction between

1. Sp€aking: generally, we may say that the terms subject and citizen are

synonymous. Subjects and citizens are alike those whose relation to the state

is personal and not merely territorial, permanent and not merely temporary.

Tlris equivalence, however, is not absolute. For in the first place, the term

subject is commonly limited to monarchical forms of government, while the

term citizen is more specially applicable in the case of republics. A British

subject becomes by naturalisation a citizen of the United States of America or

of {France. In the second place, the term citizen brings into promiinence the

rights and privileges of the status, rather than its correlative obligations, while

the reverse is the case with the term subject. Finally it is to be noticed that

the term subject is capable of a different and wider applicatiooi. in which it

includes all members of the body politic, whether they are citizens (i.e. subjects

stricto sensu) or resideffit aliens. All such persons are subjects, as being subject

to the power of the state and to its jurisdiction, and as owing to it, at least_

temporarily, fidelity and obedience. Thus it has been said that: '* Every alien

coming into a British colony becomes temporarily a subject of the Orown

—

bound by, subject to, and entitled to the benefit of the laws which affect all

British subjects." Low v Routledge, 1 Oh. App. at p. 47. See also Jefferys^. Soosry,.

4H.I,.0. 815. So in Hale's Pleas of the Grown I. 642 it is said: " Though the

statute speaks of the king's subjects, it extends to aliens ... for though

they axe not the long's natural born subjects, they are the king's subjects wheni

in England by a local allegiance."

N
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the two forms of state-membership lies chiefly in the

superior privileges possessed by citizens or subjects.

Citizenship is a title to rights which are not available

for aliens. Citizens are members optimo jure, while

aliens stand on a lower level in the scale of legal

right. British subjects alone possess political as

opposed to merely civil rights f until a few years ago

tJiey alone were capable of inheriting or holding land

in England; to this day they alone can own a Brit-

ish ship or any share in one; they alone are entitled

\^'hen abroad to the protection of their government

against other states, or to the protection of English

conrts of law against illegal acts of the English execu-

tive; they alone can enter British territory as of right;

they alone are entitled to the benefit of certain statutes

from the operation of which aliens are expressly or by

implication excluded. It is true, indeed, that we must

set off against these special privileges certain corres-

ponding burdens and liabilities. Subjects alone re-

main within the power and jurisdiction of the Crown,

even when they are outside its dominions. Where-
soever they are, they owe fidelity and obedience to the

laws and government of their own state, while an
alien may release himself at will from all such ties of

subjection. Nevertheless the status of a subject is a
Tprivilege and not a disability, a benefit and not a bur-

den. Citizenship is the superior, residence the in-

;ferior title of state-membership.

Viewing the matter
' historically, we may say that

I. The posse^on of political rights is so characteristic and important a
rfeatiire^of citizenship, that some may be tempted to regard it as the essence
. of the matter. This, however, is not so. Women have Bo political rights yet
.
a wife IS as much a British subject as her husband is. The distinction between

, subject and alien may exist under a despotic government, neither class possessing
any political rights at all.
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citizenship is a legal conception the importance of

which is continuously diminishing. The consistent

tendency of legal development is to minimize the pe-

culiar rights and liabilities of subjects, and to make

residence rather than citizenship the essential and

sufficient title of state-membership. The acquisition

and loss of citizenship are being gradually made

easier, while the legal effects of such acquisition and

loss are being gradually made less. The present state

cf things is, indeed, a compromise between two funda-

mentally different ideas as to the constitution of a

political society. Citizenship and its remaining privi-

leges are the outcome of the primitive conception of the

state as a personal and permanent union of determinate

individuals, for whose exclusive benefit the laws and

government of the state exist. Residence, regarded

as a title of membership and protection, is the product

of the more modern conception of the state, as con

sisting merely of the inhabitants for the time being

of a certain territory. The personal idea is gradually

giving place to the territorial, and the present twofold

title of membership is the outcome of a compromise

between these two coexistent and competing principles.

It is not suggested, indeed, that the final issue of legal

development will be the total disappearance of personal

m favour of territorial membership. A compromise

between the two extreme principles, in some such form

as that which has now been attained to, may well

prove permanent. In the present condition of inter-

liational relations it is clearly necessary.

We have seen that citizens are those members of

a state, whose relation to it is personal and permanent,

and who by virtue of such relation receive from the

N 1
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state special rights, powers, and privileges. If we

ask further, what is the title of citizenship, or how this

special bond of union is constituted, no general answer

is possible. This is a matter of law, varying in

different systems, and from time to time in the same

system. English law claims as subjects all who are

born within the dominions of the Crown, regardless

of their descent; while French law, on the contrary,

attaches French citizenship to French blood and de-

scent, regardless of the place of birth.^ Viewed, how

ever, in respect of its historical origin and primitive

form, we may say that citizenship has its source in

nationality. Fellow-citizens are those who belong not

merely to the same state but also to the same nation.

It is quite common to use the terms citizenship and

nationality as synonymous, and this usage, though in

correct, is significant of a very real connection be-

tween the two ideas. Nationality is membership of a

nation; citizenship is one kind of membership of a

state. A nation is a society of men united by com-

mon blood and descent, and by the various subsidiary

bonds incidental thereto, such as common speech, re-

ligion, and manners. A state, on the other hand, is

a society of men united under one government. These

two forms of society are not necessarily coincident.

A single nation may be divided into several states, and

conversely a single state may comprise several nations

or parts of nations. The Hellenes were of one blood,

but formed many states, while the Roman empire

3. Britisli nationality is acquired in the following ways:
(a) By hirth in British dominions.

(b) By descent from a father or a father's father born in British dominiona.

(c) By the marriage of an alien woman to a British subject.

(d) By naturalisation.

(e) By continued residence in a territory after it has been conquered or

otherwise acquired by the British Crown.
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included many nations, but was one state. Never-

theless nations and states tend mutually to coinci-

dence. The ethnic and the political unity tend to

coalesce. In every nation there is an impulse, more

or less powerful to develop into a state—^to add to

the subsisting community of descent a corresponding

community of government and political existence.

Conversely every state tends to become a nation ; that

if to say, the unity of political organisation eliminates

in course of time the national diversities within its

borders, infusing throughout all its population a new

and common nationality, to the exclusion of all re-

membered relationship with those beyond the limits

of the state.

The historical origin of the conception of citizen-

ship is to be found in the fact that the state has grown

out of the nation. Speaking generally we may say

that the state is in its origin the nation politically

organised. It is the nation incorporated for the pur-

poses of government and self-defence. The citizens

are the members of the nation which has thus deve-

loped into a state. Citizenship is nationality that has

become political. Men become united as fellow-citi-

zens, because they are, or are deemed to be, already

united by the bond of common kinship. It is for

Iheir benefit and protection that the body politic has

been established, and they are its only members.

Their citizenship is simply a legal and artificial bond

of union superimposed upon the pre-existing bond of

a common nationality. With aliens this national state

has no concern. It was not created on their behalf,

and they have no part or lot in it. Its law and gov-

ernment are the exclusive birth-right of it« citizens.
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C^nly by slow degrees does the notion of territorial

membership arise, and make good its claim to legal

recognition. Gradually the government and the laws

cease to be exclusively national and personal, and be-

come in part teiritorial also. The new principle

makes its way, that the state exists for the benefit and

protection of the whole population of a certain terri-

tory, and not merely on behalf of a certain nationality.

The law becomes more and more that of a country,

lather than that of a people. State-membership be-

comes twofold, residence standing side by side with

citizenship. It becomes possible to belong to the

Roman state without being a Roman. The citizens

consent to share their rights with outsiders, but the

two classes never reach equality. The personal union

stands permanently on a higher level than the terri-

torial. The special privileges retained by citizens at

the present day are the scanty relics of the once ex-

clusive claims of the nation to the protection and activi-

ties of the state.*

The relation between a state and its members is

one of reciprocal obligation. The state owes protec-

tion to its members, while they in turn owe obedience

and fidelity to it. Men belong to a state in order that

they may be defended by it against each other and

against external enemies. But this defence is not a

privilege to be had for nothing. In return for its pro-

tection the state exacts from its members services and

sacrifices to which outsiders are not constrained.

From its members it collects its revenue; from them
it requires the performance of public duties; from
them it demands an habitual submission to its will, as

4. On this transition from the national to the territorial idea of the state, see
Maine, Early History of Institutions, pp. 72-76.
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the price of the benefits of its guardianship. Its

members, therefore, are not merely in a special man-

ner under the protection of the state, but are also

in a special manner under its coercion.

This special duty of assistance, fidelity, and obedi-

ence, is called allegiance, and is of two kinds, corres-

ponding to the two classes of members from whom it

is required. Subjects owe permanent allegiance to the

state, just as they are entitled to its permanent pro-

tection. Resident aliens owe temporary allegiance

during the period of their residence, just as their title

to state-protection is similarly limited. An alien,

when in England, must be faithful to the state, must

submit to its will, and obey its laws, even as an

Englishman; but when he leaves English shores, he

leaves behind him his obligation of allegiance, together

with his title to protection. A British subject, on

the other hand, takes both of these things with him

on his travels. The hand of the state is still upon

him for good and evil. If he commits treason abroad

he will answer for it in England. The courts of jus-

tice will grant him redress even against the agents

of the Crown itself ; while the executive will see that

no harm befalls him at the hands of foreign govern-

ments."

5. Although states are eatablisbed for the protection of their members, it is

not necessary, that such protection should be absolutely limited to m^mb^rs.
In exceptional cases and to a limited extent the state will use its powers for the

defence and benefit of outsiders. War may be waged on behalf of an oppressed

nation. The state may intervene, in the interests of justice, in a quarrel not

its own. Nor will it necessarily refuse to administer justice in its courts

even to non-resident aliens. But such external protection is exceptional and

accidental, and does not pertain to the essence of government. A state is

established, not for the defence of all mankind, and not for the maintenance

of right throughout all the earth, but solely for the security ol its own members,
and the administration of its own territory. A state which absolutely refused

its protection to all outsiders would none the less adequately fulfil the essential

purposes of a political society.
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§ 63. The Constitution of the State.

In the definition of a state as a society with a

special end and function, there is implied a permanent

and definite organisation—a determinate and syste-

matic form, structure, and operation. A body politic

is not constituted by a temporary and casual union of

individuals, for the purpose of repelling an external

enemy, or of executing judgment on some domestic

evildoer. The transition from natural to political

society is effected only when the union of individuals

has assumed a certain measure of permanence and

organisation, and when their combined operations in

pursuit of their common end have become in a certain

degree systematic and definite. It is only when a

society has acquired such an organisation, whether by

way of agreement, custom, forcible imposition, or

otherwise, that it takes on the nature of a body politic

or state. It is only then, that there comes into exis-

tence the organ which is essential to the performance

of those functions which constitute political govern-

ment.

The organisation of a modern state is of extraor-

dinary complexity, and it is usual to regard it as divi-

sible into two distinct parts. The first consists of its

fundamental or essential elements; the second con-

sists of its secondary elements—^the details of state-

structure and state-action. This first, essential, and

basal portion is known as the constitution of the state.

The second has no generic title.

Constitutional law is as its name implies, the body

of those legal rules which determine the constitution

of the state. It is not possible to draw any hard and

fast line between the constitution and the remaining
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portions of the state's organisation; neither, there-

fore, is it possible to draw any such line between con-

stitutional law and other branches of the legal system.

The distinction is one of degree, rather than one of

kind, and is drawn for purposes of practical con-

venience, rather than in obedience to any logical re-

quirement. The more important, fundamental, and

far-reaching any principle or practice is, the more

likely it is to be classed as constitutional. Converse-

ly, the more special, detailed, and limited in its appli-

cation, the less likely it is to find a place in any ex-

position of the law and practice of the constitution.

The structure of the supreme legislature and the

methods of its action pertain to constitutional law;

the structure and operations of subordinate legisla-

tures, such as those possessed by the Colonies, are

justly entitled to the same position; but those of such

subordinate legislatures as a borough council would

by general consent be treated as not sufficiently im-

portant and fundamental to be deemed part of the con-

stitution. So the organisation and powers of the

iSupreme Court of Judicature, treated in outline and

not in detail, pertain to constitutional law; while it

is otherwise with courts of inferior jurisdiction, and

with the detailed structure and practice of the Su-

preme Court itself.

In some states, though not in England, the dilstinction be-

Iween constitutional law and the remaining portions of the

legal system is accentuated and made definite by the embodi-

ment of the former in a special and distinct enactment, the

terms of which cannot be altered by the ordinary forms of

ieglslati'ou. Such constitutions are said to be rii/id, as op-

posed to thoise which are flexible. That of the United States

of America, for example, is set forth to a document agreed
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upOB by thfi founders of Hie Commonwealth as containing all

those principles of state structure and action sufficiently im-

portant to be deemed fundamental and therefore constitu-

tional. The provisions of this document cannot be altere<I

without the consent of three fourths oif the le^slatures of

the different states. The English constitution on the other

hand is flexible; it is defined and set apanrt in no distinct

document, and is not distinguishable from the residue of the

law in respect of the methods of its alteration.

§ 64. Constitutional Law and Constitutional Fact.

We have defined constitutional law as the body of

tlxose legal principles which determine the constitu-

tion of a state—which determine, that is to say, the

esseatial and fundamental portions of the state's or-

ganisation. We have here to face an apparent diflS-

oulty and a possible objection. How, it may be asked,,

can the constitution of a state be determined by law

at all ? There can be no law unless there is already

a state whose law it is, and there can be no state with-

out a constitution. The state and its constitution are

therefore necessarily prior to the law. How then

does the law determine the constitution ? Is consti-

tutional law in reality law at all ? Is not the con-

stitution a pure matter of fact, with which the law has

no concern ? The answer is, that the constitution is

both a matter of fact and a matter of law. The
constitution as it exists de -facto underlies of necessity

the constitution as it exists de jure. Constitutional

law involyes concurrent constitutional practice. It is

merely the reflection, within courts of law, of the ex-

ternal objectiTe reality of the de facto organisation of

the state. It is the theory of the constitution, as

receiyed by courts of justice. It is the constitution
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not as it is in itself, but as it appears when looked

at tUrough the eye of the law.

The constitution as a matter of fact is logically-

prior to the constitution as a matter of law. In other

words constitutional practice is logically prior to

constitutional law. There may be a state and a con-

stitution without any law, but there can be no law

without a state and a constitution. No constitution,

therefore, can have its source and basis in the law.

It has of necessity an extra-legal origin. For there

can be no talk of law, until some form of constitution

has already obtained de facto establishment by way

of actual usage and operation. When it is once es-

tablished, but not before, the law can and will take

notice of it. Constitutional facts will be reflected with

more or less accuracy in courts of justice as consti-

tutional law. The law will develop for itself a theory

of the constitution, as it develops a theory of most

other things which may come in question m the ad-

ministration of justice.

As an illustration of the proposition that every

constitution has an extra-legal origin, we may

take the United States of America. The original

constituent states achieved their independence by way

of rebellion against the lawful authority of the Eng-

lish Crown. Each of these communities thereupon

established a constitution for itself, by way of popular

consent expressed directly or through representatives.

By virtue of what legal power or authority was this

done ? Before these constitutions were actually es-

tablished, there was no law in these colonies save that

of England, and it was not by the authority of this

law, but in open and forcible defiance of it, that these
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colonial communities set up new states and new con-

stitutions. Their origin was not merely extra-legal;

it was illegal. Yet so soon as these constitutions

succeeded in obtaining de facto establishment in the

usage and practice of the rebellious colonies, they

received recognition as legally valid from the courts

of these colonies. Constitutional law followed hard

upon the heels of constitutional fact. Courts, legisla-

ture, and law had alike their origin in the constitu-

tion, therefore the constitution could not derive its

origin from them.

Constitutional law, therefore, is the judicial theory,

reflection, or image of the constitution de facto, that is

to say, of constitutional practice. Here, as elsewhere,

law and fact may be more or less discordant. The

constitution as seen by the eye of the law may not

agree in all points with the objective reality. Much

constitutional doctrine may be true in law but not in

fact, or true in fact but not in law. Power may exist

dc jure but not de facto, or de facto but not de jure.

Tn law, for example, the consent of the Crown is no

less necessary to legislation, than is that of the two

houses of parliament. Yet in fact the Crown has no

longer any power of refusing its consent. Converse-

ly, the whole system of cabinet government, together

with the control exercised by the House of Commons
over the executive, is as unknown in law as it is well

established in fact. Even in respect of the boundaries

of the state's territories the law and the fact may not

agree. A rebellious province may have achieved its

de facto independence, that is to say, it may have ceased

to be in the de facto possession and control of the state,

long before this fact receives de jure recognition.
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Nowhere is this discordance between the constitu-

lion in fact and in law more serious and obvious than

in England. A statement of the strict legal theory

of the British constitution would differ curiously from

a. statement of the actual facts. Similar discrepancies

exist, howerer, in most other states. A complete ac-

count of a constitution, therefore, involves a statement

of constitutional custom as well as of constitutional

law. It involves an account of the organised state as it

. exists in practice and in fact, as well as of the reflected

image of this organisation as it appears in legal theory.

Although the constitution de jure and the constitu-

tion de facto are not necessarily the same, they never-

theless tend towards coincidence. Constitutional law

and practice react upon each other, each striving to

assimilate the other to itself. The objective facts of

state organisation tend to mould legal theory into con-

formity with themselves. They seek expression and

recognition through legislation, or through the law-

creating functions of the courts. Conversely, the ac-

cepted legal theory endeavours to realise itself in the

facts. The law, although it necessarily involves a pre-

existing constitution, may nevertheless react upon

and influence the constitution from which it springs.

It cannot create a constitution ew nihilo, but it may

modify to any extent one which already exists. Con-

stitutional practice may alter, while constitutional law

remains the same, and vice versa, but the most familiar

and effective way of altering the practice is to alter the

law. The will of the body politic, as expressed through

the legislature and the courts, will commonly realise

itself in constitutional fact no less than in constitu-

tional theory.
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§ 65. The Government of the State.

Political or civil poicer is the power vested in any

person or body of persons of exercising any function

of the state. It is the capacity of evoking and directing

the activities of the body politic. It is the ability to

make one's will effective in any department of govern-

mental action. The aggregate of all the persons or

groups of persons who possess any share of such civil

power constitutes the Government of the state. They

are the agents through whom the state, as a corporate

unity, acts and moves and fulfils its end.

Legislative, judicial, and executive power. In respect

of its subject-matter, civil power is of three kinds, dis-

tinguished as legislative, judicial, and executive; and

the government is similarly divisible into three great

departments, namely the legislature, the judicature,

and the executive. The functions which pertain to the

first and second of these departments have been already

sufficiently explained. The executive is simply the

residue of the government, after deducting the legis-

lature and the judicature.^

Sovereign and subordinate power. lu respect of its

extent civil power, whether legislative, judicial, or exe-

cutive, is of two kinds, being either sovereign or sub-

ordinate. Sovereign or supreme power is that which

is absolute and uncontrolled within its own sphere.

Within its appointed limits, if any, its exercise and

effective operation are not dependent on or subject to

the power of any other person. An act of sovereign

power is one which cannot be prevented or annulled

l.The powev of an electorate pertains to that department of government In
respect of which it is exerciseable. A vote in a parliajmentary election ia

a share of legislative, while a vote in a presidential election in the United
St-ates of America is a share of executive power.
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by any other power recognised by the constitution of

the state. Subordinate power, on the other hand, is

that which, even in its own sphere of operation, is in

some degree subject to external control. There exists

some other constitutional power which is superior to

it, and which can prevent, restrict, or direct its exer-

cise, or annul its operation.^

§ 66. Independent and Dependent States.

States may be classified in two different ways: (1)

with respect to their external relations to other states,

and (2) with respect to their internal composition. The

former mode has regard to their international, the

latter to their constitutional position and structure.

Classified internationally or externally, all states are

of two kinds, being either independent or dependent.

Classified constitutionally or internally, they are also

of two kinds, being either unitary or composite.

An independent state is one which possesses a

septate existence, being complete in itself, and not

merely a part of a larger whole. A dependent state,

on the other hand, is one which is not thus complete

a,nd self-existent, but is merely a constituent portion

of a greater state which includes both it and others.

The British Empire, the United States of America, and

the Kingdom of Italy are independent states. But the

Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of Canada,

and the States of California and New York are depend-

2. The conception of soyereignty ia made by many writera the central podnt

in their theory of the state. They lay do"WTi certain fundamental propositions

with respect to the nature of this power: namely, (1) that its existence ia

essential in every state; (2) that it is indivisible, and incapable of being shared

between two or more different authorities; and (3) that it is necessarily abso-

lute and unlimited in law, that is to say, its sphere of action is legally In-

<letenninate. A discussion of this difficult and important branch of political

theory will be found in the Appendix.
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ent, for they are not self-existent, but merely parts of

the British Empire and of the United States of America

respectively.

It is maintained by some writers that a dependent

state is not, properly speaking, a state at all—that the

constituent parts of an independent state may be

termed colonies, provinces, territories, and so on, but

have no valid claim to the name of state. This objec-

tion, however, seems unfounded. It is contrary to the

received usage of speech, and that usage seems per-

fectly capable of logical justification. Whether a part,

of a thing is entitled to the same name as the whole

depends on whether the whole and the part possess

the same essential nature. A part of a rope is itself

a rope, if long enough to serve the ordinary purposes of

one ; but part of a shilling is not itself a shilling.

Whether, therefore, any territorial division of a state

is to be classed as itself a state depends on whether,

in itself and in isolation, it possesses and fulfils the

essential functions of one. This in its turn depends on

the extent of the autonomy or independent activity

which is permitted to it by the constitution. Speaking

generally, we may say that any such division which

possesses a separate legislature, judicature, and exe-

cutive, and is thus separately organised for the main-

tenance of peace and justice, is entitled to be regarded

as itself a state. The Commonwealth of Australia is

a true state, though merely a part of the larger state

of the British Empire, for it conforms to the definition

of a state, as a society established and organised for the

administration of justice and for external defence.

Were it to become independent, it could, without al-

tering its constitution, or taking upon itself any further
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functions than those which it now possesses, stand

alone as a distinct and self-sufficient political com-

munity. For the same reason the State of New South

Wales is a true state though it is included in the larger

state of the Commonwealth of Australia, But a muni
cipal corporation or a district council has not in itself

the nature of a political society, for it does not in itself

fulfil the essential ends of one.

International law takes account only of independent

states, for it consists of the rules which regulate the
,

relations of such states to one another. A dependent

state is not an international unit, and possesses no in-

ternational personality. Internationally regarded, its

existence is simply a detail of the internal constitution

of the larger and independent state of which it forms

a, part. This internal structure pertains exclusively

to the constitutional law of the state itself, and the

law of nations is not concerned with it. The existence

of the Dominion of Canada or of the State of Victoria

is a constitutional, not an international fact, for, so far

as the jus gentiium is concerned, the whole British

Empire is a single undivided unit.^

§ 67. Fully Sovereign and Semi-sovereign States.

Independent states are themselves of two kinds, dis-

tinguished as fully sovereign and semi-sovereign. A
fully sovereign state is, as its name imports one whose

sovereignty is in no way derogated from by any control

]. In international law, therefore, the word state commonly means an inde-

pendent state. This ig a convenient place in which to call attention to the

variety of allied meanings possessed by the term state. They are the following:

(a) A political society dependent or independent.

(b) An independent political society.

(c) The government of a political society.

(d) The territory of a political society.

Except where the context shows that it is not so, we shall use the term in the

£rst of these senses.

O
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exercised over it by another state. It is possessed of

absolute and complete autonomy. A semi-sovereign

state, on the other hand, is one which is to "a greater

or less extent subordinate to some other, its sove-

reignty or autonomy being imperfect by reason of ex-

ternal control.

Protected States. Most independent states are fully

sovereign, the others being few in number and anoma-

lous in character. They are divisible into two classes,

namely protected states and members of confederations

of states. A protected state is one which is under the

partial control or dominion of another, in whose gov-

ernment it has itself no share. The authority thus

exercised is termed a protectorate or sometimes

suzerainty. Examples of such semi-sovereign pro-

tected states are Zanzibar, which stands in this rela-

tion to the British Empire, and Bulgaria, which i&

under the suzerainty of the Sultan of Turkey.

Confederated States. A confederation of states on

the other hand (which is to be distinguished from a

federal state) consists of a group of independent states

under the partial control of a central government in

which they all participate. They form a union in

which each part is subordinate in greater or less degree

to the whole. Each of these parts, therefore, is a

semi-sovereign state, since its autonomy is imperfect.

The most important example is the German Confedera-

tion, which preceded the establishment of the present

German Empire, and existed from 1815 to 1866.^

It is carefully to be noticed that semi-sovereign

states are independent, in the sense already explained.

They are self-existent international units, and not mere-

1. For its constitution see Hall, International Law, p. 28. (Sd. ed.^
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ly parts of the state under whose control they are.

Zanzibar is not part of the British Empire. These are

two distinct states, bearing towards each other a re-

lation which is international and external, and not

merely constitutional and internal. The mere exercise

of a partial dominion by one state over another does

not of necessity incorporate the two into a higher unity.

The establishment of a protectorate is not equivalent

to annexation. The acts of the one state are not

imputed to the other; the property and territory of the

one are not those of the other also; the subjects of the

one are not those of the other; one may be at peace,

while the other is at war. The Ionian Islands were

until recently a protected state under the control of

Great Britain; but during the Crimean War they re-

mained neutral and at peace. Union is one thing ;^

unity is another.

A semi-sovereign state is in a position of unstable

equilibrium. It is the outcome of a compromise be-

tween dependence and independence, which, save in-

exceptional circumstances, is not likely to be perma-

nent. The control exercised by one independent state

over another is in most cases destined either to disap-

pear altogether, so that the semi-sovereign state be-

comes fully sovereign, or to develop until the separate

international existence of the inferior is merged in that

of the superior, the semi-sovereign state descending

to the lower level of dependency, and becoming mere-

ly a constitutional subdivision of the state to which

it is subordinate. Thus a confederation of states will

probably either dissolve altogether, or else solidify into

a federal union. So a protected state will probably

either attain complete sovereignty, or else lose its in-

o 1
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ternational existence, and suffer absorption into the

political society to which it is subordinate.

§ 68. Unitary and Composite States.

Classified constitutionally, in respect of their inter-

nal structure, instead of internationally, in respect of

their external relations, states are of two kinds, being

either unitary or composite. A unitary or simple state

is one which is not made up of territorial divisions

which are states themselves. A composite state on

the other hand is one which is itself an aggregate or

group of constituent dependent states. The British

Empire is composite, because many of its territorial

divisions are possessed of such autonomy as to be states

themselves. Some of these constituent states are also

composite in their turn, Australia and Canada, for

example, being composed of unitary states such as

Queensland and Quebec. Canada is composite and

dependent; the United States of America are composite

and independent. Belgium is unitary and independ-

ent; New York is unitary and dependent.

§€9. imperial and Federal States.

Composite states (whether dependent or independ-

ent) are of two kinds, which may be distinguished as

imperial and federal. The difference is to be found in

the nature of that common government which is the

essential bond of union between the constituent states.

In an imperial state the government of one of the parts

is at the same time the common government of the

whole. In a federal state on the contrary, the common

government is not that of one of the parts, but a cen-

iral government in which all the constituent states
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participate. The constitution of the British Empire
is imperial; that of the United States of America is

federal. In the former, one of the parts, namely Great

Britain and Ireland, is preferred before the others, as

supplying the authority which binds all of them into a

single whole. The government of the United Kingdom
possesses a double capacity, local and imperial. In

its local caijacity it administers the affairs of England,

Scotland, and Ireland, just as the government at Cape

Town administers the affairs of Cape Colony. But in

another capacity it is the government of the whole em-

pire, and provides the bond of common authority

which unites all the constituent states of the empire

into a single body politic. In a federal, as contrasted

with an imperial constitution, there is no such pre-

dominance of one of the constituent states. The gov-

ernment of the whole is one in which all the parts have

their allotted shares. The unity of an imperial state

is a relation of all the other parts to one of them; the

unity of a federal state is a relation of all the parts to

a central and common authority.

A federal state must be distinguished from three

other forms of political union, namely a unitary state,

an imperial state, and a confederation of states. The

two first of these distinctions have already been sufB-

ciently considered, but the third of them requires

examination. A federal state and a confederation of

states resemble each other, inasmuch as each consists

in the union of a number of states under a central and

common government in which all participate. The

essential difference between them is that in a federal

union the constituent states are dependent, while in

a confederation they remain independent.. That is to
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flay, the states which unite in a federal union wholly

surrender their individual international existence; they

^ease to be persons in international law. Constitu-

tionally they remain distinct states, a federal union

'being composite and not unitary; but internationally

they are entirely merged in the unity of the whole. In

a confederation this is not so. By a union of this kind

the constituent states sacrifice not their international

existence, but merely a part of their autonomy. They

remain independent, but they cease to be fully sove-

reign. A confederation is a fact of international sig-

nificance; a federal union is a fact of constitutional

significance only. ^ ^

1. A composite state may be of a mixed nature, being- partly imperial and
partly federal. A federal state may have dependencies, over which it exercises

an imperial g-overnment—the foreign conquests, for example, of the United States

ct America. So an imperial state may have depemdeticies which are them^lvea
federal states. The Commonwealth of Australia is a. federal union which is a

aerendency under imperial government.

2. Personal" and Real Unions. It is usual to distinguish the various forms

of political union as either personal or real. Two states are united in a

personal union, when the head of the government of each happens for the time

lieing, by some accident of inheritance or election, to be the sam,e person.

Examples are the relation between England and Scotland from the accession of

James I. to the Act of Union in 1707, and the relation between England and

Hanover from 1714 to 1837. In puch cases the states so united retain, never-

theless, complete international and constitutional existence and independence.

The fact that two states have the same kim^ no more makes them one state,

than two companies are one, because they have the same directors.

All other fonns of union are classed as real. They are of three kinds. The

£rst is that in wliich the constituent states lose both their international and

constituticnal existence, being completely fused into one, both in respect of

their internal and external relations, the result being a single unitary state.

Such is the case, for example, with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland The second kind of real union is that in which the constituent states

lose their international, but retain their constitutional existence, the result

being a composite state, either of the imperial or the federal order. The third

and last form of real union is that in which the constituent states maintain
.their international as well as their constitutional existence, though some
o" all of them are reduced from fxilly sovereign to semi-sovereign states: the

res.^lt being either a confedM-ation of states, or a relation of suzerainty and
protcctio:!.
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CHAPTER X.

LEGAL RIGHTS.

§ 70. Wrongs.

We have seen that the law consists of the principles

in accordance with which justice is administered by the

state, and that the administration of justice consists

in the use of the physical force of the state in enforcing

rights and punishing the violation of them. The con-

ception of a right is accordingly one of fundamental

significance in legal theory, and the purpose of this

chapter is to analyse it, and to distinguish its various

applications. Before attempting to define a right, how-

ever, it is necessary to define two other terms which

arc closely connected with it, namely wrong and duty.

A wrong is simply a wrong act—an act contrary to

the rule of right and justice. A synonym of it is injury,

in its true and primary sense of injuria (that which is

contrary to jus), though by a modern perversion of

meaning this term has acquired the secondary sense of

harm or damage (damnum) whether rightful or wrong-

ful, and whether inflicted by human agency or not.

Wrongs or injuries are divisible for our present pur-

pose into two kinds, being either moral or legal. A
moral or natural wrong is an act which is morally or

naturally wrong, being contrary to the rule of natural'

justice. A legal wrong is an act which is legally

wrong, being contrary to the rule of legal justice and

a violation of the law. It is an act which is authori-

tatively determined to be wrong by a rule of law, and
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is therefore treated as a wrong in and for the purposes

of the administration of justice by the state. It may or

may not be a wrong in deed and in truth, and conversely

a moral wrong may or may not be a wrong in law.

Natural and legal wrongs, like natural and legal jus-

tice, form intersecting circles, this discordance between

law and fact being partly intentional and partly the

result of imperfect historical development.

In all ordinary cases the legal recognition of an act

as a wrong involves the suppression or punishment of

it by the physical force of the state, this being the

essential purpose for which the judicial action of the

state is ordained. We shall see later, however, that

such forcible constraint is not an invariable or essen-

tial incident, and that there are other possible forms of

effective legal recognition. The essence of a legal

wrong consists in its recognition as wrong by the law,

not in the resulting suppression or punishment of it.

A legal wrong is a violation of justice according to law.

§ 71. Duties.

A duty is an obligatory act, that is to say, it is an

act the opposite of which would be a wrong. Duties

and wrongs are correlatives. The commission of a

wrong is the breach of a duty, and the performance of

a duty is the avoidance of a wrong. A synonym of duty

is obligation, in its widest sense, although in a special

and technical application the latter term denotes one

particular kind of duty only, as we shall see later.

Duties, like wrongs, are of two kinds, being either

moral or legal. A moral or natural duty is an act the

opposite of which would be a moral or natural wrong.

A legal duty is an act the opposite of which would be
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a legal wrong. It is an act recognised as a duty by the

law, and treated as such in and for the purposes of the

administration of justice by the state. These two

classes are partly coincident and partly distinct. A
duty may be moral but not legal, or legal but not moral,

or both at once.

When the law recognises an act as a duty, it com-

monly enforces the performance of it, or punishes the

disregard of it. But this sanction of legal force is iu

•exceptional cases absent. A duty is legal because it

is legally recognised, not necessarily because it is leg-

ally enforced or sanctioned. There are legal duties of

imperfect ohligation, as they are called, which will be

•considered by us at a later stage of our inquiry.

§ 72. Rights.

A right is an interest recognised and protected by

a rule of right. It is any interest, respect for which is

fi duty, and the disregard of which is a wrong.

All tliat is right or wrong, just or unjust, is so by

reason of its effects upon the interests of mankind,'- that

is to say, upon the various elements of human well-

Iteing, such as life, liberty, health, reputation, and the

aises of material objects. If any act is right or just, it

is so because and in so far as it promotes some form of

human interest. If any act is wrong or unjust, it is

because the interests of men are prejudicially affected

by it. Conduct which has no influence upon the

interests of any one has no significance either in law or

TOorals.

1. This statement, to be strictly correct, must be qualified by a reference to the

Snterests of the lower animals. It is unnecessary, however, to complicate the

discussion at this stage by any such consideration. The interests and rights of

leasts are moral not legal.
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Every wrong, therefore, involves some interest

attacked by it, and every duty involves some interest to

which it relates, and for whose protection it exists,

The converse, however, is not true. Every attack upon

an interest is not a wrong, either in fact or in law, nor

is respect for every interest a duty, either legal or

natural. Many interests exist de facto and not also de

jure ; they receive no recognition or protection from

any rule of right. The violation of them is no wrong,

and respect for them is no duty. For the interests of

men conflict with each other, and it is impossible for all

to receive rightful recognition. The rule of justice

selects some for protection, and the others are rejected.

The interests which thus receive recognition and

protection from the rules of right are called rights.

Every man who has a right to any thing has an interest

in it also, but he may have an interest without having

a right. Whether his interest amounts to a right

depends on whether there exists with respect to it a

duty imposed upon any other person. In other words,,

a right is an interest the violation of which is a wrong.

Every right corresponds to a rule of right, from,

which it proceeds, and if it is from this source that it

derives its name. That I have a right to a thing means,

that it is right that I should have it. All right is the

right of him for whose benefit it exists, just as all

wrong is the wrong of him whose interests are affected

by it. In the words of Windscheid,^ " Das Recht ist

sein Eecht geworden."

Rights, like wrongs and duties, are either moral or

legal. A moral or natural right is an interest recog-

nised and protected by the rule of natural justice—an.

2 Pandekt. I. sec. 37.
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interest the violation of which would be a moral wrong,

and respect for which is a moral duty. A legal right,

on the other hand, is an interest recognised and pro-

tected by the rule of legal justice—an interest the viola-

tion of which would be a legal wrong done to him

whose interest it is, and respect for which is a legal

duty. " Eights," says Ihering,^ " are legally protected

interests."

Bentham set the fashion, still followed by many,

of denying that there are any such things as natural

rights at all. All rights are legal rights and the crea-

tion of the law. "Ifatural law, natural rights," he

says,* "are two kinds of fictions or metaphors, which

play so great a part in books of legislation, that they

deserve to be examined by themselves. . . . Eights

properly so called are the creatures of law properly so

called ; real laws give rise to real rights. Natural

rights are the creatures of natural law ; they are a

metaphor which derives its origin from another meta-

phor." In this matter Bentham is followed by Austin,

who says ? " Strictly speaking there are no rights but

those which are the creatures of law ; and I speak ot

any other kind of rights only in order that I may con-

form to the received language." " In many of the

cultivated," says Mr. Spencer/ criticising this opinion,

" there has been produced a confirmed and indeed con-

temptuous denial of rights. There are no such things,

say they, except such as are conferred by law. Follow-

ing Bentham, they affirm that the state is the origina-

tor of rights and that apart from it there are no

rights."

3. Geist d. r. E. III. d. 339. 4th ed.

4. Theory of Legislation, pp. 82—84. See also Works, III. 217.

8. I. 344.

6. Principles of Ethics, II. p. 63.
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A complete examination of this opinion would lead-

us far into the regions of ethical rather than juridical

conceptions, and would here be out of place. It is suffi-

cient to make two observations with respect to the

matter. In the first place, he who denies the existence

of natural rights must be prepared at the same time to

reject natural or moral duties also. Eights and duties

are essentially correlative, and if a creditor has no.

natural right to receive his debt, the debtor is under

no moral duty to pay it to him. In the second place, h&

who rejects natural rights must at the same time be

prepared to reject natural right. He must say with the-

Greek Sceptics that the distinction between right and

wrong, justice and injustice, is unknown in the nature^

of things, and a matter of human institution merely.

If there are no rights save those which the state creates,

it logically follows that nothing is right and nothing

wrong save that which the state establishes and

deblares as such. If natural justice is a truth and not

a delusion, the same must be admitted of natural

rights.'

It is to be noticed tliat in order itliat sm interest aliouia'

become a legal right, it must obtain not merely legal protec-

tion, but also legal recognition. Tihe interests of beasts are

to some extent protected by the law, inasmudh as cruelty to-

animals is a criminal offence. But beasts are not for this,

reason possessed of legal rights. The duty of humanity so

enforced is not conceived by the larw as a duty towards beasts,,

but merely as a duty in respect of -them. There is no bond of

legal 'Otiligation between mankind and them. The only

interest and itihe only Tight '-which the law recognises in such,

a case is the interest and right of society as a -whole in the

7. The denial of natural rights ia not rendered any more deteusible by the-

recognition of other positive tifihts hi addition to the strictly legal rights which
re create'! by the state; f'jr exa mple, rights created by international law, or by
the so called law of public opinion.
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welfare of the lanimals belongdng to it. He wlio illtreats a

child violates a duty -wliich he o"wes to the child, and a right

which is vested in Mm. But he who illtreats a doig hrealis

no vinculum juris between him and dt, though lie disregards the

obligation of humane conduct vs^lhich be -owes to society or the

state, and the correlative rigtht; which society or the state

possesses. Similarly a man's interests may obtain legal protec-

tion as against ihimself, as when drunkenness or suicide is made
a crime. But he has not for this reason a legal right against

himself. The duty to refrain fro'm drunlienness is not con-

ceived by the law as a duty owing by a man to himself, but

as one owing by (him to the coimmunity. The only interest

which receives legal recognition is that, of the society in the

sobriety of its members.

Although a legal right is commonly accompanied by

the power of instituting legal proceedings for the

enforcement of it, this is not invariably the case, and

does not pertain to the essence of the conception. As

we shall see, there are classes of legal rights which are

not enforceable by any legal process ; for example,

debts barred by prescription or the lapse of time. Just

as there are imperfect and unenforceable legal duties,

so there are imperfect and enforceable legal rights.

Eights and duties are necessarily correlative. There

can be no right without a corresponding duty, or duty

without a corresponding right, any more than there can

be a husband without a wife, or a father without a

child. For every duty must be a duty towards some

person or persons, in whom, therefore, a correlative

right is vested. And conversely every right must be

a right against some person or persons, upon whom,

therefore, a correlative duty is imposed Every right

or duty involves a vinculum juris or bond of legal obliga-

tion, by which two or more persons are bound together.

There can be no duty unless there is someone to whom
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it is due, there can be no right unless there is someone

from whom it is claimed, and similarly there can be no

wrong unless there is someone who is wronged, that is

to say, whose right has been violated.

We must therefore reject the opinion of those

writers who distinguish between relative and absolute

duties, the former being those which have rights corres-

ponding to them, and the latter being those which have

none.* This opinion is held by those who conceive it to

be of the essence of a right, that it should be vested

in some determinate person, and be enforceable by some

form of legal process instituted by him. On this view,

duties towards the public at large or towards indeter-

minate portions of the public have no correlative

rights ; the duty, for example, to refrain from com-

mitting a public nuisance. There seems no sufficient

reason, however, for defining a right in so exclusive a

manner. All duties towards the public correspond

to rights vested in the public, and a public wrong is

necessarily the violation of a public right. All duties

correspond to rights, though they do not all correspond

to private rights vested in determinate individuals.

§ 73. The Elements of a Legal Right.

In every legal right the five following elements are

involved :

—

(1) A person in whom it is vested, and who may
be distinguished as the owner of the right, the subject

of it, or the person entitled.

(2) A person against whom the right avails, and

upon whom the correlative duty lies. He may be dis-

tinguished as the person bound, or as the subject of the

duty.

8. See Austin, Ch. 17.
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(3) An act or omission which is obligatory on the

person bound in favour of the person entitled. This

may be termed the content of the right.

(4) Some thing to which the act or omission relates,

and which may be termed the oiject or subject-matter of

the right.

(5) A title, that is to say, certain facts or events from

which the right derives its origin.

Thus if John Doe buys a piece of land from Richard

Roe, John Doe is the subject or owner of the right so

acquired. The persons bound by the correlative duty

are persons in general, for a right of this kind avails

against all the world. The content of the right consists

in non-interference with the purchaser's exclusive use

of the land. The object or subject-matter of the right

is the land. And finally the title of the right is the

conveyance by which it was acquired from its previous

proprietor.

lyhe terms subject and object are used by different writers

In a samewttiat oonfusing variety of senses :

—

(1) The subject of a right means the owner of it ; the

object o(f a right means the thing in respect of which it exists.

This is the German usage, and is that wiiich Ihas been here

adapted.^

(2) The suibject of a rigtit means its aubjeot-jmatter (that

is to say, its object in the previous sense). The object of a

righit meaais the act or omission to which the other party is

bound (that is to say, its content).^

(3) Some writers distinguish between two liinds of subjects-

active and passive. The active suibject is ithe person en'tltled ;

the passive subject is the i)erson bound."
,

An ownerless right is an impossibility. There can

not be a right without a subject in whom it inheres, any

1. Windscheid, I. sec 49. ^

2. Austin, p. 47. 712.

3. Bandry-Lacantinerie, T3ea Biens, sec. 4.

P
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more than there can be weight without a heavy body
;

for rights are merely attributes of persons, and can

have no independent existence. Yet although this is

so, the ownership of a right may be merely contingent

or uncertain. The owner of it may be a person indeter-

minate. He may even be a person who is not yet born,

and may therefore never come into^ existence.

Although every right has an owner, it need not have a

vested and certain owner. Thus the fee simple of land

may be left by will to a person unborn at the death of

the testator. To whom does it belong in the meantime?

We can not say that it belongs to no one, for the

reasons already indicated. We must say that it is pre-

sently owned by the unborn person, but that his owner-

ship is contingent on his birth.

Who is the owner of a debt in the interval between

the death of the creditor intestate and the vesting of

his estate in an administrator ? Roman law in such a

case personified the inheritance itself, and regarded the

rights contingently belonging to the heir as presently

^ ested in the inheritance by virtue of its fictitious per-

sonality. According to English law before the Judica-

ture Act, 1873, the personal property of an intestate, in

the interval between death and the grant of letters of

administration, was deemed to be vested in the Judge
of the Court of Probate, and it may be assumed that it

now vests either in the President of the Probate
Divorce and Admiralty Division, or in the Judges of the
High Court collectively. But neither the Roman nor
the English fiction is essential. There is no difficulty in

saying that the estate of an intestate is presently owned
by an incerta persona, namely, by him who is sub-
iiequently appointed the administrator of it. The law,
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however, abhors a temporary vacuum of vested owner-

ship. It prefers to regard all rights as presently vested

in some determinate person, subject, if need be, to be

divested on the happening of the event on which the

title of the contingent owner depends.*

Certain writers define the object of a right with such

narrowness, that they are forced to the conclusion that

there are some rights which have no objects. They

consider that the object of a right means some material

thing to which it relates ; and it is certainly true that

in this sense an object is not an essential element in

the conception. Others admit that a person, as well as

a material thing, may be the object of a right ; as in the

case of a husband's right in respect of his wife, or a

father's in respect of his children. But they go no

further, and consequently deny that the right of reputa

tion, for example, or that of personal liberty, or the

right of patentee, or of the owner of a copyright, has

any object at all.^

The truth seems to be, however, that an object is an

essential element in the idea of a right. A right with-

out an object in respect of which it exists is as im-

possible as a right without a subject to whom it

belongs. The correctness of this conclusion may best

be tested by examining the chief classes of legal rights,

and showing the existence and nature of the object in

each case.

(1) Rights over material things. In respect of their

number and variety, and of the great mass of legal rules

relating to them, these are by far the most important

4. As to ovrnerless rights see Windactieid, I. sec. 49. n. 3. Dernburg, Pandekten,

I, aec 49.

5. Holland, Jurisprudence, p. 80.

P 1
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of legal rights. Their nature is too familiar to require

illustration.

(2) Bights in respect of one's own person. I have a

right not to be killed, and the object of this right is my

life. I have a right not to be physically injured or

assaulted, and the object of this right is my bodily

health and integrity. I have a right not to be im-

prisoned save in due course of law ; the object of this

right is my personal liberty—that is to say, my power

of going where I will. I have a right not to be coerced

or deceived into acting contrary to my desires or

interests ; the object of this right is my ability to fulfil

my desires and protect and promote my interests by

my own activities.

(3) The right of reputation. In a man's reputation,

that is to say, in the good opinion that other persons

have of him, he has an interest, just as he has an

interest in the money in his pockets. In each case the

interest has obtained legal recognition and protection

as a right, and in each case the right involves an object

in respect of which it exists.

(4) Rights in respect of domestic relations. Every

man has an interest and a right in the society, affec-

tions, and security of his wife and children. Any per-

son who without just cause interferes with this

interest, as by the seduction of his wife or daughter, or

by taking away his child, is guilty of a violation of. his

rights. The wrongdoer has deprived him of something

which was his, no less than if he had robbed him of his

purse.

(5) Rights in respect of other rights. In many in-

stances a right has another right as its subject-matter.
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I may have a right against A, that he shall transfer to

me some right which is now vested in himself. If I

contract with him for the sale of a piece of land to me,

1 acquire thereby a right against him, that he shall so

act as to make me the owner of certain rights now
belonging to himself. By the contract I acquire a right

to the right of ownership, and when the conveyance

has been executed, I acquire the right of ownership

itself. Similarly a promise of marriage vests in the

woman a right to the rights of a wife ; but the mar-

riage vests in her these rights themselves.''

Similar cases are innumerably. It fi^ commonly 'a,

qnestion of fundamental importance in the law,

whether the right acquired by an agreement or other

transaction is merely a right to a right, or is one having

something else than another right as its immediate

object. If I buy a ton of coal or a flock of sheep, the

right which I thereby acquire may be of either of these

kinds according to circupistances. I may become

forthwith the owner of the coal or the sheep ; that is to

say, my right may have these material things as its

immediate and direct object. On the other hand, I may

acquire merely a right against my vendor, that he by

delivery or otherwise shall make me the owner of the

things so purchased. In this case I acquire a right

which has, as its immediate and direct object, nothing

more than another right ; though its mediate and

indirect object may be said, truly enough, to be the

material things purchased by me.

(6) Rights over immaterial property. Examples of

these are patent-rights, copyrights, trade-marks, and

commercial good-will. The object of a patent-right is

6. See ft9 to rights to rights, W'indscheid, L sec. 48a (Rechte an Eechten).
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an invention, that is to say, the idea of a new process,

instrument, or manufacture. The patentee has a right

to the exclusive use of this idea. Similarly the object

of literary copyright is the form of literary expression

produced by the author of a book. In this he has a

valuable interest by reason of the disposition of the

public to purchase copies of the book, and by the Copy-

right Acts this interest has been raised to the level of a

legal right.

(7) Bights to services. Finally we have to take

account of rights vested in one person to the services

of another, the rights, for example, which are created

by a contract between master and servant, physician

and patient, or employer and workman. In all such

cases the object of the right is the skill, knowledge,

strength, time, and so forth, of the person bound. If

I hire a physician, I obtain thereby a right to the use

and benefit of his skill and knowledge, just as when !

hire a horse, I acquire a right to the use and benefit of

his strength and speed.

Or we may say, if we prefer it, that the object of

such rights of personal service is the person of him who
is bound to render it. A man may be the subject-

matter of rights, as well as the subject of them. His

mind and body constitute an instrument which is

capable of certain uses, just as a horse or a steam-

engine is. In a law which recognises slavery, the man
may be bought and sold, just as the horse or steam-

engine may. But in our own law this is not so, and the

only right that can be acquired over a human being is a

temporary and limited right to the use of him, created

by voluntary agreement with him, not a permanent and
general right of ownership over bim.
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§ 74. Legal Rights in a wider sense of the term.

Hitherto we have confined our attention to legal

rights in the strictest and most proper sense. It is in

this sense only that we have regarded them as the cor-

relatives of legal duties, and have defined them as the

interests which the law protects by imposing duties

with respect to them upon other persons. We have

now to notice that the term is also used in a wider and

laxer sense, to include any legally recognised interest,

whether it corresponds to a legal duty or not. In this

generic sense a legal right may be defined as any

advantage or benefit which is in any manner conferred

upon a person by a rule of law. Of rights in this sense

there are at least four distinct kinds, namely, Bights

(in the strict and proper sense), Liberties, Powers, and

Iminuitities. Having already sufficiently considered

the first of these, we shall now deal briefly with the

others in their order.

§ 75. Liberties.

Just as my legal rights (in the strict sense) are the

benefits which I derive from legal duties imposed upon

other persons, so my legal liberties are the benefits

which I derive from the absence of legal duties imposed

upon myself. They are the various forms assumed by

the interest which I have in doing as I please. They

are the things which I may do without being prevented

by the law. The sphere of my legal liberty is that

sphere of activity within which the law is content to

leave me alone. It is clear that the term right is often

used in a wide sense to include such liberty. I have a

right (that is to say, I am at liberty) to do as I please

with my own ; but I have no right and am not at liberty
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to interfere with what is another's. I have a right to

express my opinions on public affairs, but I hare no

right to publish a defamatory or seditious libel. I have

a right to defend myself against violence, but I have no

right to take revenge upon him who has injured me.

The interests of unrestrained activity thus recog

nised and allowed by the law constitute a class of legal

rights clearly distinguishable from those which we

have already considered. Rights of the former class

are concerned with those things which other persons

ought to do for me ; rights of the second class are con-

cerned with those things which I may do for myself

The former pertain to the sphere of obligation or com-

pulsion ; the latter to that of liberty or free will. Both

are legally recognised interests ; both are advantages

derived from the law by the subjects of the state ; but

they are two distinct species of the one genus.

It is often said tliat all I'igWs whatsoever correspond to

duties ; an-d Iby those who are of this opinion a diffea?eiit

explaniation is 'necessarily given of the class oif rights "sviiich we
have just considered. 'It is saiid that a legai litierty is in

reality a legal riglit not to "be interfered with by other persons

in the exercise of one's activities. It is alleged that the real

meaning of itfhe proposition that I have a legal right to express

What opinions I iplease, is that other persoais are under a legal

duty not to prevent me from expressing them. So that even

in this case the right is the coi^relative of a duty. Now there

is no doulbt that in imost cases a legal liberty of 'acting is

accompanied by a legal right not to 'be (hindered in so acting.

If the law allows me a sphere of laiwful and iimocent activity,

it usually takes care at the same time to protect this sphere

of activity from 'alien interference. But in sudi a ease there

are in reality two rights and not merely one ; and there are

instances in which liberties are not thus accompanied by
protecting rights. I may have a legal liberty whicih involves

no such duty of uon-dn'terference imposed on others. If a

landoiwnei- gives ime 'a licence to go upon his land, I have a
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right to do so, to Hhe sense in -wihicti a right means a liberty ;

but I have no right to do so, in the sense In which a right vested

in me is the correlative oif a duty imposed upon him. Though
I 'have a liberty or right to go on has land, he has an equal right

or liberty to prevent me. The licence has no otiher effect than

to make that lavpful wWich would athecvs^se be unlawful. The

right whWh I so acquire is nothing imore than an extension of

the sphere of my mghtful activity. iSo a trustee has a pignt

to receive from the beneficiaries remuneration for 'his trouble

in adminJistering the estate, in the sense that in doing so he

does ao wrong. But he has no rigOit to receive remuneration,

in the sense that the beneficaaries are under any duty to give

It to him. Tliat I have a right to destroy my property does

not mean that it is wrong for other persons to prevent me ;

it means thart it 'is mot wrong for me iso to deal with that which

is my own. That I have no right to commit theft does not

mean that other persons may lawfully prevent me from com-

mitting such a crime, but that I myself act illegally in taiiing

property which is not mine.^

§ 76. Powrers.

Tet another class of legal rights consists of those

which are termed powers. Examples of such are the

following : the right to make a will, or to alienate pro-

perty ; the power of sale vested in a mortgagee ; a

landlord's right of re-entry ; the right to marry one's

deceased wife's sister ; that power of setting a court of

law in motion, which is called a right of action ; the

right to prosecute a criminal ; the right to rescind a

contract for fraud ; a power of appointment ; the right

of issuing execution on a judgment ; the various

powers vested in judges and other officials for the due

fulfilment of their functions. All these are legal

rights—they are legally recognised interests—they

are advantages conferred by the law—but they are

1, On the distinction between liberties and rights see Bentham's Works, III.

p. 217., and Star.ej/ v. Graham (1899) 1 Q.B. at p. 411 perChannell, J.
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rights of a different species from the two classes

which we have already considered. They resemble

liberties, and differ from rights stricto sensu, inas-

much as they have no duties corresponding to them.\

My right to make a will corresponds to no duty in any

'

one else. A mortgagee's power of sale is not the

correlative of any duty imposed upon the mortgagor
;

though it is otherwise with his right to receive payment

of the mortgage debt.

A debt is not the same thing as a right of action for

its recovery. The former is a right in the strict and

proper sense, corresponding to the duty of the debtor

to pay ; the latter Is a legal power, corresponding to

the liability of the debtor to be sued. That the two are

distinct appears from the fact that the right of action

may be destroyed (as by the Statute of Limitations)

while the debt remains.

It is clear, therefore, that a power is not the same

thing as a right of the first class. Neither is it

identical with a right of the second class, namely a

liberty. That I have a right to make a will does not

mean that in doing so I do no wrong. It does not mean

that I may make a will innocently ; it means that I

can make a will effectively. That I have a right to

marry my cousin does not mean that such a marriage

is legally innocent, but that it is legally valid. It is not

a liberty that I have, but a power. That a landlord

has a right of re-entry on his tenant does not mean that

in re-entering he does the tenant no wrong, but that by

so doing he effectively terminates the lease. And so

in all other cases.^

1. A power ia usu&lly combined with a liberty to exercise it ; that is to say, the
exercise of it ia not merely effectual but rightful. This, however, is not
necessarily the case. It may be effectual and yet wrongful; &% when, in breach
of my agreement, I revoke a license given by me to enter upon my land. Sucb
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A liberty is that which I may do innocently ; a

power is that which I can do effectively ; a right in the

narrow sense is that which other persons ought to do on

my behalf. In the case of liberty, the law leaves me
alone in the exercise of my activities ; in the case of

power, the law actively aids me in this exercise by

making itself the instrument of my will. I use my
liberties with the acquiescence of the law ; I use

my powers with its active assistance ; I enjoy my
rights through the control exercised by it over the acts

of others on my behalf.^

§ 77. immunities.

There remains for consideration the fourth and last

class of legal benefits or rights, namely Immunities.

Just as a right in the strict sense is the benefit derived

from the absence of liberty in other persons, so an

imninnity is the benefit derived from the absence of

power in other persons. An example is the right which

a debtor accjuires when the Statute of Limitations has

run in his favour. The benefit so obtained is clearly

not a right in the strict sense, for no duty has been

imposed upon the creditor ; neither is it a liberty, for

the debt and the duty of paying it still exist ; and it is

clearly not a power. Tt is therefore a right of the

fourtb description, or an immunity, consisting in the

destruction of the creditor's right of action, that is to

say, his potcer to sue for the debt. So if a landlord loses

or gives up his right of re-entry, or a mortgagee his

revocation is perfectly effectual, but it is a wrongful act, for which I am liable to

the licensee in damages. I had a right (in the sense of power) to revoke the

license, but I had no right (in the sense of liberty) to do so. Wood v. Leadbitter,

13 M. & W. 838. Kerrison v. Smith (1897) 2 Q.B. 445.

2. On the distinction between powers and other kinds of rights see Windscheid,

L sec. 37.
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right of sale, or a purchaser his right of rescinding the

contract for fraud, the right so acquired by the tenant,

the mortgagor, or the vendor, is neither a right in the

strict sense, nor a liberty, nor a power, but an

immunity. Whenever A has no right (in the sense of

power) against B, then B has a right (in the sense of

immunity) against A.

These then are the four classes of benefits, privi-

leges, or rights, conferred by the law : liberty, when the

law allows to my will a sphere of unrestrained activity
;

power, when the law actively assists me in making my
will effective as against others ; right, in the strict

sense, when the law limits the liberty of others in my
behalf ; immunity, when the law in my behalf refuses

power to others to be used against me.

§ 78. Duties, Disabilities, and Liabilities.

There is no generic term which is the correlative of

right in the wide sense, and includes all the burdens

imposed by the law, as a right includes all the benefits

conferred by it. These legal burdens are of four kinds,

corresponding to the four varieties of legal rights

already considered. Two of these classes, however,

are not distinguished from each other in legal nomen

clature, and are included under the same title, the

classes being thus reduced ib three in number. These

are Duties, Disabilities, and LiaMlities. A duty is the

absence of liberty. A disability is the absence of

power. A liability is the absence either of a right or of

an immunity, and is the correlative either of a liberty

or a power vested in some one else. Examples of

liabilities correlative to liberties are the liability of

a trespasser to be forcibly ejected, that of a defaulting
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tenant to have his goods seized for rent, and that

of the owner of a building to have his windows
darkened or his foundations weakened by the build

ing or excavations of his neighbours. Examples of

liabilities correlative to powers are the liability of a

tenant to have his lease determined by re-entry, that

of a mortgagor to have the property sold by the mort-

gagee, that of a judgment debtor to have execution

issued against him, and that of an unfaithful wife to

be divorced.

The most important form of liability is that which

corresponds to the various powers of action and pro-

secution arising from the different forms of wrong-

doing. There is accordingly a narrow sense of the

word liability, in which it covers this case exclusively.

Liability in this sense is the correlative of a legal

remedy. A synonym for it is responsibility. It is

either civil or criminal according as it corresponds to a

right of action or to a right of prosecution.^ ^

1

.

We have said that duty corresponds to right (stricto sensu), while liability

corresponds to power and liberty. This contrast between duty and liability may
seem to conflict with the common usage, by which certain kinds of duties are

apparently spoken of as liabilities. Thus we say that a man is liable for his debts.

This, however, may be construed as meaning that he is liable to be sued for them.

We certainly cannot regard liability as a generic term including all kinds of duty.

We do not say that a man is liable not to commit murder, or not to defraud other

persons.

2. Of the four classes of rights or legal interests which we have considered, the

first, consisting of those which are the correlatives of duties, are by far the most

important. So predominant are Ihey, indeed, that we may regard them as

constituting the principal subject-matter of the law, while the others are merely

accessory. In future, therefore, we shall use the term right in this narrow and

specific sense, except when the context indicates a different usage; and we shali

commonly speak of the other forms of rights by their specific designations.

SUMMARY.
The nature of a Wrong.

Moral and legal wrongs.

The nature of a Duty.

Moral and legal duties.
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The nature of a Right.

Interests.

Their protection by the rule of right.

Interests and rights.

Moral and legal rights.

The denial of moral rights.

The correlation of rights and duties.

No rights without duties.

No duties without rights.

The elements of a legal right.

1. Person entitled, or owner.

2. Person bound.

3. Content.

4. Object or subject-matter.

5. Title.

No rights without owners.

No rights without objects.

'1. Material things.

2. One's own person.

3. Reputation.
4. Domestic relations.

5 . Other rights.

6. Immaterial property.

,7. Services.

Rights in the generic sense —Any benefit conferred by the law.

I 1. Rights (stricto sensu)—correlative to Duties.

) 2 Liberties—correlative to Liabilities.

1 3. Powers—correlative to Liabilities.

( 4. Immunities—correlative to Disabilities.

( 1. Rights (stricto sensu)—what others must do for me.

) 2. Liberties—what I may do for myself.

1 3. Powers—what I can do as against others.

( 4. Immunities—what others can not do as against me.
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CHAPTER XL

THE KINDS OF LEGAL RIGHTS.

§ 79. Perfect and imperfect Rights.

Eecognition by the law in the administration of

justice is common to all legal rights and duties, but the

purposes and effects of this recognition are different

in different cases. All are not recognised to the same
end. Hence a division of rights and duties into two

kinds, distinguishable as perfect and imperfect. A
perfect right is one which corresponds to a perfect

duty ; and a perfect duty is one which is not merely

recognised by the law, but directly enforced. All others

are imperfect, being enforced indirectly only, or not

at all. A duty is directly enforceable when an action

or other legal proceeding, civil or criminal, will lie for

the breach of it, and when judgment will be executed

against the defendant, if need be, through the physical

force of the state.^

Direct enforceability is the general rule. In all

ordinary cases, if the law will recognise a right at all,

it will not stop short of the last remedy of physical

compulsion, directly exercised against him on whom the

correlative duty lies. Ought, in the mouth of the law,

commonly means must. In all fully developed legal

systems, however, there are rights and duties which,

1. The term enforcement is here used in a wide sense to include the maintenance

of a right or duty by any term of compulsory legal process, whether civil or

criminal. There is a narrower use of the term, in which it includes only the case

of civil proceedings. It is in this sense that we have already defined civil justice

as being coBcerned with the enforcement of rights, and criminal justice as being

concerned with the punishment of wrongs.

As to the distinction between recognising and enforcing a right, see Dicey,

Conflict of Laws, p. 30.
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though undoubtedly recognised by the law, yet fall

short of this typical and perfect form. These rights

and duties of imperfect obligation fall into two classes.

The first consists of those which are recognised by the

law, and indirectly enforced ; the second consists of

those which are recognised by the law, but not enforced

at all.=

Examples of legal rights which receive only indirect

enforcement are claims barred by lapse of time ;
claims

unenforceable by action owing to the absence of some

special form of legally requisite proof (such as a written

document) ; claims against foreign states or sovereigns,

as for interest due on foreign bonds ; claims unenforce-

able by action as exceeding the local limits of a court's-

jurisdiction, such as claims in respect of foreign land.

In all these cases the duties and the correlative rights

are imperfect. No action will lie for their main-

tenance, yet they are, for all that, legal rights and legal

duties. For they receive legal recognition, and will be-

enforced indirectly, though not by way of action. The

statute of limitations, for example, does not provide

that after a certain time a debt shall become extinct,

but merely that no action shall thereafter be brought

for its recovery. Lapse of time, therefore, does not

2. There ia another use of the term imperfect duty which pertains to ethics-

rather than to jurisprudence, and must be distinguished from that adopted in the

text. According to many writers an imperfect duty is one of such tx nature that

it is not fit for enforcement, but ought properly to be left to the free will of him

whose duty it is. A perfect duty, on the other hand, is one which a man not-

merely ought to perform, but may be justly compelled to perform. The duty to give

alms to the poor is imperfect ; that of paying one's debts is perfect. Perfect

duties pertain to the sphere of justice; imperfect to that of benevolence. The-

distinction is not equivalent to that between legal duties and those which are-

merely moral. A duty may be a perfect duty of justice, although the actual legal

system takes no notice of it ; and conversly an imperfect duty of benevolence may
be unjustly made by law the subject of compulsion. It does not seem possible,

however, so to divide the sphere of duty by a hard and fast line. The most recent

and one of the most noteworthy attempts to do so is to be seen in Mr. Spencer' s-

Principles of Ethics.
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destroy the right, but merely reduces it from the rank
of one which is perfect to that of one which is imperfect.

It remains valid for all purposes save that of direct

enforcement. In like manner he from whom a chattel

is taken wrongfully, and detained for six years, loses

all right to sue the taker for its recovery ; but he

does not cease to be the owner of it. Nor is nis owner

ship merely an empty title; for in divers ways it may
lead him, with the indirect assistance of the law, to the

possession and enjoyment of his own again. If we use

the term remedium in a narrow sense, as limited to the

means of direct enforcement by way of legal proceed-

ings, we may say that all these cases of imperfect

rights are exceptions to the maxim, VW jus ibi reme-

dium. The customary union between the right and the

right of action has been for some special reason

severed, but the right survives.

As to the methods of indirect enforcement, we may
say generally that imperfect rights are good for all

purposes except that of giving rise to an action. What
these other purposes are, is a question relating to the

concrete details of a legal system, and cannot be fully

discussed here. We may, however, distinguish the

following effects as those of greatest importance and

most general application.

1. An imperfect right is good as a ground of defence,

though not as a ground of action. I cannot sue for a

chattel belonging to me, which has been in the posses-

sion of another person for six years ; but if by any

means it comes back into my possession, I can defend

myself on the strength of my ownership against the

claim of the prior possessor.^ Similarly I cannot sue

3. MUler v. Bell, (1891) 1 Q.B. at p. 471 per Lord Eaher.

Q
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on an informal contract, but if money is paid or pro-

perty delivered to me in pursuance of it, I can success-

fully defend any claim for its recovery.

2. An imperfect right is suflSicient to support any

security that has been given for it. A mortgage or

pledge remains perfectly valid, although the debt

secured by it has ceased to be directly enforceable.*

But if the debt is discharged, instead of becoming

merely imperfect, the security will disappear along

with it.

3. An imperfect right may possess the capacity of

becoming perfect. The right of action may not be non-

existent ; it may be merely dormant. The chattel for

which I cannot sue while it is in the possession of A,

Tiaay perchance come into the possession of B, from

whom I may then demand it, and whom I may then sue

as for a new conversion of it.° So the informal verbal

contract may become enforceable by action, by reason

of the fact that written evidence of it has since come

into existence. In like manner part-payment or

acknowledgment will raise once more to the level of a

perfect right a debt that has been barred by the lapse

of time.

The only legal rights that receive no enforcement

at all are those which are available against the state

itself, and the only legal duties of this description are

those which are owing by the state itself. A subject

may claim his rights against the state, no less than

against another subject. He can institute proceedings

against the state for the determination and recognition

of such rights in due course of law, and he can obtain

4. Ex parte Sheil, 4 Ch. D. 789. London A- Midland Bank v. Mitchell, (1899) 2 Ch
\161.

6. Miller y. Dell, (IStl)! Q.B. 468.
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judgment in his favour, declaring that certain rights

are his as against the state, or awarding to him com-

pensation for the infringement of them. But there can

be no enforcement of that judgment. What duties the

state recognises as owing by it to its subjects, it fulfils

of its own free will and unconstrained good pleasure.

The strength of the law is none other than the strength

of the state, and cannot be turned or used against the

state whose strength it is. The rights of the subject

against the state are therefore imperfect. They obtain

legal recognition but no legal enforcement, either direct

or indirect.

We have said that rights against the state are the

only legal rights which are destitute of any form of

legal enforcement. The reason is, that in all other

cases legal recognition, to be a practical reality and not

a mere pretence, must be accompanied by legal enforce-

ment. In the case of the state's own duties, on the

other hand, such enforcement is as needless as it is

impossible. What is requisite in this case, is not legal

recognition and enforcement, but legal recognition and

fulfilment. I have a legal right against the state not

because my right will be maintained by any form of

forcible constraint, but because it will be recognised

and respected in due course of law by the state in the

administration of justice.

§80. The Leeral Nature of Rights against the
State.

The fact tihat the element of eooforceimenrt; is totally absent

in the case of rights against the state, toas induced many writers

to deny 'that tlhese ai'e legail rights at all. It is true lihat tlhey are

matea-ially different from those perfect rights wMdh 'are direcUy

enforceable, and even fi'om those imperfect rights whiioh are

Q 1
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eniforeed imdiiirecftly. But the dlfeerence is not sucdi as to render

it necoissary to deny to them the name of Jegal rttglh'ts. We
meed not so narrowly define such rigihts, as to include only those

claims that are legaJly emforced. It is equally logical and more

eon-vendent to inicikide withm the term all those claimis that are

legally recognised in, and for the purposes of, the admtnistra-

tioai of justice. In what manner the stote must act on such

reeognUtiion, in order to fulfil its function of adniinfiistering

ju^biice, depends on circumstan<:'es. In the case of aU duties

eseept its own it must add enforcement to reco'gniition, but In

its own case it Is eniotugh if it adds peinform'ance.

All riglbts agadnsit the state are not legal, any more than all

rights agaJinist private parsons are legal. But some of them

are ; those, nameily, wMeh can he sued for in courts of justice,

and the existence and limits of which will be judicially deter-

mined lin accordiajnioe with fixed principles of lajw, redress or

compenigaition befaig awarded for any violation of them. To

hoM the contrairy, 'and to deny the name of legal right or duty

in all eases in wlhicb the state is the defendant, is to enter

upon a grave conflict with legal 'and popular speech and

thought. In the language of lawyers, as in thpt of laymen, a

oonitract with the sifcate is as much a source of legal rights and

obligations, as is a contract between two piiivate persons ; and

the right of the 'hoMeir of consols is as mucii a legal right, as

is that of a debenture holder in a public company. It is not

to 'the point to say th,at rights against the state are held at the

state's good pleasure, and are therefore not legal rights

at all ; for all other legal rights are in the same position. They

are Hegjal rights not because the state is bound to recognise

them, but because St does so.

Whether Tliiglhts against the state can properly be termed

legal depends simply on whether judicial proceedings in which

the state is the defendant are properly included within the

administration of justice. For if they are rightly so included,

the principleB by whicli 'they are governed are true prinoiples

of l|aw, in accordance with the definition of law, and the rights

defined by such legal priniciples ai''e true legal rigOiitB. The

boundary line of the administration of justice has been traced

in a previous dhapter. We there saAv sufllcdeait reason for

including not only ithe direot enforcement of justice, but all
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other judlcliai funictions exercised by courts oif justice. TMs is

the (wdimary use of tlhe term, and it seems open to no logicfa

objectloin.

§ Si. Positive and Negative Rights.

In respect of their contents, rights are of two kinds,

being either positive or negative. A positive right

corresponds to a positive duty, and is a right that he on

whom the duty lies shall do some positive act on behalf

of the person entitled. A negative right corresponds

to a negative duty, and is a right that the person bound

shall refrain from some act which would oj)erate to the

prejudice of the person entitled. The same distinction

exists in the case of wrongs. A positive wrong or

wrong of commission is the breach of a negative duty

and the violation of a negative right. A negative

wrong or wrong of omission is the breach of a positive

duty, and the infringement of a positive right. A nega-

tive right entitles the owner of it to the maintenance of

the present position of things ; a positive right entitles,

him to an alteration of such position for his advantage.

The former is merely a right not to be harmed ; the

latter is a right to be positively benefited. The former

is a right to retain what one already has ; the latter is

a right to receive something more than one already has.

In the case of a negative right the interest which is

its de facto basis is of such a nature that it requires for

its adequate maintenance or protection nothing more

than the passive acquiescence of other persons. All

that is asked by the owner of the interest is to be left

alone in the enjoyment of it. In the case of a positive

right, on the other hand, the interest is of a less perfect

and self-sufficient nature, inasmuch as the person

entitled requires for the realisation and enjoyment of
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his right the active assistance of other persons. In the

former case I stand in an immediate and direct relation

to the object of my right, and claim from others nothing

more than that they shall not interfere between me and

it. In the latter case I stand in a mediate and indirect

relation to the object, so that I can attain to it only

through the active help of others. My right to the

money in my pocket is an example of the first class ; my
right to the money in the pocket of my debtor is an

instance of the second.

The distinction is one of practical importance. It

is much easiei', as well as much more necessary, for the

law to prevent the infliction of harm, than to enforce

positive beneficence. Therefore while liability for

hurtful acts of commission is the general rule, liability

for acts of omission is the exception. Generally speak-

ing, all men are bound to refrain from all kinds of

positive harm, while only some men are bound in some

ways actively to confer benefits on others. No one is

entitled to do another any manner of hurt, save with

special ground of justification ; but no one is bound to

do another any manner of good, save on special grounds

of obligation. Every man has a right against every

man that the present position of things shall not be

interfered with to his detriment ; whilst it is only in

particular cases and for special reasons that any man
has a right against any man that the present position

shall be altered for his advantage. I have a right

against every one not to be pushed into the water ; if

I have a right at all to be pulled out, it is only on special

grounds against determinate individuals.

§ 82. Real and Personal Rights.

The distinction between real and personal rights is
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closely connected but not identical with that between

negative and positive rights. It is based on a difference

in the incidence of the correlative duties. A real right

corresponds to a duty imposed upon persons in general;.

a personal right corresponds to a duty imposed upon

determinate individuals. A real right is available

against the world at large ; a personal right is avail-

able only against particular persons. The distinction:

is one of great prominence and importance in the law,

and we may take the following as illustrations of it.

My right to the peaceable occupation of my farm is a

real right, for all the world is under a duty towards me
not to interfere with it. But if I grant a lease of the

farm to a tenant, my right to receive the rent from him

is personal ; for it avails exclusively against the tenant

himself. *For the same reason my right to the posses-

sion and use of the money in my purse is real ; but my
right to receive money from some one who owes it to

me is personal. I have a real right against everyone

not to be deprived of my liberty or my reputation ; I

have a personal right to receive compensation from any

individual person who has imprisoned or defamed me.

I have a real right to the use and occupation of my own

house ; I have a personal right to receive accommoda-

tion at an inn.

A real right, then, is an interest protected against

the world at large ; a personal right is an interest

protected solely against determinate individuals. The

distinction is clearly one of importance. The law

confers upon me a greater advantage in protecting my
interests against all persons, than in protecting them

only against one or two. The right of a patentee, who

has a monopoly as against all the world, is much more
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valuable than the right of him who purchases the good-

wiU of a business and is protected only against the

competition of his vendor. If I buy a chattel, it is a

question of great importance, whether my interest in

it is forthwith protected against everyone, or only

against him who sells it to me. The main purpose of

mortgages and other forms of real security is to supple-

ment the imperfections of a personal right by the

superior advantages inherent in a right of the other

class. Puthermore, these two kinds of rights are

necessarily very different in respect of the modes of

their creation and extinction. The indeterminate inci-

dence of the duty which corresponds to a real right,

renders impossible many modes of dealing with it

which are of importance in the case of personal rights.

The distinction which we are now considering is

closely connected with that between positive and nega-

tive rights. All real rights are negative, and most

personal rights are positive, though in a few excep-

tional cases thev are negative. It is not difficult to see

the reason for this complete or partial coincidence. A
real right, available against all other persons, can be

nothing more than a right to be left alone by those

persons—a right to their passive non-interference. No
person can have a legal right to the active assistance

of all the world. The only duties, therefore, that can

be of general incidence are negative. It may be

objected to this, that though a private person cannot

have a positive right against all other persons, yet the

state may have such a right against all its subjects.

All persons, for example, may be bound to pay a tax or

to send in census returns. Are not these duties of

general incidence, and yet positive? The truth is, how-
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ever, that the right of the state in all such cases is per-

sonal and not real. The duty to pay a tax is not one

duty, but as many separate duties as there are tax-

payers. Its incidence is as determinate as is that of

any other debt. If I owe ten pounds to the state as

income tax, the right of the state against me is just as

personal as is that of any other creditor. It does not

change its nature because other persons or even all my
fellow-citizens owe a similar amount on the like

account. My debt is not theirs, nor are their debts

mine. The state has not one real right available

against all, but an immense number of personal rights,

each of which avails against a determinate tax-payer.

Although all real rights are negative, it is not

equally true that all personal rights are positive. This

is so, indeed, in the great majority of cases. The

merely passive duty of non-interference, when it exists

at all, usually binds all persons in common. There

are, however, excei>tional cases in which this is not so.

These exceptional rights which are both negative and

personal are usually the product of some agreement by

which some particular individual has deprived himself

of a liberty which is common to all other persons.

Thus all tradesmen may lawfully compete with each

other in the ordinary way of business, even though the

result of this competition is the ruin of the weaker

competitors. But in selling to another the goodwill of

my business, I may lawfully deprive myself of this

liberty by an express agreement with the purchaser to

that effect. He thereby acquires against me a right

of exemption from competition, and this right is both

personal and negative. It is a monopoly, protected

not against the world at large, but against a deter-
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minate individual. Such rights belong to an inter-

mediate class of small extent, standing between rights-

which are both real and negative on the one side, and

those which are both personal and positive on the

other.

In definiiibg a real night as one availing agadnst the worW

at large, it (is not meant tfliat the incidence cf the correla-tive

duty is laibsoiliutely universal, tout mea-ely that the duty toinds^

persons in genemal, anid that if any one is not bound his case-

is exceiytSoeaJ. Sajmllarly a personal right is not one availaMe

agiaiiiist a single person only, but one availaibflje against one or

mare determinate Saidividuals. The i-igtit of tihe creditor of a

firm is persomail, though tihe debt may be due from any number

of partners. Even ais so explained, howevei', it can scaix^ly

be denied that dif intended as an exhiaustive classification of

all poiSBible cases, the dSstanction between reai and personal

I'igihts—ibeitTween duties of genei'al and of determin,aite ijncidenice—

is loglicially defective. It itakes mo account of the possibility of

a third aaild intermediaite class. Why sliould there not be rights

available against particular classes of persons, ajs opposed both

to the Whole communiity and to pei-sons individually detei'-

mined ? An examination, however, of the contents of ;any

adtual legal system will reveal the fact that duties of this-

suggested desicription eiither do not exisit at all, or ore so except

tional that we are justified in classing them as amomaloais. As
a classification, therefore, of the rights whicli actually obtain

legal recognition, the dis'tinction between real and pei'sonal

rights may be accepted as valid.

The distinction between a real and a personal right

1 is otherwise expressed by the terms right in rem (or in

'

re) and right in personam. These expressions are

derived from the commentators on the civil and canon

law. Literally interpreted, jus in rem means a right

against or in respect of a thing, jus in personam a right

against or in respect of a person. In truth, however,.

every right is at the same time one in respect of some
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thing, namely its object, and against some person,

namely the person bound. In other words, eveijy right

involves not only a real, but also a personal relation.

Yet although these two relations are necessarily co-

existent, their relative prominence and importance are

not always the same. In real rights it is the real rela-

tion that stands in the forefront of the juridical concep-

tion ; such rights are emphatically and conspicuously

in rem. In personal rights, on the other hand, it is the

personal relation that forms the predominant factor in

the conception ; such rights are before all things in

personam. For this difference there is more than one

reason. In the first place, the real right is a relation

between the owner and a vague multitude of persons,

no one of whom is distinguished from any other ; while

a personal right is a definite relation between deter-

minate individuals, and the deflniteness pf this personal

relation raises it into prominence. Secondly, the

source or title of a real right is commonly to be found in

the character of the real relation, while a personal right

generally derives its origin from the personal relation.

In other words, if the law confers upon me a real right,

it is commonly because I stand in some special relation

to the thing which is the object of the right. If on the

contrary it confers on me a personal right, it is

commonly because I stand in some special relation

to the person who is the subject of the correlative duty.

If I have a real right in a material object, it is because

I made it, or found it, or first acquired possession of it,

or because by transfer or otherwise I have taken the

place of someone who did originally stand in some such

relation to it. But if I have a personal right to receive

money from another, it is commonly because I have
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made a contract with him, or have come in some other

manner to stand in a special relation to him. Each of

these reasons tends to advance the importance of the

real relation in real rights, and that of the personal

relation in personal rights. The former are primarily

and pre-eminently in rem ; the latter primarily and

pre-eminently in personam.

The commonest and most important kind of jus in

personmn is that which has been termed by the civilians

and canonists jus ad rem. I have a jus ad rem, when I

have a right that some other right shall be transferred

to me or otherwise vested in me. Jus ad rem is a right

to a right. We have already seen, in the previous

chapter, that it is possible for one right to be in this

way the subject-matter of another. A debt, a contract

to assign property, and a promise of marriage are

examples of this. It is clear that such a right to a

right must be in all cases in personam. The right which

is to be transferred, however^—the subject-matter of

the jus ad rem—may be either real or personal, though

it is more commonly real. I may agree to assign or

mortgage a debt, or the benefit of a contract, no less

than lands or chattels. An agreement to assign a

chattel creates a jus ad jus in rem ; an agreement to

assign a debt or a contract creates a jus ad jus in

personam.^

The tea-ms jus in rem and jus in personam were invejited by

the commemtators on tfhe civil law, 'and are not found in the

original sources. The dlstiaiotion tlhereby expressed, however,

received axiequa-te reoagmition from tfhe Roman lawyers. They

drew ,a broad line of demaircation between dominium on tihe one

side and oUigatio on the other, 'the former including real, and the

1. Some writers treat j»v in personam and Jus ad rem as synonymous terms. It

seems better, however, to use the latter in a narrower sense, as including merely

one species, although the most important species, of jura in personam, Savigny,

System, sec. 56. n. b.
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latter personal rigbfcs. Dominium is the relation beltween tbe

owner of a real right {dominus ) and the right so vested in him.

OUigatio is the reilaitiou between the owmer of a personial right

(creditor) and the person on whom the correlaitlive duty liies.

OUigatio, in other words, is tflie legal twnd by wMeh two or more
determdn|arte individuals are bounid togethiear. Our modem
English oWigation has lost thiis specific meaning, and is appMed
to any duty, whether it corresponds to a reial or to a personaJi

right. It is to be noticed, however, that both dominium and
obligatio are limited by tihe Romans to the spiiere of what, in

the succeeding part of this cshapter, we term propriatairy rights.

A mean's right to iis personal liberty or reputation, for example,

falls neither within the sphere of dominium nor w^itMn tihiait ^
oUigatio. The diisitLnetion between real and peirsonial rigOits, on

the other hand, is subject to no such limitation.

The terms jus in rem and jus in personam are derived from

the Roman tonms actio in rem and actio in personam. An actio

in rem was an action for the recorvei'y of dominium ; one in

which the plaintiif claimed thiait a certaiin IMng belonged to liim

and ought to be restored or given up to Mm. An actio in

personam was one for the enforceimentt of an oUigatio ; one in

which the plaintifE claimed the payment of money, tihe perfor-

mance of a contract, or the protection of some other personal

right vested in him as against the defendant.^ Naturally

enough, the ifighit protected by an actio in rem came to ibe called

jus in rem, and a right protected by an actio in personam, jus

in personam.

§ 83. Proprietary and Personal Rights.

A further very important distinction is that between

proprietary and personal rights. The aggregate of a

man's proprietary rights constitutes his estate, his

assets, or his property in one of the many senses of that

most equivocal of legal terms. German jurisprudence

is superior to our own in possessing a distinct technical

term for this aggregate of proprietary rights, namely

Yermoegen, the rights themselves being Vermoegens-

2. Gaius, IV. 2.
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rechte. The French speak in the same fashion of avoir

or patrimoine. The sum total of a man's personal

rights, on the other hand, constitutes his status or per-

sonal condition, as opposed to his estate. If he owns

land, or chattels, or patent rights, or the good will of a

business, or shares in a company, or if debts are owing

to him, all these rights pertain to his estate. But if he

is a free man and a citizen, a husband and a father, the

rights which he has as such pertain to his status or

standing in the law.^

What, then, is the essential nature of this distinc-

tion ? It lies in the fact that proprietary rights are

valuable, and personal rights are not. The former are

those which are worth money ; the latter are those

that are worth none. The former are the elements of

a man's wealth ; the latter are merely elements in his

well-heing. The former possess not merely juridical,

but also economic significance ; while the latter pos-

sess juridical significance only.-

It makes no difference in this respect, whether a

right is jus in rem or jus in personam. Rights of either

sort are proprietary, and make up the estate of the

1. A personal as opposed to a proprietary riffht is not to be confounded with a

personal as opposed to a real riglit. It is a misfortune of our legal nomenclature

that it is necessary to use the word personal in several different senses. The
context, however, should in all cases be sufficient to indicate the particular signifi-

cation intended. The more flexible language of the Germans enables them to

distinguish between personliehe Rechte (as opposed to dingliche Rechte or real

rights) and Fersonenrechte (as opposed to Vennogeiwechte or proprietary rights).

See Dernburg, Pandefcten. I. sec, 22. note 7.

2. Ahrens, sec. 55 : Toub les biens, soit matt^riela en eux-meraes, soit susceptibles

d'etre estim^s en argent comme equivalent (par aestimatio et condemnatio
pecuniaria) appartenant a une personne, forment son avoir ou son patrimoine.

Baudry-Lacantinerie, Des Biens, sec. 2. Le patrimoine est un ensemble de

droits et de charges appreciables en argent.

Dernburg Pandekten, I, sec. 22. Vermogen ist die Gesammtheit der geldwer-

then Rechte einer Person.

Windscheid, I. sec. 42. note : Vermogensrechte sind die Rechte von wirthschaft-

lichem Werth.

See also to the same effect Savigny, System, sec. 56. and Puchts, Institutionen,

II. sec. 193.
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possessor, if they are of economic value. Thus my
right to the money in my pocket is proprietary ; but

not less so is my right to the money which I have in

the bank. Stock in the funds is part of a man's estate,

just as much as land and houses ; and a valuable

contract, just as much as a valuable chattel. On
the other hand, a man's rights of personal liberty,

-and of reputation, and of freedom from bodily harm

are personal, not proprietary. They concern his wel-

fare, not his wealth ; they are juridical merely, not

also economic. So also with the rights of a husband

and father with respect to his wife and children.

Eights such as these constitute his legal status, not his

legal estate. If we go outside the sphere of private.

Into that of public law, we find the list of personal

rights greatly increased. Citizenship, honours, digni-

ties, and oflflcial position in all its innumerable forms

pertain to the law of status, not to that Qi property.^

WiCh respect to the distiinirtion between proprietary and per-

gonal rigbts—estajte and statu-s—there are the foUowmg supple-

.inenrtiairy absei'vajtions to be made.

1. The diistiin'Otaon JB not contined to rights in the strict sense,

"but is equally apajlioaible to other olajsses oil" rights adso. A
person's estaite is made up mot merely of his yaluable claims

.agaiinsit oitlier peirsoos, but of such of (his po'wers, liberties, and

im'mundties, as ai-e etitJher valuable lin theimiseiliTes, or are acces-

sory to oitlhiea' Tiilghts whii'Ch are valuable. A ianidloffd's right of

re-entry is preKpi'iietairy, no less than his ownei'Shiip of the lanid
;

and a mortgiagoe's rigiht of sale, no less than the debt isecured.

A power of lappoinitiment is propriettary, but tlhe power of maliing

a, wiB. or a contract dis persoinial.

2. TIhe diistinction between personal and proprietary rights

has its counterpart in that between persomai and proprietary

3. The words status and estate are in their origin the same. As to the procets

of their differentiation in legal meaning, see Pollock and Maitland, History of

English Law, II. pp. 10 and 78. The other uses of the term property will be con-

sidered by us later, in Chapter XXI.
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durtiies, liabiliities, and disalblldities. Tlie latter .are those wMcb'

relate to a person's estate, and diiminlisih the value of It. Ttiey

represeiut a Itoss of money, just as a proprietary night represemts

the acquisition of it. AH others are personal. A liability to be-

su^d for a delbt Is puiopirdetairy, but a liability to be prosecuted

for a cnlme is personial. The duty of fulflllinig a conitnaot for

the purdhase of goods lis propnietary, but the duty of fuifilliinig

a comtraot to mam-y is personal

.

3. AJlifihoiuglh the terim esitate inicludes only rights (iu the-

geneiric sense), ithe teiran status ducludes not only nigtets, but

also 'duties, liabSllities, and disiaJbiliti'e'S. A mlinior's eonitractuial

digabiliities aire part of ihls srtatus, though a man's deWts ore not'

part of Ms estate. Status is the sum of one's personal duties,

liatailli'ties, and disaibiliities, as -well as of one's persooial rfghts.

4. A person's staitus ds ma'de up of smaler groups of per-

sonial! riglits, diuties, liabiliities, and ddsaibSiliiitaes, lanid each of these

eonstituenit groups is itself called a status. Thus the same
person miaiy tore at the same time 'the ista'tus off a free man, off

a citizen, of a Ihiusibamd, of a father, and iso on. So we speak of

the status of a wMe, meaoinig aH the personial benefits .and

burdiems off whii'cih miarriia'ge is tlhe legal source and title in a

woonam. In the same way we speak of the sitatus of an al'ien,-

a luniati'C, oir an linifant.

5. Tiie law off personal mgihts, ot of status, was termed by the-

Romans the law of persons (jus quod ad personas pertinet),

while the law of proprietary rights was the so called law of

things (jus quod ad res pertinet). Res, as a collective term,

meant a man's estate ; while it was alsto used distrlbutively to

denote tbe constituent elements of such estate, that is to say,

his proprietary rights. The true meaning of this distinction

between the law of persons and the law of things, and the

exact nature of the legal conception of status, have been the

subject of much discussion and of several more or less di-

vergent theories.

6. It may be thouglit that proprietary rights should be defined'

as 'those which aii-e tPansferaible, rather than as those which are

valuaible. As to this, it seems clear that all transferable rights

are also propnietary ; for If they oan be transferred, they can

be sold, and are therefore worth money. But it is not equally

true that all proprietary riights are transferable. Popular
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speedh does not, and legal theory need not, deny the njame of

property to a valuable niglht, (meneiy becanse It fe not tramisEer-

able. A penisioin may be inalienalble ; but it musit be counted,

for all that, as wealth or property. Defbts were oniginallly incap-

able oif aasigniment ; but even then they were edtemente of tihe

creditor's estate. A married woman may be unable to alienate

her estate ; but it is an estate none the less. The true test of a
proprietary night dis not whether It can. 'be aJlienated, burt wbether
it is equivalent to money ; and it may be equlvalenit to momey,

though it cannot be sold for a price. A right (to receive money
or something wMch can itseJf be tuirtted iiato money, is a pro-

prietary right, amid lis to be reckoned In the possessor's estaite,

even thougih inalieniajble.

^ 84. Ri£^hts of Ownership and Encumbrances.

Eights may be divided into two kinds, distinguished

by the civilians as jura in re propria and jura in re aliena.

The former are otherwise known as rights of ownership,

while the latter may be conveniently termed encum-

brances, if we use that term in its widest permissible

sense. The Eomans termed them servitutes as opposed

to dominium.

The nature of the distinction thus indicated is as

follows. A right in re aUena, or encumbrance, is one

which limits or derogates frorn some more general right

belonging to some other person. It frequently happens

that a right vested in one person becomes subject or

subordinate to an adverse right vested in another. It

no longer possesses its full scope or normal compass,

part of it being cut off to make room for the limiting

and superior right which thus derogates from it. Thus

the right of a landowner may be subject to, and limited

by, that of a tenant to the temporary use of the pro-

perty ; or to the right of a mortgagee to sell or take

possession; or to the right of a neighbouring landowner

E
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to the use of a way or other easement ; or to the right

of the Tender of the land in respect of restrictive

covenants entered into by the purchaser as to the use

of it ; for example, a covenant not to build upon it.

Special rights which thus derogate from more general

rights vested in other persons, are, as we have said,

jura in re aliena or encumbrances. All other rights

are jura in re propria, or rights of ownership in one of

the senses of that equivocal term. Ownership, in this

sense, means any right which is not merely an encum-

brance of some other. He who has the general right

over a piece of land (subject, it may be, to special and

adverse rights vested in others) is the owner of the land

;

all those who have vested in them any such special or

adverse rights are encumbrancers of the land ; for ex-

ample, a mortgagee or lessee.

A right subject to an encumbrance may be con-

veniently designated as servient, while the encumbrance

which derogates from it may be contrasted as dominant.

These expressions are derived from, and conform to,

Roman usage in the matter of servitudes. The general

and subordinate right was spoken of figuratively by the

Eoman lawyers as being in bondage to the special right

which prevailed over and derogated from it. The term

servitus, thus derived, came to denote the superior right

itself rather than the relation between it and the other
;

just as oUigatio came to denote the right of the creditor,

rather than the bond of legal subjection under which

the debtor lay.

The terms jus in re propria and jus in re aliena were

devised by the commentators on the civil law, and

are not to be found in the original sources. Their

significance is clear. The owner of a chattel has jv^
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in re propria—a right over his own property ; the
pledgee or other encumbrancer of it has jus in re aliena

—a right over the property of some one else.

There is nothing to prevent one encumbrance from
being itself subject to another. Thus a tenant may
sublet; that is to say, he may grant a lease of his lease,

and so confer upon the sub-lessee a jus in re aliena of

which the immediate subject-matter is itself merely

another right of the same quality. The right of the

tenant in such a case is dominant with regard to that

of the landowner, but servient with regard to that of

the sub-lessee. So the mortgagee of land may grant

a mortgage of his mortgage ; that is to say, he may
create what is called a sub-mortgage. The mort-

gage will then be a dominant right in respect of

the ownership of the land, but a servient right with

respect to the sub-mortgage. So the easements appur-

tenant to land are leased or mortgaged along with

it ; and therefore, though themselves encumbrances,

they are themselves encumbered. Such a series of

rights, each limiting and derogating from the one be-

fore it, may in theory extend to any length.

A right is not to be classed as encumbered or ser-

vient, merely on account of its natural limits and

restrictions. Otherwise all rights would fall within

this category, since none of them are unlimited in their

scope, all being restrained within definite boundaries

by the conflicting interests and rights of other persons.

All ownership of material things, for example, is

limited by the maxim. Sic utere tuo ut alienum non

laedas. Every man must so restrain himself in the use

of his property, as not to infringe upon the property

and rights of others. The law confers no property in

B 1
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stones, sufficiently absolute and unlimited to justify

their owner in throwing them through his neighbour's

windows. No landowner may by reason of his owner-

ship inflict a nuisance upon the public or upon adjoin-

ing proprietors. But in these and all similar cases

we are dealing merely with the normal and natural

boundaries of the right, not with those exceptional and

artificial restrictions which are due to the existence

of jura in re aliena vested in other persons. A servient

right is not merely a limited right, for all are limited
;

it is a right so limited that its ordinary boundaries are

infringed. It is a right which, owing to the influence

of some other and superior right, is prevented from

attaining its normal scope and dimensions. Until we
have first settled the natural contents and limits of a

right, there can be no talk of other rights which qualify

and derogate from it.

It is essential to an encumbrance, that it should, in

the technical language of our law, run with the right

encumbered by it. In other words the dominant and

the servient rights are necessarily concurrent. By this

it is meant that an encumbrance must follow the en-

cumbered right into the hands of new owners, so that a

change of ownership will not free the right from the

burden imposed upon it. If this is not so—if the right

is transferable free from the burden—^there is no true

encumbrance. For the burden is then merely personal

to him who is subject to it, and does not in truth limit

or derogate from the right itself. This right still

. exists in its full compass, since it can be transferred in

; its entirety to a new owner. For this reason an agree-

; ment to sell land vests an encumbrance or jus in re

L aliena in the purchaser ; but an agreement to sell a
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chattel does not. The former agreement runs with the

property, while the latter is non-concurrent. So the

fee simple of land miay be encumbered by negative

agreements, such as a covenant not to build ; for

speaking generally, such obligations will run with the

land into the hands of successive owners. But positive

covenants are merely personal to the covenantor, and

derogate in no way from the fee simple vested in him,,

which he can convey to another free from any such,

burdens.

Concurrence, however, may exist in different de-

grees ; it may be more or less perfect or absolute

The encumbrance may run with the servient right into

the hands of some of the successive owners and not into

the hands of others. In particular, encumbrances may

be concurrent either in law or merely in equity. In

the latter case the concurrence is imperfect or partial,

since it does not prevail against the kind of owner

known in the language of the law as a purchaser for

value without notice of the dominant right. Ex-

amples of encumbrances running with their servient

rights at law are easements, leases, and legal mort-

gages. On the other hand an agreement for a lease,

an equitable mortgage, a restrictive covenant as to the

use of land, and a trust will run with their respective

servient rights in equity but not at law.

It must be carefully noted that the distinction

between ownership or jura in re propria, and encum-

brance or jura in re aliena, is not confined to the sphere

of real rights or jura in rem. Personal, no less than

real rights may be encumbrances of other rights. Per-

sonal, no less than real rights may be themselves en-

cumbered. A debtor, for example, may grant a
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security over the book debts owing to him in his busi-

ness or over his shares in a company, as well as over

his stock in trade. A life tenancy of money in the

public funds is just as possible as a life tenancy of land.

There can be a lien over a man's share in a trust fund,

as well as over a chattel belonging to him. The

true test of an encumbrance is not whether the encum-

brancer has a jus in rem available against all the world,

but whether he has a right which will avail against

subsequent owners of the encumbered property.

The chief classes of encumbrances aire six in number, namely,

Leases, Servitudes, Securiities, Powers, Tmstis, anid Oonittiactual

Obliigaitiwnis. In a later dhiapter we abiaill oonisiiideir these more at

lenigtih, and in the .meantime Jt is isuflacSent briefly to inxJicartje

theitr nature.

1. A Itjase is the enxnimbramce of proipemty vested in one man
by a ligiht to 'iSte possesision and use of it vested in lanoHher.

2. A servitude is a riglht to Hhe limited use of a pdace of iliand

unaoeomi)antied editlieir by the ownerslhip or by #16 possession of

it ; ,t<xc example, a rijght of way or a dg'ht to the passage of lagfht

or wiater aiaroes adjoiining land.

3. A seeiinity lis an encum,briaiiice vested in a creditor over the

pioipefnty of iiis debtor, for the purpiose of seeming the recovery

of the debit
; la iliglhit, for example, to retain possesaioin of a

chattel unlil iihe deibt is paid.

4. A rigbt may be encumbeired by a power over it vested in

somelone else. A power of appointment, for exiamplle, Sis a power

of divesting Uie rigiht of one i)erson and vesting it in amiottier.

So a power of reJemtry lis one vested in a landloird to determiae

and put an end to a lease on a breach of covenant by the lessee.

5. A trust is an emicumfbranee in which the ownersiblip of

property is Iftmfijted by an equitable o/Migation to deal with it

for the benefit of someone else. The owner of the encumbered

property is the trustee ; the owner of the enicumbranice is the

beneficiary.

6. FinaMiy, rights may be encumbered by conitractuial obliga-

tions undertaken in respect of them by 'their orvvner. Thes the
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fee siiiuple of laind may be equataJbly 'enDcumbened by negajtiTe

oovenamlB as to 'tihe mode of use. So a leaise'hdl'd lis cnicuinibered

by tihe eoetiraictual obligation of the itenamt to pay tihe rent amd
to v^sptorm itihe covenamts of the lejase.

§ 85. Principal and Accessory Rights.

The relation between principal and accessory rights

is the reverse of that just considered as existing

between servient and dominant rights. For every

right is capable of being affected to any extent by the

existence of other rights ; and the influence thus

exercised by one upon another is of two kinds, being

either adverse or beneficial. It is adverse, when one

right is limited or qualified by another vested in a

different owner. This is the case already dealt with by

us. It is beneficial, on the other hand, when one right

has added to it a supplementary right vested in the

same owner. In this case the right so augmented may
be termed the principal, while the one so appurtenant

to it is the accessory right. Thus a security is acces-

sory to the right secured ; a servitude is accessory to

the ownership of the land for whose benefit it exists
;

the rent and covenants of a lease are accessory to the

landlord's ownership of the property ; covenants for

title in a conveyance are accessory to the estate con-

veyed ; and a right of action is accessory to the right

for whose enforcement it is provided.

A real right may be accessory to a personal ; as in

the case of a debt secured by a mortgage of land. A
personal right may be accessory to a real ; as in the

case of the covenants of a lease. A real right may be

accessory to a real ; as in the case of servitudes appur-

tenant to land. And finally a personal right may be
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accessory to a personal; as in the case of a debt secured

by a guarantee.

A right which is dominant with respect to one right,

is often at the same time accessory with respect to

another. It limits one right, and at the same time aug-

ments another. A typical example is a servitude over

land. The owner of Whiteacre has a right of way over

the adjoining farm Blackacre to the highway. This

right of way is dominant with respect to Blackacre, and

accessory with respect to Whiteacre. For the burden

of it goes with Blackacre, and the benefit of it with

Whiteacre. Blackacre is accordingly called the ser-

vient, and Whiteacre the dominant tenement. So a

mortgage is a dominant right with respect to the pro-

perty subject to it, and an accessory right with respect

to the debt secured by it. In like manner a landlord's

right to his rent is dominant with regard to the lease,

but accessory with regard to the reversion. This

double character, however, is not necessary or univer-

sal. A public right of way is an encumbrance of the

land subject to it, but it is not accessory to any other

land. So a lease is a dominant right which is not at

the same time accessory to any principal.

§ 86. Legal and Equitable Rights.

In a former chapter we considered the distinction

between common law and equity. We saw that these

two systems of law, administered respectively in the

courts of common law and the Court of Chancery, were

to a considerable extent discordant. One of the results

of this discordance was the establishment of a distinc-

tion between two classes of rights, distinguishable as

legal and equitable. Legal rights are those which were
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Tecognised by the courts of common law. Equitable

rights (otherwise called equities) are those which were

recognised solely in the Court of Chancery. Notwith-

standing the fusion of law and equity by the Judicature

Act, 1873, this distinction still exists, and must be

reckoned with as an inherent part of our legal system.

That which would have been merely an equitable right

before the Judicature Act is merely an equitable right

Btill.

Inasmuch as all rights, whether legal or equitable,

now obtain legal recognition in all courts, it may be

suggested that the distinction is now of no importance.

This is not so however. In two respects at least, these

two classes of rights differ in their practical effects.

1. The methods of their creation and disposition are

different. A legal mortgage of land must be created

by deed, but an equitable mortgage may be created by

a written agreement or by a mere deposit of title deeds.

A similar distinction exists between a legal and an

equitable lease, a legal and an equitable servitude, a

legal and an equitable charge on land, and so on.

2. Equitable rights have a more precarious exis-

tence than legal rights. Where there are two incon-

sistent legal rights claimed adversely by different

persons over the same thing, the first in time prevails.

Qui prior est tempore potior est jure. A similar rule

applies to the competition of two inconsistent equit-

able rights. But when a legal and an equitable

right conflict, the legal will prevail over and destroy the

equitable, even though subsequent to it in origin, pro-

vided that the owner of the legal right acquired

it for value and without notice of the prior equity.

As between a prior equitable mortgage, for ex-
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ample, and a subsequent legal mortgage, preference

will be given to the latter. The maxim is : Where

there are equal equities, the law will prevail. This

liability to destruction by conflict with a subsequent

legal right is an essential feature and a characteristic

•defect of all rights which are merely equitable.

SUMMARY.

'Perfect—directly enforced.

I. Rights ( Barred by lapse of

rindirectly enforced
j i^^S' contracts,

-Imperfect J. ( &c.

VNot enforced—Rights against the state.

( 1. By way of defence
Modes of induect enforce- ) ^ g^ ^^^ ^j security.

( 3. By capacity of becoming
perfect.

The legal quality of rights against the state.

i

Positive—correlative to positive duties and negative
wrongs.

Negative—correlative to negative duties and positive

wrongs. V

( Real

—

in rem or in re—correlative to duties of indeter-

III Rights <
rainate incidence, (all negative).

' Personal

—

in personam—correlative to duties of deter-

minate incidence, (almost all positive).

Jura ad rem.

Dominium and oiligatio.

I Proprietary—constituting a person's estate or pro-

IV. Rights p^-^'y-

( Personal— constituting a person's status or personal
condition.

( In re propria—dominium—ownership.
T. Rights

]

(
In re aliena—serviius—encumbrance.

( Of ownership : e.g., lease or mortgage.
Encumbrance <

i Of another encumbrance : e.g., sublease or

sub-mortgage.
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The natural limits of rights, distinguished from encum-
hrances.

The concurrence of the encumbrance and the right encum-
bered.

Encumbrances either real or personal rights.

Classes of encumbrances

1. Leases.
2. Servitudes.
3. Securities.

4. Powers.
5. Trusts.
6. Contractual obligations.

VI. Principal and Accessory Bights.

VII. Legal and Equitable Eights.
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CHAPTER XII.

OWNERSHIP.

§87. The Definition of Ownership.

Ownership, in its most comprehensive signification,,

denotes the relation between a person and any right

that is vested in him. That which a man owns is in

all cases a right. When, as is often the case, we speak

of the ownership of a material object, this is merely

a convenient figure of speech. To own a piece of land

means in truth to own a particular kind of right in the

land, namely, the fee simple of it.

Ownership, in this generic sense, extends to all

classes of rights, whether proprietary or personal, in

rem or in personam, in re propria or in re aliena. I may
own a debt, or a mortgage, or a share in a company,

or money in the public funds, or a copyright, or a lease,

or a right of way, or the fee simple of land. Every

right is owned ; and nothing can be owned except a

right. Every man is the owner of the rights which are

his.

Ownership, in its generic sense, as the relation in

which a person stands to any right vested in him, is

opposed to two other possible relations between a per-

son and a right. It is opposed in the first place to

possession. This very difBcult juridical concejition

will be considered by us in the succeeding chapter.

We shall see that the possession of a right {possessio

juris, BecMshesitz) is the de facto relation of continuing

exercise and enjoyment, as opposed to the de jure rela-
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tion of ownership. A man may possess a right with

out owning it, as where the wrongful occupant of land

makes use of a right of way or other easement appur-

tenant to it. Or he may own a right without possess-

ing it.. Or finally ownership and possession may be

united, as indeed they usually are, the de jure and the

^e facto relations being coexistent and coincident.

The ownership of a right is, in the second place,

opposed to the encumbrance of it. The owner of the

right is he in whom the right itself is vested ; while

the encumbrancer of it is he in whom is vested, not

the right itself, but some adverse, dominant, and limit-

ing right in respect of it. A may be the owner of pro-

perty, B the lessee of it, the sub-lessee, D the first

mortgagee, E the second mortgagee, and so on indefi-

nitely. Legal nomenclature, however, does not supply

separate names for every distinct kind of encum-

brancer. There is no distinctive title, for example, by

which we may distinguish from the owner of the pro-

perty him who has an easement over it or the benefit

of a covenant which runs with it.

Although encumbrance is thus opposed to owner-

ship, every encumbrancer is nevertheless himself the

owner of the encumbrance. The mortgagee of the

land is the owner of the mortgage. The lessee of the

land is the owner of the lease. The mortgagee of the

mortgage is the owner of the sub-mortgage. That is

to say, he in whom an encumbrance is vested stands

in a definite relation not merely to it, but also to the

right encumbered by it. Considered in relation to the

latter, he is an encumbrancer ; but considered in rela-

tion to the former, he is himself an owner.
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Ownership is of various kinds, and the followiDg

distinctions are of suflScient importance and interest

to deserve special examination :

—

1. Corporeal and Incorporeal Ownership.

2. Sole Ownership and Co-ownership.

3. Trust Ownership and Beneficial Ownership.

4. Legal and Equitable Ownership.

5. Vested and Contingent Ownership.

§ 88. Corporeal and Incorporeal Ownership.

Although the true subject-matter of ownership is

in all cases a right, a very common form of speech

enables us to speak of the ownership of material

things. We speak of owning, acquiring, or trans-

ferring, not rights in land or chattels, but the land or

chattels themselves. That is to say, we identify by

way of metonymy the right with the material thing

which is its object. This figure of speech is no less

convenient than familiar. The concrete reference to

the material object relieves us from the strain of

abstract thought. Rights are dim abstractions, while

material things are visible realities ; and it is easier

to think and speak of the latter than of the former,

even though the substitution is a mere figure of

speech. This device, moreover, is an aid to brevity, no

less than to ease of comprehension.

This figurative identification of a right with its

object is, however, not always permissible. I may be

said to own the money in my hand ; but as to that

which is due to me, I own not the money, bat a right

to it. In the one case I own the material coins ; in the

other the immaterial debt or chose in action. So I own
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my land, but merely a right of way over the land of my
neighbour. If we look, therefore, no deeper than the

mere usages of speech, it would seem as if the subject-

matter of ownership were sometimes a material object

and at other times a right. This, of course, would be

a logical absurdity. Ownership may conceivably be in

all cases a relation to a material object ; or it may in

all cases be a relation to a right ; but it cannot be

sometimes the one and sometimes the other. So long

as we remember that the ownership of a material

thing is nothing more than a figurative substitute for

the ownership of a particular kind of right in that

thing, the usage is one of great convenience ; but so

soon as we attempt to treat it as anything more than

a figure of speech, it becomes a fertile source of con-

fusion of thought.

In what cases, then, do we use this figure of speech?

What is it that determines whether we do or do not

identify a right with its object ? How is the line

drawn between corporeal and incorporeal ownership ?

The usage is to some extent arbitrary and uncertain.

The application of figurative language is a matter not

of logic but of variable practice and opinion. Speak-

ing generally, however, we may say that the owner-

ship of a material thing means the ownership of a

jus in re propria in respect of that thing. No man is

said to own a piece of land or a chattel, if his right

over it is merely an encumbrance of some more general

right vested in someone else. The ownership of a

jus in re aUena is always incorporeal, even though the

object of that right is a corporeal thing. I am not

said to own a chattel, merely becaiuse I own a right to
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have it transferred to me, or because I own a lien over

it or a right to the temporary use of it.

When, on the other hand, a right is not a mere en-

cumbrance of another right—when it is a self-existent

jus in re propria—it is identified with the material thing

which is its subject-matter. It is not difficult to per-

ceive the origin and reason of this usage of speech.

In its full and normal compass a jus in re propria over

a material object is a right to the entirety of the lawful

uses of that object. It is a general right of use and

disposal, all jura in re aliena being merely special and

limited rights derogating from it in special respects.

It is only this absolute and comprehensive right—^this

universum jus—^that is identified with its object. For

it is in some sense coincident with its object, and

exhausts the juridical significance of it. It is the

greatest right which can exist in respect of the thing,

including all lesser rights within itself, and he who

owns it may therefore conveniently be said to own the

thing itself.

We have said that in its full and normal compass

corporeal ownership is the ownership of a right to the

entirety of the lawful uses of a corporeal thing. This

compass, however, may be limited to any extent by the

adverse influences of jura in re aliena vested in other

persons. The right of the owner of a thing may be all

but eaten up by the dominant rights of lessees, mort-

gagees, and other encumbrancers. His ownership

may be reduced to a mere name rather than a reality.

Yet he none the less remains the owner of the tMtig,

while all others own nothing more than rights over it.

For he still owns that jus in re propria which, were al!
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encumbrances removed from it, would straightway

expand to its normal dimensions as the universum jun

of general and permanent use. He, then, is the owner

of a material object, who owns a right to the general

or residuary uses of it, after the deduction of all

special and limited rights of use vested by way of en

cumbrance in other persons.^ ^

What, then, is the name of the right which we thus

identify, for convenience of speech, with its material

object ? What shall we call the right which enables

the owner of it to say that he owns a piece of land or

a chattel ? Unfortunately for the lucidity of legal

nomenclature, there is, unless we are prepared to use

the somewhat awkward Latin term jus in re propria, no

other name for it than ownership itself. This is a use

of the term which is quite different from that hitherto

considered by us. Ownership, as a particular kind of

right, must be clearly distinguished from ownership,

as a particular kind of relation to rights of all descrip-

tions. We cannot class together the right of owner-

ship and the ownership of a right. This use of the

term to denote a right is the natural outcome of the

figurative use of it already considered. When we not

only speak of the ownership of land, but interpret such

1. Pollock, Jurisprudence, p. 166 :
" Ownership may be described as the entirety

of the powers of use and disposal allowed by law . The owner of a thing is

not necessarily the person who at a given time has the whole power of use and
disposal ; very often there is no such person. We must look for the person having
the residue of all such power, when we have accounted for every detached and
limited portion of it; and he will be the owner, even if the immediate power of

control and use is elsewhere."

2. The figurative identification of a right with its object is not absolutely limited

to the case of material things, though this is by far the most important instance.

Similar reasons of convenience of speech and ease of thought lead to a similar

metonymy in other cases, when the object of a jus in re propria has a recognised

name. We speak, for example, of the ownership of a trademark, or of thit of

the goodwill of a business; meaning thereby the ownership of a jus in re propria

in respect of these things.

a
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language literally, it is clear that ownership must be

taken as the name of the right which the owner has in

the land.^

§89 Corporeal and Incorporeal Things.

Closely connected with the distinction between

corporeal and incorporeal ownership is that between

corporeal and incorporeal things. The term thing

(res, chose, sache) is used in three distinct senses by

legal writers :

—

1. In its first and simplest application it means

merely a material object, regarded as the subject-

matter of a right.^ According to this use, some rights

are rights to or over things, and some are not. The

owner of a house owns a thing ; the owner of a patent

does not.

2. In a second and wider sense the term thing

includes every subject-matter of a right, whether a

material object or not. In this signification every

right is a right in or to some thing. A man's life,

reputation, health, and liberty are things in law, no

less than are his land and chattels.^^ Things in this

sense are either material or immaterial, but the dis-

tinction thus indicated must not be confounded with

3. A similar explanation of the distinction between corporeal and incorporeal

o-RTiership is given by the following writers :

—

Windscheid I. sec. 42 : "A very common form of speech . . substitutes

for the right of ownership (Eigenthumsrecht) the thing in respect of which it

exists."

Baudry-Lacantinerie, Des Biens, sec. 9 :
" This confusion finds its excuse, if

not its justification, in the consideration that the right of ownership, being the

most complete right which can exist in respect of a thing, since it is absolute

and exclusive, is identified with the thing itself."

Bruns, Das Recht des Besitzes, p. 477,

Girard, Droit Romain, p. 244.

1. Austin, p. 358. Oerman Civil Code, sec. 90: Sachen im Sinns des Gesetzes

alnd nur korperlicbe Gegenstande.

2. Vide supra, pp. 227-230.
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l&at now to be explained between things corporeal and
incorporeal.

3. In a third and last application the term thing

means whatever a man owns as part of his estate or

property. It is any subject-matter of ownership with-

in the sphere of proprietary or valuable rights. Now
we have already seen that according to the current

usage of figurative speech ownership is sometimes that

of a material object and sometimes that of a right.

Things, therefore, as the objects of ownership, are of

two kinds also. A corporeal thing {res corporalis) is

the subject-matter of corporeal ownership ; that is to

say, a material object. An incorporeal thing (res in-

cm-poralis) is the subject-matter of incorporeal owner-

ship ; that is to say, any proprietary right except that

right of full dominion over a material object which, as

already explained, is figuratively identified with the

object itself. If I own a field and a right of way
over another, my field is a res corporalis and my right

of way is a res incorporalis. If I own a pound in my
pocket and a right to receive another from my debtor,

the first pound is a thing corporeal, and the right to

receive the second is a thing incorporeal ; it is that

variety of the latter, which is called, in the technical

language of English law, a chose in action or thing in

action ; while the pound in my pocket is a chose or

thing in possession.^

It is clear that if literally interpreted, this dis-

3. This use of the term thin^ (res) and the distinction between res corpoi aliM and
rgj? incof^oraZis are derived from Roman Law. Just. Inst, II. 2:—Quaedam prae-

terea res corporales sunt, quaedam incorporales. Corporales eae sunt, quae sui

nat.ira tangi posBunt; veluti fundus, homo. Testis, aurum, argentum, et denique

aliae res ionumerabiles. Incorporales autem sunt, quae tangi non possunt. Qualia

sunt ea, quae in jure consistnnt : sicut bereditas, ususfrnctus, obligationes qtioque

modo contractae.

Sl
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tinction is illogical and absurd. We cannot treat i<fel-

this way rights and the objects of rights as two species

of one genus. If we use the term thing in each case to

mean a right, then the right of an owner of land is just

as incorporeal as is that of his tenant. On the other

hand, if the term is to be taken in each case to mean

the object of a right, then the object of the tenant's

right is just as corporeal as is that of his landlord.

The fact is, of course, that the distinction between

corporeal and incorporeal things is based on the

same figure of speech as is that between corporeal

and incorporeal ownership. Both distinctions become

intelligible, so soon as we recognise the metonymy in-

^olved in the substitution of the subject matter of a

right for the right itself.*

§ 90. Sole Ownership and Co-ownership.

As a general rule a right is owned by one person

only at a time, but duplicate ownership is perfectly

possible. Two or more persons may at the same time

have the same right vested in them. This may happen

in several distinct ways, but the simplest and most

obvious case is that of co-ownership. Partners, for

example, are co-owners of the chattels which consti-

tute their stock in trade, of the lease of the premises

on which their business is conducted, and of the debts

0'',«'ing to them by their customers. It is not correct to

say tl-at a right owned by co-owners is divided be-

tween them, each of them owning a separate part.

' The right is an undivided unity, which is vested at the

same time in more than one person. If two partners
4. The same explanation is applicable to the distinction between corporeal and

incorporeal property. A person's property coiisibts sometimes of material objects
and sometimes o{ lights. As to the different uses of the term property, see infra
Ch. XXI.
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have at their bank a credit balance of £1,000, there is

one debt of £1,000 owing by the bank to both of them

at once, not two separate debts of £500 due to each of

them individually. Each partner is entitled to the

whole sum, just as each would owe to the bank the

whole of the firm's overdraft. The several owner-

ship of a part is a different thing from the co-owner-

ship of the whole. So soon as each of two co-owners-

begins to own a part of the right instead of the whole

of it, the co-ownership has been dissolved into sole

ownership by the process known as partition. Co-

ownership involves the undivided integrity of the right

owned.

Co-ownership, like all other forms of duplicate

ownership, is possible only so far as the law makes

provision for harmonising in some way the conflicting

claims of the different owners inter se. In the case of

co-owners the title of the one is rendered consistent

with that of the other by the existence of reciprocal

obligations of restricted use and enjoyment.

Co-ownership may assume difl'erent forms by virtue

of the different incidents attached to it by law. Its

two chief kinds in English law are distinguished as

ownership in common and joitit ownership. The most

important difference between these relates to the

effect of the death of one of the co-owners. In owner-

ship in common the right of a dead man descends to

his successors like any other inheritable right. But

on the death of one of two joint owners his ownership

dies with him, and the survivor becomes the sole

owner by virtue of this right of survivorship or jus

accrescendi.
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§ 91. Trust and Beneficial Ownership.

A trust is a very important and curious instance of

duplicate ownership. Trust property is that which is

owned by two persons at the same time, the relation

between the two owners being such that one of them

is under an obligation to use his ownership for the

benefit of the other. The former is called the trustee,

and his ownership is trust ownership. The latter is

called the beneficiary, and his ownership is beneficial

ownership.^

The trustee is destitute of any right of beneficial

enjoyment of the trust property. His ownership,

therefore, is a matter of form rather than of substance,

and nominal rather than real. If we have regard to

the essence of the matter rather than to the form of it,

a trustee is not an owner at all, but a mere agent, upon

whom the law has conferred the power and imposed

the duty of administering the property of another per

son. In legal theory, however, he is not a mere agent

but an owner. He is a person to whom the property

of some one else is fictitiously attributed by the law,

to the intent that the rights and powers thus vested in

a nominal owner shall be used by him on behalf of the

leal owner. As between trustee and beneficiary, the

law recognises the truth of the matter ; as between

these two, the property belongs to the latter and not

to the former. But as between the trustee and third

1. He who owns property for his own use and benefit, without the intervention

of any trustee, may be termed the direct owner of it, as opposed to a mere trustee

on the one hand, and to a beneficial owner or beneficiary on the other. Thus if A
owns land, and makes a declaration of trust in favour of B, the direct ownership

of A is thereby changed into trust ownership, and a correlative beneficial owner-

ship is acquired by B. If A then conveys the land to B, the ownership of B ceases

to be merely beneficial, and becomes direct.
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persons, the fiction prevails. The trustee is clothed

with the rights of his beneficiary, and is so enabled to

personate or represent him in dealings with the worhl

at large.

The purpose of trusteeship is to protect the rights

and interests of persons who for any reason are unable

efEectively to protect them for themselves. The law

vests these rights and interests for safe custody, as it

were, in some other person who is capable of guarding

them and dealing with them, and who is placed under

a legal obligation to use them for the benefit of him to

whom they in truth belong. The chief classes of per

sons in whose behalf the protection of trusteeship is

called for are three in number. In the first place, pro

perty may belong to persons who are not yet born
;

and in order that it may be adequately safeguarded

and administered, it is commonly vested in the mean-

time in trustees, who hold and deal with it on account

of its unborn owners. In the second place, similar pro-

tection is required for the property of those who lie

under some incapacity or disability in respect of the

administration of it, such as infancy, lunacy, or absence.

Thirdly, it is expedient that property in which large

numbers of persons are interested in common should

be vested in trustees. The complexities and diffl-

culties which arise from co-ownership become so great,

so soon as the number of co-owners ceases to be small,

that it is essential to avoid them ; and one of the most

effective devices for this purpose is that scheme of

duplicate ownership which we term a trust.

A trust is to be distinguished from two other rela-

tions which resemble it. It is to be distinguished, in
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the first place, from a mere contractual obligation to

deal with one's property on behalf of some one else.

A trust is more than an obligation to use one's property

for the benefit of another ; it is an obligation to use it

for the benefit of another in whom it is already con-

currently vested. The beneficiary has more than a

mere personal right against his trustee to the perfor-

mance of the obligations of the trust. He is himself

an owner of the trust property. That which the trustee

owns, the beneficiary owns also. If the latter owned

nothing save the personal obligation between the

trustee and himself, there would be no trust at all.

Thus if a husband gratuitously covenants with his wife

to settle certain property upon her, he remains the sole

owner of it, until he has actually transferred it in ful-

filment of his contract ; and in the meantime the wife

owns nothing save the contractual obligation created

by the covenant. There is therefore no trust. If, on

the other hand, the husband declares himself a trustee

of the property for his wife, the effect is very different.

Here also he is under a personal obligation to transfer

the property to her, but this is not all. The beneficial

ownership of the property passes to the wife forthwith,

yet the ownership of the husband is not destroyed. It

is merely transformed into a trust ownership consistent

with the concurrent beneficial title of his wife.

In the second place, a trust is to be distinguished

from the relation in which an agent stands towards the

property which he administers on behalf of his princi-

pal. In substance, indeed, as already indicated, these

two relations are identical, but in form and in legal

theory they are essentially different. In agency the

property is vested solely in the person on whose behalf
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the agent acts, but in trusteeship it is vested in the

trustee himself, no less than in the beneficiary. A
trustee is an agent for the administration of property,

who is at the same time the nominal owner of the pro

perty so administered by him.

A trust is created by any act or event which separates the
trust ownership of any property from the beneficial ownership

of it, and vests them in different persons. Thus the direct

owner of property may declare himself a trustee for some one

else, who thereupon becomes the beneficial owner ; or the direct

owner may transfer the property to some one else, to hold it

in trust for a third. Conversely, a trust is destroyed by any

act or event which reunites in the same hands the two forms

of ownership which have become thus separated. The trustee,

for example, may Transfer the property to the beneficiary, who
then becomes the direct owner ; or the beneficiary may transfer

it to his trustee, with the lil5;e result.

Trust ownership and beneficial ownership are independent of

each other in their destination and disposition. Either of them

miay be transferred, while the other remains unaffected. The

trustee may assign to another, who thereupon becomes a trustee

in his stead, while the beneficiary remains the same ; or the

beneficiary may assign to another, while the trust ownership

remains where it was. In lilie manner, either kind of owner-

ship imay be independently encumbered. The trustee may, in

pursuance of the powers of the trust, lease or mortgage the pro-

perty without the concurrence of the heneficiary ; and the hene-

ficiary may deal in the same way with his beneficial ownership

independently of the trustee. Encumbrances, moreover, may
be Imposed by the creator of the trust, either upon the trust

ownership, or upon the beneficial ownership, or upon both.

Thus A may lease land to B, and then convey the fee

simple to C, in trust for D for Hfe, "with remainder to E. In

this case the trust ownership is vested in C, subject to the

leasehold encumbrance vested in B, while the beneficial owner-

ship is vested in E, subject to the beneficial life tenancy of D.

Whenever the beneficial ownership has been thus encum-

bered, either by the creator of the trust or by the beneficial

owner himself, the trustee holds the property not only on be-
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half of the beneficial owner but also on behalf of the beneficial

encumbrancers. That is to say, the relation of trusteeship exists

between the trustee and all persons beneficially interested In the

property, either as owners or encumbrancers. Thus if property

is transferred to A, in trust for B for life, with remainder to

O, A is a trustee not merely for 0, the beneficial owner, but also

for B, the beneficial encumbrancer. Both are beneficiaries of

the trust, and between the trustee and each of them there

exists the bond of a trust-obligation.

§92. Legal and Equitable Ownership.

Closely connected but not identical with the distinc-

tion between trust and beneficial ownership, is that

between legal and equitable ownership. One person

may be the legal and another the equitable owner of

the same thing at the same time. Legal ownership is

that which has its origin in the rules of the common

law. Equitable ownership is that which proceeds from

rules of equity divergent from the common law. The

courts of common law refused to recognise equitable

ownership, and denied that the equitable owner was

an owner at all. The Court of Chancery adopted a

very different attitude. Here the legal owner was

recognised no less than the equitable, but the former

was treated as a trustee for the latter. Chancery

vindicated the prior claims of equity, not by denying

the existence of the legal owner, but by taking from

him by means of a trust the beneficial enjoyment of his

property. The fusion of law and equity effected by the

Judicature Act, 1873, has not abolished this distinc-

tion ; it has simply extended the doctrines of the

Chancery to the courts of common law, and as equitable

ownership did not extinguish or exclude legal owner-

ship in Chancery, it does not do so now.

The distinction between legal and equitable owner-
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ship is not identical with that mentioned in a previous

chapter as existing between legal and equitable rights.

These two forms of ownership would still exist even if

all rights were legal. The equitable ownership of a

legal right is a different thing from the ownership of

an equitable right. Law and equity are discordant not

merely as to the existence of rights, but also as to the

ownership of the rights which they both recognise.

When a debt is verbally assigned by A to B, A remains

the legal owner of it none the less, but B becomes the

equitable owner of it. But there are not for that rea-

son two debts. There is only one as before, though it

has now two owners. So if A, the legal owner of a

share in a company, makes a declaration of trust in

favour of B, B becomes forthwith the equitable owner

of the share ; but it is the same share as before, and not

another. The thing which he thus equitably owns is

a legal right, which is at the same time legally ^wned

by A. Similarly the ownership of an equitable mort-

gage is a different thing from the equitable ownership

of a legal mortgage.

Nor is the distinction between legal and equitable

ownership merely equivalent to that between trust and

beneficial ownership. It is true that, whenever the

legal estate is in one man and the equitable estate in

another, there is a trust. A legal owner is always a

trustee for the equitable owner, if there is one. But an

equitable owner may himself be merely a trustee for

another person. A man may settle upon trust his equit-

able interest in a trust fund, or his equitable estate in

his mortgaged land. In such a case neither trustee nor

beneficiary will have anything more than equitable

ownership.
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If an equitable owner can be a trustee, can a legaB

owner be a beneficiary ? As the law now stands, he

cannot. But this a mere accident of historical develop-

ment, due to the fact that the courts of common law

refused to recognise trusts at all. There is no more

theoretical difticulty in allowing that a trustee and his

beneficiary may both be legal owners, than in allowing

that they may both be equitable owners. Had the

courts of common law worked out a doctrine of trusts

for themselves, this twofold legal ownership would

have actually existed.

The practical importance of the distinction between

legal and equitable ownership is the same as that

already indicated as pertaining to the distinction be-

tween legal and equitable rights.'

§ 93. Vested and Contingent Ownership.

Ownership is either vested or contingent. It is

vested when the owner's title is already perfect ; it is

contingent when his title is as yet imperfect, but is ca-

pable of becoming perfect on the fulfilment of some

condition. In the former case I own the right ab-

solutely
; in the latter I own it merely conditionally.

In the former case the investitive fact from which I

derive the right is complete in all its parts ; in the

latter it is incomplete, by reason of the absence of some

necessary element, which is nevertheless capable of

being supplied in the future. In the meantime, there-

fore, my ownership is contingent, and it will not

become vested until the necessary condition is fulfilled.

A testator, for example, may leave property to his wife

for her life, and on her death to A, if he is then alive,

1. Vide supra p. 264.
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but if A is then dead, to B. A and B are both owners

of the property in question, but their ownership is

merely contingent. That of A is conditional on his

surviving the testator's widow ; while that of B is

conditional on the death of A in the widow's life time.

The contingent ownership of a right does not neces-

isarily involve its contingent existence. It need not be

a contingent right, because it is contingently owned.

Shares and other choses in action may have an absolute

•existence, though the ownership of them may be con-

tingently and alternatively in A and B. Money in a

bank may be certainly owing to some one, though it

may depend on a condition, whether it is owing to C

or D. On the other hand, it may be that the right is

contingent in respect of its existence, no less than in

respect of its ownership. This is so whenever there is

no alternative owner, and when, therefore, the right

will belong to no one unless it becomes vested in the

contingent owner by the fulfilment of the condition.

It is to be noticed that the contingent ownership of

a right is something more than a simple chance or

possibility of becoming the owner of it. It is more

than a mere spes acquisitionis. I have no contingent

ownership of a piece of land merely because I may buy

it, if I so wish ; or because peradventure its owner may

leave it to me by his will. Contingent ownership is

based not upon the mere possibility of future acquisi-

tion, but upon the present existence of an inchoate or

incomplete title.

The conditions on which contingent ownership

•depends are termed conditions precedent to distinguish

them from another kind known as conditions subsequent.

A condition precedent is one by the fulfilment of which
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an inchoate title is completed ; a condition subsequent

is one on the fulfilment of which a title already com-

pleted is extinguished. In the former case I acquire

absolutely what I have already acquired conditionally.

In the latter case I lose absolutely what I have already

lost conditionally. A condition precedent involves an

inchoate or incomplete investitive fact ; a condition-

subsequent involves an incomplete or inchoate divesti-

tive fact.^ He who owns property subject to a power

of sale or power of appointment vested in some one else,

owns it subject to a condition sulSsequent. His title is

complete, but there is already in existence an incom-

plete divestitive fact, which may one day complete

itself and cut short his ownership.

It is to be noticed that ownership subject to a condi-

tion subsequent is not contingent but vested. The

condition is attached not to the commencement of

vested ownership, but to the continuance of it. Con-

tingent ownership is that which is not yet vested, but

may become so in the future ; while ownership subject

to a condition subsequent is already vested, but may be

divested and destroyed in the future. In other words

ownership subject to a condition subsequent is not con-

tingent but detenuinable. It is ownership already

vested, but liable to premature determination by the

completion of a divestitive fact which is already present

in part.

It is clear that two persons may be contingent

owners of the same right at the same time. The owner-

ship of each is alternative to that of the other. The

ownership of one is destined to become vested, while

that of the other is appointed to destruction. Similarly-

1. On investitiTe and divestitive facts, see Chapter XVI.
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the vested ownership of one man may co-exist with the

contingent ownership of another. For the event which

in the future will vest the right in the one, will at the

same time divest it from the other. Thus a testator

may leave property to his wife, with a provision that if

she marries again, she shall forfeit it in favour of his

children. His widow will have the vested ownership

of the property, and his children the contingent owner-

ship at the same time. Her marriage is a condition

subsequent in respect of her own vested ownership, and

a condition precedent in respect of the contingent

ownership of the children.^

2. On vested and contingent ownership, see Windscheid, I. sees. 86-96; Dem-

. burg, Pandekten, 1. 82. 105-112; Austin, Lecture 63.

SUMMARY.
Ownership— the relation between a person and a right vested in

him.

Ownership
)

T, . f The three beneficial relations between persons
Possession V ^^^ ^^^^^
Encumbrance )

The kinds of Ownership.

1. Corporeal and incorporeal.

The ownership of things and that of rights.

The ownership of rights and the right of ownership.

Res corporales and res incorporales.

Different uses of the term res or thing.

(a) A material object.

[b) The object of a right.

Material and immaterial things,

(o) The object of ownership.

Corporeal and incorporeal things.

2. Sole ownership and co-ownership.

Joint ownership and ownership in common.

3. Trust and beneficial ownership.

The nature of trusts.

The purposes of trusts.

4. Legal and equitable ownership.

5. Vested and contingent ownership.

Conditions precedent and subsequent.

Contingent and determinable ownership.
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CHAPTER XIIL

POSSESSION.

§ 94. Introduction.

In the whole range of legal theory there is no con-

ception more difficult than that of possession. The

Eoinan lawyers brought their usual acumen to the

analysis of it, and since their day the problem has

formed the subject of a voluminous literature, while it

still continues to tax the ingenuity of jurists. Nor is

the question one of mere curiosity or scientific interest,

for its practical importance is not less than its diffi-

culty. The legal consequences which flow from the

acquisition and loss of possession are many and serious.

Possession, for example, is evidence of ownership ; the

possessor of a thing is presumed to be the owner of it,

and may put all other claimants to proof of their title.

Long possession is a sufficient title even to property

which originally belonged to another. The transfer of

possession is one of the chief methods of transferring

ownership. The first possession of a thing which as

yet belongs to no one is a good title of right. Even in

respect of property already owned, the wrongful posses-

sion of it is a good title for the wrongdoer, as against

all the world except the true owner. Possession is of

such efficacy, also, that a possessor may in many cases

confer a good title on another, even though he has none

himself ; as when I obtain a banknote from a thief, or

goods from a factor who disposes of them in fraud of
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his priucipal. These are some, though some only, of
the results which the law attributes to possession,

rightful or wrongful. They are sufficient to show the
importance of this conception, and the necessity of an
adequate analysis of its essential nature.

§ 95- Possession in Fact and in Law.

It is necessary to bear in mind from the outset the

distinction between possession in fact and possession

in law. We have to remember the possibility of more
or less serious divergences between legal principles and
the truth of things. Not everything which is recog-

nised as possession by the law need be such in truth

and in fact. And conversely the law, by reasons good

or bad, may be moved to exclude from the limits of the

conception facts which rightly fall within them.

There are three possible cases in this respect. First,

possession may and usually does exist both in fact and

in law. The law recognises as possession all that is

such in fact, and nothing that is not such in fact, unless

there is some special reason to the contrary. Secondly,

possession may exist in fact but not in law. Thus the

possession by a servant of his master's property is for

some purposes not recognised as such by the law, and

he is then said to have detention or custody rather than

possession. Thirdly, possession may exist in law but

not in fact ; that is to say, for some special reason the

law attributes the advantages and results of posses-

sion to some one who as a matter of fact does not

possess. The possession thus fictitiously attributed to

him is by English lawyers termed constructive. The

Eoman lawyers distinguished possession in fact as

T
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possessio naturalis, and possession in law as possessio

civilis.^

In consequence of this divergence, partly inten-

tional and avowed, partly accidental and unavowed,

between the law and the facts of possession, it is im-

possible that any abstract theory should completely

harmonise with the detailed rules to be found in any

concrete body of law. Such harmony would be pos-

sible only in a legal system which had developed with

absolute logical rigour, undisturbed by historical

accidents, and unaffected by any of those .special con-

siderations which in all parts of the law prevent the

inflexible and consistent recognition of general princi-

ples.

It follows from this discordance between law and

fact, that a complete theory of possession falls into two

parts : first an analysis of the conception itself, and

secondly an exposition of the manner in which it is

recognised and applied in the actual legal system. It

is with the first of these matters that we are here alone

concerned.

It is to be noticed that there are not two ideas of

possession—a legal and a natural. Were this so, we

could dispense altogether with the discussion of pos-

session in fact. There is only one idea, to which the

actual rules of law do more or less imperfectly conform.

There is no conception which will include all that

amounts to possession in law, and will include nothing

else, and is impossible to frame any definition from

which the concrete law of possession can be logically

1. Pos'^ession in law is sometimes used in -a. narrow sense to denote possession

which is such in law only and not both in law and in fact—that is to say, to denote

constructive possession (possessio fictitia). In the wider sense it denotes all

possession which is recognised by the law, whether it does or does not at the same
time exist in fact.
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deduced. Our task is merely to search for the idea

which underlies this body of rules, and of which they

are the imperfect and partial expression and applica-

tion.

The complexities of the English law are increased by the

curious circuimstance that two distinct kinds of legal posses-

sion are recognised in that system. These are distinguished

as seisin and possession. To a comsiderable extent they are

governed by different rules and have different effects. I may
have seisin of a piece of land but not possession of it, or pos-

session but not seisin, or both at once ; and in aU these cases 1

may or may not at the same time have possession in fact. The

doctrine of seisin is limited to land ; it is one of the curiosities

of that most curious of the products of the human intellect, the

English law of real property. The doctrine of possession is

common, with certain variations, to land and chattels. The
divergence between these two forms of possession in law is a

matter of legal history, not of legal theory.

Extraordinary importance was until a comparatively recent

period attributed by our law to the acquisition and retention

of seisin by the owner of land. Without seisin his right was

a mere shadow of ownership, rather than the full reality of it.

For many purposes a man Jiad only what he possessed—and the

form of his possession must be that which amounted to seisin.

A dispossessed owner was deprived of his most effective

remedies ; he could neither alienate his estate, nor leave it by

his will ; neither did his heirs inherit it after him. The tendency

of modem law is to eliminate the whole doctrine of seisin, as an

archaic survival of an earlier process of thought, and to recog-

nise a single form of legal possession.^

S 9S. Corporeal and Incorporeal Possession.

We have seen in a former chapter that ownership

is of two kinds, being either corporeal or incorporeal.

A similar distinction is to be drawn in the case of pos-

2. See as to the idea of seisin and the consequences attributed to its presence ov

absence a series of interesting articles by Professor Maitland in the L.Q.B. I. 324.,

II. 481. IV. 24. 286. See also Lightwood, Possession of Land, pp. 4—8.

T 1
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session. Corporeal possession is the possession of a

material object—a house, a farm, a piece of money.

Incorporeal possession is the possession of anything

other than a material object—for example, a way over

another man's land, the access of light to the windows

of a house, a title of rank, an oflflce of profit, and such

like. All these things may be possessed as well as

owned. The possessor may or may not be the owner

of them, and the owner of them may or may not be in

possession of them. They may have no owner at all.

having no existence de jure, and yet they may be

possessed and enjoyed de facto. I

Corporeal possession is termed in Roman Law

possessio corporis. Incorporeal possession is distin-

guished as possessio juris, the possession of a right,

just as incorporeal ownership is the ownership of a

right. The Germans distinguish in like fashion between

Sachenbesits, the possession of a material thing, and

FecMshesitz, the possession of a right. The significance

of this nomenclature and the nature of the distinction

indicated by it will be considered by us later.

It is a question much debated whether incorporeal

-possession is in reality true possession at all. Some

are of opinion that all genuine possession is corporeal,

.and that the otier is related to it by way of analogy

..merely. They are of opinion that there is no single

generic conception which includes possessio corporis and

possessio juris as its two specific forms. The Roman
^.lawyers speak with hesitation and even inconsistency

(.on the point. They sometimes include both forms

under the title of possessio, while at other times they

are careful to qualify incorporeal possession as quasi

possessio—something which is not true possession, but
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is analogous to it. The question is one of no little

difficulty, but the opinion here accepted is that the two
forms do in truth belong to a single genus. The true

idea of possession is wider than that of corporeal

possession, just as the true idea of ownership is wider

than that of corporeal ownership. The possession of a

right of way is generically identical with the possession

of the land itself, though specijacally different from it.

This being so, the strictly logical order of exposi-

tion involves the analysis, in the first place, of the

generic conception in its full compass, followed by au

explanation of the differentia which distinguishes

possessio corporis from possessio juris. We shall, how-

ever, adopt a different course, confining our attention

in the first place to possessio corporis, and proceeding

thereafter to the analysis of possessio juris and to the

exposition of the generic idea which comprises both of

them. This course is advisable for two reasons. In

the first place, the matter is of such diflQculty that it la

easier to proceed from the specific idea to the generic,

than conversely. And in the second place, the con

ception of corporeal possession is so much more import-

ant than that of incorporeal, that it is permissible to

treat the latter simply as a supplement to the former,

rather than as co-ordinate with it.

§ 97. Corporeal Possession.

Corporeal possession is clearly some form of con-

tinuing relation between a person and a material

object. It is equally clear that it is a relation of fact

and not one of right. It may be, and commonly is, a

title of right ; but it is not a right itself. A man may

possess a thing in defiance of the law, no less than in
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•accordance with it. Nor is this in any way incon-

sistent with the proposition, already considered by us,

that possession may be such either in law or in fact.

A thief has possession in law, although he has acquired

it contrary to law. The law condemns his possession

as wrongful, but at the same time recognises that it

exists, and attributes to it most, if not all, of the ordi-

nary consequences of possession.^

What, then, is the exact nature of that continuing

de facto relation between a person and a thing, which is

known as possession. The answer is apparently this.

The possession of a material object is the continuing

exercise of a claim to the exclusive use of it. It involves,

therefore, two distinct elements, one of which is mental

or subjective, the other physical or objective. The one

consists in the intention of the possessor with respect

to the thing possessed, while the other consists in the

external facts in which this intention has realised, em-

bodied, or fulfilled itself. These two constituent

elements of possession were distinguished by the

Roman lawyers as animus and corpus, and the ex-

pressions are conveniently retained by modern writers.

The subjective element is called more particularly the

animus possidendi, animus sibi habendi, or animus domini.

Apiscimur possessionem, so runs a celebrated sen-

tence of the Roman lawyer Paul,- corpore et animo,

neque per se animo aut per se corpore. IS either of

these is sufficient by itself. Possession begins only

with their union, and lasts only until one or other of

1. Possesnio is the de facto relation between the possessor and the thing
possessed. Jms possessions is the riecht (if any) of which possession is the source

or title. Jus possidendt is the right (if any) which a man has to acquire or to

retain possession.

2. D. 41. 2. 3. 1.
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them disappears. No claim or animus, however

strenuous or however rightful, will enable a man to

acquire or retain possession, unless it is effectually

realised or exercised in fact. No mere intent to

appropriate a thing will amount to the possession of it.

Conversely, the corpus without the animus is equally

ineffective. No mere physical relation of person to

thing has any significance in this respect, unless it is

the outward form in which the needful animus or intent

has fulfilled and realised itself. A man does not

possess a field because he is walking about in it, unless

he has the intent to exclude other persons from the

use of it. I may be alone in a room with money that

•does not belong to me lying ready to my hand on the

table. I have absolute physical power over this money.

i can take it away with me, if I please. But I have

no possession of it, for I have no such purpose with

respect to it.

§ 98. The Animus Possidendi.

We shall consider separately these two elements in

the conception. And first of the animus possidendi.

The intent necessary to constitute possession is the

intent to appropriate to oneself the exclusive use of the

thing possessed. It is an exclusive claim to a material

object. It is a purpose of using the thing oneself and

of excluding the interference of other persons. As to

this necessary mental attitude of the possessor there

are the following observations to be niade.

1. The animus siU habendi is not necessarily a claim

of right. It may be consciously wrongful. The thief

has a possession no less real than that of a true owner.

The possessor of a thing is not he who has, or believes
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that he has, a right to it, but he who intends to act as

if he had such a right. To possession in good faith the

law may and does allow special benefits which are cut

off by fraud, but to possession as such—the fulfilment

of the self-assertive will of the individual—good faith

is irrelevant.

2. The claim of the possessor must be exclusive.

Possession involves an intent to exclude other persons

from the uses of the thing possessed. A mere intent

or claim of unexclusive use cannot amount to posses-

sion of the material thing itself, though it may and

often does amount to some form of incorporeal pos-

session. He who claims and exercises a right of way

over another man's land is in possession of this right

of way ; but he is not in possession of the land itself,

for he has not the necessary animus of exclusion.

The exclusion, however, need not be absolute. 1

may possess my land notwithstanding the fact that

some other person, or even the public at large, pos-

sesses a right of way over it. For, subject to this

i-ight of way, my animus possidendi is still a claim of

exclusive use. I intend to exclude all alien inter-

ference except such as is justified by the limited and

special right of use vested in others.

3. The animus possidendi need not amount to a claim

or intent to use the thing as owner. A tenant, a

borrower, or a pledgee may have possession no less real:

than that of the owner himself. Any degree or form

of intended use, however limited in extent or in dura-

tion, may, if exclusive for the time being, be sufficient

to constitute possession.

4. The animus possidendi need not be a claim oh
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one's own behalf. I may possess a thing either on my
own account or on account of another. A servant,

agent, or trustee may have true possession, though he

claims the exclusive use of the thing on behalf of

another than himself.^

0. The animus possidendi need not be specific, but

may be merely general. That is to say, it does not

necessarily involve any continuous or present know-

ledge of the particular thing possessed or of the pos-

sessor's relation to it. A general intent with respect

to a class of things is sufficient (if coupled with the

necessary physical relation) to confer possession of the

individual objects belonging to that class, even though

their individual existence is unknown. Thus I possess

all the books in my library, even though I may have

forgotten the existence of many of them. So if I set

nets to catch fish, I have a general intent and claim

with respect to all the fish that come therein ; and my
ignorance whether there are any there or not does in no

way alfect my possession of such as are there. So J

have a general purpose to possess my flocks and herds,

which is sufficient to confer possession of their increase

though unknown to me. So if I receive a letter, I have

forthwith the animus possidendi with respect to its en-

closure ; and I do not first acquire possession of the

cheque that is inside it, when I open the envelope and

see it.^ But if, on the other hand, I buy a cabinet

1. It must be remembered that we are speakiee: of possession in fact. Whether

possession in law and the various advantages conferred by it are to be attributed

to all possessors in fact or only to some of them is a different question with which

we are not here concerned. Eoman Law, save in exceptional cases, allowed

possesHo corporis only to those who possessed as owners and on their own behalf.

In Bnglish law, on the other hand, there is no such limitation of legal possession •

though even here the possession of a servant sometimes fails to obtain legal

recognition.

2. B. v. Mucklow, 1 Moody C.C. 160.
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believing it to be emi)ty, whereas it contains money hid

in a secret drawer, I do not acquire possession of the

money until I actually find it ; for until then I have no

animus with respect to it, either general or specific.^

§ 99. The Corpus of Possession.

To constitute possession the animus domini is not

in itself sufficient, but must be embodied in a corpus.

The claim of the possessor must be effectively realised

in the facts ; that is to say, it must be actually and

continuously exercised. The will is sufflcient only

when manifested in an appropriate environment of

fact, just as the fact is suflflcient only when it is the

expression and embodiment of the required intent and

will. Possession is the effective realisation in fact of

the animus sibi habendi.

One of the chief difficulties in the theory of posses-

sion is that of determining what amounts to such effec-

tive realisation. The true answer seems to be this .

that the facts must amount to the actual present exclu-

sion of all alien interference with the thing possessed,

together with a reasonably sufficient security for the

exclusive use of it in the future. Then, arid then only,

is the animus or self-assertive will of the possessor

satisfied and realised. Then, and only then, is there a

continuing de facto exercise of the claim of exclusive

use. Whether this state of the facts exists depends on

two things : (1) on the relation of the possessor to

other persons, and (2) on the relation of the possessor

to the thing possessed. We shall consider these two

elements of the corpus possessionis separately.

3. Merry v. Green, 7 M. & W. 628.
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§ lOo The Relation o-f the Possessor to other
Persons.

So far as other persons are concerned, I am in pos-

session of a thing when the facts of the case are such

as to create a reasonable expectation that I will not be

interfered with in the use of it. I must have some sort

of security for their acquiescence and non-interference.

" The reality," it has been well said,^ " of de facto do-

minion is measured in inverse ratio to the chances of

effective opposition." A security for enjoyment may,

indeed, be of any degree of goodness or badness, and

the prospect of enjoyment may vary from a mere

chance up to moral certainty. At what point in the

scale, then, are we to draw the line ? What measure of

security is required for possession ? We can only

answer : Any measure which normally and reasonably

satisfies the animus domini. A thing is possessed, when

it stands with respect to other persons in such a posi-

tion that the possessor, having a reasonable confidence

that his claim to it will be respected, is content to leave

it where it is. Such a measure of security may be

derived from many sources, of which the following are

the most important.^

1. The physical power of the possessor. The physi-

cal power to exclude all alien interference (accom-

ipanied of course by the needful intent) certainly

confers possession ; for it constitutes an effective

guarantee of enjoyment. If I own a purse of money,

1. Pollock and Wright, Possession in the Common Law, p. 14

2. "Absolute security for the future," says Dernburg, Pandekten, I. sec. 169.

"is not requisite. For it is not to be had. . . . All that is necessary is that

according to the ordinary course of affairs one is able to count on the continuing

eojovment of the thing." See also I. sec, 178.

See also Pollock and Wright, Po.ssession, p. 13: "That occupation is effective

which is sufficient as a rule and for practical purposes, to exclude strangers from

interfering with the occupier's use and enjoyment."
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and lock it up in a burglar-proof safe in my house, I

certainly have possession of it. I have effectively

realised my animus possidendi, for no one can lay a

finger on the thing without my consent, and I have full

power of using it myself. Possession thus based om

physical power may be looked on as the typical and per-

fect form. Many writers, however, go so far as to

consider it the only form, defining possession as the

intention, coupled with the physical power, of exclud-

ing all other persons from the use of a material object.

We shall see reason to conclude that this is far toO'

narrow a view of the matter.

2. The personal presence of the possessor. This

source of security must be distinguished from that

which has just been mentioned. The two com-

monly coincide, indeed, but not necessarily. Bolts,

bars, and stone walls will give me the physical power

of exclusion without any personal presence on my part.

And on the other hand there may be personal presence

without any real power of exclusion. A little child

has no physical power as against a grown man
;
yet it

possesses the money in its hand. A dying man may
retain or acquire possession by his personal presence,

but certainly not by any physical power left in him.

The occupier of a farm has probably no real physical

power of preventing a trespass upon it, but his personal

presence may be perfectly effective in restraining any

such interference with his rights. The respect shown

to a man's person will commonly extend to all things

claimed by him that are in his immediate presence.

3. Secrecy. A third source of de facto security is

secrecy. If a man will keep a thing safe from others,

he may hide it ; and he will gain thereby a reasonable-
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guarantee of enjoyment, and is just as effectively in

possession of the thing, as is the strong man armed

who keeps his goods in peace.

-4. Custom. Such is the tendency of mankind to

.acquiesce in established usage, that we have here a

iurther and important source of de facto security and

possession. Did I plough and sow and reap the harvest

of a field last year and the year before ? Then unless

there is something to the contrary, I may reasonably

expect to do it again this year, and I am in possession

.of the field.

5. Respect for rightful claims. Possession is a matter

~oi fact and not a matter of right. A claim may realise

itself in the facts whether it is rightful or wrongful.

Yet its rightfulness, or rather a public conviction of its

^rightfulness, is an important element in the acquisition

.pf possession. A rightful claim will readily obtain

.that general acquiescence which is essential to de facto

security. A wrongful claim will have to make itself

good without any assistance from the law-abiding spirit

of the community. An owner will possess his property

,on much easier terms than those on which a thief will

;possess his plunder.^ The two forms of security,

.de facto and de jure, tend to coincidence. Possession

;tends to draw ownership after it, and ownership

^iittracts possession.

6. The manifestation of the animus domini. An im-

portant element in the de facto security of a claim is

the visibility of the claim. Possession essentially

consists, it is true, not in the manifestation of the

animus, but in the realisation of it. But a manifested

intent is much more likely to obtain the security of

3. Pollock and Wright, PossesHon, p. 15: "Physical or de facto possession readily

jfoUow^he reputation of title."
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general acquiescence than one which has never as-

sumed a visible form. Hence the importance of such,

circumstances as entry, apprehension, and actual use.*-

7. The protection afforded 'by the possession of other

things. The possession of a thing tends to confer pos-

session of any other thing that is connected with the

first or accessory to it. The possession of land confers^

a measure of security, which may amount to possession,,

upon all chattels situated upon it. The possession of a

house may confer the possession of the chattels inside

it. The possession of a box or a packet may bring with,

it the possession of its contents. Not necessarily, how-

ever, in any of these cases. A man effectually gives:

delivery of a load of bricks by depositing them on my
land even in my absence. But he could not deliver a

roll of bank-notes by laying them upon my doorstep.

In the former case the position of the thing is normal

and secure ; in the latter it is abnormal and insecure.

Notwithstanding some judicial dicta to the con-

trary, it does not seem to be true, either in law or in«

fact, that the possession of land necessarily confers

possession of all chattels that are on or under it
;

or that the possession of a receptacle such as a

box, bag, or cabinet, necessarily confers possession

of its contents. Whether the possession of one

thing will bring with it the possession of another that

is thus connected with it, depends upon the circum-

stances of the particular case. A chattel may be upon

my land, and yet I shall have no possession of it unless

the animus and corpus possessionis both exist. I may
have no animus; as when my neighbour's sheep, with or

4. In the words of Ihering: " The visibility of possessionis of decisive import-
ance for its security." Grund des Besitzesschutzes, p. 19U.
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without my knowledge, stray into my field. There may
be no corpus ; as when I lose a jewel in my garden, and

cannot find it again. There may be neither corpus or

animus ; as when, unknown to me, there is a jar of

coins buried somewhere upon my estate. So in the

case of chattels, the possession of the receptacle does

not of necessity carry with it the possession of its con-

tents. As already stated, if I buy a cabinet containing

money in a secret drawer, I acquire no possession of

the money, till I actually discover it. For I have no

animus possidendi with respect to any such contents, but

solely with respect to the cabinet itself.

That this is so in law no less than in fact appears from the

following cases :

—

In Bridges v. SawheswortW- a parcel of bank-notes was

droOTed on the floor of the defendant's shop, where they were

found by the plaintiff, a customer. It was held that the plaintiff

had a good title to them as against the defendant. For the

plaintiff, and not the defendant, was the first to acquire pos-

session of them. The defendant had not the necessary animus,

for he did not know of their existence.

In R. V. Moore' a bank-note was dropped in the shop of the

prisoner, who on discovering it, picked it up and converted It to

his own use, well knowing that the owner eould be found. It

was held that he was rightly convicted of larceny ; from which

it follows that he was not in iwssession of the note until he actu-

ally discovered it.

In Merry v. Green' the plaintiff purchased a bureau at auc-

tion, and subsequently discovered money in it, hidden in a

secret drawer and belonging to the vendor. The plaintiff there-

upon appropriated the money ; and it was held that In doing so

he committed theft, as he obtained possession of the money not

when he innocently bought the bureau, but when he fraudulently

abstracted the contents of It.

In OartwrigJit v. Ch-een* a bureau was delivered for the pur-

1. 21 L.J. Q.B. 76.

2. L & C. 1.

3. 7 M. & W. 623.

4. 8 Ves. 405. 7 B.R. 99.
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pose of repairs to a carpenter, who discovered in a secret drawer

money which he converted to his own use. It was held that he

committed larceny, by felonioaisly taking the money into his

possession.

On the other hand the possession of the receptacle may confer

possession of the contents, even though their existence is un-

known ; for there may at the time of taking the receptacle be

a general intent to take its contents also. He who steals a

purse, not knowing whether there is money in it or not, steals

the money in it at the same time.

Thus in R. v. Mncklovf a letter containing a bank-draft was

delivered by omistake to the prisoner, whose name was identical

with that of the person for whom the letter was intended. He
received the letter innocently ; but on subsequently opening it

and finding that it was not meant for him, he appropriated the

draft. It was held that he was not guilty of larceny. For

the innocent possession of the letter brought with it the innocent

possession of its contents, and no subsequent fraudulent dealing

with the thing thus innocently obtained could amount to theft.

There are, however, certain cases which seem to indicate that

the possessor of land possesses whatever is In or under it.

In Elwes v. Brigg Gas Go.^ the defendant company took a

lease of land from the plaintiff for the purpose of erecting gas

works, and in the process of excavation found a prehistoric boat

six feet below the surface. It was held that the boat belonged

to the landlord, and not to the tenants who discovered it.

Ohitty, J., says of the plaintiff :
" Being entitled to the

inheritance . . . and in lawful possession, he was in pos-

session of the ground, not merely of the surface, but of every-

thing that lay beneath the surface down to the centre of the

earth, and consequently in possession of the boat. ... In my
opinion it makes no difference in these circumstances that the

plaintiff was not aware of the existence of the boat."

So in South 8taffordsMre Water Co. v. Sharman' the defendant '

was employed by the plaintiff company to clean out a pond

upon thelT land, and in doing so he found certain gold rings at

the bottom of it. It was held that the company was in first

possession of these rings, and the defendant, therefore, had

acquired no title to them.

5. 1 Moody C.C. 160.

6. 33 Ch. D. 662.

7. (189B) 2 Q.B. 44.
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Cases such as these, however, are capable of explanation on
other grounds, and do not involve any necessary conflict either

with the theory of possession or with the cases already cited,

such as Bridges v. Hawkesworth. The general principle is that
the first finder of a thing has a good title to it against all hut
the true owner, even though the thing is found on the property
of another person (Armory v. Delamirie,' Bridges v. Hawkes-
worth). This principle, however, is subject to important excep-

tions, in which, owing to the special circumstances of the case,

the better right is in him on whose property the thing is found.

The chief of these exceptional cases are the following :—

1. "When he on whose property the thing Is found Is already

in possession not merely of the property, but of the thing itself
;

as in certain circumstances, even without specific knowledge, he

undoubtedly may be. His prior possession will then confer a

better right as against the finder. If I sell a coat in the pocket

of which, unknown to me, there is a purse which I picked up in

the street, and the purchaser of the coat finds the purse in it,

it may be assumed with some confidence that I have a better

right to It than he has, though it does not belong to either of us.

2. A second limitation of the right of a finder is that, if

anyone finds a thing as the servant or agent of another, he finds

it not for himself, but for his employer. If I Instruct a carpen-

ter to break open a locked box for me, he must give up to me
whatever he finds in it. This seems a sufficient explanation of

such a case as Sharland's. The rings found at the bottom of

the pond were not in the Company's possession in fact ; and it

seems contrary to other cases to hold that they were so in law.

But though Sharland was the first to obtain possession of them,

he obtained it for his employers, and could claim no title for

himself/

.3. A third case in which a finder obtains no title Is that in

which he gets possession only through a trespass or other act

of wrongdoing. If a trespasser seeks and finds treasure in my
land, he must give it up to me, not because I was first in posses-

sion of it (which is not the case), but because he can not be

suffered to retain any advantage derived from his own wrong.

This seems a sufficient explanation of Elwes v. Brigg Gas Oo.

8. 1 Smith L.C. loth ed. 343; 1 Strange 504.

9. See for a criticism o( the ratio decideiidi of this case Clerlt and Liiiclsell's

Law of Torts, 2nd ed. Appendix.

U
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"The boat," says Chitty, J./° " was embedded in the land. A

mere trespasser could not have taken possession of it ; he could

only have come at it by further acts of trespass involving spoil

and waste of the inheritance." According to the true construc-

tion of the lease the tenants, though entitled to excavate and

remove soill, were not entitled to remove anything else. They

must leave the premises as they found them, save In so far as

they were authorised to do otherwise by the terms of their

lease.

§ loi. Relation of the Possessor to the Thing
Possessed.

The second element in the corpus possessionis is the

relation of the possessor to the thing possessed,

the first being that which we have just considered,

namely the relation of the possessor to other persons.

To constitute possession the animus domini must realise

itself in both of these relations. The necessary rela-

tion between the possessor and the thing possessed is

such as to admit of his making such use of it as accords

with the nature of the thing and of his claim to it.

There must be no barrier between him and it, incon-

sistent with the nature of the claim he makes to it. If

I desire to catch fish, I have no possession of them till

I have them securely in my net or on my line. Till then

my animus domini has not been effectively embodied in

the facts. So possession once gained may be lost by

the loss of my power of using the thing ; as when a

bird escapes from its cage, or I drop a jewel in the sea.

It is not necessary that there should be anything in the

riature of physical presence or contact. So far as the

physical relation between person and thing is con-

cerned, I may be in possession of a piece of land at the

other side of the world. My power of using a thing is

10. 33 Ch. D. 662 at p. 668.
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not destroyed by my voluntary absence from it. I can

go to it when I will.

Some amount of difliculty or even uncertainty in

coming to the enjoyment of a thing is not inconsistent

with the present possession of it. My cattle may stray

;

they will probably be found. My dog is away from

home ; he will probably return. I have mislaid a book,

but it is somewhere within my house and can be found

with a little troiible. These things, therefore, I still

possess, though I cannot lay my hands on them at will.

1 have with respect to them a reasonable and confident

expectation of enjoyment. But if a wild bird escapes

from its cage, or a thing is hopelessly mislaid, whether

in my house or out of it, I have lost possession of it.

Such a loss of the proper relation to the thing itself is

very often at the same time the loss of the proper rela-

tion to other persons. Thus if I drop a shilling in the

street, I lose possession on both grounds. It is very

unlikely that I shall find it myself, and it is very likely

that some passer-by will discover and appropriate it.

IT 1
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CHAPTER XIV.

POSSESSION (CoNimuED).

§ 102. Immediate and Mediate Possession.

One person may possess a thing for and on account

of some one else. In such a case the latter is in pos-

session by the agency of him who so holds the thing

on his behalf. The possession thus held by one man
through another may be termed mediate, while that

which is acquired or retained directly or personally

may be distinguished as immediate or direct. If I go

myself to purchase a book, I acquire direct possession

of it. But if I send my servant to buy it for me, I

acquire mediate possession of it through him, until he

has brought it to me, when my possession becomes im-

mediate.

Of mediate possession there are three kinds.^ The

first is that which I acquire through an agent or

servant ; that is to say through some one who holds

; solely on my account and claims no interest of his own
In such a case I undoubtedly acquire or retain posses-

sion ; as, for example, when I allow my servant to use

my tools in his work, or when I send him to buy or

Triorrow a chattel for me, or when I deposit goods with

1. The explicit recognition of mediate possession (mittelbarer Besitz) in its

fnUest extent is a cliaracteristio feature of the German Civil Code (sees. 868-871):

**If anyone possesses a thing as usufructuary, pledgee, tenant, borrower, or
depositee, or in any similar capacity by virtue of which he Is entitled or bound
with respect to some other person to keep possession of the thinir for a limited

time, then that other person has possession of it also (mediate possession). " See
Dernbuig, Das biirgerliche Becht, III. sec. 13. Windscheid, I. pp. 697—701.
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a warehouseman who holds them on my account, or

when I send my boots to a shoemaker to be repaired.

In all such cases, though the immediate possession is in

the servant, warehouseman, or artisan, the mediate

possession is in me ; for the immediate possession is

held on my account, and my animus domini is therefore

sufficiently realised in the facts.

The second kind of mediate possession is that in:

which the direct possession is in one who holds both on

my account and on his own, but who recognises my
superior right to obtain from him the direct possession,

whenever I choose to demand it. That is to say, it is

the case of a borrower, hirer, or tenant at will. I do

not lose possession of a thing because I have lent it to

someone who acknowledges my title to it and is pre-

pared to return it to me on demand, and who in the

meantime holds it and looks after it on my behalf.

There is no difference in this respect between entrust-

ing a thing to a servant or agent and entrusting it to

a borrower. Through the one, as well as through the

other, I retain as regards all other persons a due

security for the use and enjoyment of my property. I

myself possess whatever is possessed for me on these

terms by another.^

There is yet a third form of mediate possession,

respecting which more doubt may exist, but which

must be recognised by sound theory as true possession.

2. In Ancona v, Rogers (1 Ex. D. at p. 292) it is said in the judgment of the

Exchequer Chamber ; "There is no doubt that a bailor who has delivered ^oods
to a bailee to keep them on account of the bailor, may still treat the goods as being
in his own possession, and can maintain trespass against a wrongdoer who inter-

feres with them. It was argued, however, that this was a mere legal or construc-

tive possession of the goods. . . . We do not agree with this argument. It

seems ro us that goods which have been delivered to a bailee to keep for the

bailor, such as a gentleman's plate delivered to his banker, or his furniture ware-

housed at the Pantechnicon would in a popular sense as well as in a legal sense be
sftid to be still in his possession."
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It is the case in which the immediate possession is in a

person who claims it for himself until some time has

elapsed or some condition has been fulfilled, but who

acknowledges the title of another for whom he holds

the thing, and to whom he is prepared to deliver it

when his own temporary claim has come to an end : as

for example when I lend a chattel to another for a fixed

time, or deliver it as a pledge to be returned on the pay-

ment of a debt. Even in such a case I retain possession

of the thing, so far as third persons are concerned.

The animus and the corpus are both present : the

animus, for I have not ceased, subject to the temporary

right of another person, to claim the exclusive use of

the thing for myself ; the corpus, inasmuch as through

the instrumentality of the bailee or pledgee, who is

keeping the thing safe for me, I am effectually exclud-

ing all other persons from it, and have thereby attained

a sufficient security for its enjoyment. In respect of

the effective realisation of the animus domini, there

seems to be no essential difference between entrusting

a thing to an agent, entrusting it to a bailee at will, and

entrusting it to a bailee for a fixed term, or to a creditor

by way of pledge. In all these cases I get the benefit of

the immediate possession of another person, who, sub-

ject to his own claim, if any, holds and guards the thing

on my account. If I send a book to be bound, can my
continued possession of it depend on whether the

binder has or has not a lien over it for the price of the

work done by him ? If I lend a book to a friend, can

my possession of it depend on whether he is to return

it on demand or may keep it till to-morrow ? Such

distinctions are irrelevant, and in any alternative my
possession as against third persons is unaffected
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A test of the existence of a true mediate possession in all the

foregoing cases is to be found in the operation of the law of

prescription. A title by prescription is based on long and con-

tinuous possession. But he who desires to acquire ownership

in this way need not retain the immediate possession of the

thing. He may let his land to a tenant for a term of years, and

his possession will remain unaffected, and prescription will con-

tinue to run in his favour. If he desires to acquire a right of

way by prescription, his tenant's use of it is equivalent to his

own. For all the purposes of the law of prescription mediate

possession in all its forms is as good as immediate.

In Haig v. West' it is said by Linddey, L.J. :
" The vestry by

their tenants occupied and enjoyed the lanes as land belonging

to the parish. . . The parish have in our opinion gained a

title to these parish lanes by the Statute of Limitations. The

vestry have by their tenants occupied and enjoyed the lanes

for more than a century."

In the case of chattels a further test of the legal recognition

of mediate possession in all its forms is to be found in the law

as to delivery by attornment. In Elmore v. Stone* A bought a

horse from B, a livery stable keeper, and at the same time

agreed that it should remain at livery with B. It was held that

by this agreement the horse had been effectually delivered by

B to A, though it had remained continuously in the physical

custody of B. That is to say, A had acquired mediate posses-

sion, though the direct possession which B held on his behalf.

The case of Marvin v. Wallace goes still further. A bought

a horse from B, and without any change in the immediate

possession lent it to the seller to keep and use as a bailee for

a month. It was held that the horse had been effectually de-

livered by B to A. This was mediate possession of the third

kind, being acquired and retained through a bailee for a fixed

term. Crompton, J., referring to Elmore v. Stone, says" :
" In

the one case we have a bailment of a description different from

the original possession ; here we have a loan ; but in each case

the iMJssession of the bailee is the iwssession of the bailor ; it

would be dangerous to distinguish between such cases."

3. (1893) 2 Q.B. 30. 31.

4. 1 Taunt. 458 ; 10 B R 678.

5. 6 El. & B. 726.

6. At p. 735.
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In all cases of mediate possession two persons are

in possession of the same thing at the same time,

Every mediate possessor stands in relation to a direct

possessor through whom he holds. If I deposit goods

with an agent, he is in possession of them as well as I.

He possesses for me, and I possess through him. A
similar duplicate possession exists in the case of master

and servant, landlord and tenant, bailor and bailee,

pledgor and pledgee. In all such cases, however, there

is an important distinction to be noticed. Mediate pos-

session exists as against third persons only, and not as

against the immediate possessor. Immediate posses-

sion, on the other hand, is valid as against all the world

including the mediate possessor himself. Thus if I de-

posit goods with a warehouseman, I retain possession

as against all other persons ; because as against them

I have the benefit of the warehouseman's custody. But

as between the warehouseman and myself, he is in pos-

session and not I. For as against him I have in no way
realised my animus possidendi nor in any way obtained

a security of use and enjoyment. So in the case of a

pledge, the debtor continues to possess quoad the world

at large ; but as between debtor and creditor posses-

sion is in the latter. The debtor's possession is

mediate and -relative ; the creditor's is immediate and

absolute. So also with landlord and tenant, bailor and

bailee, master and servant, principal and agent, and all

other cases of mediate possession.

Here also we may find a test in the operation of prescription.

As between landlord and tenant, prescription, if It runs at all,

will run in favour of the tenant ; but at the same time it may
run in favour of the landlord as against the true owner of the

property. Let us suppose, for example, that possession for
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twenty years will in all cases give a good title to land, and that

A takes wrongful possession of land from X, holds it for ten

years, and then allows B to have the gratuitous use of it as

tenant at will. In ten years more A. will have a good title as

agaJQBt X, for, as against him, A has been continuously in posses-

sion. But in yet another ten years B, the tenant, will have a

good title as against his landlord A, for, as between these two,

the possession has been for twenty years in B.

To put the matter in a general form, prescription runs In

favour of the immediate against the mediate possessor, but in

favour of the mediate possessor as against third persons.

§ 103. Concurrent Possession.

It was a maxim of the civil law that two persons

could not be in possession of the same thing at the same

time. Plures eandem rem in solidum possidere non

poKsimt.^ As a general proposition this is true ; for

exclusiveness is of the essence of possession. Two

adverse claims of exclusive use cannot both be effectu-

ally realised at the same time. Claims, however, which

are not adverse, and which are not, therefore, mutually

destructive, admit of concurrent realisation. Hence

there are several possible cases of duplicate possession

:

1. Mediate and immediate possession coexist in

respect of the same thing, as already explained.

2. Two or more persons may possess the same thing

In common, just as they may own it in common. This

is called compossessio by the civilians.

8. Corporeal and incorporeal possession may co-

exist in respect of the same material object, just as cor-

poreal and incorporeal ownership may. Thus A may

possess the land, while B possesses a right of way over

it. For it is not necessary, as we have already seen,

1. D. 41. 2. 3. 5.
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that A's claim of exclusive use should be absolute
;

it is suflScient that it is general.

§ 104. The Acquisition of Possession.

Possession is acquired whenever the two elements

of corpus and animus come into co-existence, and it is

lost so soon as either of them disappears. The modes

of acquisition are two in number, namely Taking and

Delivery. Taking is the acquisition of possession

without the consent of the previous possessor. The

thing taken may or may not have been already in the

possession of some one else, and in either case the

taking of it may be either rightful or wrongful. Deli-

very, on the other hand, is the acquisition of posses

sion with the consent and co-operation of the previous

possessor. It is of two kinds, distinguished by Eng-

lish lawyers as actual and constructive.^ Actual deli-

very is the transfer of immediate possession ; it is such

a. physical dealing with the thing as transfers it from

the hands of one person to those of another. It is of

two kinds, according as the mediate possession is or is

not retained by the transferor. The delivery of a chat-

tel by way of sale is an example of delivery without

any reservation of mediate possession ; the delivery

of a chattel by way of loan or deposit is an instance of

the reservation of mediate possession on the transfer of

immediate.

Constructive delivery, on the other hand, is all

which is not actual, and it is of three kinds. The first

is that which the Eoman lawyers termed traditio brevi

manu, but which has no recognised name in the Ian

1. These terms, however, are not strictly accurate, inasmuch as the so-called
coQatTuctive delivery is a perfectly real transfer of possession, and involves no
element of fiction whatever.
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•gtiage of English law. It consists in the surrender of

the mediate possession of a thing to him who is already

In immediate possession of it. If, for example, I lend a

T)Ook to some one, and afterwards, while he still retains

it, I agree with him to selj it to him, or to make Mm a

present of it, I can effectually deliver it to him in fulfil-

ment of this sale or gift, by telling him that he may

keep it. It is not necessary for him to go through the

form of handing it back to me and receiving it a second

time from my hands. For he has already the immedi-

ate possession of it, and all that is needed for delivery

tmder the sale or gift is the destruction of the animus

through which mediate possession is still retained by

me.^

The second form of constructive delivery is that

which the commentators on the Civil law have termed

constitutum possessorium (that is to say, an agreement

touching possession). This is the converse of traditio

lirevi manu. It is the transfer of mediate possession,

while the immediate possession remains in the trans-

feror. Any thing may be effectually delivered by

means of an agreement that the possessor of it shall

for the future hold it no longer on his own account but

on account of some one else. No physical dealing with

the thing is requisite, because by the mere agreement

mediate possession is acquired by the transferee,

through the immediate possession retained by the

transferor and held on the other's behalf. Therefore,

if I buy goods from a warehouseman, they are de-

livered to me so soon as he has agreed with me that he

w^ill hold them as warehouseman on my account. The

2 For examples of traditio brevi manu, aee Winter v. Winter, 4 L,T. (N. S.) 639

;

Cain Y. Moon (1896) 2 Q.B. 283; Richer v. Voyer, L.R. 5 P.O. 461.
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position is then exactly the same as if I had first taken

actual delivery of them, and then brought them back

to the warehouse, and deposited them there for safe

custody.^

The third form of constructive delivery is that:

which is known to English lawyers as attornment.*'

This is the transfer of mediate possession, while the im-

mediate possession remains outstanding in some third

person. The mediate possessor of a thing may^deliver

it by procuring the immediate possessor to agree witb

the transferee to hold it for the future on his account,,

instead of on account of the transferor. Thus if I have-

goods in the warehouse of A, and sell them to B, I have

effectually delivered them to B, so soon as A ha»

agreed with B to hold them for him, and no longer for

me. Neither in this nor in any other case of construc-

tive delivery is any physical dealing with the thing

required, the change in the animus of the persons con-

cerned being adequate in itself.'^

§ 105. Possession not essentially the Physical
Powder of Exclusion.

According to a widely accepted theory the essence

of corporeal possession is to be found in the physical

power of exclusion. The corpus possessionis. it is said,

is of two kinds, according as it relates to the commence-

ment or to the continuance of possession. The corpus

required at the commencement is the present or actual

3. For examples of constitulum possessorium, see Elmore v. Stone, 1 Taunt. 468 ;.

10 B.R. 678; Marvin y. Wallace, 6 El. & Bl. 726 See supra p. 311.

4. Constitutum possessorimn, also, may be termed attornment in a wide sense.

6, Delivery by attornment is provided for by the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, sec. 29'

(3) :
" Wbere the goods a', the time of sale are in the possession of a third persoD,

there is no delivery by seller to buyer unless and until such third person acknow-
ledges to the buyer that he ho ds the goods ou his behalf."
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physical power of using the thing oneself and of exclu-

ding all other persons from the use of it. The corpus

required for the retention of a possession once acquired

may, on the other hand, consist merely in the ability to

reproduce this power at will. Thus I acquire posses-

:sion of a horse if I take him by the bridle, or ride upon

him, or otherwise have him in my immediate personal

^presence, so that 1 can prevent all other persons from

Interfering with him. But no such immediate physical

relation is necessary to retain the possession so ac-

quired. I can put the horse in my stable, or let him

j-un in a field. So long as I can go to him when 1 wish,

.and reproduce at will the original relation of physical

power, my possession has not ceased. To this view of

the matter, however, the following objections may be

made.^

1. Even at the commencement a possessor need have

no physical power of excluding other persons. What
physical power of preventing trespass does a man

acquire by making an entry upon an estate which may

be some square miles in extent ? Is it not clear that he

may have full possession of land that is absolutely un

fenced and unprotected, lying open to every trespasser?

There is nothing to prevent even a child from acquiring

.effective possession as against strong men, nor is pos-

si'ssion impossible on the part of him who lies in his

bed at the point of death. If I stretch a net in the sea,

do I not acquire the possession of the fish caught in it,

.80 soon as they are caught ? Yet every other fisher

-

1. The theory here considered is that which has been made familiar by Savigny's

celebrated treatise on Possession (Kecht des Besibzes, 1803). The influence of

this work was long predominant on the Continent and considerable in England,

and It still finds no small amount of acceptince. A forcible statement of the

.j)bjection3 to Savigny's doctrine is contained in Ihering's Grund des Besitzes-

BChutzes, pp. 160193.
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man that passes by has more power of excluding me
than I have of excluding him. So if I set traps in the

forest, I possess the animals which I catch in them,

though there is neither physical presence nor physical

power. If in my absence a vendor deposits a load of

stone or timber on my land, do I not forthwith acquire

possession of it ? Yet I have no more,physical power

over it than anyone else has. I may be a hundred

miles from my farm, without having left anyone in

charge of it ; but I acquire possession of the increase

of my sheep and cattle.

In all such cases the assumption of physical power

to exclude alien interference is no better than a fiction.

The true test is not the physical power of preventing

interference, but the improbability of any interference,,

from whatsoever source this improbability arises.

Possession is the security of enjoyment, and there are

other means of attaining this security than personal

presence or power. It is true that in time of war the

possession of a place must be obtained and defended by

cannon and bayonets ; but in the peaceful intercourse

of fellow-citizens under the rule of law possession can

be acquired and retained on much easier terms and in

much simpler fashion. The chances of hostile inter-

ference are determined by other considerations than

that of the amount of physical force at the disposal of

the claimant. We have to take account of the customs
and opinions of the community, the spirit of law-

abidingness and of respect for rightful claims, and the
habit of acquiescence in established facts. We have
to consider the nature of the uses of which the thing
admits, the nature of the precautions which are pes-
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sibly or usually taken in respect of it, the opinion of

the community as to the rightfulness of the claim seek-

ing to realise itself, the extent of lawless violence that

is common in the society, the opportunities for inter-

ference and the temptations to it, and lastly but not

exclusively the physical power of the possessor to de-

fend himself against aggression. If, having regard to

these circumstances and to such as these, it appears

that the animus possidendi has so prospered as to have

acquired a reasonable security for its due fulfilment,

there is true possession, and if not, not.

2. In the second place it is by no means clear how it

is possible for possession at its commencement and

possession in its continuance to be made up of different

elements. How can it be that possession at its incep-

tion involves actual physical power of exclusion, while

in its continuance it Involves merely the power of re-

producing this primary relationship ? Possession is a

continuing de faeto relation between a person and a

thing. Surely, therefore, it must from beginning to

end have the same essential nature. What is that

nature ? Savigny's theory affords no answer. It tells

us, at the most, how possession begins, and how it

ceases ; but we wish to know what it essentially and

continuously is.

3. Thirdly and lastly, the theory which we are con-

sidering is inapplicable to the possession of incorporeal

things. Even if it successfully explained the posses

sion of land, it would afford no explanation of the pos-

session of a right of way or other servitude. Here

there is neither exclusion nor the power of exclusion.

It is, on the contrary, the possessor of the servient land

who has the physical power of excluding the possessor
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of the servitude. If I possess an easement of light,

what power have I to prevent its infringement by the

building operations of my neighbour ? It is true that

this is not a conclusive objection to Savigny's analysis;

for it remains perfectly open to him to rejoin that pos

session in its strict and proper sense is limited to the

possession of corporeal things, and that its extension

to incorporeal things is merely analogical and meta-

phorical. The fact remains, however, that this exten-

sion has taken place ; and, other things being equal,

a definition of possession which succeeds in including

both its forms is preferable to one which is forced to

reject one of them as improper.

§ io6. Incorporea.1 Possession.

Hitherto we have limited our attention to the case

of corporeal possession. We have now to consider in-

corporeal, and to seek the generic conception which

includes both these forms. For I may possess not th-e

land itself, but a way over it, or the access of light

from it, or the support aflEorded by it to my land which

adjoins it. So also I may possess powers, privileges,

immunities, liberties, offices, dignities, services, mono-

polies. All these things may be possessed as well as

owned. They may be possessed by one man, and

owned by another. They may be owned and not pos

sessed, or possessed and not owned.

Corporeal possession is, as we have seen, the con-

tinuing exercise of a claim to the exclusive use of a

material object. Incorporeal possession is the con-

tinuing exercise of a claim to anything else. The thing

so claimed may be either the non-exclusive use of a

material object (for example, a way oi' other servitude
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over a piece of land) or some interest or advantage un-

connected with the use of material objects (for example

a trade-mark, a patent, or an office of profit).

In each kind of possession there are the same two

elements required, namely the animus and the corpus.

The animiis is the claim—the self-assertive will of the

possessor. The corpus is the environment of fact in

which this claim has realised, embodied, and fulfilled

itself. Possession, whether corporeal or incorporeal,

exists only when the animus possidendi has succeeded

in establishing a continuing practice in conformity to

itself. Nor cau any practice be said to be continuing,

unless some measure of future existence is guaranteed

to it by the facts of the case. The possession of a

thing is the de facto condition of its continuous and

secure enjoyment.

In the case of corporeal possession the corpus pos-

sessionis consists, as we have seen, in nothing more

than the continuing exclusion of alien interference,

coupled with ability to use the thing oneself at will.

Actual use of it is not essential. I may lock my watch

in a safe, instead of keeping it in my pocket ; and

though I do not look at it for twenty years, I remain

in possession of it none the less. For I have continu-

ously exercised my claim to it, by continuously exclud-

ing other persons from interference with it. In the

case of incorporeal possession, on the contrary, since

there is no such claim of exclusion, actual continuous

use and enjoyment is essential, as being the only pos-

sible mode of exercise. I can acquire and retain pos-

session of a right of way only through actual and

repeated use of it. In the case of incorporeal things

continuing non-use is inconsistent with possession,

V
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though in the case of corporeal things it is consistent

with it.

Incorporeal possession is commonly called the pos-

session of a right, and corporeal possession is distin-

guished from it as the possession of a thing. The Ko-

man lawyers distinguish between possessio juris and

possessio corporis, and the Germans between Rechts-

besitz and Sachenhesitz. Adopting this nomenclature,

we may define incorporeal possession as the continuing

exercise of a right, rather than as the continuing exer-

cise of a claim. The usage is one of great convenience,

but it must not be misunderstood. To exercise a right

means to exercise a claim as if it were a right. There

may be no right in reality ; and where there is a right,

it may be vested in some other person, and not in the

possessor. If I possess a way over another's land, it

may or may not be a right of way ; and even if it is a

right of way, it may be owned by some one else, though

possessed by me. Similarly a trade-mark or a patent

which is possessed and exercised by me may or may
not be legally valid ; it may exist de facto and not also

de jure ; and even if legally valid, it may be legally

vested not in me, but in another.^

The distinction between corporeal and incorporeal

possession is clearly analogous to that between cor-

poreal and incorporeal ownership. Corporeal posses-

1. Eruna rejects the definition of possession as consisting in the continuing
exercise of a right, and defines it as tne continuous possibility of exercising o,

right at will. "Just as corporeal possession," he says {Recht des Besitzes, p. 475)
" consists not in actual dealing with the thing, but only in the power of dealing
with it at will, so incorporeal possession consists not in the actual exercise of a
right, but in the power of exercising it at will ; and it is only because the existence
of this power does not become visible as an objective fact until actual exercise of
the right has taken place, that such actual ext-rcise is recognised as an essenti&l
condition of the commencement of possession." This however seems incorrect.
Possession consists rot in the power of exercising a claim in the future, but in the
power of continuing to cxerciae it from now onwards.
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sion, like corporeal ownership, is that of a thing ; while

incorporeal possession, like incorporeal ownership, is

that of a right. Now in the case of ownership we have

already seen that this distinction between things and

rights is merely the outcome of a figure of speech, by

which a certain kind of right is identified with the

material thing which is its object. A similar explana-

tion is applicable in the case of possession. The pos

session of a piece of land means in truth the posses-

sion of the exclusive use of it, just as the possession of

a right of way over land means the possession of a

certain non-exclusive use of it. By metonymy the ex-

clusive use of the thing is identified with the thing

itself, though the non-exclusive use of it is not. Thus

we obtain a distinction between the possession of

things and the possession of rights, similar to that be-

tween the ownership of things and the ownership of

rights.^

2. Thu3 in the Civil Code of France it is said (sec. 2228) ; La possession est la

detention on la jouissance d'un chose ou d'un droit que nous tenons ou que nous
exercons par nous-mgmes ou par un autre qui la tient ou qui I'exerce en notre nom.
The definition of the Italian Civil Code is similar (sec 685): "Possession is the

detention of a thing or the enjoyment of a tight hy any peison either personally or

through another who detains the thing or exercises the right in his name."
A good analysis of the generic conception of possession, and of the relation

between its two varieties, is to be found in Bandry-Lacantinerie's Traits de Droit
Civil (De la Prescription, sec. 199): " Possession is nothing else than the exercise

or enjoyment, whether by ourselves or through the agency of another, of a real

right which we have or claim to have over a thing. It makes no difference

whether this right is one of ownership or one of some other description, such as

ususfructus, U.SU8, habitatio, or servitus. 'i he old distinction between possession

and quasi-possession, which was recognised by Roman Law, and is still to be

found in the doctrine of Pothier, has been rejected, and rightly so. It was in our

opinion nothing more than a result of that confusion between the right of owner-

ship and the object of that right, which has been at all limes prevalent. Posses-

sion is merely the exeroise of a right; in reality it is not the thing which we
possess, but the right which we have or claim to have over the thing. This is as

true of the right of ownership as of the right of servitude and usufruct ; and con-

sequently the distinction between the possession of a thing and the quasi-posses-

sion of a right is destitute of foundation,"

See to the same effect Ihering, Qrund des Besitz. p. 169 :
" Both forms of posses-

sion consist in the exercise of a right (die Ausiibung eines Rechts)." Bruns, also,

recognises the figure of speech on which the distinction between corporeal and in-

corporeal possession is based. Recht des Besitzes, p. 477.
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In essence, therefore, the two forms of possession

are identical, just as the two forms of ownership are.

Possession in its full compass and generic application

means the continuing eosercise of any claim or right.

§ 107. Relation between Possession and Ownership.

"Possession," says Ihering,^ "is the objective realisa-

tion of ownership." It is in fact what ownership is in

right. Possession is the de facto exercise of a claim
;

ownership is the de jure recognition of one. A thing is

owned by me when my claim to it is maintained by the

will of the state as expressed in the law ; it is posses-

sed by me, when my claim to it is maintained by my
own self-assertive will. Ownership is the guarantee

of the law
;

possession is the guarantee of the facts.

It is well to have both forms of security if possible
;

and indeed they normally coexist. But where there is

no law, or where the law is against a man, he must

content himself with the precarious security of the

facts. Even when the law is in one's favour, it is well

to have the facts on one's side also. Beati possidentes.

Possession, therefore, is the de facto counterpart of

ownership. It is the external form in which rightful

claims normally manifest themselves. The separa-

tion of these two things is an exceptional incident, due

to accident, wrong, or the special nature of the claims

in question. Possession without ownership is the body
of fact, uninformed by the spirit of right which usually

.accompanies it. Ownership without possession is

right, unaccompanied by that environment of fact in

which it normally realises itself. The two things tend

1. Grund des Besitz. p. 179: Der Besitz die Thatsachlichkoit des Eigenthums.
; So also at p. 192 : Der Besitz ist die Thateaohlichkeit desBoohts.
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jnutually to' coincidence. Ownership strives to realise

itself in possession, an*} possession endealvours to jus-

tify itself as ownership. The law of prescription deter-

mines the process by which, through the influence of

time, possession without title ripens into ownership^

and ownership without possession withers away and

di«s.''

Speaking generally, ownership and possession have

the same subject-matter. Whatever may be owned

may be possessed, and whatever may be possessed may

be owned. This statement, however, is subject to im-

portant qualifications. There are claims which may be

realised and exercised in fact without receiving any

recognition or protection from the law, there being no

right vested either in the claimant or in any one else.

In such cases there is possession without ownership.

For example, men might possess copyrights, trade-

marks, and other forms of monopoly, even though the

law refused to defend these interests as legal rights.

Claims to them might be realised de facto, and attain

some measure of security and value from the facts,

without any possibility of support from the law.

Conversely there are many rights which can be

owned, but which are not capable of being possessed.

They are those which may be termed transitory.

2. In sayiDg that possession is the de facto counterpart of ownership, it is to be
remerabereil that we use both terms in their widest sense, as including both the

corporeal and incorporeal forms. If we confine our attention to corporeal owner-

ship and possession, the correspondence between them is incomplete. Many claims

constitute corporeal possession if exercised de facto^ but incorporeal ownership if

recognised dejure. Thus tenants, bailees, and pledgees have corporeal possession

but incorporeal ownership. They possess the land or the chattel, but own merely

an encumbrance over it. The ownership of a book means the ownership of the

general or residuary right to it; but the possession of a book means merely the

poBsessioD of an exclusive right to it for the time being. That is to say, the figura-

tive usage of speech is not the same in possession as in ownership, therefore much
corporeal possession is the counterpart of incorporeal ownership.
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.Eights which do not admit of continuing exercise do

not admit of possession either. They cannot be

exercised without being thereby wholly fulfilled and

destroyed ; therefore they cannot be possessed. A
creditor, for example, does not possess the debt that is

due to him ; for this is a transitory right which in its

very nature cannot survive its exercise. But a man
jnay possess an easement over land, because its

exercise and its continued existence are consistent with

each other. It is for this reason that obligations

generally (that is to say, rights in personam as opposed

to rights in rem) do not admit of possession. It is to

be remembered, however, that repeated exercise is

equivalent in this respect to continuing exercise. I

may possess a right of way through repeated acts of

use, just as I may possess a right of light or support

through continuous enjoyment. Therefore even obli-

gations admit of possession, provided that they are of

such a nature as to involve a series of repeated acts of

performance. We may say that a landlord is in pos-

session of his rents, an annuitant of his annuity, a

bondholder of his interest, or a master of the services

of his servant.'

We may note finally that, although incorporeal pos-

session is possible in fact of all continuing rights, it by

no means follows that the recognition of such posses

sion, or the attribution of legal consequences to it, is

necessary or profitable in law. To what extent incor-

3. Windscheid II. 660.464: "If we ask what other rights, in addition to real
riKhts, admit of possession, the answer is that in principle no right is incapable of
possession, which is capaKIe of continuing exercise (dauernde Ansiibang)."
Solhering, Grand des Besitz. p. 168: "The conception of possession is applic-

able to all rights which admit of realisation (Thatsachlichkeit), that ia to say,
which admit of a continuing visible exercise." Ihering defines possession
generally (p. 160) as "Thatsachlichkeit der mit dauernder Ausiibung verbundenen
Kechte." So also Bruns, Becht des Besitzes, p. 479, 481.
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poreal possession exists in law, and what consequences

flow from it, are questions which are not here relevant,

but touch merely the details of the legal system.

§ io8. Possessory Remedies.

In English law possession is a good title of right

against any one who cannot show a better. A wrong-

ful possessor has the rights of an owner with respect

to all persons except earlier possessors and except the

true owner himself. Many other legal systems/ how-

ever, go much further than this, and treat possession

as a provisional or temporary title even against the

true owner himself. Even a wrongdoer, who is de-

prived of his possession, can recover it from any per-

son whatever, simply on the ground of his possession.

Even the true owner, who retakes his own, may be

forced in this way to restore it to the wrongdoer, and

will not be permitted to set up his own superior title to

it. He must first give up possession, and then proceed

in due course of law for the recovery of the thing on the

ground of his ownership. The intention of the law is

that every possessor shall be entitled to retain and

recover his possession, until deprived of it by a judg-

ment according to law.

Legal remedies thus appointed for the protection of

possession even against ownership are called posses-

sory, while those available for the protection of owner-

ship itself may be distinguished as proprietary. In

the modern and medieval civil law the distinction is

expressed by the contrasted terms petitormm (a pro-

prietary suit) and possessorium (a possessory suit).

1. See for example the German Ci?U Code, sees. 868, 861, 864, and the Italian

Civil Code, sect. 694—697.
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This duplication of remedies, with the resulting^

provisional protection of possession, has its beginnings

in Eoman law. It was taken up into the canon law,

where it received considerable extensions, and through

the canon law it became a prominent feature of medie-

val jurisprudence. It is still received in modern Con-

tinental systems ; but although well known to the

earlier law of England, it has been long since rejected

by us as cumbrous and unnecessary.

There has been much discussion as to the reasons

on which this provisional protection of possession is

based. It would seem probable that the considera-

tions of greatest weight are the three following.

1. The evils of violent self-help are deemed so

serious that it must be discouraged by taking away all

advantages which any one derives from it. He who-

helps himself by force even to that which is his own

must restore it even to a thief. The law gives him a

remedy, and with it he must be content. This reason,,

however, can be allowed as valid only in a condition of

society in which the evils and dangers of forcible self-

redress are much more formidable than they are at the

present day. It has been found abundantly suflQcient

to punish violence in the ordinary way as a criminal

offence, without compelling a rightful owner to deliver

up to a trespasser property to which he has no manner

of right, and which can be forthwith recovered from

him by due course of law. In the case of chattels,

indeed, our law has not found it needful to protect pos-

session even to this extent. It seems that an owner

who retakes a chattel by force acts within his legal

rights. Forcible entry upon land, however, is a crimi-

nal ofEence.
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A second reason for the institution of possessory

remedies is to be foutid in the serious imperfections

of the early proprietary remedies. The procedure by

which an owner recovered his property was cumbrous,

dilatory, and inefficient. The path of the claimant was

strewn with pitfalls, and he was lucky if he reached hi."

destination without disaster. The part of plaintiff in

such an action was one of grave disadvantage, and pos-

session was nine points of the law. No man, therefore,

could be suffered to procure for himself by violence the

advantageous position of defendant, and to force his

adversary by such means to assume the dangerous and

difficult post of plaintiff. The original position of

affairs must first be restored
;

possession must first

be given to him who had it first ; then, and not till

then, would the law consent to discuss the titles of the

disputants to the property in question. Yet however

cogent such considerations may have been in earlier

law, they are now of little weight. With a rational

system of procedure the task of the plaintiff is as easy

as that of the defendant. The law shows no favour to

one rather than to the other.

A third reason for possessory remedies, closely con-

nected with the second, is the difficulty of the proof of

ownership. It is easy to prove that one has been in

possession of a thing, but difficult (in the absence of

any system of registration of title) to prove that one is

the owner of it. Therefore it was considered unjust

that a man shuld be allowed by violence to transfei-

the heavy burden of proof from his own shoulders to

those of his opponent. Every man should bear his own

burden. He who takes a thing by force must restore

it to him from whom he has taken if; let him then
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proTe, if he can, that he is the owner of it ; and the law

will then give to him what it will not sujBfer him to take

for himself. But English law has long since dis-

covered that it is possible to attain this end in a much

more satisfactory and reasonable way. It adjusts the

burden of proof of ownership with perfect equity, with

out recourse to any such anomaly as the protection of

the possessor against the owner. This it does by the

operation of the three following rules :

1. Prior possession is prima facie proof of title.

Even in the ordinary proprietary action a claimant

need do nothing more than prove that he had an older

possession than that of the defendant ; for the law

will presume from this prior possession a better title.

Qui prior est tempore potior est jure.

2. A defendant is always at liberty to rebut this

presumption by proving that the better title is in him-

self.

3. A defendant is not allowed to set up the defence

of jus tertii, as it is called
; that is to say, he will not

be heard to allege, as against the plaintiff's claim, that

neither the plaintiff nor he himself, but some third per-

son, is the true owner. Let every man come and de-

fend his own title. As between A and B the right of

C is irrelevant.

By the joint operation of these three rules the same

purpose is effected as was sought in more cumbrous

fashion by the earlier duplication of proprietary and

possessory remedies.^

2. Asheri. Whitlock, L.R. 1 Q.B. 1. Armorie v. Delamirie, 1 Stra. 604. 1 Sm.
L.C. 10th ed. 348. Bridges v. Hawkesworth, 21 L.J. Q.B. 75.
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS XIII. AND XIV.

r In fact—possessio naturalis.
Possession -i

(_In law—possessio civilis.

( Seisin.

Possession in law <

( Possession.

( Corporeal—possessio corporis—Sachenbesitz.
Possession <

( Incorporeal—possessio juris—Rechtsbesitz.

Corporeal possession—the continuing exercise of a claim to the

exclusive use of a material thing.

Elements of corporeal possession
Animus sibi habendi.

Corpus.
Animus sibi habendi :

1. Not necessarily a claim of right.

2. Must be exclusive.

3. Not necessarily a claim to use as owner.

4. Not necessarily a claim on one's own behalf.

5. Not necessarily specific.

Corpus—the effective realisation of the animus in a security for

enjoyment.

Elements of the corpus :

1. A relation of the possessor to other persons, amounting to

a security for their noninterference.

The grounds of such security

:

1. Physical power.

2. Personal presence.

3. Secrecy.

4. Custom.

5. Respect for rightful claims.

6. Manifestation of the animus.

7. Protection afforded by other possessions.

The rights of a finder.

2. A relation of the possessor to the thing possessed,

amounting to a security for the use of the thing at will.

C Immediate—without the intervention of another

Possession
j

P^-^'^^"-

( Mediate— through or by means of another person.

[1. Through servants or agents.

lUediate possession
2 Through bailees or tenants at will.

3. Through persons claiming temporary pos-

session themselves.
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The relation between the mediate and the immediate possessor:

The exclusiveness of possession.

Exceptional instances of duplicate possession :

1. Mediate and immediate possession.

2. Possession in common.
3. Corporeal and incorporeal possession.

Acquisition of Possession

:

1. Taking
( Actual

' 2. Delivery i ( Traditio brevi manu.
( Constructive < Constitutum possessorium:^

( Attornment.

Possession not essentially the physical power of exclusion.

Incorporeal possession

:

Its nature—the continuing exercise of any claiin, save one to-

the exclusive use of a corporeal thing.

Its relation to corporeal possession.

The generic conception of possession.

The relation between possession and ownership.

Possession the defacto exercise of a claim.

Ownership the de jure recognition of one.

The identity of the objects of ownership and possession.

Exceptions :

1. Things which can be possessed, but cannot be
owned.

2. Things which can be owned, but cannot be pos-

sessed.

Possessory remedies.

1. Their nature.

2. Their objects.

3. Their exclusion from English law.
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CHAPTER XV.

PEKSONS.

§ 109. The Nature of PersonafHy.

The purpose of this chapter is to inyestigate the

legal conception of personality. It is not permissible

to adopt the simple device of saying that a person

means a human being, for even in the popular or non-

legal use of the term there are persons who are not

men. Personality is a wider and vaguer term than:

humanity. Gods, angels, and the spirits of the dead

are persons, no less than men are. And in the law this-

want of coincidence between the class of persons and

that of human beings is still more marked. In the law

there may be men who are not persons ; slaves, for

example, are destitute of legal personality, in any

system which regards them as incapable of either

rights or liabilities. Like cattle, they are things and

the objects of rights ; not persons and the subjects of

them. Conversely there are, in the law, persons who

are not men. A joint-stock company or a municipal

corporation is a person in legal contemplation. It is

true that it is only a fictitious, not a real person ; but

it is not a fictitious man. It is personality, not human
nature, that is fictitiously attributed by the law to

bodies corporate.

So far as legal theory is concerned, a person is any

being whom the law regards as capable of rights or

duties. Any being that is so capable is a person,,

whether a human being or not. No being that is not
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so capable is a person, even though he be a man. Per

sons are the substances of which rights and duties are

the attributes. It is only in this respect that persons

possess juridical significance, and this is the exclusive

point of view from which personality receives legal

recognition.

But we may go one step further than this in the

analysis. No being is capable of rights, unless also

capable of interests which may be affected by the acts

of others. For every right involves an underlying

interest of this nature. Similarly no being is capable

of duties, unless also capable of acts by which the

interests of others may be affected. To attribute rights

and duties, therefore, is to attribute interests and acts

as their necessary bases. A person, then, may be

defined, for the purposes of the law, as any being to

whom the law attributes a capability of interests and

therefore of rights, of acts and therefore of duties.

Persons as so defined are of two kinds, distinguish-

able as natural and legal. A natural person is a being

to whom the law attributes personality in accordance

with reality and truth. Legal persons are beings, real

or imaginary, to whom the law attributes personality

by way of fiction, when there is none in fact. Natural

persons are persons in fact as well as in law ; legal

persons are persons in law but not in fact.^

§ no. The Legal Status of the Lower Animals.

The only natural persons are human beings. Beasts

are not persons. They are merely things—often the

objects of legal rights and duties, but never the sub

jects of them. Beasts, like men, are capable of acts

1 Legal persons are also termed fictitious, juristic, artificial, or moral.
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and possess interests. Yet their acts are neither law-

ful nor unlawful ; they are not recognised by the law

as the appropriate subject-matter either of permission

or of prohibition. Archaic codes did not scruple, it is

true, to punish with death in due course of law the

beast that was guilty of homicide. " If an ox gore a

man or a woman that they die : then the ox shall be

surely stoned and his flesh shall not be eaten."^ A
conception such as this pertains to a stage that is long

since past ; but modern law shows us a relic of it in

the rule that the owner of a beast is liable for its tres-

passes, just as a master must answer for his servant, or

a slave-owner for his slave.^ This vicarious liability,

however, does not involve any legal recognition of the

personality of the animal whose misdeeds are thus

imputed to its owner.

A beast is as incapable of legal rights as of legal

duties, for its interests receive no recognition from the

law. Hominum causa omne jus constitutum.^ The law

is made for men, and allows no fellowship or bonds of

obligation between them and the lower animals. If

these last possess moral rights—as utilitarian ethics at

least need not scruple to admit—such rights are not

recognised by any legal system. That which is done to

the hurt of a beast may be a wrong to its owner or to

the society of mankind, but it is no wrong to the beast.

No animal can be the owner of any property, even

through the medium of a human trustee. If a testator

1. Exodus XXI. 28. To the same effect see Plato's Laws, 873.

2. Ellis V. Loftus Iron Company, L.B. 10 C.P. at p. 13 :
" In the case of animals

trespassing on land the mere act of the animal belonging to a man, which he could
not foresee, or which he took all reasonable means of preventing, may be a tres-
pass, inasmuch as the same act if done by himself would have been a trespass "

Cf. Just. Inst. IV. 9.

S. D. 1. 5. 2.
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Tests property in trustees for the maintenance of his

favourite horses or dogs, he will thereby create no valid

trust enforceable in any way by or on behalf of these

non-human beneficiaries. The only effect of such pro-

visions is to authorise the trustees, if they think fit, to

expend the property or any part of it in the way so

indicated ; and whatever part of it is not so spent will

go to the testator's representatives as undisposed of.*

There are, however, two cases in which beasts may

be thought to possess legal rights. In the first place,

cruelty to animals is a criminal offence, and in the

second place, a trust for the benefit of particular

classes of animals, as opposed to one for individual ani-

mals, is valid and enforceable as a public and chari-

table trust ; for example, a provision for the establish-

ment and maintenance of a home for stray dogs or

broken down horses.* Are we driven by the existence

of these cases to recognise the legal rights, and there-

fore the legal personality, of beasts ? There is no occa-

sion for any such conflict with accustomed modes of

thought and speech. These duties towards animals

are conceived by the law as duties towards society it-

self. They correspond not to private rights vested in

the immediate beneficiaries, but to public rights vested

in the community at large—for the community has a

rightful interest, legally recognised to this extent, in

the well-being even of the dumb animals which belong

to it.

§ III. The Legal Status of Dead Men.

Dead men are no longer persons in the eye of the

law. They have laid down their legal personality with

4. In rt Dean, 41 Ch. D. 552.

6. In re Dean, 41 Ch. D. at p. 657.
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their lives, and are now as destitute of rights as of lia-

bilities. They have no rights because they have no

interests. There is nothing that concerns them any

longer, " neither have they any more a portion for ever

in anything that is done under the sun." They do not

even remain the owners of their property until their

successors enter upon their inheritance. We have

already see how, in the interval between death and the

entering of the heir, Roman law preferred to personify

the inheritance itself, rather than attribute any con-

tinued legal personality or ownership to the dead man.^

So in English law the goods of an intestate, before the

grant of letters of administration, have been vested in

the bishop of the diocese or in the judge of the Court

of Probate, rather than left to the dead until they are

in truth acquired by the living.

Yet although all a man's rights and interests perish

with him, he does when alive concern himself much

with that which shall become of him and his after he is

dead. And the law, without conferring rights upon

the dead, does in some degree recognise and take ac-

count after a man's death of his desires and interests

when alive. There are three things, more especially,

in respect of which the anxieties of living men extend

beyond the period of their deaths, in such sort that the

law will take notice of them. These are a man's body,

his reputation, and his estate. By a natural illusion

a living man deems himself interested in the treatment

to be awarded to his own dead body. To what extent

does the law secure his desires in this matter ? A
corpse is the property of no one. It cannot be disposed

1. Hereditia personae vice fiingitur. D. 46. 1. 22. Creditum est hereditatem
..dominam ea.se, defuncti locum obtinere. D. 28. 6. 31. 1.
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of by will or any other instrument,^ and no wrongful

dealing with it can amount 1;o theft.^ The criminal

law, however, secures decent burial for all dead men,

and the violation of a grave is a criminal offence.*

" Every person dying in this country," it has been

judicially declared,"* " has a right to Christian burial."

On the other hand the testamentary directions of a

man as to the disposal of his body are without any

binding force,* save that by statute he is given the

power of protecting it from the indignity of anatomical

uses.' Similarly a permanent trust for the mainten-

ance of his tomb is illegal and void, this being a pur-

pose to which no property can be permanently de-

voted.* Even a temporary trust for this purpose (not

offending against the rule against perpetuities) has no

other effect than that already noticed by us as attri-

buted to trusts for animals, its fulfilment being lawful

but not obligatory." Property is for the uses of the

living, not of the dead.

The reputation of the dead receives some degree of

protection from the criminal law. A libel upon a dead

man will be punished as a misdemeanour—but only

when its publication is in truth an attack upon the

interests of living persons. The right so attacked and

so defended is in reality not that of the dead, but that

of his living descendants. To this extent, and in this

2. Williams v. Williams, 20 Oh. D. 659.

3. R. 7. Raynes, 2 East P.C. 662.

4. Foster v. Dodd, L.B. 3 Q.B. at p. 77 :
" Whether in ground consecrated or un-

consecrated indignities offered to human remains in improperly and indecently

disinterring them, are the ground of an indictment,"

5. R. V. Stewart, 12 Ad. and Bl. 777. As to the lawfulness of cremation see Reg.

V. Prux, 12 Q B.D. 247.

6. WilHams v. Williams, 20 Ch. D. 669.

7. 2 & 3 Wm. IV. c. 76. sec. 7.

8. Inre Vaughan. 33 Ch. D. 187; Hoare y. Osborne, 1 Eij. 687.

9. In re Dean, 41 Ch. D. 657.

W 1
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manner only, has the maxim De mortuis nil nisi bonuni

obtained legal recognition and obligation.^"

By far the most important matter, however, in

which the desires of dead men are allowed by the law

to regulate the actions of the living is that of testa-

mentary succession. For many years after a man is

dead, his hand may continue to regulate and determine

the disposition and enjoyment of the property which

he owned while living. This, however, is a matter

which will receive attention more fitly in another place.

§ 112. The Legal Status of Unborn Persons.

Though the dead possess no legal personality, it is

otherwise with the unborn. There is nothing in law

to prevent a man from owning property before he is

born. His ownership is necessarily contingent, indeed,

for he may never be born at all ; but it is none the less

a real and present ownership. A man may settle pro-

perty upon his wife and the children to be born of her.

Or he may die intestate, and his unborn child will in-

herit his estate. Yet the law is careful lest property

should be too long withdrawn in this way from the uses

of living men in favour of generations yet to come ; and

various restrictive rules have been established to this

end. No testator could now direct his fortune to be

accumulated for a hundred years, and then distributed

among his descendants.

A child in its mother's womb is for many purposes

regarded by a legal fiction as already born, in accord-

ance with the maxim, Nasciturus pro jam nato Jiabetur.

In the words of Coke : " The law in many cases hath

10. 6 Co. Eep. 12'5 a: R. v. Labouchere, 12 Q.B.D. 320; Stephen's Digest of Crimi-
nal Law, seo. 291. 5th ed.
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consideration of him in respect of the apparent expec-

tation of his birth."^

To what extent an unborn person can possess per-

sonal, as well as proprietary, rights is a somewhat un-

settled question. It has been held that a posthumous

child is entitled to compensation under Lord Camp-

bell's Act for the death of his father.^ Wilful or negli-

gent injury inflicted on a child in the womb, by reason

of which it dies after having been born alive, amounts

to murder or manslaughter.^ A pregnant woman con-

demned to death is respited as of right, until she has-

been delivered of her child. On the other hand in

Walker v. The Great Northern Railway Go. of Ireland* a

claim was made by a female infant against a railway

company for injuries inflicted upon her while in her

mother's womb through a collison due to the de-

fendant's negligence, and it was held by an Irish court

that no cause of action was disclosed. The decision

of two of the four judges, however, proceeded upon the

ground that the company owed no duty of care towards

a person whose existence was unknown to them, and

not upon the ground that an unborn child has in no

case any right of immunity from personal harm.

The rights of an unborn person, whether proprie-

tary or personal, are all contingent on his birth as a

living human being. The legal personality attributed

to him by way of anticipation falls away ah initio if he

never takes his place among the living. Abortion is a

crime ; but it is not homicide, unless the child is born

1. 7 Co. Eep. 8b. Compare D. 1. 6. 26 : Qui in utero suat in toto paene jure

civili intelleguntur in rerum natura esse.

2. The George and Bichard, L.R, 3 Ad. and Kcc. 466.

3. S. T. Senior, 1 Moody, CO. 344; S. v. West, 2 Car. and Kir. 784.

4. 28 L.E. It. Q.B. and Ex. D. 69.
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alive before he dies. A posthumous child may inherit;

but if he dies in the womb, or is stillborn, his inherit-

ance fails to take effect, and no one can claim through

him, though it would be otherwise if he lived for an

hour after his birth.

§ 113. Double Personality.

It often happens that a single human being pos-

sesses a double personality. He is one man, but two

persons. Vnus homo, it is said, duas personas sustinet.

In one capacity, or in one right as English lawyers say,

he may have legal relations with himself in his other

capacity or right. He may contract with himself, or

owe money to himself, or transfer property to himself.

Every contract, debt, obligation, or assignment re-

quires two persons ; but these two persons may be the

same human being. This double personality exists

chiefly in the case of trusteeship. A trustee is, as we

have seen, a person in whom the property of another

is nominally vested, to the intent that he may represent

that other in the management and protection of it. A
trustee, therefore, is for many purposes two persons in

the eye of the law. In right of his beneficiary he is

one person, and in his own right he is another. In the

one capacity he may owe money to himself in the other.

In the one capacity he may own an encumbrance over

property which belongs to himself in the other. He
may be his own creditor, or his own landlord ; as where

a testator appoints one of his creditors as his executor,

or makes one of his tenants the trustee of his land.^

1. The maxim of the law is : Quum duo jura in una persona concurirunt, aequum
est ac si essent in duobus. Calvin's Case, 2 State Trials 684. Coppin v. Coppiti
2 P.W. 296.
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In all such cases were it not for the recognition of

double personality, the obligation or encumbrance

would be destroyed by merger, or confusio as the Ko-

mans called it, for two persons at least are requisite

for the existence of a legal relation. No man can

in his own right be under any obligation to himself,

or own any encumbrance over his own property. Nulli

res sua servit.^

§ 114. Legal Persons.

A legal person is any subject-matter to which the

law attributes a merely legal or fictitious personality.

This extension, for good and sufficient reasons, of the

conception of personality beyond the limits of fact

—

this recognition of persons who are not men—is one of

the most noteworthy feats of the legal imagination,

and the true nature and uses of it will form the subject

of our consideration during the remainder of this chap-

ter.

The law, in creating legal persons always does so

by personifying some real thing. Such a person has to

this extent a real existence, and it is his personality

alone that is fictitious. There is, indeed, no theoretical

necessity for this, since the law might, if it so pleased,

attribute the quality of personality to a purely

imaginary being, and yet attain the ends for which this

fictitious extension of personality is devised. Personi-

fication, however, conduces so greatly to simplicity of

thought and speech, that its aid is invariably accepted.

The thing personified may be termed the corpus of the

legal person so created.^ It is the body into which the

law infuses the animus of a fictitious personality.

2 D '8 2 26.

1! Geniian writers term it the suistratum or Unterlage of the fictitious person.

Windscheid, I. sec. 67. Vangerow, I. see. 53. Puchta, II. 192.
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Although all fictitious or legal personality involves

personification, the converse is not true. Personifica-

tion in itself is a mere metaphor, not a legal fiction.

Legal personality is a definite legal conception
;

per-

sonification, as such, is a mere artifice of speech devised

for compendious expression. In popular language, and

in legal language also, when strictness of speech is not

called for, the device of personification is extensively

used. We speak of the estate of a deceased person as

if it were itself a person. We say that it owes debts,

or has debts owing to it, or is insolvent. The law, how-

ever, recognises no legal personality in such a case.

The rights and liabilities of a dead man devolve upon

his heirs, executors, and administrators, not upon any

fictitious person known as his estate. Similarly we

speak of a piece of land as entitled to a servitude, such

as a right of way over another piece. So, also, in the

case of common interests and actions, we personify

as a single person the group of individuals concerned,

even though the law recognises no body corporate.

We speak of a firm as a person distinct from the indivi-

dual partners. We speak of a jury, a bench of judges,

a public meeting, the community itself, as being itself

a person instead of merely a group or society of per-

sons. But legal personality is not reached until the

law recognises, over and above the associated in-

dividuals, a fictitious being which in a manner repre-

sents them, but is not identical with them.

Legal persons, being the arbitrary creations of the

law, may be of as many kinds as the law pleases.

Those which are actually recognised by our own

system, however, all fall within a single class, namely

corporations or bodies corporate. A corporation is a
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group or series of persons which by a legal fiction is

regarded and treated as itself a person. If, however,
we take account of other systems than our own, we find

that the conception of legal personality is not so

limited iu its application, and that there are at least

three distinct varieties. They are distinguished by
reference to the different kinds of things which the

law selects for personification.

1. The first class of legal persons consists of cor-

porations, as already defined, namely those which are

constituted by the personification of groups or series

of individuals. The individuals who thus form the

corpus of the legal person are termed its members. We
shall consider this form of fictitious personality more

particularly in the sequel.

2. The second class is that in which the corpus, or

object selected for personification, is not a group or

series of persons, but an institution. The law may,

Lf it pleases, regard a church, or a hospital, or a univer-

sity, or a library, as a person. That is to say, it may

attribute personality not to any group of persons con-

nected with the institution, but to the institution itself.

Our own law does not, indeed, so deal with the matter.

The person known to the law of England as the Uni-

versity of London is not the institution that goes by

that name, but a personified and incorporated aggre-

gate of human beings, namely the chancellor, vice-

chancellor, fellows, and graduates. It is well to re-

member, however, that notwithstanding this tradition

and practice of English law, fictitious personality is

not limited by any logical necessity, or, indeed, by any

obvious requirement of expediency, to the incorpora-

tion of bodies of individual persons.
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3. The third kind of legal person is that in which

the corpus is some fund or estate devoted to special

uses—.a charitable fund, for example, or a trust estate,

.or the property of a dead man or of a bankrupt. Here,

also, English law prefers the process of incorporation.

If it chooses to personify at all, it personifies not the

fund or the estate, but the body of persons who ad-

minister it. Yet the other way is equally possible,

and may be equally expedient. The choice of the

cm-pus into which the law shall breathe the breath of

a fictitious personality is a matter of form rather than

of substance, of lucid and compendious expression

rather than of legal principle.

§ 115. Corporations.

We have now to consider more particularly the

nature and purposes of the legal conception of incor-

poration, inasmuch as legal personality goes no further

than this in English law. Much of what is said in this

special connection, however, will be applicable mutatis

mutandis to the other classes of legal persons also.

Corporations are of two kinds, distinguished in

English law as corporations aggregate and corpora-

tions sole. " Persons," says Coke,^ " are of two sorts,

persons natural created of God, . . . and persons

incorporate or politique created by the policy of man
(and therefore they are called bodies politique) ; and

those be of two sorts, viz., either sole, or aggregate of

many." A corporation aggregate is an incorporated

group of CO- existing persons, and a corporation sole is

an incorporated series of successive persons. The

former is that which has several members at a time,

1. Co. Litt. 2. a.
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while the latter is that which has only one member at a

time. Corporations aggregate are by far the more

numerous and important. Examples are a registered

company, consisting of all the shareholders, and a

municipal corporation, consisting of the inhabitants

of the borough. Corporations sole are found only when

the successive holders of some public ofQce are incor-

porated so as to constitute a single, permanent, and

legal person. The Sovereign, for example, is a body

corporate of this kind. So also are bishops and par-

sons at common law, while the Postmaster-General,^

the Solicitor to the Treasury,^ and the Secretary of

State for War,* have been endowed by statute with the

same nature.^

It is essential to recognise clearly the element of

legal fiction involved in both these forms of incorpora-

tion, for this has been made by some writers a matter

of dispute. A company is in law something different

from its shareholders or members. ° They are real or

natural persons, but the company is a legal fiction.

The property of the company is not in law the property

of the shareholders. The debts and liabilities of the

company are not attributed in law to its members. The

2. 3 & 4 Vict. c. 96. s. 67.

S. 39 & 40 Vict. C. 18 3. 1.

4. 18 & 19 Vict. c. 117. s. 2.

5. Corporations sole are not a peculiarity of English law. The distinction

between the two forms of incorporation is well known to foreign jurists. See

Windscheid, I. sec. 57. Vangerow, I. sec. 53. The English law as to corporations

sole is extremely imperfect and undeveloped, but the conception itself is perfectly

logical, and is capable of serious and profitable uses. Professor Maitland has

traced the history of this branch of the law in two articles in the L.Q.B. XVI.

p. 335. and XVII. p. 131.

6. Savigny, System, sec. 90 :
" The aggregate of the members who compose a cor-

poration differs essentially from the corporation itself." The Great Eastern By.

Co. V. Turner, L.R. 8 Ch. at p. 152 :
" The Company is a mere abstraction of law."

Mitcroft's Case, 21 Ch. D. at p. 636 :
" The corporation is not a mere aggregate of

shareholders." Salomon v. Salomon ds Co. (1897) A.C. at p. 61 :
" The company is

at law a different person altogether from the subscribers to the memorandum."
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company may become insolvent, while its members

remain rich. Contracts may be made between the com-

pany and a shareholder, as if between two persons en-

tirely distinct from each other. The shareholders may

become so reduced in number that there is only one of

them left ; but he and the company will be distinct

persons for all that.^

May we not go furtler still, and say that a company Is

capable of surviving the last of its members ? At common law

indeed, a corporation is dissolved by the death of all its mem-

bers.° There iis, however, no logical necessity for any such rule,

and it does not apply to corporations sole, for beings of this sort

lead a continuous life notwithstanding the intervals Detween

the death or retirement of each occupant of tlie oflBce and the

appointment of his successor. Nor is there any reason to sup-

pose that such a ground of dissolution is known to the trading

corporations which are incorporated under the Companies Acts>

Being established by statute, they can be dissolved only In

manner provided by the statute to which they owe their origin.*

The representatives of a deceased shareholder are not them-

selves members of the company, unless tUey betjome registered

as such with their consent If, therefore, on the death of the

last surviving members of a private company, their executors

refuse or neglect to be registered in their stead, the company
will no longer have any members. Is it, for that reason, ip3»

jure dissolved ? If not, it is clear that since a company can

survive its members and exist without them, it must be some-

thing entirely distinct from them."

In all these respects a corporation is essentially

different from an unincorporated partnership. A firm

V. D. 3. 4, 7. 2. Cum jus omnium in unum reciderit, et stet nomen universitatis.

Universitm is the generic title of a corporation in Roman law, a title retained to-

this day in the case of that particular form of corporation which we know as a
university.

8. Grant on Corporations, p. 302. Blackstone, I. 486.

0. Lindley on Companies, p. 610. oth ed. ;
" A company which is incorpoiuted by

act of parliament can be dissolved only as therein provided, or by another act of

parliament."

10. That a corporation may survive the last of its members is admitted by
Savigny (System, sec. 89), and Windscheid (1. sec. 61).
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is not a person in the eye of the law ; it is nothing else

than the sum of its individual members. There is no
fictitious being, standing over against the partners, as

a company stands over against its shareholders. The
property and debts of the firm are nothing else than

those of the partners. A change in the list of partners

is the substitution of a new firm for the old one, and

there is no permanent legal unity, as in the case of the

company. There can be no firm which consists of one

partner only, as a company may consist of one member.

The incorporation of a firm—^that process by which an

ordinary partnership is transmuted into a company

—

effects a fundamental change in the legal relations of

its members. Itis nothing less than the birth of a new

being, to whom the whole business and property of the

partnership is transferred-^a being without soul or

body, not visible save to the eye of the law, but of a

kind whose power and importance, wealth and activity,

are already-great, and grow greater every day.

In the case of corporations sole, the fictitious nature

of their personality is equally apparent. The chief

difficulty in apprehending the true nature of a corpora-

tion of this description is that it bears the same name

as the natural person who is its sole member for the

time being, and who represents it and acts for it. Each

of them is the sovereign, or the bishop, or the solicitor

to the treasury. Nevertheless under each of these

names two persons live. One is a human being, ad-

ministering for the time being the duties and affairs

of the office. He alone is visible to the eyes of laymen.

The other is a mythical being whom only lawyers know

of, and whom only the eye of the law can perceive. He

is the true occupant of the offlce ; he never dies or
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retires ; the other, the person of flesh and blood, is

merely his agent and representative, through whom he

I)erforms his functions. The living ofScial comes and

goes, but this offspring of the law remains the same

for ever.

The doctrine that ooiiporations are personae flctae, though

generally received, has not passed unchallenged. Attempts
have been made in recent years, especiaJly by German jurists,

to establish in place of it a new theory which regards corporate

pepsonaility as a reality, and not a fictitious construction of the

law. A 'Corporation, it is said, is nothing more, in law or in fact,

than the aggregate of its members conceived as a unity, and

this unity, this organisation of human beings, is a real person

and a living organism, possessed of a real will of its own, and

capable of actions and of responsibility for them, just as a man

With respect to this theory it is to be observed that, even

if applicable to corporations aggregate, it must leave corpora-

tions isole and the other classes of legal persons to be explained

in the older fashion. And even in the case ol corporations

aggregate it seems impossible to admit that their personality

is anything more than the outcome of metaphor and fiction. A
society is not a person, but a number of persons, and an organi-

sation is not an organism. The so-called will of a company is

in reality nothing but the wills of a majority of its directors or

shareholders. Ten men do not become in fact one person, be-

cause they associate themselves together for one end, any more

than two horses become one animal when they draw the same
cart. The apparent absurdity of holding that a rich and power-

ful joint-stock company is a mere fiction of the law, and posses-

ses no real existence, proceeds not from the fiction-theory, but

from a misundenstanding of it. No one denies the reality of

the company (that is to say, the group of shareholders). What
is in truth denied is the reality of its personality. A group or

1. The leading advocate of this realiatic theory is Gierke (Die Genossenschafts-

theorie, 1887. Deutschea Privatrecht, 1895). See also Dernburg, Pandekten, I.

sec. 59, and Mestre, Les Personnes Morales, 1899. In Enfrland it has received

sympathetic exposition, if not express support, from Prof. Maitland in the Introduc-

tion to his translation of part of Gierke's GenossanschaftsrechtCPolitical Theories

of the Middle Ages, 1900). Savigny and Windscheid are representative adherents
of the older doctrine.
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.society of men Is a very real thing, but It is only a fictitious

person.

% ii6. The Agents, Beneficiaries, and IVIembers of
a Corporation.

Although corporations are fictitious persons, the

acts and interests, rights and liabilities, attributed to

them by the law are those of real or natural persons,

for otherwise the law of corporations would be desti-

tute of any relation to actual fact and of any serious

purpose. Every corporation, therefore, involves in the

first place some real person or persons whose interests

are fictitiously attributed to it, and in the second

place some real person or persons whose acts are ficti-

tiously imputed to it. A corporation, having neither

soul nor body, cannot act save through the agency of

some representative in the world of real men. For the

same reason it can have no interests, and therefore

no rights, save those which are attributed to it as a

trustee for or otherwise on behalf of actual human

beings.^ Whatever a company is reputed to do in

law is done in fact by the directors or the share-

holders as its agents and representatives. Whatever

interests, rights, or property it possesses in law are in

fact those of its shareholders, and are held by it for

their benefit. Every legal person, therefore, has cor-

- responding to it in the world of natural persons certain

agents or representatives by whom it acts, and certain

beneficiaries on whose behalf it exists and fulfils its

1. The Tela.tion between a corporation and its beneSciariea may or may not

amount to a trust in the proper sense of the term. A share in a company is not the

l>eneficial ownership of a certain proportion of the company's property, but the

benefit of a contract made by the shareholder with the company, under which he

is entitled to be paid a share of the profits made by the company, and of the

surplus assets on its dissolution. A share is a chose in action- an obligation be.

tween the company and the shareholder. Colonial Bank v. Whinney, 11 A.C. 426.
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functions. Its representatives may or may not be

different persons from its beneficiaries, for these two

capacities may or may not be united in the same

individuals. The shareholders of a company are not

merely the persons for whose benefit it exists ; they

are also those by whom it acts. In the case of a cor-

poration established for charitable purposes it is other-

wise, for the beneficiaries may have no share whatever

in the management of its affairs.

The representatives and beneficiaries of a corpora^

tion must not be confounded with its members. These

last are, as we have seen, the individuals who form the

group or series personified by the law, and who so con-

stitute the corpus or body of the fictitious person

thus created. Membership of a corporation does not in

itself affect in any way the rights or liabilities of the

members, for it is nothing more than a matter of form.

A man's privileges and responsibilities in respect of a

corporation depend on whether he is one of its repre-

sentatives or beneficiaries, not on whether he is for-

mally accounted by the law as one of its members.

Municipal corporations are constituted by the incor

poration of the inhabitants of boroughs ; but if by
statute it were declared that they should consist for

the future of the mayor, aldermen, and councillors, the

change would not affect the rights, powers, or liabili-

ties of any human being.

The extent to which the three classes of persons

with whom a corporation is concerned, namely its

members, its representatives, and its beneficiaries, are

coincident and comprise the same persons, is a matter
to be determined as the law thinks fit in the particular
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case. The members of a corporation may or may not

be those by whom it acts, and they may or may not be

those on whose behalf it exists.

It is worth notice that some or all of the members

of a corporation may be corporations themselves.

There is nothing to prevent the shares of a company

from being held by other companies. In this case the

fiction of incorporation is duplicated, and the law

creates a fictitious person by the personification of a

group of persons who themselves possess a merely

legal and artificial personality.

§ 117. The Acts and Liabilities of a Corporation.

When a natural person acts by an agent, the au-

thority of the agent is conferred, and its limits are

determined, by the will and consent of the principal.

In general only these acts of the agent are imputed by

the law to the principal, which are within the limits

of the agent's authority as thus created and circum-

scribed. But in the case of a corporation and the act«

of its agents it is necessarily otherwise. A legal

person is as incapable of conferring authority upon an

agent to act on its behalf, as of doing the act in pro-

pria persona. The authority of the agents and repre-

sentatives of a corporation is therefore conferred,

limited, and determined, not by the consent of the

principal, but by the law itself. It is the law that

determines who shall act for a corporation, and within

what limits his activity must be confined. Any act

which lies beyond these legally appointed limits will

not be imputed to the corporation, even though done in

its name and on its behalf. It is said to be ultra vires

X
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of the corporation, and as a corporate act it is null and

void.

Speaking generally, we may say that a corporation

can do those things only which are incidental to the

fulfilment of the purposes for which the law created it.

All its acts must be directed to its legally appointed

end. Thus the memorandum of association of a com-

pany must set forth the purposes for which it is establi-

shed ; and even the unanimous consent of the whole

body of shareholders cannot effectively enable the com-

pany to act beyond the limits so marked out for its

activity.

It is well settled in the law of England that a cor-

poration may be held liable for wrongful acts, and that

this liability extends even to those cases in which

malice, fraud, or other wrongful motive or intent is a

necessary element. A company may be sued for libel,

malicious prosecution, or deceit.^ Nor is this responsi-

bility civil only. Corporations, no less than men, are

within reach of the arm of the criminal law. They

may be indicted or otherwise prosecuted for a breach

of their statutory duties, and punished by way of fine

and forfeiture.^

Although this is now established law, the theore-

tical basis of the liability of corporations is a matter

of some difficulty and debate. For in the first place it

may be made a question whether such liability is con

sistent with natural justice. To punish a body cor-

porate, either criminally or by the enforcement of penal

redress, is in reality to punish the beneficiaries on

1. Cora/ord V. CaWton BonJ: (1899)1 Q.B 392. (1900) 1 Q.B. 22.

2. Reg. v. Birmingham and Gloucester liy. Coy., 3 Q.B. 223. Reg. v. Great Iforth

0/ Bngland Ry. Coy., 9 Q.B. 315.
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whose behalf its property is held, for the acts of the

agents by whom it fulfils its functions. So far, there-

fore, as the beneficiaries and the agents are different

persons, the liability of bodies corporate is an instance

of vicarious responsibility, and is to be justified on the

same principles as are applicable to the vicarious

liability of a principal for the unauthorised acts of his

agent—principles which will be considered by us at a

later stage of our enquiry. For although the repi"e-

sentatives of a corporation are in form and legal theory

the agents of that fictitious person, yet in substance

and fact they are the agents of the beneficiaries. A
company is justly held liable for the acts of its direc-

tors, because in truth the directors are the servants of

the shareholders.

A more serious diflSculty in imposing liability upon

bodies corporate arises from the following considera

tion. The wrongful acts so attributed by the law to

fictitious persons are in reality the acts of their agents.

Now we have already seen that the limits of the

authority of these agents are determined by the law

itself, and that acts beyond these limits will not be

deemed in law to be the acts of the corporation. How,

then, can an illegal act be imputed to a corporation ?

If illegal, it cannot be within the limits of lawful

authority ; and if not within these limits, it cannot be

the act of the corporation. The solution of this diffi

culty is twofold. In the first place, the argument does

not extend to wrongful acts of omission, for these are

done by the body politic in person, and not merely by

its representatives. No fictitious person can do in

person what by law it ought not to do, but it can in

xl
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person fail to do what in law it ought. And in the

second place, the liability of a corporation for the acts

of its representatives is a perfectly logical application

of the law as to an employer's liability for his ser

vants. The responsibility of a master does not depend

on any authority given to his servant to commit the

wrongful act. It is the outcome of an absolute rule of

law that the employer is himself answerable for all

wrongs committed by his servant in the course and

process of doing that which he is employed to do. 1

am liable for the negligence of my servant in driving

my carriage, not because I authorised him to be negli

gent, but because I authorised him to drive the car-

riage. So in the case of the agents of a corporation :

the law imputes to the corporation not only all acts

which its agents are lawfully authorised to do, but all

unlawful acts which they do in or about the business

so authorised. The corporation is responsible not only

for what its agents do, being thereunto lawfully autho-

rised, but also for the manner in which they do it. If

its agents do negligently or fraudulently that which

they might have done lawfully and with authority, the

law will hold the corporation answerable.'

§ ii8. The Uses and Purposes of Incorporation.

There is probably nothing which the law can do by

the aid of the conception of incorporation, which it

could not do without it. But there are many things

which it can by such aid do better or more easily than

would otherwise be possible. Among the various rea-

3. As to the liability o£ corporations, see Cleric and Lindaell, The Law o£ Torts.

p. 49; Pollock, Xhe Law of Torts, p. 56; Corn/ord v. Carlton Banic (1899) 1 Q.B.
392; O'Cen v. London General Omnibus Coy., 7 C.B. (N.S.) 290; Abrath v. North
Eastern Railway Coy., U A.C. 247, per Baron Bramweli; Dernburp:, Pandekten, I

. aec. 66; Windscheid, I. sec 59; Savigny, System, sec. 94. 95; D. 4. 3. 15. 1.
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sons for admitting this fictitious extension of person-

ality, we may distinguish one as of general and funda-

mental importance, namely, the difficulty which the

law finds in dealing with common interests vested in

large numbers of individuals and with common actioa

in the management and protection of such interests.

The normal state of things—that with which the law is

familiar, and to which its principles are conformed

—is individual ownership. With a single individual

the law knows well how to deal, but common owner-

ship is a source of serious and manifold difficulties.

If two persons carry on a partnership or own and man-

age property in common, complications arise, with

which nevertheless the law can deal without calling in

the aid of fresh conceptions. But what if there

are fifty or a hundred joint-owners ? With such a

state of facts legal principles and conceptions based

on the type of individual ownership are scarcely

competent to deal. How shall this multitude man-

age its common interests and affairs ? How shall

it dispose of property or enter into contracts ? What

if some be infants, or insane, or absent ? What shall

be the effect of the bankruptcy or death of an indivi-

dual member ? How shall one of them sell or other-

wise alienate his share ? How shall the joint and sepa-

rate debts and liabilities of the partners be satisfied out

of their property ? How shall legal proceedings be

taken by or against so great a number ? These ques-

tions and such as these are full of difficulty even in the

case of private partnership, if the members are suffici-

ently numerous. The difficulty is still greater in the

case of interests, rights, or property vested not in in-

dividuals or in definite associations of individuals, but
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in the public at large or in indeterminate classes of

the public.

In view of these difficulties the aim of the law has

been to reduce, so far as may be, the complex form of

collective ownership and action to the simple and typi-

cal form of individual ownership and action. The law

seeks some instrument for the effective expression and

recognition of the elements of unity and permanence

involved in the shifting multitude with whose common

interests and activities it has to deal. There are two

chief devices for this purpose, namely trusteeship and

incorporation. The objects of trusteeship are various,

and many of its applications have a source and signi-

ficance that are merely historical. In general, how-

ever, it is used as a mode of overcoming the difficul-

ties created by the incapacity, uncertainty, or multi-

plicity of the persons to whom property belongs. The

property is deemed bj- the law to be vested, not in its

true owners, but in one or more determinate individuals

of full capacity, who hold it for safe custody on behalf

of those uncertain, incapable, or multitudinous persons

to whom it in truth belongs. In this manner the law is

enabled to assimilate collective ownership to the sim-

pler form of individual ownership. If the property and

rights of a charitable institution or an unincorporated

trading association of many members are held in trust

by one or two individuals, the difficulties of the prob-

lem are greatly reduced.

It is possible, however, for the law to take one step

further in the same direction. This step it has taken,

and has so attained to the conception of incorporation.

This may be regarded from one point of view as merely

a development of the conception of trusteeship. For
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it is plain that so long as a trustee is not required to

act, but has merely to serye as a depositary of the

rights of beneficiaries, there is no necessity that he

should be a real person at all. He may be a mere fio

tion of the law. And as between the real and the ficti-

tious trustee there are, in large classes of cases, im-

portant advantages on the side of the latter. He is

one person, and so renders possible a complete reduc-

tion of common to individual ownership ; whereas the

objections to a single trustee in the case of natural

persons are serious and obvious. The fictitious trustee,

moreover, though not incapable of dissolution, is yet

exempt from the inevitable mortality that afflicts man-

kind. He embodies and expresses, therefore, to a

degree impossible in the case of natural trustees, the*

two elements of unity and of permanence which call

for recognition in the case of collective interests. An
incorporated company is a permanent unity, standing

over against the multitudinous and variable body of

shareholders whose rights and property it holds in

trust.

It is true, indeed, that a fictitious trustee is inca-

pable of acting in the matter of his trust in his proper

person. This difficulty, however, is easily avoided by

means of agency, and the agents may be several in

number, so as to secure that safety which lies in a

multitude of counsellors, while the unity of the trustee-

ship itself remains unaffected.

We have considered the general use and purpose of

incorporation. Among its various special purposes

there is one which has assumed very great importance

in modern times, and which is not without theoretical

interest. Incorporation is used to enable traders to
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trade with limited liability. As the law stands, he who

ventures to trade in propria persona must put his whole

fortune into the business. He must stake all that he

has upon the success of his undertaking, and must

answer for all losses to the last farthing of his posses-

sions. The risk is a serious one even for him whose

business is all his own, but it is far more serious for

those who enter into partnership with others. In such

a case a man may be called upon to answer with his

whole fortune for the acts or defaults of those with

whom he is disastrously associated.

It is not surprising, therefore, that modern com-

merce has seized eagerly upon a plan for eliminating

this risk of ruin. Incorporation has proved admirably

adapted to this end. They who wish to trade with

safety need no longer be so rash as to act in propria per-

sona, for they may act merely as the irresponsible

agents of a fictitious being, created by them for this

purpose with the aid and sanction of the Companies

Acts. If the business is successful, the gains made by

the company will be held on behalf of the shareholders;

if unsuccessful, the losses must be borne by the com-

pany itself. For the debts of a corporation are not

the debts of its members. Si quid universitati debetur^

singulis nan debetur, nee quod debet universitas singuU

dehent.'^ The only risk run by its members is that of

the loss of the capital with which they have supplied

or undertaken to supply the company for the purpose

of enabling it to carry on its business. To the capital

so paid or promised, the creditors of the insolvent cor-

poration have the first claim, but the liability of the

shareholders extends no further.

1. D. 3. i. 7. 1.
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The advantages which traders derive from such a

scheme of limited liability are obvious. Nor does it

involve any necessary injustice to creditors. Those

who deal with companies know, or have the means of

knowing, the nature of their security. The terms of

the bargain are fully disclosed and freely consented to.

There is no reason in the nature of things why a man
should answer for his contracts with all his estate,

rather than with a definite portion of it only, for this is

wholly a matter of agreement between the parties.

§ 119. The Creation and Extinction of Corpora-
tions.

The birth and death of legal persons are determined

not by nature, but by the law. They come into exis

tence at the will of the law, and they endure during its

good pleasure. Corporations may be established by

royal charter, by statute, by immemorial custom, and in

recent years by agreement of their members expressed

in statutory forms and subject to statutory provisions

and limitations. They are in their own nature capable

of indefinite duration, this being indeed one of their

chief virtues as compared with humanity, but they are

not incapable of destruction. The extinction of a body

corporate is called its dissolution—the severing of that

legal bond by which its members are knit together into

a fictitious unity. We have already noticed that a

legal person does not of necessity lose its life with the

destruction or disappearance of its corpus or bodily sub-

stance. There is no reason why a corporation should

not continue to live, although the last of its members

is dead, and a corporation sole is merely dormant, not

extinct, during the interval between two successive
^
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occupants of the office. The essence of a body corpor-

ate consists in the animus of fictitious and legal person-

ality, not in the corpus of its members.^-

§ 120. The State as a Corporation.

Of all forms of human society the greatest is the

state. It owns immense wealth and performs func-

tions which in number and importance are beyond

those of all other associations. Is it, then, recognised

by the law as a person ? Is the commonwealth a body

politic and corporate, endowed with legal personality,

and having as its members all those who owe allegiance

to it and are entitled to its protection ? This is the

conclusion to which a developed system of law might be

expected to attain. 'But the law of England has chosen

another way. The community of the realm is an

organised society, but it is no person or body corporate.

It owns no property, is capable of no acts, and has no

rights nor any liabilities imputed to it by the law.

Whatever is said to the contrary is figure of speech,

and not the literal language of our law.

How, then, are we to account for this failure of the

Jaw to make so obvious and useful an application of the

conception of incorporation and legal personality ?

Why has it failed to recognise and express in this way
the unity and permanence of the state ? The explana-

tion is to be found in the existence of monarchical

government. The real personality of the King, who is

the head of the state, has rendered superfluous any

attribution of fictitious personality to the state itself.

1. It is a somewhat curious circumstance that the legal persons created by one
system of law recelre full recognition from other systems. This form of legal
fiction has acquired extraterritorial and international validity. A French corpora-
tion can sue and be sued in an English court of justice as if it were a real person.
National Bank of St. Charles v. De Bernales, 1 C. and P. 569.
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Public property is in the eye of the law the property of

the King. Public liabilities are those of the King ; it

is he, and he alone, who owes the principal and interest

of the national debt. Whatsoever is done by the state

is in law done by the King. The public justice admini-

-stered in the law courts is royal justice administered

by the King through his servants the judges. The laws

.are the King's laws, which he enacts with the advice

«nd consent of his parliament. The executive govern

ment of the state is the King's government, which he

carries on by the hands of his ministers. The state

has no army save the King's army, no navy save the

King's navy, no revenues save the royal revenues, no

territory save the dominions of the King. Treason and

other offences against the state and the public interest

are in law offences against the King, and the public

peace is the King's peace. The citizens of the state are

not fellow-members of one body politic and corporate,

but fellow-subjects of one sovereign lord.

Insomuch, therefore, as everything which is puUio

in fact is conceived as royal by the law, there is no need

or place for any incorporate commonwealth, respuUica,

or universitas regni. The King holds in his own hands

all the rights, powers, and activities of the state. By

his agency the state acts, and through his trust6eship

it possesses property and exercises rights. For the

legal personality of the state itself there is no call, or

occasion.

The King himself, however, is in law no mere

mortal man. He has a double capacity, being not only

a natural person, but a body politic, that is to say, a

corporation sole. The visible wearer of the crown is

jnerelytheTiving representative and agent for the time
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being of this inyisible and undying persona flcta, iu

whom by our law the powers and prerogatives of the-

government of this realm are vested. When the King;

in his natural person dies, the property real and per-

sonal which he owns in right of his crown and as-

1 rustee for the state, and the debts and liabilities which-

in such right and capacity have been incurred by him,,

pass to his successors in oflflce, and not to his heirs,

executors, or administrators. For these rights and

liabilities pertain to the King who is a corporation sole,

and not to the King who is a mortal man.^

In modern times it has become usual to speak of

the Crown rather than of the King, when we refer to

the King in his public capacity as a body politic. We
apeak of the property of the Cro,wn, when we mean

the property which the King holds in right of his-

crown. So we speak of the debts due by the Crown, of

legal proceedings by and against the Crown, and so on.

The usage is one of great convenience, because it

avoids a difficulty which is inherent in all speech and

thought concerning corporations sole, the difficulty,

namely, of distinguishing adequately between the body

politic and the human being by whom it is represented,

and whose name it bears. Nevertheless we must bear

jn mind that this reference to the Crown is a mere

figure of speech, and not the recognition by the law of

any new kind of legal or fictitious person. The Crown

is not itself a person in the law. The only legal person

is the body corporate constituted by the series of per

1. Calvin's Case, 2 State Trials, at p. 624 :
" The King bath two capacities in bim :

one a natural body, being descended of the blood royal of the realm; and this

body is of the creation of Almighty God, and is subject to death, infirmity, and'

such like : the other is a politick body or capacity, so called beciuse it is framed'

by the policy of man ; and in this capacity the King is esteemed to be immor-
tal, invisible, nob subject to death, infirmity, infancy."
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sons Iby wliom the crown is worn. There is no reason

of necessity or even of convenience, indeed, why this

should be so. It is simply the outcome of the resolute

refusal of English law to recognise any legal persons

other than corporations aggregate and sole. Roman

law, it would seem, found no difficulty in treating the

treasure-chest of the Emperor {fisous) as persona ficta,

and a similar exercise of the legal imagination would

not seem difficult in respect of the Crown of England.

Just as our law refuses to personify and incorporate

the empire as a whole, so it refuses to personify and in-

corporate the various constituent self-governing states

of which the empire is made up. There is no such per-

son known to the law of England as the state or govern-

ment of India or of Australia.^ The King or the Crown

represents not merely the empire as a whole, but each

of its parts; and the result is a failure of the law to give

adequate recognition and expression to the distinct

existence of these parts. The property and liabilities

of the government of India are in law those of the

British Crown. The national debt of the State of Vic-

toria is owing by no person known to the law save the

King of England. A contract made between the Com-

monwealth of Australia and the Colony of New Zea-

land is in law a nullity, unless the King can make con-

tracts with himself. All this would be otherwise, did

the law recognise that the various dependencies of the

British Empire were bodies politic and corporate, each

possessing a distinct personality of its own, and

capable in its own name and person of rights, liabili-

2. Sloman v. Qovemment of Hew Zealand, 1 C.P.D. 663. This was an action

brought in England against the " Governor and Government of the Colony of New

Zealand." It failed because there was no such person or body corporate capable

4>f being sued. I
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ties, and activities. The Commonwealtli of Australia

is established by a royal proclamation which declares,,

following the words of the Constitution Act, that " on

and after the first day of January, 1901, the people of

N6w South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Queens-

land, Tasmania, and Western Australia shall be united

in a Federal Commonwealth under the name of the

Commonwealth of Australia." This union of the peo-

ple in one federal commonwealth differs little in words

from a union in one body politic, but in substance

the old theory of the constitution remains untouched.

The Commonwealth remains as impersonal as any

other portion of the King's dominions. In Australia,,

as in England, the King is a corporation sole, and not

the head of a corporation aggregate.

SUMMARY.
The nature of personality.

( Natural.
Persons <

{ Legal.

Natural persons—living human beings.

The legal status of beasts.

The legal status of dead men.

The legal status of unborn persons.

Double personality.

Legal persons.

Legal personality based on personification.

Personification without legal personality.

(1.
Corporations.

2. Institutions.

3. Funds or Estates.

Corporations—the only legal persons known to English law.

Corporations aggregate and corporations sole.

The fiction involved in incorporation.

The beneficiaries of a corporation.
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The representatives of a corporation.

The members of a corporation.

Authority of a corporation's agents.

Liability of a corporation for wrongful acts.

The purposes of incorporation :

1. Reduction of collective to individual ownership and
action.

2. Limited liability.

The creation and dissolution of corporations.

The personality of the state.
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CHAPTER XVI.

TITLES.

§ 121. Vestitive Facts.

We have seen in a former chapter that every right

involves a title or source from which it is derived. The

title is the de facto antecedent, of vs'hich the right is the

de jure consequent. If the law confers a right upon

one man, which it does not confer upon another, the

reason is that certain facts are true of him which are

not true of the other, and these facts are the title of the

right. Whether a right is inborn or acquired, a title

is equally requisite. The title to a debt consists in a

contract, or a judgment, or other such transaction
;

but the title to life, liberty, or reputation consists in

nothing more than in being born with the nature of a

human being. Some rights the law gives to a man on

his first appearance in the world ; the others he must

acquire for himself, for the most part not without

labour and difiSculty. But neither in the one case nor

in the other can there be any right without a basis of

fact in which it has its root and from which it proceeds.

Titles are of two kinds, being either original or

derivative. The former are those which create a right

de novo ; the latter are those which transfer an already

existing right to a new owner. The catching of fish is

an original title of the right of ownership, whereas the

])urchase of them is a derivative title. The right

acquired by the fisherman is newly created ; it did not

formerly exist in anyone. But that which is acquired
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by the purchaser is in legal theory identical with that

which is lost by the vendor. It is an old right trans-

ferred, not a new one created. Tet in each case the

fact which vests the right is equally a title, in the sense

already explained. For the essence of a title is not that

it determines the creation of right de novo, but that it

determines the acquisition of rights new or old.

As the facts confer rights, so they take them away.

All rights are perishable and transient. Some are of

feeble vitality, and easily killed by any adverse influ-

ence, the bond between them and their owners being

fragile and easily severed. Others are vigorous and

hardy, capable of enduring and surviving much. But

there is not one of them that is exempt from possible

extinction and loss. The first and greatest of all is

that which a man has in his own life
;
yet even this the

law will deny to him who has himself denied it to

others.

The facts which thus cause the loss of rights may be

called, after Bentham, divestitive facts. This term,

indeed, has never been received into the accepted no-

menclature of the law, but there seems no better sub-

stitute available. The facts which confer rights re-

ceived from Bentham the corresponding name of investi-

tive facts. The term already used by us, namely title,

is commonly more convenient, however, and has the

merit of being well established in the law. As a

generic term to include both investitive and divestitive

facts the expression vestitive fact may be permissible.

Such a fact is one which determines, positively or nega-

tively, the vesting of a right in its owner .

We have seen that titles are of two kinds, being

either original or derivative. In like manner divesti-

Y
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tive facts are either extinctive or alienative. The for-

mer are those which divest a right by destroying it.

The latter divest a right by transferring it to some

other ovi^ner. The receipt of payment is divestitive of

the right of the creditor ; so also is the act of the credi-

tor in selling the debt to a third person ; but in the

former case the divestitive fact is extinctive, while in

the latter it is alienative.

It is plain that derivative titles and alienative facts

are not two different classes of facts, but are merely

the same facts looked at from two different points of

view. The transfer of a right is an event which has a

double aspect. It is the acquisition of a right by the

transferee, and the loss of it by the transferor. The

vestitive fact, if considered with reference to the trans-

feree, is a derivative title, while from the point of view

of the transferor it is an alienative fact. Purchase is

a derivative title, but sale is an alienative fact
;

yet

they are merely two different sides of the same event.

These distinctions and divisions are exhibited in the

following table :

(Original Titles. Creation of

Investitive Facts Rights.

Vestitive facts.

or Titles.

Derivative Titles.

/"Alienative Facts.

Transfer of

Rights.

.Divestitive Facts.

lExtinctive Facts. Destruction
of Rights.

These different classes of vestitive facts correspond

to the three chief events in the life history of a right,

namely, its creation, its extinction, and its transfer.

By an original title a right comes first into existence,

being created ew nihilo. By an extinctive fact it is

wholly destroyed. By derivative titles and alienative
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facts, on the other hand—these being, as we have
seen, the same facts viewed from different sides—the
existence of the right is in no way affected. The trans-

fer of a right does not in legal theory affect its personal

identity. It is the same right as before, though it has

now a different owner. For the law does not consider

the ownership of a right as part of its essence ; and
the ownership may change while the right remains one

and the same. A right may pass from hand to hand
just as a chattel may.^

§ 122. Acts in the Law.

Vestitive facts—whether they create, transfer, or

extinguish rights—are divisible into two fundamen-

tally distinct classes, according as they operate in pur-

suance of the will of the persons concerned, or inde-

pendently of it. That is to say, the creation, transfer,

and extinction of rights are either voluntary or involun-

tary. In innumerable cases the law allows a man to

acquire or lose his rights by a manifestation or declara-

tion of his will and intent directed to that end. In

other cases it confers rights upon him, or takes them

away, without regard to any purpose or consent of his

at all. If he dies intestate, the law itself will dispose

of his estate as it thinks fit ; but if he leaves a duly

executed will in which he expresses his desires in the

matter, the law will act accordingly. So if he sells his

property, it passes from him in accordance with his

declared intent, which the law adopts as its own ;
but

if his goods are taken in execution by a creditor, or

1. We here use the term transfer in its generic sense, aa including both volun-

tary and involuntary changes of ownership. It has also a speciBc sense in

which it includes only the former. Succession ab intestato, for example, is a trans-

fer of rights in the wide sense, but not in the narrow.

Y 1
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vest in a trustee on his bankruptcy, the transfer is an

involuntary one, effected in pursuance of the law's pur-

poses, and not of his at all.

The distinction between these two classes of vesti-

tive facts may be variously expressed. We may make

use, for example, of the contrasted expressions act of

the party and act of the law. An act of the party is any

expression of the will or intention of the party con-

cerned, directed to the creation, transfer, or extinction

of a right, and effective in law for that purpose ;
such

as a contract or a deed of conveyance. An act of the

law, on the other hand, is the creation, extinction, or

transfer of a right by the operation of the law itself,

independent of any consent thereto on the part of him

concerned. The expression act of the party is one of

some awkwardness, however, and it is more convenient

in general to substitute for it the technical term act in

the lato, as contrasted with those acts of the law which

we have already defined.^

Acts in the law are of two kinds, which may be dis-

tinguished as unilateral and Ulateral. A unilateral act

is one in which there is only one party whose will is

operative ; as in the case of testamentary disposition,

the exercise of a power of appointment, the revocation

of a settlement, the avoidance of a voidable contract, or

the forfeiture of a lease for breach of covenant. A
bilateral act, on the other hand, is one which involves

the consenting wills of two or more distinct parties; as,

for example, a contract, a conveyance, a mortgage, or a

lease. Bilateral acts in the law are called agreements in

the wide and generic sense of that term. There is, in-

1. Thii nomenclature liaa been suggested anil adopted by Sir Frederick Pollock
(JurisorudencB, p. 1361. Other writers prefer to indicate acts in the law by the
term juristic acts. The Germans call them Hechtsgeschiifte.
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deed, a narrow and specific use, in which agreement is

synonymous with contract, that is to say, the creation

of personal rights, or obligations, by way of consent.

The poverty of our legal nomenclature is such, how-

ever, that we cannot afford thus to use these two terms

as synonymous. We shall therefore habitually use

agreement in the wide sense, to include all bilateral

acts in the law, whether they are directed to the crea-

tion, or to the transfer, or to the extinction of rights.

]n this sense conveyances, mortgages, leases, or re-

leases, are agreements no less than contracts are.^

Unilateral acts in the law are divisible into two

kinds in respect of their relation to the other party con-

cerned. For in some instances they are adverse to him

;

that is to say, they take effect not only without his

consent, but notwithstanding his dissent. His will is

wholly inoperative and powerless in the matter. This

is so, for example, in the case of a re-entry by a land-

2. The use of the terms agreement and contract is curiously unsettled.

a. Agreement and contract are often used as synonyms, to mean a bilateral act

in the law directed to the creation of an obligation. The objection to this usage is

that we cannot afford so to waste one of these terms.

b. Contract is sometimes used t9 mean an agreement (in the preceding sense) en-

forceable by law. Pollock, Principles of Contract, p. 8. Indian Contract Act,

sec. 2 (h). This, also, seems the sacrifice of a useful term to an inadequate pur-

pose. Moreover the distinction does not conform to established usage. We
habitually and conveniently speak of void, invalid, or illegal contracts.

e. Contract is sometimes uaed in the wide sense of any bilateral act in the law.

Holland, pp. 225, 226. This, however, is very unusual, and it is certainly better to

use agreement in this sense. Contract, being derived from contrakere, involves the

idea of binding two persons together by the vinculum juris of an obligation. An
assignment is not a contract, and a release is the very reverse of a contract.

d. There remains the usage suggested and adopted in the text. An agreement is

a bilateral act in the law. Est pactio duorum pluriumve in idem placitum et

consensus. D. 2, 14. 1. 2. A contract, on the other hand, is that particular kind
of agreement which is intended to create a personal right between the parties.

This is the distinction adopted by Sir W. Anson in his work on Contracts, p, 2:

"Contract is that form of agreement which directly contemplates and creates an
obligation." So Pothier, Traite des Obligations, sec, 3 : L'espece de convention qui

a pour objet de former quelque engagement est celle qu'on appelle contrat. Cf

.

French Civil Code, Art. 1101. The Germans use Vertrag as equivalent to agree-

ment in this sense ; while a contract is obliaatorischer Vertrag, or Vertrag in a
narrower sense. Savigny, System, sec. 141. Puchta, sec. 271. Dernburg, Pandek-
ten, I. sec. 92.
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lord upon a tenant for breach of covenant ; or the exer-

cise of a power of appointment, as against the persons

entitled in default of appointment ; or the avoidance

of a voidable contract ; or the exercise by a mort-

gagee of his power of sale. In other cases it is not so.

The operation of the unilateral act is subject to the

dissent of the other party affected by it, though it doea

not require his consent. In the meantime, pending

the expression of his will, the act has merely a pro-

visional and contingent operation. A will, for ex-

ample, involves nothing save the unilateral intent and

assent of the testator. The beneficiaries need know

nothing of it ; they need not yet be in existence. But

if they subsequently dissent, and reject the rights so

transferred to them, the testament will fail of its eifect.

If, on the other hand, they accept the provisions made

on their behalf, the operation of the will forthwith

ceases to be provisional and becomes absolute. Simi-

larly a settlement of property upon trust need not be

known or consented to ah initio by the beneficiaries.

It may be a purely unilateral act, subject however to

I'epudiation and avoidance by the persons intended to

be benefited by it. So I may eifectually grant a mort-

gage or other security to a creditor who knows nothing

of it^; and even a covenant under seal may be thua

unilateral in its inception, and yet have forthwith a

contingent operation subject to repudiation by the

other party to it.*

Where there are more than two parties concerned

in any act in the law, it may be bilateral in respect of

some of them and unilateral in respect of others. Thus

8. Middleton v. Pollock, 2 Ch. D. 104 ; Sharp v. Jackeon (1899) A.C. «9.
4, Xenos v. Wichham, L.B. 2 H.L. 296.
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a conveyance of property by A to B in trust for C may
be bilateral as to A and B inter se—operating by the

mutual consent of these two—while it may at the same

time be unilateral as between A and B on the one side

and on the other—C having no knowledge of the

transaction. So the exercise of a mortgagee's power of

sale is bilateral as between mortgagee and purchaser,

but unilateral so far as regards the mortgagor."*

§ 123. Agreements.

Of all vestitive facts, acts in the law are the most

important ; and among acts in the law, agreements are

entitled to the chief place. Unilateral acts are com-

paratively infrequent and unimportant. The residue of

this chapter will therefore be devoted to the considera-

tion of the grounds, modes, and conditions of the opera-

tion of agreement as an instrument of the creation,

transfer, and extinction of rights. A considerable por-

tion of what is to be said in this connection will, how-

ever, be applicable mutatis mutandis to unilateral acts

also.

The importance of agreement as a vestitive fact lies

in the universality of its operation. There are few

rights which cannot be acquired through the assent of

the persons upon whom the correlative duties are to be

imposed. There are few rights which cannot be trans-

ferred to another by the will of him in whom they are

presently vested. There are few which are not ex-

5. The terais unilateral and bilateral possess another signification distinct from

that "which is attributed to them in the text. In the sense there adopted all

agreements are bilateral, but there is another sense in which some of them are

bilateral and others unilateral. An agreement is bilateral, in this latter signi-

fication, if there is something to be done by uach party to it, while it is uni-

lateral if one party is purely passive and free from legal obligation, all the

activity and obligation being on the other side. An agreement to lend money
is bilatei^l, while an agreement to give money is unilateral.
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tinguisbed when their owner no longer desires to retain

them. Of that great multitude of rights and duties of

"which the adult member of a civilised community

stands possessed, the great majority have their origin

in agreements made by him with other men. By agree-

ments of contrary intent he may strip himself almost as

destitute of rights and duties, as when in the scantiest

of juridical vesture he made his first appearance before

the law. Invito beneficium non datur,^ said the Romans

;

and the maxim is fundamental.

By what reasons, then, is the law induced to allow

this far reaching operation to the fact of agreement ?

Why should the mere consent of the parties . be per-

mitted in this manner to stand for a title of right ?

Are not rights the subject-matter of justice, and is

justice a mere matter of convention varying with the

wills of men ?

The reasons are two in number. Agreement is in

the first place evidential of right, and in the second

place constitutive of it. There is in general no better

evidence of the justice of an arrangement than the fact

that all persons whose interests are affected by it have

freely and with full knowledge consented to it. Men
are commonly good judges of their own interests, and

in the words of Hobbes "there is not ordinarily a

greater sign of the equal distribution of anything, than

that every man is contented with his share." When,
therefore, all interests are satisfied, and every man is

content, the law may safely presume that justice has

been done, and that each has received his own. The

determination of the law is needed only in default of

the agreement of the parties. Hence it is, that he who

1. D. 60. 17. 69.
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agrees with another in any declaration of their respec-

tive rights and duties will not be suffered to go back

from his word, and will not be heard to dispute the

truth of his declaration. The exceptions to this rule

^re themselves defined by equally rigid rules ; and he

who would disclaim a duty which he has thus imposed

upon himself, or reclaim a right which he has thus

transferred or abandoned, must bring himself within

•one of these predetermined exceptions. Otherwise he

"will be held bound by his own words.

This conclusive presumption of the truth of consen-

sual declarations of right is, however, only one of the

foundations of the law of agreement. Consent is in

many cases truly constitutive of right, instead of

inerely evidential of it. It is one of the leading princi-

ples of justice to guarantee to men the fulfilment of

their reasonable expectations. In all matters that are

otherwise indifferent, expectation is of predominant

influence in the determination of the rule of right, and

of all the grounds of rational expectation there is none

of such general importance as mutual consent. " The

.human will," says Aquinas, " is able by way of consent

to make a thing just
;
provided that the thing is not

in itself repugnant to natural justice."^

There is an obvious analogy between agreement and

legislation—the former being the private and the latter

the public declaration and establishment of rights and

duties. By way of legislation the state does for its

subjects that which in other cases it allows them to do

for themselves by way of agreement. As to the respec-

tive spheres of these two operations, the leading maxim

is Modus et conventio vincunt legem. Save when the

2. Somma,, 2. 2. q. 67. art. 2.
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interests of the public at large demand a different rule^

the autonomy of consenting parties prevails over the

legislative will of the state. So far as may be, the

state leaves the rule of right to be declared and consti-

tuted by the agreement of those concerned vrith it. So

far as possible, it contents itself with executing the

rules which its subjects have made for themselves.

And in so doing it acts wisely. For in the first place,,

the administration of justice is enabled in this manner

to escape in a degree not otherwise attainable the dis-

advantages inherent in the recognition of rigid princi-

ples of law. Such principles we must have ; but if

they are established pro re nata by the parties them-

selves, they will possess a measure of adaptability to

individual cases which is unattainable by the more

general legislation of the state itself. Amid the in-

finite diversities and complexities of human affairs the

state wisely despairs of truly formulating the rules of

justice. So far as possible, it leaves the task to those-

who by their nearness to the facts are better qualified

for it. It says to its subjects : Agree among your-

selves as to what is just in your individual concerns,

and I shall enforce your agreement as the rule of right.

Id the second place, men are commonly better con-

tent to bear the burdens which they themselves have

taken up, than those placed upon them by the will of a

superior. They acquiesce easily in duties of their own
imposition, and are well pleased with rights of their

own creation. The law or the justice which best com-

mends itself to them is that which they themselves

have made or declared. Wherefore, instead of binding

its subjects, the state does well in allowing them to

bind themselves.
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§ 124. The Classes of Ag^reements.

Agreements are divisible into three classes, for they

either, create rights, or transfer them, or extinguish

them. Those which create rights are themselves divi-

sible into two sub-classes, distinguishable as contracts

and grants. A contract is an agreement which creates

an obligation or right in personam between the parties

to it. A grant is an agreement which creates a right of

any other description ; examples being grants of

leases, easements, charges, patents, franchises, powers,

licenses, and so forth. An agreement which transfers

c right may be termed generically an assignment. One

which extinguishes a right is a release, discharge, or

surrender.

As already indicated, a contract is an agreement

intended to create a right in personam between the con-

tracting parties. No agreement is a contract unless

its effect is to bind the parties to each other by the

mnculum juris of a newly created personal right. It

commonly takes the form of a promise or set of pro-

mises. That is to say, a declaration of the consenting

wills of two persons that one of them shall henceforth

be under an obligation to the other naturally assumes

the form of ac undertaking by the one with the other

to fulfil the obligation so created. Not every promise,

however, amounts to a contract. To constitute a con-

tract there must be not merely a promise to do a certain

act, but a promise, express or implied, to do this act

as a legal duty. When I accept an invitation to dine

at another man's house, I make him a promise, but

enter into no contract with him. The reason is that

our wills, though consenting, are not directed to the
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creation of any legal right or to any alteration of our

legal relations towards eacli other. The essential form

of a contract is not : I promise this to you ;
but :

I

agree with you that henceforth you shall have a legal

right to demand and receive this from me. Promises

that are not reducible to this form are not contracts.

Therefore the consent that is requisite for the creation

of rights by way of contract is essentially the same as

that required for their transfer or extinction. The

essential element in each case is the express or tacit

reference to the legal relations of the consenting

parties.

Taking into account the two divisions of the con-

sensual creation of rights, there are, therefore, four

distinct kinds of agreements :

—

1. Contracts—creating rights in personam.

2. Grants—creating rights of any other kind.

3. Assignments—transferring rights.

4. Releases—extinguishing rights.

It often happens that an. agreement is of a mixed nature,

and so falls within two or more of these classes at the same

time. Thus the sale of a specific chattel Is both a contract and

an assignment, for it transfers the ownership of the chattel and

at the same time creates an obligation to pay the price. So

a lease is both a grant and a contract, for it creates real and

personal rights at the same time. In aU such cases the agree-

ment must be classed in accordance with its chief or essential

operation, its other effects being deemed subsidiary and inci-

dental.

A frequent result of the difference between law and equity,

and between legal and equitable rights and ownership, is that

the same agreement has one effect in law and another in equity.

In law it may be a mere contract, and in equity an assignment

or a grant. Thus a written agreement for the sale of land
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is in law nothing more than a contract, imposing upon the seller

a personal obligation to execute a conveyance under seal, but

not in itself amounting to a transfer of the ownership of the

land. In equity, on the other hand, such an agreement amounts

to an assignment. The equitable ownership of the land passes

under it to the purchaser forthwith, and the vendor holds the

legal ownership in trust for him. Similarly a contract to grant

a legal lease or mortgage or servitude is itself the actual grant

of an equitable lease, mortgage, or servitude. For it is a maxim

of Chancery that equity regards that as already done which

ought to be done.

§ 125. Void and Voidable Agreements.

In respect of their legal eflScacy agreements are of

three kinds, being either valid, void, or voidable. A
valid agreement is one which is fully operative in

accordance vs^ith the intent of the parties. A void

agreement is one which entirely fails to receive legal

recognition or sanction, the declared will of the parties

being wholly destitute of legal efficacy. A voidable

agreement stands midway, between these two cases.

It is not a nullity, but its operation is conditional and

not absolute. By reason of some defect in its origin

it is liable to be destroyed or cancelled at the option of

one of the parties to it. On the exercise of this power

the agreement not only ceases to have any efficacy, but

is deemed to have been void ah initio. The avoidance

of it relates back to the making of it. The hypothe-

tical or contingent efficacy which has hitherto been

attributed to it wholly disappears, as if it had never

existed. In other words, a voidable agreement is one

which is void or valid at the election of one of the

parties to it. A lease determinable on notice or on

re-entry for breach of covenant is not for that reason
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voidable ; because, when determined, it is not des-

troyed ab initio, but merely from then onwards.^

Void and voidable agreements may be classed to-

gether as invalid. The most important causes of in-

validity are six in number, namely, (1) incapacity, (2)

informality, (3) illegality, (4) error, (5) coercion, and

(6) want of consideration.

Incapacity. Certain classes of persons are wholly

or partially destitute of the power of determining

their rights and liabilities by way of consent. They

cannot, at least to the same extent as other persons,

supersede or supplement the common law by subjecting

themselves to conventional law of their own making.

In the case of minors, lunatics, and convicts, for

example, the common law is peremptory, and not to be

derogated from or added to by their agreement. So

the agreements of an incorporated company may be

invalid because ultra vires, or beyond the capacity con-

ferred upon it by the law.

Informality. Agreements are of two kinds, which

may be distinguished as simple and formal. A simple

agreement is one in which nothing is required for its

effective operation beyond the manifestation, in what-

ever fashion, of the consenting wills of the parties. A
formal agreement, on the other hand, is one in which

the law requires not merely that consent shall exist,

but that it shall be manifested in some particular form,

in default of which it is held of no account. Thus the

intent of the parties may be held effective only if

expressed in writing signed by them, or in writing

1. In lespect of the efficacy ot contracts, there is a special case which requires a
word of notice. A contract ma,y be neither void nor voidable, but yet unenforce-
able. That is to say, no action will lie for the enforcement of it. The obligation
created by it is imperfect. See mite p. 239 An example is a verbal contract which
ought to be in writing under the Statute of Frauds.
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authenticated by the more solemn form of sealing ; or

it must be embodied in some appointed form of words
;

or it must be acknowledged in the presence of wit-

nesses, or recorded by some form of public registration

;

•or it must be accompanied by some formal act, such as

"the delivery of the subject-matter of the agreement.

The leading purpose of all such forms is two-fold.

"They are, in the first place, designed as preappointed

evidence of the fact of consent and of its terms, to

the intent that this method of determining rights and

liabilities may be provided with the safeguards of per-

manence, certainty, and publicity. In the second place

their purpose is that all agreements may by their help

be the outcoine of adequate reflection. Any necessary

formality has the effect of drawing a sharp line be-

tween the preliminary negotiations and the actual

agreement, and so prevents the parties from drifting

by inadvertence into unconsidered consent.

Illegality. In the third place an agreement may be

Invalid by reason of the purposes with which it is made.

To a very large extent men are free to agree together

upon any matter as they please. But this autono-

mous liberty is not absolute. Limitations are imposed

upon it, partly in the interests of the parties them-

selves, and partly on behalf of the public. There is

miuch of the common law which will not suffer itself to

be derogated from by any private agreement ;
and

-there are many rules which, though they in no way

infringe upon the common law, cannot be added to it

-as supplementary. That is to say, there are many

matters in which the common law will admit of no

abatement, and many in which it will admit of no addi-

tion, by way of conventional law. It is true in great
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part that Modus et ronventio vincunt legem ; but ovet:

against this principle we must set thp qualification,

Frivatormn conventio juri publico non derogat. By jus-

iniblicum is here meant that part of the law which con-

cerns the public interest, and which for this reason the-

agreements of private persons cannot be allowed to-

infringe upon.^ Agreements which in this way over-

pass the limits allowed by the law are said in a widP-

sense to be illegal, or to be void for illegality. They

may or may not be illegal in a narrower sense, as-

amounting in their making or in their performance to-

a criminal or civil wrong.

Error or Mistake. Error or mistake, as a ground of'

invalidity, is of two kinds, which are distinguishable as-

essential and unessential. Essential error is that which-

is of such a nature as to prevent the existence of any

real consent and therefore of any real agreement. The-

parties have not in reality meant the same thing, and

therefore have not in reality agreed to anything. Their

agreement exists in appearance only, and not in reality.

This is the case if A makes an offer to B which is.

accepted in mistake by ; or if A agrees to sell lanct

to B, but A is thinking of one piece of land, and B is.

thinking of another. The effect of error of this Kind

is to make the agreement wholly void, inasmuch as

there is in truth no agreement at all, but only the

external semblance and form of one.''

There is, however, an exception to this rule when
the error is due to the negligence of one of the parties-

and is unknown to the other. For in such a case he
who is in fault will be estopped by his own carelessness.:

2. D. 50. 17. 45. \.

3. Cundy v. Lindsay. 3 A.C. 469; Raffles v. Wichelhaxia, 2 H. & C. 906.
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from raising the defence of essential error, and will be

held bound by the agreement in the sense in which the

other party understood it.*

Unessential error, on the other hand, is that which

does not relate to the contents of the agreement, but

only to some external circumstance, serving as one of

the inducements which led to the making of it ; as

when A agrees to buy B's horse because he believes it

to be sound, whereas it is in reality unsound. This is

not essential error, for there is a true consensus ad idem.

The parties have agreed to the same thing in the same

sense, though one of them would not have made the

agreement had he not been under a mistake. The

general rule is that unessential error has no effect on

the validity of an agreement. Neither party is in any

way concerned in law with the reasons which induced

the other to give his consent. That which men consent

to they must abide by, whether their reasons are good

or bad. And this is so even though one party is well

aware of the error of the other.^

This rule, however, is subject to an important ex-

ception, for even unessential error will make an agree-

ment voidable at the option of the mistaken party, if it

has been caused by the misrepresentation of the other

party. He who is merely mistaken is none the less

bound by his agreement ; but he who is misled has a

right to rescind the agreement so procured."

Coercion. In order that consent may be justly al-

lowed as a title of right, it must be free. It must not

4. Kinij T. Smith (1900) 2 Ch. 425.

5. Smith V. Bughes, L.R. 6Q B. 69T.

6. In addition to the case of misrepresentation, unessential error affects an

agreement if it has b^en expressly or impliedly made conditional on the exis-

tence of the fact erroneously supposed to exist. A contract of sale, for ex-

ample, is conditional on the present existence of the thing sold ; if it is already

destroyed, the contract for the purchase of it is void.

Z
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be the product of any form of compulsion or undue

influence ; otherwise the basis of its legal operation

fails. Freedom, however, is a matter of degree, and it

is no easy task to define the boundary line that must

be recognised by a rational system of law. We can

only say generally, that there must be such liberty of

choice as to create a reasonable presumption that the

party exercising it has chosen that which he desires,

and not merely submitted to that which he cannot

avoid. We cannot usefully enter here into any exami-

nation of the actual results that have been worked out

in this matter by English law.

Want of Consideration. A further condition very

commonly required by English law for the existence of

fully efficacious consent is that which is known by the

technical name of consideration. This requirement is,

however, almost wholly confined to the law of contract,

other forms of agreement being generally exempt from

it.

A consideration in its widest sense is the reason,

motive, or inducement, by which a man is moved to

bind himself by an agreement. It is not for nothing

that he consents to impose an obligation upon himself,

or to abandon or transfer a right. It is in consideration

of such and such a fact that he agrees to bear new
burdens or to forego the benefits which the law already

allows him. If he sells his house, the consideration of

his agreement is the receipt or promise of the purchase

money. If he makes a settlement upon his wife and

children, it is in consideration of the natural love and

affection which he has for them. If he promises to pay

a debt incurred by him before his bankruptcy, the con-

sideration of his promise is the moral obligation
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which survives his legal indebtedness to his creditors.

Using the term in this wide sense, it is plain that no

agreement made with knowledge and freedom by a

rational man can be destitute of some species of con-

sideration. All consent must proceed from some

eflflcient cause. What, then, is meant by saying that

the law requires a consideration as a condition of the

validity of an agreement ? The answer is that the

consideration required by the law is a consideration of

a kind which the law itself regards as sufflcient. It is

not enough that it should be deemed suflBicient by the

parties, for the law has itself authoritatively declared

what facts amount to a valid and sufflcient considera-

tion for consent, and what facts do not. If men are

moved to agreement by considerations which the law

refuses to recognise as good, so much the worse for

the agreement. Ex nudo pacta non oritur actio. To

bare consent, proceeding from no lawfully sanctioned

source, the law allows no operation.

What considerations, then, does the law select and

approve as sufficient to support a contract ? Speak-

ing generally, we may say that none are good for this

purpose save those which are valuable. By a valuable

consideration is meant something of value given by one

party in exchange for the promise of the other. By

English law no promise (unless under seal or of record)

is binding unless the promisor receives a quid pro quo

from the promisee. Contracts which are purely uni-

lateral, all the obligation being on one side, and no-

thing either given or promised on the other, are des-

titute of legal operation. Every valid contract^ is

7. With the exception of contracts under seal and contracts of record, to which

the doctrine of consideration is inapplicable.

Zl
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reducible to the form of a bargain that if T do some-

thing for you, you will do something for me.

In certain exceptional cases, however, considera-

tions which are not valuable are nevertheless accepted

as good and suflacient by the law. Thus the existence

of a legal obligation may be a sufflcient considei-ation

for a promise to fulfil it ; as in the case of a promis-

sory note or other negotiable instrument given for the

amount of an existing debt. At one time it was sup-

posed to be the law that a merely moral obligation was

in the same manner a sufflcient basis for a promise of

performance, and though this is no longer true as a

^general proposition, certain particular applications of

the principle still survive, while others have but

recently been abolished by statute. Thus a promise

made by a discharged bankrupt to pay a creditor in

full was until recently a binding contract, because

made in consideration of the moral obligation which

survives the legal indebtedness of an insolvent. For

the same reason, a promise made after majority to pay

debts incurred during infancy was binding, until the

law was altered in this respect by recent legislation.

Similarly a promise to pay a debt barred by prescrip-

tion is legally valid even yet, the consideration being

the moral (and imperfect legal) obligation which sur-

vives the period of prescription.

With respect to the rational basis of this doctrine,

it is to noticed that the requirement of consideration is

not absolute, but conditional on the absence of a cer-

tain formality, namely that of a sealed writing. Form
and consideration are two alternative conditions of the

vvalidity of contracts and of certain other kinds of
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agreements. It may be surmised, therefore, that they

are founded on the same reasons and fulfil the same

functions. They are intended as a precaution against

the risk of giving legal efficacy to unconsidered pro-

mises and to the levities of speech. The law selects

certain reasons and inducements, which are normally

sufficient for reasoned and deliberate consent, and

holds valid all agreements made on these grounds,

even though informal. In all other cases it demands

the guarantee of solemn form. There can be little

doubt, however, that our law has shown itself too

scrupulous in this matter. In other legal systems no

such precaution is known, and its absence seems to

lead to no ill results.

Witli I'eference to the conception and requirement of valu-

able consideration, tliere are tlie following additional observa-

tions to be made :

1. The thing given by way of consideration must be of some
value. Tliat is to say, it mwst be material to the interests ot

one or other or both of the parties. It must either involve

some gain or benefit to the promisor by way of recompense for

the burden of his promise, or it must involve some loss or dis

advantage to the promisee for which the benefit of the promise

Is a recompense. Commonly it possesses both of these quali-

ties at once, but either of them is .sufficient by itself. Thus if

I promise gratuitously to take care of property which the

owner deposits with me, I am bound by that pi-omise, although

I receive no benefit In recompense for it, because there is a

sufficient consideration for it in the detriment incurred by the

promisee In entrusting his property to my guardianship. If,

however, the thing given by way of consideration Is of no

value a)t all, being completely Indifferent to both parties, it is

insufficient, and the contract is invalid ; as, for example, the

doing of something which one Is already bound to the other

party to do, or tihe surrender of a claim which is known to be

unfounded.
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"5. The consideration need not be adequate. That Is to say,

although it must be of some vahie, its value need not be in

any way commensurate with that of the promise. The law

will not enforce a promise for which the promisor gets nothing

in return, but if he gets what he has bargained for, the law

will not suffer him to say that it is insufficient. So far as the

tBlative values of the promise and the consideration are con-

cerned, anything which satisfies the parties will satisfy the law

also.

3. The consideration foT a proimise may be nothing more

than another promise made by 'the promisee in return. For a

binding promise to give something of value is itself a thing of

value, and therefore is itself a valuable consideration. A con-

sideration which thus consistB of a mere promise is distin-

guished as executory from one which consists in an act, and

which is termed esoecufed. When the consideration is executed

the form of the contract is : In consideration of your doing

this for me, I promise to do that for you. When the considera-

tion is executory, on the otlier hand, the form is : In considera-

tion of your promising to do this for me, I promise to do that

for you. In the former case there is no binding contract until

the act which constitutes the consideration has been actually

done, whereas in tie latter case there is a binding contract so

soon as the reciprocal promises (which constitute the considera-

tion for each other) have been made.

4. The consideration must be given by (or, In technical

phrase, must move from) the promisee, and not a stranger. It

is not sufficient that the promisor oMains value for his promise;

it is necessary that tlie promisee should give it. A promise

made by A to B, in consideration of money paid to A by O,

creates no valid contract between A and B. For, as between

these two, the agreement is purely unilateral, and there is not

that reciprocity in which the essence of valuable Considera-

tion consists.

5. The consideration must be given in exchange for the pro-

mise. Therefore the giving of it must neither precede nor fol-

low the making of the promise, but must be contemporaneous
with it, so as to constitute part of a bilateral bargain. A pro-

mise made by A to B, in consideration of some thing already

given or done by B on behalf of A, creates no legal obligation,
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nor daea a graittiitous ppoinise become binding by reason of

value subsequently given and received for It*

6. Although the doctrine of consideration, in the form received

by English law, is unlcnown elsewhere, it is simply a modifica-

tion of a doctrine linown to the Civil law and to several modem
systems, more especially to that of France. Article 1131 of the

French Civil Code provides that :
" L'obligation sans cause,

ou sur une fausse cause, ou sur une cause illicite, ne pent avoir

aucun efEet."° This cause or causa is a synonym for considera-

tion, and we find the terms used interchangeably in the earlier

English authorities." There is, however, an essential difCerence

between the English and the Continental principle. TJnlilre the

former, the latter never rejects any cause or consideration as

insufficient. Whatever motive or inducement is enough to

satisfy the contracting parties is enough to satisfy the law, even

•though it is nothing more than the causa liberalitatis of a volun-

tary gift. By an obligation sons cause, or contract without con-

sideration. French law does not mean a contract made without

any motive or inducement (for there are none such), nor a

contract made from an inadequate motive or inducement (for

the law malies no such distinctions), but a contract made for

a consideration which has failed

—

causa non secuta, as the

Romans called it. The second ground of invalidity mentioned

in the Article cited is the falsity of the consideration {falsa

causa). A consideration may be based on mistalie, so that it

is imaginary and not real ; as when I agree to buy a horse

which, unlmown to me, is already dead, or a ship which has been

already wreciied, or give a promissory note for a debt which is

not truly owing. Finally a causa turpis, or iillegal consideration,

is as fatal to a contract in French and Roman law as in English.

In English law the failure of consideration {causa non

secuta) and its unreality due to error {causa falsa) are grounds

of invalidity, only when the absence of such failure or error is

expressly or impliedly made a condition of the contract. In a

8. In those cases in which the consideration of a valid contract is apparently

subsequent to the promise, the promise is merely conditional on the giving of

the consideration, and is therefore not finally made until the consideration is

-actually given ; as, for example, the promise of a reward for the recovery of

lost property.

9. Cf. D. 44. 4. 2. 3. Si quia sine cau9a ab aliquo fuerit stipulatus, deinde ex ea

stipulatione experiatur, exceptlo utique doli mali ei nocebit. See also D. 12. 7. 1.

10. Salmond, Essays in Jurisprudence and Legal History, p. 219.
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contract for the sale of a chatte'l, for example, the present

existence of the chattel is an implied condition of the validity

of the sale."

11. The French law as to the cause or consideration of a contract will be found

in Potbier, Obligations, sees. 42-46, and Baudry-Lacantinerie, Obligations, sees.

295—327. Whether the English doctrine of consideration is historically connected

with the causa of the Civil law is a matter of dispute, and there is much to be aaid

on both sides.
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CHAPTER XVII.

LIABILITY.

§ 126. The Nature and Kinds of Liability.

He who commits an actionable wrong is said to be

liable or responsible for it. Liability or responsi-

bility is the bond of necessity that exists between the

wrongdoer and the remedy of the wrong. This vincu-

lum juris is not one of mere duty or obligation ; it per-

tains not to the sphere of ought but to that of must. It

has its source in the supreme will of the state, vindi-

cating its supremacy by way of physical force in the

last resort against the unconforming will of the indi-

vidual. A man's liability consists in those things

which he mtist do or suffer, because he has already

failed in doing what he ought. It is the ultimatum of

the law.^

The purpose of this chapter and of the two which

follow it is to consider the general theory of liability.

We shall investigate the leading principles which deter-

mine the existence, the incidence, and the measure of

responsibility for wrongdoing. The special rules which

relate exclusively to particular kinds of wrongs will be

disregarded as irrelevant to the purpose of our inquiry.

Liability is in the first place either civil or criminal,

and in the second place either remedial or penal. The

nature of these distinctions has been already suflSci-

ently considered in a previous chapter on the Admin-

1. We have already seen that the term liability has also a wider sense, in which
it is the correlative of any legal power or liberty, and not merely of the right of

action or prosecution vested in a person wronged. Supra p. 236.
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istration of Justice. We there saw that civil liability is

liability to civil proceedings, and that a civil proceeding

ifci one whose direct purpose is the enforcement of a

Tight vested in the plaintiff. Criminal liability, on the

other hand, is liability to criminal proceedings, and a

proceeding of this nature is one whose direct purpose is

the punishment of a wrong committed by the defen-

dant.^

We also saw that the law often punishes a wrong by
creating and enforcing against the wrongdoer a new
obligation ; for example, that of paying a pecuniary

penalty or damages. In such a case the direct purpose

•of the proceeding is the enforcement of the sanctioning

right thus created, though its ulterior purpose is the

punishment of the wrong in which this right has its

source. Hence the necessity of the further distinction

between penal and remedial liability. The former is

that in which the purpose of the law, direct or ulterior,

is or includes the punishment of a wrongdoer ; the

latter is that in which the law has no such purpose at

all, its sole intent being the enforcement of the plain-

tiff's right, and the idea of punishment being wholly

irrelevant. The liability of a borrower to repay the

money borrowed by him is remedial ; that of the pub-

lisher of a libel to be imprisoned, or to pay damages

to the person injured by him, is penal. All criminal

liability is penal ; civil liability, on the other hand, is

:sometimes penal and sometimes remedial.'

§ 127. The Theory of Remedial Liability.

The theory of remedial liability presents little diffi-

culty. It may be laid down as a general principle,

'2. Supra p. 68.

3. Sopra p. 91.
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that, whenever the law creates a duty, it should enforce-

the specific fulfilment of it. The sole condition of the-

existence of remedial liability is the existence of a

legal duty binding upon the defendant and unfulfilled

by him, AVhat a man oiight to do by a rule of law, he-

ought to be made to do by the force of law. In law

ought is normally equivalent to must, and obligation*

and remedial liability are in general co-existent. To*

this general principle, however, there are the following,

exceptions :

—

1. In the first place, there are duties of imperfect

obligation—duties the breach of which gives no cause

of action, and creates no liability at all, either civil or

criminal, penal or remedial. A debt barred by the

statute of limitations, or due by the crown, is a legal

debt, but the payment of it cannot be compelled by any

proceedings known to the law.

2. Secondly, there are many duties which, from their

nature, cannot be specifically enforced after having;

once been broken. When a libel has already been

published, or an assault has already been committed,,

it is too late to compel the wrongdoer to perform his

duty of refraining from such acts. Wrongs of this

description may be termed transitory ; once committed^,

they belong to the irrevocable past. Others, how-

ever, are continuing ; for example, the non-payment

of a debt, the commission of a nuisance, or the deten-

tion of another's property. In such cases the duty-

violated is in its nature capable of specific enforce-

ment, notwithstanding the violation of it.

3. In the third place, even when the specific enforce-

ment of a duty is possible, it may be, or be deemed tty

be, more expedient to deal with it solely through the
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criminal law, or through the creation and enforcement

of a substituted sanctioning duty of pecuniary com-

pensation. For centuries our law provided no means

for the specific enforcement of a right to the possession

-of a chattel. The appointed remedy for the wrongful

taking or detention of a horse was not an action for the

recovery of the horse, but one for the payment of its

pecuniary value. To this day it is only in special cases

that the law will compel the specific performance of a

contract, instead of the payment of damages for the

breach of it.

§ 128. The Theory o-f Penal Liability.

^Ve now proceed to the main subject of our inquiry,

namely, the general principles of penal liability. We
have to consider the legal theory of punishment, in its

application both to the criminal law and to those por-

tions of the civil law in which the idea of punishment

is relevant and operative. We have already, in a

former chapter, dealt with the purposes of punishment,

a,nd we there saw that its end is fourfold, being deter-

rent, disabling, retributive, and reformative. The first

of these purposes, however, is primary and essen-

tial, the others being merely secondary. In our pre-

sent investigation, therefore, we shall confine our atten-

tion to punishment as deterrent. The inquiry will fall

into three divisions, relating (1) to the conditions (2) to

the incidence and (3) to the measure of penal liability.

The general conditions of penal liability are indi-

cated with sufficient accuracy in the legal maxim.

Actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea—The act alone

does not amount to guilt ; it must be accompanied by

-a guilty mind. That is to say, there are two condi-
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tions to be fulfilled before penal responsibility can

rightly be imposed. We may conveniently distinguish

these as the material and the formal conditions of lia-

bility. The material condition is the doing of some

act by the person to be held liable; A man is to be-

accounted responsible only for what he himself does,,

not for what other persons do, or for events indepen-

dent of human activity altogether. The formal condi-

tion, on the other hand, is the mens rea or guilty mind

with which the act is done. It is not enough that a man;

has done some act which on account of its mischievous

results the law prohibits ; before the law can justly

punish the act, an inquiry must be made into the men-

tal attitude of the doer. For although the act may

have been materially or objectively wrongful, the mind.

and will of the doer may have been innocent.

We shall see later that the mens rea or guilty mind

includes two, and only two, distinct mental attitudes

of the doer towards the deed. These are intention and

negligence. Generally speaking, a man is penally res-

ponsible only for those wrongful acts which he does

either wilfully or negligently. Then and only then is

the actus accompanied by the mens rea. Then and then,

only do the two conditions of liability, the material

and the formal, co-exist. In this case only, is punishr

ment justifiable, for it is in this case alone that it can

be effective. Inevitable accident or mistake—the ab-

sence both of wrongful intention and of culpable negli-

gence—is in general a suflicient ground of exemption

from all penal responsibility. Impunitus est, said the

Eomans, qui sine culpa et dolo malo casu quodam dam-

num committit.^

1. Gaius, III. 211.
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We shall consider separately the two conditions

of liability, analysing first the conception of an act, and
secondly that of mens rea in its two forms of intention

and negligence.^

§ 129. Acts.

The term act is one of ambiguous import, being used

in various senses of different degrees of generality.

When it is said, however, that an act is one of the

essential conditions of liability, we use the term in the

widest sense of which it is capable. We mean by it

any event which is subject to the control of the human
will. Such a definition is, indeed, not ultimate, but

it is sufficient for the purpose of the law. As to the

nature of the will and of the control exercised by it,

it is not for lawyers to dispute, this being a problem of

psychology or physiology, not of jurisprudence.

(1) Positive and Negative Acts. Of acts as so defined

there are various species. In the first place, they are

either positive or negative, either acts of commission

or acts of omission. A wrongdoer either does that

which he ought not to do, or leaves undone that which

he ought to do. The term act is often used in a narrow

sense to include merely positive acts, and is then op-

posed to omissions or forbearances instead of includ

ing them. This restriction, however, is inconvenient.

Adopting the generic sense, we can easily distinguish

the two species as positive and negative ; but if we
restrict the term to acts of commission, we leave our-

2. The distinction between material and formal wrongdoing has long been fa-

miliar in moral philosophy. The material badness of an act depends on the actual

nature, circumstances, and consequences of it. Its formal badness depends on the

state of mind or will of the actor. The madman who kills his keeper offends ma-
terially but not formally ; so also with him who in invincible ignorance breaks the

role of right. Material without formal wrongdoing is no ground of culpability
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selves without a name for the genus, and are compelled

to resort to an enumeration of the species.

(2j Internal and External Acts. In the second place,

acts are either internal or external. The former are

acts of the mind, while the latter are acts of the body.

In each case the act may be either positive or negative,

lying either in bodily activity or passivity, or in mental

activity or passivity. To think is an internal act ; to

speak is an external act. To work out an arithmetical

problem in one's head is an act of the mind ; to work it

out on paper is an act of the body. Every external act

involves an internal act which is related to it ; but the

converse is not true, for there are many acts of the mind

which never realise themselves in acts of the body.

The term act is very commonly restricted to external

acts, but this is inconvenient for the reason already

given in respect of the distinction between positive and

negative acts.

(3) Intentional and UnintenMonal Acts. Acts are

further distinguishable as being either intentional or

unintentional. The nature of intention is a'matter to

which particular attention will be devoted later, and it

is sufficient to say here that an act is intended or inten-

tional when it is the outcome of a determination of the

actor's will directed to that end. In other words, it is

intentional when it was foreseen and desired by the

doer, and this foresight and desire realised themselves

in the act through the operation of the will. It is un-

intentional, on the other hand, when, and in so far as,

it is not the result of any determination of the will

towards a desired issue.

In both cases the act may be either internal or

external, positive or negative. The term omission,
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while often used in a wide sense to include all negative

acts, is also used in a narrower signification to include

merely unintentional negative acts. It is then opposed

to a forbearance, which is an intentional negative act.

If I fail to keep an appointment through forgetfulness,

my act is unintentional and negative ; that is to say, an

omission. But if I remember the appointment, and

resolve not to keep it, my act is intentional and nega-

tive ; that is to say, a forbearance.

The term act is very commonly restricted to inten-

tional acts, but this restriction is inadmissible in law.

Intention is not a necessary condition of legal liability,

and therefore cannot be an essential element in those

acts which produce such liability. An act is an event

subject to the control of the will. It is not essential

that this control should be actually exercised ; there

need be no actual determination of the will. It is

enough that such control or determination is pos-

sible. If the control of the will is actually exercised,

the act is intentional ; if the will is dormant, the act is

unintentional. But in each case, by virtue of the exist-

ence of the power of control, the event is equally an act.

The movements of a man's limbs are acts ; those of his

heart are not. Not to move his arms is an act ; not to

move his ears is not. To meditate is an act ; to dream

is not. It is the power possessed by me of determining

the issue otherwise which makes any event my act, and

is the ground of my responsibility for it.

^

Every act is made up of three distinct factors or con-

stituent parts. These are (1) its origin in some mental

or bodily activity or passivity of the doer ; (2) its cir-

cumstances ; and (3) its consequences. Let us suppose

AA
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that in practising with a rifle I shoot some person by-

accident. The material elements of my act are the

following : its origin or primary stage, namely a series

of muscular contractions, by which the rifle is raised

and the trigger pulled ; secondly, the circumstances,

the chief of which are the facts that the rifle is loaded

and in working order, and that the person killed is in

the line of fire ; thirdly, the consequences, the chief of

which are the fall of the trigger, the explosion of the

powder, the discharge of the bullet, its passage through

the body of the man killed, and his death. A similar

analysis will apply to all acts for wWch a man is

legally responsible. Whatever act the law prohibits

as being wrongful is so prohibited in respect of its

origin, its circumstances, and its consequences. For

unless it has its origin in some mental or physical

activity or passivity of the defendant, it is not his

act at all ; and apart form its circumstances and

results it cannot be wrongful. All acts are, in respect

of their origin, indifferent. No bodily motion is in

itself illegal. To crook one's finger may be a crime,

if the finger is in contact with the trigger of a loaded

pistol ; but in itself it is not a matter which the law
is in any way concerned to take notice of.

By some writers the term act is limited to that
part of the act which we have distinguished as its

origin. According to this opinion the only acts, pro-
perly so called, are movements of the body. " An act,"

it has been said,i "is always a voluntary muscular
contraction and nothing else." That is to say, the cir-

1. Holmes, Common Law. p. 91. See also Austin, p. 419: " The bodily movement.,
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cumstances and consequences of an act are not part

of it, but are wholly external to it. This limitation,

however, seems no less inadmissible in law than con-

trary to the common usage of speech. We habitually

and rightly include all material and relevant circum-

stances and consequences under the name of the act.

The act of the murderer is the shooting or poisoning

of his victim, not merely the muscular contractions by

which this result is effected. To trespass on another

man's land is a wrongful act ; but the act includes the

circumstance that the land belongs to another man, no

less than the bodily movements by which the tres-

passer enters upon it.^

Circumstances and consequences are of two kinds,

according as they are relevant or irrelevant to the ques-

tion of liability. Out of the infinite array of circum-

stances and the endless chain of consequences the law

selects some few as material. They and they alone are

constituent parts of the wrongful act. All the others

are irrelevant and without legal significance. They

have no bearing or influence on the guilt of the doer. It

is for the law, at its own good pleasure, to select and

define the relevant and material facts in each particu-

lar species of wrong. In theft the hour of the day is

irrelevant ; in burglary it is material.

An act has no natural boundaries, any more than an

event or a place has. Its limits must be artificially

defined for the purpose in hand for the time being. It

is for the law to determine, in each particular case,

what circumstances and what consequences shall be

2. It is unfortanate that there is no recognised name for the origin or initial

stage of the act, as contrasted with the totality of it. Bentham calls the former

the act and the latter the action. Principles, Oh. 8. sec. 2. Works, I. p. 40. But

in common usage these two terms are synonymous, and to use them in thia

special sense would only lead to confusion.

AA 1
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counted within the compass of the act with which it

is concerned. To ask what act a man has done is like

asking in what place he lives.

§ 130. Two Classes of Wrongful Acts.

Every wrong is an act which is mischievous in the

eye of the law—an act to which the law attributes

harmful consequences. These consequences, however,

are of two kinds, being either actual or merely antici-

pated. In other words, an act may be mischievous in

two ways—either in its actual results, or in its ten-

dencies. Hence it is, that legal wrongs are of two

kinds. The first consists of those in which the act is

wrongful only by reason of accomplished harm which

in fact ensues from it. The second consists of those

in which the act is wrongful by reason of its mischie-

vous tendencies, as recognised by the law, irrespective

of the actual issue. In the first case there is no wrong

or cause of action without proof of actual damage ; in

the second case it is sufficient to prove the act itself,

even though in the event no harm has followed it.

For example, if A breaks his contract with B, it is

not necessary for B to prove that he was thereby dis-

appointed in his reasonable expectations, or otherwise

suffered actual loss, for the law takes notice of the fact

that breach of contract is an act of mischievous ten-

dency, and therefore treats it as wrongful irrespective

of the actual issue. The loss, if any, incurred by B is

I'elevant to the measure of damages, but not to the

existence of a cause of action. So if I walk across

another man's field, or publish a libel upon him, I am
responsible for the act without any proof of actual

;harm resulting from it. For trespass and libel belong
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to the class of acts which are judged wrongful in re

spect of their tendencies, and not merely in respect of

their results. In other cases, on the contrary, actual

damage is essential to the cause of action. Slander,

for example, is in general not actionable without proof

of some loss sustained by the plaintiff, although libel

is actionable per se. So if by negligent driving I expose

others to the risk of being run over, I am not deemed

guilty of any wrong until an accident actually happens.

The dangerous tendency of the act is not in this case

considered a sufficient ground of liability.

With respect to this distinction between wrongs

which do, and those which do not, require proof of

actual damage, it is to be noticed that criminal wrongs

commonly belong to the latter class. Criminal liability

is usually sufficiently established by proof of some act

which the law deems dangerous in its tendencies, even

though the issue is in fact harmless. The formula of

the criminal law is usually :
" If you do this, you will

be held liable in all events," and not :
" If you do this,

you will be held liable if any harm ensues." An un-

successful attempt is a ground of criminal liability, no

less than a completed offence. This, however, is not

invariably so. Criminal responsibility, like civil, some-

times depends on the accident of the event. If I am
negligent in the use of firearms, and kill someone in

consequence, I am criminally liable for manslaughter
;

but if by good luck my negligence results in no accom-

plished mischief, I am free from all responsibility.

As to civil liability, no corresponding general princi-

ple can be laid down. In some cases proof of actual

damage is required, while in other cases there is no

such necessity ; and the matter pertains to legal his-
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tory rather than to legal theory. It is to be noted,

-however, that whenever this requirement exists, it im-

ports into the administration of civil justice an element

of capriciousness from which the criminal law is com-

monly free. In point of criminal responsibility men

are judged by their acts and by the mischievous ten-

dencies of them, but in point of civil liability they are

often judged by the actual event. If I attempt to ex-

ecute a wrongful purpose, I am criminally responsible

whether I succeed or not ; but my civil liability will

often depend upon the accident of the result. Failure

in a guilty endeavour amounts to innocence. Instead

of saying :
" Do this, and you will be held accountable

for it," the civil law often says :
" Do this if you wish,

but remember that you do it at your peril, and if evil

consequences chance to follow, you will be answerable

for them."

§ 131. Damnum sine Injuria.

Although all wrongs are, in fact or in legal theory,

mischievous acts, the converse is not true. All damage

done is not wrongful. There are cases in which the

law will suffer a man knowingly and wilfully to inflict

harm upon another, and will not hold him accountable

for it. Harm of this description is called damnum sine

injuria.^ The term injuria is here used in its true sense

of an act contrary to the law {in jus), not in its modern

and corrupt sense of harm. There can be no injuria

sine damno—no wrong without mischief, actual or anti-

cipated ; but there may be damnum sine injuria—mis-

chief that is not wrongful because it does not fulfil even

the material conditions of responsibility.

1. As to the origin of this expression, see Pollock, Law of Torts, p. 143.
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Oases of damnum sine injuria fall under two heads.

There are, in the first place, instances in which the

Jiarm done to the individual is nevertheless a gain to

society at large. The wrongs of individuals are such

only because, and only so far as, they are at the same

time the wrongs of the whole community ; and so far

as this coincidence is imperfect, the harm done to an

individual is damnum sine injuria. The special result

of competition in trade may be ruin to many ; but the

general result is, or is deemed to be, a gain to society

as a whole. Competitors, therefore, do each other

harm but not injury. So a landowner may do many

things on his own land, which are detrimental to the

interests of adjoining proprietors. He may so exca-

vate his land as to withdraw the support required by

the buildings on the adjoining property ; he may pre-

vent the access of light to the windows of these build-

ings ; he may drain away the water which supplies his

neighbour's well. These things are harmful to indi-

viduals ; but it is held to serve the public interest to

-allow a man, within wide limits, to do as he pleases

with his own.

The second head of damnum sine injuria includes all

those cases in which, although real harm is done to the

community, yet owing to its triviality, or to the diffi-

culty of proof, or to any other reason, it is considered

inexpedient to attempt its prevention by the law. The

mischief is of such a nature that the legal remedy

would be worse than the disease.

§ 132. The Place and Time of an Act.

Chiefly, though not exclusively, to consequence of the terri-

torial limits of the jurisdiction of courts, it is often material
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to determine the place in which an act is done. In general

this inquiry presents no difficulty, but there are two cases

which require special consideration. The first is that in which

the act is done partly in one place and partly in another. If

a man standing on the English side of the Border fires at and

bills a man on the Scottish side, has he committed murder in

England or in Scotland V If a contract is made by correspon-

dence between a merchant in London and another in Paris,

is the contract made in England or in France ? If by false

representations made in Melbourne a man obtains goods In

Sydney, is the offence of obtaining goods by false pretences

committed in Victoria or in New South Wales ? As a matter

of fact and of strict logic the correct answer in all these cases

is that the act is not done either In the one place or in the

other. He who in England shoots a man in Scotland commits

murder in Great Britain, regarded as a unity, but not in either

of its parts taken in isolation. But no such answer is allow-

able in law ; for, so long as distinct territorial areas of jurisdic-

tion are recognised, the law must assume that it is possible

to determine with respect to every act the particular area

within which it is committed.

What locality, therefore, does the law attribute to acts

which thus fall partly within one territorial division and partly

within another ? There are three possible answers. It may
be said that the act is committed In both places, or solely In

that in which it has Its commencement, or solely In that in

which it is completed. The law is free to choose such one of

these three alternatives as it thinks fit in the particular case.

The last of them seems to be that which is adopted for most

purposes. It has been held that murder is committed in the

place in which the death occurs,^ and not also in the place In

which the act causing the death is done,' but the law on these

points is not free from doubt.^ A contract is made in the

place where it is completed, that is to say, where the offer is

accepted* or the last necessary signature to the document Is

affixed." The offence of obtaining goods by false pretences

1. Reg. V. Coombes, 1 Lea. Cr. C. S88.

2. United States v. Davis, 2 Sumner 482.

8. Reg. v. Armstrong, 13 Cox. C.C. 184. Reff. v. Keyn, 2 Ex. D. 63.

4. Cowmi V. O'Connor, 20 Q.B.D. 640.

5. Muller tS; Coy's I\fargarine Limited V. Inland Revenue Commitisioners, (1900)

Q.B. 310; (1901) A.C. 217.
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is committed in tlie place In which the goods are obtained

and not in the place where the false pretence is made." '

A second case in which the determination of the locality

of an act gives rise to difficulty Is that of negative acts. In

what place does a man omit to pay a debt or to perform a

contract ? The true answer is apparently that a negative act

takes place where the corresponding positive act ought to have

taken place. An omission to pay a debt occurs in the place

where the debt is payable.' If I make in England a contract

to be performed in France, my failure to perform it takes place

in France and not in England. The presence of a negative act

is the absence of the corresponding positive fact, and the posi-

tive act is absent from the place in which it ought to have

been present.

The time of an act. The position of an act In time Is deter-

mined by exactly the same considerations as its position in

space. An act which begins to-day and is completed to-morrow

Is in truth done neither to-day nor to-morrow, but in that

space of time which includes both. But if necessary the law

may date it from its commencement, or from its completion,

or may regard it as continuing through both periods. For

most purposes the date of an act is the date of its completion,

just as its place is the place of its completion.'

6. Reg. v. Ellis, (1899) 1 Q.B. 280.

7. The question is fully discussed in the ease of Reg. v. Keyn, 2 Ex. D. 68, in which

the captain of a German steamer was tried in England for manslaughter by negli-

gently sinking an English ship in the Channel and drowning one of the passengers.

One of the minor questions in the case was that of the place in which the offence

was committed. Was it on board the English ship, or on board the German

steamer, or on board neither of them ? Four of the judges of the Court for Crown

Cases Reserved, namely, Denman, J., Bramwell, B., Coleridge, C. J., and Cock-

burn, O. J., agreed that if the offence had been wilful homicide it would have been

committed on the English ship. Denman, J , and Coleridge, C. J., applied the

same rule to negligent homicide. Cockburn, C. J., doubted as to negligent homi-

cide. Bramwell, B., said: (p. 160) "If the act was wilful, it is done where the

will intends it should take effect; alitor when it is negligent." For a further dis-

cussion of the matter, see Stephen's History of Criminal Law, II. pp. 9-12, and

OppenhofE's annotated edition of the German Criminal Code (13th ed. 1896) p. 28.

The German doctrine is that an act is committed in the place where it is begun.

8. Northey Stone Coy. v. GUney, (1894) 1 Q.B. 99.

9. If the la.w dates the commission of a wrong from the completion of it, it

follows that there are cases in which a man may commit a wrong after his death.

If A excavates his own land so as to cause, after an interval, the subsidence of

the adjoining land of B, there is no wrong done until the subsidence happens.

Backhouse v. Bonomi, 9 H.L.C. 603. Barley Main CiMxery Coy. v. Milehell, 11

A.C. 127. What shall be said, then, if A is dead in the meantime? The wrong ia

not done by his successors in title. Hall v. Duke of Norfolk, (1900) 2 Ch._493. The

law, therefore, must hold either that there is no wrong at all, or that it is com-

mitted by a man who is dead at the date of its commission.
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A negative act is done at the time at wMcli the corres-

ponding positive act ought to have been done. The date of

the non-payment of a deht Is the day on which it became

payable.

§ 133. Mens Rea.

We have seen that the conditions of penal liability

are sufficiently indicated by the maxim, Actus non facit

reum, nisi mens sit rea. A man is responsible not for

his acts in themselves, but for his acts coupled with the

mens rea or guilty mind v^ith which he does them. Be-

fore imposing punishment, whether civilly or crimi-

nally, the law must be satisfied of two things : first,

that an act has been done which by reason ot its harm-

ful tendencies or results is fit to be repressed by way of

penal discipline ; and secondly, that the mental atti-

tude of the doer towa»ds his deed was such as to render

punishment effective as a deterrent for the future, and

therefore just. The first is the material, the second is

the formal condition of liability. The mens rea may

assume one or other of two distinct forms, namely

wrongful intention or culpable negligence. The offen-

der may either have done the wrongful act on purpose,

or he may have done it carelessly. In each case the

mental attitude of the doer is such as to make punish-

ment effective. If he intentionally chose the wrong,

penal discipline will furnish him with a sufficient

motive to choose the right instead for the future. If,

on the other hand, he committed the forbidden act

without wrongful intent, but yet for want of sufficient

care devoted to the avoidance of it, punishment will be

an effective inducement to carefulness in the future.

But if his act is neither intentional nor negligent, if he

not only did not intend it, but did his best as a reason-
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aWe man to avoid it, there can be no good purpose ful-

£Iled in ordinary cases by holding him liable for it.

Yet there are exceptional cases in which, for suiH-

•cient or insufficient reasons, the law sees fit to break

through the rule as to mens rea. It disregards the

formal condition of liability, and is satisfied with the

material condition alone. It holds a man responsible

•for his acts, independently altogether of any wrongful

intention or culpable negligence. Wrongs which are

thus independent of mens rea may be distinguished as

wrongs of absolute liability.

It follows that in respect of the requirement of mens

rea wrongs are of three different kinds :

(1) Intentional or Wilful Wrongs, in which the mens

rea amounts to intention, purpose, or design.

(2) Wrongs of Negligence, in which the mens rea

:assumes the less serious form of mere carelessness, as

opposed to wrongful intent.

(3) Wrongs of Absolute Liability, in which the mens

rea is not required, neither wrongful intent nor culp-

able negligence being recognised as a condition of re-

sponsibility.

We shall deal with these three classes of wrongs,

And these three forms of liability, in the order men-

tioned.

SUMMARY.

( Civil C Remedial.
Xialiility

]
-I

( Criminal ( Penal.

Hemedial liability

:

Specific enforcement the general rule.
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Exceptions :

i' 1. Non-actionable wrongs.

< 2. Transitoiy wrongs.

( 3 Continuing wrongs in which sanctional enforce-

is more expedient than specific.

( Its conditions.

Penal liability < Its incidence.

( Its measure.

Material

—

Actus.

Conditions of penal liability

Formal

—

Mens rea.

The nature of an act

:

1. Positive and negative acts.

2. Internal and external acts.

3. Intentional and unintentional acts.

The circumstances and consequences of acts.

The relation bptween injuria and damnum.

1. All wrongs are mischievous acts.

( In which proof of damage is required.
Wrongs <

(^ In which such proof is not required.

2. All mischievous acts are not wrongs.

Damnum sine injuria.

(a) Loss of individual a gain to society at large,

(
h ) Legal remedy inexpedient.

The place and time of an act.

The formal condition of penal liability.

( Intention.
Mens rea

[ Negligence.

il.

Of Intention.

2. Of Negligence.

3. Of Absolute Liability (exception to the require-
ment of mens rea).
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CHAPTER XVIII.

INTENTION AND NEGLIGENCE.

§ 134. The Nature of Intention.

Intention is the purpose or design with which an

act is done. It is the foreknowledge of the act, coupled

with the desire of it, such foreknowledge and desire

being the cause of the act, inasmuch as they fulfil

themselves through the operation of the will. An act

is intentional if, and in so far as, it exists in idea before

it exists in fact, the idea realising itself in the fact be-

cause of the desire by which it is accompanied.^

An act may be wholly unintentional, or wholly in-

tentional, or intentional in part only. It is wholly

unintentional if no part of it is the outcome of any con-

scious purpose or design, no part of it having existed

in idea before it became realised in fact. I may omit

to pay a debt, because I have completely forgotten that

it exists, or I may, through careless handling, ac-

cidentally press the trigger of a pistol in my hand and

so wound a by-stander. An act is wholly intentional,

on the other hand, when every part of it corresponds

to the precedent idea of it which was present in the

actor's mind, and of which it is the outcome and realisa-

tion. The issue falls completely within the boundaries

of the intent. Finally an act may be in part inten-

tional and in part unintentional. The idea and the

1. Holmes, Common Law, p. 53 :
" Intent will be found to resolve itself into two

things ; foresight that certain consequences will follow from an act, and the wish

for those consequences working as a motive which induces the act."
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fact, the will and the deed, the design and the issue>,

may be only partially coincident. If I throw stones, I

may intend to break a window but not to do personal!

harm to anyone
;
yet in the result I may do both of'

these things.

An act, and therefore a wrong, which is intended:

only in part, must be classed as unintended, just as a.

thing which is completed only in part is incomplete.

If any constituent element or essential factor of the-

complete wrong falls outside the limits of the doer's

intent, he cannot be dealt with on the footing of wilful'

wrongdoing. If liability in such a case exists at all,,

it must be either absolute or based on negligence.^

A wrong is intentional, only when the intention

^

extends to all the elements of the wrong, and therefore-

to its circumstances no less than to its origin and its.

consequences. We cannot say, indeed, that the cir-

cumstances are intended or intentional ; but the act

is intentional with respect to the circumstances, in-

asmuch as they are included in that precedent ideai

which constitutes the intention of the act. So far,

therefore, as the knowledge of the doer does not extend

to any material circumstance, the wrong is, as to that

circumstance, unintentional. To trespass on A's land

believing it to be one's own is not a wilful wrong. The-

trespasser intended, indeed, to enter upon the land, but

he did not intend to enter upon land belonging to A.

His act was unintentional as to the circumstance that:

the land belonged to A. So if a woman marries again

2. It is to be noticed, however, that the part which was intended may constitute
in itself an independent intentional wrong included in the larger and uninten-
tional wrong of which it forms a part. Intentionally to discharge firearms in a
public street is a wilful wi-ong, if such an act is prohibited by law. But accident- -

ally to kill a person by the intentional discharge of firearms in a public street is a

,

wrong of negligence.
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during the lifetime of her former husband, but believ-

ing him to be dead, she does not wilfully commit the

crime of bigamy, for one of the material circumstances

lies outside her intention. With respect to that cir-

cumstance the will and the deed are not coincident.

Intention does not necessarily involve expectation.

I may intend a result which I well know to be ex-

tremely improbable. So an act may be intentional

with respect to a particular circumstance, although

the chance of the existence of that circumstance is

known to be exceedingly small. Intention is the fore-

sight of a desired issue, however improbable—not the

foresight of an undesired issue, however probable. If

I Are a rifle in the direction of a man half a mile away,

I may know perfectly well that the chance of hitting

him is not one in a thousand ; I may fully expect to

miss him ; nevertheless I intend to hit him if I desire

to do so. He who steals a letter containing a cheque,

intentionally steals the cheque also, if he hopes that the

letter may contain one, even though he well knows that

the odds against the existence of such a circumstance

are very great.

Conversely, expectation does not in itself amount to

intention. An operating surgeon may know very well

that his patient will probably die of the operation
;

yet he does not intend the fatal consequence which he

expects. He intends the recovery which he hopes for

but does not expect.

Although nothing can be intended which is not

desired, it must be carefully noticed that a thing may

be desired, and therefore intended, not in itself or for

its own sake, but for the sake of something else with
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which it is necessarily connected. If I desire and

intend a certain end, I also desire and intend the means

by which this end is to be obtained, even though in

themselves these means may be indifferent, or even

objects of aversion. If I kill a man in order to rob him,

I desire and intend his death, even though I deeply

regret, in his interests or in my own, the necessity of

it. In the same way, the desire and intention of an end

extend not merely to the means by which it is obtained,

but to all necessary concomitants without which it

cannot be obtained. If an anarchist, desiring to kill

the emperor, throws a bomb into his carriage, knowing

that if it explodes and kills him it will also kill others

who are riding with him, the assassin both desires and

intends to kill those others. This additional slaughter

may in itself be in no way desired by him ; he may be

genuinely sorry for it
;
yet it falls within the bound-

aries of his desire and of his intent, since it is believed

by him to be a necessary concomitant of the end which

he primarily seeks. The deaths of the emperor and of

the members of his suite are inseparably connected,

and they constitute, therefore, a single issue which

must be desired and intended as a unity or not at all.

When I know or believe that A cannot be had without

B, I cannot say that I intend A but not B. If I desire

A sufficiently to overcome my aversion to B, then I

desire the total issue of which A and B are the two

inseparable factors. With respect to all circumstances

which I know or believe to exist, and with respect to

all consequences which I know or believe to be inevi-

table, my act is intentional, however undesirable these

circumstances or consequences may be in themselves.

I choose them deliberately and consciously as necessary
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incidents of that whicli I desire and intend for its own
sake.

Any genuine belief, however, that an event may not

happen, coupled with a genuine desire that it shall not,

is sufficient to prevent it from being intended. So any

genuine doubt as to the existence of a circumstance,

coupled with a genuine hope that it does not exist, is

enough to prevent the act from being intentional as to

that circumstance. The act may be grossly negligent,

it may be absolutely reckless, but it is not intentional.

If I fire a rifle at A, knowing that I may very probably

hit B who is standing close to him, I do not for that

leasou intend to hit B. I genuinely intend and desire

not to hit him. An intention to hit B would be incon-

sistent with my admitted intention to hit A. •

§ 135. Intention and Motive.

A wrongful act is seldom intended and desired for

its own sake. The wrongdoer has in view some

ulterior object which he desires to obtain by means of

it. The evil which he does to another, he does and

desires only for the sake of some resulting good which

he will obtain for himself. He intends the attainment

of this ulterior object, no less than he intends the

wrongful act itself. His intent, therefore, is twofold,

and is divisible into two distinct portions, which we

may distinguish as his immediate and his ulterior in-

tent. The former is that which relates to the wrongful

act itself ; the latter is that which passes beyond the

wrongful act, and relates to the object or series of ob-

jects for the sake of which the act is done.. The im-

3. See however p. 447 infra, as to constructive intent. Wrongful intent is some-

times imputed in law wlien there is none in fact.

BB
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mediate intent of the thief is to appropriate another

person's money, while his ulterior intent may be to buy

food with it or to pay a debt. The ulterior intent is

called the motive of the act.

The immediate intent is that part of the total intent

which is coincident with the wrongful act itself ; the

ulterior intent or motive is that part of the total intent

which lies outside the boundaries of the wrongful act.

For just as the act is not necessarily confined within

the limits of the intent, so the intent is not necessarily

confined within the limits of the act. The wrongdoer's

immediate intent, if he has one, is his purpose to commit

the wrong ; his ulterior intent, or motive, is his pur-

pose in committing it. Every wrongful act may raise

two distinct questions with respect to the intent of the

doer. The first of these is : Eoiv did he do the act—^in-

tentionally or accidentally ? The second is : If he did

it intentionally, ichy did he do it ? The first is an in-

quiry into his immediate intent ; the second is con-

cerned with his ulterior intent, or motive.

The ulterior intention of one wrongful act may be

the commission of another. I may make a die with

intent to coin bad money ; I may coin bad money with

intent to utter it ; I may utter it with intent to de-

fraud. Each of these acts is or may be a distinct crim-

inal offence, and the intention of any one of them is

immediate with respect to that act itself, but ulterior

with respect to all that go before it in the series.

A person's ulterior intent may be complex Instead of simple ;

he may act from two or more concurrent motives instead of from
one only. He tmay institute a prosecution, partly from a desire

to see justice done, but partly also from ill-will towards the

defendant. He imay pay one of his creditors preferentially on

the eve of bankruptcy, partly from a desire to benefit him at
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the expense of the others, and partly from a desire to gain some
advantage for himself. Now the law, as we shall see later,

sometimes makes liability for an act depend upon the motive

with which it is done. The Bankruptcy Act, for example, re-

gards as fraudulent any payment made by a debtor imiflediately

before his bankruptcy with intent to prefer one of his creditors

to the others. In all such cases the presence of mixed or con-

cmrent motives raises a difficulty of interpretation. The phrase
" with intent to," or its equivalents, may mean any one of at

least four different things :

—

(1) That the intent referred to must be the sole or exclusive

intent

;

(2) That it is sufficient if it is one of several concurrent

intents ;

(3) That it must be the chief or dominant intent, any others

being subordinate or incidental

;

(4) That it must be a determining intent, that is to say, an

intent in the absence of which the act would not have been done,

the remaining purposes being insufficient motives by them-

selves.

It is a question of consti'uction which of these meanings is the

true one in the particular case.^

§ 136. Malice.

Closely connected with the law and theory of inten-

tional wrongdoing is the legal use of the word malice.

In a narrow and popular sense this term means ill-will,

spite, or malevolence ; but its legal signification is

much wider. Malice means in law wrongful intention.

It includes any intent which the law deems wrongful,

and which therefore serves as a ground of liability.

Any act done with such an intent is, in the language

of the law, malicious, and this legal usage has etymo-

logy in its favour. The Latin malitia^ means badness,

physical or moral—wickedness in disposition and in

1. For a discussion of this matter, see Ex parte Hill, 23 Ch. D. 696. per Bowen
L. J., at p. 704 ; also Hx parte Taylor, 18 Q.B.D. 296.

2. See for example D. 4. 3. 1. pr.

BB 1
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conduct—not specifically or exclusively ill-will or male-

volence ; hence the malice of English law, including all

forms of evil purpose, jiesign, intent, or motive.

We have seen, however, that intent is of two kinds,

being either immediate or ulterior, the ulterior intent

being commonly distinguished as the motive. The

term malice is applied in law to both these forms of

intent, and the result is a somewhat puzzling ambi-

guity which requires careful notice. When we say

that an act is done maliciously, we mean one of two

distinct things. We mean either that it is done inten-

tionally, or that it is done with some wrongful motive.

In the phrases malicious homicide and malicious in-

jury to property, malicious is merely equivalent to wil-

ful or intentional. I burn down a house maliciously

if I burn it on purpose, but not if I burn it negligently.

There is here no reference to any ulterior purpose or

motive. BuL on the other hand malicious prosecution

does not mean intentional prosecution ; it means a

prosecution inspired by some motive of which the law

disapproves. A prosecution is malicious, for example,

if its ulterior intent is the extortion of money from the

accused. So it has been held to be an actionable wrong

maliciously to induce anyone to break a contract ; but

here also maliciously does not mean intentionally ; it

means from some motive which the law will not sanc-

tion. So also with the malice which is needed to make
a man liable for defamation on a privileged occasion

;

I do not utter defamatory statements maliciously,

simply because I utter them intentionally.'

3. It is to malice in one only of these two uses that the well known definition
given in Bromage v. Prosser, (i Barn & C, 247 ; 28 R.R. 241) is applicable :

" Malice
in common acceptation means ill-mll against a person ; but in its legal sense it

means a wrongful act done intentionally, without just cause or excuse."
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Althougli the word malitia is not unknown to the Roman
lawyers, the usual and technical name for wrongful intent is

dolus, or more specifically dolus mains. Dolus and culpa are

the two forms of mens rea. In a narrower sense, however,
dolus includes merely that particular variety of wrongful intent

which we term fraud—that is to say, the Intent to deceive.*

B'rom this limited sense it was extended to cover all forms of

wilful wrongdoing. The English term fraud has never received

an equally wide extension. It resembles dolus, however, In

having a double use. In its narrow sense it means deceit, as we
have just said, and is commonly opposed to force. In a wider

sense it includes all forms of dishonesty, that is to say, all wrong-

ful conduct inspired by a desire to derive profit from the injury

of others. In this sense fraud Is commonly opposed to malice

in its popular sense. I act fraudulently when the motive of my
wrongdoing is to derive some material gain for myself, whether
by way of deception, force, or otherwise. But I act maliciously

when my motive is the pleasure of doing harm to another, rather

than the acquisition of any advantage for myself. To steal pro-

perty is fraudulent ; to damage or destroy it is mallcioas.

§ 137. Relevance and Irrelevance of Motives.

We have already seen in what way and to what

extent a man's immediate intent is material in a ques

tion of liability. As a general rule no act is a sufficient

basis of responsibility unless it is done either wilfully

or negligently. Intention and negligence are the two

alternative formal conditions of penal liability.

We have now to consider the relevance or materi-

ality, not of the immediate, but of the ulterior intent.

To what extent does the law take into account the

motives of a wrongdoer ? To what extent will it in-

quire not merely what the defendant has done, but why

be has done it ? To what extent is malice, in the sense

of improper motive, an element in legal wrongdoing ?

In answer to this question we may say generally

4. D. 4. 3. 1. 2.
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(subject, however, to very important qualifications)

that in law a man's motives are irrelevant. As a

general rule no act otherwise lawful becomes unlawful

because done with a bad motive ; and conversely no act

otherwise unlawful is excused or justified because of

the motives of the doer, however good. The law will

judge a man by what he does, not by the reasons for

which he does it.

" It is certainly," says Lord Herschell,' " a general rule of

our law that an act prima facie lawful is not unlawful and

actionable on account of the motives which dictated it." So it

has been said :'' " No use of property which would be legal if due

to a proper motive can become illegal because it is prompted

by a motive which is improper or even malicious." " Much

more harm than good," says Lord Macnaghten,^ " would be

done by encouraging or permitting inquiries mto motives when

the immediate act alleged to have caused the loss for which

redress is sought is in itself innocent or neutral in character

and one which anybody may do or leave undone without fear

of legal consequences. Such an inquisition would I think be

intolerable."

An illustration of this irrelevance of motives is the

right of a landowner to do harm to adjoining pro-

prietors in certain defined ways by acts done on his own
land. He may intercept the access of light to his

neighbour's windows, or withdraw by means of excava-

tion the support which his land affords to his neigh-

bour's house, or drain away the water which would

otherwise supply his neighbour's well. His right to do

all these things depends in no way on the motive with

which he does them. The law cares nothing whether

his acts are inspired by an honest desire to improve

his own property, or by a malevolent impulse to dam-

1. Allen V. Flood, (1898) A.C. at p. 123.

2. Corporation of Bradford v. Pickles, (1895) A.C. 687 at p. 698.

3. Allen V. Flood, (1898) A.C. 92 at p. 152.
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aige that of others. He may do as he pleases with his

own.*

To this rule as to the irrelevance of motives there

are, however, very important exceptions, more especi-

ally in the criminal law. The chief of these are the

following.

§138. Criminal Attempts.

An attempt to commit an indictable offence is itself

a crime. Every attempt is an act done with intent to

commit the offence so attempted. The existence of

this ulterior intent or motive is of the essence of the

attempt. The act in itself may be perfectly innocent,

but is deemed criminal by reason of the purpose with

which it is done. To mix arsenic in food is in itself

a perfectly lawful act, for it may be that the mixture

is designed for the poisoning of rats. But if the pur-

pose is to kill a human being, the act becomes by reason

of this purpose the crime of attempted murder. In

such cases a rational system of law cannot avoid con-

sidering the motive as material, for it is from the

motive alone that the act derives all its mischievous

tendency, and therefore its wrongful nature.

Although every attemj)t is an act done with intent

to commit a crime, the converse is not true. Every

act done with this intent is not an attempt, for it

may be too remote from the completed offence to give

rise to criminal liability, notwithstanding the criminal

purpose of the doer. I may buy matches with in-

tent to burn a haystack, and yet be clear of attempted

i. The Roman law as to the rights of adjoining proprietors was different. Harm
done animo nocendi, that is to say, with a malicious motive, was actionable. D. 39.

3. 1. 12. The German Civil Code, sec. 226, provides quite generally that the exercise

of a right is unlawful when its only motive is to harm another person.
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^rson ; but if I go to the stack and there light one of

the matches, my intent has developed into a criminal

attempt. To intend to commit a crime is one thing
;

to get ready to commit it is another ; to try to commit

it is a third. We may say, indeed, that every inten-

tional crime involves four distinct stages—Intention,

Preparation, Attempt, and Completion. The two for-

mer are commonly innocent. An unacted intent is no

more a ground of liability than is an unintended act.

The will and the deed must go together. Even action

in pursuance of the intent is not commonly criminal if

it goes no further than the stage of preparation. I

may buy a pistol with felonious purpose, and yet re-

main free from legal guilt. There is still a locus

poetiitentiae. But the two last stages in the offence,

naiuely attempt and completion, are grounds of legal

liabilitj'. How, then, are we to draw the line which

thus separates innocence from guilt ? What is the

distinction between preparing to commit a crime and

attempting to commit it ? How far may a man go

along the path of his criminal intent, and yet turn back

in safety if his heart or the occasion fails him ? This

is a question to which English law gives no definite or

sufficient answer. " An attempt to commit a crime,"

says Sir James Stephen in his Digest of the Criminal

Law,^ " is an act done with intent to commit that crime,

and forming part of a series of acts which would con-

stitute its actual commission, if it were not interrupted.

The point at which such a series of acts begins cannot

be defined, but depends upon the circumstances of each

particular case." This, however, affords no adequate

guidance, and lays down no principle which would

1. Art 60. 6tli ed.
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prevent a conviction for attempted forgery on proof of

the purchase of ink and paper.

The German Criminal Code,^ on the other hand,

defines an attempt as an act done with intent to commit

a crime, and amounting to the commencem.ent of the

execution of it. That is to say, an act is not an attempt

unless it forms a constituent part of the completed

crime. Otherwise it is merely preparatory. It may
be doubted, however, whether this is a sufQcient solu-

tion of the problem. We know when a crime is com-

pleted, but at what stage in the long series of pre-

liminary acts does it begin ? Not later, it would seem,

than the earliest act done with the requisite criminal

intent
;

yet this act may be far too remote to con-

stitute an attempt.

What, then, is the true principle ? The luestion is

a difficult one, but the following answer may be sug-

gested. An attempt is an act of such a nature that it

is itself evidence of the criminal intent with which it

is done. A criminal attempt bears criminal intent

upon its face. Res ipsa loquitur. An act, on the othei'

hand, which is in itself and on the face of it innocent,

is not a criminal attempt, and cannot be made punish-

able by evidence aliunde as to the purpose with which

it was done. To buy matches with intent to commit

arson is not attempted arson, because the act is inno-

cent on its face, there being many lawful reasons for

the purchase of matches. But to buy dies with intent

to coin money is attempted forgery, for the act speaks

for itself.^ For the same reason, to buy or load a gun

2. Strafgesetzbuch, sec. 43. Of. the French Code Penal, Art. 2.

3. Roberts' Case, Dearsly C.C. 539. Per Parke B. at p. 661 :
" An attempt at copi-

mitting a misdemeanour is not an Indictable attempt unless it is an act directly

approximating to the commission of an offence, and I think this act is a sufficient
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with murderous intent is not in ordinary circumstances^

attempted murder ; but to lie in wait with the loaded

weapon, or to present it, or discharge it, is an act which

itself proclaims the criminal purpose with which it is

done, and it is punishable accordingly. If this is the

correct explanation of the matter, the ground of the

distinction between preparation and attempt is eviden-

tial merely. The reason for holding a man innocent,

who does an act with intent to commit a crime, is the-

danger involved in the admission of evidence upon

which persons may be punished for acts which in them-

selves and in appearance are perfectly innocent. Cogi-

tationis poenam nemo patUur. No man can be safely

punished for his guilty purposes, save so far as thej

have manifested themselves in overt acts which them-

selves proclaim his guilt.

There is yet another difHculty In the theory of attempts.

AVhat shall he said If the act done with intent to commit a crime

is of such a nature that the completion of the crime by such

means is impossible : as if I attempt to steal by putting my
band into an t-mpty pockeit, or to poison by administering sugar

which I believe to be arsenic ? It was long supposed to be the

law of England that there could be no conviction for an attempt

in such cases. It was considered that an attempt must be part

of a series of acts and events which, in its completeness, would

actually constitute the offence attempted.* Recent decisions

ha^'e determined the law otherwise." The possibility of a suc-

cessful issue is not a necessary element in an attempt, and this

conclusion seems sound in principle. The matter, however, l3

approximation. I do not see for what lawful pui-pose the dies of a foreign coin can

be used in England, or for what purpose they could have been procured except to

use them for coining." Per Wightman, J. at p. 551 ;
" It is an act immediately

connected with the commission of the ofifence, and in tmth the prisoner coiild have
no other object than to commit the offence." Per Jervis, C. J., at p. 550 :

" The
prisoner was in possession of machinery necessarily connected with the offence, for

the express purpose of committing it, and which was obtained and could be used
for no other purpose."

t. Reg. V. Collins, L. & 0. 471.

5. Reg. v. Ring, 61 L.J., M.C. 116; Reg. v. Brown, 24 Q.B.D. 857.
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not free from difficulty, since it may be argued on the other

side that acts which in their nature cannot result in any harm
are not mischievous either In their tendency or in their results,

and therefore should not be treated as crimes. Shall an attempt

to procure the death of one's enemy by means of witchcraft be

punished as attempteti murder V

§ 139. Other Exceptions to the Irrelevance of
Motives.

Criuiinal attempts constitute, as we have seen, the

tirst of the exceptions to the rule that a person's

ulterior intent or motive is irrelevant in law. A second

exception comprises all those cases in which a par-

ticular intent forms part of the definition of a criminal

offence. Burglary, for example, consistiS in breaking

and entering a dwelling house by night with intent, to

commit a felony therein. So forgery consists in making

a false document with intent to defraud. In all such

instances the ulterior intent is the source, in whole or

in part, of the mischievous tendency of the act, and is

therefore material in law.

In civil as opposed to criminal liability the ulterior

intent is very seldom relevant. In almost all cases the

law looks to the act alone, and makes no inquiries into

the motives from which it proceeds. There are, how-

ever, certain exceptions even in the civil law, and the

chief, if not all, of these fall within the principle that a

harmful act may be damnum sine injuria if done from a

proper motive and without malice, but loses this pro-

tection so soon as it proceeds from some motive of

which the law does not approve. It may be expedient

in the public interest to allow certain specified kinds

of harm to be done to individuals, so long as they are

done for some good and sufficient reason ; but the

ground of this privilege falls away so soon as it i»
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abused for bad ends. In such cases, therefore, malice

is an essential element in the cause of action. Ex-

amples of wrongs of this class are defamation (in cases

of privilege), malicious prosecution, and malicious

inducement of breach of contract. In all those cases

the plaintiff must prove malice, because in all of them

the defendant's act is one which falls under the head

of damnum sine injuria so long, but so long only, as it is

done with good intent.

§ 140. Jus necessitatis.

We shall conclude our examination of the theory of

wilful wrongdoing by considering a special case in

which, although intention is present, the mens rea is

nevertheless absent. This is the case of the jus neces-

sHalis. So far as the abstract theory of responsibility

is concerned, an act which is necessary is not wrongful,

even though done with full and deliberate intention.

It is a familiar proverb that necessity knows no law :

Necessiins non hahet legem. By necessity is here meant

the presence of some motive adverse to the law, and of

such exceeding strength as to overcome any fear that

can be inspired by the threat of legal penalties. The

jus necessitatis is the right- of a man to do that from

which he cannot be dissuaded by any terror of legal

punishment. Where threats are necessarily ineffec-

tive, they should not be made, and their fulfilment is

the infliction of needless and uncompensated evil.

The common illustration of this right of necessity

is the cage of two drowning men clinging to a plank

that will not support more than one of them. It may

be the moral duty of him who has no one dependent

on him to sacrifice himself for the other who is a hus-
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band or a father ; it may be the moral duty of the old

to give way to the young. But it is idle for the law to

lay down any other rule save this, that it is the right

of the stronger to use his strength for his own preserva-

tion. Another familiar case of necessity is that in

which shipwrecked sailors are driven to choose between

death by starvation on the one side and murder and

cannibalism on the other. A third case is that of crime

committed under the pressure of illegal threats of

death or grievous bodily harm. " If/' says Hobbes/
'• a man by the terror of present death be compelled

to do a fact against the law, he is totally excused
;

because no law can oblige a man to abandon his own

preservation."

It is to be noticed that the test of necessity is not

the powerlessness of any possible, but that of any rea-

sonable punishment. It is enough if the lawless

motives to an act will necessarily countervail the fear

of any penalty which it is just and expedient that the

law should threaten. If burning alive were a fit and

proper punishment for petty theft, the fear of it would

probably prevent a starving wretch from stealing a

crust of bread ; and the jus necessitatis would have no

place. But we cannot place the rights of property at

so high a level. There are cases, therefore, in which

the motives to crime cannot be controlled by any rea-

sonable punishment. In such cases an essential ele-

ment of the mens rea, namely freedom of choice, is

absent ; and so far as abstract theory is concerned,

there is no sufficient basis of legal liability.

As a matter of practice, however, evidential diffi-

culties prevent any but the most limited scope being

1. Leviathan, Ch. 27. Eng. Works. III. 288.
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permitted to the jus necessitatis. In how few cases can

we say with any approach to certainty that the pos-

sibility of self-control is really absent, that there is no

true choice between good and evil, and that the deed

is one for which the doer is rightly irresponsible. In

this conflict between the requirements of theory and

the diflflculties of practice the law has resorted to com-

promise. While in some few instances necessity is

admitted as a ground of excuse, it is in most cases

regarded as relevant to the measure rather that to the

existence of liability. It is acknowledged as a reason

for the reduction of the penalty, even to a nominal

amount, but not for its total remission. Homicide iE

the blind fury of irresistible passion is not innocent,

but neither is it murder ; it is reduced to the lower

level of manslaughter. Shipwrecked sailors who kill

and eat their comrades to save their own lives are in

Jaw guilty of murder itself ; but the clemency of the

Crown will commute the capital sentence to a short

term of imprisonment.^

§ 141. Negligence.

We have considered the first of the three classes

into which injuries are divisible, namely those which

are intentional or wilful, and we have now to deal with

the second, namely wrongs of negligence.

The term negligence has two uses, for it signifies

sometimes a particular state of mind, and at other

times conduct resulting therefrom. In the former or

subjective sense, negligence is opposed to wrongful

2. Reg. V. Dudley, 14 Q.B.D. 273. The law a« to compulsion and necessity is
discussed in Stephen's History of the Criminal Law, Vol. II. Ch. 18., and in an
Article on Homicide by Necessity, in L.Q.R. I. 61. See also the German Orimina/
Code, sect. 64, in which the j«s necessitatis receives express recognition.
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inteution, these being the two distinct and mutually

exclusive forms assumed by that mens rea which is a

condition of penal responsibility. In the latter or

objective sense, it is opposed not to wrongful intention,

but to intentional wrongdoing. A similar double signi-

fication is observable in other words. Cruelty, for

example, means subjectively a certain disposition, and

objectively conduct resulting from it. The ambiguity

can scarcely lead to any confusion, for the two forms

of negligence are necessarily coincident. Objective

negligence is merely subjective negligence realised in

conduct ; and subjective negligence is of no account

in the law, until and unless it is manifested in act.

We shall commonly use the term in the subjective

sense, and shall speak objectively not of negligence,

but of negligent conduct or negligent wrongdoing.^

Negligence is culpable carelessness. " It is," says

Willes, J.,^ " the absence of such care as it was the

duty of the defendant to use." What then is meant

Ijy carelessness ? It is clear, in the first place, that

it is the opposite of intention. These are two con-

trasted and mutually inconsistent mental attitudes of

a person towards his acts and their consequences. No

result which is due to carelessness can have been also

intended. Nothing which was intended can have been

due to carelessness.^

It is to be observed, in the second place, that care-

lessness or negligence does not necessarily consist in

1. In Uomaii law negligence is signified by the tenns culpa and negligentia, as

contrasted with dolus or wrongful intention. Care, or the absence of negligentia,

is diligentia. The use of the word diligence in this sense is obsolete in modem
English, though it is still retained as an archaism of legal diction. In ordinary

usage, diligence is opposed to idlenesss, not to carelessness.

2. Grill V. General Iron Screw Collier Coy. L.E. 1 C.P. at p. 612.

3. Kettlewell v. Watson, 21 Ch. D. at p. 706 :
" Fraud imports design and purpose

;

negligence imports that you are acting carelessly and without that design."
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thoughtlessness or inadvertence. This is doubtless the

commonest form of it, but it is not the only form. If

I do harm, not because I intended it, but because I was

thoughtless and did not advert to the dangerous nature

of my act, or foolishly believed that there was no

danger, I am certainly guilty of negligence. But there

is another form of negligence, in which there is no

thoughtlessness or inadvertence whatever. If I drive

furiously down a crowded street, I may be fully con-

scious of the serious risk to which I expose other per-

sons. I may not intend to injure any of them, but 1

knowingly and intentionally expose them to the danger.

Yet if a fatal accident happens, I am liable, at the most^

not for wilful, but for negligent homicide. " The scope

of negligence," it has been well said,* " is much wider

than that of mere heedless or inadvertent acts, and ex-

tends to neglects of which the consequences are clearly

foreseen, though not willed." When I consciously ex-

pose another to the risli of wrongful harm, but without

any desire to harm him, and harm actually ensues, it is

inflicted not wilfully, since it was not intended, nor

inadvertently, since it was foreseen as possible or even

probable, but nevertheless negligently.

If, then, negligence or carelessness is not to be

identified with thoughtlessness or inadvertence, what

is its essential nature ? The correct answer seems to

be that a careless person is a person who does not

care. The essence of negligence is not inadvertence

but indifference. Indifference is exceedingly apt to pro-

duce thoughtlessness or inadvertence , but it is not

the same thing, and may exist without it, as we have

seen from the example already given. If I am careless,.

4. Sevan, Negligence in Law. I. p. 5. 2nd ed.
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that is to say indifferent, as to the results of my con-

duct, I shall very probably fail to acquire adequate

foresight and consciousness of them ; but I may, on

the contrary, make a very accurate estimate of them,

and yet remain equally indifferent with respect to

them, and therefore equally negligent.

Negligence, therefore, essentially consists in the

mental attitude of undue indifference with respect to one's

conduct and its consequences."

This being so, the distinction between intention

and negligence becomes clear. The wilful wrongdoer

desires the harmful consequences, and therefore does

the act in order that they may ensue. The negligent

wrongdoer is careless (if not wholly, yet unduly)

whether they ensue or not, and therefore does the act

notwithstanding the risk that they may ensue. The

wilful wrongdoer is liable because he desires to do the

harm ; the negligent wrongdoer is liable because he

does not sufliciently desire to avoid it. He who will

excuse himself on the ground that he meant no evil is

still open to the reply : Perhaps you did not, but at all

events you might have avoided it, if you had sufficiently

desired so to do ; and you are held liable not because

you desired the mischief, but because you were careless

and indifferent whether it ensued or not.

Negligence, as so defined, is rightly treated as a

form of mens rea, standing side by side with wrongful

intention as a formal ground of responsibility. For

5. An excellent analysis of the conception of negligence is to be found in Mei-kel's

Lehrbuch des deutachen Strafrechts, sees. 32 and 33. See especially sec. 32 (1)

:

" Negligent wrongdoing is that which is not intentional, but results from culpable

inadvertence (Unaufmerksamkeit) or indiflerence (GleichgiUtigkeit). The mental

attitude of the wrongdoer consists not in any desire to do harm, but in the absence

of a sufiBcient desire to avoid it. The law is not satisfied with the mere absence of

any intention to inflict injury, but demands a positive direction of the will towards

the avoidance of it."

CC
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these are the two mental attitudes which alone justify

the discipline of penal justice. The law may rightly

punish wilful wrongdoing, because, since the wrong-

doer desired the outcome of his act, punishment will

supply him for the future with a good reason for desir-

ing the opposite. So, also, the law may justly punish

negligent wrongdoing, for since the wrongdoer is care-

less as to the interests of others, punishment will cure

this defect by making those interests for the future

coincident with his own. In no other case than these

two can punishment be effective, and therefore in no

other case is it justifiable. So far as abstract theory

is concerned, every man is exempt from penal responsi-

bility who can truly say : The harm which I have done

is not the outcome of any desire of mine to do it ;

neither does it proceed from any carelessness or in-

difference as to my acts and the results of them ; I did

not mean it, neither could I have avoided it by care.

It follows from the foregoing analysis that negli-

gence is of two kinds, according as it is or is not accom-

panied by inadvertence. Advertent negligence is com-

monly termed wilful negligence or recklessness. In-

advertent negligence may be distinguished as simple.

In the former the harm done is foreseen as possible or

probable, but it is not willed. In the latter it is neither

foreseen nor willed. In each case carelessness, that is

to say, indifference as to consequences, is present, but

in the former case this indifference does not, while in

the latter it does prevent these consequences from be-

ing foreseen. The physician who treats a patient im-

properly through ignorance or forgetfulness is guilty of

simple or inadvertent negligence ; but if he does the

same in order to save himself trouble, or by way of a
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scientific experiment, with full recognition of the

clangers so incurred, his negligence is wilful."

This distinction is of little practical importance, but

demands recognition here, partly because of the false

opinion that all negligence is inadvertent, and partly

because of the puzzling nature of the expression wilful

negligence. In view of the fundamental opposition

between intention and negligence, this expression looks

at first sight self-contradictory, but it is not so. He
who does a dangerous act, well knowing that he is

exposing others to a serious risk of injury, and thereby

causes a fatal accident, is guilty of negligent, not of

wilful homicide. But the negligence is wilful, though

the homicide is not. He is not merely negligent, but

consciously, wilfully, and intentionally negligent. For

he knows at the time the true nature of the act which

he is doing. It is intentional with respect to the fact

that his mental attitude towards the consequences is

one of culpable indifference.

§ 142. Objections Considered.

By way of objection to the foregoing analysis it may

be said :
" It is not true that in all cases negligence

amounts to carelessness in the sense of indifference.

A drunken man is liable for negligence if he stumbles

as he walks along the street, and breaks a shop win-

dow, but he may have been exceedingly anxious to walk

in a straight line and to avoid any such accident. He
may have been conscientiously using his best endeav-

ours, but they will not serve to justify him on a charge

of negligence. So an unskilful physician, may devote

6. The distinction between these two forma of negligence is well explained by
Merkel, Strafrecht, sec. 33 (3).

CO 1
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to the treatment and cure of his patient an amount of

anxious attention and strenuous endeavour, far in

excess of that which one more skilful would consider

necessary
;
yet if his treatment is wrong, he is guilty

of negligence."

The answer to this objection is that in these and

all similar cases carelessness in the sense of indif-

ference is really present, though it is remote instead

of immediate. The drunken man may be anxious and

careful now not to break other persons' windows, but

if he had been suflQciently anxious and careful on the

point some time ago, he would have remained sober,

and the accident would not have happened. So with

the unskilful physician. It is a settled principle of

law that want of skill or of professional competence

amounts to negligence. Imperitia culpae adnmneratur.^

He who will exercise any trade or profession must

bring to the exercise of it such a measure of skill and

knowledge as will suflQce for reasonable efSciency, and

he who has less than this practises at his own risk. The

Ignorant physician who kills his patient, or the unskil-

ful blacksmith who lames the horse shod by him, is

legally responsible, not because he is ignorant or un-

skilful—for skill and knowledge may be beyond his

reach—but because, being unskilful or ignorant, he

ventures to undertake a business which calls for quali-

ties which he does not possess. No man is bound in

law to be a good surgeon or a capable attorney, but all

men are bound not to act as surgeons or attorneys until

and unless they are good and capable as such.

The unskilful physician, therefore, is liable not be-

cause he is now careless of the health of his patient,

1 Inst. Just. 4. 3. 7.
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but because he was formerly careless in undertaking

work calling for greater skill than he possessed. If he

then knew that he had not the requisite skill, his care-

lessness is obA'ions. Possibly, however, he believed

himself to be sufficiently qualified. In this case we
must go one step further back in the search for that:

mental attitude of indifference which is the essential

element in all cases of negligence. He was careless

in forming his beliefs ; he formed them without that

anxious consideration which the law requires from

those who form beliefs on which they act to the injury

of others. A man may be called upon by the law to

answer to-day for the carelessness with which he

formed an opinion years ago.

There is yet another objection that may be made

to the definition of negligence which we have accepted.

It may be said :
" A man may be held responsible for

negligence in the absence of any carelessness or indif-

ference whatever, either immediate or remote. He
may do harm because he is too stupid—because he is

endowed by nature with too little mental alacrity and

acumen—to anticipate the consequences of his actions.

He may have been both now and at all times sincerely

anxious to do the right, and yet may do the wrong

through sheer incapacity for adequate discrimination.

Yet the law will hold him accountable for negligence

none the less."

The answer to this objection is that the law finds

it needful to act on general principles and to take no

account of idiosyncrasies. A man may as a matter of

fact be stupid beyond his fellow-men, but the law can

allow him no privilege on that account. He will not
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1)6 heard to say that in all his actions he has attained

that level of sense and prudence which is permitted

to him. He must at his peril come up to the standard

of the normal man. The law is not made for saints and

heroes on the one side, nor for fools on the other, but

for men of average virtues and discretion. Conduct

which would be negligent in the case of the ordinary-

man is conclusively deemed by the law to be negligent

in the case of all men. It may not amount to negli-

gence in fact ; for it may be the outcome of stupidity

instead of carelessness ; it may be the result of mental

incapacity rather than of mental indifference ; but the

law will listen to no such plea.^

In thus refusing to recognise and allow for indi-

vidual differences of capacity, judgment, or discretion,

the law is moved by the evidential difficulties which

would attend the opposite course. It cannot inquire

into the secrets of men's characters and capacities, and

must therefore judge all men as if they reached the

ordinary standard of human nature. When, however,

there are no such evidential difflculties—when the

alleged defect of capacity admits of easy and sufficient

proof—^the law is ready to make allowance for it. A
blind man will not be judged as if he could see, nor

will a deaf man be held guilty of negligence because

one who had ears to hear would have been negligent

had he acted in the like manner in a like case. Neither

does the law expect from a child the prudence of a man.

§ 143. The Standard of Care.

Carelessness is not culpable, or a ground of legal

liability, save in those cases in which the law has im-

2. On this refusal of the law to take noticei of the personaj equatioa, see Holmeg,
Common Law, pp. 50, 108.
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posed a duty of carefulness. In all other cases com-

plete indifference as to the interests of others is allow-

able. No general principle can be laid down, however,

with regard to the existence of this duty, for this is a

matter pertaining to the details of the concrete legal

system, and not to abstract theory. Carelessness is

lawful or unlawful, as the law sees fit to provide. In

the criminal law liability for negligence is quite excep-

tional. Speaking generally, crimes are wilful wrongs,

the alternative form of mens rea being deemed an insuf-

ficient ground for the rigour of criminal justice. This,

however, is not invariably the case, negligent homicide,

for example, being a criminal offence. In the civil law,

on the other hand, no such distinction is commonly

drawn between the two forms of mens rea. In general

we may say that whenever an act would be a civil

wrong if done intentionally, it is also a civil wrong if

done negligently. Whenever there is a legal duty not

tc do a thing on purpose, there is a legal duty to take

care not to do it accidentally. To this rule, how-

ever, there are certain exceptions—instances in which

wrongful intent is the necessary basis even of civil

liability. In these cases a person is civilly respon-

sible for doing harm wilfully, but is not bound to

take any care not to do it. He must not, for example,

deceive another by any wilful falsehood, but unless

there is some special ground of obligation in the case,

he is not answerable for false statements which he

honestly believes to be true, however negligent he may

be in making them.^ Other instances of the same sort

are based upon the express or implied agreement or

understanding of the persons concerned. Thus the

1. Perry v. Peek, U A.Q. 837. LeLievre v. Oould, (1893) 1 Q.B. 491.
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gratuitous lender of a chattel Is bound to disclose any

dangerous defects which he actually knows of, but is

not bound to take any care whatever to see that it is

safe, or to discover and disclose defects of which he is

ignorant. For he who borrows a thing gratuitously

agrees impliedly to take it as it is, and to run all risks.

But he who hires a thing for money is entitled to the

exercise of due care for his safety on the part of the

owner.''

Carelessness may exist in any degree, and in this

respect it differs from the other form of tnens rea. In-

tention either exists or it does not ; there can be no

question of the degree in which it is present. The

degree of carelessness varies directly with the risk to

which other persons are exposed by the act in question.

He is careless, who, without intending evil, neverthe-

less exposes others to the danger of it, and the greater

the danger the greater the carelessness. The risk

depends, in its turn, on two things : first, the magni-

tude of the threatened evil, and second, the probability

of it. The greater the evil is, and the nearer it is, the

greater is the indifference or carelessness of him who
creates the danger.

Inasmuch, therefore, as carelessness varies in degree,

it is necessary to know what degree of it is requisite

to constitute culpable negligence. What measure of

care does the law demand ? What amount of anxious

consideration for the interests of others is a legal

duty, and within what limits is indifference lawful ?

2. Macarthy v. Young, 6 H. & N. 329 ; Cnughlin v. G'llison, (1899) 1 Q.B. 146.

For the same reason the occupier of dangerous premises owes a duty of care to him
who comes there on business, but none towards a bare licensee. Gautvet v. Eger^
ton, L.R. 2 C. P. 371. Similarly an arbitrator is liable for fraud, but not for negli-

gence or want of skill. Tharsis Sulphur and Copper Co. t. Loftus, L.E, 8 C. P. 1.
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We have first to notice a possible standard of care

which the law might have adopted but has not. it

does not demand the highest degree of care of which

human nature is capable. I am not liable for harm

ignorantly done by me, merely because by some con-

ceivable exercise of prudential foresight I might have

anticipated the event and so avoided it. Nor am I

liable because, knowing the possibility of harm, I fail

to take every possible precaution against it. The law

demands not that which is possible, but that which is

reasonable in view of the magnitude of the risk. Were

men to act on any other principle than this, excess of

caution would paralyse the business of the world ; and

there is no reason why the law should insist on any

higher standard. The law, therefore, allows every

man to expose his fellows to a certain measure of risk,

and to do so even with full knowledge. If an explosion

occurs in my powder mill, I am not liable for neg-

ligence, even though I established and carried on the

industry with full knowledge of its dangerous charac-

ter. This is a degree of indifference to the safety of

other men's lives and property which the law deems

permissible because not excessive. Inasmuch as the

carrying of firearms and the driving of horses are

known to be the occasions of frequent harm, extreme

care and the most scrupulous anxiety as to the interests

of others would prompt a man to abstain from those

dangerous forms of activity. Yet it is expedient in the

public interest that those activities should go on, and

therefore that men should be exposed to the incidental

risks of them. Consequently the law does not insist

on any standard of care which would include them

within the limits of culpable negligence. It is for the
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law to draw the line as best it can, so that while

prohibiting unreasonable carelessness, it does not at

the same time demand unreasonable care.

What standard, then, does the law actually adopt ?

It demands the amount of care which would be shown

in the circumstances of the particular case by an

ordinarily careful man. It is content to adopt the

standard which is customary for the time being in the

commimity. It is satisfied with conduct which in

point of carefulness conforms to the moral standard

and the ordinary practice of mankind. Less than this

is not sufficient, and more than this is not required.

A jury in determining the question of negligence will

decide whether in their opinion the defendant acted

with reasonable care ; and in so doing they represent

and express the current opinion and practice of the

community as to the risks to which one man is justified

in exposing others, and as to the degree of considera^

tion for the welfare of others which the community

exacts and commonly receives from its members.

The standard thus adopted by the law is of neces-

sity somewhat vague and indeterminate. It is not

practicable to any great extent to lay down any more

definite and detailed rules as to what classes of acts

are negligent and what are not. Too much depends

upon the circumstances of the individual case, and the

standard of due care is too liable to alter with the

advance of knowledge and the changes of social lite

and manners. Risks which were once deemed exces-

sive may become permissible in view of the increasing

stress and hurry of modern life, and conversely conduct

which to-day is beyond reproach may in the future be-
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come grossly negligent by reason of the growth of skill

or knowledge.

Nevertheless, here as elsewhere, the law seeks

for definite and specific principles. It dislikes the

license of the arhltrium judicls. So far as practicable

and justifiable it desires to make negligence a matter

not of fact but of legal rule and definition. It seeks

to supersede the vague principle that that is negligence

which a jury considers such, by substituting for it a

body of legal doctrine determining the boundaries of

negligence in specific instances. This, however, is pos-

sible only to a very limited extent. It would seem,

indeed, that all legal rules on this matter are merely

negative, determining ^^hat does not amount to negli-

gence, and never positive determining that certain acts

are negligent in law. It has been decided as a matter

of law, for example, that it is not negligent to drive

cattle through the streets of a town loose instead of

leading them with halters.^ Nor is it negligent to

allow a dog to run at large, if the owner has no actual

knowledge of its vicious temper. Nor is it negligent to

try a horse for the first time in a frequented thorough-

fare.^ Nor is there any negligence in the usual prac-

tice of railway servants in violently shutting the doors

ot railway carriages without warning, notwithstanding

the risk of injury to the hands of passengers.^ *

As has been already indicated, there seem to be no

corresponding rules to the effect that certain kinds of

1. TUlett V. Ward, 10 Q.B.D. 17.

2. Hatmnack v. White, 11 C.B. N.S. 688.

3. Metropolitan R. Co. v. Jackson, 3 A.C. 193.

4. These negative rules as to negligence commonly assume the foi-m of rules, of

•evidence to the effect that there is no evidence of negligence to go to the jury. But

to withdraw a case from the jury on this ground is clearly equivalent to the

establishment of a rule of substantive law that the facts proved do not aniount to

negligence.
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conduct are negligent in law. The law never goes

further in this direction than to say that certain facts

are sufficient evidence of negligence, that is to say, are

sufficient to entitle the jury to find negligence as a

matter of fact if they think fit. The reason for this^

cautious attitude of the law is obvious. No facts can

be such cogent proof of negligence, that the law may

safely and wisely take them as conclusive. For they

may be capable of explanation by other facts, and that

which is apparently due to the most culpable negli-

gence may be due in reality to inevitable mistake or

accident. Thus the law does not contain any rule to

the effect that driving on the wrong side of the road

amounts to negligence. The rule is merely that such

conduct is evidence of negligence.^ Nor is the act of

leaving a horse and cart unattended in the street an act

of negligence in law ; it is merely one from which a

Jury is at liberty to infer negligence in fact." ^

§ 144. Degrees of Negligence.

We have said that English law recognises only one

standard of care and therefore only one degree of

negligence. Whenever a person is under a duty to take

any care at all, he is bound to take that amount of it

which is deemed reasonable under the circumstances,

having regard to the ordinary practice of mankind -,

and the absence of this care is culpable negligence.

Although this is probably a correct statement of Eng-

lish law, attempts have been made to establish two or

even three distinct standards of care and degrees of

negligence. Some authorities, for example, distinguish.

B. Pluckwell V. Wilson, 6 C. & P. 375.

Ilhdge V. Goodwin, 6 C. & P. 190.

7. As to negligence in law, see Holmes, Common Law, p. Ill sqq.
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between gross negligence (culpa lata) and slight negli-

gence {culpa levis), holding that a person is sometimes

liable for the former only, and at other times even for

the latter. In some ca-ses we find even a threefold

distinction maintained, negligence being either gross,

ordinary, or slight.^ These distinctions are based

partly upon Roman law, and partly upon a misunder-

standing of it, and notwithstanding some judicial dicta

to the contrary we may say with some confidence that

no such doctrine is known to the law of England.^ The

distinctions so drawn are hopelessly indeterminate

and impracticable. On what principle are we to draw

the line between gross negligence and slight ? How-

can we thus elevate a distinction of degree into one of

kind ? Even were it possible to establish two or more

standards, there seems no reason of justice or ex-

pediency for doing so. The single standard of English

law is sulBcient for all cases. Why should any man be

required to show more care than is reasonable under

the circumstances, or excused if he shows less ?

In connection with this alleged distinction between

gross and slight negligence, it is necessary to consider

the celebrated doctrine of Koman law to the effect that

1. See, for example, Smith's Leading Cases I. 228. lOtli ed. (Notes to Ooggs v.

Bernard).

2. See Hinton v. Dibbin, 2 Q.B. at p. 661, per Denman, C. J. .
" It may well be

doubted whether between gi'oss negligence and negligence merely any intelligible

distinction exists." Wilson v. Brett, 11 M. & W. at p. 113, per Rolfe, B. : "I said I

could see no difference between negligence ami gross negligence, that it was the

same thing with the addition of a vituperative epithet." Grill v. General Iron

Screw Collier Co. L.E. 1 C.P. at p. 612, per Willes, J. ;
" No information has been

given us as to the meaning to be attached to gross negligence in this case, and I

quite agree with the dictum of Lord Cranworth in Wilson v. Brett that gi-oss negli-

gence is ordinary negligence with a vituperative epithet, a view held by the

Exchequer Chamber in Beal v. South Devon By. Co." Doorman v. Jenkins, 2 Ad.

and EL at p. 265, per Denman, C. J. : "I thought and I still thinlc it impossible for

a judge to take upon himself to say whether negligence is gross or not." See, how.

*ver, for a full discussion of the matter, and an expression of the contrary opinion

Bevan on Negligence, Boole I. Ch. II. 2nd ed.
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the former {culpa lata) is equivalent to wrongful inten-

tion (dolus)—a principle which receives occasional ex-

pression and recognition in English law also. Magna

culpa dolus est,^ said the Eomans. In its literal inter-

pretation, indeed, this is untrue, for we have already-

seen that the two forms of mens rea are wholly incon-

sistent with each other, and that no degree of careless-

ness can amount to design or purpose. Yet the pro-

position, though inaccurately expressed, has a true

signification. Although real negligence, however gross,,

cannot amount to intention, alleged negligence may.

Alleged negligence which, if real, would be exceedingly

gross, is probably not negligence at all, but wrongful

purpose. Its grossness raises a presumption against

its reality. For we have seen that carelessness is

measured by the magnitude and imminence of the

threatened mischief. Now the greater and more im-

minent the mischief, the more probable is it that it is

intended. Genuine indifference and carelessness is

very unusual and unlikely in extreme cases. Men are

often enough indifferent as to remote or unimportant

dangers to which they expose others, but serious risks

are commonly avoided by care unless the mischief is

desired and intended. The probability of a result

tends to prove intention and therefore to disprove

negligence. If a new-born child is left to die from

want of medical attention or nursing, it may be that

its death is due to negligence only, but it is more prob-

able that it is due to wrongful purpose and malice

aforethought. He who strikes another on the head

with an iron bar may have meant only to wound or

I

3. D. 60. 18. 226. See also D. 17. 1. 29. pr. D. 47. 4. 1. 2. D. 11. 6. 1. 1 : I^ata culpa
plane dolo comparabitur.
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stun, and not to kill him, but the probabilities are the
other way. Every man is presumed to intend the
natural and probable consequences of his acts,* and the
jnore natural and probable the consequences, the
greater the strength of the presumption.^

In certain cases this presumption of intent has
hardened into a positive rule of law, and has become
irrebuttable. In those cases that which is negligence

in fact may be deemed wrongful intent in law. It is

constructive, though not actual intent. The law of

homicide supplies us with an illustration. Murder is

wilful homicide, and manslaughter is negligent homi-

cide, but the boundary line as drawn by the law is not

fully coincident with that which exists in fact. Much
that is merely negligent in fact is treated as wilful

homicide in law. An intent to cause grievous bodily

harm is imputed as an intent to kill, if death ensues,

and an act done with knowledge that it will probably

cause death is in law an act done with intent to cause

it.° The justification of such conclusive presumptions

of intent is twofold. In the first place, as already in-

dicated, very gross negligence is probably in truth not

negligence at all, but wrongful purpose ; and in the

i. S. v. Barveij, 2 B. & C. at p. 264, 26 E.E. at p. 343 :
" A party must be con-

sidered in point of law to intend that which is the necessary or natural consequence
of that which he does," Of. Freeman v. Pope, 5 Ch, Ap. at p. 540, Ex parte
Mercer, 17 Q,B,D. at p. 298.

5. In Z/e Lievre v, Gould, f1893) 1 Q. B. at p. 500, it is said by Lord .Tustice Bowen ;

" If the case had been tried with a jury, the judge would have pointed out to them
that gross negligence might amount to evidence of fraud, if it were so gross as to

be incompatible with the idea of honesty, but that even gross negligence, in the

absence of dishonesty, did not of itself amount to fraud." Literally read, this im-

plies that, though gross negligence cannot be fraud, it may be evidence of it, but

this of course is impossible. If two things are inconsistent with each other, one of

them cannot be evidence of the other. The true meaning is that alleged or ad-

mitted negligence may be so gi-oss as to be a ground for the inference that it is in

reality fraud, and not negligence at all. See also Kettlewell v, Watson, 21 Ch, D, at

p. 706 per Fry, J,

6. Stephen, Digest of the Criminal Law, Art, 244, 5th ed.
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second place, even if it is truly negligence, yet by rea-

son of its grossness it is as bad as intent, in point of

moral deserts, and therefore may justly be treated and

punished as if it were intent. The law, accordingly,

will sometimes say to a defendant :
" Perhaps, as yoa

allege, you were merely negligent, and had no actual

wrongful purpose ; nevertheless you will be dealt with

just as if you had, and it will be conclusively presumed

against you that your act was wilful. For your deserts

are no better than if you had in truth intended the mis-

chief which you have so recklessly caused. Moreover

it is exceedingly probable, notwithstanding your dis-

claimer, that you did indeed intend it ; therefore no

endeavour will be made on your behalf to discover

whether you did or not."

§ 145. Other Theories of Negligence.

The analysis of the conception of negligence is a

matter of some considerable difficulty, and it is advis-

able to take account of certain theories which differ

more or less seriously from that which has been here

accepted by us.

It is held by some, that negligence consists essen-

tially in inadvertence. It consists, that is to say, in a

failure to be alert, circumspect, or vigilant, where-

by the true nature, circumstances, and consequences

of a man's acts are prevented from being present in his

consciousness. The wilful wrongdoer is he who knows

that his act is wrong ; the negligent wrongdoer is he

who does not know it, but would have known it, were

it not for his mental indolence.^

This explanation contains an important element of

1. Austin, Lecture XX. Birkmeyer, Strafrecht. sec. 17. Clark, Analysis of

Criminal Liability. Oh. 9.
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the truth, but it is inadequate. For in the first place,

as has been already pointed out, all negligence is not

inadvertent. There is such a thing as wilful or ad-

vertent negligence, in which the wrongdoer knows

perfectly well the true nature, circumstances, and prob-

able consequences of his act. He foresees those conse-

quences, and yet does not intend them, and therefore

cannot be charged with wilful wrongdoing in respect

of them. His mental attitude with regard to them is

not intention, but a genuine form of negligence, of

which the theory of inadvertence can give no explana-

tion.

In the second place, all inadvertence is not negli-

gence. A failure to appreciate the nature of one's act,

and to foresee its consequences, is not in itself culpable.

It is no ground of responsibility, unless it is due to

carelessness in the sense of undue indifference. He
who is ignorant or forgetful, notwithstanding a genuine

desire to attain knowledge or remembrance, is not neg-

ligent. The signalman who sleeps at his post is negli-

gent, not because he falls asleep, but because he is not

suflBciently anxious to remain awake. If his sleep is

the unavoidable result of illness or excessive labour,

he is free from blame. The essence of negligence, there-

fore, is not inadvertence—which may or may not be

due to carelessness—but carelessness—which may or

may not result in inadvertence.

It may be suggested in defence of the theory of in-

advertence, that there are in reality three forms of the

mens rea, and not two only : namely, (1) intention,

when the consequences are foreseen and intended, (2)

recklessness, when they are foreseen but not intended,

and (3) negligence, when they are neither foreseen nor

DD
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intended. The law, however, rightly classes the second

and third of these together under the head of negli-

gence, for they are identical in their essential nature,

each of them being blameworthy only so far as it is

the outcome of carelessness.

We have now to consider another explanation which

may be termed the objective theory of negligence. It

is held by some, that negligence is not a subjective, but

an objective fact. It is not a particular state of mind

or form of the mens rea at all, but a particular kind of

conduct. It is a breach of the duty of taking care, and

to take care means to take precautions against the harm-

ful results of one's actions.^ To drive at night without

lights is negligence, because to carry lights is a pre-

caution taken by all reasonable and prudent men for

the avoidance of accidents. To take care, therefore, is

no more a mental attitude or state of mind than to take

cold is. This, however, is not a correct analysis. Care-

lessness may result in a failure to take necessary pre-

cautions, but it is not the same thing, just as it may

result in inadvertence but is not the same thing. The

neglect of needful precautions is not necessarily wrong-

ful at all, for it may be due to inevitable mistake or

accident. And on the other hand, even when it is

wrongful, it may be wilful instead of negligent. He
who causes harm through such neglect may have

intended that harm, and omitted precautions in order

that it might ensue. A trap door may be left unbolted,

in order that one's enemy may fall through it and so

die. Poison may be left unlabelled, with intent that

2. Clerk and Lindsell, Torts, p. 392 :
" Negligence is the omission to take such

care as under the circumstances it is the legal duty of a person to take. It is in no
sense a positive idea, and has nothing to do with a state of mind." Of. Pollock,

Torts, p. 409.
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some one may drink it by mistake. A ship captain may
wilfully cast away his ship by the neglect of the ordi-

nary rules of good seamanship. A father who neglects,

to provide medicine for his sick child may be guilty of

wilful murder, rather than of mere negligence. In none

of these cases, nor indeed in any others, can we dis-

tinguish between intentional and negligent wrongdoing,

save by looking into the mind of the offender, and ob-

serving his subjective attitude towards his act and its

consequences. Externally and objectively, the two

classes of offences are indistinguishable. Negligence

is the opposite of intention, and since the latter is a

subjective fact the former must be such also.

SUMMARY.
The nature of Intention :

Foresight accompanied by desire.

Intention distinguished from expectation.

Intended consequences not always expected.

Expected consequences not always intended.

Intention extends to the means and necessary concomitants as well

as to the end.

( Immediate.
Intention <

( Ulterior—Motive.

Malice—wrongful intention.

Ambiguity of the term malice, which relates either to th&
inunediate or remote intention.

( Fraud.
Dolus

]
( "Wrongful intention.

( Deceit.
Fraud -i

(^ Dishonesty.

Concurrent motives.

The irrelevance of motives in law.

Exceptions to this principle.

The theory of criminal attempts.

The four stages of a completed crime : Intention, prepara-

tion, attempt, completion.

DD 1
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Distinction between preparation and attempt.

Attempts by impossible means.

The jus necessitatis.

Its theory.

Its partial allowance in practice.

The nature of Negligence.

Subjective and objective uses of the term.

Negligence and intention opposed and inconsistent.

Negligence not necessarily inadvertence.

Negligence essentially indifference.

Negligence and intention the two alternative grounds of

penal liability.

( Wilful or advertent.

Negligence <

( Simple or inadvertent.

Negligence immediate and remote.

Negligence and want of skill.

Negligence and stupidity.

The duty of carefulness :

Tbe necessary basis of liability for negligence.

When it exists in the criminal and civil law.

The standard of care :

Not the highest possible.

That of the ordinarily careful man.

Negligence in law and in fact.

Degrees of negligence.

Distinction between gross and slight negligence not recog-

nised by English law.

Culpa lata dolus est.

Significance of this proposition.

Negligence and constructive intent.

Criticism of other theories of negligence :

(1) That negligence is inadvertence.

(2) That negligence is a failure to observe due precautions.
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CHAPTER XIX.

LIABILITY (Continued).

§ 146. Wrongs of Absolute Liability.

We now proceed to consider the third class of

wrongs, namely those of absolute liability. These are

the acts for which a man is responsible irrespective of

the existence of either wrongful intent or negligence.

They are the exceptions to the rule, Actus non facit reum

nisi mens sit rea. It may be thought, indeed, that in

the civil as opposed to the criminal law absolute lia-

bility should be the rule rather than the exception. It

may be said :
" It is clear that in the criminal law

liability should in all ordinary cases be based upon the

existence of mens rea. No man should be punished

criminally, unless he knew that he was doing wrong,

or might have known it by taking care. Inevitable

mistake or accident should be a good defence for him.

But why should the same principle apply to civil

liability ? If I do another man harm, why should I

not be made to pay for it ? What does it matter to

him whether I did it wilfully or negligently or by in-

evitable accident ? In either case I have actually done

the harm, and therefore should be bound to undo it by

paying compensation. For the essential aim of civil

proceedings is redress for harm suffered by the plain-

tiff, not punishment for wrong done by the defendant
;

therefore the rule of mens rea should be deemed in-

applicable."
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It is clear, however, that this is not the law of Eng-

land, and it seems equally clear that there is no suffi-

cient reason why it should be. In all those judicial

proceedings which fall under the head of penal redress,

the determining purpose of the law is not redress but

punishment. Eedress is in these cases merely the in-

strument of punishment. In itself it is not a sufficient

ground or justification for such proceedings at all.

Unless damages are at the same time a deserved pen-

alty inflicted upon the defendant, they are not to be

justified as being a deserved recompense awarded to

the plaintiff. For they in no way undo the wrong or

restore the former state of things. The wrong is done

and cannot be undone. If by accident I burn down

another man's house, the only result of enforcing com-

pensation is that th^ loss has been transferred from

him to me ; but it remains as great as ever for all that.

The mischief done has been in no degree abated.

If I am not in fault, there is no more reason why I

should insure other persons against the harmful issues

of my own activity, than why I should insure them

against lightning or earthquakes. Unless some defi-

nite gain is to be derived by transferring loss from one

head to another, sound reason, as well as the law, re-

quires that the loss should lie where it falls.^

Although the requirement of mens rea is general

throughout the civil and criminal law, there are

numerous and important exceptions to it. The con-

siderations on which these are based are various. One

of the most important is the difficulty of procuring

adequate proof of intention or negligence. In the

1. The question ia fully discussed in Holmes, Common Law, pp. 81-96, and in

Pollock, Law of Torts, pp. 126-141.
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majority of instances, indeed, justice requires that this

difficulty be honestly faced ; but in certain special

cases it is allowable to circumvent it by means of a

conclusive presumption of the presence of this condi-

tion of liability. In this way we shall certainly punish

some who are innocent, but in the case of civil liability

this is not a very serious matter—since men know that

in such cases they act at their peril, and are content to

take the risk—while in respect of criminal liability

such a presumption is seldom resorted to, and only in

the case of comparatively trivial offences.^ Whenever,

therefore, the strict doctrine of mens rea would too seri-

ously interfere with the administration of justice by

reason of the evidential difficulties involved in it, the

law tends to establish a form of absolute liability.

A second ground of absolute liability is to be found

in the excei)tionally dangerous character of the actions

which give rise to it. Although the proposition that a

man always acts at his peril is neither law nor reason,

there is no valid objection to absolute liability for cer-

tain specific forms of activity. The ordinary concerns

of daily life must not be hampered by legal responsi-

bility for the inevitable accidents which accompany

them. Every man who mixes with his fellows must

submit to the risk of receiving harm from their activi-

ties, so long as reasonable care is taken to avoid it.

But the case may be different with exceptionally dan-

gerous forms of activity. These may well be tolerated

only on the condition of making compensation to all

who suffer from them, irrespective altogether of any

question of negligence. The law may reasonably say :

2. As to'mens rea in criminal responsibility see Reij. v, Tolson, 23 Q.B.D. 168

;

Reg. .. Prince, L.R. 2 CO. 164; Chisholm v. Doulton, 22 Q.B.D. 736.
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"You may do such and such dangerous things, but only

on the terms of insuring the public against accidents

resulting from them. You may keep a horse and not

be liable except for your careless management of him
;

but if you choose for profit or amusement to keep a

tiger, you will be liable for all hurt done by him not-

withstanding consummate care.^ If you hang a lamp

OTer your doorway, you must pay for all harm done, if

it falls upon a passenger in the street.* If you build a

reservoir on your land, and the dam bursts, you must

pay compensation to all who suffer loss in conse-

quence.^ And in none of these cases will the greatest

care be any defence to you."

It may be objected that these are In reality cases of negli-

gence and not of absolute liability at all—the negligence con-

sisting in doing the dangerous act with full knowledge of its

character. It may be said that he who keeps a tiger is liable

for accidents, because his act in keeping a beast of so savage

a disposition is itself negligent ; wherefore it is not needful

for the plaintiff to go further, and prove that the defendant was
negligent In allowing the animal to escape. This, however, is

not so. The keeping of wild beasts is not per se a negligent act

either in law or in fact. The keeping of a menagerie is a lawful

business, not condemned as unreasonably dangerous either by

public practice or opinion, or by the law which adopts the

standard so established. So also in the other cases. The law

does not prohibit as unduly dangerous the act of hanging lamps

over footpaths. It considers, not that the act is so dangerous as

to be negligent and wrongful, but that it is so dangerous as to

be allowable only on the terms of insuring the public against

harm. The distinction is perhaps subtle, but it is real.

These being the chief general considerations on

which absolute liability is founded, let us examine their

operation in actual law, so far as is possible without

3. Filbum V. Aquarium Co., 26 Q.B.D. 258.

4. Tarry v. Ashton, 1 Q.B.D. 314.

5. Rylands v. Fletcher, L.E. 3 H.L. 330.
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entering into the details of our legal system. The

matter falls into three divisions : (1) Mistake of Law,

(2) Mistake of Fact, and (3) Accident.

§ 147. Mistake of Law.

It is a principle recognised not only by our own but

by other legal systems that ignorance of the law is no

excuse for breaking it. Ignorantia juris neminem excu-

sat. The rule is also expressed in the form of a legal

presumption that every one knows the law. The rule

is absolute, and the presumption irrebuttable. No dili-

gence of inquiry will avail against it ; no inevitable

ignorance or error will serve for justification. When-

ever a man is thus held accountable for breaking a law

which he did not know, and which he could not by due

care have acquired a knowledge of, the case is one of

absolute liability.

The reasons rendered for this somewhat rigorous

principle are three in number. In the first place the

law is in legal theory definite and knowable ; it is the

duty of every man to know that part of it which con-

cerns him ; therefore innocent and inevitable ignor-

ance of the law is impossible. Men are conclusively

presumed to know the law, and are dealt with as if they

did know it, because they can and ought to know it.

In the second place, even if invincible ignorance of

the law is in fact possible, the evidential difflculties in

the way of the judicial recognition of such ignorance

are insuperable, and for the sake of any benefit deriv-

able therefrom it is not advisable to weaken the ad-

ministration of justice by making liability dependent

on well nigh inscrutable conditions touching know-

ledge or means of knowledge of the law. "Who can say
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of any man whether he knew the law, or whether

during the course of his past life he had an opportu-

nity of acquiring a knowledge of it by the exercise of

due diligence ? '

Thirdly and lastly, the law is in most instances

derived from and in harmony with the rules of natural

justice. It is a public declaration by the state of its

intention to maintain by force those principles of right

and wrong which have already a secure place in the

moral consciousness of men. The common law is in

great part nothing more than common honesty and

-common sense. Therefore although a man may be

-ignorant that he is breaking the law, he knows very

well in most cases that he is breaking the rule of right.

If not to his knowledge lawless, he is at least dis-

honest and unjust. He has little ground of complaint,

therefore, if the law refuses to recognise his ignorance

as an excuse, and deals with him according to his moral

deserts. He who goes about to harm others when he

believes that he can do so within the limits of the law,

Taaj justly be required by the law to know these limits

at his peril. This is not a form of activity that need be

encouraged by any scrupulous insistence on the formal

conditions of legal responsibility.

It must be admitted, however, that while each of

these considerations is valid and weighty, they do not

constitute an altogether sufficient basis for so stringent

and severe a rule.^ None of them goes the full length

of the rule. That the law is knowable throughout by

•all whom it concerns is an ideal rather than a fact in

1. The rule is not limited to civil and criminal liability, but extends to aU
other departments of the law. It prevents, for example, the recovei-y of money
paid under a mistake of law, though that which is paid undar a mistake of fact

may Tae reclaimed.
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any system as indefinite and mutable as our own.

That it is impossible to distinguish invincible from neg-

ligent ignorance of the law is by no means wholly true.

It may be doubted whether this inquiry is materially

more difficult than many which courts of justice under-

take without hesitation. That he who breaks the law

of the land disregards at the same time the principles-

of justice and honesty is in many instances far from the-

Iruth. In a complex legal system a man requires other

guidance than that of common sense and a good con-

science. The fact seems to be that the rule in question,,

while in general sound, does not in its full extent and

uncompromising rigidity admit of any sufficient justi-

fication.

§ 148. Mistake of Fact.

In respect of the influence of ignorance or error

upon legal liability we have inherited from Roman law

a familiar distinction between law and fact. By rea-

son of his ignorance of the law no man will be excused^

but it is commonly said that inevitable ignorance of

fact is a good defence.^ This, however, is far from an

accurate statement of English law. It is much more

nearly correct to say that mistake of fact is an excuse

only within the sphere of the criminal law, while in the

civil law responsibility is commonly absolute in this

respect. So far as civil liability is concerned, it is a

general principle of our law that he who intentionally

interferes with the person, property, reputation, or

other rightful interests of another does so at his perils

and will not be heard to allege that he believed in good

1; Regula est juris quidem ignorantiam cuique nocei'e, facti vero ignoiuntiam*

non nocere. D. 22. 6. 9. pr.
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laith and on reasonable grounds in the existence of

rsome circumstance which justified his act. If I tres-

pass upon another man's land, it is no defence to me
that I believed it on good grounds to be my own. If

jn absolute innocence and under an inevitable mistake

of fact I meddle with another's goods, I am liable for

all loss incurred by the true owner.^ If, intending to

arrest A, I arrest B by mistake instead, I am absolutely

liable to him notwithstanding the greatest care taken

by me to ascertain his identity. If I falsely but in-

nocently make a defamatory statement about another,

I am liable to him however careful I may have been to

-ascertain the truth. There are, indeed, exceptions to

this rule of absolute civil liability for mistake of fact,

but they are not of such number or importance as to

cast any doubt on the validity of the general principle.

In the criminal law, on the other hand, the matter

is otherwise, and it is here that the contrast between

mistake of law and mistake of fact finds its true appli-

cation. Absolute criminal responsibility for a mistake

of fact is quite exceptional. An instance of it is the

liability of him who abducts a girl under the legal age

of consent. Inevitable mistake as to her age is no de-

fence ; he must take the risk.^

A word may be said as to the historical origin of this failure

of English law to recognise inevitable mistake as a ground of

exemption from civil liability. Ancient modes of procedure

and proof were not adapted for inquiries into mental conditions.

By the practical difficulties of proof early law was driven to

attach exclusive importance to overt acts. The subjective

elements of wrongdoing were largely beyond proof or know-

ledge, and were therefore disregarded as far as possible. It

2. Bollins V. Fowler, L.R. 7 H.L. 767. Consolidated Coy. v. Curtis (1892) 1

•Q.B. 495.

3. Reff. V. Prince, L.R. 2 C.C. 164.
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was a rule of our law that intent and knowledge were not

matters that could be proved or put in issue. " It is common
learning," said one of the judges of King Edward IV., " that

ihe intent of a man will not be tried, for the devil himself

knoweth not the intent of a man."* The sole question which,

the courts would entertain was whether the defendant did the

act complained of. Whether he did It ignonantly or with gr.llty

knowledge was entirely immaterial. This rule, however, was-

restricted to civil liability. It was early recognised that crimi-

nal responsibility was too serious a thing to be imposed upon

an innocent man simply for the sake of avoiding a difficult in-

quiry into his knowledge and intention. In the case of civil lia-

bility, on the other hand, the rule was general. The success

with which it has ^maintained itself in modem law is due in

part to its undeniable utility in obviating inconvenient nr even

impracticable inquiries, and in part to the influence of the-

conception of redress in minimising the importance of the-

formal condition of penal liability.

§ 149. Accident.

Unlike mistake, inevitable accident is commonly re-

cognised by our law as a ground of exemption from lia-

bility. It is needful, therefore, to distinguish accu-

rately between these two things, for they are near of

kin. Every act which is not done intentionally is done-

either accidentally or by mistake. It is done acciden-

tally, when it is unintentional in respect of its conse-

quences. It is done by mistake, when it is intentional

in respect of its consequences, but unintentional in res-

pect of some material circumstance. If I drive over a

man in the dark because I do not know that he is in the-

road, I injure him accidentally ; but if I procure his

arrest, because I mistake him for someone who is liable-

to arrest, I injure him not accidentally but by mistake.

In the former case I did not intend the harm at all,,

while in the latter case I fully intended it, but falsely.

4. Y.B. 17 Ed. IV. 2.
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believed in the existence of a circumstance which would

have served to justify it. So if by insufQcient care I

allow my cattle to escape into my neighbour's field,

their presence there is due to accident ; but if I put

them there because I wrongly believe that the field is

mine, their presence is due to mistake. In neither case

did I intend to wrong my neighbour, but in the one case

my intention failed as to the consequence, and in the

other as to the circumstance.

Accident, like mistake, is either culpable or inevit-

able. It is culpable when due to negligence, but inevit-

able when the avoidance of it would have required a

degree of care exceeding the standard demanded by the

law. Culpable accident is no defence, save in those

exceptional cases in which wrongful intent is the ex-

clusive and necessary ground of liability. Inevitable

accident is commonly a good defence, both in the civil

and in the criminal law.

To this rule, however, there are, at least in the civil

law, important exceptions. There are cases in which

the law insists that a man shall act at his peril, and

shall take his chance of accidents happening. If he

desires to keep wild beasts,^ or to light fires,^ or to con-

struct a reservoir of water,^ or to accumulate upon his

land any substance which will do damage to his neigh-

bours if it escapes,^ or to erect dangerous structures by

which passengers in the highway may come to harm,*

he will do all these things suo periculo (though none of

them are per se wrongful) and will answer for all en-

suing damage notwithstanding consummate care.

1. FUburn v. Aquarium Co. 25 Q.B.D. 258.

2. Black T. Christehurch Finance Co. (1894) A.C. 48.

3. Rylands y. Fletcher, L.R. 3 H.L. 330.

4. Pichard v. Smith, 10 C.B. N.S. 470.
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The grounds for these departures from the require-

ment of mens rea have been already sufficiently con-

sidered. There is, however, one case of absolute lia

bility for accident which deserves special notice by

reason of its historical origin. Every man is ab-

solutely responsible for the trespasses of his cattle. If

my horse or my ox escapes from my land to that of

another man, I am answerable for it without any proof

of negligence.^ Such a rule may probably be justified

as based on a reasonable presumption of law that all

such trespasses are the outcome of negligent keeping.

Viewed historically, however, the rule is worth notice

as one of the last relics of the ancient principle that a

man is answerable for all damage done by his property.

In the theory of ancient law I am liable for the tres-

passes of my cattle, not because of my negligent keep-

ing of them, but because of my ownership of them. For

the same reason in Roman law a master was liable for

the offences of his slaves. The case is really, in its

liistorical origin, one of vicarious liability. In early

law and custom vengeance, and its products responsi-

bility and punishment, were not conceived as neces-

.sarily limited to human beings, but were in certain

cases extended to dumb animals and even inanimate

objects. We have already cited in another connection

the provision of the Mosaic law that " If an ox gore a

man or a woman that they die, then the ox shall be

surely stoned and his flesh shall not be eaten."^ In the

Laics of riato it is said'': " If a beast of burden or other

animal cause the death of anyone . . . the kins-

men of the deceased shall prosecute the slayer for mur-

6. Ellis V. Loftus Iron Co. L R. 10 C.P. 10.

6. Exodus. XXI. 28.

7. Laws 878.
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der, and the wardens of the country . . . shall

try the cause ; and let the beast when condemned be

slain by them, and cast beyond the borders." So in

the Laws of King Alfred^: "If at their common work,"

(of wood cutting) "one man slay another unwilfully, let

the tree be given to the kindred." And by English law.

until the year 1846 the weapon or other thing which
*' moved to the death of a man " was forfeited to the

King as guilty and accursed." Here we have the

ground of a rule of absolute liability. If a man's

cattle or his slaves do damage, they are thereby ex-

posed to the vengeance of the injured person. But to

take destructive vengeance upon them is to impose a

penalty upon their owner. The liability thence result-

ing probably passed through three stages : first, that

of unconditional forfeiture or surrender of the property

to the vengeance of the injured person ; secondly, that

of an option given to the owner between forfeiture and

redemption—the actiones noxales of Roman taw^°; and

thirdly, that of compulsory redemption, or in other

words, unconditional compensation.

§ 150 Vicarious Responsibility.

Hitherto we have dealt exclusively with the condi-

tions of liability, and it is needful now to consider its

incidence. Normally and naturally the person who is

liable for a wrong is he who does it. Yet both ancient

and modern law admit instances of vicarious liability

in which one man is made answerable for the acts of

another. Criminal responsibility, indeed, is never vi-

carious at the present day, except in very special cir-

8. Thorpe, Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, I. p, 71. sec. 13.

9. 9 & 10 Vict. c. 62; Blackstone, I. 300.

10. Inst. Just. 4. 8. and 4. 9.

EB
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eumstances and in certain of its less serious forms.^

In more primitive systems, however, the impulse to ex-

tend vicariously the incidence of liability receives free

scope in manner altogether alien to modern notions of

justice. It is in barbarous times considered a very

natural thing to make every man answerable for those

who are of kin to him. In the Mosaic legislation it is

deemed necessary to lay down the express rule that

" The fathers shall not be put to death for the children;

neither shall the children be put to death for the

fathers ; every man shall be put to death for his own

sin."^ Plato in his Laivs does not deem it needless to

emphasise the same principle.^ Furthermore, so long

as punishment is conceived rather as expiative, retri-

butive, and vindictive, than as deterrent and reforma-

tive, there seems no reason why the incidence of lia-

bility should not be determined by consent, and there-

fore why a guilty man should not provide a substitute

to bear his penalty and to provide the needful satisfac-

tion to the law. Guilt must be wiped out by punish-

ment, but there is no reason why the victim should be

one person rather than another. Such modes of

thought have long since ceased to pervert the law ; but

that they were at one time natural is rendered suf-

ficiently evident by their survival in popular theology.

Modern civil law recognises vicarious liability in

two distinct classes of cases. In the first place,

masters are responsible for the acts of their servants

done in the course of their employment. In the second

place, representatives of dead men are liable for deeds

1. Chisholm t. DouUon, 22 Q,B.D. 736. Parker t. Alder, (1899) 1 Q.B. 20.

2. Deut. XXIV. 16.

3. Laws 856. On the vicarious responsibility of the kindred in early law, see
Lea, Superstition and Force, pp. 13-'20. 4th ed., and Tavde, La Philosophie
P(5nale, pp. 136-140.
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done in the flesh by those whom they represent. We
shall briefly consider each of these two forms.

It has been sometimes said that the responsibilitj

of a master for his servant has its historical source in

the responsibility of an owner for his slave. This, how-

ever, is certainly not the case. The English doctrine of

employer's liability is of comparatively recent growth.

It has its origin in the legal presumption, gradually be-

come conclusive, that all acts done by a servant in and

about his master's business are done by his master's

express or implied authority, and are therefore in truth

the acts of the master, for which he may be justly held

responsible.* No employer will be allowed to say that

he did not authorise the act complained of, or even that

it was done against his express injunctions, for he is

liable none the less. This conclusive presumption of

authority has now, after the manner of such presump-

tions, disappeared from the law, after having perman-

ently modified it by establishing the principle of em-

ployer's liability. Historically, as we have said, this

is a fictitious extension of the principle, Qui facit per

alium facit per se. Formally, it has been reduced to

the laconic maxim, Respondeat superior.

The rational basis of this form of vicarious liability

i& in the first place evidential. There are such im

mense difliculties in the way of proving actual au-

thority, that it is necessary to establish a conclusive

presumption of it. A word, a gesture, or a tone may be

a sufficient indication from a master to his servant that

some lapse from the legal standard of care or honesty

will be deemed acceptable service. Yet who could

4. Salmond, Essays in Jurisprudence and Legal History, pp. 161-168.

EB 1
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prove such a measure of complicity ? Wlio could

establish liability in such a case, were evidence of au-

thority required, or evidence of the want of it ad-

mitted ?

A further reason for the vicarious responsibility of

employers is that employers usually are, while their

servants usually are not, financially capable of the

burden of civil liability. It is felt, probably with jus

tice, that a man who is able to make compensation

for the hurtful results of his activities should not be

enabled to escape from the duty of doing so by delega-

ting the exercise of these activities to servants or

agents from whom no redress can be obtained. Such

delegation confers upon impecunious persons means

and opportunities of mischief which would otherwise

be confined to those who are financially competent. It

disturbs the correspondence which would otherwise

exist between the capacity of doing harm and the

<.'apacity of paying for it. It is requisite for the efficacy

of civil justice that this delegation of powers and func-

tions should be permitted only on the condition that he

who delegates them shall remain answerable for the

acts of his servants, as he would be for his own.

A second form of vicarious responsibility is that of

living representatives for the acts of dead men. There

is no doubt that criminal responsibility must die with

the wrongdoer himself. But with respect to penal re

dress the question is not free from difficulty. For in

this form of liability there is a conflict between the

requirements of the two competing principles of punish-

ment and compensation. The former demands the ter-

mination of liability with the life of the wrongdoer,
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while the latter demands its survival. In this dispute

the older common law approved the first of these alter-

natives. The received maxim was : Actio personalis

moriiur cum persona. A man cannot be punished in his

grave ; therefore it was held that all actions for penal

redress, being in their true nature instruments of

punishment, must be brought against the living often

der and must die with him. Modern opinion rejects

this conclusion, and by various statutory provisions

the old rule has been in great part abrogated. It is

considered that although liability to afford redress

ought to depend in point of origin upon the require-

ments of punishment, it should depend in point of

continuance upon those of compensation. For when

this form of liability has once come into existence, it is

a valuable right of the person wronged ; and it is ex-

pedient that such rights should be held upon a secure

tenure, and should not be subject to extinction by a

mere irrelevant accident such as the death of the offen-

der. There is no sufficient reason for drawing any dis-

tinction in point of survival between the right of a

creditor to recover his debt and the right of a man who

has been injured by assault or defamation to recover

compensation for the loss so suffered by him.

As a further argument in the same sense, it is to

be observed that it is not strictly true that a man can-

not be punished after his death. Punishment is effec-

tive not at the time it is inflicted, but at the time it is

threatened. A threat of evil to be inflicted upon a

man's descendants at the expense of his estate will

undoubtedly exercise a certain deterrent influence upon

him ; and the apparent injustice of so punishing his

descendants for the offences of their predecessor is in
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most cases no more than apparent. The right of suc-

cession is merely the right to acquire the dead man's

estate, subject to all charges which, on any grounds,

and apart altogether from the interests of the succes-

sors themselves, may justly be imposed upon it.

There is a second application of the maxim, Actio personalis

moritur cum persona, which seems equally destitute of justifica-

tion. According to the common law an action for penal redress

died not merely with the wrongdoer hut also with the person

wrong.'ed. This rule has been abrogated by statute in part

only. There can, however, be little doubt that in all ordinary

cases, df it is right to punish a pereon at all, his liability should

not cease simply by reason of the death of him against whom
hia offence was committed. The right of the person injured to

receive redress should descend to his representatives like any
other proprietary interest.

§ 151. The Measure of Crimina! Liability.

We have now considered the conditions and the inci-

dence of penal liability. It remains to deal with the

measure of it, and here we must distinguish between

criminal and civil wrongs, for the principles involved

are fundamentally different in the two cases.

In considering the measure of criminal liability it

will be convenient to bestow exclusive attention upon

the deterrent purpose of the criminal law, remember-

ing, however, that the conclusions so obtained are sub-

ject to possible modification by reference to these sub-

ordinate and incidental purposes of punishment which

we thus provisionally disregard.

Were men perfectly rational, so as to act invariably

in accordance with an enlightened estimate of con-

sequences, the question of the measure of punishment

would present no difficulty. A draconian simplicity

and severity would be perfectly just and perfectly
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effective. It would be possible to act on the Stoic

paradox that all offences involve equal guilt, and to

visit with the utmost rigour of the law every deviation,

however slight, from the appointed way. In othci?

words, if the deterrent effect of severity were certain

and complete, the best law would be that which by the

most extreme and undiscriminating severity effectually

extinguished crime. Were human nature so con-

stituted that a threat of burning all offenders alive

would with certainty prevent all breaches of the law,

then this would be the just and fitting penalty for all

offences from high treason to petty larceny. So

greatly, however, are men moved by the impulse of the

moment, rather than by a rational estimate of future

good and evil, and so ready are they to face any future

evil which falls short of the inevitable, that the utmost

rigour is sufficient only for the diminution of crime, not

for the extinction of it. It is needful, therefore, in

judging the merits of the law, to subtract from the

sum of good which results from the partial prevention

of offences, the sum of evil which results from the

partial failure of prevention and the consequent neces-

sity of fulfilling those threats of evil by which the law

had hoped to effect its purpose. The perfect law is that

in which the difference between the good and the evil

is at a maximum in favour of the good, and the rules

as to the measure of criminal liability are the rules for

the attainment of this maximum. It is obvious that

it is not attainable by an indefinite increase of severity

To substitute hanging for imprisonment as the punish-

ment for petty theft would doubtless diminish the

frequency of this offence, but it is certain that the

evil so prevented would be far outweighed by that
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which the law would be called on to inflict in the cases

in which its threats proved unavailing.

In every crime there are three elements to be taken

into account in determining the appropriate measure

of punishment. These are (1) the motives to the com-

mission of the offence, (2) the magnitude of the offence,

and (3) the character of the offender.

The Motive of the Offence. Other things being equal,

the greater the temptation to commit a crime the

greater should be the punishment. This is an obvious

deduction from the first principles of criminal liability.

The object of punishment is to counteract by the

establishment of contrary and artificial motives the

natural motives which lead to crime. The stronger

these natural motives the stronger must be the counter-

actives which the law supplies. If the profit to be

derived from an act is great, or the passions which

lead men to it are violent, a corresponding strength or

violence is an essential condition of the efficacy of re-

pressive discipline. We shall see later, however, that

this principle is subject to a very important limita-

tion, and that there are many cases in which extreme

temptation is a ground of extenuation rather than of

increased severity of punishment.

The magnitude of the Offence. Other things being^

equal, the greater the offence, that is to say the greater

the sum of its evil consequences or tendencies, the

greater should be its punishment. At first sight, in-

deed, it would seem that this consideration is irrele-

vant. Punishment, it may be thought, should be

measured solely by the profit derived by the offender^

not by the evils caused to other persons ; if two crimes

are equal in point of motive, they should be equal in
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point of punishment, notwithstanding the fact that one

of them may be many times more mischievous that the

other. This, however, is not so, and the reason is two-

fold.

(1) The greater the mischief of any offence the

greater is the punishment which it is profitable to in-

flict with the hope of preventing it. For the greater

this mischief the less is the proportion which the evil

of punishment bears to the good of prevention, and

therefore the greater is the punishment which can be

inflicted before the balance of good over evil attains

its maximum. Assuming the motives of larceny and of

homicide to be equal, it may be profitable to inflict capi-

tal punishment for the latter offence, although it is

certainly unprofitable to inflict it for the former. The

increased measure of prevention that would be obtained

by sach severity would, in view of the comparatively

trivial nature of the offence, be obtained at too great a

cost.

(2) A second and subordinate reason for making

punishment vary with the magnitude of the offence

is that, in those cases in which different offences offer

themselves as alternatives to the offender, an induce-

ment is thereby given for the preference of the least

serious. If the punishment of burglary is the same as

that of murder, the burglar has obvious motives for not

stopping at the lesser crime. If an attempt is punished

as severely as a completed offence, why should any man

repent of his half executed purposes ?

The Character of the Offender. The worse the charac-

ter or disposition of the offender the more severe should

be his punishment. Badness of disposition is con-

stituted either by the strength of the impulses to crime,
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or by the weakness of the impulses towards law-abiding

<;onduct. One man may be worse than another because

of the greater strength and prevalence within him of

such antisocial passions as anger, covetousness, or

malice ; or his badness may lie in a deficiency of those

social impulses and instincts which are the springs of

right conduct in normally constituted men. In res-

pect of all the graver forms of law-breaking, for one

man who abstains from them for fear of the law there

are thousands who abstain by reason of quite other

influences. Their sympathetic instincts, their natural

affections, their religious beliefs, their love of the ap-

probation of others, their pride and self-respect, render

superfluous the threatenings of the law. In the degree

in which these impulses are dominant and operative,

the disposition of a man is good ; in the degree in which

they are wanting or inefficient, it is bad.

In both its kinds badness of disposition is a ground

for severity of punishment. If a man's intellectual or

emotional constitution is such that normal temptation

acts upon him with abnormal force, it is for the law to

supply in double measure the counteractive of penal

discipline. If he is so made that the natural influences

towards well doing fall below the level of average

humanity, the law must supplement them by artificial

infiuences of a strength that is needless in ordinary

cases.

Any fact, therefore, which indicates depravity of

disposition is a circumstance of aggravation, and calls

for a penalty in excess of that which would otherwise

be appropriate to the offence. One of the most import

ant of these facts is the repetition of crime by one who
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ias been already punished. The law rightly imposes

upon habitual offenders penalties which bear no rela-

tion either to the magnitude or to the profit of the

-offence. A punishment adapted for normal men is not

appropriate for those who, by their repeated defiance

of it, prove their possession of abnormal natures. A
second case in which the same principle is applicable

is that in which the mischief of an offence is altogether

disproportionate to any profit to be derived from it by

the offender. To kill a man from mere wantonness, or

jiierely in order to facilitate the picking of his pocket,

is a proof of extraordinary depravity beyond anything

that is imputable to him who commits homicide only

through the stress of passionate indignation or under

the influence of great temptation. A third ease is that

of offences from which normal humanity is adequately

dissuaded by such influences as those of natural affec-

tion. To kill one's father is in point of magnitude no

worse a crime than any other homicide, but it has at

all times been viewed with greater abhorrence, and by

some laws punished with greater severity, by reason of

the depth of depravity which it indicates in the

offender. Lastly it is on the same principle that wilful

offences are punished with greater rigour than those

which are due merely to negligence.

An additional and subordinate reason for making

the measure of liability depend upon the character of

the offender is that badness of disposition is commonly

accompanied by deficiency of sensibility. Punishment

must increase as sensibility diminishes. The more

depraved the offender, the less he feels the shame of

punishment ; therefore the more he must be made to

feel the pain of it. A certain degree of even physical
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insensibility is said to characterise the more degraded!

orders of criminals ; and the indifference with which

death itself is faced by those who in the callousness

of their hearts have not scrupled to inflict it upon.

others is a matter of amazement to normally con

stituted men.

We are now in a position to deal with a question-

which we have already touched upon but deferred for

fuller consideration, namely the apparent paradox in-

volved in the rule that punishment must increase with

the temptation to the offence. As a general rule this

proposition is true ; but it is subject to a very im-

portant qualification. For in certain cases the tempta-

tion to which a man succumbs may be of such a nature

as to rebut that presumption of a bad disposition which

would in ordinary circumstances arise from the com-

mission of the offence. He may, for example, be driven,

to the act not by the strength of any bad or self-regard-

ing motives, but by that of his social or sympathetic im-

pulses. In such a case the greatness of the temptation,

considered in itself, demands severity of punishment,

but when considered as a disproof of the degraded dis-

position which usually accompanies wrongdoing it

demands leniency ; and the latter of these two conflict-

ing considerations may be of sufficient importance to

outweigh the other. If a man remains honest until he

is driven in despair to steal food for his starving chil-

dren, it is perfectly consistent with the deterrent

theory of punishment to deal with him less severely

than with him who steals from no other motive than

cupidity. He who commits homicide from motives of

petty gain, or to attain some trivial purpose, deserves-

to be treated with the utmost severity, as a man.
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thoroughly callous and depraved. But he who kills

another in retaliation for some intolerable insult or

injury need not be dealt with according to the measure

of his temptations, but should rather be excused on

-account of them.

§ 152. The Measure of Civil Liability.

Penal redress is that form of penal liability in which

the law uses the compulsory compensation of the per-

.son injured as an instrument for the punishment of the

offender. It is characteristic of this form of punish-

.ment that it takes account of one only of the three con

siderations which, as we have seen, rightly determine

the measure of penal responsibility. It is measured

exclusively by the magnitude of the offence, that is to

say, by the amount of loss inflicted by it. It takes no

account of the character of the offender, and so visits

him who does harm through some trivial want of care

with as severe a penalty as if his act had been prompted

by deliberate malice. Similarly it takes no account of

the motives of the ofilence ; he who has everything and

lie who has nothing to gain are equally punished, if the

damage done by them is equal. Finally it takes no ac-

count of probable or intended consequences, but solely

•of those which actually ensue ; wherefore the measure

of a wrongdoer's liability is not the evil which he meant

to do, but that which he has succeeded in doing ; and

his punishment is determined not by his fault, but by

the accident of the result. If one man is dealt with

more severely than another, it is not because he is more

guilty, but because he has had the misfortune to be

more successful in his wrongful purposes, or less suc-

cessful in the avoidance of unintended issues.
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Serious as are these lapses from the due standard

of penal discipline, it is not to be suggested that this

form of civil liability is unjustifiable. The use of re-

dress as an instrument of punishment possesses advan-

tages more than sufficient to counterbalance any such

objections to it. More especially it possesses this, that

while other forms of punishment, such as imprison-

ment, are uncompensated evil, penal redress is the gain

of him who is Avronged as well as the loss of the wrongs

doer. Further, this form of remedy gives to the per-

sons injured a direct interest in the efficient administra-

tion of justice—an interest which is almost absent in

the case of the criminal law. It is true, however, that

the law of penal redress, taken by itself, falls so far

short of the requirements of a rational scheme of

punishment that it would by itself be totally insuf-

ficient. In all modern and developed bodies of law its

operation is supplemented, and its deflciences made

good, by a co-ordinate system of criminal liability.

These two together, combined in due proportions, con-

stitute a very efficient instrument for the maintenance

of justice.

The proposition that the measure of damages is the

loss sustained by the plaintiff through the wrongful act

of the defendant requires an important qualification.

The consequences of an act form an infinite series, and

no man is responsible for the whole of them. Even a

wilful wrongdoer is not answerable for all the mischief,,

however remote or unexpected, which may chance to

follow from his offence. The measure of damages,,

therefore, is determined and limited by some other fact

than the mere bond of causality between the act of the

defendant and the loss of the plaintiff. What, then,.
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is the limiting principle ? It is no other than that

principle of mens rea which we have already considered

with reference to the conditions of liability. The mea-

sure and the conditions of civil liability depend upon

identical considerations. In deciding for how much a

person is liable, the law acts upon the same principles

as in deciding whether he is liable at all. A wrong-

doer must pay not for all the evil consequences of his

act, but only for those which he has caused intention-

ally or negligently. He will answer for all the harm

which he foresaw and desired, and also for all which he

failed to avoid through want of care. But he will

answer for nothing else.

All damage for which by this rule a defendant ia

not responsible is said in the language of the law to be

too remote. The maxim is : In jure non remota causa

sed proxima spectatur. The rule is otherwise expressed

by saying that liability for a wrongful act is limited to

those consequences which are natural and probable.

It is to be noticed, however, that these expressions are

in strictness adapted only to unintended consequences.

If a result is intended, the doer will answer for it how-

ever remote it is, and however little natural or prob-

able.

Since tlie limits of liability as well as tlie existence of it

are determined by the requirement of mens rea, what is to be

said of wrongs of absolute liability ? Is the defendant in these

cases liable for all the consequences, however remote ? If my

cattle trespass upon another's fields, am I responsible for all

the harm they do, however improbable ? This is not so. Here

as elsewhere, the liability of a defendant is limited. In wrongs

of absolute liability the doctrine of mens rea continues to deter-

mine the measure, though it is irrelevant with respect to the

existence of liability. If my cattle escape without any negli-

gence on my part, I am responsible to no greater extent than if
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I had been negligent in allowing their escape. That is to say,

I am liable only for the natural and probable consequences of

their escape. Wrongs of absolute liability may, if we please,

be regarded as based upon a conclusive legal presumption of

negligence and the limits of liability are the same as if negli-

gence had existed in fact.

SUMMARY.

Wrongs of absolute liability

—

Mens rea not required.

Exceptional nature of such wrongs.

Penal redress justified not as redress but as punish-

ment.

Reasons for absolute liability ;

—

1. Difficulty of proving intent or negligence.

2. Insurance against exceptional risks.

Mistake of law.

Commonly no defence.

Reasons for the rule.

Criticism of it.

Mistake of fact.

A defence in ciiminal but commonly not in civil

cases.

Accident.

Distinction between accident and mistake.

( Culpable.
Accident and mistake •<

( Inevitable.

Inevitable accident commonly a defence.

Exceptions.

The Incidence of Penal Liability.

Vicarious liability.

1. Employer's liability.

Its rational basis.

2. Liability of representatives of dead men.

Its rational basis.

The Measure of Penal Liability.

1. Criminal liability.

Reasons against indiscriminate severity.

The end to be attained.
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The considerations to be tal^en aooount of.

(a). The motive of the offence.

(J). The magnitude of the offence,

(c). The character of the offender.

2. Civil liability.

Merits and demerits of the use of compulsory com-

pensation as an instrument of punishment.

Remoteness of damage.

(<i). In wilful and negligent wrongs.

(J). In wrongs of absolute liability.
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CHAPTEE XX.

THE DIVISIONS OF THE LAW.

§ 153. The Principles of Legal Classification.

English law possesses no received and authentic

scheme of orderly arrangement. Exponents of this

system have commonly shown themselves too little

careful of appropriate division and classification, and

too tolerant of chaos. Yet we must guard ourselves

against the opposite extreme. Theoretical jurists have

sometimes fallen into the contrary error of attaching

undue importance to the element of form. They have

esteemed too highly both the possibility and the utility

of ordering the world of law in accordance with the

straitest principles of logical development. It has

been said by a philosopher concerning human institu-

tions in general, and therefore concerning the law and

its arrangement, that they exist for the uses of man-

kind, and not in order that the angels in heaven may

delight themselves with the view of their perfections.

In the classification of legal principles the require-

, ments of practical convenience must prevail over those

of abstract theoi'y. The claims of logic must give way

in great measure to those of established nomenclature

and familiar usage ; and the accidents of historical

development must often be suffered to withstand the

rules of scientific order. Among the various points of

view of which most branches of the law admit, there are

few, if any, which may be wisely adopted throughout

their whole extent, and among the various alternative
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principles of classification, expedience allows of no

rigidly exclusive and consistent choice. There are few

distinctions, however important in their leading appli-

cations, which may not rightly, as they fade towards the

boundary line, be replaced by others which there pos-

sess a deeper significance. We may rest content

therefore, if, within the limits imposed by the needful

conformity to received speech and usage, each portion

of the law is dealt with in such of its aspects as best

reveals its most important characters and relations,

and in such order as is most consistent with lucid and

concise exposition.

§ 154. The Introductory Portion of the Law.

The first portion of the corpus juris is of an intro-

ductory nature, consisting of all those rules which by

virtue of their preliminary character or of the gener-

ality of their application cannot be appropriately rele-

gated to any special department. This introductions-

may be divided into four parts. The first of them is

concerned with the Soaj!ces_ot the Law. It comprises (

all those rules in accordance with which new law ob-

tains recognition and the older law is modified or abro-

gated. It is here, for example, that we must look for

the legal doctrine as to the operation of precedent, cus-

tom, and legislation. The second part of the Intro-

duction deals with the Interpretation of the Law. -

Here we shall find the rules in accordance with which

the language of the law is to be construed, and also

the definitions of those terms which are fitly dealt with

here, because common to several departments of the

law. In the third place the Introduction comprises the z

principles of Private_Jnt_eEna±io:naL Law—the princi-
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pies, that is to say, which determine the occasional ex-

clusion of English law from English courts of justice,

and the recognition and enforcement therein of some

foreign system which possesses for some reason a

better claim to govern the case in hand. Fourthly and

lastly, it is necessary to treat as introductory a number

of miscellaneous rules which are of so general an ap-

plication as not to be appropriately dealt with in any

special department of the legal system.

§ 155. Private and Public Law.

After the Introduction comes the body of Private

Law as opposed to that of Public Law. By general

consent this Roman distinction between jus privatum

and jus publicum is accepted as the most fundamental

division of the corpus juris. Public law comprises the

rules which specially relate to the structure, powers,

rights, and activities of the state. Private law includes

all the residue of legal principles. It comprises all

those rules which specially concern the subjects of the

state in their relations to each other, together with

those rules which are common to the state and its sub-

jects. In many of its actions and relations the state

stands on the same level as its subjects, and submits it-

self to the ordinary principles of private law. It owns

land and chattels, makes contracts, employs agents,

and servants, and enters into various forms of com-

mercial undertaking ; and in respect of all these

matters it differs little in its juridical position from

its own subjects. Public law, therefore, is not the

whole of the law that is applicable to the state and to

/ its relations with its subjects, but only those parts of

it which are different from the private law concerning
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the subjects of the state and their relations to each

other. For this reason private law precedes public in

the order of exposition. The latter presupposes a t

knowledge of the former.

The two divisions of public law are Constitutional^

and Administrative La,w. It is impossible, however,,

to draw any rigid line between these two, for they

differ merely in the degree of importance pertaining

to their subject-matters. Constitutional law deals

with the structure, powers, and functions of the

supreme power in the state, together with those of all

the more important of the subordinate departments of

government. Administrative law, on the other hand,.

'

is concerned with the multitudinous forms and instru-

ments in and through which the lower ranges of

governmental activity manifest themselves.^_/

§ 156. Civil and Criminal Law.

Within the domain of private law the division which

calls for primary recognition is that between Civil and -

Criminal Law. The true nature of this distinction has

already been considered by us,^ and we have seen that

civil law is that which is concerned with the enforce-

ment of rights, while criminal law is concerned with

the punishment of wrongs. We have examined and

rejected the opinion that crimes are essentially offences

against the state or the community at large, while civil

wrongs are committed against private persons. Ac-

cording to the acceptance or rejection of this opinion,

criminal law pertains either to public or to private law.

Our classification of it as private is unaffected by the

fact that certain crimes, such as treason and sedition,

1. Supra p. 200.

2. Supra pp. 68-71; 82-85.
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^re undoubtedly offences against the state. As already

•explained, logical consistency in the division of the law

is attainable only if we are prepared to disregard

the requirements of practical convenience. Greater

weight is wisely attributed to the fact that high

treason and robbery are both crimes, than to the fact

that the one is an offence against the state and the

other an offence against an individual.

Just as the law which is common to both state and

subject is considered under the head of private law

alone, so the law which is common to crimes and to

civil injuries is dealt with under the head of civil law

alone. It is obvious that there is a great body of legal

princii»les common to the two departments. The -aw

as to theft plainly involves the whole law as to the

acquisition of property in chattels, and the law of

bigamy involves a considerable portion of the law of

marriage. ^The arrangement sanctioned by usage and

by convenience is, therefore, to expound first the civil

law in its entirety, and thereafter, under the title of

criminal law, such portions of the law of crime as are

not already comprehended in the former department. \

§ 157. Substantive Law and the Law of
Procedure.

Civil and criminal law are each divisible into two

branches, namely. Substantive Law and the Law of

Procedure. In a later chapter we shall consider par-

ticularly in what the essential nature of this distinc-

tion consists. We shall there see that the substan-

tive law is that which governs the subject-matter of

litigation, while the law of procedure is that which

governs the process of litigation. The former deter-
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mines the end, the latter the means or instrument.

Substantive criminal law defines, for example, the

crime of murder and the punishment appropriate to it,

while the law of criminal procedure explains those

processes of accusation, proof, and judgment, which

form the needful bond of connection between the crime

and the punishment.

The law of procedure falls into two divisions namely

Practice and Evidence. The nature of the distinction

thus indicated will be considered later.

§ 158. Divisions of tlie Substantive Civil Law.

It remains to consider the most appropriate classi

fication of the rules comprised under the head of sub-

stantivejiyil law. It is clear that this branch of the

law_^is best divided by reference to the different classes

of rights with which it is concerned. The primary dis-

tinction available for this purpose is that between pro-

prietary and personal rights.^ The law of proprietary

rights was termed by the Eoman lawyers jus quod ad

res pertinet—^the term res denoting all the elements

which went to make up a man's estate or patrimonium.

We are accustomed to translate this phrase as the Law

of Things, but the translation is unsatisfactory and

inadequate, inasmuch as the term thing does not pos-

sess the full significance in this connection of the

Latin res. The law of personal rights, on the other

hand, was called by the Eomans jus quod ad personas

pertinet or jus personarum. We call it the Law of

Persons, or preferably the Law of Status. The law of

proprietary rights is itself divided into two branches,
^

according as such rights are in rem or in personam.'^

1. Supra pp. 253—267.

2. Supra pp. 246—263.
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The law of proprietary rights in rem is called the Law
of Property, while the law of proprietary rights in

personam is known as the Law of Obligations. No
similar division is necessary or expedient in the case of

the law of personal rights or status. Hence it is, that

the whole of the substantive civil law is divided into

I

three great branches, namely the Law of Property, the

iLaw of Obligations, and the Law of Status.

§ 159. The Law of Property.

The law of property is the law of proprietary rights

in rem. The only serious diflSculty in settling its con-

tents and limits is caused by the fact that in many
cases rights in rem and rights in personam are so in-

timately connected with each other that it is impracti-

cable to separate them and to relegate them to different

parts of the law. Such a mixed group of rights is

classed either as real or personal, and therefore as be-

longing to the law of property or to that of obligations,

according to the relative prominence and importance

of the two constituent elements. Leases and mort-

gages, for example, are to be attributed to the law of

property and not to that of obligations, although there

are elements of personal obligation in each. Con-

versely the sale of goods belongs to the law of contract,

although in many cases a sale amounts to the transfer

of a right in rem instead of to the creation of a right

in personam. The law of succession, testamentary and

intestate, clearly concerns all forms of proprietary

rights, whether real or personal ; but it is best classed

in the law of property. So also with the law of trusts.

The law of insolvency, on the other hand, is most ap-

propriately considered in connection with those obliga-
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tions to the burden of which insolvency is due. So

also with the law of companies, which, rightly re-

garded, is in truth a department of the law of contract,

closely connected with the law of partnership.

The law of property is divisible into three parts,

namely the Law of Ownership, the Law of Encum-

brances, and the Law of Succession. The first of these

is itself divisible, by reference to the possible objects of

ownership, into three portions dealing respectively

with (1) Land, (2) Chattels, and (3) Immaterial Pro-

perty, such as patents, copyrights, and trade-marks.

The law of encumbrances, being the second part of the

law of property, is divisible, by reference to the chief

kinds of encumbrances, into (1) the Law of Leases, (2)

the Law of Servitudes, (3) the Law of Trusts, and (4)

the Law of Securities. The last department of the

law of property is the law of inheritance or succession,

which has two branches : (1) the Law of Wills or of

Testamentary Succession, and (2) the Law of Intestate

Succession.

§ i6o. The Law of Obligations.

The most important branch of the law of obliga-

tions is the Law of Contract, which is itself divisible

into two portions—a general part dealing with the

general principles of contractual obligation, and a

special part concerned with the particular kinds of

contracts, such as sale, partnership, and suretyship.

The second branch of the law of obligations is the

Law of Torts—the law of civil injuries other than

breaches of contract-—the law of oUigationes ex delicto

as contrasted with oMigationes ex contractu. This also

is divided into two portions—a general part setting
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forth the principles of civil liability, and a special part

containing the detailed rules as to the different species

of civil injuries, such as libel, assault, and trespass.

The third division of the law of obligations is con-

cerned with various miscellaneous forms which are

neither contractual nor delictual : those, for example,

which are said to be quasi-contractual.

Fourthly, as already noticed, it is convenient to in-

clude the Law of Insolvency under the head of obliga-

tions, inasmuch as the essential significance of insol-

vency is to be found in its operation as a method of

discharging debts and liabilities.

Lastly, this department of the legal system includes,

as already indicated, the Law of Companies, this being

essentially a development of the law of partnership.

Under the head of companies are comprised all forms

of contractual incorporation, all other bodies corporate

pertaining either to public law or to special depart-

ments of private law with which they are exclusively

concerned.

§ i6i. The Law of Status or of Persons.

The law of status is divisible into two branches,

which may be distinguished as the Law of Domestic

f^tatus and the Law of Extra-domestic Status. The

first of these is the law of family relations, and deals

with the nature, acquisition, and loss of all those per-

gonal rights, duties, liabilities, and disabilites, which

are involved in domestic relationship. It falls into

three divisions, namely (1) the Law of Marriage, (2) the

Law of Parentage, and (3) the Law of Guardianship.

A second branch of the law of persons is that which

deals with extra-domestic status. It is concerned with
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all the personal rights, duties, liabilities, and disabili-

ties, which are external to the law of the family. It

deals, for example, with the personal status of minors

iin relation to others than their parents), of married

women (in relation to others than their husbands and

<;hildren), of lunatics, aliens, convicts, slaves, and any

other classes of persons whose personal condition is

sufficiently characteristic to call for separate considera-

tion.^

There is one class of personal rights which ought

in logical strictness to be dealt with in the law of

status, but is commonly and more conveniently con-

sidered elsewhere—those rights, namely, which are

called natural, because they belong to all men from

their birth, instead of being subsequently acquired :

for example, the rights of life, liberty, reputation, and

freedom from bodily harm. These are, of course, per-

sonal rights and not proprietary. They constitute part

of a man's status, not part of his estate. Yet we

seldom find them set forth in the law of status.^ The

reason is that such rights, being natural and not

acquired, call for no consideration except in respect

of their violation. They are adequately dealt with,

therefore, under the head of civil and criminal wrongs.

The exposition of the law of libel, for example, which is

contained in the law of torts, involves already the pro-

position that a man has a right to his reputation ; and

there is no occasion, therefore, for a bald statement to

that effect in the later law of persons.

1. No small part of this branch of the law of status, however, may be con-

veniently dealt with in connection with various departments of the law of pro-

perty and obligations. It may be best, for example, to discuss the contractual

capacity of different classes of persons in the law of contracts, instead of in the

law of the personal status of these persons.

2. Blackstone, however, is sufiBciently scrupulous in respect of logical arrange-

ment to include them in this department of the law.
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CHAPTER XXI.

THE LAW OF PROPERTY.

§ 162. Meanings of the Term Property.

AVe saw in the last chapter that the substantive

civil law is divided into three great departments,

namely the law of property, the law of obligations,

and the law of status. The first deals with proprietary

rights in rem, the second with proprietary rights in

personam, and the third with personal or non-pro-

prietary rights, whether in rem or in personam. In

this and the succeeding chapter we shall consider in

outline the first of these branches, and we shall then

jjroceed to deal in the same manner with the law of

•obligations. The law of status on the other hand is

Tiot of such a nature as to require or repay any further

consideration from the point of view of general theory.

The term property, which we here use as meaning

proprietary rights in rem, possesses a singular variety

of different applications having different degrees of

generality. These are the following :

—

1. All legal rights. In its widest sense, property

includes all a person's legal rights, of whatever descrip-

tion. A man's property is all that is his in law. This

usage, however, is obsolete at the present day, though

it is common enough in the older books. Thus Black-

stone speaks of the property (i.e. right) which a master

has in the person of his servant, and a father in the

person of his child. "The inferior," he says,^ "hath

1. Blackstone, III. 143, "The child hath no property in his father or guardian,

as they have in him." Ibid.
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no kind of property in the company, care, or assistance

of the superior, as the superior is held to have in those

of the inferior." So Hobbes says^: "Of things held

in propriety, those that are dearest to a nia,n are his-

own life and limbs ; and in the next degree, in most

men, those that concern conjugal affection ; and after

them riches and means of living." In like manner

Locke^ tells us that " every man has a property in hi»

own person," and he speaks elsewhere* of a man's right

to preserve " his property, that is, his life, liberty, and

estate."

2. Proprietary rights {Dominium and Status). In a

second and narrower sense, property includes not all

a person's rights, but only his proprietary as opposed

to his personal rights. The former constitute hia

estate or property, while the latter constitute his status

or personal condition. In this sense a man's land,,

chattels, debts, and shares are his property, but not his

life or liberty or reputation. In this sense we may

oppose to Locke's statement, that a man has a property

in his own person, the saying of Ulpian : Dominus

memhrorum suorum nemo videtur.^ This is probably the

most frequent application of the term at the present

day, but in the case of a word having so many recog-

nised varieties of usage it is idle to attempt to single

out any one of them as exclusively correct. They are

all of equal authenticity.

3. Proprietary rights in rem {Dominium and OUiga-

iio). In a third application, which is that adopted in

this chapter, the term includes not even all proprietary-

2. Le-riathan, Ch. XXX. Eng. Wks. III. 329.

3. Treatise on Civil Government, II. Ch. V. sec. 27.

i. Ibid. Ch. VII sec. 87.

6. D. 9. 2. 13. pr.
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rights, but only those which are both proprietary and

real. The law of property is the law of proprietary

rights in rem, the law of proprietary rights in per-

sonam being distinguished from it as the law of obliga-

tions. According to this usage a freehold or leasehold

estate in land, or a patent or copyright, is property,

but a debt or the benefit of a contract is not.

4. Corporeal property [Dominium corporis and do-

minium juris). Finally, in the narrowest use of the

term, it includes nothing, more than corporeal property

—that is to say, the right of ownership in a material

object, or that object itself identified with the right

by way of metonymy. Thus property is defined by

Ahrens^ as " a material object subject to the immediate

power of a person," and Bentham' considers as meta-

phorical and improper the extension of the term to in-

clude other rights than those which relate to material

things.

§ 163. Material and Immaterial Property.

The primary distinction within the law of property

is that between rights of ownership (jura in re propria)

and encumbrances (jura in re aliena). We have already

considered the general nature of this distinction. An

encumbrance is a right which limits or derogates from

a greater and more general right vested in some other

person ; for example, a lease, a mortgage, or a servi-

tude. All rights which are not in this manner merely

encumbrances of other rights are rights of ownership.

They are so called, as we have seen, because the owner

of them is said by way of metonymy to own the thing

6, Droit Naturel. II. sec. 55.

7. Principles, p. 231. Works, I 108, So Puchfa, sec. 231 : Nur an kor-

perlichen Gegenstanden ist Eigenthum moglich.
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itself which is the object of them, no such figure of

speech being permissible in the case of mere en-

cumbrances.

Eights of ownership are of two kinds, for the

subject-matter of them is either a material or an im-

material thing. A material thing is a physical object
;

an immaterial thing is anything else which may be the

subject-matter of a right. It is to things of the former

class that the law of property almost wholly relates.

In the great majority of cases a right of property iS a

right to the uses of a material object. It is the chief

purpose of this department of the law to allot to every

man his portion in the material instruments of human
well-being—to divide the earth and the fulness of it

among the men who live in it. Proprietary rights over

immaterial things are few in number and of com-

paratively little importance.

Under the head of material things we must class

the qualities of matter, so far as they are capable in

law of being in themselves the objects of rights. The
qualities which thus admit of separate legal appropria-

tion are two in number, namely force and space.

ElecLricity is in law a chattel, which can be owned, sold,

stolen, and otherwise rightfully and wrongfully dealt

with.i Definite portions of empty space are capable

of appropriation and ownership, no less than the

material objects with which other portions of space
are filled. The interior of my house is as much mine
as are the walls and the roof. It is commonly said
that the owner of land owns also the space above the
surface usque ad coelum. Whether this is truly so is

J.
statute 46 & 46 Vict. c. 56. ,. 23. Dernburg, Das burgerliche Recht. III.
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perhaps a doubtful point as the law stands, but there

is no theoretical difficulty in allowing the validity of

such a claim to the ownership of empty space.^

§ 164. Movable and Immovable Property.

Among material things the most important distinc-

tion is that between movables and immovables, or, to

use terms more familiar in English law, between

chattels and land. In all legal systems these two

classes of objects are to some extent governed by

different rules, though in no system is the difference so

great as in our own.

Considered in its legal aspect, an immovable, that

is to say, a piece of land, includes the following ele-

ments :

—

1. A determinate portion of the earth's surface.

2. The ground beneath the surface down to the

centre of the world. All the pieces of land in England

meet together in one terminal point at the earth's

centre.

3. Possibly the column of space above the surface

ad infinitum. " The earth," says Coke,^ " hath in law a

great extent upwards, not only of water as hath been

said, but of ayre and all other things even up to heaven ;,

for Cujus est solum, ejus est usque ad caelum." As.

already indicated, however, the authenticity of this-

doctrine is not wholly beyond dispute. It would pro-

hibit as an actionable trespass all use of the air-space

above the appropriated surface of the earth, at what-

ever height this use took place, and however little it

tould affect the interests of the landowner. If a man

2. It is not the superincumbent column of air that is owned—for the winds,

are the property of no man—^but the space itself.

1. Co. Litt i a.

GG
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is carried in a balloon at a distance of half a mile

above the ground, does he infringe the rights of those

who own the surface ? It may be that the law recog-

nises no right of ownership in the air-space at all, but

merely prohibits all acts which by their nature or their

proximity interfere with the full enjoyment and use of

the surface.^ By the German Civil Code^ the owner

of land owns the space above it, but has no right to

prohibit acts so remote from the surface that they in

no way affect his interests.

4. All objects which are on or under the surface in

its natural state ; for example, minerals and natural

vegetation. All these are part of the land, even though

they are in no way physically attached to it. Stones

lying loose upon the surface are in the same category

as the stone in a quarry.

5. Lastly all objects placed by human agency on or

under the surface, with the intention of permanent

annexation. These become part of the land, and lose

their identity as separate movables or chattels ; for

example, buildings, walls, and fences. Omne quod inae-

dificatur solo cedit, said the Eoman law.* Provided that

the requisite intent of permanent annexation is pre-

sent, no physical attachment to the surface is required.

A wall built of stones without mortar or foundations

is part of the land on which it stands.^ Conversely

physical attachment, without the intent of permanent

annexation, is not in itself enough. Carpets, tapes-

2. On this question see Pollock's Torts, p. 322 ; Clerk & Lindsell's Torts, p.

290; Pickering v, Rudd, 4 Camp. 219; 16 R.E. 777; Fay v. Prentice, 1 C.B. 828;

Wandsworth Board of Works v. United Telegraph Coy. 13 Q.B.D. 904; Ellis v.

Loftus Iron Company, L.E. 10 O.P. 10.

3. Art. 905.

4 Inst. Just. 2. 1. 29. See also Gains 2. 73 : Superficies solo cedit.

6. Monti V. Barnes, (1901) 1 ICB. 206.
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tries, or ornaments nailed to the floors or walls of a

house are not thereby made part of the house. Money
buried in the ground is as much a chattel as money in

its owner's pocket.^

'

It IS clear that the distinetiOQ between movables and Im-
movables is in trutb and in fact applicable to material objects

only. Yet the law has made an unfortmiate attempt to apply
it to rights also. Rights no less than things are conceived by
the law as having a local situation, and as being either mov-
able or permaaently fixed in a deflaite locality. The origin

of this illogical conception is to be found in the identification

of rights of ownership with the material things which are

the objects of them. I am said to own land and chattels,

as well as easements, shares, debts, contracts, and patents.

All these things are equally property, and since some of them

have a local situation and can be truly classed as movable

or immovable, the law has been led by inadvertence to

attribute these qualities to 'all of them. It has recognised in

things which are incorporeal certain attributes which in truth

pertain to things corporeal only. It has divided the whole

sphere of proprietary rights by reference to a distinction

which is ti'uly applicable not to rights at all, but to physical

objects. Nor is this merely a peculiarity of English law, for

it is found in Continental systems also.*

6, It is only by slow degrees that our law has worked out au intelligible

principle on this matter. The older law seems to have recognised mere physical

attachment as necessaiy and sufficient, subject to exceptions so numerous and
important as to deprive the principle itself of any rational basis. See, for the

modern law on the point: Holland v. Hodgson, L. R. 7 C.P. 328; Monti v. Barnes,

(1901) 1 K.B. 205 ; In re De Falbe (1901) 1 Ch. 523 ; Elwes v. Briijij Gas Coy. 38 Ch.

D. 562. Similar law is contained in Article 95 of the German Civil Code

:

" Things are not part of the land which are attached to it simply for a tem-

porary purpose."

7 Unlike a chattel, a piece of land has no natural boundaries. Its separation

from the adjoining land is purely arbitrary and artificial, and it is capable of

subdivision and separate ownership to any extent that may be desired The lines

of subdivision are usually vertical, but may be horizontal. The surface of land,

for example, may belong to one man and the substrata to another. Each storey

of a house may have a different owner. In The Midland Railway Company v.

Wright (1901) 1 Ch. 738, it was held that a right had been acquired by prescrip-

tion to the surface of land belonging to a railway company, although a tunnel

beneath the surface remained the property of the company as having been con-

tinuQusly in its occupation.

8. Baudry-Lacantinerie, Des Biens, sec. 123: " VVe know that rights, regarded

as incorporeal things, are properly speaking neither movables nor immovables.

But by a fiction the law classes them as one or the other according to the nature

of their subject-matter." See also Dernburg's Pandekten, I. sec. 74.
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On what principle, tben, does the law deitermine whethea:

a right is to be claseed as immovable or as movable ? The

general rule is that a right has in this respect the same

quality as its subject-matter. Every right over an immovable

thing, whether it is a right of ownership, or a lease, or a

servitude, or a security, or any other jus in re aliena, is itself

immovable, and every right over a movable thing is itsalf

movable. So far there is no difficulty. What shall we say,

however, of those rights which have no material objects at

all, such as a copyright, a patent, the good will of a business,

a trade marli, or the benefit of a contract ? The answer is

that all such rights are classed by the law as movable. For

tlie class of movable property is residuary, and includes all

rights which can make good no claim to be classed as im-

movable."

The law not merely classifies rights as movable and im-

movable, but goes further in the same direction, and attributes

local situation to them. It undertakes to say not merely

wlietlier a right exists, but where it exists. Nor is this a diffi-

cult task in the case of aU rights which have determinate

material things as their objects. A servitude or other jus in

re aliena over a piece of land is situated in law where the

land is situated in fact. A right over a chattel is movable

property, and where the chattel goes the right goes also. But

where there is no material object at all, or where such object

is indeterminate, wliat are we to say as to the local situation

of the right ? Where is a debt situated, or a share in a

company, or the benefit of a contract, or a copyrigbt ? Such

questions can be determined only by more or less arbitrary

rules based upon analogy, and it is to be regretted that it

has been thought needful to ask and answer them at all. As

the law stands, however, it contains several rules based on

the assumption that all property which exists must exist sortie-

where,^° and for the application of these rules the determina-

tion of the local situation of rights is necessary, even though

it leads into ithe region of legal fictions. " The legal concep-

9. See Dicey, Conflict of Laws, pp. 71-73.

10. For example, the jurisdiction of English courts in the administration of

deceased persons' estates depends on the deceased having left property in 'Eng-

land. Dicey, Conflict of- Laws, p. 316. Portions of revenue law and of private

international law are also hased on the assumption that all proprietary rights

possess a local situation.
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tion of property," says Lord Lindley," " appears to me to

involve the legal conception of existence somewhere. . . To
tails of property as existing nowhere is to use language which

to me is unintelligible."

The leading principle as to the local situation of rights is

that they are situated where they are exercised and enjoyed.

Eights over material things, therefore, have the 'same situa-

tion as those things themselves. The goodwill of a business

is situated in the place where the business is carried on."

Debts are in general situated in tlie place where the debtor

resides, since it is there that the creditor must go to get his

money.'^ For the same reason, shares in a company are situ-

ated where the company has its head office." '°

§ 165. Real and Personal Property.

Derived from and closely connected with the dis-

tinction between immovable and movable property is

that between real and personal property. These are

two cross divisions of the whole sphere of proprietary

rights. Real property and immovable property form

intersecting circles which are very nearly, though not

quite, coincident. The law of real property is almost

equivalent to the law of land, while the law of personal

11. Inland Revenue Commissioners v. Muller & Coy's. Margarine, Limited, (1901)

A.C. at p. 236.

12. Ibid.

13. Dicey, Conflict of Laws, p. 318.

14. Ibid. p. 323 n. i.

15. There are certain cases, however, which have been decided on the assump-

tion that incorporeal property possesses no local situation at all. For this rea-

son it was held in The Smelting Company of Australia v. Commissioners of /n-

land Bevenue, (1897) 1 Q.B. 175, that a share of a New South Wales patent,

together with the exclusive right of using it within a certain district of that

Colony, was not property " locally situated out of the United Kingdom " within

the meaning of section 59 subsection 1 of the Stamp Act 1891. "I do not see,"

says Lopes. L. J., at p. 181, "how a share in a patent, or a licence to use a

patent, which is not a visible or tangible thing, can be said to be locally situate

anywhere." See, however, as to this case, the observations of Vaughan Williams,

L. J., in Midler & Co's. Margarine I/imited v. Inland Revenue Commissioners,

(1900) 1 Q.B. at p. 322, and of Lord Lindley on appeal in the House of Lords,

(1901) A.C. at p. 237. See further, as to the local situation of immaterial or

incorporeal property, Danubian Sugar Factories v. Commissioners of Inland

Bevenue, (1901) 1 K.B. 245; Commissioner of Stamps v. Hope, (1891) A.C. 476;

Att. Gen. v. Dimond, 1 0. & J. 356; 35 R.E. 732; Dicey, Conflict of Laws, pp.

71 and 818.
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property is all but identical with the law of movables.

The partial failure of coincidence is due not to any

logical distinction, but to the accidental course of legal

development ; and to this extent the distinction be-

tween real and personal property is purely arbitrary

and possesses no scientific basis. Eeal property com-

prises all rights over land, with such additions and

exceptions as the law has seen fit to establish. All

other proprietary rights, whether in rem or in personam,

pertain to the law of personal property.

The distinction between real and personal property has

no logical connection with that between real and personal

rights. There is, however, an historical relation between

them, iQQsmiTCh as they are both derived from the same

source, namely the Roman distinction between actions in rem

and actions in personam. Real property meant originally that

which was recoverable in a real action, while personal

property was that which was recoverable in a pensonal

action, aod this English distinction between real and per-

sonal actions was derived by Bracton and the other founders

of our law from the actiones in rem and in personam of Jus-

tinian, though not without important modifications of the Ro-

man doctrine.'

In connection with the distinctions between movable and

Immovable, and between real and personal property we must

notice the legal significance of the term chattel. This word

has apparently three different meanings 1q English law :—

1. A movable physical object ; for example, a horse, a

book, or a shilliag, as contrasted with a piece of land.

2. Movable property, whether corporeal or incorporeal

;

that Is to say, cbattels in the first sense together with all pro-

prietary rights except those which are classed as immovable.

In this usage debts, shares, contracts, and other choses In

action are chattels, no less than furniture or steels m trade.

So also are patents, copyrights, and other rights in rem, which

are not rights over land. This double use of the word chattel

1. The matter has been well discussed by Mr. T. C. Williams in L.Q.B,. IV. 394.
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to indicate both material things and rights is simply an appli-

cation, within the sphere of movable property, of the metony-

my which is the source of the distinction between corporeal

and incorporeal property.

3. Personal property, whether movable or immovable, as

opposed to real property. In this sense leaseholds are classed

as chattels, because of the special rule by which they are

excluded from the domain of real property.

§ i66. The Ownership of Material Things.

The owner ofa material object is he who owns a

right to the aggregate of its uses. He who has merely

a special and definitely limited right to the use of it,

such as a right of way or other servitude, is not an

owner of the thing but merely an encumbrancer of it.

The definition, however, must not be misunderstood.

Ownership is the right of general use, not that of

absolute or unlimited use. He is the owner of a thing

who is entitled to all those uses of it which are not

specially excepted and cut off by the law. No such

right as that of absolute and unlimited use is known to

the law. All lawful use is either general (that is to

say, residuary) or specific, the former being ownership^

and the latter encumbrance.

The limits thus imposed upon an owner's right of

use are of two kinds. The first constitute the natural

limits of ownership. They are the various applica-

tions of the maxim : Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas

—a legal principle whose function it is to restrain

within due bounds the opposing maxim that a man may
do as he pleases with his own. In the interests of the

public or of a man's neighbours many uses of the things

which are his are wholly excluded from his right of

ownership.
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The second class of restrictions upon an owner's

right of use consists of those which flow from the

existence of encumbrances vested in other persons.

These are artificial limits which may or may not exist.

My land may be mortgaged, leased, charged, bound by

restrictive covenants, and so on, yet I remain the owner

of it none the less. For I am still entitled to the resi-

due of its uses, and whatever right over it is not

specifically vested in someone else is vested in me.

The residuary use so left to me may be of very small

dimensions ; some encumbrancer may own rights over

it much more valuable than mine ; but the ownership

of it is in me and not in him. Were his right to deter-

mine to-morrow in any manner, my own, relieved from

the encumbrance which now weighs it down, would

forthwith spring up to its full stature and have again

its full effect. No right loses its identity because of an

encumbrance vested in some one else. That which is

ii right of ownership when there are no encumbrances,

remains a • right of ownership notwithstanding any

number of them.

Inasmuch as the right of ownership is a right to

the aggregate of the uses of the thing, it follows

that ownership is necessarily permanent. No person

having merely a temporary right to the use of a thing

can be the owner of the thing, however general that

right may be while it lasts. He who comes after him

is the owner ; for it is to him that the residue of the

uses of the thing pertains. It is to be understood, how-

ever, that by a permanent right is meant nothing more

than a right which is capable of lasting as long as the

thing itself which is its subject-matter, howsoever long

or short that duration may be.
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Even as the generality of ownership involves its

permanence, so its permanence involves the further

essential feature of inheritance. The only permanent

rights which can be owned by a mortal man are those

which can be handed down by him to his successors or

representatives on his death. All others are tem-

porary, their duration being necessarily limited to the

lifetime of him in whom they are vested. The right of

ownership, therefore, is essentially an inheritable right.

It is capable of surviving its owner for the time being.

It belongs to the class of rights which are divested by

death but are not extinguished by it.

Summing up the conclusions to which we have

attained, we may define the right of ownership in a

material thing as the general, permanent, and inherit-

able right to the uses of that thing.^

According to tlie rigour of English legal doctrine there can

Tie no owner of land except the Crown itself. The fee simple

of land—the greatest right in it which a subject can possess

—

13 not in truth ownership, but a mere encumbrance upon the

ownership of the Crown. It is a tenancy or lease granted to

a man and his heirs. It is a temporary not a permanent right

of user. It will come to Its natural termination on the death

of the tenant without leaving an heir or devisee in whom the

right may be continued. The land will thereupon revert or

escheat to the Crown ; that is to say, the Crown's ownership,

wtiich has never been divesited, but has merely been encum-

bered by the fee simple, will through the destruction of this

eneumbirance become once moire free and absolute. In the

case of chattels it is otherwise. They can be owned by the

1. The full power of alienation and disposition is an almost invariable element
in the right of ownership, but cannot be regarded as essential, or included in

the definition of it. A married woman subject to a restraint on anticipation

is none the less the owner of her property, though she cannot alienate or en-

cumber it.

Austin (II. p. 790) defines the right of ownership as a "right indefinite in

point of user, unrestricted in point of disposition, and unlimited in point of dura-

tion, over a determinate thing."
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subject no less than by the Cro-wn. It is true that if the

owner of them dies intestate without kin, they will go to

the Crown as bona vacantia, just as land will go the Crown as

an escheat. Buit between these two processes there is a pro-

found difCerence in legal theory. In the case of chattels the

Orowm succeeds to the right which was vested in the dead

man ; his ownership is continued in the Crown, just as it

would have been continued in his next of kin had there been,

any. But in the case of escheat, as already said, the right of

the dead man has come to an end, and the Crown succeeds

to no right of his, but simply comes into its own again.

This distinction, however, between the fee simple of land

and the ownership of it is a matter of form rather than of

substance. In fact, if not in legal theory, the right of a

tenant in fee simple is permanent ; for escheat takes place

only on an intestacy, and therefore can be prevented by the

act of the tenant. We are at liberty, therefore, to disregard

this technicality of real property law, and to speak of the fee

simple of land as the ownership of it, the right of the Crown
being viewed, accordingly, not as vested and continuing owner-

sliip subject to an encumbrance, but as a contingent right of

succession to an intestate owner.

§ 167. The Ownership of Immaterial Things.

We turn from the ownership of material to that of

immaterial things. By an immaterial thing is meant

any subject-matter of a right except a physical object ;

for example, life, liberty, health, and reputation. We
are here concerned, however, with one particular kind

of rights only, namely proprietary rights in ran ; and

the only inimaterial things which are recognised by

law as the subject-matter of rights of this description

are the various immaterial prodiicts of human skill and

lalour. Speaking generally we may say that in modern

law every man owns that which he creates. That

which he produces is his, and he has an exclusive right

to the use and benefit of it. The immaterial product
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of a man's brains may be as valuable as his land or his

goods. The law, therefore, gives him a proprietary

right in it, and the unauthorised use of it by other per-

sons is a violation of his ownership, no less than theft

or trespass is. These immaterial forms of property

are of five chief kinds^:

—

1. Patents. The subject-matter of a patent-right is

an invention. He whose skill or labour produces the

idea of a new process, instrument, or manufacture, has

that idea as his own in law. He alone is entitled to use

it and to draw from it the profit inherent in it.

i!. Literary Copyright. The subject-matter of this

right is the literary expression of facts or thoughts.

He to whose skill or labour this expression is due has

in it a proprietary right of exclusive use.

3. Artistic Copyright. Artistic design in all its

various forms, such as drawing, painting, sculpture,

and photography, is the subject-matter of a right of ex-

clusive use analogous to literary copyright and con-

stituting a third form of immaterial property. The

creations of an artist's skill or of a photographer's

labour are his exclusive property. The object of this

right is not the material thing produced, but the form

impressed upon it by the maker. The picture, in the

concrete sense of the material paint and canvas, be-

longs to him who purchases it ; but the picture, in the

abstract sense of the artistic form made visible by that

paint and canvas, belongs to him who made it. The

1. The distinction formerly noticed by us between corporeal and incorporeal pro-

perty and things must not be confounded with the present distinction between
material and immaterial property and things. The latter is a logical distinction,

but the former is a mere artifice of speech. An incorporeal thing is a kind of

right, namely any right which is not identified with some material thing which ia

its subject-matter. An immaterial thing is not a right but the subject-matter

of one. It is any snbject-matter of a right except a material object. Supra p. 274.
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former is material property, the latter is immaterial.

The right in each case is one of exclusive use. The

right to the material picture is infringed by destroying

it or taking it away. The right to the immaterial

picture is infringed by making material pictures which

embody it.

4. Musical and Dramatic Copyright. A fourth form

of immaterial property consists of musical and dra-

matic works. The immaterial product of the skill of

the musician or the playwright is the subject-matter of

a proprietary right of exclusive use which is infringed

by any unauthorised performance or representation.

5. Commercial Qood-will ; Trade-marlcs and Trade-

names. The fifth and last form of immaterial property

includes commercial good-will and the special forms of

it known as trade-marks and trade-names. He who by

his skill and labour establishes a business acquires

thereby an interest in the good-will of it, that is to say,

in the established disposition of customers to resort to

him. To this good-will he has an exclusive right which

is violated by any one who seeks to make use of it for

his own advantage, as by falsely representing to the

public that he is himself carrying on the business in

question. Special forms of this right of commercial

good-will are rights to trade-names and trade-marks.

Every man has an exclusive right to the name under

which he carries on business or sells his goods—to this

extent at least that no one is at liberty to use that name
for the purpose of deceiving the public and so injuring

the owner of it. He has a similar right to the exclu-

sive use of the marks which he impresses upon his

goods, and by which they are known and identified in

the market as his.
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§ i68. Classes of Encumbrances.

Having considered rights of ownership in respect of

their nature and their objects, we proceed to deal with

the several kinds of encumbrances to which they may

be subject. The chief of these are six in number,

namely Leases, Servitudes, Trusts, Powers, Contractual

Obligations, and Securities. Before treating of these

individually, however, there are some introductory ob-

servations to be made as to encumbrances in general.

1. Encumbrances are not confined to the law of pro-

perty, but pertain to the law of obligations also.

Choses in action may be mortgaged, settled in trust,

or otherwise made the subject-matter of jtira in re

aMena, no less than land and chattels. Much, there-

fore, of what is to be said here touching the nature of

the different forms of encumbrance will be equally

applicable to the law of rights in personam.

2. Encumbrances of rights in rem are not neces-

sarily themselves rights in rem.. A real right may be

encumbered by an obligation, or by a right in the

nature of a power, which is neither real nor personal

inasmuch as it corresponds to no duty laid on any other

person.

3. The right encumbered is not necessarily a right

of ownership or jus in re propria, but may be no more

than an encumbrance itself. A mortgage may itself be

mortgaged, and a lease may itself be leased.

§ 169. Leases.

Although a lease of land and a bailment of chattels

are transactions of essentially the same nature, there
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is no term which, in its recognised use, is sufficiently

wide to include both. The term bailment is never ap-

plied to the tenancy of land, and although the term

lease is not wholly inapplicable in the case of chattels,

its use in this connection is subject to arbitrary limita-

tions. It is necessary, therefore, in the interests of

orderly classification, to do some violence to received

usage, in adopting the term lease as a generic expres-

sion to include not merely the tenancy of land, but all

kinds of bailments of chattels, and all encumbrances of

immaterial or incorporeal property which possess the

same essential nature as a tenancy of land.

A lease, in this generic sense, is that form of encum-

brance which consists in a right to the possession of

property owned by some other person. It is the out-

come of the rightful separation of (Ownership and pos-

session. We have seen that possession is the continu-

ing exercise of a right, and that although a right is

normally exercised by the owner of it, it may in special

cases be exercised by some one else. This separation

of ownership and possession may be either rightful or

wrongful, and if rightful it is an encumbrance of the

owner's title.^

The right which is thus encumbered by a lease is

usually the ownership of a material object, and more
particularly the ownership of land. Here as elsewhere

the material object is identified in speech with the

right itself. We say that the land is leased, just as we
say that the land is owned or possessed. The lessee of

land is he who rightfully possesses it, but does not own
it. The lessor of land is he who owns it, but who has

1 Possession by way of security only, e.g., , pledge, is differentiated by its pur-pose, however, and falls within the class of securities, not within that of leases.
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transferred the possession of it to another. Encum-

brance by way of lease is not confined, however, to the

light of ownership of a material object. All rights

may be leased which can be possessed, that is to say,

which admit of continuing exercise. No rights can be

leased which cannot be possessed, that is to say, which

are extinguished by their exercise. A servitude ap-

purtenant to land, such as a right of way, is leased

Along with the land itself. The owner of a lease may

encumber it with a sub-lease. The owner of a patent

or copyright may grant a lease of it for a term of years,

entitling the lessee to the exercise and use of the right

but not to the ownership of it. Even obligations may

be encumbered in the same fashion, provided that they

-admit of continuing or repeated exercise ; for example,

.annuities, shares, money in the public funds, or

interest-bearing debts. All these may be rightfully

possessed without being owned, and owned without

being possessed, as when they are settled in trust for a

tenant for life with remainder to some one else.

Is it essential that a lease should be of less dura-

tion than the right which is subject to it ? This is

.almost invariably the case ; land is leased for a term

of years or for life, but not in perpetuity ; the owner

of a thing owns it for ever, but the lessee of it possesses

it for a time. We may be tempted, therefore, to regard

this difference of duration as essential, and to define

.a lease as a right to the temporary exercise of a right

vested in some one else. But this is not so. There is

no objection in principle to a lease of land in perpetuity,

or to a lease of a patent or copyright for the full term

.of its existence. It may be objected that a lease of this
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description would not" be a true lease or encumbrance

at all, but an assignment of the right itself ; that the

grantee would become the owner of the right, and not

a mere encumbrancer ; and in favour of this conten-

tion it may be pointed out that a sub-lease for the whole

term is construed in English law as an assignment of

the term, a sub-lease being necessarily shorter than

the term, if only by a single day.^

Whatever the actual rule of English law may be^

however, there is nothing in legal theory to justify us

in asserting that any such difference of duration is^

essential to the existence of a true lease. A lease-

exists whenever the rightful possession of a thing is.

separated from the ownership of it ; and although this

separation is usually temporary, there is no difficultj^

in supposing it permanent. I may own a permanent

right to exercise another right, without owning the

latter right itself. The ownership may remain dor-

mant, deprived of any right of exercise and enjoy-

ment, in the hands of the lessor. I am not necessarily

the owner of a patent, because I have acquired by con-

tract with the owner a right to the exclusive use of it

during the whole term of its duration. So far as legal

principle is concerned, I may still remain the owner of

a lease, although I have granted a sublease to another

for the whole residue of the term. To assign a lease-

and to sub-let it for the whole term are in the intention

of the parties and in legal theory two entirely different

transactions. The assignment is a substitution of one

tenant for another, the assignor retaining no rights

whatever. The sub-lease, on the contrary, is designed

to leave the original relation of landlord and tenant

2. Beardman v. Wilson, L.E. 4 C.P. 67.
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untouched, the sub-lessee being the tenant of the lessee

and not of the original lessor.^

§ 170. Servitudes.

A servitude is that form of encumbrance which

consists in a right to the limited use of a piece of land

without the possession of it ; for example, a right of

way over it, a right to the passage of light across it to

the windows of a house on the adjoining land, a right

to depasture cattle upon it, or a right to derive support

from it for the foundations of an adjoining building.^

It is an essential characteristic of a servitude that it

does not involve the possession of the land over which

it exists. This is the difference between a servitude and

a lease. A lease of land is the rightful possession with-

out the ownership of it, while a servitude over land is

the rightful use without the possession of it. There

are two distinct methods in which I may acquire a road

across another man's property. I may agree with him

for the exclusive possession of a defined strip of the

land ; or I may agree with him for the use of such a

strip for the sole purpose of passage, without any ex-

clusive possession or occupation of it. In the first case

I acquire a lease ; in the second a servitude.^

3. An example of a lease in perpetuity is the emphyteusis of Roman law. In
consequence of its perpetuity the Roman lawyers were divided in opinion as to

the true position of the tenant or vmphyteuta, some regarding him as an owner
and others as an encumhrancer. The law was finally settled in the latter sense.

Just. Inst. III. 24. 3.

1. The term servitude (servitus) is derived from Roman law, and has scarcely

succeeded in obtaining recognition as a technical term of English law. It is

better, however than the English easement, inasmuch as easements are in the

strict sense only one class of servitudes as above defined.

2. It is only over land that servitudes can exist. Land is of such a nature as

to admit readily of non-possessory uses, whereas the use of a chattel usually in-

volves the possession of it fSr the time being, however brief that time may be.

The non-possessory use of chattels, even when it exists, is not recognised by the

law as an encumbrance of the ownership, so as to run with it into the hands of

assignees.
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Servitudes are of two kinds, which may be dis-

tinguished as private and public. A private servitude

is one vested in a determinate individual ; for example,

a right of way, of light, or of support, vested in the

owner of one piece of land over an adjoining piece, or

a right granted to one person of fishing in the water

of another, or of mining in another's land. A public

servitude is one vested in the public at large or in some

€lass of indeterminate individuals ; for example, the

right of the public to a highway over land in private

ownership, the right of the public to navigate a river

of which the bed belongs to some private person, the

right of the inhabitants of a parish to use a certain

piece of private ground for the purposes of recreation.

Servitudes are further distinguishable in the lan-

guage of English law as being either appurtenant or in

gross. A servitude appurtenant is one which is not

merely an encumbrance of one piece of land, but is also

accessory to another piece. It is a right of using one

piece for the benefit of another ; as in the case of a

right of way from A's house to the highroad across B's

field, or a right of support for a building, or a right to

the access of light to a window. The land which is

burdened with such a servitude is called the servient

land or tenement ; that which has the benefit of it is

called the dominant land or tenement. The servitude

runs with each of the tenements into the hands of suc-

cessive owners and occupiers. Both the benefit and

the burden of it are concurrent with the ownership of

the lands concerned.

A servitude is said to be in gross (that is to say, at

large) on the other hand, when it is not so attached and

accessory to any dominant tenement for whose benefit
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it exists. An example is a public right of way or of

navigation or of recreation, or a private right of fish-

ing, pasturage, or mining.^

§ 171. Trusts.

A third and important form of encumbrance is a

Trust. The nature of this has, however, been already

considered.^ Property is encumbered by a trust, when

it is the subject of double ownership, one of the owners

being under an obligation to use his rights for the

benefit of the other.

§ 172. Powers.

In the fourth place a right may be encumbered by

a power over it vested in some other person than the

owner ; for example, a power to sell it, or otherwise

to vest it in a new owner, or a power to determine or

put an end to it, or otherwise to affect its existence or

3, An easement, in the strictest sense, means a particular kind of servitude,

namely a private and appurtenant servitude which is not a right to take any
profit from the servient land. A right of way or of light or of support is an
easement ; but a right to pasture cattle or to dig for minerals is in English law
n distinct form of servitude known as a profit. This distinction is unknown in

other systems, and it has no significance in juridical theory.

It is often said that by our law there cannot be an easement in gross, and
that every easement involves both a dominant and a servient tenement. Range-
ley v. Midland Ry. Co. L.E. 3 Oh. Ap. 806 at p. 310, Hawkins v, Rutter, (1392)

1 Q,B. 668, If this means merely that servitudes in gross are not called ease-

ments, the proposition is a merely verbal one of no importance. But it is clearly

meant to indicate the existence of some restriction upon the creation of servi-

tudes in gross. What is this limit? It is settled that public servitudes maybe
in gross ; for example public rights of way and of recreation. Hall v, Notting-

ham, 1 Ex, D, 1; Attorney General v, Wright, (1897) 2 Q.B, 318. It is equally

well settled that private servitudes in the nature of profits may be in gross

;

for example a private right of fishing or mining, Fitzgerald v. Firbanh, (1897) 2

Ch, 96, The proposition in question, therefore, if true at all, can mean no more
than this, that a private servitude which is not a profit cannot be in gross but
must be appurtenant to some dominant tenement. There seems little reason in

a distinction based in this manner on the difference between an easement and
a profit; and it may be doubted whether any such rule is in reality part of

English law. See Jenks's Modern Land Law, p, 169 ; Gale on Easements, 7th

«d. p, 11, u. u,

1. Supra pp, 278-282,

HH 1
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quality. A pledgee or mortgagee has the power of

selling the thing pledged or mortgaged, and of trans-

ferring the right of ownership vested in the debtor to

some one else. Other examples of the same form of

encumbrance are powers of appointment, rights of re-

entry and of forfeiture, and the power of annulling a

voidable agreement.^

§ 173. Contractual Obligations.

The burden of a contract made with reference to

property may or may not amount to an encumbrance

of that property. For it may or may not be concur-

rent with the property, either in law or in equity, so

as to bind the successive owners of it. Such concur-

rence exists in several classes of cases, of which the

following are the most important.

1. Restrictive covenants as to the use of land,

entered into between the vendor and the purchaser of

it. If I buy land, and agree with the seller that I will

not build on it, or that I will not carry on a certain

trade there, this contractual obligation is not merely

personal to me, but is attached to the land itself as an

equitable encumbrance of it, and runs with the land in

equity so as to bind all subsequent owners except pur-

chasers without notice of it.^ But a positive covenant,,

such as one to build a house upon the land, is merely

personal to the covenantor, and creates no encumbrance

of the property.^

2. A leasehold interest in land is encumbered by the

contractual obligations to pay rent and to perform the

1. Many powers are created by way of security, and therefore fall within both
classes of encumbrances ; but this is not necessarily the case, and powers require-

separate classification.

2. Tulk V. Moxhay, 2 Ph. 774.

3. Haywood v. Brunswick Building Society, 8 Q.B.D. 410.^
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covenants of the lease, for these obligations run with

the lease, and bind all assignees of it. Similarly the

coTenants of the landlord, such as the covenant to

repair, run with and encumber the freehold, just as the

lease itself does.

§ 174. Securities.

A security is a right of which the purpose is to

guarantee and secure the fulfilment of another right

vested in the same person. It is a right created by

way of precaution against a wrong. This definition,

however, is wide enough to cover a certain kind of right

which is not usually or conveniently classed among
securities. It includes rights of action, for these also

are appointed for the protection of the principal rights

to which they are accessory. A security of this nature

is incidental, however, to all normal and fully de-

veloped rights ; and the term security in its ordinary

use is limited to special and exceptional means for the

defence and enforcement of rights. A secured debt is

one of which the payment is guaranteed in some special

manner beyond the ordinary way of an action at law.

The advisability of some such additional protection for

a right is obvious. An action at law, though it has all

the power of the state behind it, is no certain guarantee

of fulfilment, and may fail in its purposes. A debtor

may be beyond the jurisdiction of the courts, or his in-

solvency may make the enforcement of payment an

impossibility.

A secured right is always an obligation, or right

in personam, for it is this species of right which alone

admits of this form of protection. A man can obtain

no security for a right which avails against all the
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world, and which may therefore be attacked by anyone.

At the most he can obtain a security for the perfor-

mance of the ohligatio ex delicto which arises from the

violation of it by a determinate indiyidual.

Although any form of obligation may be secured,

we shall for the sake of simplicity consider only one

particular kind, namely a debt, or obligation to pay a

determinate sum of money. Whatever is said as to

securities for debt will apply equally to securities for

all other kinds of personal rights.

Securities are of two kinds which are distinguished

as personal and real. Personal security, otherwise

known as guarantee or suretyship, consists in securing

a. debt by adding a second or supplementary debtor.

A joint obligation is clearly better than a single, for

every additional debtor brings with him an additional

chance of the fulfilment of the obligation. Whenever

a debtor is added simply in order that the chances of

payment may be thus increased, the result is that form

of security which is distinguished as personal. With

this we are not here concerned ; it pertains to the law

of obligations and not to that of property ; and though

it is a form of security, it is not a form of encumbrance.

Eeal security on the other hand consists in the en-

cumbrance in favour of the creditor of some right

vested in the debtor or in some third person. The

typical examples are pledges and mortgages. The

analysis of this form of security is a matter of no little

difficulty, and misapprehensions of its essential nature

are easy.

It is to be noticed in the first place that a real

security is not necessarily a real right. The terms real

and personal, as applied to securities, are for this rea-
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son misleading. When a debtor mortgages his house or

his furniture the creditor acquires a right in rem ; but

when he mortgages his book-debts, or his shares in a

company, or his stock in the public funds, or his share

of trust money, the only right thereby acquired by the

creditor is, like that of the debtor himself, a right in

personam. We cannot say, therefore, as is said by

some, that real security consists in supplementing the

defects and dangers of a right in personam by the

superior certainty of a right in rem.

It is to be remarked in the second place that the

right which is encumbered in favour of the creditor

may belong either to the debtor or to some third person.

In the immense majority of cases, indeed, it belongs to

the debtor. But this is not essential, for the mortgagor

and the debtor may be different persons. A wife may
mortgage her property in order to secure her husband's

debts ; nor is it necessary in such a case that the mort-

gagor should incur any personal obligation in respect

of the debt secured. For the sake of simplicity, how-

ever, we shall consider exclusively the ordinary case of

a security given by a debtor over his own property.

Real securities are of two kinds distinguishable as

mortgages and liens. We here use the term lien in its

widest possible sense, to include all forms of real

security which are not mortgages.^ Our task is to

ascertain the essential nature of the distinction thus

indicated, and we must first notice a plausible but

erroneous explanation. A mortgage, it may be said,

is a security created by the transfer of the debtor's pro-

perty to the creditor, while a lien is merely an encum-

1. The word lien has not succeeded in attiiining any fixed application aa n
technical term of English law. Its use is capricious and uncertain, and we are

at liberty, therefore, to appropriate it for the purpose mentioned in the text.
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brance of some sort created in farour of the creditor

over property which remains vested in the debtor ; a

mortgagee is the owner of the property, while a pledgee

or other lienee is merely an encumbrancer of it. This,

however, is not a strictly accurate account of the

matter, though it is true in the great majority of cases.

A mortgage may be created by way of encumbrance, no

less than by way of transfer ; and a mortgagee does

not necessarily become the owner of the property mort-

gaged. A lease, for example, is commonly mortgaged,

not by the assignment of it, but by the grant of a sub-

lease to the creditor, so that the mortgagee becomes

not the owner of the lease but an encumbrancer of it.

Similarly freehold land may be mortgaged by the grant

to the mortgagee of a long term of years. Nor are

leases and sub-leases the only forms of encumbrance

which can be created by way of mortgage. Just as a

freeholder may mortgage his land by granting a lease

of it, so he may mortgage it by granting to his creditor

a servitude over it, such as the exclusive right of taking

minerals from it.

Inasmuch, therefore, as a mortgage is not neces-

sarily the transfer of the property to the creditor, what

is its essential characteristic ? The question is one of

considerable difficulty, but the true solution is ap-

parently this. A. lien is a right which is iii its own

nature a security for a debt and nothing more ; for

example, a right to retain possession of a chattel until

payment, a right to distrain for rent, or a right to

receive payment out of a certain fund. A mortgage,

on the contrary, is a right which is in its own nature

an independent or principal right, and not a mere
security for another right, but which is artificially cot
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down and limited, so that it may serve in the particular

<;ase as a security and nothing more ; for example the

fee simple of land, a lease of land for a term of years,

or the ownership of a chattel. The right of the lienee

, is vested in him absolutely, and not merely by way of

security ; for it is itself nothing more than a security.

The right of a mortgagee, on the contrary, is vested in

Mm conditionally and l)y loay of security only, for it is

in itself something more than a mere security. A lien

cannot survive the debt secured ; it ceases and deter-

mines ipso jure on the extinction of the debt. It is

, merely the shadow, so to speak, cast by the debt upon

the property of the debtor. But the right vested in

a mortgagee has an independent existence. It will,

or may, remain outstanding in the mortgagee even after

the extinction of the debt. When thus left outstand-

ing, it must be re-transferred or surrendered to the

mortgagor, and the right of the mortgagor to this re-

assignment or surrender is called his right or equity of

redemption. The existence of such an equity of re-

demption is therefore the test of a mortgage. In liens

there is no such right, for there is nothing to redeem.

The creditor owns no right which he can be bound to

give back or surrender to his debtor. For his right of

security has come to its natural and necessary termina-

,tion with the termination of the right secured.^

Mortgages are created either by the transfer of the

2. It is not essential to a mortgage that the right vested in the mortgagee

should in actual fact survive the right secured by it, so as to remain outstand-

ing and redeemable. It is sufficient that in its nature it should be capable of

doing so, and therefore requires to be artificially restricted by an obligation or

condition of re-assignment or surrender. This re-assignment or surrender may
be effected by act of the law, no less than by the act of the mortgagee. The con-

yeyance of the fee simple of land by way of security is necessarily a mortgage

and not a lien, whether it revests in the mortgagor ipso jure on the payment
of the debt, or does not revest until the mortgagee has executed a deed of re-

jgonveyance.
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debtor's right to the creditor, or by the encumbrance

of it in his favour. The first of these methods is by far

the more usual and important. Moreover it is peculiar

to mortgages, for liens can be created only by way of

encumbrance. Whenever a debtor transfers his right

to the creditor by way of security, the result is neces-

sarily a mortgage ; for there can be no connection be-

tween the duration of the debt so secured and the

natural duration of the right so transferred. The right

transferred may survive the debt, and the debtor there-

fore retains that right of redemption which is the in-

fallible test of a mortgage. When on the other hand

a debtor encumbers his right in favour of the creditor,,

the security so created is either a mortgage or a lien

according to circumstances. It is a mortgage, if the

encumbrance so created is independent of the debt

secured in respect of its natural duration ; for example

a term of years or a permanent servitude. It is a lien,

if the encumbrance is in respect of its natural duration

dependent on, and coincident with, the debt secured ;

for example a pledge, a vendor's lien, a landlord's right

of distress, or an equitable charge on a fund.

Speaking generally, any alienable and valuable right

whatever jnay be made the subject-matter of a mort-

gage. Whatever can be transferred can be transferred

by way of mortgage ; whatever can be encumbered

can be encumbered by way of mortgage. Whether I

ovi'n land, or chattels, or debts, or shares, or patents,

or copyrights, or leases, or servitudes, or equitable

interests in trust funds, or the benefit of a contract,

I may so deal with them as to constitute a valid mort-

gage security. Even a mortgage itself may be trans-

ferred by the mortgagee to some creditor of his own by
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way of mortgage, such a mortgage of a mortgage be-

ing known as a sub-mortgage.

In a mortgage by way of transfer the debtor, though

he assigns the property to his creditor, remains none

the less the beneficial or equitable owner of it himself.

A mortgagor, by virtue of his equity of redemption, has

more than a mere personal right against the mortgagee

to the re-conveyance of the property ; he is already the

beneficial owner of it. This double ownership of mort-

gaged property is merely a special form of trust. The

mortgagee holds in trust for the mortgagor, and has

himself no beneficial interest, save so far as is required

for the purposes of an effective security. On the pay-

ment or extinction of the debt the mortgagee becomes

a mere trustee and nothing more ; the ownership re-

mains vested in him, but is now bare of any vestige of

beneficial interest. . A mortgage, therefore, has a dou-

ble aspect and nature. Viewed in respect of the nudum

dominium vested in the mortgagee, it is a transfer of

the property ; viewed in respect of the beneficial owner-

ship which remains vested in the mortgagor, it is

merely an encumbrance of it.

The prominence of mortgage as the most important

form of real security is a peculiarity of English law.

In Eoman law, and in the modern Continental systems

based upon it, the place assumed by mortgages in our

system is taken by the lien (hypotheca) in its various

forms. The Roman mortgage {flducia) fell wholly out

of use before the time of Justinian, having been dis-

placed by the superior simplicity and convenience of

the hypotheca ; and in this respect modern Continental

law has followed the Roman. There can be no doubt
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that a similar substitution of the lien for the mortgage

would immensely simplify and improve the law of Eng-

land. The complexity and difflculty of the English law

of security—due entirely to the adoption of the system

of mortgages—must be a source of amazement to a

French or German lawyer. Whatever can be done by

way of mortgage in securing a debt can be done equally

well by way of lien, and the lien avoids all that extra-

ordinary disturbance and complication of legal rela-

tions which is essentially involved in the mortgage.

The best type of security is that which combines the

most efficient protection of the creditor with the least

interference with the rights of the debtor, and in this

latter respect the mortgage falls far short of the ideal.

The true form of real security is a lien, leaving the full

legal and equitable ownership in the debtor, but vesting

in the creditor such rights and powers (as of sale, pos-

session, and so forth) as are required, according to the

nature of the subject-matter, to give the creditor sufQ-

cient protection, and lapsing ipso jure with the dis-

charge of the debt secured.^

Liens are of various kinds, none of which present

any diiJiculty or require any special consideration.

1. Possessory Mens—consisting in the right to retain

possession of chattels or other property of the debtor.

A power of sale may or may not be combined with this

right of possession. Examples are pledges of chattels,

and the liens of innkeepers, solicitors, and vendors of

goods.

2. Bights of distress or seizure—consisting in the

3. This is one of the reforms effected by the Torrens system of real property
law in force in the Australasian colonies. The so called mortgages of land nnder
that system are in reality merely lieiis.
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riglit to take possession of the property of the debtor,

with or without a power of sale. Examples are the

right of distress for rent, and the right of the occupier

of land (o distrain cattle trespassing on it.

3. Powers of sale. This is a form of security seldom

found in isolation, for it is usually incidental to the

right of possession conferred by one or other of the

two preceding forms of lien. There is no reason, how-

ever, why it should not in itself form an effective

security.

4. Potoers of forfeiture—consisting in a power vested

in the creditor of destroying in his own interest some

adverse right vested in the debtor. Examples are a

landlord's right of re-entry upon his tenant, and a ven-

dor's right of forfeiting the deposit paid by the pur-

chaser.

5. Charges—consisting in the right of a creditor to

receive payment out of some specific fund or out of the

proceeds of the realisation of specific property. Such

fund or property is said to be charged with the debt

which is thus payable out of it. To mortgage a share

in a trust fund is to transfer the ownership of it to the

creditor, who is thereby entitled to receive the whole

sum, and is bound to repay to the debtor any surplus

after satisfaction of the debt. But to charge the share

is merely to confer on the creditor a right to receive

out of the fund an amount equal to his debt, the fund

remaining the property of the debtor, subject to the

charge.*

4. Burlimon v. HaM, 12 Q.B.D. 347. Tancred v. Delagoa Bay Ry. Co. 28
Q.B.D. 239. Jones v. Humphreys, (1902) 1 K.B. 10.
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SUMMARY.

Divisions of the law of property :

/Material

Ownership.

ummaterial

Law of property .

!Land.

Chattels.

'Patents.

Literary copyright.

Artistic copyright.

Musical and dra-
matic copyright.

Goodwill, trade-

names, trademarks.

Encum-
brances.

Leases.

Servitudes.

Trusts.

Powers

Contractual obligations.

^Securities.

Ownership and encumbrance.

Material and immaterial things.

Movable and immovable things. Land and chattels.

Movable and immovable rights.

The local situation of rights.

Real and personal property.

The right of ownership in material things.

Its es.sential qualities

:

1. Generality.

2. Permanence.

3. Inheritance.

Ownership of land in English law.

The right of ownership in immaterial things.

Forms of immaterial property.

The encumbrances of propeity.

1. Leases.

Their nature.

Their subject-matter.

Their duration.

2. Servitudes.

Their nature.

Distinguished from leases.
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Their kinds

:

1. Public and private.

2. Appurtenant and in gross.

Easements.

3. Trusts.

4. Powers.

5. Contractual obligations.

6. Securities.

Their nature.

( Personal—Suretyship.

Their kinds
j , Mortgage...

( Real ]

( Liens.

The essential nature of a mortgage.

Equities of redemption.

( By way of assignment.
Mortgages 1

{ By way of encumbrance.

The double ownership of mortgaged property.

The reduction of mortgages to liens.

The kinds of liens.

1. Possessory liens.

2. Rights of distress or seizure.

3. Powers of sale.

4. Powers of forfeiture.

5. Charges.
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE LAW OF PROPERTY (Continued).

§ 175. Modes of Acquisition ; Possession.

Having considered the various forms which pro-

l)rielary rights in rem assume, we proceed to examine-

the modes of their acquisition. An attempt to give a

complete list of such titles would here serve no useful

purpose, and we shall confine our attention to four of

them which are of primary importance. These are the

following : Possession, Prescription, Agreement, and

Inheritance.

The possession of a material object is a title to the

ownership of it. The de facto relation between person

and thing brings the de jure relation along with it. He
who claims a chattel or a piece of land as his, and

makes good his claim in fact by way of possession,

makes it good in law also by way of ownership. There

is, however, an important distinction to be drawn. For

the thing so possessed may, or may not, already belong

to some other person. If, when possession of it is

taken by the claimant, it is as yet the property of no

one

—

res nullius as the Romans said—the possessor

acquires a title good against all the world. The fish

of the sea and the fowls of the air belong by an absolute

title to him who first succeeds in obtaining possession

of them. This mode of acquisition is known in Roman,

law as occupatio.

On the other hand, the thing of which possession is-

taken may already be the property of some one else.
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In this case the title acquired by possession is good,

indeed, against all third persons, but is of no validity

at all against the true owner. Possession, even when

consciously wrongful, is allowed as a title of right

against all persons who cannot show a better, because

a prior, title in themselves. Save with resi)ect to the

rights of the original proprietor, my rights to the watch

in my pocket are much the same, whether I bought it

honestly, or found it, or abstracted it from the pocket

of some one else. If it is stolen from me, the law will

help me to the recovery of it. I can effectually sell it,

lend it, give it away, or bequeath it, and it will go on

my death intestate to my next of kin. Whoever

acquires it from me, however, acquires in general

nothing save my limited and imperfect title to it, and

holds it, as I do, subject to the superior claims of the

original owner.

A thing owned by one man and thus adversely pos-

sessed by another has in truth two owners. The owner-

ship of the one is absolute and perfect, while that of

the other is relative and imperfect, and is often called,

by reason of its origin in possession, possessory owner-

ship.

If a possessory owner is wrongfully deprived of the

thing by a third person, he can recover it. For this

third person cannot set up as a defence his own pos-

sessory title, since it is later than, and consequently

inferior to, the possessory title of the plaintiff. Nor

can he set up as a defence the title of the true owner

—

the jus tertii, as it is called ; the plaintiff has a better,

because an earlier, title than the defendant, and it is

irrelevant that the title of some other person, not a

party to the suit, is better still. The expediency of

II
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this doctrine of possessory ownership is clear. Were

it not for such a rule, force and fraud would be left to

determine all disputes as to possession, between per-

sons of whom neither could show an unimpeachable

title to the thing as the true owner of it.^

§ 176. Prescription.

Prescription^ may be defined as the effect of lapse

of time in creating and destroying rights. It is the

operation of time as a vestitive fact. It is of two

kinds, namely (1) positive or acquisitive prescription,,

and (2) negative or extinctive prescription. The for-

mer is the creation of a right, the latter is the destruc-

tion of one, by the lapse of time. An example of the

former is the acquisition of a right of way by the de

facto use of it for twenty years. An instance of the

latter is the destruction of the right to sue for a debt

after six years from the time at which it first became

payable.

Lapse of time, therefore, has two opposite effects.

1. Applications of the rule of possessory ownership may be seen In the cases

of Armor;/ r. Delamirie, 1 Str. 604, 1 Smith L.C. 343, and Asher v. Whitlock,

L.R. 1 Q.B. 1.

For the sake of simplicity I have purposely stated the law in a more absolute

manner than the authorities altogether warrant, as they at present stand. To
some extent the law is still doubtful. Clerk and Lindsell, Law of Torts, p. 309.

Pollock, Law of Torts, p. 344.

It should be added that although prior possession, however wrongful, may
well be held to entitle the possessor to recover the thing in specie from any
third person, it does not follow that he should be entitled to sue in trover for

the value of the thing. If this were so, he who took a thing from a thief would

be liable to pay for it twice over, once to the thief and again to the ti'ue owner
A possessory owner should recover, not the value of the thi-nff, but the value of

his interest in it, which will be merely nominal if the true owner is known.

2. The term prescription (praescriptio) has its origin in Roman law. It meant
originally a particular part of the formula or written pleadings in a law suit

—

that portion, namely, which was written first {praescriptwm) by way of a pre-

liminary objection on the part of the defendant. Praes&riptio fori, for example,

meant a preliminary plea to the jurisdiction of the court. So praescriptio longi

temporis was a plea that the claim of the plaintiff was barred by lapse of time.

Hence, by way of abbreviation and metonymy (other forms of prescription being

forgotten), prescription in the modern sense.
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In positive prescription it is a title of right, but in

negative prescription it is a divestitive fact. Wliether

it shall operate in the one way or in the other depends

on whether it is or is not accompanied by possession.

Positive prescription is the investitive operation of

lapse of time with possession, while negative prescrip-

tion is the divestitive operation of lapse of time witliout

possession. Long possession creates rights, and long

want of possession destroys them. If I possess an

easement for twenty years without owning it, I begin

at the end of that period to own as well as to possess

it. Conversely if I own land for twelve years without

possessing it, I cease on the termination of that period

either to own or to possess it. In both forms of pre-

scription, fact and right, possession and ownership,

tend to coincidence. Ex facto oritur jus. If the root

of fact is destroyed, the right growing out of it withers

and dies in course of time. If the fact is present, the

right will in the fulness of time proceed from it.

In many cases the two forms of prescription coincide.

The property which one person loses through long

dispossession is often at the same time acquired by

someone else through long possession. Yet this is

not always so, and it is necessary in many instances

to know whether legal effect is given to long posses-

sion, in which case the prescription is positive, or to

long want of possession, in which case the prescription

is negative. I may, for example, be continuously out

of possession of my land for twelve years, without

any other single person having continuously held pos-

session of it for that length of time. It may have

been in the hands of a series of trespassers against

me and against each other. In this case, if the legally

II 1
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recognised form of prescription is positive, it is inopera-

tive, and 1 retain my ownership. But if tlie law recog-

nises negative prescription instead of positive (as in

this case our own system does) my title will be extin-

guished. Who in such circumstances will acquire the

right which I thus lose, depends not on the law of

prescription, but on the rules as to the acquisition of

things which have no owner. The doctrine that prior

possession is a good title against all but the true owner,

will confer on the first of a series of adverse possessors

a good title against all the world, so soon- as the title

of the true owner has been extinguished by negative

prescription.

The rational basis of prescription is to be found in

the presumption of the coincidence of possession and

ownership, of fact and of right. Owners are usually

possessors, and possessors are usually owners. Fact

and right are normally coincident ; therefore the for-

mer is evidence of the latter. That a thing is posses-

sed de facto is evidence that it is owned de jure. That

it is not possessed raises a presumption that it is not

owned either. Want of possession is evidence of want

of title. The longer the possession or want of posses-

sion has continued, the greater is its evidential value.

That I have occupied land for a day raises a very slight

presumption that I am the owner of it ; but if I con-

tinue to occupy it for twenty years, the presumption be-

comes indefinitely stronger. If I hdve a claim of debt

against a man, unfulfilled and unenforced, the lapse of

six months may have but little weight as evidence that

my claim is unfounded or that it has been already

satisfied ; but the lapse of ten years may amount to

ample proof of this.
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If, therefore, I am in possession of anything in

which I claim a right, I have evidence of my right

which differs from all other evidence, inasmuch as it

grows stronger instead of weaker with the lapse of

years. The tooth of time may eat away all other proofs

of title. Documents are lost, memory fails, witnesses

die. But as these become of no avail, an efScient sub-

stitute is in the same measure provided by the proba-

tive force of long possession. So also with long want

of possession, as evidence of want of title. As the

years pass, the evidence in favour of the title fades,

while the presumption against it grows ever stronger.

Here, then, we have the chief foundation of the law

of prescription. For in this case, as in so many others,

the law has deemed it expedient to confer upon a cer-

tain species of evidence conclusive force. It has

established a conclusive presumption in favour of the

rightfulness of long possession, and against the validity

of claims which are vitiated by long want of possession.

Lapse of time is recognised as creative and destructive

of rights, instead of merely as evidence for and against

their existence. In substance, though not always in

form, prescription has been advanced from the law of

evidence to a place in the substantive law.

The conclusive presumption on which prescription

is thus founded falls, like all other conclusive presump-

tions, more or less wide of the truth. Yet in the long

run, if used with due safeguards, it is the instrument

of justice. It is not true as a matter of fact that a

claim unenforced for six years is always unfounded.

But it may be wise for the law to act as if it were true.

For the effect of thus exaggerating the evidential value,

of lapse of time is to prevent the persons concerned
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from permitting such delays as would render their

claims in reality doubtful. In order to avoid the diflQ-

culty and error that necessarily result from the lapse of

time, the presumption of the coincidence of fact and

right is rightly accepted as final after a certain number

of years. Whoever wishes to dispute this presumption

must do so within that period ; otherwise his right, if

lie has one, will be forfeited as a penalty for his neg-

lect. Vigilantihus non dormientibus jura siibvenhmt.

Prescription is not limited to rights in rem. It is

found within the sphere of obligations as well as within

that of property. Positive prescription, however, is

possible only in the case of rights which admit of pos-

session—that is to say, continuing exercise and enjoy-

ment. Most rights of this nature are rights in rem.

Rights in personam are commonly extinguished by their

exercise, and therefore cannot be possessed or acquired

by prescription. And even in that minority of cases in

which such rights do admit of possession, and in which

positive prescription is therefore theoretically possible,

modern law, at least, has seen no occasion for allowing

it. This form of prescription, therefore, is peculiar

to the law of property.

Negative prescription, on the other hand, is common
to the law of property and to that of obligations.

Rights in rem, if continuously possessed, are preserved

intact notwithstanding the lapse of time ; but if not

possessed, they are destroyed. So with those rights

in personam which admit of possession and continuing

exercise ; for example, annuities, rents, and interest-

bearing debts.^ But all other obligations are des-

troyed by the lapse of time. Since the ownership of

8. Supra p. 326.
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them cannot be accompanied by the possession of them,

there is nothing to preserve them from the destructive

influence of delay in their enforcement.*

Negative prescription is of two kinds, which may be

distinguished as perfect and imperfect. The latter is

commonly called the limitation of actions, the former

being then distinguished as prescription in a narrow

and specific sense. Perfect prescription is the des-

truction of the principal right itself, while negative

prescription is, merely the destruction of the accessory

right of action, the principal right remaining in exis-

tence. In other words, by perfect prescription the

right is wholly destroyed, but by imperfect prescription

it is merely reduced from a perfect and enforceable

right to one which is imperfect and unenforceable.

An example of perfect prescription is the destruc-

tion of the ownership of land through dispossession for

twelve years. The owner of land who has been out of

possession for that period does not merely lose his

right of action for the recovery of it, but also loses the

right of ownership itself. An example of imperfect

prescription, on the other hand, is the case of the owner

of a chattel who has been out of possession of it for six

years. He loses his right of action for the recovery of

it, but he remains the owner of it none the less. His

ownership is reduced from a perfect to an imperfect

right, but it still subsists. Similarly a creditor loses in

six years his right of action for the debt ; but the debt

itself is not extinguished, and continues to be due and

owing.

4. It is clear, however, that until a debt or other obligation is actually due

and enforceable, no presumption against its validity can arise through the laps^

of time. Therefore prescription runs, not from the day on which the obliga-

tion first arises, but from that on which it first becomes enforceable. Aj^ere non
volenti non currit praeseriptio.
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§ 177- Agreement.

We have already considered the general theory of

agreement as a title of right. It will be remembered

that we used the term to include not merely con-

tracts but all other bilateral acts in the law, that is to

say, all expressions of the consenting wills of two or

more persons directed to an alteration of their legal

relations. Agreement in this wide sense is no less im-

portant in the law of property than in that of obliga-

tions.

As a title of proprietary rights in rem, agreement

is of two kinds, namely assignment and grant By the

former, existing rights are transferred from one owner

to another ; by the latter, new rights are created by

way of encumbrance upon the existing rights of the

grantor. The grant of a lease is the creation by agree-

ment, between grantor and grantee, of a leasehold

vested in the latter and encumbering the freehold

vested in the former. The assignment of a lease, on

the other hand, is the transfer by agreement of a sub-

sisting leasehold from the assignor to the assignee.

Agreement is either formal or informal. We have

already suflflciently considered the significance of this

formal element in general. There is, however, one

formality known to the law of property which requires

special notice, namely, the delivery of possession.

That traditio was an essential element in the voluntary

transfer of dominium was a fundamental principle of

Roman law. Traditionibus et usucapionibus dominia

rerum, non nudis pactis transferuntur.^ So in English

law, until the year 1845, land could in theory be con-

1. C. 2. 3. 20.
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veyed in no other method than by the delivery of pos-

session. No deed of conveyance was in itself of any

effect. It is true that in practice this rule was for cen-

turies evaded by taking advantage of that fictitious

delivery of possession which was rendered possible by

the Statute of Uses. But it is only by virtue of a

modern statute,^ passed in the year mentioned, that the

ownership of land can in legal theory be transferred

without the possession of it. In the case of chattels

the common law itself succeeded, centuries ago, in cut-

ting down to a very large extent the older principle.

Chattels can be assigned by deed without delivery, and

also by sale without delivery. But a gift of chattels

requires to this day to be completed by the transfer of

possession.^

In this requirement of traditio we may see a curious

remnant of an earlier phase of thought. It is a relic of

the times when the law attributed to the fact of posses-

sion a degree of importance which at the present day

seems altogether disproportionate. Ownership seems to

have been deemed little more than an accessory of pos-

session. An owner who had ceased to possess had

almost ceased to own, for he was deprived of his most

important rights. A person who had not yet succeeded

in obtaining possession was not an owner at all, how-

ever valid his claim to the possession may have been.

The transfer of a thing was conceived as consisting

essentially in the transfer of the possession of it. The

transfer of rights, apart from the visible transfer of

things, had not yet been thought of.

So far as the requirement of traditio is still justifi-

2. Stat. 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106. s. 2.

3. Cochrane v. Moore, 25 Q.B.D. 67. A3 to the different forms which traditio

may assume, vide supra pp. 314-816.
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ably retained by the law, it is to be regarded as a form-

ality accessory to the agreement, and serving the same

purposes as other formalities. It supplies evidence of

the agreement, and it preserves for the parties a locus

poenitentiae, lest they be prematurely bound by uncon-

sidered consent.

It is a leading principle of the law that the title of

a grantee or assignee cannot be better than that of hia

grantor or assignor. Nemo plus juris ad alium trans-

ferre potest, quam ipse haheret.* No man can transfer

or encumber a right which is not his. To this rule,

however, there is a considerable number of important

exceptions. The rule is ancient, and most of the ex-

ceptions are modern ; and we may anticipate that the

future course of legal development will show further

derogations from the early principle. There are two

conflicting interests in the matter. The older rule is

devised for the security of established titles. Under

its protection he who succeeds in obtaining a perfect

title may sit down in peace and keep his property

against all the world. The exceptions, on the con-

trary, are established in the interests of those who seek

to acquire property, not of those who seek to keep it.

The easier it is to acquire a title with safety, the more

difiBcult it is to keep one in safety ; and the law must
make a compromise between these two adverse in-

terests. The modern tendency is more and more to

sacrifice the security of tenure given by the older rule,

to the facilities for safe and speedy acquisition and dis-

position given by the exceptions to it.

These exceptions are of two kinds : (1) those due to

4. D. 60. 17. 64.
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the separation of legal from equitable ownership, and

(2) those due to the separation of ownership from

possession. We have seen already that when the legal

ownership is in one man and the equitable in another,

the legal owner is a trustee for the equitable. He holds

the property on behalf of that other, and not for him-

self ; and the obligation of this trusteeship is an en-

cumbrance upon his title. Yet he may, none the less,

give an unencumbered title to a third person, provided

that that person gives value for what he gets, and has

ai. the time no knowledge of the existence of the trust.

This rule is known as the equitable doctrine ot pur-

chase for value without notice. No man who ignor-

antly and honestly purchases a defective legal title

can be affected by any adverse equitable title vested in

anyone else. To this extent a legal owner can transfer

to another more than he has himself, notwithstanding

the maxim, Non dat qui non habet.

The second class of exceptions to the general princi-

ple includes the cases in which the possession of a

thing is in one person and the ownership of it in

another. Partly by the common law, and partly by

various modern statutes, the possessor is in certain

cases enabled to give a good title to one who deals

with him in good faith believing him to be the owner.

The law allows men in these cases to act on the pre-

sumption that the possessor of a thing is the owner of

it ; and he who honestly acts on this presumption

will acquire a valid title in all events. The most no-

table example is the case of negotiable instruments.

The possessor of a bank-note may have no title to it
;

he may have found it or stolen it ; but he can give a

good title to anyone who takes it from him for value
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and in good faith. Similarly mercantile agents, in pos-

session of goods belonging to their principals, can

effectively transfer the ownership of them, whether

they are authorised thereto or not.^ So also he who

obtains goods on the hire-purchase system does not be-

come the owner of them until he has paid the full

price, but he can transfer the ownership to a iona fide

purchaser from himself."
''

§ 178. Inheritance.

The fourth and last mode of acquisition that we

need consider is Inheritance or Succession. In respect

of the death of their owner all rights are divisible into

two classes, being either inheritable or uninheritable.

A right is inheritable, if it survives its owner ; unin-

heritable, if it dies with him. This division is to a large

extent, though far from completely, coincident with

that between proprietary and personal rights. The

latter are in almost all cases so intimately connected

with the personality of him in whom they are vested,

that they are incapable of separate and continued exis-

tence. They are not merely divested by death (as are

rights of every sort), but are wholly extinguished. In

exceptional cases, however, this is not so. Some per-

6. The Factors Act, 18S9.

6. Sale of Goods Act, 1893. s. 26. Lee v. But!er, (1S93) 2 Q.B. 318.

7. Continental systems carry much further than our own the doctrine that

the possessor of a chattel may confer a good title to it. Article 2279 of the French

Ci\il Code lays down the general principle that En fait de meubles la posses-

sion va^lt litre. In other words the ownership of a chattel involves no droit

de suite or pis sequelae, no right of following the thing into the hands of

third persons who have obtained it in good faith. The rule, however, is sub-

ject to important exceptions, for it does not apply either to chattels stolen or

to chattels lost. Speaking generally, therefore, it is applicable only where an

owner has voluntarily entrusted the possession of the thing to some one else,

as a pledgee, borrower, depositee, or agent, who has wrongfully disposed of it

to some third person. Baudry-Lacantinerie, De la Prescription, Ch. 20. See also,

for very similar law, the German Civil Code, sees. 932-935, and the Italian

CivU Code sees. 707-70S.
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sonal rights are inheritable, just as property is, an

instance being the status of hereditary nobility and the

political and other privileges accessory thereto.

Proprietary rights, on the other hand, are usually

inheritable. In respect of them death is a (^vestitive,

but not an extinctive fact. The exceptions, however,

are numerous. A lease may be for the life of the lessee

instead of for a fixed term of years. Joint ovrnership

is such that the right of him who dies first is wholly

destroyed, the survivor acquiring an exclusive title by

the jus accrescendl or right of survivorship. Rights of

action for a tort die with the person wronged, except

so far as the rule of the common law has been altered

by statute. In the great majority of cases, however,

death destroys merely the ownership of a proprietary

right, and not the right itself.

The rights which a dead man thus leaves behind

him vest in his representative. They pass to some per-

son whom the dead man, or the law on his behalf, has

appointed to represent him in the world of the living.

This representative bears the person of the deceased,

and therefore has vested in him all the inheritable

rights, and has imposed upon him all the inheritable li-

abilities of the deceased. Inheritance is in some sort

a legal and fictitious continuation of the personality of

the dead man, for the representative is in some sort

identified by the law with him whom he represents.

The rights which the dead man can no longer own or

exercise in propria persona, and the obligations which

he can no longer in propria persona fulfil, he owns,

exercises, and fulfils in the person of a living substi-

tute. To this extent, and in this fashion, it may be

said that the legal personality of a man survives his
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natural personality, until, his obligations being duly

performed, and his property duly disposed of, his repre-

sentation among the living is no longer called for.^

The representative of a dead man, though the pro-

perty of the deceased is vested in him, is not neces-

sarily the beneficial owner of it. He holds it on behalf

of two classes of persons, among whom he himself may-

or may not be numbered. These are the creditors and.

the beneficiaries of the estate. The creditors have

the prior claim. Just as many of a man's rights sur-

vive him, so also do many of his liabilities ; and these

inheritable obligations pass to his representative, and

must be satisfied by him. Being, however, merely the

re])resentative of another, he is not liable in propria

persona, and his responsibility is limited by the amount

of the property which he has acquired from the de-

ceased. He possesses a double personality or capacity^

and that which is due from him in right of his executor-

ship cannot be recovered from him in his own rights

This protection from personal liability, however, ex-

tends only to obligations incurred by the deceased him-

self. All obligations created by an executor, or by any

other trustee, involve personal responsibility, even

though they relate to the administration of the trust-

For no trustee possesses any contractual capacity in

right of his trusteeship. Such contracts as he makes-

are made in his own right ; and he must answer for

them out of his own pocket. Thus if an executor pro-

cures himself to be registered as the owner of shares

belonging to the deceased, he becomes personally liable-

for calls, but without such registration he owns the

1. Hereditas . . . personam . . . defuncti sustinet. D. 41. 1. 84. Se&
Holmes, Common Law, pp. 341-353. Majne, Ancient Law, pp. 181-182.
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shares in right of the deceased only, and is liable only

in his representative capacity to the extent of the

assets received by him.

The beneficiaries, who are entitled to the residue

after satisfaction of the creditors, are of two classes :

(i) those nominated by the last will of the deceased,

and (2) those appointed by the law in default of any

such nomination. The succession of the former is tes-

tamentary {ex testamento) ; that of the latter is intes-

tate (ai intestato). As to the latter there is nothing

that need here be said, save that the law is chiefly

guided by the presumed desires of the dead man, and

confers the estate upon his relatives in order of proxi-

mity. In default of any known relatives the property

of an intestate is claimed by the state itself, and goes

as bona vacantia to the Crown.

Testamentary succession, on the other hand, de-

mands further consideration. Although a dead man

has no rights, a man while yet alive has the right to

determine the disposition after he is dead of the pro-

perty which he leaves behind him. His last will, duly

declared in the document which we significantly call by

that name, is held inviolable by the law. For half a

century and more, the rights and responsibilities of

living men may be thus determined by an instrument

which was of no effect until the author of it was in his

grave and had no longer any concern with the world or

its affairs. This power of the dead hand {mortua

manus) is so familiar a feature in the law, that we ac-

cept it as a matter of course, and have some difflculty

in realising what a very singular phenomenon it in

reality is.
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It is clear that some limitation must be imposed by

the law upon this power of the dead over the living,

and such restrictions are of three chief kinds :

(1) Limitaiions of Time. It is only during a limited

period after his death, that the directions of a testator

as to the disposition of his property are held valid.

He must so order the destination of* his estate that

within this period the whole of it shall become vested

absolutely in some one or more persons, free from all

testamentary conditions and restrictions. Any attempt

to retain the property in manu mortua beyond that limit

makes the testamentary disposition of it void. In Eng-

lish law the period is determined by a set of elaborate

rules which we need not here consider.

(2) Limitations of Amount. A second limitation of

testamentary power, imposed by most legal systems,

though not by our own, is that a testator can deal with

a certain proportion of his estate only, the residue be-

ing allotted by the law to those to whom he owes a

duty of support, namely his wife and children.

(3) Limitations of Purpose. The power of testamen-

tary disposition is given to a man that he may use it

for the benefit of other men who survive him ; and to

this end only can it be validly exercised. The dead

hand will not be suffered to withdraw property from

the uses of the living. No man can validly direct that

his lands shall lie waste, or that his money shall be

buried with him, or thrown into the sea.^

§ 179. Facts Divestitive of Property.

With respect to the modes in which proprietary

rights in rem are lost, there is little to be said that has

t. Brown v. Burdett, 21 Ch. D. 667.
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not been already expressed or implied in our account

of the modes in which such rights are acquired. The

modes of divestment may be classed as either volun-

tary or involuntary. The voluntary are thi'ee in num-

ber, namely Assignment, Abandonment, and Surren-

der. The first has been already considered in its as-

pect as a mode of acquisition. Abandonment is the

voluntary extinction of a right of otcnersMp, as when

the owner of a chattel throws it away. Surrender is

the voluntary extinction of an encumhrance ; the ju»

in re aliena is given up for the benefit of him whose

property is subject to it.

Of involuntary modes of divestment the most im-

portant are Negative Prescription, Death, Effluxion of

Time, Insolvency, Forfeiture, and Merger. The only

one of these which requires any explanation is the last.

Merger is the absorption and extinction of one right by

another right vested in the same person. It some-

times happens that two rights are of such a nature that

they cannot both maintain a separate existence in the

same person at the same time. In such a case one of

them disappears in favour of the other, and is said to be

merged in it.

Merger happens in at least two classes of cases.

With one of these we are not at present concerned, for

it pertains exclusively to the law of obligations, and

will there be dealt with. We shall then see how one

obligation often merges in another which is in pari

materia ; how a simple contract debt, for example, will

merge in a bond given for the same sum, and how a

cause of action will merge in a judgment obtained in

respect of it. The other kind of merger pertains to the

law of property, though it is found in the law of obliga-
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tions also. It is the extinction of an encumbrance

through the fact that the same person has in some way

come to own both it and the right which is subject to

it. If the landlord becomes by inheritance or other-

wise the owner of the lease, the lease is merged in

the freehold and destroyed. So a servitude is extin-

guished by merger, so soon as the servient and the

dominant lands become vested in the same owner. No
man can own an encumbrance over his own property.

Nulli res sua servit.^

This rule as to the merger of encumbrances looks at first

sight as if it were a matter of logical necessity, aclinittlng

of no posisihle restriction or qualification. This, however, is

not so. There are at least two important exceptions to it

—

two cases in which the same person can at the same time own
the property and also an encumbrance over it—in which he

can, for example, be his own landlord or Ms own mortgagee.

The first case is that of a person who owns the property and

the encumbrance in different rights, as it is termed. If A
owns the freehold in his own right, and a valuable lease of

the same land as a tnistee for B, the interests of B clearly de-

mand that there shall be no merger, and that tlie two estates

shall miaintain a separate existence, even though united in

the hands of the same person. A. in such a case, possesses

a double personality or capacity. In his private capacity he

is the landlord of the property, while at the same time, in Ms
capacity as trustee, he is the IC'Ssee of it.'' Similarly the

trustee of a piece of land may, as such, own a servitude over

the adjoining land, which belongs to himself in his own right.

A second exception to the rule of merger is the case in which

property is subject to two or more successive encumbrances

of the same nature, ranking in a certain order of priority and

preference, and the destruction of an earlier encumbrance by

merger would, if permitted, accelerate and augment the later

encumbrances at the expense of the owner of the encumbered

1. D. 8. 2. 26.

2. In re Raddiffe, (1892) 1 Ch. 227, per Lintlley, L.J.: "In order that there may

be a merger, the two estates which are supposed to coalesce must be vested iu

the same persons at the same time and in the same right."
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property. The property of A, for example, worth £1,000, may
be charged first in favour of B for £750, and secondly in

favour of C for £500. It is clear that if B's charge were by

unity of ownership to became merged in the property, C's

charge would then be advanced to the position of a first

encombrance, and would therefore attain its full nominal value

of £500 at the expense of the property. The first charge, there-

fore, is allowed by the law to retain a nominal existence, not-

withstanding the rule of merger, in order to prevent such

augmentation and acceleration of the second."

3. Adams v. Am/ell, 5 Ch. D. 634. per Jessel, M.E. at p. 646.

SUMMARY.

Modes of acquiring property.

I. Possession.

1. Absolute title to res ««WiMs. Absolute ownership.

2. Relative title to res aliena. Possessory ownership.

II. Prescription.

1. Positive or acquisitive.

2. Negative or extinctive.

Rational basis of prescription.

Presumption of coincidence of possession and owner-

ship.

Classes of riglits subject to prescription.

( Perfect.
Prescription <

( Imperfect—the limitation of actions.

III. Agreement.

1. Assignment.

' 2. Grant.

1. Formal.

[
2. Informal.

The efficacy of agreement.

Non dat qui non habet.

Exceptions

:

1. Separation of legal and equitable owner-

ship.

2. Separation of ownership and possession.
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IV. Inheritance.

( Inheritable.

Rights
]

( UninheritaWe.

The representatives of dead men.

The creditors of dead men.

The beneficiaries of dead men.

1. Al intesiaio.

2. JSx testamento.

The theory of testamentary succession.

The limits of testamentary power.

1. Of time.

2. Of amount.

3. Of purpose.

Facts divestitive of property :

{Assignment.

Abandonment.

Surrender.

'Negative prescription.

Death.

2. Involuntary-
Effluxion of time.

Insolvency.

Forfeiture.

.Merger.

The theory of merger

:

1. Merger of one obligation in another.

2. Merger of encumbrance in ownership.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

THE LAW OF OBLIGATIONS.

§ i8o. The Nature of Obligations.

Obligation in its popular sense is merely a synonym

for duty. Its legal sense, derived from Roman law,

differs from this in several respects. In the first place,

obligations are merely one class of duties, namely

those which are the correlatives of rights in personam.

An obligation is the vinculum juris, or bond of legal

necessity, which binds together two or more deter-

minate individuals.^ It includes, for example, the

duty to pay a debt, to perform a contract, or to pay

damages for a tort, but not the duty to refrain from

interference with the person, property, or reputation

of others. Secondly, the term obligation is in law the

name not merely of the duty, but also of the correla-

tive right. It denotes the legal relation or vinculum

juris in its entirety, including the right of the one

party, no less than the liability of the other. Looked

at from the point of view of the person entitled, an

obligation is a right ; looked at from the point of view

of the person bound, it is a duty. We may say either

that the creditor acquires, owns, or transfers an obli-

gation, or that the debtor has incurred or been released

from one. Thirdly and lastly, all obligations pertain to

the sphere of proprietary rights. They form part of

1. Obligatio est juris vinculum, quo necessitate adstringimur alicuius solvendae

rei, secundum nostrae civitatis jura. Inst. 3. 13. pr.
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the estate of him who is entitled to them. Bights

which relate to a person's status, such as those created

by marriage, are not obligations, even though they

are rights in personam. They belong to the law of per-

sons, and not, like obligations, to the law of things.^

The person entitled to the benefit of an oWgatio

was in Eoman law termed creditor, while he who was

bound by it was called debitor. We may venture to

use the corresponding English terms creditor and

debtor in an equally wide sense. We shall speak of

every obligation, of whatever nature, as vested in or

belonging to a creditor, and availing against a debtor.

There is, of course, a narrower sense, in which these

terms are applicable only to those obligations which

( onstitute debts ; that is to say, obligations to pay a

definite or liquidated sum of money.

A technical synonym for obligation is chose in

action or thing in action. A chose in action means, in

our modern use of it, a proprietary right in personam
;

for example, a debt, a share in a joint-stock company,

money in the public funds, or a claim for damages for

a tort. A non-proprietary right in personam, such as

that which arises from a contract to marry, or from

the contract of marriage, is no more a chose in action

in English law, than it is an obligatio in Roman law.

Choses in action are opposed to ehoses in possession, tnongh

the latter term has all hut fallen out of use. The true nature

of the distinction thus expressed has been the subject of much
discussion and difference of opinion. At the present day, If

any logical validity at all is to be ascribed to the distinctioii,

it must be identified with that between real and personal

rights, that is to say, with the Roman distinction between

dominium and ohligalio. A chose in action is a proprietary right

2. As to the nature of obligations, see further pp. 252—263. supra.
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in personam. All other proprietary rights (Including such ob-

jects of rights as are identified with the rights themselves)

are choses in possession. If we regard the matter historically,

however, it becomes clear that this is not the original meaning

of the distinction. In its origin a chose in possession was any

thing or right which was accompanied by possession ; while

a chose in action was any thing or right of which the claimant

had no possession, but which he musit obtain, if need be, by

way of an action at law. Money in a man's purse was a thing

in possession ; money due to him by a debtor was a thing in

action. This distinction was largely, though not wholly, coin-

cident with that between real and personal rights, for real

rights are commonly possessed as well as owned, wlhile personal

rights are commonly owned but not possessed. This coin-

cidence, however, was not complete. A chattel, for example,

stolen from its owner was reduced, so far as he was con-

cerned, to a thing in action ; but his right of ownership was not

thereby reduced to a mere olligatio.^

The extraordinary importance attributed to the fact of pos-

session was a characteristic feature of our early law. As this

importance diminished, the original significance of the distinc-

tion between things in possession and things in action was lost

sight of, and these terms gradually acquired a new meaning.

Originally shares and annuities would doubtless have been

classed as things in possession, but they are now things in ac-

tion. Conversely lands and chattels are now things in posises-

sion, whether the owner retains possession of them or not.

Obligations were always the mast imijortant species of things in

action, and they are now the only species. Neither the old

law nor the new gives any countenance to the suggestion made
by some that immaterial property, such as patents, copyrights,

and trade marks, should be classed as choses in action.*

§ i8i. Solidary Obligations.

The normal type of obligation is that in which

there is one creditor and one debtor. It often hap-

3. Jacob's Law Dictionary, cited by Mr. Sweet in L.Q.R. X. at p. 308 n.

i. As to the nature of choses in action, see Blackstone II. 396 ; Colonial Bank
V. Whinney, 30 Ch. D. 261 and 11 A. C. 426; and a series of articles by different

writers in the L.Q.E. : IX. 311 by Sir Howard Blphlnstone; X. 143 by T. C.

WiUiams; X. 303. by C. Sweet; XI. 64. by S. Brodhurst; XI. 223. by T. C.

WiUiams ; XI. 238. by C. Sweet.
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pens, however, that there are two or more creditors

entitled to the same obligation, or two or more debtors

under the same liability. The case of two or more

creditors gives rise to little diiSculty, and requires no

special consideration. It is, in most respects, merely

a particular instance of co-ownership, the co-owners

holding either jointly or in common, according to cir-

cumstances. The case of two or more debtors, how-

ever, is of some theoretical interest and practical im-

portance, and calls for special notice.

Examples of it are debts owing by a firm of part-

ners, debts owing by a principal debtor and guaran-

teed by one or more sureties, and the liability of two or

more persons who together commit a tort. In all such

cases each debtor is liable for the whole amount due.

The creditor is not obliged to divide his claim into as

many diifercnt parts as there are debtors. He may
exact the whole sum from one, and leave that one to

recover from his co-debtors, if possible and permis-

sible, a just proportion of the amount so paid. A debt

of £100 owing by two partners, A and B, is not equi-

valent to one debt of £50 owing by A and another of

the same amount owing by B. It is a single debt of

£100 owing by each of them, in such fashion that each

of them may be compelled to pay the whole of it, but

that when it is once paid by either of them, both are

discharged from it. The creditor can only recover the

one sum, though there are two persons from whom he

can claim it.^

Obligations of this description are called solidary,

since, in the language of Roman law, each of the

1. A3 we shaU see, the creditor is not always entitled to sue one alone of the

debtoi-s ; but when he has obtained judgment against all, he can always, by way
•of execution, obtain payment of the whole from any one.
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debtors is bound in solidum instead of pro parte ; that

is to say, for the whole, and not for a proportionate

part.

A solidary obligation, therefore, may be defined as

one in which two or more debtors owe the same thing

to the same creditor. In English law they are of three

distinct kinds, being either (1) Several, (2) Joint, or (3)

Joint and several.^

1. Solidary obligations are several, when, although

the thing owed is the same in each case, there are as

many distinct obligations and causes of action, as

there are debtors. Each debtor is bound to the credi-

tor by a distinct and independent vinculum juris, the

only connection between them being that in each case

the subject-matter of the obligation is the same, so

that performance by one of the debtors necessarily dis-

charges all the others also.

2. Solidary obligations are joint, on the other hand,

when, though there are two or more debtors, there is

only one debt or other cause of action, as well as only

one thing owed. The vinctilum juris is single, though it

binds several debtors to the same creditor. The chief

effect of this unity of the obligation is that all the

debtors are discharged by anything which discharges

any one of them. When the vinculum juris has once

been severed as to any of them, it is severed as to all.

Where, on the contrary, solidary obligations are

several and not joint, performance by one debtor will

release the others, but in all other respects the dif-

ferent vincula juris are independent of each other.

2, Solidary must not be confounded with alternative obligations. In a solidary

obligation two persons are both liable for the same thing ; but in an alternative

obligation one or other, at the option of the creditor, is liable ; but not both.

If, for example, A makes a contract with B who is agent for an undisclosed

principal C, then B and C are alternatively liable, and A may elect between
them.
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3. The third species of solidary obligation consists

of those which are both joint and several. As their

name implies, they stand half-way between the two

extreme types which we have already considered.

They are the product of a compromise between two

competing principles. For some purposes the law

treats them as joint, and for other purposes as several.

For some purposes there is in the eye of the law only

one single obligation and cause of action, while for

other purposes the law consents to recognise as many

distinct obligations and causes of action as there are

debtors.

On what principle, then, does the law determine the

class to which any solidary obligation belongs ?

Speaking generally, we may say that such obliga-

tions are several, when, although they have the same

subject-matter, they have different sources ; they are

several in their nature, if they are distinct in their

origin. They are joint, on the other hand, when they

have not merely the same subject-matter, but the same

source. Joint and several obligations, in the third

place, are joint obligations which the law, for special

reasons, chooses to treat in special respects as if

they were several. Like those which are purely and

simply joint, they have the same source as well as

the same subject-matter ; but the law does not regard

them consistently as comprising a single vinculum juris.

The following ai'e examples of solidary obligations which

are several in their nature :

(1) The liability of a principal debtor and that of his surety,

provided that the contract of suretyship is subsequent to, or

otherwise independent of, the creation of the debt so guaran-

teed. But if the two debts have the same origin, as where the
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priQcipal debtor and the surety eign a joint bond, the case will

be one of joint obligation.

(2) Tbe liability of two or more co-sureties who guarantee

the same debt independently of each other.' They may make
themselves joint, ti^r joint and severail debtors, on the other

hand, by joining in a single contract of guarantee.

(3) Separate judgments obtained in distinct actions against

tT\-o or more persons liable for the same debt. Two persons,

for example, jointly and severally liable on the same contract

may be separately sued, and judgment may be obtained against

each of them. In such a case they are no longer jointly liable

at all ; each is now severally liable for the amount of his*bwn

judgment ; but these two obligations are solidary, inasmuch

as the satisfaction of one will dischaTge the other.

(4) The liability of independent wrongdoers whose acts^

cause the same damage. This is a siomewhat rare case, but is

perfectly possible. Two persions are niot joint wrongdioers,

simply because they both act wrongfully and their acts unit*

to cause a single mischievous result. They must have com-

mitted a joint act ; that is to say, they must have acted

together with soime common purpose. If not, they may be

liable in solidum and severally for the common harm to which

their separate acts contribute ; but they are not liable as

joint wrongdoers. In Thompson v. The London County Council'

the plaintiff's house was injured by the subsidence of its

foundations, this subsidence resulting from excavations negli-

gently made by A, taken in conjunction with the negligence

of B, a water company, in leaving a water-main insufficiently

stopped. It was held that A and B, inasmuch as their acts

were quite independent of each other, were not joint wrong-

doers, and could not be joined in the same action. It was said

by Lord Justice ^Collins": "The damage is one, but the causes

of action which have led to that damage ajre two, coanmittted by

two distinct pensonalities." The liability of the parties was

sohdaTy, but not joint.° So also successive acts of wrongful

conversion may be committed by two or moire persions in re-

spect of the same chatteQ. Bach is liable in ithe aiction of

3. Ward V. The National Bank, 8 A.C. 766.

4. (1899) 1 Q.B. 840.

5. At p. 846.

6. For another illustration, see Sadler v. Great Western Ry. Co., (1896) A.C.
460.
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trover to the owner of the chattel for its full value. But they

are 'liable severally, and not jointly. The ovraer may sue

each of them in different actions ; though payment of the value

by any one of them will discharge the others.^

Examples of joint obligatione axe the debts of partners, and

all other soilidary obligations ex contractu which have not been

expressily made joint and several by the agreement of the

paiities.

ExaocQples of joint and (Several obligations are the liabilities

of those who jointly commit a tort or breach of trust, and alsio

all contractual obligations which are expressly made joint and

several by the agreement of the parties.

The following are the distinctive legal efCecte of the three

forms of solidary obligation :—

(1) In the case of solidary obligations which are several,

the liability of each debtor is independent of the liability of

the others. Judgment against one, if unsatisfied, is no bar to

a further action against the others.' The release of one does

not release the others." The death of one does not discharge

his estate ; for the several vinculum juris suirvives the debtor,

and binds his representatives. The debtors canniot be sued

together in the same action, since there is not one cause of

action, but several."

(2) In the case of solidary obligations which are joint, there

is only one vinculum juris, and anything which disicharges one

debtoir discharges aH. Judgment against one, even without

satisfaction, is a bar to any action against the others.^ A re-

lease of one releases all.' The death of one discharges his

estate ; for there is only one obligation, and it cannot be

divided between the survivors and the representatives of the

dead man.' AU the debtors must be sued together, for (they

are all parties to the same cause of action.*

7. Mnri-is v. Robinson, 3 B. <fc C. 196. 27 E.E. 322. A further example ot

several solidary liability is the case of one of two joint debtors making himself

also severally liable for the same debt by ^[iving his own cheqne or promissory

note for the amount. Weg(j Prosser v. Evans, (1895) 1 Q.B. lOS.

8. We<fff Prosser v. Evans, (1S951 1 Q.B. 108.

9. Ward V. National Bank, 8 A.C. 765.

10. Sadler v. Great Westerji Jiaibmy Co. (1S96) A.C. 460. Thompsim j. London
Coimtij Council, (1899) 1 Q.B. 810.

1. King v. Hoare, 13 M. & W. 494.

2. Cocks T. Nash, 9 Bing, 341.

3. Kendall v. HainiUon, 4 A.C. 504.

4. Wilson V. Balcarres Coy. (1893) 1 Q.B. 422.
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(3) Solidary lobligatiocs which axe both joint and several
resemble joint obligajtioos in some respects, and several obU-
gations in others. They aa-e joint, Id so far as a ju'dgment in

tort (but not in contract) obtained against one discharges the
otheirs, even withouit isatisfaction"; the release of one releases

aJl the others"; and all of them may be sued together, if the
creditor wishes. They are several, on the other hand, in so far
as a judgment in contract (but not in Wort) obtained against
one is no discharge for the O'thei-s, unless satisfied'; the death
of one does not dischaji-ge the others'; and any one of them
may be sued sepairately, if the icrediltor pleajses."

§ 182. The Sources of Obligations.

Classed in respect of their sources or modes of

origin, the obligations recognised by English law are

divisible into the following five classes :

—

(1) Contractual

—

OUigationes ex contractu.

(2) Delictual

—

OUigationes ex delicto.

(3) Quasi-contractual

—

OUigationes quasi ex con-

tractu.

(4) Quasi-delictual

—

OUigationes quasi ex delicto.

(5) Equitable.!

5. Brinsmead v. Harrison, L.R. 7 C.P. 547.

6. Co. Litt. 232 a. Mercantile Bank of Sydney v. Taylor, (1893) A.C. 317.

7. King v. Hoare, 13 M. & W. 494.

8. Kendall v. Hamilton, 4 A.C. 504.

9. The theory of solidary obligations in Roman law is the subject of a copious

Continental literature. Great ingenuity has been exhibited in endeavouring to

show that the Roman lawyei-s recognised and acted on the distinction, above
indicated, between those solidary obligations which are several and those which
are joint. The commentators terra the former solidary in a narrow sense, and
distinguish the latter as correal. The distinction is perfectly logical, but it may
be doubted whether the Roman lawyers ever heard of it. The question, how-
ever, is one of extreme difficulty and obscurity.

1. The first four of these six classes are recognised in Roman no less than in

English law : Sequens divisio (obligationum) in quattuor species deducitur, Aut
enim ex contractu sunt, aut quasi ex conti-actu, aut ex maleficio, aut quasi ex

nialeficio. Inst. 3. 13. 2. In our own legal system we must admit the existence

of a fifth class (that of equitable obligations) in consequence of our distinc-

tion between common law and equity. This fivefold division, however, is not

logically exhaustive, for it is based in part not on logical considerations, but on

the actual course of the historical development of English law. It may be,

therefore, that certain obligations exist which fall within none of these five classes

;

and if so, they naay be placed together in a residuary class of innominate obli-

gations.
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/. OUigationes ex contractu. The first and most im-

portant class of obligations consists of those which

are created by contract. We have in a former chapter

sufficiently considered the nature of a contract.^ It is

that kind of agreement which creates rights in per-

sonam between the parties to it. Now of rights in per-

sonam obligations are the most numerous and import-

ant kind, and of those which are not obligations com-

paratively few have their source in the agreement of

the parties. The law of contract, therefore, is almost

wholly comprised within the law of obligations, and

for the practical purposes of legal classification it may

be placed there with sufficient accuracy. The coin-

cidence, indeed, is not logically complete, a promise

of marriage, for example, being a contract which

falls within the law of status, and not within that of

obligations. Neglecting, however, this small class of

personal contracts, the general theory of contract is

simply a combination of the general theory of agree-

ment with that of obligation, and does not call for

any further examination in this place. ^

II. OUigationes ex delicto. The second class of

obligations consists of those which may be termed

delictual, or in the nomenclature of Roman law ohliga-

tiones ex delicto. By an obligation of this description

is meant the liability to make pecuniary satisfaction

for that species of wrong known in English law as a

tort. Etymologically this term is merely the French

equivalent of the English wrong. Tort (torium) is that

2. Supra pp. 379—381.

3. It is advisable to point out that the obligation to pay damages tor a breach
of contract is itself to be classed as contractual, no less than the original obli-

gation to perform the contract. Indeed we may say generally that obligations
arising out of the breach of any other obligation are to be classed along with
the primary obligation so violated.
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which is twisted, crooked, wrung, or wrong. As a

technical term of English law, however, tort has a

much narrower signification than wrong. All torts

are wrongs, but there are many wrongs which are not

torts. The distinction thus drawn is in part merely

historical, and not purely logical, and from the point of

view of pure theory we .should attempt in vain to dis-

cover any rational test of it. Nevertheless it is in-

grained in the structure of our legal system and

•demands recognition.

A tort may be defined as a civil wrong, independent

of contract, for which the remedy is a common law

action for damages. This definition contains three

essential elements. In the first place a tort is a civil

wrong ; crimes are wrongs, but are not torts. In the

second place a tort is a wrong independent of contract.

A wrong which is merely a breach of contract is not a

tort. It may well happen, however, that the same act

is both a tort and a breach of contract. For a man

may bind himself by contract to do something which

he is bound to do already. A railway company by

whose negligence a passenger's leg is broken in a

coUison is guilty both of a tort and of a breach of

contract. It has not fulfilled its contract to carry the

passenger safely, and it has also by the same act

violated his right not to have his legs broken by the

negligence of other persons—a right which would have

equally existed had there been no contract in the case.

The third element in the definition of a tort is that

the appointed remedy must be a common law action

for damages. Therefore no wrong which would for-

merly have been cognisable only in a court of equity is

a, tort : for example a breach of trust. Similarly no
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wrong is a tort for whicli the law provides merely a

special statutorj- remedy outside the jurisdiction of the

courts of common law in their ordinary procedure.

Thus adultery ceased to be a tort, when the common

law action of criminal conversation was abolished and

a claim for damages against the co-respondent in a

divorce suit was substituted for it. So also no wrong^

is a tort, if the appropriate remedy for it is an action

not for damages, but for liquidated pecuniary penalties.

OUigationes ex delicto, then, are those which have

their source in a tort as thus defined. Next to those

which arise ex contractu, these probably constitute the

most important of the various classes into which obli-

gations are divisible.

III. OUigationes quasi ex contractu. Both in Ro-

man and in English law there are certain obligations

which are not in truth contractual, but which the law

treats as if they were. They are contractual in law,

but not in fact, being the subject-matter of a fictitious

extension of the sphere of contract to cover obliga-

tions which do not in reality fall within it. The Ro-

mans called them oUigatioties quasi ex contractu. Eng-^

lish lawyers call them quasi-contracts, or implied con-

tracts, or often enough contracts simply and without

qualification. We are told, for example, that a judg-

ment is a contract, and that a judgment debt is a

contractual obligation.* " Implied (contracts)," says

Blackstone," "are such as reason and justice dictate,,

and which, therefore, the law presumes that every man

undertakes to perform." " Thus it is that every per-

son is bound, and hath virtually agreed, to pay suchi

4. Grant v. Easton, 13 Q.B.D. 302.

6. Commentaries II. 443.
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particular sums of money as are charged on him by the

sentence, or assessed by the interpretation, of the

law."^ So the same author speaks, somewhat too

widely indeed, of the " general implication and intend-

ment of the courts of judicature that every man hath

engaged to perform what his duty or justice re-

quires."'

From a quasi-contract, or contract implied in laWy

we must carefully distinguish a contract implied in

fact. The latter is a true contract, though its exist-

ence is only inferred from the conduct of the parties,

instead of being expressed. Thus when I enter an

omnibus, I impliedly, yet actually agree to pay the

usual fare. A contract implied in law, on the con-

trary, is merely fictitious, for the parties to it have not

agreed at all, either expressly or tacitly.

In what caseSj then, does the law recognise this fie-

.

tion of quasi-contract ? What classes of obligations

are regarded as contractual in law, though they are

not so in fact ? To this question it is not possible to

give any complete answer here. We can, however,

single out two classes of cases, which include most,

though not all, of the quasi-contractual obligations

known to English law.

In the first place we may say in general, that in the

theory of the common law all debts are deemed to be

contractual in origin. A debt is an obligation to

pay a liquidated sum of money, as opposed to an

obligation to pay an unliquidated amount, and as

opposed also to all non-pecuniary obligations. Most

debts are oMigationes ex contractu in truth and in fact,

6. Cominenta.ries, III. 159.

7. Ibid. III. 162.

LL
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but there are many which hare a different source. A
judgment creates a debt which is non-contractual ; so

also does the receipt of money paid by mistake or

obtained by fraud. Nevertheless in the eye of the com-

mon law they all fall within the sphere of contract
;

for the law conclusively presumes that every person

who owes a debt has promised to pay it. " Whatever,

therefore," says Blackstone,^ " the laws order any one

to pay, that becomes instantly a debt, which he hath

beforehand contracted to discharge."

Hence it is, tliat a judgment debtor is in legal theory liable

ex contractu to satisfy the judgimetLt. " The liability of the

defendant," says Uomd Esher," " airises upon the implied oon-

trajct to pay the amoomt of the judgment." Similarily all pecu-

niary obligations of (restitution are in theory contractual, as

in the case of money paid by mistake, wc obtained by fraud or

duress. " If (the defendant," says Loi'd Mansfield," " be under

:an obligation, from the ties of natural justice, to refund, the

'law implies a debt, and gives this aiction l?ounaed on the equity

of the plaintiff's case, as it were upon a contract (quasi ex con-

tractu as the [Roman law expresses it)." So also with pecuniary

obligations of indemnity ; when, for exajmple, the goods of a

stranger are distrained and sold by a landlord for rent due by

his tenant, the law implies a promise by the tenant to repay

their value to (the owner thus deprived of them.^ A similar

fictitious pnoomise is the grlound on which the law bases obliga-

tions of contribution. If, for example, two persons acting in-

dependently of each other guarantee the saime debt, and one of

them is subsequently ctoinpelled to pay the whole, he can re-

cover hajlf (Of the amount from the other, as due to him under

a contract implied in law, although there is clearly none in

fact.

8. Commentaries III. 160. " A cause of action of contract arises not merely

where one party has brolten a legally binding agreement with the other, but

where two parties stand in such a mutual relation that a sum of money is le-

gally due from the one to the other, in which case the law is said to imply
.contract to pay the money." Clerk and Lindsell, Law of Torts, p. 1.

9. Grant V. Easton, 13 Q.B.D. at p. 303.

10. Moses V. Macferlan, 2 Burr. 1006 at p. 1009,

1. Exall V. Partridge, 8 T.E. 308. 4 R.E. 666.
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The second class of quasi-contracts includes all

those cases in which a person injured by a tort is al-

lowed by the law to waive the tort and sue in contract

instead. That is to say, there are certain obligations

which are in truth delictual, and not contractual, but

which may at the option of the plaintiff be treated as

contractual, if he so pleases. Thus if one wrongfully

takes away my goods and sells them, he is guilty of

the tort known as trespass, and his obligation to pay

damages for the loss suffered by me is in reality delic-

tual. Nevertheless I may, if I think it to my interest,

waive the tort, and sue him on a fictitious contract,

demanding from him the payment of the money so

received by him as having rightly sold the goods as my
agent, and therefore as being indebted to me in res-

pect of the price received by him ; and he will not be

permitted to plead his own wrongdoing in bar of any

such claim. ^ So if a man obtains money from me by

fraudulent misrepresentation, I may sue him either in

tort for damages for the deceit, or on a fictitious con-

tract for the return of the money.

The reasons which have induced the law to recognise the

fiction of quasi-aonffiraetual obligation are various. The chief

of them, however, are the three following :—

(1) The traditional classification of the various forms of

personad actions, as being based either on contract or on tort.

This classification could be rendered exhaustive and sufficient

only by forcing all liquidated pecuniary obligations into the

contractual class, regardless of their true nature and origin.

The theory that all common law actions aire eithea: contractual

or delictual is received by the legislature even at the present

day,' and its necessairy corollary is the doctrine of quasi-con-

tract.

2. Smith V. Baker, L.E. 8 C.P. 350. See further as to the waiver oJ torts, Lightly
V. Clomtm, 9 B.R. 713. 1 Taunt. 112. Phillips v. Homfray,H Ch.D. at p. 481.

3, County Courts Act 1888 s. 116. This classification of actions is discussed
by Professor Maitland in an appendix to Sir F. Pollock's Law of Torts.
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(2) The desire to supply a theoretical basis for new forms

of obligation established by juidiciai decision. Here as else-

where, legal fictions aire of use in assisting the development of

the law. It is easier for the courts to say that a man ie bound

to pay because he must be taken to have so promised, than to

lay down for the flirst time the priniciple that he is bound tio

pay whether he has promised or niot.

(3) The desire of plaintiffs to obtain the benefit of the

superioir efficiency of oontractual remedies. In more than one

respedt, it was better in the old days of formalism to sue in

contract than on any other ground. The contractual remedy of

assumpsit was better than the action of debt, for It did DOt

allow to the defendant the resource of wager of law. It -was

better than trespass and other delictual remedies, for it did

not die with the person of the wrongdoer, but was available

against his executors. Therefore plaintiffs were allowed to al-

lege fictitious contracts, and to sue on them in assumpsit, where-

as in truth their appropriate remedy was debt or some action

ex delicto.

It seems clear tkat a rational system of law is free to get

rid of the conceipition of quasi-contractual oMigatioo altogether.

No useful purpoise is served by it at the P'resent day. It still

remains, however, ipart of the law of England and requires

reooignition accoirdingly.

IV. OUigationes quasi ex delicto. The fourth class

of obligations consists of those which we may term

quasi-delictual, in consequence of the resemblance

which they bear to those which are delictual in the

strict sense. We have seen that a delictual obligation

is one which arises from a tort, and that the distinction

between a tort and other forms of wrong is in part

historical merely and not logical. No wrong is classed

as a tort unless it happens to have as its appointed

remedy a common law action for unliquidated dam-

ages. All other civil wrongs, therefore, (except

breaches of contracts and of other obligations, these

being, as already seen, classed along with the obliga-
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tions so broken) must be classed as quasi-torts ; and
the obligations which arise from them are quasi-delic-

tual. Examples of such are the obligation of the co-

respondent in a divorce suit to pay damages to the

petitioner, and the statutory liability of a wrongdoer

in certain cases to pay a fixed pecuniary penalty to the

injured person, instead of unliquidated damages (pro-

vided that this penalty is not conceived by the law as

quasi-contractual).*

V. Equitable Obligations. Obligations of the fifth

class may be termed equitable, since they are those

which have their historical source in the Court of

Chancery. The most important of them are those

which pertain to the law of trusts. The obligations

of a trustee towards his beneficiary are not necessarily

or inherently contractual. There may be, and indeed

commonly is, no contract whatever between the

parties. Nor are they quasi-contractual, for this fic-

tion never obtained entrance into the courts of equity.

The obligation, also, which arises from the breach of

an equitable obligation (liability for breach of trust,

for example) is neither delictual nor quasi-delictual,

but is itself equitable, just as liability for a breach of

contract is itself contractual. It is necessary, there-

fore to regard equitable obligations (whether primary

or sanctioning) as forming a distinct class.

§ 183. Concurrent Obligations.

Two or more obligations may be concurrent. That

is to say, they may have the same parties, contents,

4. It is to be noticed that quasi-delictual obligations are not based on any
ficHtm^ as quasi-contractual obligations are. A quasi-contract is a fictitious con-

tract; but a quasi-delict is a real wrong, which is analogous to the wi-ongs

called delicts or torts, and is therefore called by a name which indicates the

analogy.
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and subject-matter, though they proceed from different

sources. For example, the same act may be both a

breach of contract and a tort, and may therefore give

rise to a contractual as well as to a delictual obligation

to make pecuniary satisfaction. So he who owes

money for goods purchased may give a cheque for the

amount to his creditor, the result being the co-existence

of two concurrent contractual obligations in respect

of the same sum of money. There are two causae

dehendi—two alternative causes of action—between

which the creditor may make his election.

We may divide concurrent obligations into three

classes :

(1) A contractual obligation may be concurrent

with one which is non-contractual.

(2) Two contractual obligations may be concurrent

with each other.

(3) Two non-contractual obligations may be con-

current with each other.

1. As to the first of these cases, a contractual and

a non-contractual obligation concur whenever a man

binds himself by agreement to do that which he is

already legally bound to do, apart altogether from any

agreement. In discussing the nature of a tort we have

already considered this matter in part. We saw that

the negligence of a railway company, whereby physical

injury is caused to a passenger through a collision, is

a ground of liability both in contract and in tort. The

company has agreed to carry its passengers safely, and

in addition to this contractual bond there is a common

law duty lying upon railway companies, no less than

upon all the rest of the world, to use due care not to

break men's limbs or otherwise violate their right of
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physical integrity. The passenger, therefore, has an

alternative right of action. Waiving the tort he may
sue in contract, or waiving the contract he may sue in

tort. In the same way, and for the like reason, a bailee

of chattels is under a twofold and concurrent obliga-

tion to pay for all damage sustained by them from his

wilful or negligent acts.^

2. The second form of concurrence is that in which

two or more contractual obligations are concurrent

with each other. There is nothing to prevent a person

already bound by contract from binding himself again

in the same manner and to the same creditor by a

second and subsequent contract. Thus he may give

his creditor a cheque or promissory note for the

amount of his debt, and in such a case the debtor and

creditor are bound together by two distinct vtncula

juris.

3. There is yet a third form of concurrence in which

the obligations are both non-contractual in their origin,

although this is not so common a case as those which

we have already considered. A creditor may obtain

two judgments in two distinct actions against the same-

debtor in respect of the same debt. For the judgment

of a common law court of record creates a debt, on

which an action will lie, just as in the case of any other

debt, and when a second judgment has been thus ob-

tained, the two judgment-debts are clearly concurrent

obligations. So, also, a creditor may obtain judgment

against his debtor in a foreign court, and subsequently

sue him a second time in an English court on the

original cause of action.

1 Bavn y. CuUifm-d, 4 C.P.D. 182. Turner v. Stallibrai, (1898) 1 Q.B^ 66.

Taylm- V. Manchestc; SheJUm, «'"' Uaroln.hir, H„. Co. (1895) 1 Q.B. 134. Kelly

V. Metropolitan Ry. Co. (1896) 1 Q.B. 944.
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The concurrence of obligations is to a large extent

prevented by the operation of the doctrine of merger

or novation. Where two obligations vs^ould otherwise

concur, the law often regards the earlier of them as

having been totally destroyed by, or merged in, the

other. Thus a contract under seal cannot be concur-

rent with a prior simple contract in the same matter
;

for the simple contract is merged. Two simple con-

tracts, on the other hand, or two specialty contracts

may concur ; for neither has any legal superiority over

the other. A bond given for money lent will destroy

the obligation arising from the loan ; but a promissory

note will be concurrent with the original debt.

Merger is also caused by the judgment of an Eng-

lish court of record ; the judgment extinguishes and

takes the place of the original cause of action. The

judgment of a foreign court, on the other hand, is not

recognised by the law of England as having any such

effect ; it and the original cause of action co-exist as

concurrent obligations.

It is only in respect of contracts under seal and the

judgments of English courts, that the operation of

merger is known to our law. In all other instances

duplicate obligations remain concurrent, and neither

of them affects the validity of the other. ^

§ 184. The Transmission of Obligations.

The transmission of an obligation is a change in the

Xiarties to it. It is of two kinds, for the change may

2. The historical origin of the doctrine of merger is to be found in the law of

evidence. The law insists on the production of the best evidence, and no credi-

tor will be permitted to allege or prove a simple contract, when he has a deed;
nor can he rely either on a simple contract or on a deed, if he has a judgment,
for the records of the court are superior in their probative force to all other
forms of evidence. This rule of evidence, that matter of averment is excluded
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lie either in the person of the creditor or in that

of the debtor. In the language of Continental lawyers,

a change of creditors is active transmission, while a

change of debtors is passive transmission. The former

is the shifting of the benefit of the obligation, the latter

is the shifting of the burden of it. The former is a

transfer of the right, the latter is a transfer of the li-

ability.

Passive transmission is possible only in exceptional

cases. As a general rule the law permits no man to

transfer his responsibilities to another, even with that

other's consent. No creditor can be compelled to ac-

cept any other person as his debtor, by way of substitu-

tion for him who first incurred the debt.

There are, however, exceptional cases in which pas-

sive transmission is possible. Succession mortis causa

is an obvious example. A dead man puts off the bur-

den of his liabilities together with his rights, and trans-

mits both to those who represent him among the living.

Passive transmission inter vivos seems to be allowable

only in the case of liabilities attached and incident to

the ownership of rights. The transfer of the right in

such a case will sometimes carry with it the transfer

of the concurrent liability. For the liability is im-

posed upon him who for the time being owns the right

to which it is appurtenant. Thus the owner of shares

in a company transmits to a purchaser not only his

right of ownership, but also his liability for future calls.

So the assignee of a lease, who transfers it to someone

else, transfers at the same time his liability in respect

of the rent and covenants.

by matter of specialty, and matter of specialty by matter of record, was easily

transformed into the substantive rule of merger. That which can no longer be

proved is regarded as no longer existing.
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The active transmission of obligations, on the other

hand, is in general freely permitted. A creditor is

commonly at liberty to substitute any other person for

himself, without the consent of the debtor being asked

or required ; for the personality of his creditor is

usually a matter of indifference to the debtor. In

special cases, however, even active transmission is pro-

hibited, either in the interest of the parties to the

obligation, or in that of the community.^

The maxim, 7Vo» dat qui non hahet, is applied by our

law to the assignment of obligations, with even more

rigidity than to the assignment of real rights. Here

as there, the title of the transferee cannot be better

than that of his transferor. In the case of obligations,

however, there is an important and striking exception.

This is the case of negotiable instruments, such as

bank-notes, promissory notes, and bills of exchange.

A negotiable instrument is a document of title to

an obligation or chose in action (usually, though not

necessarily, a debt). Such a document is said to be

negotiable, if it possesses the two following charac-

teristics. In the first place the obligation must be

assignable by means of the delivery of the document of

title. That is to say, the obligation must in law be so

attached to, or identified with the document, that the

ownership of the former goes along with the posses-

sion of the latter. A bank-note is in itself nothing

more than a piece of paper evidencing the existence of

a certain obligation, namely a debt owing by the bank

of issue. This debt, however, is so attached by law to

1. It is characteristic of eiirly law wliolly to forbid the active, no less than

the passive tiunsmission of obligations. Until the yeiir 1873, choses in action

were not assignable at law, although it was otherwise in eqnity. A similar

doctrine prevailed in Roman law, and the history of the two systems is curiously

similar in this matter.
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the paper which proves its existence, that the succes-

sive owners by delivery of the latter are the successive

owners of the former also. The bank-note represents

the money due under it, and passes from hand to hand

as if it were coin of the realm.

But this is only one of the elements of negotiability.

There is another requisite. The transfer of the docu-

ment and of the obligation appurtenant to it is wholly

freed from the operation of the rule JVore dat qui mm
Tiahet, provided that the transferee gives value for what

be gets, and has no knowledge of any defect of title in

the transferor. A delivery to any such transferee by

the possessor for the time being confers full owner-

ship and a valid title irrespective altogether of any

want of title in the transferor. Even a thief can trans-

fer to another the full and absolute ownership of the

bank-notes which he has stolen.^

§ 185. The Extinction of Obligations.

The chief modes in which an obligation may be

extinguished are six in number, namely (1) Perfor-

mance, (2) Accord and satisfaction, (3) Eelease, (4)

Novation, (5) Prescription, and (6) Insolvency.

Performance is the natural and ordinary method in

which obligations come to an end. A debt commonly

exists till it is paid. Accord and satisfaction is a

substitute for performance, being the acceptance by

the creditor of something el^e in discharge of the obli-

gation, instead of the very thing which the debtor was

bound to do or give—as when a claim for the delivery

2. It may be added that negotiability is a quality which cannot be imparted

to an instrument by the agreement of the parties. The law itself settles the

list of negotiable instruments and the extension of this list is not within the

competence of private contract.
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of a chattel is settled by the payment of money. Ee-

lease is an agreement by the creditor to forego his

right, and to cancel the obligation, without receiving

either performance or an equivalent for it. Novation

is the destruction of an obligation by the substitution

of another in its place. The one disappears to make
room for the other. Novation is of two kinds, dis-

tinguished by the Civilians as voluntary and necessary

{novatio voluntaria, novatio necessaria). Voluntary no-

vation is effected by the consent of the parties ; it is

the creation of a contractual obligation intended to

stand in the place of, and to supersede, an existing

obligation, whether contractual or not—as when two

contracting parties cancel their first contract, and sub-

stitute another. Novatio necessaria is that which Eng-

lish lawyers know as merger, and which has been al-

ready considered under the head of concurrent obliga-

tions. It is novation by act of the law, instead of by

act of the parties. It is the destruction ipso jure, and

apart from any intention of the parties, of a prior

obligation in pari materia, as when a judgment merges

and destroys the cause of action, or a deed has a simi-

lar effect upon a prior simple contract.

A further mode of the extinction of obligations is

prescription. We have already^ considered the nature,

forms, and theoretical basis of this method of acquiring

and losing rights. We have seen that prescription is

of two kinds, positive and negative, the former being

the acquisition, the latter the loss, of rights by lapse

of time. Positive prescription is unknown to the law

of obligations. It is not, indeed, theoretically impos-

sible ; for negative obligations, and even those positive

1. Supra p. 630.
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obligations which involve continuous or repeated per-

formance on the part of the debtor, are capable of con-

tinued possession by the creditor^; and this posses-

sion might, if the law thought fit, be adopted as the

ground of positive prescription in such cases. The law

rightly conceives, however, that there is no need or

justification for any such mode of acquisition. The

prescription of obligations is solely negative and ex-

tinctive.

We saw further that negative prescription is of two

kinds, according as it destroys the right itself or merely

the remedy. The former is perfect prescription, or pre-

scription strictly so called, while the latter is imper-

fect prescription or the limitation of actions. In the

case of obligations our law recognises only this latter

form. Prescription does not destroy the obligation,

but simply bars the creditor's right of action, and re-

duces the obligation from the rank of a perfect to that

of an imperfect right. In the words of the Roman

lawyers, it transforms an oUigatio civilis into an

obligatio naturalis.

The sixth and last mode of extinction which is of

sufQciently general application to deserve notice is in-

solvency. Speaking generally, a debtor who is pre-

pared to transfer the whole of his estate—the sum-

total of his proprietary rights—to his creditors, for

distribution among them in proportion to their respec-

tive claims, is able by so doing to obtain from the law,

independently of his creditors' consent," a release from

all his debts and liabilities. This is performance

pro tanto, and is the utmost performance of which he

is capable ; therefore in a fitting case the law will

2. Vide supra p. 326.
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deem it enough. Only he who thus denudes himself

in the appointed manner of all his possessions in

favour of his creditors, will be heard to claim that he

should not be held bound by his obligations, inasmuch

as the fulfilment of them is become impossible.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

THE LAW OF PROCEDURE.

§ i86. Substantive Law and the Law of
Procedure.

It is no easy task to state with precision the exact

nature of the distinction between substantive law and

the law of procedure, and it will conduce to clearness

if we first consider a plausible but erroneous explana-

tion. In view of the fact that the administration of

justice in its typical form consists in the applica-

tion of remedies to the violations of rights, it may

be suggested that substantive law is that which de-

fines the rights, while procedural law determines the

remedies. This application, however, of the distinction

between jus and remedium is inadmissible. For in the

first place there are many rights which belong to the

sphere of procedure ; for example, a right of appeal, a

right to give evidence on one's own behalf, a right to

interrogate the other party, and so on. In the second

place, rules defining the remedy may be as much a part

of the substantive law as are those which define the

right itself. No one would call the abolition of capital

punishment, for instance, a change in the law of crimi-

nal procedure. The substantive part of the criminal

law deals not with crimes alone, but with punishments

also. So in the civil law, the rules as to the measure of

damages pertain to the substantive law, no less than

those declaring what damage is actionable ; and rules

determining the classes of agreements which will be
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Hpecifically enforced are as clearly substantive as are

those determining the agreements which will be en-

forced at all. To define procedure as concerned not

with rights, but with remedies, is to confound the

remedy with the process by which it is made ayailable.

What, then, is the true nature of the distinction ?

The law of procedure may be defined as that branch of

the law which governs the process of litigation. It

is the law of actions

—

jus quod ad actiones pertinet—

using the term action in a wide sense to include all

legal proceedings, civil or criminal. All the residue is

substantive law, and relates not to the process of litiga-

tion, but to its purposes and subject-matter. Substan-

tive law is concerned with the ends which the adminis-

tration of justice seeks
;
procedural law deals with the

means and instruments by which these ends are to be

attained. The latter regulates the conduct and rela-

tions of courts and litigants in respect of the litigation

itself ; the former determines their conduct and rela-

tions in respect of the matters litigated. Procedural

law is concerned with affairs inside the courts of jus-

tice ; substanti^'e law deals with matters in the world

outside.

To the foregoing explanation an objection may possibly be

made. It may be said : Law has been defined as consisting

of the rules observed by courts in the administration of jus-

tice. The essence of all law, therefore, must consist in its

operation as governing and determining the course of the ad-

ministration of justice, that is to say, the process of litigation.

Is not all law, therefore, procedural, and what place is left

for the substantive law ? The answer to this objection is that,

although all law, by its very definition, determines the action

of courts of justice, all law does not determine their procedure.

For the action of courts is made up of two distinct portions,

the first of which is concerned with the end, and the secona

MM
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•with the means or process. We have to enquire in the first

,plaee what the courts of justice will do in any instance, and

secondly how thej^ will do it. The first question is answered

by the substantive law, and the second by the laT^' of pro-

cedure.

A glance at the actual contents of the law of proce-

dure will enable us to judge of the accuracy of our ex-

planation. Whether I have a right to recover certain

property is a question of substantive law, for the deter-

mination and the protection of such rights are among

the ends of the administration of justice ; but in what

•courts and within what time I must institute proceed-

ings are questions of procedural law, for they relate

merely to the modes in which the courts fulfil their

Junctions. What facts constitute a wrong is deter-

mined by the substantive law ; what facts constitute

proof of a wrong is a question of procedure. For the

first relates to the subject-matter of litigation, the

second to the process merely. Whether an offence is

punishable by fine or by imprisonment is a question of

substantive law, for the existence and measure of

<^-riminal liability are matters pertaining to the end and

purpose of the administration of justice. But whether

a,n offence is punishable summarily or only on indict-

ment is a question of procedure ; it is a question not as

to what the courts will do, but as to how they will do

it. Finally it may be observed that, whereas the aboli-

tion of capital punishment would be an alteration of

the substantive law, the abolition of imprisonment for

debt was merely an alteration in the law of procedure.

For punishment is one of the ends of the administra-

tion of justice, while imprisonment for debt was merely

an instrument for enforcing payment.
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So far as the administration of justice is concerned

with the application of remedies to violated rights, we
may say that the substantive law defines the remedy
and the right, while the law of procedure defines the

modes and conditions of the application of the one to

the other.

Although the distinction between substantive law

and procedure is sharply drawn in theory, there are

many rules of procedure which in their practical opera-

tion are wholly or substantially equivalent to rules of

substantive law. In such cases the difference between

these two branches of the law is one of form rather

than of substance. A rule belonging to one depart-

ment may by a change of form pass over into the other

without materially affecting the practical issue. In

legal history such transitions are frequent, and in legal

theory they are not without interest and importance.

Of these equivalent procedural and substantive

principles there are at least three classes sufflciently

important to call for notice here.

1. An exclusive evidential fact is practically equiva-

lent to a constituent element in the title of the right

to be proved. The rule of evidence that a contract can

be proved only by a writing corresponds to the rule of

substantive law that a contract is void unless reduced

to writing. In the former case the writing is the exclu-

sive evidence of title ; in the latter case it is part of

the title itself. In the former case the right exists

but is imperfect, failing in its remedy through defect

of proof. In the latter case it fails to come into exis-

tence at all. But for most purposes this distinction

is one of form rather than of substance.

2. A conclusive evidential fact is equivalent to, and

MM I
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tends to take the place of, the fact proved by it. All

conclusive presumptions pertain in form to procedure,

but in effect to the substantive law. That a child

under the age of seven years is incapable of criminal

intention is a rule of evidence, but differs only in form

from the substantive rule that no child under that age

is punishable for a crime. That the acts of a servant

done about his master's business are done with his

master's authority is a conclusive presumption of law,

and pertains to procedure ; but it is the forerunner and

equivalent of our modern substantive law of employer's

liability. A bond (that is to say, an admission of in-

debtedness under seal) was originally operative as be-

ing conclusive proof of the existence of the debt so

acknowledged ; but it is now itself creative of a debt
;

for it has passed from the domain of procedure into

that ol substantive law.

3. The limitation of actions is the procedural equi-

valent of the prescription of rights. The former is

the operation of time in severing the bond between

right and remedy ; the latter is the operation of time

in destroying the right. The former leaves an imper-

fect right subsisting ; the latter leaves no right at all.

But save in this respect their practical effect is the

same, although their form is different.

The normal elements of judicial procedure are five

in number, namely Summons, Pleading, Proof, Judg-

ment, and Execution. The object of the first is to

secure for all parties interested an opportunity of pre-

senting themselves before the court and making their

case heard. Pleading formulates for the use of the

court and of the parties those questions of fact or law
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which are in issue. Proof is the process by which the

parties supply the court with the data necessary for

the decision of these questions. Judgment is this

decision itself, while execution, the last step in the

proceeding, is the use of physical force in the main-

tenance of the judgment, when voluntary submission is

withheld. Of these five elements of judicial procedure

one only, namely proof, is of sufScient theoretical in-

terest to repay such abstract consideration as is here

in place. The residue of this chapter, therefore, will

be devoted to an analysis of the essential nature of

the law of evidence.

§ 187. Evidence.

The law of evidence consists of the rules which

govern the process of proof. It is expedient, for more

reasons than one, that judicial decisions should pro-

ceed, not from any private or casual knowledge pos-

sessed by the tribunals of the matter in hand, but upon

grounds publicly and formally brought to their notice.

Judges are wisely ignorant, as judges, of much which

they know as men. This judicial ignorance is a secu-

rity against the influence of private prejudice, ensures

due notice to every man of the facts which are alleged

against him and by which he is to be judged, and gives

to the public at large a confidence in judicial decisions

which would be impossible without a knowledge of

fheir grounds.

This legal ignorance of the judicature, however, is

not absolute ; and it is necessary to distinguish be-

tween those matters of which a court will take judicial

notice, and those of which it knows nothing until for-

mally instructed by due process of proof. This dis-
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tinction is largely, though not wholly, coincident with

that between matters of law 8,nd matters of fact. The

general principles of English law require in English

tribunals no proof of their existence. In the case of

matters of fact, on the other hand, the necessity of

proof is general, and judicial notice is the exception.

Xotice, however, is taken of certain matters of public

notoriety, such as the ordinary course of nature, the

divisions of time, the existence and titles of foreign

states and sovereigns, and public matters concerning

the government of the realm. In all other cases the

courts will act only upon evidence adduced in due

course of law.

One fact is evidence of another when it tends in any

degree to render the existence of that other probable.

The quality by virtue of which it has such an effect

may be called its probative force, and evidence may
therefore be defined as any fact which possesses such

force. Probative force may be of any degree of inten-

sity. When it is great enough to form a rational basis

for the inference that the fact so evidenced really

exists, the evidence possessing it is said to constitute

proof.

It is convenient to be able to distinguish shortly

between the fact which is evidence, and the fact of

which it is evidence. The former may be termed the

evidential fact, the latter the principal fact. Where, as

is often the case, there is a chain of evidence, A being

evidence of B, B of C, C of D and so on, each inter-

mediate fact is evidential in respect of all that follow

it and principal in respect of all that precede it.

Evidence is of various kinds, being in the first place
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either judicial or extrajncUcial. Judicial evidence is

that which is produced to the court ; it comprises all

evidential facts that are actually brought to the per-

sonal knowledge and observation of the tribunals.

Extrajudicial evidence is that which does not come

directly under judicial cognisance, but nevertheless

constitutes an intermediate link between judicial

evidence and the fact requiring proof. Judicial

evidence includes all testimony given by witnesses in

court, all documents produced to and read by the court,

and all things personally examined by the court for the

purposes of proof. Extrajudicial evidence includes all

evidential facts which are known to the court only by

way of inference from some form of judicial evidence-

Testimony is extrajudicial, when it is judicially known

only through the relation of a witness who heard it.

A confession of guilt, for example, is judicial evidence

if made to the court itself, but extrajudicial if made

elsewhere and proved to the court by some form of

judicial evidence. Similarly a document is judicial

evidence if produced, extrajudicial if knovi'n to the

court only through a copy, or through the report of a

witness who has read it. So the locus in quo or the

material subject-matter of a suit becomes judicial

evidence, when personally viewed by the court, but is

extrajudicial when described by witnesses.

It is plain that in every process of proof some form

of judicial evidence is an essential element. Extra-

judicial evidence may or may not exist. When it is

present, it forms an intermediate link or a series of

intermediate links in a chain of proof, the terminal

links of which are the principal fact at one end and!
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the judicial evidence at the other. Judicial evidence

requires production merely ; extrajudicial evidence

stands itself in need of proof.

In the second place evidence is either personal or

real. Personal evidence is otherwise termed testimony.

It includes all kinds of statements regarded as pos-

sessed of probative force in respect of the facts stated.

This is by far the most important form of evidence.

There are few processes of proof that do not contain it

—few facts that are capable of being proved in courts

of justice otherwise than by the testimony of those

who know tliem. Testimony is either oral or written,

and either judicial or extrajudicial. There is a ten-

dency to restrict the term to the judicial variety, but

there is no good reason for this limitation. It is better

to include under the head of testimony or personal evi-

dence all statements, verbal or written, judicial or

extrajudicial, so far as they are possessed of probative

force. Real evidence, on the other hand, includes all

the residue of evidential facts. Anything which is

believed for auy other reason than that some one has

said so, is believed on real evidence. This, too, is

either judicial or extrajudicial, though here also there

is a tendency to restrict the term to the former use.

Evidence is either primary or secondary. Other

things being equal, the longer any chain of evidence

the less its probative force, for with each successive in-

ference the risk of error grows. In the interests of

truth, therefore, it is expedient to shorten the process,

to cut out as many as possible of the intermediate links

of extrajudicial evidence, and to make evidence assume

the judicial form at the earliest practicable point.
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Hence the importance of the distinction between pri-

mary and secondary evidence. Primary evidence is

evidence viewed in comparison with any available and

less immediate instrument of proof. Secondary evi-

dence is that which is compared with any available

and more immediate instrument of proof. Primary

evidence of the contents of a written document is the

production in court of the document itself ; secondary

evidence is the production of a copy or of oral testi-

mony as to the contents of the original. Primary

evidence that A assaulted B is the judicial testimony of

C that he saw the assault ; secondary evidence is the

judicial testimony of D that told him that he saw

the assault. That secondary evidence should not be

used when primary evidence is available is, in its

general form, a mere counsel of prudence ; but in par-

ticular cases, the most important of which are those

just used as illustrations, this counsel has hardened

into an obligatory rule of law. Subject to certain ex-

ceptions, the courts will receive no evidence of a

written document save the document itself, and will

listen to no hearsay testimony.

Evidence is either direct or circumstantial. This is

a distinction important in popular opinion rather than

in legal theory. Direct evidence is testimony relating

immediately to the principal fact. All other evidence

is circumstantial. In the former case the only infer-

ence required is one from testimony to the truth of it.

In the latter the inference is of a different nature, and

is generally not single but composed of successive steps.

The testimony of A that he saw B commit the offence

charged, or the confession of B that he is guilty, con-
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stitutes direct evidence. If we believe the truth of the;

testimony or confession, the matter is concluded, and

no further process of proof or inference is required. On

the other hand, the testimony of A that B was seen

by him leaving the place where the offence was com--

mitted, and having the instrument "of the offence in his

possession, is merely circumstantial evidence ; for even

if we believe this testimony, it does' not follow without

a further inference, and therefore a further risk of

error, that B is guilty. Direct evidence is commonly

considered to excel the other in probative force. This,,

however, is not necessarily the case, for witnesses lie,^

and facts do not. Circumstantial evidence of inno-

cence may well prevail over direct evidence of guilt ;

and circumstantial evidence of guilt may be indefinitely

stronger than direct evidence of innocence.

§ i88. The Valuation of Evidence.

The law of evidence comprises two parts. The first

of these consists of rules for the measurement or deter-

mination of the probative force of evidence. The second

consists of rules determining the modes and conditions

of the production of evidence. The first deals with the

effect of evidence when produced, the second with the

manner in which it is to be produced. The first is con-

cerned with evidence in all its forms, whether judicial

or extrajudicial ; the second is concerned with judicial

evidence alone. The two departments are intimately

connected, for it is impossible to formulate rules for the

production of evidence without reference and relation

to the effect of it when produced. Nevertheless the

two are distinct in theory, and for the most part dis-
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tinguishable in practice. We shall deal with them in

their order.

In judicial proceedings, as elsewhere, the accurate

measurement of the evidential value of facts is a

condition of the discovery of truth. Except in the

administration of justice, however, this task is left to

common sense and personal discretion. Rules and

maxims, when recognised at all, are recognised as pro-

per for the guidance of individual judgment, not for the

exclusion of it. But in this, as in every other part of

judicial procedure, law has been generated, and, in so

far as it extends, has made the estimation of probative

force or the weighing of evidence a matter of inflexible

rules excluding judicial discretion. These rules con-

stitute the first and most characteristic portion of the

law of evidence. They may be conveniently divided

into five classes, declaring respectively that certain

facts amount to :

—

1. Conclusive proof—in other words, raise a con-

clusive presumption
;

2. Presumptive proof—in other words, raise a con-

ditional or rebuttable presumption
;

3. Insufficient evidence—that is to say, do not

amount to proof, and raise no presumption, conclusive

or conditional
;

4. Exclusive evidence—that is to say, are the only

facts which in respect of the matter in issue possess

any probative force at all
;

5. JSTo evidence—that is to say, are destitute of

evidential value.

I. Conclusive Presumptions. By conclusive proof is

meant a fact possessing probative force of such

strength as not to admit of effective contradiction. In
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other words, this fact amounts to proof irrespective

of the existence or non-existence of any other facts

whatsoever which may possess probative force in the

contrary direction. By a conclusion presumption is

meant the acceptance or recognition of a fact as conclu-

sive proof.

Presumptive or conditional proof, on the other hand,

is a fact which amounts to proof only so long as there

exists no other fact amounting to disproof. It is a

provisional proof, valid until overthrown by a con-

trary proof. A conditional or rebuttable presumption

is the acceptance of a fact as conditional proof.^

One of the most singular features in early Systems

of procedure is the extent to which the process of proof

is dominated by conclusive presumptions. The chief

part of the early law of evidence consists of rules deter-

mining the species of proof which is necessary and

suflBcient in different cases, and allotting the benefit

or burden of such proof between the parties. He who

would establish his case must maintain it, for example,

by success in that judicial battle the issue of which

was held to be the judgment of Heaven {judicium Dei)
;

or he must go unscathed through the ordeal, and so

make manifest his truth or innocence ; or he must pro-

cure twelve men to swear in set form that they believe

his testimony to be true ; or it may be sufficient if he

himself makes solemn oath that his cause is just. If

he succeeds in performing the conditions so laid upon

him, he will have judgment ; if he fails even in the

1. A conclusive presumption is sometimes called a presumptio juris et de jure,

while a rebuttable presumption is distinguished as a presumptio juris. I am not

aware of the origin or ground of this nomenclature. The so called presumptio

facti or presumptio kominis is not a legal presumption at all, but a mere pro-

visional inference drawn by the cotirt in the exercise of its unfettered judgment
from the evidence before it.
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slightest point lie is defeated. His task is to satisfy

the requirements of the law, not to convince the court

of the truth of his case. What the court thinks of the

matter is nothing to the point. The whole procedure

seems designed to take away from the tribunals the

responsibility of investigating the truth, and to cast

this burden upon providence or fate. Only gradually

and reluctantly did our law attain to the conclusion

that there is no such royal road in the administration

of justice, that the heavens are silent, that the battle

goes to the strong, that oaths are naught, and that

there is no just substitute for the laborious investiga-

tion of the truth of things at the mouths of parties and

witnesses.

The days are long since past in which conclusive

presumptions played any great part in the administra-

tion of justice. They have not, however, altogether

lost their early importance. They are, indeed, almost

necessarily more or less false, for it is seldom possible

in the subject-matter of judicial procedure to lay down

with truth a general principle that any one thing is

conclusive proof of the existence of any other. Never-

theless such principles may be just and useful even

though not wholly true. We have already seen how

they are often merely the procedural equivalents of

substantive rules which may have independent validity.

They have also been of use in developing and modifying

by way of legal fictions the narrow and perverted prin-

ciples of the early law. As an illustration of their em-

ployment in modern law we may cite the maxim Res

judicata pro veritate accipitur. A judgment is conclu-

sive evidence as between the parties, and sometimes aa

against all the world, of the matters adjudicated upon.
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The coi]rts of justice may make mistakes, but no one

will be heard to say so. For their function is to ter-

roinate disputes, and their decisions must be accepted

as final and beyond question.

//. Conditional Presumptions. The second class of

rules for the determination of probative force are those

which establish rebuttable presumptions. For ex-

ample, a person shown not to have been heard of for

seven years by those who would naturally have heard

of him if he had been alive, is presumed to be dead. So

also a negotiable instrument is presumed to have been

given for value. So also a person accused of any of-

fence is presumed to be innocent.

Many of these presumptions are based on no real

estimate of probabilities, but are established for the

purpose of placing the burden of proof upon the party

who is best able to bear it, or who may most justly be

made to bear it. Persons accused of crime are prob-

ably guilty, but the presumption of their innocence is in

most cases and with certain limitations clearly ex-

pedient.

III. Insufficient Evidence. In the third place the

law contains rules declaring that certain evidence is

insuflScient, that its probative force falls short of that

required for proof, and that it is therefore not permis-

sible for the courts to act upon it. An example is the

rule that in certain kinds of treason the testimony of

one witness is insufficient—almost the sole recognition

by English law of the general principle, familiar in

legal history, that two witnesses are necessary for

proof.

IV. Exclusive Evidence. In the fourth place there is

an important class of rules declaring certain facts to
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"be exclusive evidence, none other being admissible.

The execution of a document which requires attesta-

tion can be proved in no other way than bj the testi-

mony of an attesting witness, unless owing to death or

some other circumstance his testimony is unavailable.

A written contract can be proved in no other way than

by the production of the writing itself, whenever its

production is possible. Certain kinds of contracts,

such as one for the sale of land, cannot be proved ex-

cept by writing, no verbal testimony being of virtue

enough in the law to establish the existence of them.

It is only in respect of very special kinds of con-

tracts that written evidence can wisely be demanded

by the law. In the case of all ordinary mercantile

agreements such a requirement does more harm than

good ; and the law would do well in accepting the

principle that a man's word is as good as his bond.

The Statute of Frauds, by which most of these rules of

exclusive evidence have been established, seems an

instrument for the encouragement of frauds rather

than for the suppression of them, and its repeal would

probably promote the cause of justice and honesty.

y. Facts which are not evidence. Fifthly and lastly

we have a number of rules declaring that certain facts

«re not evidence, that is to say, are destitute of any

probative force at all. Such facts are not to be pro-

duced to the court, and if produced no weight is to be

attributed to them, for no accumulation of them can

amount to proof. For example, hearsay is no evidence,

the bond of connection between it and the principal

fact so reported at second hand being in the eye of the

law too slight for any reliance to be justly placed upon

it. Similarly the general bad character of an accused
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person is no evidence that he is guilty of any particular

offence charged against him ; although his good charac-

ter is evidence of his innocence.

These rules of exclusion or irrelevancy assume two

distinct forms, characteristic respectively of the earlier

and later periods in the development of the law. At

the present day they are almost wholly rules for

the exclusion of evidence ; in earlier times they were

rules for the exclusion of witnesses. The law imposed

testimonial incapacity upon certain classes of persons

on the ground of their antecedent incredibility. No
party to a suit, no person possessing any pecuniary

interest in the event of it, no person convicted of any

infamous offence, was a competent witness. His testi-

mony was deemed destitute of evidential value on

account of the suspicious nature of its source. The

law has now learned that it is not in this fashion that

the truth is to be sought for and found. It has now
more confidence in individual judgment and less in

general rules. It no longer condemns witnesses un-

heard, but receives the testimony of all, placing the old

grounds of exclusion at their proper level as reasons

for suspicion but not for antecedent rejection.

Whether rules for the exclusion of evidence are not in

general exposed to the same objections that have al-

ready prevailed against the rules for the exclusion of

witnesses is a question which we shall presently con-

sider.

§ 189. The Production of Evidence.

The second part of the law of evidence consists of

rules regulating its production. It deals with the pro-

cess of adducing evidence, and not with the effect of
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evidence when adduced. It comprises every rule re-

lating t© evidence, except those which amount to legal

determinations of probative force. It is concerned for

example with the manner in which witnesses are to be

examined and cross-examined, not with the weight to

be attributed to their testimony. In particular it

includes several important rules of exclusion based on

grounds independent of any estimate of the probative

force of the evidence so excluded. Considerations of

expense, delay, vexation, and the public interest re-

quire much evidence to be excluded which is of un-

doubted evidential value. A witness may be able to

testify to much that is relevant and important in re-

spect of the matters in issue, and nevertheless may not

be compelled or even permitted to give such testimony.

A public ofiicial, for example, can not be compelled to

give evidence as to affairs of state, nor is a legal adviser

permitted or compellable to disclose communications

made to him by or on behalf of his client.

The most curious and interesting of all these rules

of exclusion is the maxim, Nemo tenetur se ipsum ac-

cusare. No man, not even the accused himself, can be

compelled to answer any question the answer to wiiich

may tend to prove him guilty of a crime. No one can

be used as the unwilling instrument of his own con-

viction. He may confess, if he so pleases, and his

confession will be received against him ; but if tainted

by any form of physical or moral compulsion, it will

be rejected. The favour with which this rule has

been received is probably due to the recoil of English

law from the barbarities of the old Continental system

of torture and inquisitorial process. Even as contrast-

ed with the modern Continental procedure, in which

NN
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the examination of the accused seems to English eyes

too prominent and too hostile, the rule of English law

is not without merits. It confers upon a criminal trial

an aspect of dignity, humanity, and impartiality, which

the contrasted inquisitorial process is too apt to lack.

IS'evertheless it seems impossible to resist Bentham's

conclusion that the rule is destitute of any rational

foundation, and that the compulsory examination of

the accused is an essential feature of sound criminal

procedure. Even its defenders admit that the English

rule is extremely favourable to the guilty, and in a

proceeding the aim of which is to convict the guilty,

this would seem to be a sufficient condemnation. The

innocent have nothing to fear from compulsory ex-

amination, and everything to gain ; the guilty have

nothing to gain, and everything to fear. A criminal

trial is not to be adequately conceived as a fight be-

tween the accused and his accuser ; and there is no

place in it for maxims whose sole foundation is a sup-

posed duty of generous dealing with adversaries. Sub-

ject always to the important qualification that a good

prima facie case must first be established by the prose-

cutor, every man should be compellable to answer with

his own lips the charges that are made against him.^

A matter deserving notice in connection with this

part of the law of evidence is the importance still

attached to the ceremony of the oath. One of the great

difiiculties involved in the process of proof is that of

distinguishing between true testimony and false. By

1. See Bentham, Works, VII. pp. 446—463, and Dumont, Treatise on Judicial
Evidence, Book VII. Ch. 11: "If all the criminals of every class had assembled,
and framed a system after their own wishes, is not this rule the very first which
they would have established for their security ? . . One could be tempted
to believe that those notions had been taken from the laws of honour which
regulate private combats."
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what test is the lying witness to be detected, and by

what means is corrupt testimony to be prevented ?

Three methods commended themselves to the wisdom

of our ancestors. These were the judicial combat, the

ordeal, and the oath. The first two of these have long

since been abandoned as ineffective, but the third is

still retained as a characteristic feature of judicial pro-

cedure, though we may assume with some confidence

that its rejection will come in due time and will in no

way injure the cause of truth and justice.

Trial by battle, so soon as it acquired a theory at

all, became in reality a form of ordeal. In common:

with the ordeal commonly so called, it is the judicium

Dei ; it is an appeal to the God of battles to make

manifest the right by giving the victory to him whose

testimony is true. Successful might is the divinely

appointed test of right. So in the ordeal, the party

or witness whose testimony is impeached calls upon

Heaven to bear witness to his truth by saving him

harmless from the fire. The theory of the oath is

generically the same. " An oath," says Hobbes,^ " is.

a form of speech added to a promise ; by which he that

promiseth, signifieth that unless he perform, he re-

nounceth the mercy of his God, or calleth to him for

vengeance on himself. Such was the heathen form. Let

Jupiter kill me else as I kill this beast. So is our

form, I shall do thus and thus, so help me God." The

definition is correct save that it is restricted to promis-

sory, instead of including also declaratory oaths. A
man may swear not only that he will speak the truth,

but that certain statements are the truth.

The idea of the oath, therefore, is that his testimony

2. Leviathan, Ch. U. Eng. Works III. p. 129.

NN 1
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is true who is prepared to imprecate divine vengeance

on his own head in case of falsehood. Yet it needs

but little experience of courts of justice to discover

how ineffective is any such check on false witness and

how little likely is the retention of it to increase

respect either for religion or for the administration of

justice. The true preventive of false testimony is an

efficient law for its punishment as a crime. Punish-

ment falling swiftly and certainly upon offending wit-

nesses would purge the courts of an evil which the

cumbrous inefficiency of the present law of perjury

has done much to encourage, and which all the oaths

in the world will do nothing to abate.^

§ 190. Criticism of the Lavtr of Evidence.

We have in a former chapter considered the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of that substitution of

predetermined principles for judicial discretion which

constitutes the essential feature of the administration

of justice according to law. In no portion of our legal

system is this question of more immediate importance

than in the law of evidence. Here, if anywhere, the

demerits of law are at a maximum, and those of the

opposing system at a minimum. General rules for the

predetermination of probative force are of necessity

more or less false. It is impossible to say with truth

and a priori what evidence is or is not sufficient for

proof. It is not true that hearsay is absolutely desti-

tute of evidential value ; it is not true that a contract

for the sale of land cannot be satisfactorily proved by

oral testimony ; it is not true that the contents of a

3. On the history of oaths, see Lea, Superstition and Force, Part I. Ch. 2-8

;

Encyclopaedia Britannica, sub voc. Oath. As to their utility, see Bentham's
Works. VI. 308-326.
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document cannot be well proved by a copy of it. To
elevate these maxims and such as these from their pro-

per position as counsels for warning and guidance, to

the level of rigid and peremptory rules, is to be inevit-

ably led astray by them. Like all general principles

they are obtained by way of abstraction and elimina-

tion of elements which may be, in particular instances,

of the first importance. To apply such abstract princi-

ples to concrete cases without making the needful

allowance for the special circumstances of these cases

is as wise as to apply the laws of motion without

allowing for the disturbing influence of friction.

No unprejudiced observer can be blind to the ex-

cessive credit and importance attached in judicial pro-

cedure to the minutiae of the law of evidence. This

is one of the last refuges of legal formalism. Nowhere

is the contrast more striking between the law's con-

fidence in itself and its distrust of the judicial intel-

ligence. The fault is to be remedied not by the aboli-

tion of all rules for the measurement of evidential

value, but by their reduction from the position of rigid

and peremptory to that of flexible and conditional

rules.^ Most of them have their source in good sense

and practical experience, and they are profitable for

the guidance of individual discretion, though mischie-

vous as substitutes for it. The cases are few and far

between in which we can rightly place such rules

upon the higher level. In general, courts of justice

should be allowed full liberty to reject as irrelevant,

superfluous, or vexatious, whatever evidence they will,

and to accept at such valuation as they please what-

ever evidence seems good to them. We must learn

1. Vide supra p. 34.
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to think less highly of the wisdom of the law, and less

meanly of the understanding and honour of its ad-

ministrators, and we may anticipate with confidence

that in this department at least of judicial practice

the change will be in the interests of truth and justice.

SUMMARY.

( Substantive—relating to the subject-matter of litigation.

Law <

[ Procedural—relating to the process of litigation.

The occasional equivalence of substantive and procedural rules.

Procedure. Its elements : Summons, Pleading, Proof, Judgment,

and Execution.

The Lavif of Evidence.

Evidence and Proof defined.

Judicial and Extrajudicial.

Rinds of evidence
Personal and Keal.

Primary and Secondary.

Direct and Circumstantial.

Divisions of the Law of Evidence.

I. Rules determining probative force.

1. Conclusive proof.

2. Conditional proof

3. Insufficient evidence.

4. Exclusive evidence.

5. No evidence.

II. Rules determining the production of evidence.

Nemo tenetur se ipsum accusare.

Oaths.

Criticism of the law of evidence.
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CHAPTER XXV.

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW.

§ 191. Territorial and Personal Law.

There are in the world many distinct systems of

law, each of them differing more or less from all the

others. These divergent systems are for the most part

saved from conflicting with each other by the fact that

each has a distinct local territory of its own. French

law is law in France but not in England, and English

law is law in England but not in France. The terri-

tory thus appropriated to a single legal system is not

necessarily identical with the territory of the state

whose legal system it is. The same state may have

many systems of law, each of which possesses for itself

a distinct territory within the state's dominions. Eng-

land and Scotland are not two states, but they are two

territories for the application of different laws.

Nor is the territory of a legal system necessarily

identical with the territory subject to the jurisdiction

of the court or set of courts by which that system is

administered. The same court may have jurisdiction

over many territories, each of which is governed by a

different law. The territorial jurisdiction of the House

of Lords includes the whole of the United Kingdom,

but that court administers English law for England,

Scottish law for Scotland, and Irish law for Ireland.

The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ad-

ministers as many distinct legal systems as there are

dependencies of the English Crown. Conversely the
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territory of a coxirt may be merely a part of the terri-

tory of the law administered by it ; as is the case with

inferior courts of limited and local jurisdiction.

If, then, the territory of a legal system does not

mean the territory of the state whose system it is, and

does not mean the territory of the court which ad-

ministers the system, what is its true significance ? It

is the territory within which the system is normally

applicable, and beyond which it is normally inapplic-

able. It is the local area of its ordinary application.

Every legal system has a definite territory so appoint-

ed for it, in which it possesses in general exclusive

force, and beyond which in general its operation does

not extend. That is to say, every system is commonly

applicable to all persons, things, and acts, whose local

situation falls within a certain territory, and is com-

monly inapplicable to all cases in which neither the

persons nor the things nor the acts concerned so come

within its cognisance by reason of their locality.

All modern and civilised systems of law are thus

determined in their application by reference to terri-

torial areas of jurisdiction. Law so determined is said

to be territorial. It is the law of the land to which it

is so confined and so applicable. English law is the

law of England, and French law is the law of France.

Earlier times, however, show us a very different con-

ception of the application and jurisdiction of a legal

system. Law is then conceived as personal rather than

as territorial. It is not the law of a particular terri-

tory, but that of a particular body of persons—those,

namely, who are united together by a common citizen-

ship or nationality. Eoman law in the early stages of

its development is not the law of Rome but the law of
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ihe Eomans. Its application is determined not by the

limits of Eoman territory, but by the limits of Eoman
citizenship. It is the jus civile or jus quiritium—^the in-

heritance and exclusive privilege and possession of the

ewes or quirites who form the populus Bomanus. Aliens

have no claim to its benefits, and are not subject to its

burdens. No man will have Roman law administered

to him simply because he is present or resident in

Rome. If there is any law for an alien at all, it is his

own law—the law of his own state or civitas, whether

that state is within or without the borders of the Ro-

man empire. In process of time, however, this concep-

tion of personal law gives way to the opposing idea of

territorial law. Roman law more and more ceases to

be the law of the Romans, and more and more becomes

instead the law of the Roman empire, the change be-

ing brought about partly by the extension of Roman
citizenship to all free inhabitants of the empire, and

partly by the assimilation of the various personal laws

within the empire, and their consolidation into a single

uniform system of territorial law applicable to all

persons, things, and matters within Roman borders.

With the fall of the Western empire and the rise of

the barbarian kingdoms there is a recurrence to the

older system of personal laws. The Roman, the Goth,

the Burgundian, and the Frank live side by side, each

in the possession of his own law. The law to which

a man is subject and by which he is judged depends on

his nationality and not on the territory in which he

resides. Gradually, however, the territorial idea again

makes good Its claim to recognition and predominance.

The laws of nationalities disappear once more in fav-

our of the laws of territories, and for centuries past in
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I

Europe the law by which all men live has been the law

.of the land in which they live. There is no longer any

law of the English, or of the Franks, or of the Romans.

The law is that of England, of France, or of Italy.

Whoever lives or sues or possesses property or makes

a contract or commits an offence in England will in

general be judged and dealt with by English law,

though he be an alien ; and no Englishman leaving the

realm will take the law of England with him, so as to

retain any claim to be judged by it in a foreign court.^

§ 192. Private International Law.

Every system of law, then, is normally applicable

within a certain territory or country^ and normally in-

applicable elsewhere. This territorial principle, how-

ever, is not absolute, but is subject to important limi-

tations. There are exceptional cases in which the local

or territorial law is superseded within its own territory

J by the local or territorial law of another country,

which thus receives extra-territorial application. The

suitor in an English court will in all ordinary cases

receive justice according to English law, but in special

instances he will have justice according to Scottish,

French, American, or Victorian law. German law will

upon occasion be administered in London, and English

law in Berlin. If, for example, two French citizens

domiciled in France marry there, and the validity of

their marriage or the legitimacy of their children

1. As to the conception of personal laws, see Savigny, System, sec 346

;

Savigny, History of Roman Law during the Middle Ages, Vol. I. Ch. 3. (Eng.

transl. by Cathcart, 1829. French transl. by Guenoux, 1839) ; Bar, Private In-

ternational Law (Gillespie's transl. 1st ed.) pp. 17-2G; Westlake, Private Inter-

national Law, 3rd ed. pp. 11-15 ; Lee, Historical Jurisprudence, pp. 372-374 ; Baron,

Peregrinenrecht und Jus Gentium ; Brissaud, Histoire du Droit Frangais,I. 53-62.

2. It is convenient to use the term country to denote the territory of a legal

system. Thus we may say that the British empire is one state, made up of

many countries, each with its own law. Of, Dicey, Conflict of Laws, p. 66.
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•comes in question in an English court, it is clear that

the question must be determined by the application of

French and not by that of English law.

The principles which determine this exclusion of

the territorial law of the land by some system of

foreign law—which determine, in other words, the

extraterritorial application of law—constitute that

Jbranch of legal doctrine known as Private Inter-

national Law. Limiting our view to England we may

define this as consisting of the rules in accordance

with which foreign law will be recognised and applied

in English courts. It must be understood, however,

that for this purpose all law is foreign which belongs

to another country as already defined. It need not

belong to another state. In private international law,

Scottish and Victorian law are no less foreign in Eng-

land than are the codes of France and Italy.

So soon as foreign law is thus applied in English

courts, it necessarily becomes by that very fact Eng-

lish law. It is incorporated into the law of England,

not permanently indeed or generally, but temporarily

and pro re nata. For it follows from the very defini-

tion of law that whatever principles are recognised

and applied in the administration of justice in Eng-

land constitute English law, whether they have been

formulated at Westminster or borrowed from Paris or

Berlin.^

In respect of private international law the term

law of England is ambiguous. It has a wider and a

narrower sense, according as it does or doesjiot in-

clude the foreign law which is thus received in Eng-

3. Foreign law thu3 adopted and received in England becomes part of the

special as opposed to the common law of England, and we have already con-

sidered it in this aspect. Supra pp. 40—41.
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land. In the former sense, all cases which come be-

fore English courts are decided in accordance with

English law ; for, as so used, English law means noth-

ing save the law which is applied in English courts.

In the narrower signification, it includes merely the

local or territorial law of England—that which is nor-

mally applicable in English courts, unless it is ex-

cluded by some other territorial law. In this sense,

some cases are decided in English courts in accordance

with the law of England and others in accordance

with that of Prance.*

English law, therefore, in its widest compass falls

into three divisions :

—

1. The local or territorial law of England, as al-

ready defined.

2. Foreign law adopted in special instances as

English law to the exclusion of the territorial system.

3. Private international law, namely the rules

which determine the exclusion of the first of these divi-

sions by the second.

What, then, is the purpose for which private inter-

national law exists ? To what end do English courts

reject their own law in favour of rules of foreign

growth ? If English law is good, why is it not good

enough to govern in all cases the administration of

English justice ? What claim has the law of France

to a voice in the courts of England ? The answer to

these questions is that the purpose of private inter-

national law is to counteract, so far as possible, the

evils resulting from the differences between the legal

systems of different countries. If the courts of every

4. Cf. Dicey, Conflict of Laws, p. 6.
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country were to refuse to grant any recognition to for-

eign law, and were inflexibly to apply their own terri-

torial systems in all cases that came before them for

decision the result would be the gravest hardship and

injustice. In all matters involving any foreign element

the administration of justice would become arbitrary,

capricious, and inconsistent. The same case would

be decided in one way in London, in another in

Edinburgh, and in a third in Dublin. A right acquired

in one country would be denied by the courts of

another. Property belonging to one person in Eng-

land would belong to another in France. A man held

in New York to be lawfully married to one woman
would in California be deemed the husband of another,

.and in Texas a bachelor. A man legitimate in one

place would be accounted a bastard in another. An
act lawfully done in one country would be treated as

a wrong in the courts of another. It is to avoid re-

sults suchjis these that the system of private interna-

tional law or the extra-territorial recognition of legal

rules has been invented. The aim of this system is to

introduce consistency in the administration of justice

in different countries, notwithstanding the diversity

of their laws, and so to order matters that the same

case will in all courts be determined in the same way.

It is clear that this result can be fully attained only

so far as the courts of all countries unite in selecting

the same legal system for application to the same case.

Ajad in all courts save one the law so selected and

applied must of course be foreign law. From among

all the legal systems which have any claim to govern

the case in hand private international law selects that

•one of them whose claim is deemed the best, having
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regard to all public and private interests concerned^

It would be well if this selection were made by agree-

! ment between all countries, instead of independently

and possibly discordantly by each. For it is only so

' far as private international law attains the character

of a single uniform system of common law that its pur-

poses are adequately fulfilled. But no such interna-

tional agreement exists, and every country establishes

a system for itself. [' Even so, however, the princi-

ples adopted by different countries are to a very large

extent the same, there being indeed but little opportu-

nity for serious diversity.' There is no branch of the

law which varies so little as we pass from one jurisdic-

tion to another. The result is a very tolerable degree

of uniformity and consistency of judicial decision, not-

withstanding the discordance of territorial laws. A
man may rely with sonie^ confidence on finding that the

rights which he has acquired in one country will be

held good in another, that his personal status will be

the same wherever he goes, and that he will not be held

accountable in one court for a lawful act done within

the jurisdiction of another.

§ 193. The Choice of Law.

Upon what principles, then, does private interna-

tional law proceed in making its choice among the

various systems of territorial law which compete with

each other for application to the same case ? To this

question no general reply can be given save that the

law seeks to give the preference to that system which,

having regard to all the circumstances, has the best

claim to application, in justice to the parties and in the

public interest. The choice is made in two distinct
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modes : namely by way of agreement between the per-

sons concerned, and by the law itself independently of

any such agreement.

The first of these methods is applicable in all those

cases in which the territorial law is not peremptory or

absolute, but allows itself to be superseded or modified

by conventional law created by the parties for them-

selves. In all these cases the parties may, if they

please, select the law by which their relations inter se

are to be governed in respect of the matter in hand.

If, for example, a merchant in London makes a con-

tract with another in Paris, they may at the same time

agree together expressly or impliedly that their con-

tract is to be governed by French law. Such an agree-

ment will be held valid in English courts to the exclu-

sion of English law, as to all matters in which persons

are left free by English law to determine the contents

and effect of their contracts as they please. In other

words, an agreement to substitute French for English

law is valid in England so far, but so far only, as the

rules of English law thus excluded are subject to the

maxim Modus et conventio vincunt legem. Peremptory

English law cannot be thus set aside by the conven-

tional adoption of a foreign system. Two persons

marrying in England must marry in the form appoint-

ed by English law, and cannot make a foreign form

effective by agreeing to marry under a foreign law.

Nor can a contract made in England, and void for il-

legality or for any other reason by English law, be

rendered valid in England by any agreement of the

parties to subject their contract to some system of

foreign law which holds it valid. The law thus made

applicable to a contract or other act in the law by the
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will and intent of the parties may be termed the in-

tended law or the agreed law of the transaction.^

The second method of the choice of law is that in

which the selection is made ipso jure, that is to say, by

private international law itself without reference to

the agreement or intent of the parties. The choice is

practically, if not absolutely, limited to four difEerent

systems of law, or leges as they are called in this con-

nection :

1. The lex fori—the law of the country where the

litigation takes place, and where the question in issue

is to be determined. This is the ordinary territorial

law of the land, excluding all foreign law whatever.

2. The lex situs—the law of the country where the

thing which is the subject-matter of the litigation is

situated.

3. The lex loci actus—the law of the country in

which some act has taken place to which the litigation

relates.

4. The lex personalis—the law of the country to

which some person belongs with whom the litigation is

concerned.

The first of these, the lex fori, is that which is applic-

able in all cases in Avhich there is no special and suf-

ficient reason for excluding it in favour of one of the

other three. It is invariably applicable to all matters

of mere procedure. Whoever sues or is sued in an

lijnglish court will in all points of practice and evidence

have justice administered to him according to English

law.

1. It has been callecl by Professor Dicey in his admirable treatise on the Con.
flict of Laws the proper law, but the expression does not seem sufiBciently

pointed.
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The second, or lex situs, is applicable to most ques-

tions which concern the title to property. If any ques-

tion arises in England with respect to the ownership

of land or chattels situated in France, it will commonly

be answered in accordance with French law.

The third, or lex loci actus, has two chief forms,

namely the lex loci contractus and the lex loci delicti.

The first is the law of the country in which a contract,

or indeed any other act in the law, is entered into.

The second is the law of the country in which any civil

or criminal wrong is committed. An agreement made

in France will not be held valid in England unless it

is made in the form required by French law ; and it

is valid whether in the form required by English law or

not. An act done in Eome will not be treated as a

wrong in London unless it was also a wron^-; in Eume.

The lex fori and the lex loci delicti must agree in the

prohibition of it.

The last of the foreign laws which will be chosen

upon occasion to supersede the territorial law of Eng-

land is the lex personalis or personal law—the law of

the foreign country to which some person concerned be-

longs. For this purpose a person may belong to a

country in two different ways, namely by nationality

and by domicil. The law of the country of a person's

nationality or allegiance may be termed the lex patriae.

English law allows but little influence to it, and it is

very seldom that a man's citizenship will determine

the law which will be administered to him in an Eng-

lish court. The lex patriae, indeed, would seem pe-

culiarly unfitted to serve any good purpose in this con-

nection, inasmuch as the same state may possess many

different countries and legal systems and yet recognise
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only one common nationality and citizenship. What^

for example, is the lex patriae of a British subject ?^

The other relation by virtue of which a person may

belong to a country is that of domicil or permanent

residence. The law of a person's domicil, or his lex

domicilii, is selected as applicable in numerous and im-

portant cases in preference to the lex fori. Thus if two

persons domiciled in Spain marry in England, the

validity of their marriage is in point of contractual

capacity governed by the law of Spain, though in point

of form it is governed by the law of England. The

validity of a divorce is similarly determined by the law

of the matrimonial domicil. The succession to the

movable property of a dead man is determined by the

lex domicilii of the deceased at the date of death, though

the succession to his land is governed by the lex situs.

§ 194. Criticism.

Some writers include in private international law the princi-

ples wliich define the limits of the jurisdietion of English

courts—the rule for example that an English court will not

hear any case concerning the title to foreign land, or any

divorce suit in which the parties are domiciled out of Eng-

land. This, however, is an unusual classification, and it may
he doubted whether it is logically defensihle. A refusal to

Jexercise jurisdiction is a refusal to apply any law at all, either

domestic or foreign, whereas private international law is con-

cerned with the exclusion of domestic law by foreign. It

seemis scarcely possible to frame any definition which is wide

enough to include these two very different matters, and nar-

row enough to include nothing else.

The rules recognised by English courts as to the limits

of the iurisdlction of foreign courts, on the other hand, clearly

fall within the limits of private International law. These are

the rules which determine the recognition and enforcement

2, By the Italian Civil Code, however, nationality has been substituted for

domicil in the selection of the personal law. See Art. 6.
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of foreign judgments by English courts—the rule for example
that English courts will recognise the yalidity of a divorce

granted by the courts of the matrimonial domlcil—and to

recognise foreign judgments is to recognise the foreign law in

pursuance of which they have been given. The enforcement

of a French judgment-debt is as much the recognition and
application of French law as is the enforcement of a French

contract or the allowajice of the vaJidi'ty of a French marriage.

Private international law has been defined by some as con-

sisting essentially in the extra-territorial recognition of righlts,

rather than in the extra-territorial application of law.^ It is

contended that the purpose of this branch of English law is

to secure the recognition as valid in England of all rights

validly acquired elsewhere. To a large extent this is true, but

to the same extent the distinction so drawn is merely a verbal

one. To recognise foreign rights is to apply the foaceign law

by which they are created, and vice versa. In each case the

object is the same, namely to secure international uniformity '

in the adminisltraition of justice. The definition in question is

too narrow, however, for although all rights are created by

rules of law, all rules of law axe not directed to the creation

of rights. Much foreign law may be applied in England with-

out any recognition of foreign rights. What foreign right Is re-

cognised, when an English court decides that a marriage cele-

brated in England is void because the parties were incapable

of inter-marriage by the law of their domicil ?

Moreover it must not be supposed that the principle of

the recognition of foreign rights can be used as a guide to the

choice of law. To say that the law to be selected as applicable

in any case is that by which righits duly acquired abroad may

be preserved inviolate in England is to reason in a complete

circle. We cannot tell vFihat rights have been acquired abroad,

until we have first decided on the law in accordance with

which the question is to be answered. If la Frenchman

marries in Berlin an Englishwoman who possesses property in

Scotland, and the rights of the parties come in question in an

English court, the principle that rights duly acquired abroad

shall be iheld valid in England can afford no assistance to-

1. See Dicey, Conflict of Laws, p. 23. Holland, Jurisprudence, p. 372. Cf.

Sa-rigny, System, sec. 361. and Bar, Private International Law, sec. 23.
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wards the determination of the case. We have here no guide

to the choice of law, but merely an imperfect statement of the

purpose of private iiitemational law—this purpose being that

the administration of justice may become uniform in aU

countries, so that the same case shall be everywhere decided

by the same law, and rights recognised by the courts of one

country shall be recognised in the courts of aU others also.

SUMMARY.

The territory of a legal system.

Not identical with the territory of a state.

Not identical with the territory of a court.

Territorial and personal law.

Private international law.

The extra-territorial application of law.

The law of England : Its three parts :

1. Local or territorial law.

2. Foreign law received by English courts.

3. Private international law.

The purpose of private international law.

International uniformity in the administration of justice.

The choice of law.

1. By agreement of the parties.

2. Ipso jure.

(a) Lex fori.

(i) Lex situs.

( Lex loci contractus,

(o) Lex loci actus <

( Lex loci delicti.

Lex patriae.

{d) Lex personalis
' Lex domicilii.

The limits of the jurisdiction of courts.

1. Of English courts.

2. Of Foreign courts.

The extra-territorial recognition of rights.
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APPENDIX I.

THE NAMES OF THE LA.W.

Tlie purpose of the following pages Is to consider, in res-

pect of their origin and relations, the various names and titles

which have been borne by the law in different languages.

This seems an Inquiry lit to be undertalien in the hope that

juridical terms may be found to throw some light upon the

juridical ideas of which they are the manifestation. A com-

parison of diverse usages of speech may serve to correct mis-

leading associations, or to suggest relations that may be easily

overloclvcd by anyone confining his attention to a single

language.

The first fact which an examination of juridical nomen-

clature reveals, is that all names for law are divisible into

two classes, and that almost every language possesses one or

more specimens of each. To the first class belong such terms

as jus, droit, recht, diritto, equity. To the second belong

lew, lot, gesetz, legge, law, and many others. It is a striking

peculiarity of the English language that it does not possess

any generic term falling within the first of these groups ; for

equity, in the technical juridical sense, means only a special

•department of civil law, not the whole of it, and therefore is

not co-extensive with /«s, droit, and the other foreign terms

with which it is classed. Since therefore, we have in English

no pair of contrasted terms adequate for the expression of the

distinction between these two groups of names, we are con-

strained to have recourse to a foreign language, and we shall

employ for this purpose the terms jus and lex, using each

as typical of and representing all other terms which belong

to the same group a® itself.

What, then, are the points of difference between jus and lex ;

what is the importance and the significance of the distinction be-

tween the two classes of terms V In the first place jus has an

«thical as well as a juridical application, while Jex is purely juri-

dical Jus means not only law but also right. Lex means law

and not also right. Thus our own equity has clearly the double
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meaning ; it means either the rule of natural justice, or that

special department of the civil law which was developed and

administered in the Court of Chancery. The English law,

on the other hand, has a purely juridical application
;

justice

in itself, and as isuch, has no claim to the name of law.

So also with droit as opposed to loi, with reclit as opposed to

gesetz, with (Uritto as opposed to legge.

If we inquire after the cause of this duplication of terms

we iind it in the double aspect of the complete juridical con-

ception of law. Law arises from the union of justice and

force, of right and might. It is justice recognised and estab-

lished by authority. It is right realised through power.

Since, therefore, it has two sides and aspects, it may be looked

at from two different points of view, and we may expect to

find, as we find in fact, that It acquires two different names. Jtis

is law looked at from the point of view of rlgnt and justice ;

lex is law looked at from the point of view of authority and

force. Jus is the rule of right which becomes law by its

authoritative establishment ; lex is the authority by virtue of

(vhich the rule of right becomes law. Law is jus in respect

of its contents, namely the rule of right ; it is lex in respect

of its source, namely its recognition land enforcement by the

state. We see, then, how it is that so many words for law

mean justice also ; since justice is the content or subject-

matter of law, and from this subject-matter law derives its

title. We understand also how it Is that so miany words for

law do not also mean justice ; law has another side and

aspect from which it appears, not as justice realised and

established, but as the instrument through which its realisa-

tion and establishment are e&'ected.

A priori we imay presume that in the case of those terms

which possess a double application, both ethical and legal,

the ethical is historically prior, and the legal later and deri-

vative. AVe may assume that justice comes to mean law, not

that law comes to mean justice. This is the logical order,

and is presumably the historical order also. As a matter of

fact this presumption is, as we shall see, correct in the cas&

of all modern terms possessing the double signification. In

the case of recM, droit, diritto, equity, the ethical sense is

undoubtedly primary, and the legal secondary. In resnect of

the corresponding Greek and Latin terms {jus, rh SiKaiov) tlie
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data "would seem insufficient for any confident conclusion.

The reverse order of development is perfectly possiWe ; there

is no reason why lawful should not come to mean in a secon-

dary sense rightful, though a transition in the opposite direc-

tion is more common and more natural. The significant fact

is the union of the two meanings in the same word, not the

order of development.

A second distinction between jus and leai is that the former
is usually abstract, the second concreted The English term law
indeed combines both these uses in itself. In its abstract ap-

plication we Speak of the law of England, criminal law,

courts of law. In its concrete sense, we say that Parlia-

ment has enacted or repealed a law. In foreign languages,

on the other hand, this union of the two significations Is

unusual. Jus, droit, reeht mean law in the abstract, not in

the concrete. Lex, lot, gesetz signify, at least primarily and

normally, a legal enactment, or a rule established by way of

enactment, not law in the abstract. This, however, is not in-

yariably the case. Lex, loi, and some other terms belonging to

the same group have undoubtedly acquired a secondary and

abstract signification in addition to their primary and concrete

one. In medieval usage the law of the land is lex terrae, and

the law of England is lex et consuetudo Angliae. So in modern

French loi is often merely an equivalent for droit. We cannot

therefore regard the second distinction between /».<t and lex

as essential. It is closely connected with the first, but,

though natural and normal, it is not invariable. The charac-

teristic difference between English and foreign usage is not

that our law combines the abstract and concrete significations

(for so also do certain Continental terms), but that the English

language contains no generic term which combines ethical and

legal meanings as do jus, droit, and recUt.

RECHT, DROIT, DIRITTO.—These three terms are all close-

ly connected with each other and with the English riglit. The

French and Italian words are derivatives of the Latin directus

and rectus, these being cogoate with reoM and right. We may
pretty confidently assume the following order of development

among the various ideas represented by this group of ex-

pressions :—

1. The original meaning was in all probability pJiysical

1. See p. 11 supra.
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straighiness. This use is still retained in our rigJit angle and

direct. The root is RAG, to stretch or straighten. The group

of connected terras ruler, reco, rajah, regulate, and others,

would seem to be independently derived from the same root,

but not to be in the same line of development as right and

its synonyms. The ruler or regulator is he who keeps things

straight or keeps order, not he who establishes the right. Nor

is the right that which is established by a ruler.

2. In a second and derivative sense the terms are used meta-

phorically to indicate moral approval—ethical rightness, not

physical. Moral disapproval is similarly expressed by the

metaphorical expressions wrong and tort, that is to say, crooked

or twisted. These are metaphors that still commend them-

selves, for the honest iman is still the straight and upright man,

and the ways of wickedness are still crooked. In this senee,

therefore, reclit, droit, and diritto signify justice and right.

3. The first application being physical and the second ethi-

cal, the third is juridical. The transition from the second to

the third is easy. Law is justice as recognised and protected

by the state. The rules of law are the rules of right, as

authoritatively established and enforced by tribunals appointed

to that end. What more natural, therefore, than for the ethical

terms to acquire derivatively a juridical application ? At this

point, however, our modern English right has parted company

with its Continental relatives. It has remained physical and

ethical, being excluded from the juridical sphere by the su-

perior convenience of the English law.

4. The fourth and last use of the terms we are considering

may be regarded as a derivative of both the second and

third. It is that in which we speak of rights, namely, claims,

powers, or other advantages conferred or recognised by the

rule of right or the rule of law. That a debtor should pay

his debt to his creditor is not merely right, it is the right of

the creditor. Right is Ms right for whose benefit it exists.

So, also, wrong is the wrong of him who is Injured by it.

The Germans distinguish this use of the term by the expression

subjectives Recht (right as vested in a subject) as opposed to

objectives Recht, namely, the rule of justice or of law as it

exists objectively. The English right 'has been extended to

cover legal as well as ethical claims, thougb it has, as we have
Been, been confined to ethical rules.
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A. S. RIHT.—It is worthy of notice tliat the Anglo-Saxon

riht, the progenitor of our modem riglit, possessed like its

Continentai relatives the legal, in addition to the ethical mean-

ing. The common law is folc-riht." The divine law is godes

riht.' A plaintiff claims property as ' his by folc-rnu,'* even as

a Roman would have claimed it as being dominus ex jure

Quiritium. The usage, however, did not prosper. It had to

face the formidable and ultimately successful rivalry of the

English (originally Danish) law, and even Norman-French, on

its introduction into England, fell under the same influence.

For a time, indeed, in the earlier books we find both droit

and ley as competing synonyms," but the issue was never

doubtful. The archaism of ' common right ' as a synonym for

' common law ' is the sole relic left in England of a usage

universal in Continental languages.

EQUITY.—The English term equity has pursued the same
course of development as the German reclit and the French

droit.

1. Its primitive meaning, if we trace the word back to its

Liatin source, aequum, is physical equality or evenness, just as

physical straightness is the earliest imeaning of right and its

.analogues.

2. Its secondary sense is ethical. Just as Tightness is

straightness, so equity is equality. In each case there is an

easy and obvious metaphorical transition from the physical to

the moral idea. Equity therefore is justice.

3. In a third and later stage of its development the word

takes on a juridical significance. It comes to mean a parti-

cular portion of the civil law—that part, namely, which was

developed by and administered in the Court of Chancery. Like

recht and droit it passed from the sense of justice in itself to

that of the rules in accordance with which Justice is adminis-

tered.

4. Fourthly and lastly we have to notice a legal and technical

use of the term equity, as meaning any claim or advantage

recognised or conferred by a rule of equity, just as a right

signifies any claim or advantage derived from a rule of right.

2. Thorpe, Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, i. 159. Laws of King

Edward, pr.

3. Ibid. i. 171. Laws of Edward and Guthrum, 6.

4. Ibid. i. 181. Oaths, 3.

5. See e. g. Mirror of Justices (Selden Society's Publications, vol. vii.), passim.
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An equity is an equitable, as opposed to a legal right. * Wlien--

the equities are equal,' so runis the maxim of CbaMcery, ' the

law preTails.' So a debt is assignable ' subject to equities.'

JUS.^We have to distinguish in the case of jus the same
three uses that have already been noticed in the case of recht.

droit, and equity.

1. Eight or Justice. ' Id quod semper aequum ac bonum est

jus dicitur, says Paulus." From jus in this sense are derived

justitia and justmn.

2. Law. This is the most usual application of the term,

the juridical sense having a much greater predominance over

the ethical in the case of jus, than in that of its modem repre-

sentatives recM and droit. Jus, in its ethical signification, Is

distinguished as jus naturale, and in its legal sense as jus

civile. It is often contrasted with fas, the one being human,

and the other divine law. Jus, however, is also used in a

wider sense to include both of these

—

jus diiilnum et fiumanum.

3. A right, (moral or legal : jus suum cuique trihuere.''

The origin and primary signification of jus seem uncertain.

It is generally agreed, however, that the old derivation from

jussum and juhere is not merely incorrect, but an actual reversal

of the true order of terms and ideas. Jussum is a derivative of

jus. Jiibere is, in its proper and original sense, to declare, hold,

or establish anything as jus. It was the recognised expression

for the legislative action of the Roman people. Legem jubere Is

to give to a statute (lex) the force of law (jus). Only in a

secondary and derivative sense is juhere equivalent to imperare.'

The most probable opinion is that jus is derived from the

Aryan root YU, to join together (a root which appears also in

jugum, jungo, and in the English yolce), land that jus in its

original sense means that which is fitting, applicable, or suit-

able. If this is so, there is a striking correspondence between

tlie histoi-y of the Latin term and thait of 'the modern words

already considered by us. The primary sense in all cases

is physical, the ethical sense is a. metaphorical derivative of

6. D. 1. 1. 11.

7. Jtis is also used in various other derivative senses of lesser importance: e.g.

a law court (in jus vocare), legal or rightful power or authoiity (sui juris esse :

jus et imperium), legal decision, judgment (jura dicere). See Nettleship, Contri-

butions to Latin Lexicography, sub voc. Jus.

8. See Mommsen, Staatsrechfc, French translation by Girard, Manuel des Anti-

quit^s Romaines, vol. 6, part i. p. 353.
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-this, and the legal application comes latest. The transition

from the physical to the ethical sense in the ease of the English

fit and fitting is instructive in this connexion."

AtK?;. TO StKaioi/,—The Greek term which most nearly cor-

responds to the Latin jus is 6ik?j. These words cannot, however,
be regarded as synonymous. The juridical use of jus is much
more direct and predominant than the corresponding use of

Si'kt;. Indeed, we may say of the Greek term that it possesses

juridical implications, rather than applications. Its chief

uses are the foUowing, the connexion between them being

obvious : (1) custom, usage, way, (2) right, justice, (3) law,

or at least legal right, (4) judgment, (5) a lawsuit, (6) a penalty,

(7) a court of law. The primaxy sense is said to be that first

mentioned, viz. custom. The transition is easy from the idea

of the customary to that of the right, and from the Idea

of the right to that of the lawful. In the case of the Latin

mos we may trace an imperfect and tentative development in

the same direction."' Professor Clark, on the other hand, pre-

fers to regard judgment as the earliest meaning of St/cij, the

other ethical and legal applications being derivatives from this,

and -SiK?; in the sense of custom being an independent forma-

tion from the original root.' Such an order of development

seems difficult and unnatural. Analogy and the connexion of

ideas seem to render more probable the order previously sug-

gested, viz. custom, right, law, and finally the remaining legal

uses.^

Oe/xii. Qi/jLLaTis.—As Sikij corresponds to jus, so Se/tis appa-

rently corresponds to fas. While fas, however, preserved its

9. See Clark, Practical Jurispnidence, p. 18. We owe to Professor Clark a very

careful and scliolarly investigation of the whole subject-matter of this Inquiry.

See also Skeat's Etymological English Dictionary, sub voc. just ; also Schmidt in

Mommsen's Staatsrecht (Manuel des Antiquit(«s Romaines, vol. 6, part i. p. 352,

note 4.)

10. NettlesUp, Contributions to Latin Lexicography, sub voc. Mos.

1. Practical Jurisprudence, p. 51,

2. Dike is said to be derived from DtK, to show, point out, make known, this

being itself a form of da, to know ; hence, practical knowledge, skill, the waj/ a

tUno is done, custom. This suggestion might be considered ingenious, rather

than convincing, were it not for the singular fact that the Teutonic languages

exhibit a precisely similar process of thought. The English substantive wise

means way or manner, and is yet the same word as wise, the adjective, and is

derived from the root WID, to know. So also with the German U'eise (way), weisen

(to point out, direct), weise (wise). See Curtius, Urundziige dor Griechischen Bty-

mologie, sub voc. dike. Skeat, sub voc. Wise, and list of Aryan Boots, 146 and

-372.
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original signification as that which is right by divine orflinaiice,.

and never acquired any secondary legal applications or Impli-

cations, the Greek term proved more flexible, and consequently

has to be reckoned with in the present connexion. The matter

is one of very considerable difficulty, and no certain conclusions,

seem possible, but the following order of development would

seem to commend itself as the most probable :

—

1. Ge/iis, divine ordinance, the will of the gods. The term

is derived from the Aryan root DHA, to set, place, appoint, or

establish, which appears also in 6ecrfi6<i a statute or ordinance."

This latter term, however, included liuman enactments, while

^e/its was never so used. The Greek term is cognate with

thesis and theme, and with our English doom, a word whose •

early legal uses we shall consider later.

2. Qef/.cs, right. The transition is easy from that which is

decreed and willed by the gods to that which it is right for

mortal men to do.

3. 0e/it<TT£s, the rules of right, whether moral or legal, so far

as any such distinction was recognised in that early stage

of thought to which these linguistic usages belong.

4. Qe/j-ia-TC';, judgiments, judicial declarations of the rules of

right and law.*

LEX.^So far we have dealt solely with those words which

belong to the class of jus, namely, those which possess a double

signification, ethical and legal. We proceed now to the consi-

deration of the second class, represented by lex. And first of

lex itself. The following are its various uses given in what is

probably the historical order of their establishment.

1. Proposals, terms, conditions, otters made by one party

and accepted by another.^ Thus, ea lege ut," on condition that

;

dicta tibi est lex," you knew the conditions ; Ms legibus," on these

conditions. So leges pacis" are the terms and conditions of

peace : pax data PMUppo in has leges est." Similarly in law,

leges locationis are the terms or conditions agreed upon be-

tween lender and borrower. So we have the legal expressions

lex mancipii, lex commissoria, and others.

3. Skeat, Aryan Roots, 162.

4. On the whole matter see Maine, Ancient Law, ch. 1; Clark, Practical

Jurisprudence, p. 42; Liddell and Scott, sub voc. tliemis.

5. Mommsen, Staatsrecht (Manuel des Antiquit^s Romaines, vol. 6, part i. p.

351). Nettleship, sub voc. Lex.

6. Cited by Nettleship, sub voc. Lex.
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2. A statute enacted by tlie populus Romanus in ttie comitia

centuriata on the proposal of a magistrate. This would seem
to be a specialized application of lex in the flrist-mentioned

sense. Such a statute is conceived rather as an agreement than

as a command. It is a proposal made by the consuls and ac-

cepted by the Roman people. It is therefore lex, even as a

proposal of peace made and accepted between victor and van-

quished is leso. ' Lex,' isays Justinian, ' est quod populus Ro-

manus senatorio magistratu interrogante, veluti oonsule, con-

stituebat."

3. Any statute howsoever made—whether by way of authori-

tative imposition, or by way of agreement with a self-govern-

ing people.

4. Any rule of action imposed or observed, e. g. lex loquendi,

lex sermonis. This is simply an analogical extension similar to

that which is familiar in respect of the corresponding terms in

modern languages, law, lot, gesetm.

5. Law in the abstract sense. Lex, so used, cannot toe re-

garded as classical Latin, although in certain instances, as in

Cicero's references to lex naturae, we find what seems a very

close approximation to it. In medieval Latin, however, the

abstract signification is quite common, as in the phrases lex

Romana, lex terrae, lex communis, lex et consuetuio." Lex has

become equivalent to jus in its legal applications. This use Is

still retained in certain technical expressions of private inter-

national law, such as lex fori, lex domicilii, and others.

It is possible that we have here an explanation of the very

curious fact that so celebrated and important a word as jus

failed to maintain Itself in the Romance languages. Of the

two terms jus and lex, bequeathed to later times by the Latin

language, one was accepted (loi = lex) and the other rejected

and supplanted by a modern substitute (droit, diritto). Why
wa.fi this ? May it not have been owing to that post-classical

use of lex in the abstract sense, whereby It became synony-

mous and co-extensive with jus ? If lex Romana was jus

civile, why should the growing languages of modern Europe

cumber themselves with both terms ? The survivor of the

two rivals was lex. At a later stage the natural evolution of

7. Jusf.. Inst. i. 2. 4.

8. See Ducange, sub voo. Lex.
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ttiouglit and speech conferred juridical uses on the ethica] terms

droit and diritto and tlie ancient duality of legal nomenclature

was restored.

6. Judgment. This, like the last and like the three following

uses, is a medieval addition to the meanings of lex. We have

already seen the transition from law to judgment in the case

of jus, SIktj, and Oefm. Legem facere is to ohey or fulfil the

requirements of a judgment. Legem vadiare, the English wager

of law, is to give security for such obedience and fulfilment.'

7. The penalty, proof, or other matter imposed or required by

a judgment : lex ignea, the ordeal of fire ; lex duelli, trial l)y

batfle-i"

8. Legal rights, regarded collectively as constituting a man's

legal standing or status. Legem amittere (in Rnglish to lose

one's law) was in early English law an event analogous to the

capitis deminutio and infamia of the Romans. It was a loss of

legal status, a partial deprivation of legal rights and capacities.^

Nd/ios.—As 0LK1J corresponds to jus and 6e//ts to fas, so

vo/jLos Is the Greek equivalent of lex. We have to distinguish

two uses of the teem, one earlier and general, the other later

and specialized.

1. 'No/j.os is used in a very wide sense to include any

human institution, anything established or received among

men, whether by way of custom, opinion, convention, law or

otherwise. It was contrasted, at least in the language of the

philosophers, with <f>v(Tis or nature. That which is natural is to

<f)va-iK6v ; that which is artificial, owing its origin to the art and

invention oif mankind, is rh vo/xikov. It is often said that the

earliest meaning of vd/tos is custom. The original conception,

however, seems to include not merely that which is estab-

lished by long usage, but that which is established, re-

ceived, ordained, or appointed in whatever fashion. Ndjuos

is institutum, rather than consnetudo.

2. Nd/xos in a later, secondary, and specialized application,

means a statute, ordinance, or law. So prominent among human
institutions are tlie laws by which men are governed, so greatly

with increasing political develoijment do the sphere and in-

fluence of legislation extend themselves, that the vdyuot became

9. Ducange, sub voc Lex
10 Ibid.

1. Ibid.
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in a special and pre-eminent sense the laws of the state.

Ndjuos was a word unknown to Homer, but it became in later

times the leading Juridical term of (the Greek language. The

Greeks spoke and wrote of the laws (voytiot), while the Komans,

perhaps with a truer legal insight, concerned themselves with

the law (jus). When, like Cicero, they Write de legihus, it Is

in imitation of Greeli usage.

L/AW.—Law is by no means the earliest legal term acquired

by the English language. Curiously enough, Indeed, it would

seem not even to be indigenous, but to be one of those additions

to Anglo-Saxon speech which are due to the Danish invasions

and settlements. Of the earlier terms the eommones.t, and the

most significant for our present purpose, is dom, the ancestor

of our modem doom.' A dom or doom is elttier (1) a law,

ordinance, or statute, or (2) a judgment. It does not seem

possible to attribute with any confidence historical priority to

either of these senses. In modem English the idea of Judg-

ment has completely prevailed over and excluded that of ordi-

nance, but we find no such predominance of either meaning In

Anglo-iSaxon usage. The word has its source in the Aryan root

DHA, to place, set, establish, appoint, and it is therefore equally

applicable to the decree of the judge and to that of the law-

giver. In the laws of King Alfred we find the term in both

its senses. ' These are the dooms which Almighty God him-

self spake unto Moses and commanded him to keep." ' Judge

then not one doom to the rich and another to the poor.'* In

the following passage of the laws of Edgar the laws of

the Danes are plainly equivalent to the dooms of the Eng-

11^ :
' I will that secular right stand among the Danes

with as good laws as they best may choose. But with the

English let that stand which I and my Witan have added to the

dooms of my forefathers.'^

Doom is plainly cognate to ^€/its. The religious implication,

however, which, in the Greek term, is general and essential, is,

in the English term, special and accidental. In modem English

doom is, like ^e/its, the will, decree and judgment of Heaven—

2. See Murray's New English Dictionary, sub voc. Doom.

3. Thorpe, Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, vol. i. p. 65. Laws of

King Alfred, sec. 49.

4. Ibid, sec. 43.

6. Ibid. vol. i. p. 273. Laws of King Edgar, Supplement, sec. 2.

PP
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fate or desitiny ; but the Anglo-Saxon dom included the ordi-

nances and judgments of mortal men, no less than those of

the gods. Geftts, therefore, acquired the sense of human law

only derivatively througlh the sense of right, and so belongs to

the class of jus, not of lex ; while doom, like decrfios, acquired

juridical applications directly, and so stands besides lex and

VOjUOS.

Dom, together with all the other Anglo-Saxon legal terms,

including, istrangely enough, right itself, was rapidly superseded

by lagu, which is the modem law. The new term makes

its appearance in the tenth century, and the passage cited

above from the Laws of King Edgar is one of the earliest

instances of its use. Lagu and law are derived from the root

LAGH, to lay, settle, or place. Law is that which is laid down.

There is considerable conflict of opinion as to whether it is

Identical in origin with the Latin lex (leg-). Schmidt and others

decide in the affirmative," and the probabilities of the case seem

to favour this opinion. The resemblance between law and

lex seems too close to be accidental. If this is so, the origin of

lex is to be found in the Latin lego, not in its later sense of

reading, but in its original sense of laying down or setting

(as in the derivative lectus), which is also the primary signi-

fication of the Greek Xeyo), the German legen. and the English

lay.'' If this is so, then law and lex are alike that which is

laid down, just as Gesetz is that which is set (setzen']. This

interpretation is quite consistent with the original possession

by lex of a wider meaning that statute, as already explained.

We still speak of laying down terms, conditions, and proposi-

tions, no less than of laying down commands, rules, and laws.

Lex, however, is otherwise and variously derived from or con-

nected with, ligare, to bind," legere, to read," and Xiyeiv to say or

speak."

It is true indeed ithat by several good authorities it is held

that the original meaning of lagu and law is that which lies,

not that which has been laid or settled—that which is custom-

6. Mommsen, Staatsrecht (Manuel des AntiquiWs Romaines, vol. 6. pt. i. p.
361. n.).

7. See Smith's Latin Dictionary, sub voc. lego.

8. Nettleship, sub voc. Lex.

9. Clark, p. 31.

10. Muirhead, Historical Introduction to the Private Law of Rome, p. 19.
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ary, not that which is established by authority." The root

LAGH, however, must contain both the transitive and intransi-

tive senses, and I do not know what evidence there Is for the

exclusion of the former from the significajtion of the derivative

law. Moreover, there seems no ground for attributing to lagu

the meaning of custom. It seems from the first to have meant

the product of authority, not rthait of use and wont. It la

slatutum, not consuetudo. As soon as we meet with It, it is

equivalent to dom. The analogy also of lex, gesetz, dom, 6i(Tiws,

and other similar terms is in favour of the interpretation here

preferred.

11. Skeat, sub voo. Law; Clark, p. 68.

PP 1
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THE THEORY OF SOVEREIGNTY.

In discussing the theory of the state, we noticed the dis-

tiuction between sovereign and subordinate power/ The

former is that which, within its own sphere, is absolute and

uncontrolled, while the latter is that which is subject to the

control of some power superior and external to itself. We have

now to consider in relation to this distinction a celebrated doc-

trine which we may term Hobbeis's theory of sovereignty. It

was not, indeed, originated by the English philosopher, but is

due rather to the celebrated French publicist Bodin, from

whom it first received definite recognition as a central ele-

ment of political doctrine. In the writings of Hobbes, how-

ever, it assumes greater prominence and receives more vig-

orous and clear-cut expression, and it is to his advocacy and

to that of his modern followers that its reception in England

must be chiefly attributed.

The theory in question may be reduced to three fundamental

propositions :—

1. That sovereign power is essential in every state ;

2. That sovereign power is Indivisible ;

3. That sovereign power is unlimited and illimitable.

The first of these propositions must be accepted as correct,

but the second and third would seem to have no solid founda-

tion. The matter, however, is one of very considerable ob-

scurity and complexity, and demands careful consideration.

1. Sovereignty Essential. It seems clear that every political

society involves the presence of supreme power. For other-

wise all power would be subordinate, and this supposition

involves the absurdity of a series of superiors and luferiors ad

infinitum. Yet although this is so, there is nothing to prevent

the sovereignty which is thus essential from being wholly or

partly external to the state. It is, Indeed, only in the case of

those states which are both independent and fully sovereign'

1. Supra, p. 206.

2. Supra, pp. 207—212.
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that the sovereignty is wholly internal, no part of it being

held or exercised ab extra by any other authority. When a

state is dependent, that is to say, merely a separately organised

portion of a larger body politic, the sovereign power is vested

wholly or In part in the larger unity, and not in the depen-

dency itself. Similarly when a state, though Independent, is

only semi-sovereign, its autonomy is impaired through the ik)s-

session and exercise of a partial sovereignty by the superior

state. In all cases, therefore, sovereign power is necessarily

present somewhere, but it is not in all cases to be found in

its entirety within the borders of the state itself.

2. Indivisible Sovereignty. Every state, it is said, necessarily

Involves not merely sovereignty, but a sovereign, that is to say,

one person or one body of persons in whom the toitality of

sovereign power Is vested. Such power, it is said, cannot be

shared between two or more persons. It is not denied that the

single supreme body may be composite, as the English parlia-

ment is. But it is alleged that whenever (there are in this

way two or more bodies of persons in whom sovereign power

is vested, they necessarily possess it as joint tenants of the

whole, and cannot possess it as tenants in severalty of different

parts. The whole sovereignty may be in A, or the whole of

it in b; or the whole of it in A and B jointly, but it is impossible

that pai't of it should be in A and the residue in B.

We may test this doctrine by applying it to the British

constitution. We shall find that this constitution in no way con-

forms to the principles of Hobbes on this point, but is on the

conitrary a clear instance of divided sovereignty. The legislative

sovereignty resides in the Crown and the two Houseis of Par-

liament, but the executive sovereignty resides in the Crown

by itself, the Houses of Parliament having no share in it.

It will be undersitood that we are here dealing exclusively with

the law or legal theory of ithe constitution. The practice is

doubtless different ; for in practice the House of Common*

has obtained eompleite control over the executive government.

In practice the ministers are the servants of the legislature

and responsible to it. In law they are the servanits of the

Crown, through whom the Crown exercises that sovereign

executive power which is vested in it by law, independently of

the legislature altogetiher.
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In law, then, the executive power of the drown is sove-

reign, being absolute and uncontrolled within its own sphere.

This sphere is not indeed unlimited. There are many things

which the Crown eannoit do ; it cannot pass laws or impose

taxes. But whart it can do it does with siovereign power. By
no other authority in the state can its powers be limited, or

the exercise of them controlled, or the operation of them an-

nulled. It may be objected by the advocates of the theory in

question that the executive is under the control of the legls-

ture, and lihat the sum-total of sovereign power is therefore

vested in ithe latter, and is not divided between it and the

executive. The reply is that the Crown is not merely itself

a part of the iegislaiture, but a part without whose consent

the legislature oaanoit exercise any fragment of its own power.

No law passed by the two Houses of Parliament is operative

unless the Crown consents to it How, then, can the legis-

lature control the executive ? Can a man be subject to him-

self ? A power over a person, which cannot be exercised with-

out that person's consent, is no power over him at all. A
person is subordinate to a body of which he is himself a

member, only if that body has power to aot notwithstanding

his dissent. A dissenting minority, for example, may be sub-

ordinate to the whole assembly. But this is not the position

of the Crown.

The English constitution, therefore, recognises a sovereign

executive, no less than a sovereign legisjlature. Each is supreme
within its own sphere ; and the two authorities are kept from

conflict by the fact that !the executive is one member of the

composite legislature. The supreme legislative power is pos-

sessed jointly by the Crown and the two Houses of Parlia-

ment, but the supreme executive power is held in severalty by
the Crown. When there is no Parliament, that is to say, in the

interval between the dissolution of one Parliament and the

election of another, the supreme legislative power is non-exis-

tent, but the supreme executive power i® retained unimpaired

by the Crown.^

This is not all, however, for the British constitution has pro-

vided a supreme judicature, as well as a supreme legislature

1. As to the severance of legislative and execufcive sovereignty in tlie British
constitution, see Anson, liaw and Custom oj the Constitution, Part I. pp. 39—
41. 3rd edition.
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and executive. The House of Lords in its judicial capacity as a

court of final appeal is sovereign. Its judgments are subject to

no further appeal, and its acts are subject to no control. What
it declares for lavi' no other authority known to the consti-

tution can dispute. Without its own consent its judicial powers

cannot be impaired or controlled, nor can their operation be

annulled. The consent of this sovereign judicature is no less

essential to legislation, than is the consent of the sovereign

executive. The House of Lords, therefore, holds in severalty

the supreme judicial power, while it (Shares the supreme legis-

lative power with the Crown and the House of Commons.

3. inimitable Sovereignty. Sovereign power is declared by

the theory in question to be not merely essential and indivi-

sible, but also Illimitable. Not only is it uncontrolled within its

own province, but that province Is infinite in extent. " It

appeareth plainly to my understanding," says Hobbes,' " both

from reason and Scripture, that the sovereign power, whether

placed in one man, as in monarchy, or In one assembly of men,

as in popular and aristrocatical commonweaMhs, is as great

as possibly men can be imagined to make it And

whosoever, thinking sovereign power too great, will seek to

make it less, must subject himself to the power that can limit

it ; that is to say, to a greater." iSo Austin :' " It follows

from the essential difference of a positive law and from the

nature of sovereignty and independent political society, that

the power of a monarch properly so called, or the power of a

sovereign number in its collegiate and sovereign capacity, is

incapable of legal aimitation. . . . Supreme power limited

by positive law is a flat contradiction in terms."

This argument confounds the limitation of power with the

subordination of it. That sovereignty cannot within Its own

sphere be subject to any control is self-evident, for it follows

from the very definition of this species of power. But that

this sphere is necessarily universal is a totally different pro-

position, and one which cannot be supported. It does not fol-

low that if a man is free from the constraint of any one

stronger than himself, his physical power is therefore infinite.

In considering this matter we must diistinguisfh between

1. Leviathan, Ch. 20. Bng. Works, III. 194.

2. I. 263.
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power in fact and power In law. For here as elsewliere that

which is true in law may not be true in fact, and vice versa. A
de facto limitation of sovei'eign power may not be also a

de jure limitation of it, and conversely the legal tiheory of the

constitution may recognise limitations which are non-existent

in fact.

That sovereign power may be, and indeed necessarily is,

limited de facto is suiEciently clear. Great as is the power of

the government of a modern and civilised state, there are

many things which it not merely ought not to do, but canno^t

do. They are in the strictesit sense of the terms beyond Its

de facto competence. For the power of a sovereign depends

on and is measured by two things : first the physical force

which he has at his command, and which is the essential instru-

ment of his government ; and second, the disposition of the

members of the body politic to submit to the exercise of this

force against themselves. Neither of these two things is un-

limited in extent, therefore the de facto sovereignty which is

based upon them is not unlimited either. This is clearly recog-

nised by Bentham.' " In this mode of limitation," he says,

" I see not what there is that need surprise us. By what is it

that any degree of power (meaning political power) is estab-

lished ? It is neither more or less . . . than a habit of and

disposition to obedience. . . . This disposition it is as

easy, or I am much mistaken, to conceive as being absent

with regard to one sort of acts, as present with regard to

another. For a body, then, which is in other respects supreme,

to be conceived as being with respect to a certain sort of acts

limited, all that is necessary is that this sort of acts be In its

description distinguishable from every oitlier. . . . These

bounds the supreme body in question has marked out to Its

authority : of such a demarcation, then, what is the effect ?

Either none at all, or this : that the disposition to obedience

confines itself within these bounds. Beyond them the disposi-

tion is stopped from extending ; beyond them the subject is

no moire prepared to obey the governing body of hisi own staite,

than thajt of any other. What difficidty, I say, there should be

in conceiving a state of things to subsist, in which the supreme

authority is thus limited,—-what greater difficulty In conceiving

1. Fragment on Government, Ch. 4. sees. 35. 36.
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it with this limitation, than without any, I cannot see. The
two states are, I must confess, to me alike conceivable : wihether

alike expedient, alike conduciTe ito the happiness of the people,

is another question."

The follower of Hobbes may admit the de facto, but deny
the de jure limitation of sovereign power. He may contend

that even If there are many things which the sovereign has no
power to do in fact, there is and can be nothing whatever
which he has no power to do in law. The law, he may say, can

recognise no limitations in that sovereign power from which
it itself proceeds.

In reply to this it is to be observed that the law is merely

the (theory of things as received and operative within courts of

justice. It is the reflection and image of tihe outer world,

seen and accepted as authentic by the tribunals of the state.

This being so, whatever is possible in fact is possible in law,

and more also. Whatsoever limitations of sovereign power

may exist in fact may be reflected in and recognised by the

law. To allow that de facto limitations are possible is to

allow the possibility of 'corresponding limitations de jure.

If the courts of justice habitually act upon the principle that

certain functions or forms of activity do not, according to the

constitution, pertain to any organ In the body politic, and there-

fore lie outside ithe scope of sovereign power as recognised by

the constitution, then that principle is by virtue of Its judicial

application a true principle of law, and sovereign power Is

limited in law no less than in fact.

The contrary view is based on that unduly narrow view of

the nature of law which identifies it with the command of the

sovereign issued to his subjects. In this view, law and legal

obligation are co-extensive, and the legal limitation of supreme

power appears to involve the subjection of the possessor of

it to legal obligations in respect to the exercise of it. This,

of course, conflicts with the very definition of sovereign power,

and is clearly impossible.' That sovereign power may be

legally controlled within its own province is a self-contra-

dictory proposition ; that its province may have legally ap-

pointed bounds is a disitinct and valid principle.

1. We have already seen that the state may and does owe legal duties to its

subjects, but that these duties are necessarily Imperfect and unenforceable.

Supra pp. 242—245.
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There is one applioation of the doctrine of illimitable sove-

reignty which Is of sufficient importance and interest to deserve

special notice. Among the chief functions of sovereign power Is

legislation. It follows from the theory in quesition, that in every

political society there necessarily exists some single authority

possessed of unlimited legislative power. This power is, indeed,

alleged to be the Infallible test of sovereignty. In seeking for

that sovereign who, according to the doctrine of Hobbes, is

to be found somewhere in every body politic, aU that Is

necessary is to discover the person who possesses the power

of making and repealing all laws without exception. He and

he alone is the sovereign of the state, for he necessarily has

power over all, and in all, and is subject to none.

As to this it is to be observed, that the extent of legislative

power depends on and is measured by tlhe recognition aiccorded

to it by the tribunals of the state. Any enactment which the

law-courts decline to recognise and apply is by that very fact

not law, and lies beyond the legal competence of the body whose

enactment it is. And this is so, whether the enactment pro-

ceeds from a borough council or from the supreme legislature.

As the law of England actually stands, there are no legal limita-

tions on the legislative power of the Imperial PSirliament. No
statute passed by it can be rejected as ultra vires by any

<x)urt of law. Tihis legal rule of legislative omnipotence may
be wise or it may not ; but it is difficult to see by what pro-

cess of reasoning the jurist can demonstrate that it is theoreti-

cally necessary.

At no very remote period it was considered to be the law of

England, that a statute made by Parliament was void if con-

trary to reason and the law of God.^ The rule has now been

abandoned by the courts, but it seems sufficiently obvious that

its recognition involves no theoretical absurdity or impossi-

bility, however inexpedient it may be. Yet it clearly involves

the limitation of the power of the legislature by a rule of law.

To take another example, the most striking illustration of the

legislative omnipotence of the English Parliament is its admit-

ted power of extending tbe term for which an exlstuig House of

Commons has been elected. Delegates appointed by the people

for a fixed time have the legal power of extending the period

1. For authorities, see p. 141. note 2. supra.
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of their own delegated authority. It is difficult to see any

theoretical objection to a rule of the opposite import Why
should not the courts of law recognise and apply the principle

*hat an existing parliament is sovereign only during the limited

time for which it was originally appointed, and is destitute of

any power of extending that time ? And in such a case would

uoit the authority of the supreme legislature be limited by a

jule of law ?

The exercise of legislative power is admittedly subject to

legal conditions ; why not, then, to legal limitations ? If the

iaw can regulate the manner of the exercise of legislative power,

why not also its matter ? As the law stands, Parliament may
repeal a statute in the same session and in the saime manner

in which it was passed. What, then, would be the effect of.

a

statute providing that no statute should be repealed save by an

absolute majority In both Houses ? Would it not create good

law, and so prevent either itself or any other statute from

being repealed save in manner so provided ? What if it is

provided further, that no statute shall be repealed until after

ten years from the date of its enactment ? Is such a statutory

provision void ? And if valid, will it not be applied by the

law courts, so that any attempt to repeal either it or any other

statute less than ten years old will be disregarded, as beyond

the competence of Parliament ? And if a statute can be made

unrepeaJable for ten years, how is it legally impossible that

it should be made unrepealable for ever ? Such a rule may be

very unwise, but by what argument are we to prove that it

involves a logical absurdity ?

In respect of its legislative omnipotence the English Parlia-

ment is almost unique in modem times. Most modern con-

stitutions- impose more or less stringent limitations upon the

powers of the legislature. In the United States of America

neither Congress nor any State Legislature possesses unre-

stricted powers. They cannot alter the constitutions by which

they have been established, and those constitutions expressly

withdraw certain matters from their jurisdiction. Where,

then, is the 'sovereignty vested ? The reply is that these con-

stitutions contain provisions for their alteration by some other

authority than the ordinary legislature, and that the missing

legislative power is therefore to be found in that body to which
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the right of altering the constitution has been thus entrusted^

In the United States the sovereignty is vested not in Congress,

t)ut In a majority of three fourths of the State Legislatures.

This composite body has absolute power to alter the constitu-

tion, and is therefore unbound by any of the provisions of it,

and is so possessed of unlimited legislative power.

Now, whenever the constitution has thus entrusted absolute

powers of amendment to some authority other than the ordi-

nary legislature, this is a perfectly valid reply. But what shiall

we say of a conistitution which, while it prohibits alteration

by the ordinary legislature, provides no other method of effect-

ing constitutional aimendments ? There is no logical impos-

sibility in such a constitution, yet it would be clearly unalter-

able in law. That it would be amended in defiance of the

law cannot be doubted, for a constitution which will not bend

will sooner or later break. But all questions as to civil and

supreme power are questions as to what is possible within,

not without, the limits of the constitution. If there is no

constitution which meets with due observance, there is no

body politic, and the theory of political government is deprived-:

of any subject-matter to which it can apply. The necessary

datum of all problems relating to sovereignty is the existence

and observance of a definite scheme of organised structure and

operation, and it is with this datum and pre-snpposltion that we
must discuss the question of the extent of legislative power.

Even where a constitution is not wholly, it may be partly

unchangeable in law. Certain portions of it may on their

original establishment be declared permanent and fundamental,

beyond the reach even of the autbority to which in other re-

spects the amendment of the constitution is entrusted. Article

V. of the Constitution of the United iStates of Aimerica provides

that no State shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the

Senate without its own consent. Having regard to this pro-

vision, what body is there in the United States which has-

vested in it unlimited legislative power ? The same Article

provides that certain portions of the Constitution shall be un-

alterable until the year 1808. What became of sovereign power

in the meantime ?'

1. As to the possibility of legal limitations of sovereign power, see Jellinek,,

Das Recht des modernen Staates, I. pp. 432-441 ; Pollock, Jurisprudence, pp^
258-261 ; Sidgwlck, Elements of Politics, pp. 23-29 ; 623-638.
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THE MAXIMS OF THE LAW.

Legal maxlims are the proverbs of the law. They have the-

same merits and defects as other proverbs, being brief and.

pithy statements of partial truths. They express general

principles without the necessary qualifications and exceptions^

and they are therefore much too absolute to be taken as

trustworthy guides to the law. Yet they are not without

their uses. False and misleading when literally read, these

established formulae provide useful mean® for the expression

of leading doctrines of the law in, a form whicb Is at tlie

same time brief and intelligible. Tiey constitute a species

of legal shorthand, useful to the lawyer, but dangerous to

anyone else ; for they can be read only in the light of expert

knowledge of that law of which ttiey are the elliptical ex-

pression.

The language of legal maxims is almost invariably Latin,

for they are commonly derived from the Civil law, either

literally or by adaptation, and most of those which are not

to be found in the Roman sources are the invention of medieval,

jurists. The following is a list of the more familiar and

important of them, together with brief comments and re-

ferences.

1. Actus don facit eeum nisi mens sit eea.

Leges Henrici Primi, V. 28. (Thorpe's Ancient Laws and

Institutes of England, I. 511.) Coke's Third Institute, f. 6.

The act alone does not make the doer of it guilty, unless it

is done with a guilty mind. Material without formal wrong-

doing is not a ground of liability.
,^
The presence either of

wrongful intent or of culpable negligence is a necessary con-

dition of responsibility. See pp. 397, 410, 454, above.

2. Adversus extraneos vitio.sa possessio prodesse solet.

D. 41. 2. 53.

Prior possession is a good title of ownership against all
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who cannot show a better. In the Civil law, however, from
which this maxim is derived, it has a more special application,

and relates to the conditions of possessory remedies. See

pp. 300, 528, above.

3. Apices juris non sunt juea.

10 Co. Eep. 126. Cf. D. 17. 1. 29. 4 ; Non oongruit de apicl-

bus juris disputare.

Legal principles must not be carried to their most extreme

consequences, regardless of equity and good sense. A prin-

ciple valid within certain limits becomes false when applied

beyond these Umits. The law must avoid the falsehood of

extremes. See pp. 30, 47, above.

4. Cessante ratione legis cessat lex ipsa.

In the application of this maxim we must distinguish be-

tween common and statute law.

(1) Common Law. A legal principle must be read in the

light of the reason for which it was established. It must not

be carried further than this reason warrants, and if the ratio

legis whoUy fails, the law will fail ailso.

(2) Statute Law. To statute law the maxim has only a

limited application, for such law depends upon the authority

of the litera legis. It is only when the letter of the law Is

imperfect, that recourse may be had to the reason of it as a

guide to its due interpretation. The maxim in question, there-

fore, is valid only as a rule of restrictive interpretation. The

complementary rule of extensive interpretation is, TJbl eadem

ratio Ibi idem jus. See Vangerow, I. sec. 25.

5. COGITATIONIS POENAM NEMO PATITUK.

D. 48. 19. 18.

The thoughts and intents of men are not punishable. The

law takes notice only of the overt and external act. In

exceptional cases, however, the opposite maxim is applic-

able : Voluntas reputatur pro facto—The law takes the will

for the deed. See p. 426, above.

6. Communis error facit jus.

Coke's Fourth Inst. f. 240. Cf. D. 33. 10. 3. 5 : Error jus

facit.
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A precedent, even tliougli erroneous, will make vaUd law,

if its authority has been so widely accepted and relied on that

its reversal has become inexpedient in the interests of justice.

See pp. 168, 169, above.

7. Cuius EST SOLUM EIUS EST USQUE AD COELUM.

Co. Litt. 4. a. 9 Co. Rep. 54. iSee p. 497, above.

8. De minimis non curat lex.

Cro. Eliz. 353. Cf. the medieval maxim of the Civilians :

Minima non curat praetor. Dernburg, Pandekten, I. § 140. n. 5.

The law takes no account of trifles. This is a maxim which

relates to the ideal, rather than to the actual law. Ttie

tendency to attribute undue importance to mere matters of

form—the failure to distinguish adequately between the ma-

terial and the Immaterial—is a characteristic defect of leg'al

systems. See p. 82, above.

9. Ex NUDO PACTO NON OEITaR ACTIO.

Cf. D. 2. 14. 7. 4 : Nuda pactio obligationem non parit.

C. 4. 65. 27 : Ex nudo pacto . . . actionem jure nostro

nasci non potuisse.

In English law this maxim expresses the necessity of a

legal consideration for the validity of a contract. NtidMm

pactum is pactum sine causa prom,ittendi. In the Civil law,

however, the maxim means, on the contrary, that an agree-

ment, to become binding, must fall within one of the recog-

nised classes of legally valid contracts. There was no general

principle that an agreement, as such, had the force of law.

See p. 387, above.

10. Ex TURPI CAUSA NON ORITUR ACTIO.

Cf. D. 47. 2. 12. 1 : Nemo de improbitate sua consequitur

actionem.

An agreement contrary to law or morals can give rise to

no right of action in any party to it, either for the enforcement
of it, or for the recovery of property parted with in pursuance
of it. Cf. the maxim : In pari delicto potior est conditio

defendentie. See p. 383, above.
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11. I<3N0EANTIA FACT! EXCUSAT, IGNOKANTIA JUKIS NOIJ
EXCUSAT.

Of, D. 22. 6. 9. pr. Re^la est juris qujflem ignorantiaiii

<iuique nocere, faeti vero ignorantiaim non nocere. See p.

458, al)ove,

12. IMPOSSIBILIUM NULLA OBLIGATIO EST.

D. 50. 17. 185.

Otherwise : Lex non cogit ad impossibilla. Impossibility

is an excuse for the non-performance of an obligation—

a

rule of very limited application, for he who cannot perform in

specie may at least pay in money the equivalent of perfoi-mance.

13. In jure non eemota oausa sijd proxima sphctatuk.

Bacon's Maxims of the Law, 1.

A man is not liable for all the consequences of his acts^

but only for those which are natural and probable—that is to

say, those which he foresaw or ought to have foreseen. See-

p. 479, above.

14. In pari causa potior est conditio possidentis.

Cf. D. 50. 17. 128. pr. : In pari causa possessor potior haberi

debet. Also D. 20. 1. 10. D. 6. 2. 9. 4.

Possession and ownershij)—fact and right—enjoyment andi

title—are presumed by the law to be coincident. Every map.
maj therefore keep what he has got, until and unless someone
else can prove that he himself has a better title to it. See

pp. 330, 528, above.

15. In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis.

Cf. D. 50. 17. 154 : Cum par delictum est duorum, semper-

oneratur petitor.

Identical in effect with the maxim : Ex turpi causa non

oritur actio.

16. Inter arma leges silent.

Cicero, Pro Milone, IV. 10.

This maxim has a double application : (1) As between the

state and its external enemies, the laws are absolutely silent.

No alien enemy has any claim to the protection of the laws
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or of the courts of justice. He is destitute of any legal stand-

ing before the law, and the government may do as it pleases

with him and his. (2) Even as regards the rights of subjects

and citizens, the law may be put to silence by necessity in

times of civil disturbance. (Necessitas non habet legem.

Extrajudicial force may lawfully supersede the ordinary pro-

ce.ss and course of law, whenever it is needed for the pro-

tection of the state and the public order against illegal violence.

See p. 188, above.

17. Invito beneficium non datue.

D. 50. 17. 69.

The law confers upon a man no rights or benefits which

he does not desire. Whoever waives, abandons, or disclaims

a right will lose it. See p. 376, above.

18. Juris peaecepta sunt haec : honeste vivere, alterum
NON laedere, suum cuique tribuere.

D. 1. 1. 10. 1. Just. Inst. 1. 1. 3.

" These are the precepts of tlie law : to live honestly,

to hurt no one, and to give to every man his own." Attempts

have been sometimes made to exhibit these three praecepta

juris as based on a logical division of the sphere of legal

obligation into three parts. Tlds, however, is not the ease.

They are simply different modes of expressing the same thing,

and each of them is wide enough to cover the whole field of

legal duty. The third of them, indeed, is simply a variant

of the received definition of justice itself : Justitia est con-

stans et perpetua voluntas jus suum cuique tribuendi. D. 1.

1. 10. pr. Just. Inst. 1. 1. 1.

19. Jus publicum peivatorum p.\ctis mutari non potest.

D. 2. 14. 38. Of. D. 50. 17. 45. 1.

By jus publicum is meant that portion of the law in which
the public interests are concerned, and wbich, therefore, is

of absolute authority and not liable to be superseded by con-

ventional law made by the agreement of private persons. Cf.

the maxim : Modus et conventio vincunt legem. See p. 384.

above.
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20. Modus et convkntio vincunt legem.
, ;

2 Co. Rep. 73.

The common law may in great measure be excluded by

conventional law. Agreement is a source of law between the

parties to it. See pp. 41, 377, above.

21. Necessitas non habet legem.

Cf. Bacon's Maxims of the Baw, 5 : Necessitas inducit privl-

legium. A recognition of the jus necessitatis. See p. 428,

above.

22. Neminem opoktet legibus esse sapientioeem.

Bacon, De Augmentis, Lib. 8. Aph. 58. Cf. Aristotle, Rhe-

,

toric, I. 15. 12.

It is not permitted to be wiser tlian the laws. In the

words of Hobbes (Leviathan, Ch. 29.), "the law is the public

conscience," and every citizen owes to it an undivided alle-

giance, not to be limited by any private views of justice or

expediency. See p. 28, above.

23. Nemo plus juris ad alium transferee potest, quam
IPSE haberet.

D: 50. 17. 54.

The title of an assignee can be no better than that of bils

assignor. €f. the maxim : Non dat qui non habet. See

p. 538, above.

24. Nemo tenetur se ipsum accusaee.

The law compels no man to be. his own accuser or to give

any testimony against himself—a principle now limited to the

criminal law. See p. 593, above.

25.. Non DAT qui non habet.

No man can give a better title than that which he himself

has. See p. 538, above.

'26. Non omne quod licet honbstum est.

D. 50. 17. 144. pr.

All things that are, lawful are not honourable. The law

is constrained by the necessary imperfections of its methods

QQ 1
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to confer many rights and allow many lilreriies whleh a just

and honourable man will not claim or exercise.

27. NULLUS VIDBTUR DOLO FAOBRE, QUI SUO JURE UTITCK.

D. 50. 17. 55.

A malicious or improper motiTe cannot make wrongful in

law an act which would be rightful apart from such a motive.

The rule, however, is subject to Important limitations. See

p. 421, above.

28. Qui facit per alium, facit per sb.

Co. Litt 258a.

He who does a thing by the instrumentality of another Is

considered as if he had acted in his own person.

29. Qui prior est tDmporb potior est jure.

Cf. C. 8; 17. 3 : iSicut prior es tenipore, ita potior jure.

Where two rights or titles conflict, the earlier prevails,

anless there is some special reason for preferring the later.

See pp. 265, 330, above.

30. Quod fieri non debet, factum valet.

5 C!o. Rep. 38.

A thing which ought not to have been done may neverthe-

less be perfectly valid when it is done. The penalty of nullity

is not invariably imposed upon illegal acts. For example, a

marriage may be irregularly celebrated, and yet valid ; am}
a precedent may be contrary to established law, and yet

authoritative for the future. See p. 171, above.

31. Kes judicata pro veritate aocipitur.

D. 1. 5. 25.

A judicial decision is conclusive evidence inter partes of

the matter decided. See pp. 172, 589, above.

32. Respondeat superior.

Coke's Fourth Inst. 114.

Every master must answer for the defaults of hie servant
as for his own. See p. 467, above.

33. Sic utere tuo ut alienum nOn laedas.

9 Go. Rep. 59.
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Every man must so use his own property as not to harm
that of another. This is the necessary qualification of the

maxim that every man may do as he will with his own. See

pp. 259, 503, above.

34. SUMMUM JUS SUMMA INJURIA.

Cicero, De Off. I. 10. 33.

The rigour of the law, untempered by equity, is not Justice

but the denial of it iSee pp. 30, 48, above.

35. Superficies solo cedit.

Gains 2. 73.

Whatever is attached to the land forms part of It. Of.

Just Inst. 2. 1. 29 : Oimne quod inaedificatur solo cedlt. See

p. 498, aborve.

36. Ubi eadem ratio, ibi idem jus.

This is the complement of the maxim, Cessante ratlone

legis, cessat lex ipsa. A rule of the common law should be

extended to all cases to which the same ratio applies, and in

the case of imperfect statute law extensive interpretatioii based

on the ratio legis is permissible. See Vangerow, I. sec. 25.

37. Ubi jus ibi rbmedium.

Cf. the maxim of the civilians : Ubi jus non deest nee actio

deese debet. Puchta II. see. 208. n.b.

Whenever there is a right, there should also be an action

for its enforcement That is to say, the substantive law

should determine the scope of the law of procedure, and not

vice versa. Legal procedure should be suflBciently elastic and

compreheosive to afford the requisite means for the protection

of all rights which the substantive law sees fit to recognise.

In early systems this is far from being the case. We there

find remedies and forms of action determining rights, rather

than rights determining remedies. The maxim of primitive

law is rather, Ubi remedium ibi jus. See p. 241, above.

38. Vigilantibus non dormientibus jura subveniu^t.

Cf. D. 42. 8. 24 : Jus civile vigilantibus scriptum est.

The law is pcoivided for those who wake, not for those

who slumber and sleep. He who neglects his rights will loae
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them. It is on this principle that the law of prescription is

founded. iSee p. 534, above.

39. Volenti non fit injuria.

Cf. D. 47. 10. 1. 5 : Nulla injuria est, quae in volentem fiat.

No man who consents to a thing will be suffered thereafter

to complain of it as an Injury. He cannot waive his right

and then complain of its Infringement.
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THE LITERATURE OF JURISPRUDENCE.

The following list is intended to serve partly by way of expla-

nation of the references contained in the text and notes, and partly

as a guide to the literature of the subject. Nothing, however, is here

attempted save a selection of the more important works which bear

with more or less directness upon the abstract theory of the law.

Many of them are primarily ethical or political, rather than legal,

and of those which are strictly legal, many are devoted to some special

branch of law rather than to general theory. But all of them are

relevant, in whole or in part, to the subject-matter of this work. The

editions mentioned are those to which the references in the text and

notes relate, and are not invariably the latest.

AArens. —Cours de Droit Naturel, ou de Philosophie du Droit. 8th

ed. 1892, Paris. (A good example of the modern Continental

literature of Natural Law.

)

Amos.—The Science of Jurisprudence, 1872.

The Science of Law, 6th ed. 1885.

Anson, Sir W. iS. —Principles of the English Law of Contract.

9th ed. 1899.

Aquinas, St. Thomas.—Tractatus de Legibus and Tractatus de Justitia

et Jure, included in his Summa Theologiae.

(The scholastic philosophy of the Middle Ages included

within its scope the more abstract portions of juridical science,

and the legal and ethical doctrines of the schoolmen found

their most authoritative expression in the above-mentioned

work of Aquinas in the Thirteenth Century.)

4r»d<*.—Juristische Encyklopadie und Methodologie. 9th ed. Stutt-

gart, 1895.

Lehrbuch der Pandekten. 14th ed. Stuttgart, 1889.

^«stt».—Lectures on Jurisprudence or the Philosophy of Positive

Law- 5th ed. 1885.

Abridgement by Carai)bell for the use of Students. 9th ed.

1895. ^ .

(Almost unknown, and entirely unhonoured on the Conti-
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nent, Austin's work has had immense influence in England,

and he is the founder of a distinct school of juridical

speculation.

)

Saudr^-Lacantinerie.—Traite Theorique et Pratique de Droit Civil.

Paris, 1895—.

(An admirable series of commentaries on French law by

various writers.)

Beccaria.—Dei Delitti e delle Peue. (Crimes and Punishments.)

1764. Engl, transl. by Farrer, 1880.

Bentham.—The Principles of Morals and Legislation. Clarendon

Press ed. 1879.

Theory of Legislation. Translated from the French of

Dumont, by Hildreth. 8th ed. 1894.

A Fragment on Government. Ed. by Montague, 1891.

Oxford.

Collected Works. Edited by Bowring, 11 vols. 1843.

Bierling.—Juristische Prinzipienlehre. 1894.

BxrTcmeyer.—Encyklopadie der Rechtswissensehaft. 1901, Berlin. More

especially the following portions :

—

EinfUhrung in die Rechtswissensehaft, by Grueber.

Das biirgerliche Recht, by Bernhiif t.

Das Strafrecht, by Birkmeyer.

Blackstone, Sir William.—Commentaries on the Laws of England.

4 vols. 1765-1769. Slated. 1844. American ed. with notes by

Hammond, 1890.

JBluntschli.—Allgemeine Staatslehre. (Engl, transl. The Theory of

the State, 2nd. ed. 1895, Oxford).

JBodin.—De la Republique, 1576. Latin version, De Republica, 1586.

(A work of great influence and celebrity in its day. Bodiu

may be regarded as one of the founders of the political science

of modern times.

)

Bracton.—De Legibus Angliae.

(One of the earliest of English legal treatises, dating from

the reign of Henry IIL Printed in 1569. Edited, with trans-

lation, by Twiss, in the Rolls Series. 6 vols. 1878.)

Bruns. —Das Recht des Besitzes im Mittelaller und in der Gegenwart.
Tiibingen, 1848.

Bwrlam'iqui.—Principes du Droit de la Nature et des Gens. 1766.

Edited by Dupin, 1820, Paris, 5 vols.
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C.—The Code of the Emperor Justinian.

(A collection of the statute-law of the Roman Empire,
made by order of Justinian, a.d. 534, and forming one portion
of the Corpus Juris Civilis.)

•Clark, E. C—Practical Jurisprudence ; a Comment on Austin. Cam-
bridge, 1883.

Analysis of Criminal Liability. Cambridge, 1880.

Co. iiH.—Coke's Commentary upon Littleton.

Coulanges, Fastel de.—La Cite Antique. Paris, 15th ed. 1895.

2).—The Digest or Pandects of the Emperor Justinian.

(A compilation of extracts from the writings of the chief

Roman lawyers, made by order of Justinian, A.D. :33, as part

of the Corpus Juris Civilis.

)

.Z)er7»8ttry.—Pandekten. 3 vols. 6th ed. 1900, Berlin.

(This is one of the best examples of the German works on
Pandektenrecht, that is to say, the modern Roman law which

was in force as the common law of Germany until superseded

by the recent Codes.

)

Das biirgerliche Recht des Deutsehen Reichs. 3 vols. 1901.

-Wranck.—Reformateurs et Publicistes de I'Europe. 3 vols. 1864, 1881.

1893, Paris.

Philosophie du Droit Civil. Paris, 1886.

Philosophie du Droit Penal. Paris, 4th ed. 1893.

JEVmoh Codes.—Codes et Lois Usuelles ; edited by Roger and Sorel.

33rd ed. 1901, Paris.

Q-aius.—Institutiones.

(An institutional compendium of Roman law by a jurist of

the second century of the Christian era. It is of great value

as the chief source of our knowledge of the earlier law of

Rome.

)

Oareis.—Rechts-Encyklopadie. 2nd. ed. 1900, Giessen.

iBarofalo.—La Criminologie. 3rd ed. 1892, Paris.

German Civil Code.—Das biirgerliche Gesetzbuch.

(A codification of the civil law of the 'German Empirei,

which came into force in 1900.

)

German Criminal Code.—Das Strafgesetzbuch fur das Deutsche Reich,

1872. Annotated edition by Oppenhofi, 1896, Berlin.
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G-ierhe.—Deutsches Privatrecht. Vol. I. 18fl5. Leipzic;.

(The First Book or General Part of this work contains an

admirable exposition of the first principles of legal theory.

)

Girard.—Manuel Elementaire de Droit Romain. 2nd ed. 1898, Paris,

Green, T. S.—Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation.

(Collected Works, Vol. II. 3rd ed. 189.3.)

Qrotius.—De Jure Belli ao Pacis, 1625. Edited, with EnglLsh transla-

tion, by Whewell. Cambridge, 3 vols.

(Grotius confines his attention for the most part to inter-

national law, of which he was one of the founders. This

work, however, is not without importance witli respect to the-

theory of civil law also.

)

Hearn.—The Theory of Legal Duties and Rights. 1883, Melbourne.

Seron.—Introduction to the History of Jurisprudence. 1860.

Mobbes.—Leviathan ; or the Matter, Form, and Power of a Common-
wealth, Ecclesiastical and Civil. 1651. (Englisli Works,

edited by Molesworth, Vol. III.

)

De Give. 1642. (Latin Works, edited by Molesworth, Vol. II.

)

Solland.—Elements of Jurisprudence. 8th ed. 1896, Oxford.

Holmes, O. W.—The Common Law. 1887.

Soltzendorff.—Encyklopadie der Rechtswissenschaft. 5th ed. 1890,

Berlin. More especially the following portions :

—

Elemente der allgemeinen Rechtslehre, by Merkel.

Uebersicht iiber die Geschiohte der Eechts- und Staats-

philosophie, by Geyer.

Das heutige romische Kecht, by Bruns.

Das Strafrecht, by Geyer.

Soolcer.—Ecclesiastical Polity. Book I. 1594. (Works in 3 vols.

1888, Oxford.)

(Remarkable as the first adequate presentation in the-

English language of the abstract theory of law. Hooker's

doctrine is essentially that of the scholastic philosophy.)

Hunter,—A Systematic and Historical Exposition of Roman Law ; with

an Historical Introduction by A. F. Murison. 3rd ed. 1897.

Ihering.—Geisi des rbmischen Rechts. 3 vols. 5th ed. 1891, Leipzig.

Frencli translation by Meulenaere, L'Esprit du Droit

Romain, 4 vols. 1877.

Der Zweck im Recht. 2 vols. 3rd ed. 1893, Leipzig. French

translation by Meulenaere, L'Evolution du Droit. 1901.
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Grund des Besitzesschutzes. 2nd ed. 1869, Jena.
Der Besitzwille. 1889, Jena.

Inst. Jusf.—'rhe Institutes of the Emperor Justinian.

(A text-book of Roman law for the use of students,

compiled by order of Justinian, A.D. 533, and forming part of

the Corpus Juris Civilis.)

Jo»rf.—Histoire de la Science Politique. 2 vols. 3rd ed. 1887, Paris.

Jellinek.—ARgemeine Staatslehre. 1900. Berlin. (The lir^t volume
of Das Recht des modernen Staates.)

Jenks.—Law and Politics in the Middle Ages. 1898.

.Sra»<.—Rechtslehre. 1796. English translation by Hastie, Kant's
Philosophy of Law, 1887.

(With Kant, jurisprudence fell for the first time into the

hands of the metaphysicians, and this union of law and
metaphysics has since characterised a considerable portion of

German juridical literature.

)

L. Q.S.—Law Quarterly Review. London, 1885—

.

L. R.—The Law Reports, from 1865 onwards.

Q.B. or Q.B.D.—Reports of cases decided in the Court of

Queen's Bench or the Queen's Bench Division of the High
Court of Justice. Thus, L. R. 10 Q.B. 27, is the 10th

volume of the Queen's Bench Law Reports ; and (1900)

1 Q.B. 27, is the first volume of the Queen's Bench
Reports for the year 1900.

Ch, D.—Reports of cases in the Chancery Division of the High
Court of Justice.

A.C.—Appeal Cases, i.e., reports of cases in the House of Lords

and Privy Council.

C.P. or C.P.D.—Reports of cases in the Court of Common
Pleas, or the Common Pleas Division of the High Court.

Ex. or Ex. D.—Reports of cases in the Court of Exchequer, or

the Exchequer Division of the High Court.

Lee.—Historical Jurisprudence; an Introduction to the Systematic

Study of the Development of Law. 1900.

lAgMwood.—A Treatise on Possession of Land. 1894.

The Nature of Positive Law. 1883.

lAndley, Lord.—An Introduction to the Study of Jurisprudence. 1855.

(A trauslation, with copious notes, of the General Part of

Thibaut's Pandebtenrecht.

)
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Loche.—Two Treatises on Civil Governmem;. 1690.

Lorimer.—The. Institutes of Law ; a Treatise of the Principles of

Jurisprudence as determined by Nature. 2nd ed. 1880.

Maine, Sir Henry.—Ancient Law. 1861 ; 14tli ed. 1891.

The Early History of Institutions. 1875-

Early Law and Custom. 1883.

(Sir Henry Maine is a leading representative in England

of the scientific treatment of legal conceptions in respect of

their origin and historical development.

)

MarTchy, Sir W.—Elements of Law. 5th ed. 1896, Oxford.

Merlcel.—Lehrbuch des Deutsohen Strafrechts. 1889, Stuttgart.

Montesguieti.—'L'KsT^xit des Lois. 1748.

Moyle, J. B.—Imperatoris Justiniani Institutionum Libri ^^uattuor ;

with Introductions, Commentary, and Excursus. Oxford, 2nd

ed. 1890.

Muirhead.—Historical Introduction to the Private Law of Rom^.

2nd ed, 1899.

Folloak, Sir F.—First Book of Jurisprudence. 1896.

Essays in Jurisprudence and Ethics. 1882.

Introduction to the History of the Science of Politics.

1897.

Law of Torts. 5th ed. 1897.

Principles of Contract. 6th ed. 1894.

Folloch and Wright.—Possession in the Common Law. 1888.

Pollock and Maitland.—The History of English Law before the Time

of Edward I. 2 vols. Cambridge, 1895.

JPoste.—Elements of Roman Law by Gaius. 3rd ed. 1890, Oxford.

Poi4»en—Works, 10 vols. ed. by Bugnet. 3rd ed. 1890, Paris.

(Pothier, ob. 1772, is one of the most celebrated of French

lawyers. His admirably lucid and methodical expositions of

Roman-French law are the source of great part of the Codes

prepared in France at the beginning of the 19th century and

still in force there.

)

BncMa.—Cursus der Institu tionen. 10th ed. 1893, 2 vols. Leipzig.

(A treatise of Roman law. Puchta, ol. 1846, was one rof

the leading representatives of the Historical School of German
Jurisprudence, and the introductory portion of this work is
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of importance as setting forth the abstract theory of law as

understood by that school. This portion is translated by

Hastie, Outlines of the Science of Jurisprudence, 1887, Edin-

burgh.)

Pufendorf.—De Jure Naturae et Gentium. 1672. English transl. by

Kennet, 1729 :—The Law of Nature and Nations.

(This is one of the earliest and most celebrated examples

of a form of literature which was once of considerable repute

and importance, but has now all but disappeared, namely,

Natural Jurisprudence, or the Theory of Natural Law and

Justice.

)

PnUzJey.—The Theory of Law and Civil Society. 1888, London.

M. .B.—The Revised Reports (1891- ). A reissue of the olderreports

prior to the establishment of the Law Reports in 1865. The

older reports in their original form are commonly cited by the

name of the reporter. Thus, 8 Ad. & El. 21 ia the 8th volume

of the reports of Adolphus and Ellis.

SatHgan, Sir W. JT.— The Science of Jurisprudence. 2nd. ed. 1891.

fie»fo».—Encyclopisdia of the Laws of England. 12 vols. 1897.

iSifcAie.—Natural Rights ; a Criticism of some Political and Ethical

Conceptions. 1895.

Sousseau.—Du Contrat Social ; ou Principes du Droit Politique. 1762.

Saleilles.—De la Declaration de Volonte. 1901.

iSautynj^.—System des heutigen rbmischen Rechts. 1840-1849. French

translation by Guenoux, Traite de Droit Romain. 8 vols.

Das Obligationenrecht. 1851-1853. French translation by

Gerardin and Jozon, Le Droit des Obligations. 2 vols.

2nd ed. 1873.

Das Recht des Besitzes. 1803. English translation by

Perry, Von Savigny's Treatise on Possession. 1848.

SidgwicTe, S.—Elements of Politics. 2nd ed. 1897.

SoAm.—Institutes of Roman Law, translated by Ledlie. 1892.

Spencer, SirierrE.—Principles of Sociology. Vol. II. Part V. Politi-

cal Institutions. 3rd. ed. 1893.

Principles of Ethics. Vol. II. Part IV. Justice.

1893.
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Spinoza.—Tractatus Politious. 1677, posthumous.

(Works edited by Van Vloten and Land. 3 vols. English

translation by Ehves. 2nd ed. 1889.

)

Statutes of the Realm.—These are referred to either by their title and

date, as the Sale of Goods Act, 1893 ; or by the regnal year and

chapter, as 45 and 46 Vict. c. 75.

Stephen, Sir J. F.—History of the Criminal Law of England. 3 vols.

1883.

General View of the Criminal Law. 2nded. 1890.

Suarez.—De Legibus et de Deo Legislatore. 1613.

(Suarez, was a Spanish Jesuit of the sixteenth century.

In this work he sums up, with the greatest completeness

and elaboration, the scholastic doctrine of the law.

)

Tarde.—Les Transformations du Droit. 2nd ed. 1894. Paris.

La Philosophie Penale. 5th ed. 1900. Paris.

Thomasius, C.—Institutionum Jurisprudentiae Divinae Libri Tres.

1687.

Fundamenta Juris Naturae et Gentium. 1705.

(Thomasius is chiefly noteworthy as the originator of that

distinction between natural jurisprudence, or the science of

justice strictly so called, and ethics or the science of virtue,

which was subsequently adopted by Kant, and through his

influence became a characteristic feature of Continental

doctrine.

)

Vangerow.—Lehrbuch der Pandekten. 3 vols. 7th ed. 1876.

Leipzig.

Windscheid.—Lehrbuch des Paudektenrechts. 3 vols. 8th ed. 1900.

Prankfurt.

(Windscheid was one of the most distinguished of the

German exponents of modern Roman law, and this work is

an admirable example of the scientific study of a legal

system).

Voigt.—Das Jus Naturale aequum et bonum und jus gentium der

Romer. 4 vols. Leipzig, 1856-1875.

W^ooZsej/.—Political Science or the State. 2 vols. 1877.

^- .B.—The Year Books, viz., the early Law Reports from the reign

of Edward I. to that of Henry VIII. The Year Books of

Edward I. and some others are published with a translation in
the Rolls Series. The rest are to be found in a black letter folio
edition of 1678.
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Abandonment, loss of rights tiy,

545.

Abrath v. North Eastern Ry.
Co., 356.

Accessory rights, distingxiished

from principal, 263 ; ex-

amples of, 263 ; rights both
accessory and dominant, 261.

Accident, distinguished from
mistake, 462 ; culpable and
inevitable, 463 ; defence of,

463 ; absolute liability for,

463.

Accord and satisfaction, 571.

Actio furti, 89, n.

Actio in rem and in personam,
253.

Actio personalis moritur cum per-

sona, 468-470.

Acts, their generic nature, 399 ;

positive and negative, 399

;

internal and external, 400

;

intentional and unintention-

al, 400 ; their circumstances
and consequences, 401 ff

;

place of, 407-409 ; time of,

409-410.

Acts in the law, 371-375 ; unila-

teral and bilateral, 372-375

;

two classes of unilateral,

373. See Agreements.
Acts of the law, 372.

Acts of Parliament, public and
private, 39 ; operation as a
title of right, 109 ; said for-

merly to be void if unreason-

able, 141. See Legislation,

Statute-law.
Actus non facit reum, &c., 397 ff.,

638. See Mens rea.

Adams v. Angell, 547.

Administration of justice, neces-

sity of, 12, 62-65; nature

and purpose of, 14, 16, 68,

93 ; logically prior to the

law, 15; possible without

law. 17 ; origin of, 65-68 ;

civil and criminal, 68-71 ;

specific and sanotional en-

forcement of rights, 86-91 ;

compensation, 88 ; penalty,
88 ;

penal redress, 89 ; penal
and remedial proceedings,
91-93 ; secondary functions
of courts of law, 93-96 ; an
essential function of the
state, ISo ; compared with
war or the extra-judicial use
offeree, 186-190 ; element of

force usually latent in, 189
;

not the substitution of arbi-

tration for force, 190.

Administration of property, a
secondary function of courts
of law, 95.

Aequitas sequitur legem, 46.

Agere non valenti non currit

praescriptio, 535, n.

Agreements, a source of law, 41,

103, 105, 109; constitutive
and abrogative power of,

108 ; interpretation of, 132,

n ; nature of, 372 ; different

uses of the term, 373, u ; uni-

lateral and bilateral, 375, u ;

.

importance of, as a vestit-

ive fact, 375 ;
grounds of

operation of, 376 ; compared
with legislation, 377 ; classes

of, 379-381 ; void and void-

able, 381 ; unenforceable,

382, n ; formal and informal,

382 ; illegal, 383 ; effect of''

error on, 384 ; effect of coer-

cion on, 385 ; want of con-

sideration for, 386-392 (See

Consideration) ; a title to

property, 536-540.

Ahrens, his Cours de Droit Na-
turel, 3 ; on proprietary

rights, 254, n ; his definition

of property, 495.

Alfred, laws of King, on private

war, 68, n. 2 ; on accidental

homicide, 465.

Alienative facts, 370.

^liens, members of the state if

' resident in its territory, 193 ;

disabilities of, 194.
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Allegiance, nature of 199 ; per-
manent and temporary, 199.

See Citizenship.

Allen V. Flood, 422.

Analogy, a source of judicial

principles, 179.

Ancona v. Rogers, 309.

Animals, possess no legal per-
sonality, 335 ; have no legal
rights, 336 ; effect of trusts

for, 336 ; punishment of in

early law, 336, 464 ; -liability

of owner of, 336, 464.

Animus possidendi, essential to

possession, 294 ; its nature,
295-298 ; need not be right-
ful, 295 ; must be exclusive.

296 ; need not be a claim of

ownership, 296 ; need not be
on one's own behalf. 296

;

need not be specilic, 297.

Anson, Sir W., his definition of

contract, 373, n.

A pices juris, 639.

Appeals of felony, abolition of,

67, n.

Aquinas, his distinction between
jus naturale and jus positi-

vum, 3, n. 2 ; on equity. 48 ;

on agreement as a title of

right, 377 ; his Tractatus de
Legibus, 647.

Arbitration, international, de-

pendent on the development
of international law, 27.

Aristotle, on being wiser than
the laws, 28 ; on the arbi-

trium judicis, 33 ; on law
and equity, 48.

Armory v. Delamirie, 305, 330,

530.

Amdts, on Juridical Encyklo-
paedia, 9 ; on customary
law, 152.

Asher v. Whitlock, 330, 530.

Ashford v. Thornton, 67.

Assignment. See Transfer.

Attempts, criminal, their nature,
423 ; distinguished from pre-

paration. 424-426 ; by im-
possible means, 426.

Att. Gen. v. Dimond, 501.

Att. Gen. v. Wright. 515.

Attornment, 311, 316.

Austin, on general jurisprudence,

7 ; his definition of law, 52 ;

his use of the term legisla-

tion, 113: his theory of cus-

tomary law, 152, 153-155 ;

on natural "rights, 221 ; his

definition of an act, 402, n

;

his definition of ownership,
505, n ; on illimitable sov-

ereignty. 631 ; his, influence
on English thought, 648.

Autonomous law, the product of

autonomous legislation, 117

;

its relation to conventional
law, 118.

Azo, on equity, 49.

Backhouse v. Bonomi, 409.

Bacon, Sir F., on being wiser
than the laws, 28 n. ; on the
arbitrium judicis, 33.

Battle, trial by, its origin, 67 ;

its duration in English law,

67, n. ; a mode of authenti-
cating testimony, 595.

Baudry-Lacantinerie on proprie-

tary rights, 254 n. ; on owner-
ship 274, n. 3 ; on corporeal
and incorporeal possession,

323, n. ; on movable and im-
movable property, 499, n. 8.

Beardman v. Wilson, 512.

Bechuanaland Exploration Co. v.

London Trading Bank, 146.

Beneficial ownership. See Trust.

Benthara, his definition of law,
52 ; his objections to case-

law, 122 n. ; on natural
rights, 221 ; his use of the
term property, 495 ; on
compulsory examination of

accused persons, 594 n ; on
the limitations of sovereign
power, 632.

Bevan, on negligence, 432.

Bills of Exchange, formerly
governed by law merchant,
39.

Black v. Christchurch Finance
Co., 463.

Blackstone, his definition of law,
57 ; on civil and criminal
wrongs, 83 ; on written and
unwritten law, 115 ; on the
supremacy of the Imperial
Parliament, 116 ; on cus-

tomary law, 136 ; his use of

the term property, 493; on
implied contracts, 560.

Bodin, nis theory of sovereignty.
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628 ; his treatise De Repub-
lioa, 648.

Bona vacantia, 506, 543.
Bracton, on equity, 49,

Bridges v. Hawkesworth, 303,
305, 330.

Biinsmead v. Harrison, 557.
Bromage v. Prosser, 420.
Brown v. Burdett, 544.

Brims, liis theory of possession,
322, n., 323 n.

Burlamaqui, on natural law, 10.

Burlinson v. Hall, 525.

By-laws, a form of special law,
40 ; void if unreasonable,
141.

Cain V. Moon, 315.

Calvin's case, 342, 364.

Canon law, a form of positive
law, 3, n. 2 ; on immemorial
custom and prescription,

144, 146-148 ; on the requi-
sites of a valid custom,
146-148 ; on the distinction
between jus commune and
consuetudines, 146.

Cartwright v. Gieen, 303.

Castro V. R. , 164.

Cessante ratione legis, etc., 639.

Chancery, precedents in, 162.

See Equity.
Charge, a form of lien, con-

trasted with mortgage, 525.

Chattel, meanings of the term,
502.

Chisholm v. Doulton, 456, 466.

Chose in action, a kind of incor-

poreal thing, 275 ; nature of,

550 ; history of the term,
550 ; assignment of, 570.

Cicero, on subjection to the law
as the means of freedom, 27

;

on jus and aequitas, 48, 52,

n. 9.

Citizenship, one form of state

membership, 192 ; distinc-

tion between citizens and
subjects, 193, n ; distinction
between citizens and aliens,

194 ; privileges and liabili-

ties of citizens, 194 ; dimin-
ishing importance of, 195

;

modes of acquiring, 196;
relation between citizenship

and nationality, 196-198.

CiviKlaw, the subject-matter of

civil jurisprudence, 1 ; the
term partly superseded by
positive law, 3 ; different
meanings of the term, 3, n. 2.

See Law.
Civil law, distinguished from

criminal, 485.
Civil wrongs. See Wrongs. Lia-

bility.

(^loohrane v. Moore, 537.
Cocks V. Nash, 556.

Code of Justinian, 649.

Codification, 124^126.
Cogitationis poenam nemo pati-

tur, 426, 639.
Coke, on customary law, 149 n.

;

on the distinction between
custom and prescription, 155;
on the personality of unborn
children, 341 ; on corpora-
tions aggregate and sole,

346 ; on the ownership of the
space above the surface of
land, 497.

Colonial Bank v. Whinney, 351,
551.

Commissioners of Stamps v.

Hope, 501.

Common law, opposed to special
law, 36, 42 ; different uses
of the term, 43 ; opposed to
foreign law, 44 ; opposed to

statute law, 39, n., 44; op-
posed to equity, 44, 46-52

;

history of the term, 44. See
jus commune.

Communis error faoit jus, 168,

169, 639.

Compensation, one of the objects
of civil justice, 87, 88, 91.

See Penal redress.

Composite States, 212.

Composition for offences in earlv
law, 84.

Compossessio, 313.

Concurrence, of encumbrance and
property encumbered, 260

;

of obligations, 565-568.

Conditions, precedent and sub-
sequent, 285-287. See Con-
tingent ownership.

Confederation of states, its na-
ture, 210 ; distinguished from
a federal union, 213, 214,

n. 2.

Conflict of laws. See Private
international law.

BE
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Conservatism of the law, 30.

Consideration, required in simple
contracts, 386 ; its nature,

386 ; valuable, 387, 389 ; not
valuable, 388 ; rational

grounds of the doctrine, 388 ;

need not be adequate, 390

;

executed and executory, 39u
;

moves from the promisee,

390 ; compared with the
causa of Roman and French
law. 391 ; failure of , 391.

Consolidated Co. v. Curtis, 461.

Constitution of the state, 200-

205 ; nature of, 200 ; rigid

and flexible constitutions,

201 ; law and practice of, 202

;

extra-legal origin of, 2U3

;

possibility of legally un-
changeable, 636.

Constitutional law, nature of,

200 ; its relation to constitu-

tional fact, 2u2-205 ; a true

form of law, 2o2-2()5.

Constitutum possessorium, 315,

316, n.

Constructive delivery, 314-316.

Contingent ownership, 284-287 ;

distinguished from vested,

284 ; distinguished from con-

tingent existence of the right

owned, 285; distinguished

from spes acqu!sitionis, 285 ;

distinguished from deter-

minable ownership, 286.

Contracts. See Agreements.
Conventional law, created by

agreement, 41, li'3, 109; a
foi-m of special law, 42 ; rea-

sons for allowance of, 105.

Co-ownership, 276.

Coppin V. Coppin, 342.

Copyright, its subject matter,

231/ ; nature and kinds of,

507.

Cornford v. Carlton Bank, 354,

356.

Corporation of Bradford v. Pic-

kles, 422,

Corporations, nature of, 344 ff

;

aggregate and sole, 346 ff ;

fie itious nature of, 347 fF

;

may survive their members,
348, 361 ; realistic theory of,

351); act througli agents, 351;

exist on behalf of benefici-

aries, 351 ; membership of,

352; may be members of other
corporations, 353 ; authority
of agents of, 354 ; liability

of, 354-356
;
purposes of in-

corporation, 356-361 ; crea-

tion and extinction of, 361

;

foreign, recognised by Eng-
lish law, 362, n; the state not
a corporation aggregate, 3B2
fF. ; the King a corporation
sole, 363.

Corpus possessionis, essential to-

possession, 294 ; its nature,
298-307.

Correality. See Solidary obliga-
tions.

Coughlin V. Gillison, 440.

Country, distinguished from
State, 602, n. 2.

Court of Appeal, absolutely"

bound by its own decisions,

165.

Covenants, restrictive, as to use
of land, 516.

Cowan V. O'Connor, 408.

Crimes. See Wrongs. Liability.

Criminal law, distinguished from
civil, 485.

Crouch v. Credit Foncier, 146.

Crown of England, claimsagainst^
heard in courts of law, 94 ;

not a legal person, 364 ; th&
supreme executive, 629.

Cujus est solum, ejus est usque-
ad ooelum 497, 640

Culpa, lata and levis, 445 ; andl

dolus, 445-448.

Cundy v. Lindsay, 384.

Cursus curiae est lex curiae, 139-

Custody distinguished from pos-
session, 289.

Custom, local, a, source of special-

law, 38 ; mercantile a source
of special law 38 ; grounds
of the operation of, 104,

137-139 ; its relation to pre-

scription, 109 ; all unenacted
law deemed customary in

earlier English theory, 115,

135 ; importance of. gradu-
ally diminishing. 135; its-

continued recognition, 136;
historical relation between
law and custom. 137 ;

judi-

cial practice, 139
;

popular
custom, 140

; general and
particular customs, 140 ; in-
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valid if unreasonable, 140

;

invalid if contrary to statute
law, 142-144 ; unless general
must be immemorial, 144
(See Time immemorial)

;

mercantile probably need not
be immemorial, 146, n ; un-
less immemorial, must con
form to the common law,

148 ; reasons for gradual
disappearance of, as a source
of law, 149 ; conventional
customs, 150 : theories of the
operation of custom, 151-155;
Continental thenry of, 152

;

has no legal validity apart
from the will of the state, 152

;

a material not a formal source
of law. 153 ; Austin's theory
of, 153-155 ; the relation of

custom to prescription, 155 ;

local and personal customs,
155.

Damages, measure of, 477-480.

Damnum sine injuria, 406.

Danubian Sugar J?actories v.

Commissioners of Inland
Kevenue, 501.

Darlev Main Colliery Co. v.

Mitchell, 409.

De Falbe, In re, 499.

De minimis non curat lex, 32,

640.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum, 340.

Dead bodies, not subjects of

ownership, 338 ; indignities

oflered to, a criminal offence,

339.

Dean. In re, 337, 339.

Decisions, judicial. See Prece-

dents.

Delivery of possession, actual

and constructive, 314 ; tra-

ditio brevi manu, 314 ; con-

stitutum possessorium, 315

;

attornment, 311, 316 ; a
mode of transferring owner-

ship, 536-538.
Deodands, 465.

Dependent states, 207-209.

Dernburg, on proprietary rights,

254, n. ; on possession, 299,

n 2 ; his Pandekten, 649.

Derry v Peek, 439.

Detention, distinguished from
possession, 289.

Determinable ownership, dis-

tinguished from contingent,
286.

Dicta, judicial, their nature and
authority, 164, 177.

Digest of Justinian, 649.

Dike, dikaion, meanings and
derivation of the terms, 621.

Diligence, archaic use of the
term to meiin care, 431, n. 1.

Diogenes Laertius, anecdote of

Solon, 79 n.

Disability, defined, and dis

tinguished from liability and
duty, 236.

Divestitive facts, their nature
and kinds, 369.

Dolus, meaning of the term, 421

;

its relation to culpa lata,

445-448.

Domicil, its importance in pri-

vate international law, 610.

Dominant rights. See Encum-
brances.

Dominium, its significance in

Roman law, 252.

Doom, early legal uses of the

term, 625.

Doorman v. Jenkins, 445.

Droit, distinguished from loi, 12;

ethical and juridical signifi-

cations of, 56 ; different uses

of term, 617 ; derivation of

term, 617.

Droit de snite, 540, n. 7.

Duress, 385.

Duties, defined, 218 ; moral and
legal, 218 ; of imperfect obli-

gation, 219, 239-243 ; corre-

lation of rights and duties,

223 ; alleged distinction be-

tween absolute and relative,

duties. 224 ; distinguished

from liabilities and disabili-

ties, 236 ;
personal and pro-

prietary, 255.

Easements. See Servitude's.

Edie V. East India Co., 149.

Electricity, deemed a chattel ia

law, 496
Ellis V. Loftuslron Co., 336, 464,.

498.

Elmore v. Stone, 311, 316.

Elwes V. Brigg Gas Co., 304, 305*.

306, 499.

Emphyteusis, 513, n. 8.

BB 1
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Employer's liability, 467.

Enacted law, distinguished from
unenacted, 115. i-'ee Statute
law.

Encumbrances, 257-263 ; distin-

guished from ownership, 257,

269 ; termed jura in re aliena

by the civilians, 258 ; distin-

guished from the natural lim-

its of rights, 259 ; are concur-
rent with the property en-

cumbered, 260 ; not neces-

sarily rights in rem, 261, 509 ;

classes of, 262 ; often acces-

sory to other rights, 264 ;

always incorporeal property,

271.

Encyclopaedia, juridical, a branch
of German legal literature, 9.

Equitable rights, distinguished
from legal, 264-266 ; distinc-

tion not abolished by the
Judicature Act, 265 ;

present
importance of distinction,

265 ; destroyed by conflict

with legal rights, 265, 539.

Equitable ownership, 282-284;
distinguished from legal, 282

;

distinguished from equitable

rights, 283 ; distinguished

from beneficial ownership,
283.

Equity, different meanings of the
term, 47-51, 619 ; origin of

jurisdiction of Chancery, 46,

49 ; fusion of law and equity
by Judicature Act, 46; equity
in the courts of common law,

49 ; compared with jus prae-

torium, 51 ; as signifying an
equitable right, 619.

Equity of a statute, 52, n. 9.

Equity of redemption, 521.

Error, effect of, on agreements,
384 ; essential and unessen-
tial, 384.

Escheat, 506.

Estate, distinguished from status

or personal condition, 253-
257. See Proprietary rights.

Evidence, nature of, 582 ;
judicial

and extrajudicial, 583 ; per-

sonal and real, 584
;
primary

and secondary, 584 ; direct
and circumstantial, 585

;

valuation of, 586-592 ; con-

clusive, 587-590, 579 ; pre-

sumptive, 588, 590 ; insuffici-

ent, 590 ; exclusive, 590, 679

;

inadmissible, 591 ; of accused
persons, 593 ;

policy of law
of evidence considered, 34,

596-598.

Ex facto oritur jus, 174, 531.

Ex nudo paeto non oritur actio,

367, 640.

Ex turpi causa non oritur actio,

640.

Exall V. Partridge, 562.

Executors, 541-543. See Inherit-

ance.
Expedit reipublieae ut sit finis

litium, 173.

Expiation, as the end of punish-
ment, 81.

Extinctive facts, 370.

Fact, distinguished from law,
18-23.

Fas, distinguished from jus, 620.
Fay V. Prentice, 498.

Federal states, their nature, 212 ;

distinguished from unitary
states, 212 ; distinguished
from imperial states, 213 ;

distinguished from confede-
rations, 213.

Fiducia, 523.

Filburn v. Aquarium Co., 457,
463.

Finding, as a title of right, 303-
306.

Fitzgerald v. Firbank, 515.

Fixtures, 498.

Flexibility of the law, advantages
of, 34.

Flitcroft's Case, 347.

Forbearance, distinguished from
omission, 401.

Foreign law, recognition of, in

English courts, 40 ; a form
of special law, 40; no judi-

cial notice of, 41.

Formalism of the law, 31.

Foster v. Dodd, 339.

Fraud, in law and in fact, 23

;

meanings of the terra, 421 ;

distinguished from force and
malice, 421 ; its relation to
gross negligence, 445-448.

Freeman v. Pope, 447.
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French law, on time of memory,
144, n ; on immemorial pre-
sciiption, 148 ; precedents in,

158, n ; on possession, 323,
n ; on requirement of cause
in a contract, 391 ; possession
vaut titre, 540.

Gains, his Institutiones, 649.

Gautret v. Egerton, 440.

George and Richard, The, 341.

German law, as to immemorial
prescription, 148; as to pre-
cedent;^, 158, n ; as to medi-
ate possession, 308, n ; as to

malicious exercise of rights,

423, n ; as to criminal at-

tempts, 425 ; as to the jus
necessitatis, 430.

Gierke, on the nature of corpora-
tions, 350.

Glanville, on equity, 49.

Good-will, a form of immaterial
property, 508.

Goodwin v. Kobarts, 146, 149.

Gorgier v. Mieville, 146.

Grant, distinguished from assign-

ment, 379.

Grant v. Easton, 560, 562.

Great Eastern Ry. Co. v. Turner,
347.

Green v. London General Omni-
bus Co., 356.

Grill V. General Iron Screw
Collier Co., 431, 445.

Grotius, De Jure Belli, 650.

Haigv. West, 311.

Hale, on customary law, 136 ; on
precedents, 161 ; on subjects
and aliens, 193, n.

Hall V. Duke of Norfolk, 409.

Hall V. Nottingham, 515.

Hallett, In re, 162, 176.

Hammack v. White, 443.

Hawkins v. Rutter, 515.

Hayn v. Culliford, 567.

Haywood v. Brunswick Building
Society, 516.

Heineecius, on natural law, 10.

Hereditas jacens, 226, 338.

Hill, Ex parte, 419.

Hinton v. Dibbin, 445.

Hoare v. Osborne, 339.

Hobbes, his definition of law, 52 ;

men and arms make l,he force

of the laws, 53 ; on the state

of nature, 62, n. 2; bellum
omnium contra omnes, 68

;

on the swords of war and jus-
tice, 185 ; on tlie jus necessi-
tatis, 429 ; his use of the term
property, 494 ; his definition
of an oath, 595 ; Ids theory of
sovereignty, 628 ; cited, as to
limitations of siivereignty,

631.

Holland, Prof., his definition of
law, 52, n. 5.

Holland v. Hodgson, 499.
HoUins V. Fowler, 461.

Holmes, C. J., on the sources of

judicial principles, 180 ; his

definition of an act, 402 ; his

definition of intention, 413, n.

Hooker, on laws as the voices of

right reason, 24 ; on the im-
partiality of the law, 27 =

his Ecclesiastical Polity, 650.

House of Lords, absolutelybound
by its own decisions, 165 ; a
supreme judicature, 6.30.

Hypotheca, 523.

Ignorantia juris neminera excu-
sat, 458, 641.

Ihering, on the imperative theory
of law, 59, n. ; his definition

of a right, 221 ; on possession,

302, n, 323, n, 324, 324, n,

326, n ; on Savigny's theory
of possession, 317, n.

Illegality, a ground of invalidity

of agreements, 383.

Illidge V. Goodwin, 444.

Immaterialproperty, 229, 506-508.
Immovables, their nature, 497-

499 ; rights classed as, 499.

Immunities, distinguished from
rights, liberties, and powers,

231, 235.

Imperative theory of law, 52-59
;

historical argument against,

53 ; answer to this argument,
54; defects of imperative
theory, 55-59; no recognition

of idea of justice, 57 ; no
recognition of non-imperative
rules, 57.

Imperfect rights, 223, 239-243;
their nature, 239-241 ; modes
of indirect enforcement, 241

;

imperfect nature of rights

against the state, 242-245;
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may serve as a defence, 241

;

sufficient to support security,

242 ; may become perfect,
242.

Imperial states, 212-214.
Imperitia culpae adnumeratur,

436.

Impossibilium nulla obligatio est,

641.

Inadvertence, not identical with
negligence, 432, 448-450.

Incorporeal ownership and pro-
perty, 270-274.

Incorporeal possession, 291-293,
319,320-324. See Possession.

Incorporeal things, 275 ; classed

as movable or immovable,
449 ; local situation of, 500.

Informality, a ground of in-

validity in agreements, 382.

Inheritance, 540-544 ; heritable

and uninheritable rights,

540 ; the representatives of

a, deceased person, 541-543 ;

the beneficiaries of a deceased
person, 543 ; testamentary
and intestate succession, 543;
limits of testamentary power,
544.

Injury. See Wrongs, Liability.

Inland Kevenue Commissioners
V. MuUer & Co.'s Marga-
rine, 408, 501.

Insolvency, a mode of discharging
obligations, 573.

Institutes of Justinian, 651.

Intention, nature of, 413-415

;

distinguished from expecta-
tion, 415 ; extends to means
and necessary concomitants
of the end desired, 415-417

;

immediate and ulterior, 417 ;

distinguished from motive,

417 ; actual and construc-

tive, 447.

Inter arma leges silent, 188, 641.

International law, its nature, 1 ;

its sanctions, 14; its influence
in maintaining peace. 27. See
Private International Law.

Interpretation of enacted law,
126-133 ; grammatical and
logical, 127 If. ; litera legis

and sententia legis, 127 ;

when logical interpretation
allowable, 128 ft'. ; strict and
equitable interpretation, 128;

extensive and restrictive in-

terpretation, 129, n.l.

Intestacy, ownership of propertv
of intestate, 226, 338. See
Inheritance.

Investitive facts, 369. See Titles.

Invito beneficium nou datur,

376, 642.

Italian Civil Code, definition of

possession, 323 ; substitution
of nationality for domicil,

610, n.

Jefferys v. Boosey, 193.

Jewish law, composition for homi-
cide forbidden, 85 ; lex talio-

nis, 80 ; as to the oflfences of

beasts, 336, 464 ; as to vi-

carious liability, 466.

Joint obligations. See Solidary
obligations.

Jones V. Humphreys, 525.

Judicial discretion, excluded by
fixed principles of law, 16-18.

Judicial notice, nature of, 36,

581 ; test of distinction be-
tween common and special
law, 36, 43.

Judicium Dei, 67, 595.

Juries, questions of fact to be
answered by, 21

.

Juris praecepta, 642.

Jurisprudence, 1-10 ; the science

of law in general, 1 ; civil,

the science of civil law, 1, 3 ;

international, 1 ; natural, 2,

9 : systematic, 4 ; historical,

4 ; critical, 4 ; theoretical,
4-8 ; foreign, compared with
English, 8-10.

Juristic law, produced by profes-

sional opinion, 104.

Jus, distinguished from lex, 12,

119, 615-617 ; ethical and le-

gal meanings of, 56, 615 ;

different senses of, 620 ; de-
rivation of, 620 ; disappear-
ance of term from modern
languages, 623.

Jus ad rem, 252.

Jus accrescendi, 277, 541.

Jus civile, 3, n. 2, 51.

Jus commune, history of the
term, 44; different meanings
of the term, 44 ; in Koman
law, 44, n.; in the Canon
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law, 44 ; adopted by the
English from Canon law, 44.

Jus edicendi, the legislative

power of the Eoman praetor,
121.

Jus in re aliena, 257-263. See
Encumbrances.

Jus in re propria, 257-263. See
Ownership.

Jus in rem and in personam,
significance of the terms,
250-252 ; origin of the terms,
252. See Real rights.

Jus naturale. See Natural law.
Jus necessitatis. See Necessity.
Jus positivum. See Positive law.

Jus possessionis, 294, n.

Jus possidendi, 294, n.

Jus praetorium, 51, 121.

Jus publicum, 384, 642.

Jus Quiiitium, 601.

Jus scriptum and jus non sorip-

tum, 115.

Jus singulare, 44, n.

Jus strictum, opposed to aequi-
tas, 47.

Jus tertii, defence of, 330, 529.

Justice, natural contrasted with
legal, 2, 18, 23 ; according to

law, 17 ; its transformation
into law, 27 ; an essential

element in the idea of law,

55, 616. See Administration
of justice.

Kant, on retributive punishment,
80 ; his Rechtslehre, 65 1

.

Kelly V. Metropolitan Ry. Co.,

567.

Kendall v. Hamilton, 556, 557.

Kerrison v. Smith, 235.

Kettlewell v. Watson, 431, 447.

King, the source of justice, 49

;

a corporation sole, 363.

King's peace, 68, n. 3, 85.

King v. Hoare, 556, 557.

King V. Smith, 385.

Land, nature of, in law, 497-499

;

ownership of, in English law,

505.

Lavy V. L.C.C., 165.

Law, definition of, 11 ; abstract

and concrete senses of the

term, 1 1 ; relation of, to the

administration of justice,

15-18 ; law and fact, 18-23 j

advantages of fixed rules o
law, 24-28 ; defects of the
law, 28-34 ; contrasted with
equity, 46-52 ; imperative
theory of, 52-59 ; includes
rules governing the secon-
dary functions of courts of
justice, 96 ; sources of (See
Sources of the law); personal
and territorial, 600-602 ; law
and justice, 616 ; origin of

the term, 625-627.

Law merchant. See Mercantile
Custom.

Law reports, mode of citation of,

651.

Leases, nature of, 262, 509-510;
subject matter of, 511 ; may
he perpetual, 511 ; covenants
running with, 516.

Leask v. Scott, 164.

Legal ownership, distinguished
from equitable, 282-284.

Legal rights distinguished from
equitable, 264-266.

Legislation, its efficiency as an
instrument of legal reform,
31 ; private legislation, a
source of special law, 39

;

nature of, 113; various

senses of the term, 113- 115 ;

direct and indirect, 114 ; su-

preme and subordinate, 116;
colonial, 116 ; executive, 116

;

judicial, 117 ; municipal, 117

;

autonomous, 117 ; not neces-

sarily the act of the state,

117 ; late development of the
conception of, 119 ; subor-

dinate legislation sometimes
invalid if unreasonable, 141

;

legal limitations of the power
of the legislature, 634-636.

Le Lievre v. Gould, 439, 447.

Lex, distinguished from jus, 12,

119,615-617; abstract use
of term, 617, 623 ; different

meanings of term, 622 ; deri-

vation of, 626.

Lex domicilii, 610.

Lex fori, 608.

Lex loci actus, 608-609 ; loci con-

tractus, 609 ; loci delicti, 609.

Lex patriae, 609.

Lex personalis, 608, 609-610.

Lex posterior derogat priori, 143.

Lex situs, 608-609.
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Lex talionis, 80.

Liability, civil and crimiDal, 70,

395 ; penal and remedial, 91-

93, 395 ; distinction between
penal and criminal liability,

92 ; distinguisbed from duty
and disability, 236 ; narrow
use of, as equivalent to re-

sponsibility, 237, 395 ; reme-
dial, theory of, 395-397

;

penal, theory of, 397-399 ;

absolute, 411, 455-458 ; vica-

rious, 465-470 ; employer's,

467; survival of, 468-470;
measure of criminal, 470 - 477
(See Punishment) ; measure
of civil, 477-480.

Libel, on dead person, 339.

Liberties, classed as rights in a
wide sense, 231 ; distin-

guished from rights in strict

sense, 231-233 ; distinguished
from powers, 234.

License, revocation of, effectual

though wrongful, 234, ii.

Lien, distinguished from mort-
gage, 519-522; classes of,

524.

Lightly V. Clouston, 563.

Lilley, W. S. on expiation as the
purpose of punishment, 81.

Limitation of actions, at common
law, 145, n ; by the Statute
of Westminster, 145, u. See
Prescription.

Limited liability, of shareholders,
359-361.

Literature of the law, contrasted
with its literary sources, HI.

Littleton, on customary law, 149,

n.

Locke, on the necessity of fixed
principles of law, 27 ; on the
state of nature, 66 ; his use
of the term property, 494.

London and Midland Bank v.

Mitchell, 242.

London Street Tramways Co. v.

L.C.C., 165.

Lorimer, his Institutes of Law, 3.

Low V. Routledge, 193.

Macarthy v. Young, 440.

Magna Carta, the prohibition of

extra-judicial force, 188 n.

Maine, Sir H. S., bis influence

on English jurisprudence,
652.

Maitland, Prof., on corporations

sole, 347, n ; on the nature
of corporations, 350.

Malice, meanings of the term,
419 ; when a ground of lia-

bility, 421, 428, 644.

Marvin v. Wallace, 311, 316.

Maxims, legal, their nature and
uses, 638 ; list of, 638-646.

Mediate possession, 308-313.

Mens rea, a condition of penal
liability, 397, 410; its two
forms, intention and negli-

gence, 398, 410 ; exceptions
to requirement of, 411, 455-
458 ; necessary even for civil

liability, 454.

Mercantile Bank of Sydney v.

Taylor, 557.

Mercantile custom, a source of
special law, 38 ; judicial

notice of when once proved,

39 ; must be general, 43

;

possesses no abrogative
power, 108 ; probably need
not be immemorial, 146, n.

Mercer, Ex parte, 447.

Merger, nature of, 343, 545 ; of
obligations, 545, 568, 572 ; of'

encumbrances, 546 ; excep-
tions to the rule of, 546.

Merkel, on negligence, 433, n.

Merry v. Green, 298, 303.

MetropolitanRailway Co. v. Jack-
son, 443.

Middleton v. Pollock, 374.

Midland Railway Co. v. Wright,
499.

Miller v. Dell, 241, 242.

Mistake, effect of, on agreements,
384.

Mistake of fact, a defence in
criminal law, 460; no defence
in civil law, 460 ; origin of

therul', 461.

Mistake of law, no defence, 458 ;

reasons for the rule, 458, 460.

Modus et conventio vincuntlegem,
42, 108, 377, 384, 643.

Monti V. Barnes, 498, 499.

Morris v. Robinson, 556.

Mortgage, a form of real securi-

ty, 518 ; distinguished from
liens, 519-521 ; not neces-
sarily a transfer of the proper-
ty, 520 ; involves equity of
redemption, 521 ; -what inay
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be mortgaged, 522; com-
plexity of, as compared with
liens, 32:s.

Moses V. Macferlan, 562.
Motives, nature of, 417 ; distin-

guished from intention, 417 ;

concurrent, 418; relevance of,

inlaw, 421 423, 427.
Muller and Coy's Margarine v.

Inland Kevenue Commis-
sioners, 408, 501.

Nasciturus pro jam nato habetur,
340.

Nation, its relation to the state,
196-198.

National Bank of St. Charles v.

De Bernales, 362.

Nationality, its relation to citi-

zenship, 196-198.
Natural law, the subject-matter

of natural jurisprudence, 2,

9 ; opposed to positive law,
3, n. 3.

Natural rights, 220-222 ; denial
of, by Bentham and others,
222.

Nature, state of, transition from,
to civil state, 65.

Necessitas non habet legem, 188,

428, 643.

Necessity, a ground of justifica-

tion,
_
428-430; limited re-

cognition of by Englisli law,
429.

Negligence, subjective and objec-
tive uses of the term, 430

;

opposed to intention, 431 ;

not necessarily inadvertent,
432, 449 ; consists essentially

in indifference, 4:i2 ; defined,

433 ; Merkel'.s definition of,

433, n. ; di-^tinguished from
intention, 433 : a sufficient

ground of liability, 433

;

simple and wilful, 434 ; want
of skill is negligence, 436 ;

culpable only when careful-

ness is a legal duty, 438-440;
the standard of care, 440 - 442;

in law and in fact, 443 ; no
degrees of negligence in Eng-
lish law, 444 ; equivalence of

gross negligence and inten-

tion, 445-448; negligence

and constructive intent,

447 ; negligence distin-

guished from inadvertence,
448-450; objective theory of
negligence, 450.

Negoliable instruments, their
natuie, 570.

Nemo plus juris, &c., 538, 643.
Nemo tenetur se ipsum accusare,

593, 643.

Nomos, different uses of the
term, 624.

Non dat qui non habet, 539, 570,
643.

Northey Stone Co. v. Gidney,
409.

Novation, nature of, 572 ; volun-
tary and necessary, 572.

Noxal actions, 465.

NuUi res sua servit, 546.

Oath, form of judicial, 17 ; nature
of, 595 ; utility of, 596.

Object of a right, its nature, 22-3
;

different uses of the term,
225 ; an essential element in
every right, 227-230 ; classes
of objects, 227-230 ; some-
times identified with the
right by metonymy, 270-274.

Obligatio, significance of tlie

term in Roman law, 252

;

civilis et naturalis, 573.

Obligations, law of, 489 ; obliga-

tions defined, 549 ; solidary,

551-557 (See Solidary obliga-
tions)

;
jiiint, 551-557; alter-

native, 553, n.; contractual,
558 (See Agreements) ; de-

lictual, 558 560
;

quasi-con-
traciual, 560 -564 (See Quasi-
contract) ; quasi - delictual,

564 ; equitable, 565 ; concur-
rent, 565-568 ; merger of, 568,

572 ; transmission of, 568 -

571; extinction of, 571-574;
novation of, 572.

Occupatio, 528.

Omission, meaning of the term,
400.

Opinio necessitatis, one of the
requisites of a v'alid custom,
141.

Ordeal, theory of, 595.

Osborne v. Rowlett, 177.

Ownership, no rights without
owners, 225-227 ; rights

owned by incertae personae,

226 ; ownership of property
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of intestate, 226 ; ownership
of human beings, 230

;

ownership distioguishedfrom
encumbrance, 257 ; owner-
ship defined, 268-270 ; con-
trasted with possession, 268,

324 ; kinds of, 270 ; cor-

poreal and incorporeal, 270-
274 ; corporeal ownership a
figure of speech, 268, 270-
272 ; the right of ownership
and the ownership of rights,

273 ; defined by Sir F. Pol-
lock, 273, n ; co-ownership,
276 ; trust and beneficial

ownership, 278-282; direct
ownership, 278 n ; legal and
equitable, 282-284; vested
and contingent, 284-287.

Ownership of material things,
503-505.

Ownership of immaterial things,
505-508.

Pandektenreeht, nature of, 9.

Parker v. Alder, 466.

Parliament, Imperial, its sup-
reme authority, 116.

Parsons, In re, 164,

Patent rights, their subject-
matter, 229, 507.

Penal actions, nature of, 89

;

pertain to civil justice, 89.

Penal proceedings, distinguished

from remedial, 91-93.

Penal redress, a form of civil jus-

tice, 87, 89-91 ; distinguished
from pure redress, 89 ; in-

volves punishment of defen-

dant, 90 ; compromise be-

tween redress and punish-
ment, 90 ; not justified ex-

cept as punishment of de-

fendant, 454 ; merits and de-

fects of the system, 477.

See Liability.

Penalty. See Punishment.
Permissive rules of law, 57.

Personal laws, distinguished from
territorial, 600-602.

Personal property, distinguished

from real, 501 ; origin of the
distinction, 502.

Personal rights, ambiguity of the
term, 254, n.l; as opposed to

real rights. See Keal rights ;

as opposed to proprietary

rights. See Proprietary
rights.

Persons, the subjects of rights

and duties, 224 ; rights of

unborn, 226, 340-342; the

objects of rights, 228, 230;
not capable of being owned,
230 ; nature of, 334 : natural
and legal, 335 ; animals are

not persons, 335-337 ; dead
men are not persons, 337-
340 ; double personality, 342,

542 ; legal persons the pro-

duct of personification, 343 ;

kinds of legal persons, 345.

See Corporations.
Persons, law of, 487, 490.

Petitions of right, their nature,

94 ; a secondary function of

courts of law, 94.

Petitorium, opposed to posses-

sorium, 327.

Phillips V. Homfray, 88, 563.

Pickard v. Smith, 463.

Pickering v. Eudd, 498.

Plato, on the offences of animals,
464 ; on vicarious liability,

466.

Pledge V. Carr. 165.

Pluckwell V. Wilson, 444.

Plures eandem rem possidere non
possunt, 313.

Pollock, Sir P., his definition of

ownership, 273, n, 1 ; on acts

in the law, 372, n ; his use
of the terms contract and
agreement. 373, n. 2.

Pollock and Wright, their work
on possession quoted, 299,

301.

Positive law, origin of the term,

3, n. 2 ; improperly used to

signify civil law exclusively,

3, n. 2.

Possessio juris, contrasted with
dominium juris, 268 ; con-

trasted with possessio cor-

' poris, 292, 322. See Incor-

poreal possession.

Possession, distinguished from
ownership, 268 ; difficulty of

the conception, 288 ; conse-

quences of, 288 ;
possession

in fact and in law, 289-291
;

constructive, 289 ;
possession

and detention, 289 ; posses-

sionand seisin, 291 ; corppreal
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and incorporeal, 291 - 293 ; a
matter of fact, not of right,
293 ; corporeal possession de-
fined, 294 ; its two elements,
animus and corpus, "-^94

; ani-

mus poisidendi (q.v ), 295-

298; corpus possessionis (q.v.),

298-307
; possession of land

not necessarily that of chat-
tels thereon, 302 306 ; medi-
ate andimmediate possession,

308-313 ; concurrent posses-

sion, 313 ; acquisition of

possessiiin, 314-316; Sa-

vigny's theory of, 316-320;
incorporeal, 320-324 {See In-

corporeal possession) ;
generic

nature of possession, .324
;

possession and ownership,

324-327; possession of obli-

gations, 326 ;
possessory re-

medies, '327-330 ;
possessory

titles, 330, 529 ;
possession

a title of ownership, 528 ;

delivery of, required for

transfer of property, 536-

538 ; enables possessor to

give a good title, 539.

Tossessorium, opposed to peti-

torium, 327.

Possessory ownership, 529.

Possessory remedies, nature of,

327 ; origin of, 328 ; reasons

for, 328 -.330 ; rejection of by,

English law, 330.

Pothier, his definition of a con-

tract, 373, n ; his works,

652.

Power, political, 206 ; le^slative,

judicial, and executive, 206;

sovereign and subordinate,

206. See Sovereignty.

Powers, classed as rights in wide
sense, 231 ; distinguished

from rights in strict sense,

233-235; distinguished from
liberties, 234 ; a class of en-

cumbrances, 262, 515.

iPrecedents, reasons for their

operation as a source of law,

104, 172 ;
possess no abroga-

tive power, 108,170-172; their

relation to codified law, 125 ;

not originally regarded as a

source of law, 135 ; their im-

portance in English law, 159;

-declaratory and original, 159-

161 ; declaratory theory of,

158, 161, 182; their operation
in Chancery, 162 ; authorita-
tive and persuasive, 163

;

classes of persuasive prece-

dents, 164 ; absolute and con-
ditional authority of prece-

dents, 164-166 ; disregard of,

when justiKed, 166- 170; effect

of lapse of time on, 168; dis-

tinction between overruling

and refusing to follow, 169

;

retrospective operation of the
overruling of, 168, n. 1, 171 ;

transform questions of fact

into questions of law, 174-

177; rationes decidendi, 176-

178 ; the sources of judicial

principles, 178 ; respective

functions of judges and juries

with reference to, 180-182.

Prescription, its relation to im-
memorial custom, 109, 155;
periods of, in Koman law,

147 ; in Canon law, 147 ; in

English law, 148 ; in Conti-

nental law, 148 ; operation of,

in case of mediate possession,

311, 312, 313 ; origin of term,

530, n. 2 : nature of, 530

;

positive and negative, 530

;

rational basis of, 532-534

;

what rights subject to, 534 ;

perfect and imperfect, 535 ;

of obligations, 534, 572.

Presumptio, facti seu hominis,

588, n ;
juris, 588, n.

Presumptions, conclusive, 587 -

590 ; rebuttable, 588, 590.

Primary rights, opposed to sanc-

tioning, 86.

Principal rights, distinguished

from accessory, 263.

Principle, contrasted with au-

thority, 177.

Private international law, nature

of, 41, 602-604 ;
purposes of,

604-606 ; choice of law, 606-

610 ; does not determine
jurisdiction of English

courts, 610 ; determines re-

cognition of foreign judg-

ments, 610 ; the extrateri-i-

torial recognition of rights,

611.

Private law distinguished from
public, 484.
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Private war, its gradual exclu-
sion by public justice, 68, n.

3.

Privy Council, decisions of, not
authoritative in England,
164.

Probative force, 582. See Evi-
dence.

Procedure, distinguished from
substantive law, 486, 576

;

occasional equivalence of pro-

cedural and substantive
rules, 579.

Proceedings, civil and criminal,

68-71, 82-85; specific and
sanctional enforcement of

rights, 86 ; forms of sanc-
tional enforcement, 87-91 ;

pure redress, 88
;
pecuniary

penalty, 88 ;
penal redress,

89 ; a table of legal proceed-
ings, 91 ;

penal and remedial,
91 - 93 ; secondary functions
of courts of law, 93 - 96 ;

peti-

tions of right, 94 ; declara-

tions of right, 95 ;
judicial

administration of property,

95 ; secondary functions in-

cluded in civil justice, 96.

Professional opinion, as a source
of law, 103. 106.

Proof, nature of, 582 ; conclusive

and presumptive, 587 ; modes
of, in early law, 588.

Propertv, material, 227, 495,

503-506 : immaterial, 229,

506-508 ; an aggregate of

proprietary rights, 253 (See

Proprietary rights) ; corpo-

real and incorporeal. 270-

276; law of, 488, 493 ff,

;

different meanings of the
term, 493-495 ; movable and
immovable, 497-500; real

and personal, 501.

Proprietary rights, distinguished
from personal, 253 ff. ; con-

stitute a person's property or

estate, 253 ; may be either

real or personal, 254; subject
matter of the law of things,

256 ; not necessarily trans-

ferable, 256.

Protectorates, 210.

Public law, distinguished from
private, 484.

Puchta, his theory of customary

law, 152 ; his Institutiouen,.

652.

Pufendorf, his treatise on Natural
Law, 3, 653 ; his relation to

modern English jurispru-

dence, 10 ; his definition of

law, 52.

Pagh V. Golden Valley Railway
Co., 168.

Punishment, purposes of, 71-82;
deterrent, 71; preventive, 71;^

reformative, 72-77; retribu-

tive, 77-82; expiative, 81;
measure of, 470-477.

Quasi-contracts, 560-564; their

nature, 560 ; instances of,

561 -563 ; reasons for recogni-

tion of, 563.

Quasi-possessio, 291-293, 319,

320 - 324. See Possession.

Questions of fact, distinguished
from questions of law, 18-22;.

examples of, 20 ; mixed
questions of law and fact,

21 ; answered by jury, 21 ;

but sometimes by the judge,

21, 181 ; transformation of,

into questions of law by
judicial decision, 22, 174-

177 ; sometimes treated fic-

titiously as questions of law,

175.

Questions of law, distinguished

from questions of fact, 18-22;.

examples of, 20 ; wrongly re-

garded as including all qiies-

tions answered by judges,

instead of juries, 22, n.

Qui prior est tempore potior est

jure, 265, 330, 644.

Quod fieri non debet factum
valet, 171, 644.

R. V. Armstrong, 408.

R. V. Birmingham and Gloucester

Ry. Co., 354.

R. V. Brown, 426.

R. V. Collins, 426.

R. V. Coombes, 408.

R. V. Dudley, 430.

R. V. Edwards, 169.

R. V. Ellis, 409.

R. V. Great North of Englandi
Ry. Co., 354.

R. V. Harvey, 447.

R. V. Keyn, 408, 409.
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R. V. Labouchere, 340.
K. V. Moore, 303.

R. V. Mucklow, 297, 304.
it. V. Price, 339.

R. V. Prince, 456, 461.

R. V. Raynes, 339.

R. V. Ring, 426.

R. V. Roberts, 425.

R. V. Senior, 341.

R. V. Stewart, 339.

R. V. Tolson, 456.

E. V. West, 341.

Radcliffe, In re, 546.

Raffles V. Wichelbaus, 384.

Rangeley v. Midland Ry. Co., 515.

Rationes decidendi, their nature,
176- 17S; their sources, 178-

180.

Real property, distinguislied from
personal, 501 ; origin of the
distinction, 502.

Real rights, 246-253; dis-

tinguished from personal,

246-248; always negative,

248 ; distinction between real

and personal rights not
strictly exhaustive, 250

;

signiiicance of the terms real

and personal, 250-252; origin

of terms in rem and in per-

sonam, 252 ; significance of

term jus ad rem, 252.

Recht, different meanings of the
terra, 617 ; derivation of, 617

;

subjective and objective, 618.

Redress. See Penal redress.

Reformation, one of the ends of

punishment, 72-77.

Release, 379.

Remedial proceedings, dis-
tinguished from penal, 91-93.

Remedies, legal. See Proceed-
ings.

Remotenes.s of damage, 478-480,

641.

Reputation, the object of a right,

228 ; of the dead, 339.

Res, meaning of the term in

Roman law, 256 ; corporalis

and incorporalis, 275.

Res judicata pro veritate accipi-

tur, 104, 172, 589, 644.

Respondeat superior, 467, 644.

Responsibility. See Liability.

Retribution, one of the purposes

of punishment, 79 ; Kant's

opinion of, 80.

Revenge, its transformation into
criminal justice, 81.

Richer v. Voyer, 315.
Ridsdale v. Clifton, 169.
Rights, enforcement of, the object

of civil justice, 69, 86
; pri-

mary and sanctioning, 86

;

specific and sanctional en-
forcement of, 86-91 ; defined,
219-221 ; of animals, 219, n,,

222
; natural and legal, 220-

222 ; denial of natural rights
by Bentham and Austin, 222;
correlation of rights and du-
ties, 223 ; alleged distinc-
tion between relative and
absolute duties, 224 ; ele-

ments (if legal rights, 224

;

the subjects of, 224 ; the con-
tents of, 225 ; the objects of,

225 ; the titles of, 225; rights
over one's own person, 228

;

right of reputation, 228

;

rights in respect of domestic
relations, 228 ; rights in
respect of other rights,

228 ; rights over imma-
terial property, 29 ; wide
and narrow use of the term
right, 231; rights in wide
sense defined, 231 ; rights

distinguished from liberties,

powers, and immunities, 231-

235 ; perfect and imperfect
rights, 223, 239-243; modes
of indirect enforcement of im-
perfect rights, 241 ; rights

against the state. 242-245
;

positive and negative rights,

245 ; real and personal, 246 -

253 ; in rem and in personam,
250-253; adrem,252; proprie-

tary and personal, 253 - 257 ;

rights of ownership and en-

cumbrances, 257-263; domi-
nant and servient, 258 ;

prin-

cipal and accessory, 263 ; legal

and equitable, 264-266 ; na-

tural and acquired, 491 ; local

situation of , 500 ; extraterri-

torial recognition of, 611.

Rigidity of the law, 29.

Rigor juris, opposed to aequitas,

47.

Roman law, jus civile, 3, n. 2 ;

jus cominune, 44, n.; jus sin-

gulare, 44, n.; aequitas and
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strictum jus, 48 ;
jus prae-

torium, 51 ; criminal justice
in Rome. S5 ; actio furti, 89,

n ; professi"nal opinion as a
source of, 105

;
jns sciiptum

and non scriptum, 115 ; rela-

tion between custom and
enacted law, 143 ; recogni-
tion of, in England, 164, n

;

hereditas jaeens, 226 ; do-

minium, 252 ; obligatio, 252,

557, 573 ; actio in rem, 253 ;

res eoiporales and incorpo-
rales 275 n. 3 ; traditio brevi
manu. 314 ; constitutum pos-
sessorium, 315 ; malicious
exercise of rights, 423. n

;

noxal actions, 465 ; emphy-
teusis, 513, n. 8 ; traditio as
a title to property, 536 ; soli-

dary obligations, 557, n. 9 ;

originally personal, not terri-

torial, 600.

Eylands v. Fletcher, 457, 463.

Sadler v. Great Western Ky. Co.,

555, 556.

Salomon v. Salomon & Co.. 347.

Sanctions, nature and kinds of,

14.

Sanctional enforcement of rights,

87-91.

Sanctioning rights, 86-91.
Savigny, his system of Modern

Koman Law. 9 ; on the rela-

tion between enacted and
customary law, 143 ; his
theory of customary law,
152 ; his theory of posses-
sion, 316-320.

Scottish law, on the relation be-
tween enacted and custom-
ary law, 144, n.

Securities, 517-525 ; nature of,

2()2, 517 flf.; real and per-
sonal, 518 ; mortgages and
liens, 519. See Mortgage.

Seisin, its nature and importance
in early law, 291.

Semi-sovereign states, 210-212.
Sententia legis, contrasted with

litera legis, 127. See Inter-
pretation.

Services, rights to, 230.
Servient rights, 258. See En-

cumbrances.

Servitudes, nature of, 262, 264,

513; distinguished from-
leases, 513 ; public and pri-

vate, 514; appurtenant and
in gross, 514, 515, n.

Shares in companies, nature of,.

351, n.

Sharp V. Jackson, 374.

Sheddon v. Goodrich, 168.

Shie], Ex parte, 242.

Sic utere tuo ut alienum non lae-

das, 259, 503, 644.

Sloman v. Government of New
Zealand. 365.

Smelting Co. of Australia v.

Commis.sioners of Inland Re-
venue, 501.

Smith V. Baker, 563.

Smith V. Hughes, 385.

Smith V. Keal, 169.

Solidary obligations, 551-557;
their nature, 551-553 ; their

kinds, 553 ; several, 553 ;

joint, 553 ; joint and several,
554 ; examples of each kind,
554-556; effects of each kind,-

556 ; in Roman law, 557, n. 9.

Solon, on making men just, 79, n.

Sources of the law, formal and
material, 99 ; legal and his-

torical. 100-103; list of legal
sources, 103

;
grounds of the

authority of these sources,
104-106; constitutive and
abrogative operation of, 106,

108 ; sources of law and
source- of rights, 109 ; ulti-

mate legal principles with-
out legal sources, 109-111;-
literary sources of the law,
111.

South Staffordshire Water Co.
v. Sharman, 304, 305.

Sovereignty, nature of 206, 628

;

essential in a state, 207, n,
628 ; may be external to the
state. 628 ; divisibility of,.

629 631 ; limitations of, 631-
636.

Space, ownership of, 496.

Special law, contrasted with com-
mon law, 36; kinds of, 37-
42 ; local customs, 38 ; mer-
cantile customs, 3S

;
private-

legislation, 39 ; foreign law,
40 ; conventional law, 41 ;
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transformation of, into com-
mon law, 3S.

Specific enforcement of rights,
87-91 ; the general rule, 395;
not always possible, 396

;

not always expedient, 396.
Spencer, H , on the essential

functions of the state. 1 85, n.

3 ; on the gi'adual difleren-
tiation of these functions,
190, n ; on natural rights,
221.

Spinoza, on the rule of reason and
of force, 14.

Starey v Graham, 233.

State, its will the sole source of

law, 53-55 ; its origin, 65-68;
its nature, 184-191 ; defined,

192 ; its essential functions,

war and the administration
of justice, 185-190; generic
identity of these two func-

tions, 186 ; their specific dif-

ference, 186 ; secondary dif-

ferences, 187-190; secondary
functions of the state, 190

;

its territory, 191 ; non-terri-

torial states, 192 ; member-
ship of the state, 192 199;
citizens and residents, 192

;

pers nal and territorial idea
of the state, 195-198 ; its con-

stitution, 200-205; its govern-

ment 206 ; independent and
dependent states, 207-209;
different meanings of the
term state, 209, n ; fully sove-

reign and semi sovereign

states, 209-212; protected

states, 210 ; confederated
states, 210 ; unitary and com-
posite states, 212 ; imperial

and federal states, 212-214;
rights against the state, 242-

245 ; legal personality of the

state. 362-366.

Status distinguished from estate,

253 ff. ; an aggregate of per-

sonal rights, 253 ff'. ; includes

duties and liabilities as well

as rights. 257 ;
subject-matter

of the law of persons, 256;
law of, 487, 490.

Statute-law, the typical form of

law in modern times 119;

compared with case-law, their

relative merits and defects,

120-124; interpretation of,

126 133. See Interpretation.
Statutes referred to : Interpreta-

tion Act, 40, n ; Judicature
Act, 46, 265, 282 ; Statute of
Marlborough, 68 ; Westmin-
ster I. , 145 ; Prescription Act,
156 ; Magna Carta, 188. n ;

Sale of Goods Act, 316,

540 ; Lord Campbell's Act,
341 ; Statute of Uses. 537

;

Factors Act, 540 ; Statute of

Frauds, 591

.

Stephen, Sir J F.. his definition

of criminal attempts. 424.

Suarez, his distinction between
lex positiva and lex natur-
alis, 3, n. 2 ; on opinio neces-
sitatis in customary law, 141,

n. 4 ; on time immemorial,
148; his treatise De Legibus,
654.

Subject of a right, different uses
of the term, 224, 225 ; no
rights without subjects, 225-

227.

Subjects. See Citizenship.

Substantive law, distinguished
from procedure, 486, 576.

Subtilty of law and lawyers, 32.

Succession 540-544. See In-

heritance.

Summum jus opposed to aequi-
tas, 47.

Summum jus snmma injuria, 30,

48, 645.

Suretyship, 518.

Surrender, loss of rights by, 545.

Suzerainty, 210.

Tancred v. Delagoa Bay Ey. Co.,

525.

Tarry v. Ashton, 457.

Taylor, Jeremy, on the uncer-
tainty of natural justice, 26 ;

on men aad wolves, 63.

Taylor, Ex parte, 419.

Taylor v. Manchester etc. Ky.
Co., 567.

Territorial law. distinguished
from personal, 600-602.

Territory, of a state, 191 ; of a
legal system, 598.

Text-books, authority of, 164, n.

4.

Tharsis Sulphur Co. v. Loftus,

440.
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Themis, meanings and derivation

of the term, 621.

Things, different senses of the

term, 274 ; material and im-
material, 274, 496 ; corporeal

and incorporeal, 275 ; law of,

487 ; in action and in posses-

sion, 550
Thomasius, his distinction he-

tween jurisprudence and
ethics, 654.

Thompson v. London County
Council, 555, 556.

Tillett V. Ward, 443.

Time immemorial, a requisite of

particular customs, 144^148 ;

rule derived from canon,

through civil law, 144; origi-

nal meaning of rule, 144;

how affected by statute of

Westminster, 145 ; allowance
of tradition, 144 n. 10 ; in

French law, 144, n. 10 ; rea-

son for requirement of im-
memorial antiquity in cus-

tom. 146 ; origin of the rule,

146-148.

Titles, their nature, 225, 368;
original and derivative, 368.

Torts, their nature, 558-560

;

waiver of, 563.

Trade-marks, a form of immate-
rial property, 508.

Traditio brevi manu. 314-315, n.

Transfer of rights, 368, 371, 379,

536-540; of liabilities, 569;
of choses in action, 570.

Transmission of obligations, 588-

571 ; passive, 569 ; active,

570.

Trial by battle. See Battle.

Trusts, a kind of encumbrance,
262; their nature, 278-282,

515 ; their purposes, 279,

358 ; distinguished from con-
tracts, 279 ; distinguished
from agency, 280 ; how
created and destroyed, 281 ;

distinguished from the rela-

tion between legal and equit-
able ownership, 283 ; not
recognised at common law,
284 ; for animals, 336 ; for

maintenance of tombs, 339.

Tulk V. Moxhay, 516.

Turner v. Stallibras, 567.

Ubi eadem ratio, ibi idem jus,

645.

Ubi jus ibi remedium, 241, 645.

Ultimate rules of law, without
legal sources, 109-11.

Union, forms of political, 214, n.

2 ;
personal and real, ibid.

Unitary states, 212.

United States v. Davis, 408.

Universitas, use of the term in

Roman law, 348. n. 7.

Unus homo duas personas sus-

tinet, 342.

Vaughan, In re, 339.

Vested ownership. See Contin-

gent ownership, 284 - 287.

Vestitive facts, 369.

Vigilantibus non dormieutibus
jura subveniunt, 534, 645.

Volenti non fit injuria, 646.

Waiver of torts, 563.

Walker v. Great Northern Ry.
Co , 341.

Wallis, In re, 169.

Wandsworth Board of Works v.

United Telegraph Co., 498.

War, an essential function of

the state, 185-190 ; compared
with the administration of

justice, 186-190; not go-

verned by law, 186 ;
private,

68, n. 3.

Ward V. National Bank, 555,

556.

Wegg Prosser v. Evans, 556.

Williams v. Williams, 339.

Wilson V. Balcarres Co., 556.

Wilson v. Brett, 445.

Windscheid, on the relation be-

tween enacted and customary
law, 143 ; his theory of cus-

tomary law, 153 ; on the
the nature of rights, 220 ; on
proprietary rights, 254, n ; on
owner.-hip, 274, n. 3 ; on the
possession of rights, 326, n. ;

his Pandektenrecht, 654.

Winter v. Winter, 315, n.

Witnesses, exclusion of, in early
law, 33, 592.

Wood v. Leadbitter, 235.
Woolsey, on retribution as the

essential end of punishment,
80, n.
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Written and unwritten law, 115.

Wrongs, civil and criminal, 70,
82 ; private and public, 82 ;

tiiese distinctions not equiva-
lent, 83 ; historical relation

between public wrongs and

crimes, 84 ; definition of, 216;
moral and legal, 216. See
Liability.

Xenos V. Wickham, 374.

Year-books, 654.
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Third Edition.in 8vo, price 2ij., cloth,

THE LAWS OF INSURANCE:
dPtw, ILife, accident, anii guarantee.

BMBODYING

CASES IN THE ENGLISH, SCOTCH, IRISH, AMERICAN, AND
CANADIAN COURTS.

By JAMES BIGGS PORTER,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT -LAW.

ASSISTED BY <

W. FEILDEN CRAIES, M.A., and THOMAS S. LITTLE,

OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTERS-AT-LAW.

'* We find little change in the scope of the book, but the cases decided since 1887, some of them are
of considerable importance, together with the new Statute Law relating to the subject, have all been
properly placed, and make the third edition as valuable as its predecessor. We do not hesatBte to
recommend this book to the continued favourable attention of the Legal profession."—Zo7y Journal.

" This work, which in the present edition has been brought down to the latest date, was orjgiiially

published by Mr. Porter in 1S84, Avith the view of supplying a concise treatise on the Law4 of In-

surances within the compass of a moderate sized volume, and we have no hesitatior in sayipg how
excellently the author has attained that objeqt, while pverlooking or omitting nothing of importance.
The book is one of great value."

—

Irish Law Titnes. ' '

.

** The issue of a third, edition calls for little more than a record of the fact, for' the previous editions

of the book established its reputation as a lucid and exhaustive examination of the subject dealt with.
It is still, so far as we know, the only book which embraces the whole Law of Insurance (excepting
marine) and the present edition is as clear and concise as ever."

—

Manchester Guardian.
" The third edition of Porter's most excellent and concise treatise on the laws relating to Insurance

is now before us, and those with any knowledge of, or experience in, insurance affairs of any class or

description, will know that, with the name of the author quoted, the contents will be at once inclusive,

clear, concise and reliable. .... ^hould certainly be on the shelves'of every insurance office,

and in the possession of every broker, as well as a necessary addition to a lawyer's library."

—

Liverpool
youmal of CoTnmerce.

In Royal i2mo, price 20j., cloth,

QUARTER SESSIONS PRACTICE,
A VADE MECUM OF GENERAL PRACTICE IN APPELLATE AND

CIVIL CASES AT QUARTER SESSIONS.

By FREDERICK JAMES SMITH,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW, AND RECORDER OF MARGATE.

Third Edition. In one volume, Svo,. price 2.1s., cloth,

A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAW RELATING TO
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, with an Appendix of

Statutes, Annotated by means of References to the Text. By W. Gregory
Walker, B.A., Barrister-at-Law, and Edgar J. Elgood, B.C.L., M.A.,
Barrister-at-Law, Third Edition by E.J. Elgood, B.C.L.. M.A.

"We highly approve of Mr. Walker's arrange- " Mr. Walker is fortunate in his choice of a sub-

ment. ^ . , . The Notes are full, and as far as we ject, and the power of treating it succinctly ; for

have been able to ascertain, carefully and accurately the ponderous tomes of Williams, however satisfac-

compiled We can commend it as bearing tory as an authority, are necessarily incdhve'nient

on its face evidence of skilful and careful labour, for reference as well as expensive. ..... On the
and we anticipate that it will be found 2. very whole we,,^ inclined to think the book a good and
acceptable substitute for the poilderbu* tomes -1 usefiii ond. —Law journal. '

of the much esteemed and valued Williams."—
Law Times.
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Second Edition, in 8vo, price gj., cloth,

THE LAW OF MAINTENANCE AND DESERTION,
AND THE ORDERS OF THE JUSTICES THEREON. Second
Edition, including the LAW OF AFFILIATION- and BASTARDY. With
an Appendix of Statutes and Forms, including the Summary Jurisdiction (Married

Women's) Act of, 1895. By Templf Chevalier Martin, Chief Clerk of the

Lambeth Police Court, Editor of the "Magisterial and Police Guide," &c. and
George Temple Martin, M.A., of Lincoln s Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo, price ds. td. , cloth,

THE LAW OF ARBITRATION AND AWARDS

;

With Appendix containing the STATUTES RELATING TO ARBITRA-
TION, and a collection of Forms and Index. Third Edition. By Joshua
Slater, of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, price 6s., cloth.

THE PRINCIPLES OF MERCANTILE LAW. By

Joshua Slater, of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

In 8vo, price \2s., cloth,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF DISCOVERY m
the SUPREME COURT of JUSTICE. With an Appendix of Forms,
Orders, &c., and an Addenda giving the Alterations under the
New Rules of Practice. By Clarence J. Peile, of the Inner Temple,

. Barrister-at-Law.

In one volume, 8vo, price \%s., cloth,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE RELATING TO

PETITIONS IN CHANCERY AND LUNACY,
Including THE SETTLED ESTATES ACT, LANDS CLAUSES ACT,
TRUSTEE ACT, WINDING-UP PETITIONS, PETITIONS RELATING
TO SOLICITORS, INFANTS, Etc., Etc. With an Appendix of Forms

and Precedents. By Sydney E. Williams, Barrister-at-Law.

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 28^., cloth,

A SELECTION OF PRECEDENTS OF PLEADING

UNDER THE JUDICATURE ACTS IN THE COMMON LAW DIVISIONS.

With Notes explanatory of the different Causes of Action and Grounds of Defence ; and

an Introductory Treatise on the Present Rules and Principles of Pleading as

illustrated by the various Decisions down to the Present Time.

By J.
CUNNINGHAM and M. W. MATTINSON.

SECOND EDITION.

By miles WALKER MATTINSON, of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law, and

STUART CUNNINGHAM MACASKIE. of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

REVIEWS.
.
" The notes are very pertinent and satisfactory : tlie introductory chapters on the present system of pleading

aie excellent and the precedents will be found very useful."-/«jAia!a'2;»'f/-
. ..„..,

21ie^;ta^r^<s!,;SaS5'a^'^?^
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Second Edition, in two volumes, royal 8vo, price los. , cloth,

NEGLIGENCE IN LAW
Being the Second Edition of "Principles of the Law; of Negligence,"

Re-arranged AND RE-yvRirriN.
;

.:By THOMAS BEVEN,
OP THE. INNER TEMPLE, BARKI5TER-AT-LAW ; AUTHOR OF " THE LAW OF EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

FOR THE ksGLlGENCE OF SERVANTS CAUSING INJURY TO FELLOW SERVANTS."

REVIEWS.
,

" These volumes, says Mr, Beven in the preface, maybe regarded asasecond edition of his * Principles
of the Law of Negligence,' in so far as th? subjects treated of in ;both, books are the same ; and the
materials collected in the one have been used without reserve in the "other. As to anything beyond this,

he continues, the present is a new work. The arrangement is altogether different from that previously
adopted. Nearly a half of the contents of these volumes is absolutely new, and of the remainder there
is very little which has not been materially modified, if not in substance, yet in expression.

"Upon its first appearance, the 'Principles of the Law of Negligence was at once recognized as a
work of the highest importance, and the ability and industry which Mr. Beven had brought to bear upon
his task laid the profession under no ordinary obligation. The service which he then rendered has been
greatly increased by the production of this second edition, and the book deserves a place in the first

rank among authoritative expositions' of the lawi ,, .

"^
,

'

I'The chief characteristic of Mr. BeVen's method is rhoroughness. "He is not himself in a hiiri'y, and
it is certainly useless for his readers to be so. The law is to be foiind in his pages, and, when found, it is

clearly enunciated ; but it is always deduced from a full and discriminating examination of multitudinous
cases—English and American—and readers iriliSt be content to survey, leisurely and cautiously, with Mr.
Beven, the whole field of judicial exposition, and to follow'his own careful and elaborate criticism, if they
would gain the full benefit of the results at which he arrives. The book is not meant to be taken up
for a hasty reference, and often the lawyer may find it more convenient to resort to a treatise more concise.
On the other hand, it will be an invaluable companion in the consideration of any matter which requires
research, and the style and arrangement are such that, whether the book is used for purposes of business or
of general study, it cannot fail to prove deeply interesting. ...

"The above account is but a sketch of Mi*. Beven's great work. It is impossible within the present
limits to give an adequate idea of the variety of topics which aire included, of the leaining a'nd.patieiice with
which they are discussed. Negligence may only be ah aspect of the law ; but the treatnient here
accorded to it throws into prominence a host of questions of the utmost importance, both practically and
theoretically. By his contribution to the due understanding of these Mr. Beven has placed the profes-
sion under a lasting obligation, an obligation which no reader of his work will fail to realize."

—

Solicitors'
Jaumal.

;

- - .
-

"The book upon which this is.founded, and which is in a measure a former edition of the present
volumes, has made Mr. Beven an authority on the subject of the law of negligence. He has, in writing
these volumes, made full use of his former labours ; but he claims that in reality the present work is a
new one, and his claim is justified. . . . Just occasionalljr' a well-written and ably-conceived law
book is published, and such a one is this of Mr. Beven's. We think that to compare it with other books
on the subject would be impossible ; it stands easily the best book on the subject. In clear exposition of
law, for good classification of subject-matter, for accuracy of detail, and for every arrangement to facili-

tate reference it cannot be beaten. We may congratulate Mr. Beven upon the accomplishment of his
laborious task ; he has given to the profession a valuable work, and one which will enhance his reputation^
as a writer on the Law of Negligence."

—

LaiJj Journal^ August 3, 1895.
" "- - -

" He has treated the well-known subject of Negligence in a scientific way, and has not been content with
merely collecting, in more or less relevant positions, a number of cases which anyone could find for himself
in any Digest of Law Reports, but has endeavoured to reduce from the chaos of decided cases a systematic
study of the subject, with clear enunciations of the principles he finds governing the various decisions. In
the arrangement of the book the author has been very happy in his method, a by no means easy task in the
treatment of a subject In which each branch of it in reality overlaps another, ... A good index and
clear type increase the value of a book which will without doubt receive the hearty commendation of the
profession as a successful completion of the author's ambitious task."

—

Law Times.

" In respect of the style of treatment of the subject, the book must be highly commended. It will be of
service to every lawyer \yho wishes rather to get an intelligent understanding of the Law of Negligence,
than merely to find correct and reliable legal propositions for practical use, and that whether he be a student
or a practitioner. To the student the work is valuable for the searching and well-sustained discussion of the
eases ; and to the practitioner there are presented all the cases that bear on most points for which he may
be in search of authority. One of the chief merits of the work is, that all the available authority on each
point is collected and so arranged that it can be easily io\xxi^"—yuridical Review,

* ,
' /' 'orosofm

Contains evidence,of much serious work, and ought to, receive a fair trial at the hands of the profes?
sion."

—

Leew Quarterly Review,
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Second Edition, in royal 8vo, price 38^., cloth,

THE LAW OF THE DOMESTIC RELATIONS;
INCLUDING

HUSBAND AND WIFE : PARENT AND CHILD : GUARDIAN AND
WARD : INFANTS : AND MASTER AND SERVANT.

By WILLIAM FINDER EVERSLEY, B.C.L, M.A.,
OF TKE INNER TEMTPLE, BARKISTER-AT-LAW.

"We are glad to see a second editipn of Mr. Eversle/s uspful work. There is a convenience in having
the ^^rious subjects of which it treats collected in one volume, while at the same time each is handled
with such fulness as to give the reader all the information he could expect in a separate volume. Mr.
Eversley states the law with the most painstaking thoroughness, and has made an exhaustive survey of
all the relevant statutes and cases. . . Great care has been taken to make the present editiori complete
and accurate, and a very full index adds to its yWxWty.'^—Solicitors' Journal.

"Impbrtant statutes and cases have come into operation since the first edition, and this has induced
Mr. Eversley to give the corttracts of married women separate treatments Careful revision to date now
makes this treatise comprehensive and thoroughly reliable."

—

Lxw Times.

"This is an important and almost a leading treatise on domestic law. The former edition was received"

with merited favour. Its value has become well known, and now, after an interval of eleven years, the

learned author has brought out a second edition."

—

Law Journal,

" It is only necessary'to refer to Mr. Eversley's learned and scholarlike work on ' The Domestic Rela-
tions, a book which, though technically belonging to the Forbidding ranks t>f * Law Bobksi^' is yet full of

human interest, and written, moreover, in the English language."

—

Edinburgh. Review. '

Second Edition, in one volume, roydl 8vo, priqe 32^., cloth,

THE LAW REI^ATING TO THE

SALE OF GOODS AND COMMERCIAL AGENCY,
SECOND EDITION.

By ROBERT CAMPBELL, M.A.,
OF LINCOLN'S INN, BARRISTER-AT-LAW ; ADVOCATE OF THE SCOTCH BAR,

" AUTHOR OF, THE " LAW OF NEGLIGENjCE," ETC.

"An accurate, careful, and exhaustive handbook on the subject with which it deals. The excellent

index deserves a special word of commendation."

—

Law Quarterly Review. • > '

" We can, therefore, repeat what we said when reviewing the first edition—that the book is a contribu-

tion of value to the subject treated of, and that the writer deals with his subject car,efully and fully."—

Law Journal.
!

^

Third Edition, in one volume, 8vo, price 2%s., cloth,

A TREATISE ON

THE CONSTRUCTION AND EFFECT OF

STATUTE LAW.
WITH APPENDICES CONTAINING WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS USED IN STATUTES

WHICH HAVE BEEN JUDICIALLY OR STATUTABLY CONSTRUED, AND
" T^E POPULAR AND SHORT TITLES OF CERTAIN STATUTES.

By henry HARpeASfLE, Barrister-at-Law,
.

THIRD EDITION,-REVISED ' AND ENIJARGED, by W. pi CRAIES,
' BARRlSTER-AT-LAW,

•' The result of Mr. Craies' industry js a sound and good piece of work, the new Jjghe thrown

on the'subteot since 18^9. having been blended with the old in a. thoroughly wprkpianl'ke

manner- , Though leSsa'studelit's manWI than a- practitioner s text-book,, it istlie sort of

volume'an intelligent perusal of v/Mc'j. -.vc/fi^ Mte«^Sft® student better than the reading of

,iimichs\3bs1axiXisi^\sm'."—Saturday Review:
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Fourth Edition, in 8vo, price 30j-., cloth,

HANSON'S DEATH DUTIES ;
being the Fourth Edition of

fhe Acts relating to Estate Duty I'inance, Probate, Legacy, and Succession

Duties. Comprising the 36- Geo. III. c. 52; 45 Geo. III. c. 28 ; 55 Geo. III.

u. 184; and 16 & 17 Vict. c. 51 ; the Customs and Inland Revenue Acts,

^43 Vict.^c. 14; and 44 Vict. c. 12; also the New Estate Duty Finance Acts,

'57 &^S Vict. c. 30, and 59 & 60 Vict. c. 28; with an Introduction,

Copious Notes, and References to all the Decided Cases in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland.. An Appendix and a full Index. By Alfred Hanson, of

the Middle Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Comptroller of Legacy and Suc-
cession Duties. Fourth Edition by Lewis T. Dibbin, M.A., D.C.L., and
F. H. L. Errington, M.A., Barristers-at-Law.

"It is remarkable how surely a really good legal

treatise finds favour with the Profession. The late

Mr. Hanson's edition of the Acts relating to *Es-
tatej Probate, Legacy and Succession Duties,' is

one of these The passing of the Finance
Acts of 1894 and 1896 has caused the introduction
of new matter. We recognise a decided improve-
ment in the work, which we think will enhance its

reputation with the Profession, and all interested

in a somewhat difficult subject."

—

Lanv Times,
" Of all the various treatises on the subject to

which the recent Acts have given birth, the one
under review strikes us as the fullest and :best,, and
we heartily recommend it to all seeking instruction
on these difficult statutes."

—

Irish Law Times.

In one Volume, royal 8vo, price 50^. net,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE IN LUNACY; with
the Lunacy Acts, 1890-91 (Consolidated and Annotated) ; the Rules of Lunacy

- Commissioners; -the Idiots Act, 1886; the Vacating of Seats Act, 1886; the
Rules in Lunacy ; the Lancashire County (Asylums and other powers) Act, 1891 ;

the Inebriates Act, 1879 and 1888 (Consolidated and Annotated) ; the Criminal
Lunacy Acts, 1800-1884 ; aad a Collection of Forms, Precedents, &c. By A.
Wood Renton, Barrister-at-Law.

In 8vo, price 30J., cloth,

THE PRACTICE ON THE CROWN SIDE
Of the Queen's Bench Division of Her Majesty's High Court of Justice

(Founded on Corner's Crown Office Practice), including
Appeals from Inferior Courts ; with Appendices of Rules and Forms.

By F. H. short, Chief Clerk of the Crown Office, and
_ -^^ -FRANCIS HAMILTON MELLOR,- M. A., Barrister-at-Law.

In 8vo, price i2j., cloth,

THE CROWN OFFICE RULES AND FORMS, 1886.
The Supreme Court of Judicature Acts and Rules of the Supreme Court, 1883, relating to

the Practice on the Crown side of the Queen's Bench Division ; including Appeals
from Inferior Courts, Tables of Court Fees, Scales of Costs ; together with Notes
Cases, and a Full Index. By F. H. SHORT, Chief Clerk of the Crown Office.

In 8yo, l867j price ids,, ploth,

CHARITABLE TRUSTS ACTS, 1853, 1855, 1860;
THE CHARITY COMMISSIONERS' JURISDICTION ACT. 1862:

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAj=i|TIES ACTS:
Together with a Collection of Statutes relating to or affecting Charities, including the

' Mortniain Acts, Notes of Cases from 1853 to the present time, Forms, of Decla-
rations of Trust, CohdiO^SWzefiS^ilW/Wtido^nveyance of Charity Land, and a
\ery copious Index. Second Edition.

By HUGH COOKE and R, G. HARWOOD, of the Charity Commission.
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Just. Published, Demy 8vo, 152. pp. Price Ts. 6d.

THE LAW RELATING
J i TO •

UNCONSCIONABLE BARGAINS
WITH

MONEY-LENDERS.
INCLUDING the History of Usury to the Repeal of the Usury Laws, with Appendices,
and containing^ a Digest of Cases, Annotated ; relating to Unconscionable Bargains,
Statutes, and Forms for the use of Practitioners. By Hugh H. L. Bellot, M.A.,
B.C.L., and R. JaHes Willis, Barristers-at-Law.

INNER TEMPLE RECORDS. A Calendar of the.
Edited byF. A. Inderwick, Q.C. Vol. L, 2I Hen. VIL (1505)—45 Eliz.

(1603). Vol. IL, James I. (1603)—Restoration (1660). Vol. IIL, 12 Charles IL
(1660)—12 Anne (1714). Imperial 8vo. Roxburghe binding. 1896. 20?. per
vol. net.

In one Volume, 8vo, price 20s., cloth,

THE

PRINCIPLES OF COMMERCIAL LAW;
WITH AN APPENDIX OF STATUTES, ANNOTATED BY MEANS OF

REFERENCES TO TRE TEXT.

By JOSEPH HURST AND LOP.D ROBERT CECIL,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE,--BARRISTKRS-AT-LAW.

"Their 'cbmpendiuin, we^believe, will be found a really useful volume, one for the lawyer and the
business man to keep at his elbo>i', ^nd which, if not giving them .all that they require, will place in their
hands thte key to the richer and more elaborate treasures of the^ Law whicli lie in larger and more exhaus-
tive, works."-^Xazu Times. -. -_ - ^ ,

' '
> I

"The object of the authors of this work, they tell us in their preface, is to state, within a moderate
compass, the principles of commercial law. Very considerable, pains have'obviously been expended on the
task, and the book is in many respects a very serviceable on^.' —Laiy Journal.

In 8vo, price i6j.,

THE LAW OF PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.
By S. a. T. ROWLATT, M.A.,

LATE FELLOW OF KING'S pOLLBGB, CAI^BRIDGE ; OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

"... Here will be found all the rights and liabilities of the Sli-ety, his defences, his releases, the
effect of bankruptcy, and so on; and as we said at the outset, the index forms a most excellent and
comprehensive guide to the text. . . *, We.can quite believe that this text-book will take a respectable

place among legal authorities."

—

Law XiMes.

,

" He brings out fiiUy in all its ramifications the natui-e of the law ofguarantee."—.Sa^Kw/ay Review.

" Few branches of the law are more important or difficult than that relating to sureties. The latest

addition to legal literature is a treatise by Mr. S. A. T. Rowlatt or. ' The Law of Principal and Surety,'

lyhich deals ,with the subject both exhaustively and ably. The work is excellent in style and
arrangement, and ought to piove very useful to every lawyer who has occasion to refer to it."

—

Globe,

-'"Thereare too many works on most branches of the English Law, and too many writers eaget to make
books on almost every legal subject, however small. It is, therefore, a remarkable fact that a subject.so

important as tlie Law of Sureties has been comparatively neglected, there being only one recent work
0f4«pdte devoted entirely td the subject. For this reason we welcome Mr. Rowlatt's treatise, which has

solid merits that ouri>t to insure ^^'''=^H^^^^'^^pWr°l^f the author maj^ be congratu-^

lated-on thesuccessfutacc6mplishmenrTff^iJnnt(ntta3ic'^^*£i^
^, ,
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Second Edition. In royal Syo, price 30?., cloth,

A TREATISE ON THE

LAW AND PRACTICE
RELATING TO

LETTERS PATENT for INVENTIONS.
WITH AN

APPENDIX OF STATUTES, INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION,
RULES, FORMS AND PRECEDENTS, ORDERS, &e.

By ROBERT FROST, B.Sc. (Lond.),
FELLOW OF THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY ; OF LINCOLN'S INN, ESQUIRE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

" In our view a good piece of work may create a demand, and without disparaging existing literature

upon the subject of patents, we think the care and skill with which the volume by Mr. Fi::ost has been
compiled entitles it to recognition at the hands of the profession. . . , . Judging Mr. Frost on this

ground, we find him completely satisfactory. A careful examination of the entire volume satisfies us that
great care and much labour have been devoted to the production of this treatise, and we think that patent
agents, solicitors, the bar and the bench, may confidently turn for guidance and instruction to the pages
of Mr. Frost."

—

Laiv Times.
"Few practice books contain so much in so reasonable a space, and we repeat that it will be found

generally useful by practitioners in this important branch of-the law. ... A capital index concludes
the book."

—

Law JoumaL
" The book is, as it professes to be, a treatise on patent law and practice, the several topics being con-

veniently arranged and discussed in the thirteen chapters which form the body of the work, to which
are appended statutes, rules, and forms. The statements of the law, so far as we have been able to test

them, appear to be clear and accurate, and the author's style is pleasant and good. . . . The book is

a, good one, and will make its way. The index is better than usual Both paper and type are also

excellent."--»S'ffff«Vt?«' yournal.

Second Edition. In two volumes, royal 8vo, price 50^., cloth,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE

LAW OF BUILDING AND
ENGINEERING CONTRACTS,

And of the DUTIES and LIABILITIES of ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUERS,

WITH AN APPENDIX OF PRECEDENTS,
ANNOTATED BY MEANS OF RKFERENCE TO THE TEXT AND TO CONTRACTS

IN USE.

AND AN APPENDIX OF UNREPORTED CASES
ON BUILDING AND ENGINEERING CONTRACTS.

By ALFRED A. HUDSON,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT'LAW.

''This, is a book of great elaboration and completeness. It appears from the pre&ce that the author has
the twofold qualification of technical knowledge of building, gained as an architect, and devotion to the
legal,aspects of building, engineering, and shipbuilding contracts since he became a^ member pf the ^aa.
.... The list of cases cited covers fifty large pages, and they include, not merely Engli^, but American
andColdnial decisions; . . . . The book as a whole represents a large amount of well-directed labour, and
it,ought tb.becoqie thei standard work on its &M\i}^ct."-Solicitors' Joui^aL
" A:very full index completes the book. Mr. Hudson has struck out a new line for himself, and pro-

duced^ :>wi»4c of considerable ment, and one which will probably be found indispensable by practition^;-
ii:}^.i;i;i,u^h as it contains a gre^t.deal tha,t,is]not to be found elsewhere. The Table of C^es refers to all

the reports."

—

Law Journal.
" '^t^, H;u^^on, having abandoned his prp/esMn of an.archite^ to become a ,barrist«r^ hit -upon the idea;

of writing jthis work, and he has douM©™!©* ^Sjifajrofl^^ftfiFwiich every houseowner woula like to see
bestowed up^n modern houses T^ie Index and Table of Cases reveal a vast amount of industry^
e:{pended upon detail, and we shall be .much surprised. if Mr.. Hu,dsp^.does not reap .the re\yatvl,of bjfii
labours by obtaining a large and appreciative public."

—

Law Titnes,
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Third Edition. In 8vo, price los. 6d., cloth,

OUTLINES OF THE LAW OF TORTS.
By RICHARD RINGWOOD, M.A., ,

OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW ; AUTHOR OF " PRINClrLES OF BANKRUPTCY," &C.,
AND LECTURERON COMMON LAW TO THE INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY.

^*
''?X*

always had a great liking for tliis work, and are very pleased to see by the appearance of
a new Edition that it is appreciated by students. We consider that for the ordinary student who wants
to take up a separate work on Torts, this is the best book he can read, for it is clear and explanatory, and
has good illustrative cases, and it is all contained in a very modest compass. . . . This Edition
appears to have been thoroughly revised, and is, we think, in many respects improved."—Zaa; Students'
youmal.

" The work is one we well recommend to law students, and the able way in which it is written reflects
much credit upon the author."—Zaw Times,

"Mr. Ringwood's book is a plain and straightforward introduction to this branch of the law."

—

Law
yournal.

*^,* Prescribed as a text-hook by the Incorporated Law Society of Ireland,

Sixth Edition, in 8vo, price 2is,, cloth,

THE LAW OF COMPENSATION FOR LANDS, HOUSES, &c.

UNDER THE LANDS CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACTS, THE RAILWAYS
CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACTS, THE PUBLIC HEALTH ACT, 1875 ;

THE HOUSING OF THE WORKING CLASSES ACT, 1890;

THE METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT,
AND OTHER ACTS,

WITH A FULL COLLECTION OF FORMS AND PRECEDENTS.

By eyre LLOYD,
Op- THE INNBR TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

SIXTH EDITION.

By W. J. BROOKS,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARKISTER-AT-LAW. '

" InProviding the le^al profession with a book ivkich contains the decisions of tke Courts oj Law and
Equity upon the various statutes relating; to the Laiv of Compensation^ Mr. Eyre Lloyd has long since
left all competitors in the distance^ and his book may now be considered the standard work upon the sub-

ject. Theplan ofMr. Lloyds book is generally k7town, and its lucidity is appreciated; the present quite

fulfils all thepromises of the preceding editions^ and contains in addition to other mcUter a complete set

offorms under the Artizans and Labourers Act, \%t^, and specimens of Bills of Costsy which will befound
a novelfeature, extremely useful to legalpractitioners."—^Justice of the Peace.

In crown 8vo, price 6j. , cloth,

ESSAYS IN JDRISPRUDENCE AND LEGAL HISTORY.

By JOHN W. SALMOND, M.A., LL.B. (Lond.),

A BARRISTER OF THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW ZEALAND.

In demy 8vo, price i8j., net, cloth.

JURISPRUDENCE ; OR, THEORY OF THE LAW.
By JOHN W. SALMOND, M.A., LL.B.,

BAERISTER-AT-LAW ; AUTHaS/S«f/ife«*iiyYft#Br(|IBBft®!UDENCE AND LEGAL HISTORY."
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Second Edition, in 8vo, price yj. bd., cloth,

THE LAW OF

NEGOTIABLE SECURITIES.
CONTAINED IN A COURSE OF SIX LECTURES.

Delivered by WILLIAM WILLIS, Esq., K.C.,

AT THE REQUEST OF

THE COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCATION.
" No one can fail to benefit by a careful perusal

of this volume."

—

Irish Law Tivzes.
" We heartily commend them, not only to the

student, but to everybody—lawyer and commercial
man alike."

—

Tke Accountant,

" Mr. Willis is an authority second to none on
the subject, and in these lectures he summarizes for

the benefit not only of his confreres but of the Jay

public the knowledge he has gained through close

study and lengthy experience."

In one large vol., 8vo, price 32J., cloth,

INSTITUTES AND HISTORY OF ROMAN PRIVATE LAW,

WITH CATENA OF TEXTS.

By Dr. CARL SALKOWSKI, Professor of Laws, Konigsberg.

Translated and Edited by E. E. Whitfield, M.A. (Oxen.).

In 8vo, price 4J. 6(i. , cloth,

THE

NEWSPAPER LIBEL AND REGISTRATION ACT, 1881.

WITH A STATEMENT OF THE LAW OF LIBEL AS AFFECTING

PROPRIETORS, PUBLISHERS, and EDITORS OF NEWSPAPERS.

By G. ELLIOTT, Barrister-at-Law, of the Inner Temple.

In 8vo, price "js., cloth,

THE SUCCESSION LAWS OF CHRISTIAN COUNTRIES,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE LAW OF PRIMOGENITURE

AS IT EXISTS IN ENGLAND.

By eyre LLOYD, B.A., Barrister-at-Law.

In royal 8vo, 1877, P^'" 'o^-i cloth,

THE CASE OF LORD HENRY SEYMOUR'S WILL
(WALLACE ^/gig^^^weSQMEY-GENERAL).

Reported by FREDERICK WAYMOUTH GIBBS, C.B., Barrister-at-Law,
LATE FELLOW OF TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.
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Eighth Edition, in 8vo, price loj. 6(^., cloth,

THE PRINCIPLES OF BANKRUPTCY.
EMBODYING

The Bankruptcy Acts, 1883 and 1890, and the Leading

Cases thereon

;

Part of the Debtors Act, 1869;

The Bankruptcy Appeals (County Courts) Act, 1884;

The Bankruptcy (Discharge and Closure) Act, 1887;

The Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Acts, 1888 k
18971

WITH AN APPENDIX
CONTAINING

THE SCHEDULES TO THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883;

Wat lankrapirg Eulis, 1886, 189J0, anb 1891;

THE RULES AS TO THE COMMITTAL OF JUDGMENT DEBTORS,,
AND AS TO ADMINISTRATION ORDERS;

REGULATIONS ISSUED BY THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGE

;

A SCALE OF COSTS, FEES AND PERCENTAGES

;

%\it liUa of ^zk %A%, 1878, 1882, 1890, antr 1891,

AND THE RULES THEREUNDER;

THE DEEDS OF ARRANGEMENT ACT, 1887;

AND THE RULES THEREUNDER. '

By RICHARD RINGWOOD, M.A.,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW ; LATE SCHOLAR OF TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

*We welcome a new edition of this excellent student's book. We have written favpurably of it in

reviewing previous edition.s, and every good word we have written we would now reiterate and perhaps
even more so. . . . In conclusioni we congratulate Mr. Ringwood on this edition,

,
and . have no

hesitation in saying that it is a capital student's book."

—

Law Students' journal.

— "This edition is a considerable improvement on the firsthand although chiefly written for the use of

Students, the work will be found useful to the practitioner."—Zrtw Times.

" Mr. Ringwood's book has now been in existence for several years, and has always enjoyed the,favour

of those'for whom it was MTitten. The new edition—which, fortunately, is not enlarged—will be found
equally suitable with those which it follows for the purposes for which it is written, and, moreover, is

quite up.to date,"

—

Law Journal.
'

(' The author deals with the whple history of a, bankruptcy from the initial act of bankruptcy down to

the discharge of the bankrupt, and a cursory perusal of his work gives the impress|on that the book
will prove useful to practitioners as well as to students. The appendix also contains much maitter that

-will be useful to practitioners, including the Schedules, the Bankruptcy Rules of 1886, 1890 and 1891,

the Rules of the Supreme Court as to JBUls of Sale, and vanous Arts of Parliament bearing upon the

subject. The Index is copious."—^c*3^/®eCf Slfa^imO^Ofm
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Third Edition, in one vol., price 2,0s., cloth,

A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAW OF
PROPERTY IN LAND.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND THE PROFESSION.

THIRD EDITION WITH ADDENDA, GIVING THE LAND TRANSFER
ACT, 1897, WITH REFERENCES TO THE TEXT.

Bt WILLIAM DOUGLAS EDWARDS, LL.B.,
OF Lincoln's inn, barrister-at-law.

"Mr. Edwards* treatise on the Law of Real Property is marked by excellency of arrangement and
conciseness of statement We are glad to see, by the appearance of successive editions, that the
merits of the book are appreciated."

—

Solicitors' JoumaL
" So excellent is the arrangement that we know of no better compendium upon the subject of which it

treats."

—

Law Times.
"We welcome the third edition of Mr. Edwards' book. It has by this time secured a first place

amongst students' books on Real Property, both by its admirable anangement of topics and by the
clearness of its statements. The present edition incorporates the Statutes and Cases for i8g6."—
Cambridge Revieiv.

*

' An established place in legal literature is occupied by Mr. W, D. Edwards' ' Compendium of the Law
of Property in Land,' the third edition of which has just been published."

—

The Globe.
" We consider it one of the best works published on Real Property Law."

—

Laiv Students^ Journal.
"Another excellent compendium which has entered a second edition is Mr. Edwards' 'Compendium of

the Law of Property in Land." No work on English law is written more perspicuously."

—

Law Times.
" The author has the merit of being a sound lawyer, a merit perhaps not always possessed by the

authors of legal text-books for students."

—

£,aiv Quarterly Revieiu.
"Altogether it is a work for which we are indebted to the author, and is worthy of the improved

notions of law which the study ofjurisprudence is bringing to the front."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Second Edition, with Supplement, in royal 8vo, price 46^., cloth.

THE LAW RELATING TO

SHIPMASTERS AND SEAMEN.
THEIR APPOINTMENT, DUTIES, POWERS,

AND REMEDIES.
RIGHTS, LIABILITIES,

Esq., M.A., Q.C.By THE LATE JOSEPH KAY,
Second Edition.

WITH A SUPPLEMENT
Comprising THE MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1894, The Rules oj

Court made thereunder, and the {proposed) Reflations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea.

By the Hon. J. W. MANSFIELD, M.A., and
G. W. DUNCAN, Esq., B.A.,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTERS-AT-LAW.

REVIEWS OF THE SECOND EDITION
" It will, however, be a valuable book of refer-

ence for an)^ lawyer desiring to look up a point
connected with the rights and duties of a ship-

master or a seaman—the list of cases cited covers
nearly seventy pages—while any shipmaster, ship-

agent or consul who masters this edition will be
well posted up We hope this new
Edition will be quickly appreciated, for the

Editors have carried out an arduous task carefully
and well."'

—

La'w Journal.^ April, 1894.

" It has had practical and expert knowledge
brought to bear upon it, while the case law is

brought down to a very late date. Considerable
improvement has been made in the index."

—

Law
Ti-mes^ April, 1894.

In royal Svo, price lo.f. 6^., cloth,

THE MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1894;
With the Rules of Court made thereunder. Being a Supplement to KAY'S LAW
RELATING TO SHIPMASTERS AND SEAMEN. To which are added the
(proposed) Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea. With Notes. By Hon. j.
W. Mansfield, M.A., anS'W'Wf'felJoMiSfSsqga., of the Inner Temple, Barristers-
at-Law.
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Eighth Edition, in royal 8vo, price ids., doth,

BUCKLEY ON THE COMPANIES ACTS.
THE LAW AND PRACTICE UND^Er'.THE' COMPANIES ACTS, ,862 to 1900; and

THE, LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES ACTS, ,1870 to 1872; including
THE COMPANIES (MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION) ACT;

THE COMPANIES (WINDING-UP) ACT^ and the
DIRECTORS' LIABILITY .act:.

SI 'gCrtstiac on the llato at Joint ^tofk OComyanMa.

CONTAINING THE STATUTES, WITH THE RULES, ORDERS, AND
FORMS, TO REGULATE PROCEEDINGS.

EIGHTH EDITION BY
A. C. CLAUSON, Esq., M.A.,

OF LINCOLN'S INN, BARRlSTKR-A-f-LAW.. '
!

Third Edition, royal 8vo, price 38^., cloth,

THE

LAW OF CORPORATIONS AND COMPANIES.
A TREATISE ON THE DOCTRINE OF

ULTRA VIRES:
BEING

Ai; Investigation of the Principles which Limit the Capacities, Powers, and Liabilities of

CORPORATIONS,
AND MOKE ESPECIALLY OF

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES.
By SEWARD BRICE, M.A., LL.D., London,

• OF THE INNER TEMPLE, ONE OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNSEL.

THIRD EDITION. '

REVISED THROUGHOUT AND ENLARGED, AND CONTAINING THE
UNITED STATES AND COLONIAL' DECISIONS.

BEVIEWS.
". . . . On the whoiet we consider Mr. Brices exhaustive work (I valuable addition to the literature of

the profession "-^Skixs-b.^AM Review.
" It is the Law of Corporations that Mr. Brice treats of (and treats of more fully, and at the same

time more scientifically, than any work wit^ which we are acquainted), not the law of prineipal and
agent ; and Mr. Brice does nbt do his bdok justice by giving- it so vague a title."

—

Law Journal.
"On this doctrine, first introduced in.; the Common Law Courts in East Anglian Railway Ca. v.

Eastern Counties Railway Co., Brice on Ultra Vires may be read with advantage."

—

yudgment of
Lord Justice Bramwell, in the Case ofEvershedw.L., &> N. W. Ry. Co. (L. R., 3 Q. B Div. 141).

In demy i2mo, price 6j., cloth,

THE LAW OF SAVINGS BANKS SINCE 1878;
With a Digest of Dedsions made by the Chief Rpgistrar 4nd Assist^n.t Registrars of

Friendly Societies froin 1878 to 1882, heing a Supplement to the Law relating to

Trustee and Post Office Savings Banks. ' i.

By U, A. FORBES, of Lincoln's Inn, Barristerat-Law.

*,» The compislfii^jff^iMiff/i^f^ggf^-ice 10s. (>d.^ doth.
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Fourth Edition, in royal 8vo, price 40^., cloth,

THE JUDGMENTS, ORDERS, AND PRACTICE OF
THE SUPREME COURT,

CHIEFLY in RESPECT to ACTIONS ASSIGNED to the CHANCERY DIVISION.

By LOFTUS LEIGH PEMBERTON,
One of the registrars of the Supreme Court of Judicsrture ; and Author of " The Practice

in Equity by way of Revivor and Supplement."

^'The work under notice ought to be of considerable service to the profession The forms
throughout the work—and they are the most important element in it—appear to us to be accurate, and of

the most approved type. This fact alone will commend the new edition to practitioners in the Chancery
Division. There is a useful table of the Lord Chancellors and Judges at the beginning of the book, and a
very full index concludes it."

—

Law Times.

In demy l2mo, price 5^^., I

THE STATUTORY LAW RELATING TO TRUSTEE
SAVINGS BANKS (1863—1891), together with the Treasury Regu-
lations (1888— 1889), and the Scheme for the Appointment of the Inspection

Committee of Trustee Savings Banks. By Urquhart A. Forbes, of Lincoln's

Inn, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Author of " The Law Relating to Savings Banks "
;

the "Law of Savings Banks since 1878"; and joint Author of "The Law
Relating to Water.

"

In 8vo, price 15^., cloth,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE RELATING TO

THE ADMINISTRATION OF DECEASED PERSONS
BY THE CHANCERY DIVISION OF THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE

;

WITH AN ADDENDA giving the alterations effected by the NEW BTTLES of 1883,

And an APPENDIX OF ORDERS AND FORMS, Annotated by
References to the Text.

By W. GREGORY WALKER and EDGAR J. ELGOOD,
OF Lincoln's inn, barristers-at-law.

In one volume, 8vo, 1S75, price i8j., cloth,

THE PRACTICE BEFORE THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS
UNDER THE REGULATION OF RAILWAY ACTS, 1873 & 1874

;

With the Amended General Orders of the Commissioners, Schedule of Forms, and Table
of Fees : together with the Law of Undue Preference, the Law of the Jurisdiction
of the Railway Commissioners, Notes of their Decisions and Orders, Precedents of
Fprnis of Applications, Answers and Replies, and Appendices of Statutes and Cases.

By J. H. BALFOUR BROWNE,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, K.C.

In foolscap 8vo, superfine paper, bound in Vellum, '' '

*,* A limited number ofcopies have been printed upon large paper,

SCINTILLAE JURIS.
By CHARLES- J. DARLING, Q.C., M.P. With a Frontispiece and Colophon by

Frank Lockwood, Q.C, M.P. Fourth Edition (Enlarged).

' '

' Scintillae Juris ' is that little bundle of humorous essays on law and cognate matters which, since the
day of its first appearance, some yeajaakg5f2^gjsftiea[/rtft^^(^ of legal circlesi . . . It has a quality
of style which suggests much study of Bacon mms fighter vem. Its best essays would not be unworthy of
the Essays, and if read out, one. by one, before a blindfolded connoisseur^ might often be assigned to that
wonderful book."

—

Daily News.
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Now ready, Second Edition, in royal 8v6, price lis. net, cloth.

THE LAW SPECIALLY RELATING TO

TRAMWAYS AND LIGHT RAILWAYS:
AND CONTAINING

THE TRAMWAYS ACT, 1870, and the BOARD OF TRADE RULES AND REGULATIONS
RELATING TO TRAMWAYS, WITH NOTES; and the LIGHT RAILWAYS

ACT, 1896, AND THE BOARD OF TRADE RULES AND REGULATIONS
RELATING TO LIGHT RAILWAYS, WITH NOTES

;

AND A FULL COLLECTION OF PRECEDENTS.

By SEWARD BRICE, M.A., LL.D., London,
ONE OF HIS majesty's COUNSEL,

Author 0/ ''A Treatise on the Doctrine of Ultra Vires,'' &^c.,

AND

B. J. LEVERSON,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BAREISTER-AT-LAW.

"
- . ._ The book is one which will be found thoroughly reliable ; the volume is altogether abreast of

the decisions, and is a perfectly modern exposition of the subject of which it treats/'—Zaa; Times.
"

. ._ Mr. Seward Brice has, as it might have been expected, dealt extremely well with the parts of
his subject which concern the constitution, powers and liabilities of tramway companies, and his chapter
on finance is good."

—

I^aw /ourfiai.

" The book is well arranged and clearly written. . . . Altogether we may say that the book leaves
nothing to be desired to constitute a useful and reliable text-book upon an important branch of the law."—Irish Laiv Times,

Now ready. Demy 8vo. 5j. net,

INTERNATIONAL LAW IN SOUTH AFRICA,
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS :

CONTRABAND FOR NEUTRAL PORTS, SUZERAINTY, PASSAGE OF TROOPS OVER
NEUTRAL TERRITORY, CONDUCT OF WARFARE, ANNEXATION, LIMITED

COMPANIES IN THE WAR, WITH A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF
THE TRANSVAAL CONVENTIONS OF 1881 AND 1884,

By TH. BATY, B.C.L., Barrister-at-Law.

" Six brief essays on aspects of International Law are here presented touching the

points arising for settlement in South Africa. . . . .
" The collocation of interesting

fragments and curious information is apparent, but principles are also enunciated, and
the little work will be of considerable value at the present epoch. . . . Persons whose
ideas of legitimate warfare have been shocked and confused by the extraordinary language

of some newspaper correspondents and the irrational attitude of part of the PrSss, will

find in this book food for thought and reflection ; it ought to- be widely readi "

—

Law
Times.

" The author is to be congratulated on having produced a most interesting and read-

able book on an important subject. No Member of Parliament should be allowed to

speak on the war unless he has read Mr. Baty's book."

—

Law Notes.

" Mr. Baty's treatment is full, clear, .and fresh, and well worthy of the attention

of students of International Law. The concluding chapters on 'Annexation,' and

'Limited Companies in the War ' are particularly good as well as logical. Mr. Baty

gives an interesting and useful comparative summary of the Transvaal Conventions of

1881 and 1884."

—

Lmw /ournal.

In 8vo, 1876, price Ts. dd., cloth,

ON THE COMPULSORY PURCHASE OF THE UNDERTAKINGS
OF COMPANIES BY CORPORATIONS,

And the Practice in Rdation ta^thePassage^rifBiUi^for Compulsory Purchase through

Parliament. By J. H. Sk'^mmmm^ma^ Middle Temple, K.C.
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Now ready, Third Edition, in crown 8vo, price 14^., cloth.

THE LAW OF EVIDENCE.
By S. L. PHIPSON, . M.A., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

"This is a very compendious and accurate voluine on a subject which we fear is not studied as much as

it should he. The arrangement is excellent, illustrations and examples being given in parallel columns.
Its success is thoroughly justified."

—

Law Tijnes.
" The work is compact yet reasonably full, and the rules of law are accompanied by a large number of

well-chosen illustrations. The book is somewhat longer than its predecessor, the text being amplified, the

index enlarged, and the number of cases cited considerably increased."

—

Law yournal.
" This second edition of Mr. Phipson's work seems to have been brought down to date with great care,

and to have the English and Irish cases carefully collated The author's mode of contrasting

in parallel columns the decisions for or against a particular question, or drawing nice distinctions, can
hardly be excelled. The author seems to have succeeded in producing a book handy in size, easy of

reference, and replete with information."

—

Irish Law Times.

In 8vo, price 5j., cloth,

THEORIES AND CRITICISMS OF SIR HENRY MAINE.
By morgan O. EVANS, Barrister-at-Law.

Contained in hi= six works, "Ancient Law," "Early Law and Customs,'' "Early
History of Institutions," "Village Communities," "International Law," and
"Popular Government," which works have to be studied for the various examina-
tions.

In 8vo, 1872, price 7^. 5rf., cloth,

AN EPITOME AND ANALYSIS OF

SAYIGNY'S TREATISE ON OBLIGATIONS IN ROMAN LAW.
By ARCHIBALD brown, M.A.,

EDIN. AND OXON., AND B.C.L. OXON., OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

"Mr. Archibald Brown deserves the thanks 1 the French translation consisting of two volumes,
of all interested in the science of Law, whether

i
with some five hundred pages apiece, as compared

as a study or a practice, for his edition of with Mr. Brown's thin volume of a hundred and
Herr von Savigny's great work on 'Obligations.' fifty pages. At the same time the pith of Von
Mr. Brown has undertaken a double task— the

i
Savigny's matter seems to be very successfully pre-

translation of his author, and the analysis of his served, nothing which might be useful to the
author's matter. That he has succeeded in reducing English reader being apparently omitted."

—

Law
the bulk of the original will be seen at a glance

;
' yournal.

THE ELEMENTS OF ROMAN LAW.

Third Edition, in crown 8vo, 6s.

A CONCISE DIGEST OF THE

INSTITUTES OF GAIUS AND JUSTINIAN.
With copious References arranged in Parallel Columns, also Chronological and

Analytical Tables,, IJsts ofLaws, &-c, (Sr'^.

Primarily designed for the Use of Students preparing for Examination at

Oxford, Cambridge, and the Inns of Court.

By SEYMOUR F. HARRIS, B.C.L., M.A.,
WORCESTER COLLEGE, OXFORD, AND THE INNER TEMPLE, BAKRISTER-AT-LAW,

AUTHOR OF *' UNIVERSITIES AND LEGAL EDUCATION."

" 7'his hook contains a summary in English of the elements of Roman Law as contained

in the works of Gaius and Justinian, ana. is so arranged that the reader can at oiue see

what are the opinions of either of these two writers on each point. From the very exact

and accurate references to titles and sections given he can at once refer to the original

writers. The concise manner in which Mr. Harris has arranged his digest will render

it most useful, not only to the studentsfor whom it 'was originally written, but also to those

persons who, though they have rtUgitaetliii^ Uievi^ftSrough the larger ii-ecUises of Paste,

Sanders, Ortolan, and others, yet desire to obtain some knowledge of Roman Law,"—
Oxford and Cambridge Undergraduates' Journal.
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Fifth Edition, in crown 8vo, price 15^., cloth,

ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY:
FROM THE TEUTONIC INVASION TO THE PRESENT TIME.

^fsisttcb a0 a i;ext-bodIi iot .Stwfttnts aitb others,

By T. p. TASWELL-LANGMEAD, B.C.L.,
OF Lincoln's inn, barristeR-at-law, formerly vinerian scholar in the university

AND LATE PROFESSOR OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND HISTORV,
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

Fifth Edition, Revised throughout, with Notes,

By Philip A. Ashworth,
BARRISTER-AT-LAW

; TRANSLATOR OF GNEISt's " HISTORV OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION."

VVe heartily commend^ this valuable book to the study of all, whether Conservative or Liberal in
politics, who desire to take an intelligent part in public life."— r>^ TV^zo 6"a^«>-^«^.

' • Taswell-Langmead
' has long been popular with candidates for examination in Constitatiional

History, and the present edition should render it even more so. It is now, in our opinion, the ideal
students' book upon the subject."

—

Law Notes.
"Mr. Carmichael has performed his allotted task with credit to himself, and the high standard of

excellence attained by Taswell-Langmead's treatise is worthily maintained. This, the third edition, will
be found as useful as its predecessors to the large class of readers and students who seek in its pages
accurate knowledge of the history of the constitution."

—

La-w Times.
"To the student of constitutional law this work will be invaluable The book is remarkable,

for the raciness and vigour of its style. The editorial contributions of Mr. Carmichael are judicious, and
add much to the value of the work."

—

Scottish Law Review.
" The work will continue to hold the field as the best class-book on the subject."

—

Contemporary Review.
" The book is well known as an admirable introduction to the study of constitutional law for students at

law. .... Mr. Carmichael appears to have done the work of editing, made necessary by the death
of Mr. Taswell-Langmead, with care and judgment."

—

Law Journal.
" The work before us it would be hardly possible to praise too highly. In style, arrangement, clearness,

and size, U would be difficult to find anything better on the real history of England, the history of its

constitutional growth as a complete story, than this volume."

—

Boston {^U.S^ Literary World.
"As it now stands, we should find it hard to name a better text-book on English Constitutional

History."

—

Solicitors' Journal.
*' Mr. Taswell-Langmead's compendium of the rise and development of the English Constitution has

evidently supplied a want The. present Edition is greatly improved. . . . We have no hesitatipn in

saying that it is a thoroughly good and useful work."

—

Spectator.
" It is a safe, careful, praiseworthy digest and manual of all constitutional history and law."

—

Globe.

"Thevplume on English Constitutional History, by Mr. Taswell-Langmead, is exactly what such a
history should be."

—

Standard.
"Mr. Taswell-Langmead has thoroughly grasped the bearings of his subject. It is, however, in dealing

with that chief subject of constitutional history—parliamentary government—that the work exhibits its

great superiority over its rivals."

—

Academy.

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 6j., cloth,

HANDBOOK TO THE INTERMEDIATE AND

FINAL LLB. OF LONDON UNIVERSITY

;

(PASS AND HONOURS)

Including A COMPLETE SUMMARY OF "AUSTIN'S JURISPRUDENCE,"
AND THE EXAMINATION PAPERS of LATE YEARS in ALL BRANCHES.

By a B.A.i LL.B. (Lond.).

In crown 8vo, price y. ; or Interleaved for Notes, price'4J.,

CONTRACT LAW.
QUESTIONS ON THE LAW OF CONTRACTS. With Notes to the

Answers. Founded on ''Anson,'' " Chiity," and "Pollock."

By Philip Foster ALifl«s*i?da.;^lWicHEirS©d College and Gray's Inn.
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Thirteenth Edition, in 8vo, price 2Xs., cloth,

THE PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY.
INTENDED FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND THE PROFESSION.

By EDMUND H. T. SNELL,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

THIRTEENTH EDITION.

By ARCHIBALD BROWN, M.A. Edin, & Oxon., & B.C.L. Oxon.,

OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BAERISTER-AT-LAW ; AUTHOR OF '*A NEW LAW DICTIONARY,"
"an analysis of SAVIGNY on OBLIGATIONS," AND THE " LAW OF FIXTURES."

REVIEWS.
"The Twelfth Edition of this work will be welcomed. . . . The book is now a standard work on the

'Principles of Equity,' and we suppose that very few aspirants for the Bar and the Rolls present them-
selves for examination without reading the book more than once. . . . There is no book on Equity
which can come near ' SnelL' "— Laiv Notes.

" ' Snell ' remains, as it has been for a generation, the indisputable introduction to the study of Equity."—Oxford Magazine.

"The fact that ' Snell's Principles of Equity has reached the Twelfth Edition is in itself sufiBcient

to show the warm approval of the profession. It is a wonderful compendium of Equity Principles, so
arranged as to lead the reader steadily on from simpler to more abstruse questions ; and is most useful,

not only to the student, but also to the barrister in his every-day work."— /?7J^ Law Times.

"The student who has mastered 'Snell' will know as much about Equity as most practitioners, and
more than some. . . . This edition appears to have been brought well up to date. It is, moreover,
furnished with an excellent index, "This is fortunate, as ' Snell holds the field as a treatise on Equity."—Laiv Journal.
" This is the Eighth Edition of this student's text-book which the present editor has brought out. . . .

the hook is a good introduction to Equity, and is additionally useful by having a full index."

—

Solicitors'

youmal.
" Whether to the beginner in the study of the principles of Equity, or to the practising lawyer in the

hurry of work, it can be unhesitatingly reconunended as a standard and invaluable treatise,"

—

Cambridge
Review.

" This is now unquestionably the standard book on Equity for students."

—

Saturday Review.

" We know of no better introduction to the Principles of Equity/*—
Canada Law Journal.

Seventh Edition, in the press, in 8vo, price 6j., cloth,

AN ANALYSIS OF SNELL'S PRINCIPLES OF
EQUITY. Founded on the Thirteenth Edition. With Notes

thereon. By E. E. Blyth, LL.D., Solicitor.

" Mr. Blyth's book will undoubtedly be very useful to readers of Snell."

—

Law Times.
"This is an admirable analysis of a good treatise ; read with Snell, this little book will be found very

profitable lo the student."

—

Law JournaL

In Svo, price 2^., sewed,

QUESTIONS ON EQUITY.
FOR STUDENTS PREPARING FOR EXAMINATION.

FOUNDED ON THE NINTH EDITION OF

SNELL'S "PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY."

barr:ster-at-law, holt scholar of the honourable SOCIETY OF gray's inn.
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Second Edition, in one volume, 8vo, price \%s., cloth,

PRINCIPLES OF CONVEYANCING.
AN ELEMENTARY WORK FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS,

By henry C. DEANE,
OF Lincoln's inn, barrister-at-law, sometime lecturer to the incorporated law society

OF the united kingdom.

*'We hope to see this book, like SnelVs Equity^ a standard class-book in all Law Schools
where English law is taught.^''—Canada Law Journal.

" In the parts which have been re-written, Mr.
Deape has preserved the same pleasant style marked
by simplicity and lucidity which distinguished his
first edition. After 'Williams on Real Property/
there is no book which we should so strongly
recommend to the student entering upon Real Pro-
perty Law as Mr. Deane's ' Principles of Convey-
ancing,' and the high character which the first

edition attained has been fully kept up in this
second."

—

Laiv Journal.

" We like the work, it is well written and is an
excellent student's book, and being only just pub-
lished, it has the great advantage of having in it all
the recent important enactments relating to convey-
ancing. It possesses also an excellent index."

—

Lano Students' ymtmal.
" Will be found of great use to students entering

upon the difficulties of Real Property Law. It has
an unusually exhaustive index covering some fifty

pages."

—

Laiv Times.

Fourth Edition, in 8vo, price loj., cloth,

A SUMMARY OF THE

LAW & PRACTICE IN ADMIRALTY.
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

By EUSTACE SMITH,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE; AUTHOR OF "a SUMMARY OF COMPANY LAW."

"The book is well arranged, and forms a good introduction to the swhy^ct.^^ —Solicitors' Jonnial.
" It is, however, in our opinion, a well and carefully written little work, and should be in the hands of

every student who is taking up Admiralty Law at the Final."

—

Lauu Student^ Journal.
" Mr. Smith has a happy knack of compressing a large amount ofuseful matter in a small compass. The

present work will doubtless be received with satisfaction equal to that with which his previous ' Summary'
has been met."

—

Oxford and Cambridge Undergraduates' Jourfial.

In the press, Fifth Edition.

A SUMMARY OF THE

LAW AND PRACTICE IN THE ECCLESIASTICAL COURTS.
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

By EUSTACE SMITH,
THE INNER TEMPLE; AUTHOR OF "a SUMMARY OF COMPANY LAW " AND "a SUMMARY OF

THE LAW AND PRACTICE IN ADMIRALTY."

" His object has been, as he tells us in his preface, to give the student and general reader a fair outline

of the scope and extent of ecclesiastical law, of the principles on which it is founded, of the Courts by
which it is enforced, and the procedure by which these Courts are regulated. We think the book well

fulfils its object. Its value is much enhanced by a profuse citation of authorities for the propositions

contained in it."

—

Bar Examinatioyi Joitrnal.

Fourth Edition, in 8vo, price yj. 6d,, cloth,

AN EPITOME OF THE LAWS OF PROBATE AND DIVORCE.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENT^ FOR HONOURS EXAMINATION.

By J. CARTER HARRISON, SOLICITOR.

" The work is considerably enlarged, and we think improved, and will be found of great assistance to

students."—i;<Kt/ Students' y^u^'^'oigitized by Microsoft®
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'. Now ready, Ninth Edition. In one volume, 8«o, price 2af., cloth,

PRINCIPLES OF THE COMMON LAW.

INTENDED FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND THE PROFESSION

NINTH EDITION.

. By JOHN INDERMAUR, Solicitor,

AUTHOR OF "A MANUAL OF THE PRACTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT,"
" EPITOMES OF LEADING CASES," AND OTHER WORKS.

"The student will find in Mr. Indermaur's book a safe and clear guide to the Prin-

ciples of Common Law."

—

Law Journal.

"The present edition of this elementary treatise has been in general edited with praise-

worthy care. The provisions of the statutes affecting the subjects discussed, which havq'

been passed since the publication of the-last edition, are clearly summarised, and the eflFect

of the leading cases is generally very well given. In the difficult task of selecting and

distinguishing principle from detail, Mr. Indermaur has been very successful ; the leading

principles are clearly brought out, and very judiciously illustrated."— Solicitors' Journal.

"The work is acknowledged to be one of the best written and most useful elementary

works for Law Students that has been published."

—

Law Times.

" The praise which we were enabled to bestow upon Mr. Indermaur's very useful com-

pilation on its first appearance has been justified by a demand for a second edition."

—

Law Magazine.

"We were able, four years ago, to praise the first edition of Mr. Indermaur's book as

likely to be of use to students in acquiring the elements of the law of torts and contracts.

The second edition maintains the character of the book."

—

Law Journal.

" Mr. Indermaur renders even law light reading. He not only possesses the faculty

of judicious selection, but of lucidj exposition and felicitous illustration. And while his

works are all thus characterised, his ' Principles of the Common Law ' especially displays

those features. That it has already reached a second edition', testifies that our estimate of

the work on its first appearance was not unduly favourable, highly as we then signified

approval ; nor needs it that we should add anything to that estimate in reference to the

general scope and execution of the work. It only remains to say, that the present edition

evinces that every care has been taken to insure thorough accuracy, while including all

the modifications in the law that have taken place since the original publication ; and that

the references to the Irish decisions which have been now introduced are calculated to

render the work of greater utility to practitioners and students, both English and Irish."

—Irish Law Times.

" This work, the author tells us in his Preface, is written mainly with a view te the

examinations of the Incorporated Law Society ; but we think it is likely to attain a wider

usefulness. It seems, so far as we can judge from the farts we have examined, to be a

careful and clear outline of the principles of the common law. It is very readable ; and
not only students, but many practS^9M^'kiiU ^f^S?^ viighi benefit by a perusal of its

pages." —Solicitors' Journal.
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Eighth Edition, in 8vo, price 15^., cloth,

ft MAKUAL OF THE PRACTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE,

IN TJiE KING'S BENCH AND CHANCERY DIVISIONS.
Eighth Edition.

Intended for the ttse of Students and the Profession.

By John Indermaur, Solicitor.

"The eighth edition of Indermaur's ' Manual of Practice' (London: Stevens and Haynes), chiefly
called for by reason of the Order XXX., has also been partly rewritten and improved in arrangement and
detail. While primarily designed for students, we may mention that it will be found a useful companion to
the White Book."

—

Law Times.

*'The arrangement of the book is good, and references are given to the leading decisions. Copious
references are also given to the rules, so that the work forms a convenient guide to the larger volumes on
practice. It is a very successful attempt to deal clearly and concisely with an important and complicated
subject."

—

Solicitors Journal.

Eighth Edition, in 8vo, price 6j., cloth,

AN EPITOME OF LEADING COMMON LAW CASES;
WITH SOME SHORT NOTES THEREON.

Chiefly intended as a Guide to " Smith's Leading Cases." By John Indermaur,
Solicitor (Clifford's Inn Prizeman, Michaelmas Term, 1872).

" We have received the third edition of the ' Epitome of Leading Common Law Cases, 'by Mr. Inder-

maur, Solicitor. The first edition of this work was published in February, 1873, the second in April, 1874;
and now we have a third edition dated September, 1875. No better proof of the value of this book can be
furnished than the fact that in less than three years it has reached a third edition."

—

Law Journal.

Eighth Edition, in 8vo, price bs., cloth,

AN EPITOME OF LEADING CONVEYANCING AND EQUITY CASES;

WITH SOME SHORT NOTES THEREON, FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.
By John Indermaur, Solicitor, Author of "An Epitome of Leading

Common Law Cases.
''

"We have received the second edition of Mr. Indermaur's very useful Epitome of Leading Convey-
ancing and Equity Cases. The work is very well done."

—

Lain Times.
"The Epitome well deserves the continued patronage of the class—Students—for whom it is especially

intended. Mr. Indermaur will soon be known as the * Students' Friend.' "

—

Canada Law Journal.

Sixth Edition, 8vo, price 6s., cloth,

THE ARTICLED CLERK'S GUIDE TO AND
SELF-PREPARATION FOR THE FINAL EXAMINATION.

Containing a Complete Course of Study, with Books to Read, List of Statutes, Cases,

Test Questions, &c., and intended for the use of thbse Articled Clerks who read

by themselves. By John Indermaur, Solicitor.

"In this edition Mr. Indermaur extends his counsels to the whole period from the Intermediate

examination to the Final. His advice is practical and sensible : and if the course of study he recommends

is intelligently followed, the articled clerk will have laid in a store of legal knowledge more than sufficient

to carry him through the Final Examination."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Just Published, in 8vo, price \os. net, cloth.

THE ARTICLED CLERK'S GUIDE TO THE
INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION,

As it now exists on Stephen's Commentaries. Containing a complete Scheme of

Work, Notes and Test Questions on each Chapter : List of Statutes. Also a

complete Selected Digest of the whole of the Questions and Answers set at

the Examinations on those parts of " Stephen " now examined on, up to

January 1902. Intended„for. the jise of all Articled Clerks who have not yet

passed the Intermediate^S5fiWoK"^''<?5a®i-ES Thwaites, Solicitor.
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Now ready, in 8vo, price "Js. 6d., cloth.

THE

LAW OF CONTRACT OF SALE,
CONTAINED IN A COURSE OF SIX LECTURES.

Delivered by WILLIAM WILLIS,
ONE OF HIS majesty's COUNSEL,

AT THE REQUEST OF

THE COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCATION.

Now ready, in Crown 8vo, price y. net,

AN ANALYSIS OF

TASWELL-LANGMEAD'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.

By a. M. WILSHERE.
Late Exhibitioner of the University of London.

Fifth Edition, in crown 8vo, price I2s. 6d,j cloth,

AN EPITOME OF CONVEYANCING STATUTES,
Extending from 13 Edw. L to the End of 55 & 56 Victori/«. Fifth

Edition, with Short Notes. By George Nichols Marcy, of Lincoln's Inn,

Barrister-at-Law.

In royal 8vo, price 5J., cloth,

ANALYTICAL TABLES
OF

THE LAW OF REAL PROPERTY;
Drawn up chiefly from STEPHEN'S BLACKSTONE, with Notes.

By C. J. TARRING, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

"Great care and considerable skill have been shown in the compilation of these tables, which will be
found of much service to students of the Law of Real Property."

—

Law Times.

In Svo, 1875, price 6^., cloth,

THE STUDENTS' GUIDE TO THE
JUDICATURE ACTS,

AND THE RULES THEREUNDER:
Being a, book of Questions and Answers intended for the use of Law Students.

By ^^J^t^feKJJfef&lo^Sfelicitor.
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Now ready, Ninth Edition, in 8vo, price 20/., cloth,

PRINCIPLES OF THE CRIMINAL LAW.
INTENDED AS A LUCID EXPOSITION OF THE SUBJECT FOR

THE USE OF STUDENTS AND THE PROFESSION.

By SEYMOUR F. HARRIS, B.C.L., M.A. (Oxon.),
AUTHOR Oy "a concise digest of the institutes of GAIUS and JUSTINIAN."

NINTH EDITION.

Br C. L. ATTENBOROUGH, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

REVIEWS.
" Messrs. Stevens & Haynes have just issued the Seventh Edition of their well known text-book,

' Harris's Principles of the Criminal Law.' For the present edition Mr. Charles L. Atlenborough,
of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law, is responsible. He has brought the work up to date, and
ensured for it a further career of usefulness as the leading student's text-book upon the Criminal
Law."

—

Law Times.

"Thb work is pretty well known as one designed for the student who is preparing for examination,
and for the help of young practitioners. Among articled clerks it has long enjoyed a popularity which
is not likely to be interfered with. . . We have been carefully through the new edition and can
cordially commend it."

—

Laiv Student's Journal.

"The book must be good, and must meet a demand, and Harris's Criminal Law remains as it has
always been, an excellent work for obtaining that kind of theoretical knowledge of the criminal law
which is so useful at the University Examinations of Oxford and Cambridge."—iaw Notes.

" The characteristic of the present Edition is the restoration to the book of the character of ' a concise
exposition ' proclaimed by the title-page. Mr. Attenborough has carefully pruned away the excrescences
which had arisen in successive editions, and has improved the work both as resrards terseness and clearness
of exposition. In both respects it is now an excellent student's book. The text is very well broken up
into headings and paragraphs, with short marginal notes—the importance of which, for the convenience
of the student, is too often overlooked."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

" The favourable opinion we expressed of thefirst edition of this work appears to have
been justified by the reception it has met with. Looking through this new Edition, we see

no reason to modify the praise we bestowed on the forvier Edition. The recent cases have
been added and the provisions of the Summary furisdiction Act are noticed in the chapter

• relating to Summary Convictions. The book is one of the best manuals of Criminal Law
for the student.'^—Solicitors' Journal.

" There is no lack of Works on Ci'iminal Law, but there was room for such a useful
handbook ofPrinciples as Mr. Seymour Hairis has supplied. Accustomed, by his previous
labours, to the task ofanalysing the law, Mr. Han-is has brought to bear upon his present
work qualifications well ctdapted to secure the successful accomplishment of the object which
he had set before him. That object is not an ambitious one, for it does not pretend to soar
above utility to the young practitioner and the student. For both these classes, and for the

yet wider class who may require a book of reference on the sitbject, Mr. Harris has produced
a clear and convenient Epitome of the Law. ^'—Law Magazine and Review.

" This work purports to contain ' a concise exposition of the nature of crime, the various offences punish-
able by the English law, the law of criminal procedure, and the law of summary convictions,' with tables

of offences, punishments, and statutes. The work is divided into four books. Book I. treats of crime, its

divisions and essentials ; of persons capable of committing crimes ; and of principals and accessories.

Book II. deals with offences of a public nature ; offences against private persons ; and offences against the
property of individuals. Each crime is discussed in its turn, with as much brevity as could well be used
consistently with a proper explanation of the legal characteristics of the several offences. Book III.

explains criminal procedure, including the jurisdiction of Courts, and the various steps in the apprehension
and trial of criminals from arrest to punishment. This part of tbe work is extremely well done, the

description of the trial being excellent, and thoroughly calculated to impress the mind of the uninitiated.

Book IV. contains a short sketch of ' summary^ convictions before magistrates out of quarter sessions,' The
table of oifences at the end of the volume is most useful, and there is a very full index. Altogether we
must congratulate Mr. Harris on his adventure."

—

Laiv Journal.

Digitized by Microsoft®
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Second Edition, in crown 8vo, price Sj. td., cloth,

THE STUDENTS' GUIDE TO. BANKRUPTCY;
Being a Complete Digest of the Law of Bankruptcy in the shape of Questions and

Answers, and comprising' all Questions asked at the Solicitors' Final Examinations
in Bankruptcy since the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, and all important Decisions since

that Act. By John Indermaur, Solicitor, Author of " Principles of Common
Law," &c. &c.

In i2mo, price <,s. td., cloth,

A CONCISE TREATISE ON THE LAW OF BILLS OF SALE,

FOR THE USE OF LAWYERS, LAW STUDENTS, AND THE PUBLIC.

Embracing the Acts of 1878 and 1882. Part I.—Of Bills of Sale generally. Part II.—
Of the Execution, Attestation, and Registration of Bills of Sale and satisfaction

thereof. Part III.—Of the Effects of Bills of Sale as against Creditors. Part IV.
—Of Seizing under, and Enforcing Bills of Sale. Appendix, Forms, Acts, &c.
By John Indermaur, Solicitor.

*' The object of the book is thoroughly practical. Those who want to be told exactly what to do and
where to go when they are registering a bill of sale will find the necessary information in this little book."—Law yournal.

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 4^., cloth,

A COLLECTION OF LATIN MAXIMS & PHRASES.
LITERALLY TRANSLATED.

INTENDED FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS FOR ALL LEGAL EXAMINATIONS.

Second Edition, by J. N. COTTERELL, Solicitor.

"The book seems admirably adapted as a book of reference or students who come across a Latin maxim
in their reading."

—

Law yournal.

In one volume, 8vo, price gj. , cloth,

LEADING STATUTES SUMMARISED,
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

By ERNEST C. THOMAS,
BACON SCHOLAR OF THE HON. SOCIETY OF GRAV's INN, LATE SCHOLAR OF TRINITY COLLEGE, OXFORD :

AUTHOR OF "lEADIN? CASES IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW BRIEFLY STATED."

Third Edition, in Svo, enlarged, price 6^., cloth,

LEADING CASES IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Briefly Stated, with Introduction and Notes.

By ERNEST C. THOMAS,
BACON SCHOLAR OF THE HON. SOCIETY OF GRAY's INNj LATE SCHOLAR OF TRINITY COLLEGE, OXFORD.

Third Edition by C. L. ATTENBOROUGH, of the Inner Temple, Earrister-at-Law.

"Mr. E. C. Thomas has put together in a slim octavo,a digest of the principal cases illustrating Con-
stitutional Law, that is to say, all questions as to the rights or authority of the Crown or persons under it,

as regards not merely the constitution and structure given to the governing body, but also the mode in
which the sovereign power is to be exercised. In an introductory essay Mr. Thomas gives a. very clear and
intelligent survey of the genera 1 functions of the Executive, and the principles by which they are regulated ;

and then follows a summary of ]eading/p^f^^'ec^^7i^^o8€#@«'.
" Mr. Thomas gives a sensible introduction and a brief epitonie of the familiar leading cti%^s."^Law

Times.
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Second Edition, in crown Svo, price l^s. da., cloth,

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1883,
With NoTts of all the Gases decided under I'he Act;

The consolidated RULES and FORMS, 1886 ; The Deu-tors Act, 1S69, so
far as applicable to bankruptcy matters, with rules and forms

thereunder; the Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and- 1882;

Board of Trade Circulars and Forms, and List of Oflicial Receivers ; Scale of Costs,

Fees, and Percentages, 1886 ; Orders of the Bankruptcy Judge of the High
' Court ; and a Cbpioiis Index.

'

'-
'-

;

": "
'

;
'• ',

By WILLIAM HAZLITT, Esq., and RICHARD lUNGWOOD, M.A.,
SENIOR REGISTRAR IN BANKRUPTCY, OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

Second Edition, by R. RINGWOOD, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

"This is a very handy edition of the Act and Rules The cross references and marginal
reierences to corresponding provisions of the Act of 1869 are exceedingly useful. . . There is a verj'

full index, and the book is admirably printed-"

—

Solicitors' Jourr^aL
,

Part I., price 7^. 6d., sewed,

LORD WESTBURY'S
EUROPEAN ARBITRATION
of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

DECISIONS IN THE
Reported by Francis S. Reilly,

Parts I., II., and III., price 25^., sewed,

LORD CAIRNS'S DECISIONS IN THE ALBERT
ARBITRATION. Reported by Fbancis S. Keilly, of Lincoln's Inn,

Barrister-at-Law.

Second Edition, in royal Svo, price 30J., cloth,

A TREATISE ON

THE STATUTES OF ELIZABETH AGAINST
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.

The Bills of Sale Acts 1878 and 1882 and the LAW OF VOLUNTARY
DISPOSITIONS OF PROPERTY.

By the late H. W. MAY, B.A. (Ch. Ch. Oxford).

Second Edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged, by S. Wortiiington Worthington,
of the Inner" Temple, Barrister-at-Law; Editor of the "Married Women's

Property Acts," Sth edition, by the late J. R. Griffith.

^'In conclusion, we can heartily recommend, this

.book' to our readers, not only to those who aie in

large practice, and who merely want a classified

list of cases, but to those who haveboththe desire

and the leisure to enter upon a systematic study of

our \mi."—Solicitors' Journal.
" As Mr. Worthington points out, sipce Mr. May

wrote, the ' Bills of Sale Acts' of 1878 and-l88i

have been passed ; the ' Married Wqmen's Property

Act, 1882 ' (making settlements by married women
void as against creditors in cases in which simJar

settlements by a man would be void), and the

' Bankruptcy Act, 1883.' These Acts and the deci-

sions upon them.have-been handled by Mr. Worth-

-ington-in -a manner which shows that he is master

of his subject, and not a slavish copyist of sections

and head-qotes, which is a vicious propensity of

many modem compilers of text-books. His Table

of Cases (with reference to all the reports), is

admirable, and his Index most exhaustive. —La'w
Times. , . .

'1
. "The results of the authorities appear to he

riven well and tersely, and the treatise wiU, we
R.I 1 r s ~»:.,.«i- ^nA tr\tat\iiie\rru\t hnnlc
-think be found-a convenient and tr.uaworthv.boojf so at^e expense of per-spjcuity, or byth

W^JfUence'^iflM- Journal. .rag/fBed 6y, M/^rasafiPlmportant points. -^La-M fimes.

"Mr. Worthingtoij's work appears to have been
conscientious and exhaustive."

—

SaturdayMeview.

"Examining Mr. May's book, we find it con-
structed with an intelligence and .precision which
render it entirely worthy of being accepted as a
guide in this confessedly difficult subject. The
subject is an involved one, but with clean and clear

handling it is here presented as clearly as it could
be. . i .'On -the whole, he has produced a very
useful book ofan exceptionally scientific character."

-^SoUcito'r^ Journal.

" The subject arid the work are both very good,
The former is well chosen, new, and .interesting

;

the letter has, the quality which always "distin-

guishe? original research from bon'owed labburs."
—A nierican Law Review.

"We are happy to welcome his (Mr. Ma^'s)work
as,an addition to the, we regret to say, brie/ cata-

logue of, law books conscientioppiy executed. We
can corroborate :his own description of his labours.
' that no pains have been spared, to make the book
as concise and practical as possible, withoutdbing

the expense of perspicuity, or by, the omission
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In one volume, medium 8vo, price 38^., cloth ; or in half-roxbuigh, 42s.,

A HISTORY OF THE FORESHORE
AND THE LAW RELATING THERETO.

With a Hitherto Unpublished Treatise by Lord Hale, Lord Hale's
" De Jure Maris," and the Third Edition of Hall's Essay on the

RIGHTS OF THE CROWN IN THE SEA-SHORE.
With Notes, and an Appendix relating to Fisheries.

By STUART A. MOORE, F.S.A.,

OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

wealth oi materials for founding and building up
arguments. Mr. Stuart Moore has written a work
which must, unless his contentions are utterly un-
founded, at once become the standard text-book on
the law of the Sea-shore. "

—

La-w Times, Dec. ist.
" Mr. Stuart Moore in his valuable work on the

Foreshore."

—

The Times.
" Mr. Stuart Moore's work on the title of the

Crown to the land around the coast of England
[ying between the high and low watermark is

something more than an ordinary law book. It is

a history, and a very interesting ofie, of such land
and the rights exercised over it from the earliest
times to the present day ; and a careful study of
the facts contained in the book and of the argu-
ments brought forward can scarcely fail to convince
the reader of the inaccuracy of the theory, now so
constantly put forward by the Crown, that without
the existence of special evidence to the contrary,
the_ land which adjoins riparian property, and
which is covered at high tide, belongs to the
Crown and not to the owner of the adjoining
manor. The list which Mr. Moore gives of places
where the question of foreshore has been already
raised, and of those as to which evidence on the
subject exists amongst the public records, is valu-
able, though by no means exhaustive ; and the
book should certainly find a place in the library of
the lord of every riparian manor."

—

Morning Post.

'* This work is nominally a third edition of the

late Mr. Hall's essay on the rights of the Crown in

the Sea-shore, but in reality Js an absolutely new
production, for out of some 900 odd pages Hall's

essay takes up but 227. Mr. Moore has written a

book of great importance, which should mark an

epoch in the history of the rights of the Crown and
the subject in the litus maris, or foreshore of the

kingdom. Hall's treatise (with Loveland's notes) is

set out with fresh notes by the present editor, who
is anything but kindly disposed towards his author,

for his notes are nothing but a series of exposures

of what he deems to be Hall's errors and misrepre-

sentations. Mr. Moore admits his book to be a
brief for the opposite side of the contention sup-

ported by Hall, and a more vigorous and argu-

mentative treatise we have scarcely ever seen. Its

arguments are clearly and broadly disclosed, and
supported by a wealth of facts and cases which

show the research of the learned author to have

been most full and elaborate. . . . There is no

doubt that this is an important work, which must

have a considerable influence on that branch of the

law with which it deals. That law is contained in

ancient and most inaccessible records ; these have

now been brought to light, and it may well be

that important results to the subject may flow

therefrom. The Profession, not to say the general

public, owe the learned author a deep debt of

gratitude for providing ready to hand such a

In one volume, 8vo, price I2J., cloth,

A TREATISE ON THE LAW RELATING TO THE

POLLUTION AND OBSTRUCTION OF WATER COURSES

;

Together with a Brief Summary of the Various Sources of Rivers
Pollution.

By CLEMENT HIGGINS, M.A., F.C.S.,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

"As a compendium of the law upon a special

and rather intricate subject, this treatise cannot

but prove of great practical value^ and more
especially to those who have to advise upon the

institution of proceedings under the Rivers Pollu-

tion Prevention Act, 1876, or to adjudicate upon

those proceedings when brought."— /r/sA Law
Times.
"We can recommend Mr. Higgins' Manual as

the best guide we possess."

—

Public Health.

"County Court Judges, Sanitary Authorities,

and Riparian Owners will find in Mr. Higgins'

Treatise a valuable aid in obtaining a. clear notiori

of the Law on the Subject. MrPHilfB^^U
accomplished a work for which he will readily be

recognised as having special fitness on account of

his practical acquaintance both with the scientific
and the legal aspects of his subject."

—

Law Maga-
zine and Review.

'

' The volume is very carefully arranged through*
out, and will prove of great utility both to miners
and to owners of land on the banks of rivers."

—

The Minino- journal.
"Mr. Higgins writes tersely and clearly, while

his facts are so well arranged that it is a pleasure
to refer to his book for information ; and altogether
the work is one which will be found very useful by
all interested in the subject to which it relates."

—

'^crosps^ompact and convenient manual of the law
on the subject to which it relates."

—

Solicitors^
youmal.
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In 8vo, Sixth Edition, price zZs., cloth.

MAYNE'S TREATISE
ON

THE LAW OF DAMAGES.
SIXTH EDITION.

REVISED AND PARTLY REWRITTEN.
BY

JOHN D. MAYNE,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW

;

AND

His Honor Judge LUMLEY SMITH, K.C.

" ' Mayne on Damages ' has now become almost a classic, and it is one of the books which
we cannot afford to have not up to date. We are therefore pleased to have a new Edition, and
one so well written as that before us. With the authors we regret the increasing size of the

volume, but bulk in such a case is better than incompleteness. Every lawyer in practice

should have this book, full as it is of practical learning on all branches of the Common Law.
The work is unique, and this Edition, like its predecessors, is indispensable."

—

Law Journal,
April, 1894.

*' Few books have been better kept up to the current law than this treatise. The earlier part

of the book was remodelled in the last edition, and in the present edition the chapter on
Penalties and Liquidated Damages has been rewritten, no doubt in consequence of, or with

regard to, the elaborate and exhaustive judgment of the late Master of the Rolls in Wallis v.

Smith (31 W. R. 214 ; L. R. 21 Ch. D. 243). The treatment of the subj'ect by the authors is

admirably clear and concise. Upon the point involved in Wallis v. Smith, they say :
' The

result is that an agreement with various covenants of different importance is not to be governed

by any inflexible rule peculiar to itself, but is to be dealt with as coming under the general rule,

that the intention of the parties themselves is to be considered. If they have said that in the

case of any breach a fixed sum is to be paid, then they will be kept to their agreement, unless

it would lead to such an absurdity or injustice that it must be assumed that they did not mean
what they said.' This is a very fair summary of the judgments in Wallis v. Smith, especially

of that of Lord Justice Cottbn ; and it suppHes the nearest approach which can be given at

present to a rule for practical guidance. We can heartily commend this as a carefully edited

edition of a thoroughly good book."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

" DuHngthe twenty-twoyears which have elapsed since thepublication of this well-known

work, its reputation has been steadily gi-owing^ and it has long since become the recognised

authoHty on the important subject ofwhich it treats.''^—Law Magazine and Review.

"This edition of what has become a standard

work .1^ the advantage of appearing under the

supervision of the original author as well as of

Mr. Lumley Smith, the editor of the second edition.

The result is most satisfactory. Mr. Lumley
Smith's edition was ably and conscientiously pre-

pared, and we are glad to find that the reader still

enjoys the benefit of his accuracy and learning.

At the same time the book has doubtless been

improved by the reappearance of its author as co-

edUor. The earlier part, indeed, has been to a
considerable extent entu-ely rewritten.
" Mr. Mayne's remarks on damages in actions of

tort are brief. We agree with him that in such

actions the courts are governed by far looser prin-

ciples than in contracts; indeed, sometimes it is

impossible to say they are governed by any prin-

ciples at all. In actions for injuries to the person or

reputation, for example, a judge cannot do more

than give a general direction to the jury to give

what the facts proved in their judgment required.
And, according to the better opinion, they may give
damages *for e;xample's sake,' and mulct a rich

man more heavily than a poor one. In actions for

injuries to property, however, ' vindictive ' or
'exemplary' damages cannot, except in very rare

cases, be awarded, but must be limited, as in con-
tract, to the actual ^arni sustained.
" It is needless to comment upon the arrangement

of the subjects in this edition, in which no alteration

has been made. The editors modestly exjaress a
hope that all the Kngllsh as well as the principal

Irish decisions up to the date have been included,

and we believe from our own examination that the
hope is well founded. We may regret that, warned
by the growing bulk of the book, the editors have
not included any fresh American cases, but we feel

that the omission was unavoidable. We should add
that the whole work has been thoroughly revised."

—

Solicitors' youmal.

'
' ** This text-book is so well known, not only as the highest authority on the subject treated

of but as one of the best text-books ever written, that it would be idle for us to speak of it

in the words of commendation ^hf^iffzi^d^j^jcrosSM
^"'"'^ ^^'^^ no practising lawyer can

do without,"—CA.:AASiA. Law Journal.
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In ci'own 8vo, price 4J. .6^'., cloth,

ABSTRACT. DRAWING. Gontaining Instructions on
the Drawing of Abstracts of Title, and an Illustrative Appendix. By C. E. ScOTT,

Solicitor.
/'

. y r . ,

",This littl« book, is intended for ;the assistance of those who have .the framing of abstracts of title

entrusted to their^care. It contains a number of useful rules, and an ilhistrative appendix."—iaw Times.
" A handy book for all articled clerks."

—

Law St%ide^ts\ Journal.

y Solicitors who have articled clerks would save themselves much trouble if they furnished their clerks
Avith a copy of this little book before putting them on to draft an abstract of a heap of title deeds." —Law
Notes.

'

" The book ought to be perused by all law students and articled c\^rVs>."—Red Tape.

Second Edition, in crown 8vo, price ']s. , cloth,

THE LAW RELATING TO CLUBS.
By the late JOHN WERTHEIMER, Barrister-at-Law. '

Second Edition, by A, W. CHASTER, Barrister-at-Law.

"A convenient handbook, drawn up with great
judgment and perspicuity."

—

Morning Post.
" Both useful and interesting to those interested

in club management."

—

Law Times,
"Mr. Wertheimer's history of the cases Is com-

plete and well arranged."

—

Saturday Review.

" This is a very peat little book on an interesting

subject. The law is accurately and well expressed."—Law JourtiaL
"This is a very handy and complete little work.

This excellent little treatise should lie on the table
of every club."

—

Pump Court.

In 8vo, price 2j., sewed,

TABLE of the FOREIGN MERCANTILE LAWS and CODES
in Force in the Principal States of EUROPE and AMERICA. By Charles
Lyon-Caen, Professeur agrege a la Faculte de Droit de Paris ; Professeur a

r£cole libre des Sciences politiques. Translated by Napoleon Argles,
Solicitor, Paris.

In one volume, demy Svo, price \os. 6d., cloth,

PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU,
RETENTION, and DELIVERY. By John Houston, of the Middle Temple,
Barrister-at-Law.

In Svo, price los., cloth,

THE TRIAL OF ADELAIDE BARTLETT FOR
MURDER ; Complete and Revised Report. Edited by Edward Beal, B.A.,

of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. With a Preface by Sir Edward
Clarke, K.C.

In Svo, price los. i>d., cloth,

A REPORT OF THE CASE OF

THE QUEEN v. GURNEY AND OTHERS,
In the Court of Queen's Bench before the Lord Chief Justice Cockburn. With Intro-

duction, containing History of the Case, and Examination of the Cases at Law
and Equity applicable to it. By W. F. Finlason, Barrister-a,t-Law.

In royal Svo, price loj. td., cloth.

THE PRACTICE OF EQUITY BY WAY OF REVIVOR AMD SUPPLEMENT.

With Forms of Orders arid.

of the Chancery Registrar

By LoFTUS Leigh Pemberton,
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In 8vo, price \2s. dd., cloth, ,

THE ANNUAL DIGEST OF MERCANTILE
CASES FOR THE YEARS 1885 AND 1886.

Being a Digest of the Decisions op the English, Scotch and Irish Courts
ON Matters relating to Commerce.

By JAMES A. DUNCAN, M.A., LL.B., Trin. Coll., Camb.,

AND OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

In 8vo, 1878, price ts., cloth,

THE

LAW RELATING TO CHARITIES,
especially with reference to the validity and construction of

CHARITABLE BEQUESTS AND CONVEYANCES.

By FERDINAND M. WHITEFORD, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

Vols. I., II., III., IV., and V., Parts I. and II., price 5/. Ts.

REPORTS OF THE DECISIONS OF THE

JUDGES FOR THE TRIAL OF

ELECTION PETITIONS,
IN ENGLAND AND IRELAND.

PURSUANT TO THE PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS ACT, 1868,

By EDWARD LOUGHLIN O'MALLEY and HENRY HARDCASTLE.

*,* Vol. IV. Part III. and all after are Edited by J. S. Sandars and A. P. P. Keep,
Barristers-at-Law.

In one volume, 8vo, price 28j. , cloth,

THE LAW RELATING TO PUBLIC WORSHIP

;

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MATTERS OF RITUAL AND
ORNAMENTATION, AND THE MEANS OF SECURING

THE DUE OBSERVANCE THEREOF,

And containing in extenso, with Notes and References, The Public Worship Regulation

Act, 1874; The Church Discipline Act; the various Acts of Uniformity; the

Liturgies of 1549, 1552, and 1559, compared with the Present Rubric; the

Canons ; the Articles ; and the Injunctions, Advertisements, and other Original

Documents of Legal Authority. By Seward Brice, LL.D., of the Inner

Temple, Barrister-at-Law,.
, , ... -^

'^ Digitized by Microsoft®
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(Stebena anb ^agneies' ^erie* of Reprints of tht ffiarlj flipottera.

SIR BARTHOLOMEW SHOVVER'S PARLIAMENTARY CASES.

In 8vo, 1876, price 4/. 45., best calf binding,

SHOWER'S CASES IN PARLIAMENT
RESOLVED AND ADJUDGED UPON PETITIONS if WRITS OF ERROR.

FOURTH EDITION.
CONTAINING ADDITIONAL CASES NOT HITHERTO REPORTED.

REVISED AND EDITED BY

RICHARD LOVELAND LOVELAND,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW ; EDITOR OP " KELYNG'S CROWN CASES," AND

"hall's essay ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CROWN IN THE SEASHORE."

" Messrs. Stevens & Haynes, the successful publishers of the Reprints of Bellewe,

Cooke, Cunningham, Brookes's New Cases, Choyce Cases in Chancery, William Kelynge
and Kelyng's Crown Cases, determined to issue a new or fourth Edition of Shower's Cases
in Parliament. -

" The volume, although beautifully printed on old-fashioned Paper, in old-fashioned

type, instead of being in the quarto is in the more convenient octavo form, and contains

several additional cases not to be found in any of the previous editions of the work.
" These are all cases of importance, worthy of being ushered into the light of the

world by enterprising publishers.

""Shower's Cases are models for reporters, even ill our day. The statements of the

case, the argumentsofcounsel, and the opinions ofthe Judges, are all clearly and ably given.
" This new edition with an old face of these valuable reports, under theable editorship

of R. L. Loveland, Esq. , should, in the language of the advertisement, ' be welcomed by
the profession, as well as enable the custodians of public libraries to complete or add to

their series of English Law Reports.' "

—

Canada Law yournal.

BELLEWE'S CASES, T. RICHARD II.

In 8vo, 1869, price 3/. y., bound in calf antique,

LES ANS DU ROY RICHARD LE SECOND.
Collect' ensembl' hors les abridgments de Statham, Fitzherbert et Brooke. Per

Richard Bellewe, de Lincolns Inne. 1585. Reprinted from the Original

Edition,
" No public library in the world, where English

law finds a place, should be without a copy of this

edition of Bellewe."

—

Canada. Law yournal.

"We have here a^f-«wz7c edition of Bellewe,
and it is really the most beautiful and admirable
reprint that has appeared at any time. It is a
perfect gem of antique printing, and forms a most
interesting monument of our early legal history.

It belongs to the same class of works as the Year
Book of Edward I. and other similar works which
have been printed in our own time under the
auspices of the Master of the Rolls ; but is far

superior to any of them, and is in this respect

highly creditable to the spirit and enterprise of

private publishers. The work is an important link

in our legal history ; there are no year books of the

reign of Richard II., and Bellewe supplied the only
substitute by carefully extractingand collecting all

the cases he could find, and he did.- it in the most
convenient form—that of alphabetical arrangement
in the order of subjects, so that the work is a digest

as well as a book of law reports. It is in fact a
collection of cases of the reign of Richard II,,

arranged according to their subjects in alphabetical

order. It is therefore one of the most intelligible

and interesting legal memorials of the Middle
Ages."

—

Lavj Times.

CUNNINGHAM'S REPORTS.
In 8vo, 1871, price 3/, 3^., calf antique,

Cunningham's (T.) Reports in K. B,, 7 to 10 Geo. II.; to which is prefixed a Proposal

for rendering the Laws of England clear and certain, humbly offered to the

Consideration of both Houses of Parliament. Third edition, with numerous
Corrections. By Thomas Townsend Bucknill, Barrister-at-Law.

" The instructive chapter which precedes the

cases, entitled ' A proposal for rendering the Laws
of England clear and certain,' gives the volume a
degree of peculiar interest, independent of the value
of many of the reported cases. That chapter begins
with words which ought, for the intor;r;.'i,iioi\ of

peace and prosperity of every nation than good
laws and the due execution of them.' The history

of the civil law is then, rapidly traced. Next a
history is given of English Reporters, beginning
with the reporters of the Year Books from i £dw,

'Hen. VIII.—being near 200 years—and
every people, to be printed in letters of gold. They I afterwards to the time of Uie author,"

—

Canada
are as follows :

' Nothing conduces more to the I Law yournal.
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,§;ttbctta aitb S^sgnes' ^ttics at fl«i»rittts of tht ffiarJj) gleporttra.

CHOYCE CASES IN CHANCERY.

In 8vo, 1870, price 2/. 2s., calf antique,

THE PRACTICE OF THE HIGH COURT OF CHANCERY.
With the Nature of the several Offices belonging to that Court. And the Reports of

many Cases wherein Relief hath been there had, and where denyed.

"This volume, in paper, type, and binding (like *Bellewe'sCases*) isa fac-simile of the antique edition.
All who buy the one should buy the other."—Ca«a<fa Law yournal.

In 8vo, 1872, price 3/. 3^., calf antique,

SIR G. COOKE'S COMMON PLEAS REPORTS
IN THE REIGNS OF QUEEN ANNE, AND KINGS GEORGE I. and II.

The Third Edition, with Additional Cases and References contained in the Notes
taken from L. C. J. Eyre's MSS. by Mr. Justice Nares, edited by Thomas
TowNSEND BucKNiLL, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

" Law books never can die or remain long dead
so long as Stevens and Haynes are willing to con-
tinue them, or revive them when dead. It is cer-
tainly surprising to see with what facial accuracy

an old volume of Reports maybe produced by these

modern publishers, whose good taste is onlyequalled
by their enterprise."

—

Canada Law Jouma,l.

BROOKE'S NEW CASES WITH MARCH'S TRANSLATION.
In 8vo, 1873, price 4/. 4^., calf antique,

Brooke's (Sir Robert) New Cases in the time of Henry VIII., Edward VI., and
Queen Mary, collected out of Brooke's' Abridgement, and arranged under years,

with a table, together with Marches (John) Translation tf/Brooke's New Cases
in the time of Henry VIII., Edward VI., and Queen Mary, collected out of

Brooke's Abridgment, and reduced alphabetically under their proper heads and
titles, with a table of the principal matters. In one handsome volume. 8vo. 1873.

Stevens and Haynds have reprinted the two books
in one volume uniform with the preceding'volumes
of the series of Early Reports."

—

Canada Law
journal.

.

" Both the original and the translation having
long been very scarce, and the mispaging and other
errors- in -March's translation making a new and
corrected edition peculiarly desirable, Messrs.

KELYNGE'S (W.) REPORTS.
In 8vo, 1873, price 4/; 4s., calf antique,

Kelyngk's (Williarn) Reports of Cases in Chancery, the King's Bench, &c., from the

3rd to the 9th year of his late Majesty King George II., during which time Lord
King was Chancellor, and the Lords Raymond and Hardwicke were Chief

Justices of England. To which are added, seventy New Cases not in the First

Edition. Third Edition. In one handsome volume. 8vo. 1873.

KELYNG'S (SIR JOHN) CROWN CASES.
In 8vo, 1873, price 4/. 4s., calf antique,

Kelyng's (Sir J.) Reports of Divers Cases in Pleas of the Crown in the Reign of King
Charles II., with Directions to Justices of the Peace, and others; to which are

added. Three Modern Cases, viz., Armstrong and Lisle, the King and Plummer,

the Queen and Mawgridge. Third Edition, containing several additional Cases

never before printed, together with a Treatise upon the Law and Proceed-

ings IN Cases of High Treason, first published in 1793. The whole careftiUy

revised and edited by Richard Loveland Loveland, of the Inner Temple,

Barrister-at-Law.

"We look upon this volume as one of the most goodservicerenderedbyMessrs.StevensandHaynes

important and valuable of the unique reprints of to the profession. . . . Should occasion arise, the

-Messrs. Stevens and Haynes. Little do we know Crown prosecutor, as well as counsel for the prisoner,

of the mines of legal wealth that lie buried in the will find in. this volume a complete vade mecum of

old law books. But a careful examination,-?J'her of the lawof high treason and proceedings in relation

the reports or of the treatise embodiedilmf^mm IVllS(8%m®-Canada Law Jmmal.
now before us, will give the reader some idea of the
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Second Edition, in 8vo, price zbs., cloth,

A CONCISE TREATISE ON

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE,
BASED ON THE DECISIONS IN THE ENGLISH COURTS

By JOHN ALDERSON FOOTE,

OF Lincoln's inn, barrister-at-law ; chancellor's legal medallist and senior whewell scholar

OF international law, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, 1873 ; SENIOR STUDENT IN JURISPRUDENCE

AND ROMAN LAW, INNS OF COURT EXAMINATION, HILARY TERM, 1874,

"This work seems to us likely to prove of considerable use to all English lawyers who have to deal with

questions of private international law. Since the publication of Mr. Westlake's valuable treatise, twenty

years ago, the judicial decisions of English courts bearing upon different parts of this subject have greatly

increased in number, and it is full time that these decisions should be examined, and that the conclusions

to be deduced from them should be systematically set forth in a treatise. Moreover, Mr. Foote has done

this well."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

"Mr. Foote has done his work very well, and the book will be useful to all who have to deal with the

class of cases in which English law alone is not sufficient to settle the question."

—

Saturday Review^

March 8, 1879.

"The author's object has been to reduce into order the mass of materials already accumulated in the

shape of explanation and actual decision on the interesting matter of which he treats ; and to construct a

framework of private international law, not from the dicta of jurists so much as from judicial decisions in

English Courts which have superseded them. And it is here, in compiling and arranging in a concise

form this valuable material, that Mr. Foote's wide range of knowledge and legal acumen bear such good

fruit. As a guide and assistant to the student of international law, the whole treatise will be invaluable :

while a table of cases and a general index will enable him to find what he wants without trouble."

—

Standard.
'

' The recent decisions on points of international law (and there have been a large number since Westlake's

publication) have been well stated. So far as we have observed, no case of any importance has been

omitted, and the leading cases have been fully analysed. The author does not hesitate to criticise the

grounds of a decision when these appear to him to conflict with the proper rule of law. Most of lus

criticisms seem to us very just On the whole, we can recommend Mr. Foote's treatise as a useful

addition to our text-books, and we expect it will rapidly find its way into the hands of practising lawyers."
—The Journal ofJurisprudence and Scottish Law Magazine.

" Mr. Foote has evidently borne closely in mind the needs of Students of Jurisprudence as well as those

of the Practitioners For both, the fact that his work is almost entirely one of Case-law will commend
it as one useful alike in Chambers and in Court."

—

La-u) Magazine and Review.

" Mr. Foote's book will be useful to the student One of the best points of Mr. Foote's book
is the ' Continuous Summary,' which occupies about thirty pages, and is divided into four parts—Persons,

Property, Acts, and Procedure. Mr. Foote remarks that these summaries are not in any way intended as

an attempt at codification. ' However that may be, they are a digest which reflects high, credit on the

author's assiduity and capacity. They are ' meant merely to guide the student
;

' but they will do much
more than guide him. They will enable him to get such a grasp of the subject as will render the reading

of the text easy and fruitful."

—

Law Journal.

" This book is well adapted to be used both as a text-book for students and a book of reference for

practising barristers."

—

Bar Examination Journal.

"This is a book which supplies the want which has long been felt for a really good modern treatise on

Private International Law adapted to the every-day requirements of the English Practitioner. The
whole volume, although designed for the use of the practitioner, is so moderate in size—an octavo of 500

pages only—and the arrangement and development of the subject so well conceived and executed, that it

will amply repay perusal by those whose immediate object maybe not the actual decisions of a knotty

point but the satisfactory disposal of an examination paper."

—

Oj^ford and Cambridge Undergraduates^

Journal.

"Since the publication, some twenty years ago, of Mr. Westlake's Treatise, Mr. Foote's book is, in

our opinion, the best work on private international law which has appeared in the English language
The work is executed with much ^'^^^f^arff^&^y^Mi^)')S^bft© found of great value by all persons who
have to consider questions on private internationailaw."

—

Athenceum.
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Eighth Edition, in 8vo, price 25J., cloth.

A TREATISE UPON

THE LAW OF BANKRUPTCY
AND

BILLS OF SALE.
WITH AN APPENDIX.

CONTAINING

THE BANKRUPTCY ACTS, 1883-1890
|

GENERAL RULES, FORMS, SCALE OF COSTS AND FEES;
RULES UNDER S. 122 OF 1888:
DEEDS OF ARRANGEMENT ACTS. 1887-1890:
RULES AND FORMS :

BOARD OF TRADE AND COURT ORDERS :

DEBTORS ACTS, 1869, 1878 :

RULES AND FORMS:
BILLS OF SALE ACTS, 1878-1891, Etc., Etc.

By EDWARD T. BALDWIN, M.A.,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

" The seven editions simply repord the constant progress of case growth and statute

law. It is a remarkably useful compendium."

—

Law Times, July 26, 1895.
" As a. well-arranged and complete collection of case law this book should be found of

great use."—Zawyaarwa/, July.20, 1895.

"Carefully brought down to date."

—

Solicitors^ Jom-nal, November 9, 1895.

"We have always considered the work an admirable one, and the present edition is

quite up to the previous high standard of excellence. We know of no better book on
bankruptcy for the. practitioner's library,"

—

Laiv Students'Journal, August, 1895.

"Practitioners, may, we feel sure, safely rely on its accuracy. A distinct acquisition

foi"reference purposes to the shelf of any practitioner."

—

Law Notes.

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 25^., cloth,

THE PRINCIPLES OF

THE LAW OF RATING OF HEREDITAMENTS
IN THE OCCUPATION OF COMPANIES.

By j. H. BALFOUR BROWNE,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, K.C.,

And D. N. McNAUGHTON, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law,

that such a work is much needed, and we are sure

ithat all those who are interested in, or haVe to do
'with, public rating, will find it of great " service.

Miich credit is therefore due to Mr. Browne for his

able treatise—a work which hi;:' exji^rience as
Registrar [of the, Railway Commission peculiarly

Tthe production of aclearlind conjjsg-^t^ L^gim^ifi^im to,undertake/'^i;^w J/«^^^^^

*
' The tables and specimen valuations which are

printed in an apqpendix.to this volume will be ofl

£^eat service to the parish authorities, and
^
to the

legal practitioners who ina,y have to deal with the

rating of those properties whi^ch are in the occupa-

tion.offCompanies, and we congratulate Mr.' Browne

crosoft
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Sixth Edition,.revised and enlarged, 8vo, 30J. net.

A TREATISE ON HINDU; LAW AND USAGE.
By John JP. Mayne, of Ihejmier Temple, Bardst^-at-Law, Author of "A Treatise on

Da'mages," &c.
'

'--.-

" A new work from the pen of so established an authority as Mr. Mayne cannotfail to be wfelcomd'to
the legal profession.^ In his present volume the late Officiating Advocate-General at Madras has drawn
upon the stores of his long experience in Southern India, and has produced a work of value alike to the
practitioner at thejndian Bar, or at home, in appeal cases, and to the scientific jurist....

"To all who, whether as practitioners or administrators, or as students of the science of jurisprudence,
desire a thoughtful and suggestive work of reference on Hindu Law and Usage, we heartily recommend
the careful perusal of Mr. Mayne's valuable treatise."

—

Laiv Magazine and Revieiv,

D UTCH LAW .

In. I Vol., 8vo, price 40J., cloth,

THE OPINIONS OF GROTIUS, As conlained in the HoUandsche
Consultatien en Advijsen. Collated, translated, and annotated by D. P. de
Bruyn, B.A., LL.B., Ebden Essayist of the University of the Cape of Good
Hope ; Advocate of the Suprejne Court of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope,
and of the High Court of the South African Republic. With Facsimile Portrait

of Mr. Hugo de Groot.

In 2 Vols., Royal 8vo, price 90J., cloth,

VAN LEEUWEN'S COMMENTARIES Ot^ THE ROMAN-DUTCH
LAW. Revised and Edited with Notes in Two Volumes by C. W. Decker,
Advocate., Translated from the original Dutch ,1)y J; i>. KOTZ^, LL.B., of the

Inner Temple, Barristerrat-Law, and Chief Justice of the Transvaal. With Fac-
simile Portrait in the Edition by Decker of rySo.

*„* Vol. II. can be had separately, price 50J.

Second Edition in preparation.

THE JUDICIAL PRACTICE OF THE COLONY OF THE GAPE
OF GOOD. HOPE ,ANB OF, SOUTH AFEICA GENESALLT. With suitable

and copious Practical Forms, subjoined to, and illustrating the . Practice of the

several Subjects treated of. By C. H. Van Zyl, Attorney-at-Law, Notary
Public, and Conveyancer, etc. etc.

In Crown 8vo, price y.!. 6ii., boards,

THE INTRODUCTION TO DUTCH JURISPRUDENCE OF
HUGO GEOTIUS, with Notes by Simon van Groetiwegeh v&n der Made, and
References to Van der Keesel's Theses and Schorer's Notes. Translated by
A. F. S. Maasdorp, B.A., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

In i2mo, price l$s. net, boards,

SELECT THESES ON THE LAWS OF HOLLAND & ZEELAND.
Being a Commentary of Hugo Grotius' Introduction to Dutch Jurisprudence, and
intended to supply certain defects therein, and to determine some of the more
celebrated Controversies on the Law of Holland. , By D. G. van der Kessel,
Advocate. Translated by C. A. Lorenz, Barrlster-at-Law. Second Edition.

With a Biographical Notice of the Author by Professor J. De Wal, of Leyden.

In 8vo, price 24J. 6a?. net, or rupees 18.50.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION OF AN ElSTGLISH TRANSLATION OF

VOET'S COMMENTARY ON THE PANDECTS/ comprising all the
titles on Purchase and Sale—Letting and Hiring;—Mortgages—Evictions

—

Warranty—and Allied Subjects ; being Lib. XV.III..,„XIX., XX., XXL, and
Tit. VII. of Lib. XIILD/ajfegy^ipcgafl^LinGoInVInni Barrister-at-Law,

^ Retired Judge of theDbtnft Court oijCorombo.
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Fifth Edition. In 8vo, price I5j-,

THE POWERS, DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF EXECUTIVE
UJIJIUJlES, as between tliese Officers aiid the Public. , By A. W. Chaster
of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

"There is undoubtedly room for a ler^l treatise on the status of executive officers, and Mr. Cliaster
Has provided much valuable material on the subject,"—Xaii; Journal. , .

In 8vo, price dd. mil

LOCAL LEGISLATURES, a Scheme for full Legislative Devolution
for the United King'doiii on Coflstitutional lines, being a Supplenjent to "Execu-
tive Officers." "By A. W. Chastek, of the Middle Temple; Bafrister-it-Law.

THE

58ar examination Slnnual
FOR 189 4.

(In Continuation of the Bar Examination Journal.)

Price 3j.

W. D. EDWARDS, LL.B.,
OF Lincoln's inn, barkister-at-law.

In 8yo, price l%s. each, cloth,

THE BAR EXAMINATION JOURNAL, VOLS. IV., v.,

VI., .VII., VIII., IX. .& X. Containing the Examination Questions and Answers
from Easter Term, 1878, to Hilary Term, 1892, with List of Successful Candidates
at each examination, Notes on the Law of Property, and a Synopsis of Recent Legis-
lation of irtiportahce to Students, and other information.

By a. D. TYSSEN and W. D. EDWARDS, Barristers-at-Law,

In 8vo, price %s., cloth,

SHORT PRACTICAL COMPANY FORMS. ,

By T. Eustace Smith, of the Inner Temple and Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law,

Author of " A Summary of the Law of Companies," etc,-, assisted by ROLAND E.
" Vaughan Williams, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-al-Law.

'':''' ' REVIEW. '

_
'

'

" This collection of Conlpan^' Forms should certainly prove of service to secretaries, directors, and
others interested 'in the practical working of companies. . . , The forms themselves are short and to

the point."

—

Lain Times.

Seventh Edition. In 8vo, price %s. cloth,

A SUMMARY OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES' LAW.
By T. EUSTACE SMITH,

,1 OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW

'" The'author of 'this handbook tells us that, wheii

an articled student reading for the final examina-

tion, he felt the want of such a work as that before

us, wherein coiild be found the main principles of

law relating to joint-stock companies . . . .Law

studentsmay well read it ; for Mr. Smith has very

wistely been at the pains 6? giving his authority for^.

alLhis'statements ofthe law or ofpractice, asapphed

to jojnt-stock company business usually transacted

in solicitors' chambers. . In fact, Mr. Smith has

by his little book offered a fresh inducement to

stiidents to make themselves—at all events, to some

extent—acquainted yith company law
branch'of study."—ZaM* Timesi

" Th^ese pages give, in the words of the Preface,
* as briefly and concisely as possible ' a general
view both of the principles and practice of the law
affecting companies.' The work Is excellently
printed, and authorities are cited ; but in no case
IS the very language of the statutes copied. The

\ plan" is good,' and shows both grasp and neatness,
: and, both amongst students and laymen, Mr. Smith's
book ought to meet a ready sale."

—

Lofw youmal,
" ," The book is one from .which we have derived
^lar^e amount of valuable information, and we can
heartily and conscientiously reccnnmendL it to our
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In 8vo, Sixth Edition, price 9^., cloth,

THE MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY ACTS

;

1870, 1874, 1882 and 1884,

With Copious and Explanatory Notes, and an Appendix of the Acts'
relating to married women.

By Archibald Brown, M.A., Edinburgh and Oxon., and the Middle Temple,
Barrister-at-Law. Being the Sixth Edition of The Married Women's Property

Acts. By the late J. R. Griffith, B.A. Oxon., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-

at-Law.
. _

^ "Upon the whole, we are of opinion that this is the best work upon the subject which has been issued
since the passing of the recent Act. Its position as a well-established manual of acknowledged worth gives
it at starting a considerable advantage over new books ; and this advantage has been well maintained by
the intelligent treatment of the Editor."

—

Solicitors' journal.
"The notes are full, but anything rather than tedious reading, and the law contained in them is good,

and verified by reported cases. ... A distinct feature pf the work is its copious index, practically a
summary of the marginal headings of the various paragraphs in the body of the text. This book is worthy
of all success."

—

Law Magazine.

In 8vo, price I2J., cloth,

THE LAW OF NEGLIGENCE.
SECOND EDITION.

By Robert Campbell, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law, and Advocate
of the Scotch Bar.

In crown 8vo, 5^. net, cloth.

THE LAW AND CUSTOMS RELATING TO
GLOVES ." Being an Exposition Historically viewed of Ancient Laws, Customs,
and Uses in respect of Gloves and of the Symbolism of the Hand and Glove in

Judicial Proceedings. With Illustrations. By J. W. NORTON-KVSHE, of Lin-
coln's Inn, Esq. , Barrister-at-Law.

In 8vo, price \os. bd, net.

THE LAW AND PRIVILEGES RELATING TO
THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL AND SOLICITOR-GENERAL
OF ENGLAND, with a History from the Earliest Periods, and a Series of
King's Attorneys and Attorneys and Solicitors-General from the reign of
Henry III. to the 60th of Victoria. By J. W. Norton^Kyshe, of Lincoln's
Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

BXBLIOTHECA LEGUM.

In i2mo (nearly 500 pages), price 2j., cloth,

A CATALOGUE OF LAW BOOKS, including an the Reports
m the various Courts of England, Scotland, and Ireland ; with a Supplement to
December, 1899. By Henry (j. Stevens and Robert W. Haynes, Law
Publishers.

'

In small 4to, price 2j., cloth, beautifully printed, with a large margin, for the'

special use of Librarians,

CATALOGUE OF THE REPORTS IN THE
VARIOUS COURTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND \^^^I^M\oM^i^GED both in alpha.
BETICAL Sf CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. By StEVENs & HaynesLaw Publishers. «j
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Second Edition, much enlarged, in 8vo, price 20s. , cloth,

CHAPTERS ON THE

LAW RELATING TO THE COLONIES.
To which are appended Topical Indexes of Ca^es decided in the Privy Council

on Appeal from the Colonies, Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, and of
Cases relating to the Colonies decided in the English Courts otherwise than on
Appeal from the Colonies.

By CHARLES JAMES TARRING, M.A.,
ASSISTANT JUDGE OF H.B.M. SUPREME CONSULAR COURT, CONSTANTINOPLEj AND H.M.'S CONSUL

J

AUTHOR OF "BRITISH CONSULAR JURISDICTION IN THE EAST," "A TURKISH GRAMMAR," ETC.

CONTENTS.
Table of Cases Cited.
Table of Statutes Cited.

Introductory.—Definition of a Colony.
Chapter I.—The laws to which the Colonies are

subject.
Section r.—In newly-discovered countries.
Section 2.—̂ n conquered or ceded countj-ies.
Section 3!—iSenerally. ' • '

_

Chapter II.— The Executive.' ^-

Section i.—The Governor.
A.—Nature of his office, power, , and

duties.

B.—Liability to answer for his acts.

I.—Civilly.

I. a.—In the courts of his Govern-
ment.

&.—In the English courts.
2.—For what causes of action.

II.— Criminally.
Section a.—The Executive Council.

Chapter III.—The Legislative Power.
Section i.—Classification of Colonies.
Section 2.—Colonies with responsible govern-

ment.
Section 3.—Privileges and powers of colonial

Legislative Assemblies.

Chapter IV.—The Judiciary and the Bar.

Chapter V.—Appeals from the Colonies.

Chapter Vl.-rJriiperial Statutes relating to the
Colonies.

Section i.—Imperial Statutes relating to the
Colonies in general.

Section 2.—Subjects of Imperial Legislation

relating to the Colonies in
' general.

Section 3.—Imperial'Statutes relating to par-

ticular Colonies.

Topical Index of Cases decided in the Privy
Council on appeal from the Colonies, the

Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man.
Index of some Topics of English Law dealt with

in the Cases.
Topical Index of Cases relating to the Colonies

decided in the English Courts otherwise than on
appeal from the Colonies.

Index of Names of Cases.

Appendix I.

— II.

General Index.

In 8vo, price lOJ., cloth,

THE TAXATION OF COSTS IN THE CROWN OFFICE.

comprising a collection of

BILLS OF COSTS IN THE VARIOUS MATTERS TAXABLE IN THAT OFFICE;

INCLUDING

COSTS UPON THE PROSECUTION OF FRAUDULENT BANKRUPTS,
AND ON APPEALS FROM INFERIOR COURTS

;

TOGETHER WITH

A TABLE OF COURT FEES,
AND A SCALE OF COSTS USUALLY ALLOWED TO SOLICITORS, ON THE TAXATION

OF COSTS ON THE CROWN SIDE OF THE QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION
OF THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.

By FREDK. H. SHORT,
CHIKF CLERK IN THE CROWN OFFICE.

"This is decidedly a useful work on the subject of those costs which are liable to be taxed before the

Queen's Coroner and Attorney (for which latter name that of * Solicitor ' might now well be substituted), or

before the master of the Crown Offiqe ; in fact, such a book is almost indispensable when preparing costs

for taxation in the Crown Office,- or when taxing an opponent's costs. Country solicitors will find the scale

relating to bankruptcy prosecutions of especial use, as such costs are taxed in the Crown Office. The 'general

phseiTrations'' constitute a useful feature in this manual."

—

Law Times.

'"ITierecent revision of the old scale of costsin the Crown Office renders the appearance of this work
particularly opportune, and it cannot fail to be welcomed by practitioners Mr. Short gives, in the first

place, a scale of costs usually allowedfitjgiiflfeBG^JTbjeiMfijrfiS'^fe of costs in the Crown Office and then

bills of costs in various matters. These are well arranged and clearly ^x'mx.^^"—Solicitors' Journal.
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Just Published, in 8vo, price "Js. dd., cloth,

BRITISH CONSULAR JURISDICTION IN THE EAST,

WITH TOPICAL INDICES OF CASES ON APPEAL FROM, AND
RELATING TO, CONSULAR COURTS AND CONSULS ;

Also a Collection of Statutes concerning Consuls.

By C. J. TARRING, M.A.,
CHIEF JUSTICE OF GRENADA.

Second Edition, in one volume, 8vo, price i6s., cloth,

A CONCISE TREATISE ON THE

STATUTE LAW OF THE LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS.
With an Appendix of Statutes, Copious References to English, Irish, and American Cases,

and to the French Code, and a Copious Index.

By HENRY THOMAS BANNING, M.A.,
OF THE INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

"The work is decidedly valuable.":

—

Laiv Tim.es.

*'Mr. Banning has adhered to the plan of printing the Acts in an appendix, and making his book a
canning treatise on- the case-law thereon. The cases have evidently been investigated with care and
digested with clearness and intellectuality."

—

Law JottT-nal.

In 8vo, price u., sewed,

AN ESSAY ON THE

ABOLITION OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
Embracing more pa7'ticularly an Enunciation and Analysis oj the Principles ofLaw as

applicable to Criminals of the Highest Degi-ee of Guilt.

By WALTER ARTHUR COPINGER,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

In 8vo, price Is, dd. , cloth,

THE LAI AS TO THE APPOINTMENT OF NEW TRUSTEES.
WITH APPENDICES CONTAINING FORMS AND PRECEDENTS AND MATERIAL

SECTIONS OF THE TRUSTEE ACT, 1893, AND THE LUNACY ACTS, 1890 AND 1S91.

By J. M. EASTON, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

"... Mr. Easton has devoted great ability and learning to a treatise on this one subject, and saved
all who may in future be wise enough to consult his work the labour of searching through many other more
ponderous tomes for what they will most likely find here more fully considered, Mr. Easton has not only
carefully examined the cases to discover and expound what has been decided, but he has shown great
ingenuity in imagining what difficulties may arise, and sa^city in applying principles to their solution.

The book is very complete, and contains some useful precedents, and the material sections of the Trustee
Act, i8q3, and the Lunacy Acts, 1890 and i8gi."

—

Laiv Magazine and Revieuj.
" Into one compact volume the author has collected the whole of the information, on this subject . . .

and those who require information on this subject will find Mr. Easton's book a valuable aid."

—

Law Times,
" This is a useful book on an important subject, the law of which—though often supposed to be simple

—

is in reality full of pitfalls. . . . Mr. Easton has done his work well, and hi? treatment of his subject. is

practically exhaustive."

—

Law JoumK-i. Qy Microsoft® ,, .

" Mr. Easton has turned out a treatise of extreme practical utility, well arranged, exhaustive and
reliable."

—

Saturday Review^
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Second Edition, in 8vo, price 15^., cloth,

LEADING CASES and OPINIONS on INTERNATIONAL LAW
COLLECTED AND DIGESTED FROM

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN REPORTS, OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS,
PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS, and other Sources.

With NOTES and EXCURSUS, Containing the Views of the Text-Writers on
the Topics referred to, together with Supplementary Cases, Treaties, and Statutes

;

and Embodying an Account of some of the more important International Trans-

actions and Coiitroversies.

By PITT COBBETT, M.A., D.C.L.,
OF GRAV'S' INN, BARKISTER-AT-LAW, PROFESSOR OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY, N.S.W.

"The book is wel! arranged, the materials well "The notes are concisely written and trust-

selected, and the comments to the point. Much
will be found in small space in this book."

—

Law
Journal.

worthy The reader w-ill learn from them a

great deal on the subject, ind the book as a

whole seems a convenient introduction to fuller and
more systematic vioxY%."—Oxford Magazine.

Second Edition!, in royal 8vo. iioo pages, price 45J., cloth,

STORY'S COMMENTARIES ON EQUITY
JURISPRUDENCE.

: /Sefond English Edition, from the Twelfth American Edition.

By W. E. GRIGSBY, LL.D. (Lond.), D.C.L. (Oxon.),
AND OF THK INNER TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

" It is high testimony to the fe^utatiOn of Story, I has feeen rendered more perfect by additional

andto the editorship of Dr. Grigsby, that another indices."

—

Law Times.
edition should have beert called for. . . . The work

I

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 8j., cloth,

THE PARTITION ACTS, 1868 & 1876.
A Manual of the Law of Partition and of Sale, in Lieu of Partition. With the Decided

Cases, and an Appendix containing Judgments and Orders. By W. Gregory
Walker, B.A., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

"This is a very good manual—practical, clearly I has carefully brought together the cases, and dis-

written, and complete. The suhject lends itself | cussed the difficulties arising upon the language of

well to the mode of treatment adopted by Mr. the different provisions."

—

Solicitors'Journfil.

Walker, and in his liotes to the various sections he j

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 22s., cloth,

A TREATISE ON THE

LAW AND PRACTICE RELATING TO INFANTS.
By ARCHIBALD H. SIMPSON, M.A.,

OF Lincoln's inn, barrister-at-law, and fellow of Christ's college, Cambridge,

SECOND EDITION. By E. J. Elgood, B.C.L., M.A., of Lincoln's Inn,

Barrister-at-Law.

"Mr. Simpson's book comprises the whole of the

law relating to infants, both as regards their per-

sons and their property, and we have not observed

any very important omissions. The author has

evidently expended much trouble and care upon
his work, and has brought together, in a concise

andconvenientform, the law upon the subject down
to the present time."

—

Solicitors* Journal.
" Its law is unimpeachable. We have detected

no errors, and whilst the work might have been

done more' scientifically, it is, beyond all question,

a compendium of sound legal principles."

—

La-w
Times'. Digitized by WfCTi*ep^hom this can be said may congratulate

' jleoTtheLaw himself on havingachieved a considerablesucces--.
' Mr. Simpson has arranged the,whole oT

relating to Infants with piuch fulness of detail^ and

yet in comparatively little space. The result is

due mainly to the businesslike condensation of his

style. Fulness, however, has by no means been

ssacrificed to brevity, and, so far as we have been

able to test it, the work omits no point of any im-

portance, from the earliest cases to the last. Ip

the essential qualities of clearness, completeness,

and orderly arrangement it leaves nothing to be

desired.
" Lawyers in doubt on any point of law or prac-

tice will find the information they require, if it can

be found at all, in Mr. Simpson's book, and a

-Law Magazine, February, 1876.
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In one volume, royal 8vo, 1877, price 30^., cloth,

THE DOCTRINES & PRINCIPLES OF

THE LAW OF INJUNCTIONS.
By WILLIAM JOYCE,

OF Lincoln's inn, barrister- at-law. -

"Mr, Joyce, whose learned and exhaustive work on 'The Law and Practice of Injunctions' has

gained such a deservedly high reputation in the Profession, now brings out a valuaole companion volume
on the ' Doctrines and Principles ' of this important branch of the Law. In the present work the Law is

enunciated in its abstract rather than its concrete form, as few cases as possible being cited ; while at the

same time no statement of a principle is made ulisupported by a decision, and for the most part the very

language of the Courts has been adhered to. Written as it is by so acknowledged a master of his subject,

and with the conscientious carefulness that might be expected from him, this work cannot fail to prove of

the greatest assistance alike to the Student—who wants to grasp principles freed from their superincum-

bent details—and to the practitioner, who wants to refresh his memory on points of doctrine amidst the

oppressive details of professional work."

—

Law Magazine aftd Review. .

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

In two volumes, royal 8vo, 1872, price ^os., cloth,

THE LAW & PRACTICE OF INJUNCTIONS.
EMBRACING

ALL THE SUBJECTS IN WHICH COURTS OF EQUITY

AND COMMON LAW HAVE JURISDICTION.

By WILLIAM JOYCE,
OF- Lincoln's inn, barristee-at-law.

BEVIEWS.
" From these remarks it will b? sufficiently per-

ceived what elaborate and painstaking industry, as
well as legal knowledge and ability has been
necessary in the compilation of Mr, Joyce's work.
No labour has been spared to save the practitioner

labour, and no research has been omitted ivhich
could tend towai-ds the elucidation and exempliii-

cation of the general principles of the Law and
Practice of Injunctions."

—

Law youT-nal.

" He does not attempt to go an inch beyond that
for which he has express wntten authority ; he al-

lows the cases to speak, and does not speak for them.

"The work is something more than a treatise on
the Law of Injunctions. It gives us the general
law on almost every subject to which the process of

injunction is applicable. Not only English, but
American decisions are cited, the aggregate number
being 3,500, and the statutes cited 160, whilst the

index is, we think, the most elaborate we have ever
seen—occupying nearly 200 pages. The work is

probably entirely exhaustive."

—

Law Tifnes,

"This work, considered either as to its matter or manner of execution, is no ordinary work. It is a

complete and exhaustive treatise both as to the law and the practice of ^^nting injunctions. It must
supersede all other works on the subject. The terse statement of the practice will be found of incalculable
value. We know of no book as suitable to supply a knowledge of the law of injunctions to our common
law friends as Mr. Joyce's exhaustive work. It is alike indispensable to members of tjie Common Law
and Equity Bars. Mr. Joyce's great work would be a casket without a key unless accompanied by a good
index. His index is very full and well arranged. We feeljhat this work is destined to, take its place
as a standard text-book, and the tei?^SBSK^MiSe/V^ffffigfflgg)subiect of which it treats. The authoj:

deserves great credit for the very great labour bestowed upon it. The publishers, as usual, have
acquitted themselves in a manner deserving of the high reputation they \i^?a.^^—tlana4A Law Journal.

"A work which aims at being so absolutely
complete, as that of Mr. Joyce upon a subject
which is of almost perpetual recurrence in the
Courts, cannot fail to be a welcome offering to the
profession, and doubtless, it will be well received
and largely used, for it is as absolutely complete as
it aims at being This work is, therefore,

eminently a work for the practitioner, being full of
practical utility in every page, and every sentence,

of it We have to congratulate the pro-

fession on this new acquisition to a digest of the
law, and the author on his production of a work of
permanent utility and fame."— Laix) Magazine
and Review.

" Mr. Joyce has produced, not a treatise, but a
complete and compendious exposition of the Law
and Practice of Injunctions both in equity and
common law.

"Part III. is devoted to the practice of the
Courts. Contains an atnaunt of valuable and
technical matter noivhere else collected.
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Third Edition, in 8vo, price 20s,, cloth,

A TREATISE UPON

THE LAW OF EXTRADITION,
WITH THE CONVENTIONS UPON THE SUBJECT EXISTING BETWEEN

ENGLAND' AND FOREIGN NATIONS,

AND THE CASES DECIDED THEREON.
By Sir EDWARD CLARKE;.

QF EINCOLN's INNj K.C.
'

' Mr. Clarke's accurate and sensible book is the
best authority, to which; the English reader can
turn upon the subject of Extradition."

—

Saturday
Review. . . , ,

^ _

' '*The opinion we expressed of the merits of this

work when it first appeared has been fully justified

by the reputation it has gained. It is seldom we
come across a book possessing so much interest to ..

the general readerand at the same time furnishing so

usemla guide to the \zyiy%Tj'^Solicitors' Journal.
"The appearance of a second edition of this

treatise does not surprise us. It i§ a useful book,

well arranged and well- written. A studeint-who

wants to learn the principles and practice of the
law of extradition 'will be greatly helped by Mr.
Clarice. Lawyers who have extradition business
will find this volume an excellent book of reference-.

Magistrates who have to administer the extradition
iaw.wilt be greatly assisted by a careful perusal of

'Clarke upon Extradition.' This may be called a
warm copimendation, but those who have read the
Dook will not say it is Unmerited."

—

Law Journal
, The Times of September 7, 1874, in a long
article upon ' Extradition Treaties," makes con-
siderable use of this work and writes of it as " Mr,
Clarke's useful Work 071 Extradition."

In 8vo, price 2.s. td., cloth,

TABLES OF STAMP DUTIES
FROM 1815 TO 1878.

By ^WALTER ARTHUR COPINGER,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQUIRE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW : AUTHOR OF " THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT IN
WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART," " INDEX TO PRECEDENTS IN CONVEYANCING," " TITLE DEEDS," &C,
" We think this little book ought to find its way

into a good many chambers and offices."

—

Soli^

citors*' yourhal.
' This book, or at least one containing the same

amount of valuable and well-arranged information,

should find a place in every Solicitor's office. It is

of especial value when examining, the abstract of a

large number of old title-dee.ds."

—

La-w Titnes.
' His Tables 0/Stamp Duties,/rofn 1815 to 1878,

have already been tested in Chambers, and. being
now published, will materially lighten the labours
of the profession in a tedious department, yet one re-
quiring great care."

—

Law Magazine and Remeuu.

In one volume, 8vo, price 14^., cloth,

TITLE DEEDS:
THEIR CUSTODY, INSPECTION, AND PRODUCTION,, AT LAW, IN

EQUITY, AND IN MATTERS OF CONVEYANCJING,
Including Covenants for the Production of Deeds and Attested Copies; with an Appendix

of Precedents, the Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874, &c. &c. &c; By Walter
,, AjlXHUR CopiNGER, of the Middle Temple, Barrister,-at-Law ; Author of "The

. Law of Copyright " and, " Index to Precedents in Conveyancing."

here. Mr. Copinger has supplied a much-felt want,
by the .compilation of this volume. We have not
space to go into the details of the book ; it appears
well arranged, clearly written, and fully elaborated.
With these few remarks we recommend his volume

"The literary execution of the work is good

enough to. innate quotation, but the volume is not

large,.and we content ourselves with recommending

it to the profession."

—

Law Times.
" A really good treatise on this subject must be

essential to the lawyer : and this is what we have to our readers."

—

Laiv Journal.

Third Edition, in 8vo, considerably enlarged, price 36J., cloth,

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT
In Works of Literature and Art ; including that of the Drama, Music, Engraving,

Sculpture, Painting, Photography, and Ornamental and Useful Designs ; together

with International and Foreign Copyright, with the Statutes relating thereto, and

References to the English and American Decisions. By, Walter Arthur
Copinger, of the Middle "Temple, Barrister-atTLaw.

"Mr Copinger's book is very comprehensive,, merits which will, doubtless, lead to the placing of

dealing'with every branch of his subject, and, even this edition on the shelves of the members of the

extenSne to copyright in foreign countries. Sqfar profession whose busmess is concerned with copy-

is we hk?e examined, we have found al) the recent . right jand deservedly, for the book is one of con-

authMWes noted up with ^n^n\jkgistefi^f^ K^t^fMyz^^.-SoUcitars' Journal.

there is an unusually good index. These are
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Third Edition, in One large Volume, 8vo, price Tfls., cloth,

A MAGISTERIAL AND POLICE 6DIDE:
BEING THE LAW

RELATING TO THE

PROCEDURE, JURISDICTION, and DUTIES of MAGISTRATES
AND POLICE AUTHORITIES,

IN THE METROPOLIS AND IN THE COUNTRY.
With an Introduction showing the General Procedure before Magistrates

both in Indictable and Summary Matters.

By henry C. greenwood,
STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE FOR THE DISTRICT OF THE STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES ; AND

TEMPLE CHEVALIER MARTIN,
CHIEF CLERK TO THE MAGISTRATES AT LAMBETH POLICE COURT, LONDON

;

AUTHOR OF " THE LAW OF MAINTENANCE AND DESERTION," '* THE NEW FORMULIST," ETC.

Third Edition. Including the Session 52 & S3 Vict., and the Cases Decided in the

Superior Courts to the End of the Year 1889, revised aiid enlarged.

By temple chevalier MARTIN.

' A second edition has appeared of Messrs. Greenwood and Martin's valuable and
comprehensive magisterial and police Guide, a book which Justices of the peace should take
care to includd in their Libraries."—^atorrfay Reviaxi.

" Hence it is that we rarely light upon a work which commands our confidence, not merely
by its research, but also by its grasp of the subject of which it treats. The volume before us
is one of the happy few of this latter class, and it is on this account that the public favour will
certainly wait upon it. We are moreover convinced that no effort has been spared by its

authors to render it a thoroughly effident-and trustworthy guide."

—

Law Journal.

"Magistrates will hnd a valuable, handbook in Messrs. Greenwood and Martin's
'Magisterial and Police Guide." of which a fresh Edition has just been published." The
Times.

" A very valuable introduction, treating of proceedings before Magistrates,and largely of the
Summary Jurisdiction Act, is in itself a treatise which will repay perusal. We expressed our
high opinion of the Guide when it first appeared, and the favourable impression then produced
is increased by our examination of this Second Edition."

—

Law Times.
" For the form of the work we have nothing but commendation. We may say we have

here our ideal law book. It may be said to omit nothing which it ought to contain."
Law Times.

" This handsome volume aims at presenting a comprehensive magisterial handbook
for the whole of England. The mode of arrangement seems to us excellent, and is well
carried out."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

"The Magisterial and Police Guide, by Mr. Henry Greenwood and Mr. Temple
Martin, is a model work in its conciseness, and, so far as we have been able to test it,

in completeness and accuracy. It ought to be in the hands of all who, a smagistrates en-
otherwise,.have authority in matters ofpolice."'^Daily News.

'
' This work is emiitently pra/:tical, and supplies a real want. Itplainly and concisely

states the law on all points upon which Magistrates are called upon to adjudicate syste-
matically arranged, so as to be easy of reference. It ought tofind dflace on every Justicts
table, and we cannot but think that its usefulness will speedily ensure for it as large a sale
as its merits deserve. "

—

Midland Counties Herald.

" The exceedingly arduous task of collecting together ail the'enactments on the subject
has been ably and efficiently performed, and the arrangement is so methodical and precise
that one is able to lay a finger on a Section of an Act almost in a moment. It is: wonderful
what a mass of information is comprised in so comparatively small a space. We have much
pleasure in recommending the 0!$^^S(i SfWim^bbofm our professional', but also to our
general readers ; nothing can be more useful to the pubho than an acquaintance with the
outhnes of magisterial jurisdiction and procedure."

—

Sheffield Post.
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Now ready, Second Edition, in 8vo, price 2ij., cloth.

THE LAW RELATING TO THE

ADMINISTRATION OF CHARITIES,
UNDER THE CHARITABLE TRUSTS ACTS, 1853-1894, LOCAL

GOVERNMENT ACT, 1894, AND LONDON GOVERNMENT
ACT, 1899.

By THOMAS BOURCHIER-CHILCOTT,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, BARRISTER-AT-LAW.

" This book should be of great use to all concerned in the administration of charities. We particularly
recommend it to the notice of members of Parish Councils. "

—

Law Journal,
" Thisis a carefuledition of the principal statutes. . . . The book contains aUfehat is ordinarily needed

on questions of chajrity admiftistration."

—

La-w Meugazine and Review.
"Mr. Bourchier-Chilcott's work should be useful to the Profession. . . , The notes on sales and leases

of charity lands are succinct, to the poiht and up to date, and will be- a safe guide to the practitioner on
that rather difficult subject. The appointment of new trustees is also dealt with very fully."

—

Law Times.

In one thick volume, 8vo, price 32^., cloth,

THE LAW OF RAILWAY COMPANIES.
Comprising the Companies Clauses, the Lands Clauses, the Railways Clauses Consoli-

dation Acts, the Railway Companies Act, 1867, and the Regulation of Railways
Act, 1868 ; with Notes of Cases on all the Sections, brought down to the end of the
year 1^68 ; together with an Appendix giving all the other material Acts relating

to Railways, and the Standing Orders of the Houses of Lords and Commons

;

and a copious Index. By Hbnry Godefroi, of Lincoln's Inn, and John
Shortt, of the Middle Temple, Barristers-at-Law.

In a handy volume, crown 8vo, 1870, price 10s. 6</., cloth,

THE LAW OF SALVAGE,
As administered in the High Court of Admiralty and the County Courts; with the

Principal Authorities, English and American, brought down to the present time
;

and an Appendix, containing Statutes, Forms, Table of Fees, etc. By Edwyn
Jones, of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

In crown 8vo, price 4f., cloth,

A HANDBOOK OF THE

LAW OF PARLIAMENTARY REGISTRATION.
WITH AN APPENDIX OF STATUTES AND FULL INDEX.

By J. R. SEAGER, Registration Agent.

Second Edition, in One Vol., 8vo, price 12s., cloth,

A COMPENDIUM OF ROMAN LAW,
Founded on the Institutes of Jijstjnian ; together with Examination Questions

Set in the University and Bar Examinations (with Solutions), and Definitions of

Leading Terms in the Wotds pf the Principal Authorities. Secoiid Edition. , By
Gordon Campbell, of the Inner Temple, M.A., late Scholar of Exeter College,

Oxford; .M.A.., LL.D., Trinity College, Cambridge; Author of "An Analysis 0/

. Austin's Jurisprudence, or the Philosophy of Positive Law.

"

In 8v6, price 7^. 6d., cloth,

TITLES TO MINES IN THE UNITED STATES,
WITH THE STATUTES AND REFERENCES TO THE DECISIONS

OF THE COURTS RELATING THERETO^

By W. A. HARRIS, B.A. Oxon.,
OF LINCOLN'S INN, fl.'i»fefl^^M^?^9fi^0f THE AMERICAN BAR.
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STEVENS AND HAYNES' LAW PUBLICATIONS.

Second Edition, in Svo, jiricr 21s. cloth,

THE LAW RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION
OF CHARITIES under the Charitable Trusts Act, 1853-1894, and Local Goverument
Act, 1894. By Thomas Botjkchibr-Chilcott, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

Fourth JUdition, In One Volume, Svo, price 30s. cloth,

HANSON'S DEATH DUTIES : Being the Fourth Edition of
THE PKOBATE, LEGACY, AND SUCCESSION DUTIES ACTS; Comprising
36 Geo. 3, c. 62 ; 45 Geo. 3, o. 28 ; 65 Geo. 3, c. 184 ; 16 & 17 7ict. c. 61 ; the
Customs and Inland Revenue Acts, 43 Vict. c. 14 ; 44 Vict. c. 12 ; and the New
Estate Duty Finance Acts, 57 & 68 Vict. c. 30, and 59 & 60 Vict. c. 28 ; with an
Introduction and copious Notes, incorporating the Cases to 1896, &c. By Lewis T.
DiBDiN, M.A., D.C.L., and F. H. L. Erbinoton, M.A., Barristers-at-Law.

Third Edition, in Svo, price 10s. 6d. cloth,

OUTLINES OF THE LAW OF TORTS. By Richabd ring-
WOOD, M.A., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

Third Edition, in Svo, price 28s. cloth,

HARDCASTLE'S TREATISE ON THE CONSTRUCTION
AND EFFECT OF STATUTE LAW. With Appendices. Third Edition. By W. F.
Craies, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

Second Edition, in Svo, price 16s. cloth,

A TREATISE ON THE STATUTE LAW OF THE
LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS. With an Appendix of Statutes, References to Cases,

and French Code. By H. T. Banning, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

Third Edition, in Svo, price 20s. cloth,

A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAW OF PROPERTY IN
LAN D. For the use of Students and the Profession. Third Edition, with Addenda,
giving the Land Transfer Act, 1897, with references to the Text. By William
Douglas Edwards, LL.B., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.

Third Edition, crown Svo, price 6s. 6rf. clulh,

THE LAW OF ARBITRATION AND AWARDS. With
Appendix containing the STATUTES DELATING TO ARBITRATION, and a

collection of Forms and Index. Third Edition. By Joshua Slater, of Gtaj's Inn,

Barrister-at-Law.

- Second Edition, in Svo, price 26s. cloth,

A CONCISE TREATISE ON PRIVATE INTERNA-
TIONAL JURISPRUDENCE. Based on the decisions in the English Courts. By
John Aldebson Foote, of Lincoln's I mi,. Barrister-at-Law.

In Svo, price 30s. doth,

THE PRACTICE ON THE CROWN SIDE OF THE
QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION of Her Majesty's High Court of J-ustice (founded on
Comer's Crown Office Practice), including Appeals from Inferior Courts. With Appen-
dices of Rules and Forms. By F. HtroH Short, Chief Clerk of the Crown Office, and
Francis H. Mellob, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

Seventh Edition, Svo, price 10s. 6d. cloth;

RINGWOOD'S PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF BANK-
RUPTCY ; Embodying the Bankruptcy Acts, 1883 and, 1890 ;

part of the Debtors Act,

1869 ; the Bankruptcy Appeals (County Courts) Act, 1884. "With an Appendix contain-

mg Schedules to the Bankruptcy Act, 1883; the Bankruptcy Rules, 1886 and 1890, &c.

Seventh Edition. By R.' Rinbwqod, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

Third Edition,, in Svo, price 32s. cloth,

A MAGISTERIAL AND POLICE GUIDE: Being the statute

Law relating to the Procedure, Jurisdiction, and Duties of Magistrates and Police

Authorities in the Metropolis an>| inHI Country. With an Introduction, showing the

General Procedure before Magistrates" both in Indictable and Summary Matters. By
Henry C. Greenwood, Stipendiary Magistrate, and Temple Chkvallibr Martin,
Chief Clerk to the Magistrates at Lambeth Police Court, Lond,on. Third Edition, in-

cluding the Session 52 & 53 Vict., and the Cases decided in the Superior Courts to

the End of the Year r '
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